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PISTOL CARTRIDGES.

[ REPORT on Kttol Cartridges. Made 6y Captain J. P. FABMY, o< National Armory, 1875.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
June 25, 1876. 

SIB:
I have the honor to report the results of a series of experiments made, for the purpose of ascertaining 

the proper charge and hind of powder to be used in the Army revolver, calibre .45", cartridge.
The difference in weight and length of barrel between the carbine and revolver, and the different 

conditions under which these weapons are expected to be used, calls for a lighter bullet and corres 
pondingly lighter charge of powder.

By common consent the standard of 250 grains was adopted for the weight of ball, but has BOW 
been reduced to 230 grains in the latest service pistol cartridge, for reasons which will appear, although 
the private cartridge factories still retain the 250-grain ball.

In respect to powder charges, both in kind and degree, there is a great diversity of opinion, and 
frequently my attention has been called to this point during my inspection tours at the various pistol 
and cartridge factories.

For the purpose of obtaining certain knowledge on the subject, these experiments are conducted 
under your directions.

There has been considerable delay owing to the want of the best appliances for the trial a fixed 
rest for the revolver, a penetration butt, (on the principle of the ballistic pendulum,) and a recoil 
device, (on the principle of the gun pendulum.)

It is proposed to present exact facts, and to treat the problem graphically, ao that by a mere glance 
at the plates a precise knowledge may be had and juit comparison instituted.

The 30-grain pistol cartridge with 250-grain ball has been the standard for service prior to 1875; 
departure therefrom being necessary in order to meet the requirements of a new experimental revolver, 
(the Schofield-Smith & Wesson.)

It was necessary to shorten the 1874 pistol cartridge, and it was thought that this end could be 
best attained by proportionately reducing the weight of ball and powder charge, the former to 230 
grains and the latter to 28 grains.

You then directed a cartridge of this character to be prepared, tried, and reported upon by me 
August 24, 1874, and. from my report it appeared that for penetration and accuracy (the only points 
under consideration) the cartridge was equal to that of 1874 service pistol cartridge.

The question of reducing the length of the revolver barrel from 7".5 to 6".5 and 5".5 wot at 
that time discussed, and it was shown that such change was followed by deterioration of practice, the 
"drop" of the bullet being marked for the lesser lengths of barrel. It was found, also, that the 
change of form in the bullet to provide its lesser weight permitted, by its cavity in rear, accommodation 
for 30 grains of powder instead of 28 grains, and you so advised in furnishing the sample to the 
commanding officer of Frankford Arsenal.

Reports wliich were received from Colt's factory and from the letters of General W. B. Franklin, 
it has been made to appear that in the first lot of new cartridges manufactured at Frankford Arsenal 
the charge of powder in each instance did not exceed 24J- grains, and in no instance has it been fonnd 
that the charge runs over 28 grains.

This was an important circumstance; as a departure from the old standard called for by the 
dimensions of an established weapon, to meet the conditions or requirements of an experimental arm, 
was well calculated to discover the defects of the cartridge.

The comparison between the two service pistol cartridges (1874 and 1875) brought others into the 
field, and gave rise to trials which put even the old tervice cartridge to the blnsh, and has opened the 
whole question respecting powder charge, kind and quantity.
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This being the purpose or object of the trial, it is necessary to ascertain in respect to the various 
kinds of cartridges and powder charges.-

1st. The initial velocity. 
2d. The recoil. 
3d, Th» penetration. 

4th. The accnracy in off-hand firing. 
5th. The accuracy from fixed rest. 
6th. The effect that recoil has npon the accuracy. 

To this end the following type of cartridges were selected for the trial, viz:

2d. The aers-ice, 1874............ ........................

*4th. An experimental, (electric No. a)... ........

POWDER.

Grains.

SO
30
30

BAKU

Grains.

250

230

* Same dimensions as the latest 18T5 cartridge.

5th. The service dimensions of cartridge shell (1875) with same total length of cartridge, but with 
charges of various kinds and character, for the purpose of ascertaining the comparative values of the 
various powders that can be used in the present service cartridge.

6th. A few "Lowell" (U. S. Cartridge Company) have been fired experimentally, but as these were 
not considered, to, be fair representative types of the usual manufacture, their initial velocity is not 
absolute.

The charge of powder at present is claimed to be 35 grains of very fine-grain powder, and the 
weight of ball is 250 grains.

AEMS USED. 
Colt's Army revolver, Calibre .45".

INSTRUMENTS USED. 
1st. The Benton thread velocimeter. 
2d. A ballistic pendulum, fig. 3, Plate II. 
3d. A gun pendulum, fig. 2, Plate II. 
4th. A fixed rest for pistols, fig. 1, Plate II. 
5th. The best marksman in the employ of the Ordnance Department.

THE TEIAL. 

WEIGHT OP POWDER CHARGES.

One hundred and sixty pistol cartridges were selected, forty each of the types numbered 1*2, 3 and 
4, (Plate I.) Ten of each lot were picked out, and the powder charge of each carefully and accurately 
weighed in the densimeter scale. Ten of each lot were then picked out for accuracy, (off-hand,) ten 
for accuracy, (fixed rest,) and ten for initial velocity, thus disposing of the whole 160.

The average weight of all came well up to standard. The service, 1875, showing 27.9 grains 
powder and 229.4 grains weight of ball.

INITIAL VELOCITY.

Each lot of ten of the several kinds were then fired for initial velocities, distance between targets. 
75 feet, and a mean of the ten velocities for each kind is recorded in the first or left-hand column of 
Plate I, opposite the cartridge to which it relates.

The velocities were all very uniform, and spoke well for the arm, ammunition, and especially for 
the advantage afforded by the new fixed rest, (Plate II, fig. 1,) as not one of theforty shots failed to hit 
the small iron plate target, twelve inches by seven inches, at a distance of 75 feet, whereas heretofore 
it has been found very difficult even to strike this plate through a much shorter interval, to say nothing 
of the number of shots thrown away upon the upper part or near axis of suspension.

The irregular broken line A (Plate I) represents by its ordinates a comparative scale of velocities, 
with number of feet per second noted above the ordinate.

ACCUBACY.

The accnracy from fixed rest for the interval of 75 feet has the mean deviation for each kind of 
ammunition recorded by the radii of the very small inner circles in target, (fig. 1, Plate I, right-hand 
column,) each deviation being the mean of ten shots; the same may be said, for the accuracy of the off 
hand firing, the radii of the exterior circles illustrating the mean deviation. As a precautionary 
measure against the skilled marksman being influenced by the popular notion respecting the effects oi 
recoil upon the accuracy of fire, and to relieve him from any obligation to shoot badly when heavy 
recoil was to be expected, I loaded the revolver myself, and kept him in ignorance of the special 
cartridge he was firing.
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The sequence of forty shots fired in this way established a record so unmistakably in favor of the 
high velocities, and consequent heaviest recoil, that it would appear to settle this point beyond dispute.

However, conclusions will not be based upon this result alone, as will be made to appear. The 
marksman, who is extremely sensitive to the slightest variations in recoil, states that he did not feel 
the least inconvenience either in his arm or in his hand, and found it difficult to discriminate between 
what ia commonly designated exceteive and moderate recoil.

In order to substantiate the accuracy record ten cartridges of the experimental class JTo. 1, 
Plate I, were fired, alternating with the service cartridge, 1875, both from the fixed rest and off-hand, 
the Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver being used in this test, and the target ia exhibited by fig. 2, 
Plate I, substantially agreeing with the same practice with the Colt's Army revolver.

Before concluding the test for accuracy, and to confirm the previous record beyond all cavil* some 
eight "Lowell" cartridges were fired alternately with the service, (off-hand,) and the record for 
accuracy stands as exhibited by the circles, target figure No. 3, Plate I.

The recoil of the "Lowell" being more marked than that of any of the other cartridges, it is to 
be observed that the practice has been correspondingly improved.

RECOIL AND PENETEATWK.
Referring to Plate II, figs. 2 and 3, the record of recoil and penetration will immediately be 

understood to be taken from an arbitrary unit scale, but at all times affording a just comparison of the 
effects of like causes.

Penetration of pine boards for the same trial and same target is equally satisfactory, but for 
different trials the case is altered; by this method, however, the effects of recoil and penetration due to 
the same velocity of bullet must be the same at all times.

The irregular line 0, column headed " Recoil," Plate I, represents by its ordinates the proportionate 
effects of recoil dne to the velocity of each ball.

The irregular line B, column headed "Penetration," Plate I, represents by its ordinates the 
proportionate effects due to the impact of each ball, or its penetrating capacity.

Each one of the penetration and recoil records is the mean of six readings, all of which vary not 
more than one or two units, (two per cent.)

Although the illustration, Plate I, indicates graphically the initial velocity, penetration, accuracy 
and recoil, and the figures relating thereto, yet the results of the trial are tabulated for the better 
preservation of the record.

TABLE No. 1.

KIND OF CARTRIDGE.

Lowell..... .......................................

POWDER CHAKQE.

Groins.

35 to 37

WSWHT OF
BALL.

Orains. 

230
230

250

250

250

INITIAL 
VELOCITY.

Feet. 

959
733

723

857

929

PESKTRATION.

76
52

SB

70

74

RECOIL.

58

38

43

81

58

To ascertain the effects of like charges of the same kind of powder used in the above record, and 
the variation in the initial velocity due to a difference of one or more grains of powder and of lead, 
we have 

TABLE No. 2.

KIND or CARTBIDGK.

Dimensions of same as :

Service, 18T5_... ..............................
Service, 1875................-..-,.... ..-..
Service, 1875... ................................

POWDKB CHAZGE.

Grains.

WEIGHT OF 
BALL.

Grains. 
230

350

230

INITIAL 
VELOCITY.

Feet. 
961
900
TV\

858

810

PENETBATION.

74

74

52

70

BECOIL.

58
58

48

IKCIDBKTS.

A considerable escape of gas is noticeable in front of the chambers of the revolver. Much powder 
is thrown out unconsumed, (this holds for small charges as well as for large.)

Less rifle or (quick- burning) fine grain is thrown out than of the service powder.

*The record for accuracy at Frankford Arsenal is calculated to mislead on account of the large percentage of 
misses. Ninety-six shots were fired at a target 39" x 25", at a distance of one hundred feet^ th«re were forty 
hits and fifty-six misses; and the comparative merit* of different kinds of ammunition consequently was not sought 
to be established.
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COITCLTJSIOKS.

A few principles of general interest are evolved from this trial.
Recoil per u does not affect the accuracy of fire.
It U practically shown and may be theoretically demonstrated.
The ball passes through the bore at the rate of five hundred feet, or six thousand inches per 

second, (a mean of initial velocity and zero velocity at seat of charge.)
The length of bore is seven and a half inches, the time of passage of the ball throTigh the bore is 

thirteen ten-thousandths of a second.
The ratio of weight of ball to that of revolver is as unity to seventy-six, and therefore the 

quantity of motion or recoil of the revolver in this infinitely small time that the system remains 
connected does not exceed one-tenth of an inch.

The revolver may therefore be suspended by a light thread, and being subject to no extraneous 
deviating causes, will shoot as well with the greatest possible charge as with a, limited one.

This fact being established practically, and demonstrated theoretically, the accuracy may be said 
to be improved as the charge of powder is increased up to within practical limits.

Less "drop" at long range, and consequent greater flatness of trajectory, are incident to high velocity
In off-hand practice there is a tendency to shoot high, and this error is generally charged against recoil.
This inaccuracy is due to the natural tendency to bring the front sight alone into line with the 

eye and the object; and in proportion as the distance of the eye is above the revolver, to the same 
extent is the line of fire elevated.

The pull upon the trigger somewhat elevates, but has been found generally to cause deviation 
from the centre of impact to the right; "drift" due to the usual mode of rifling carries the centre of 
impact in the same direction; hence it has been found advisable to rifle the barrel with the twist from 
the right over to the left, causing the drift to the left.

Powder charges both in respect to kind and quantity have been duly considered, and it is believed 
that the standard of comparison or standard of reference should be an established initial velocity, rather 
than grains weight of powder charge.

For like charges the " Hazard Electric No. 3," the " Electric No. 2," the powder used by the Colt's 
Firearms Company, and the powder used in the present service cartridge stand for effectiveness in the 
ratio of eighty-five, ("No. 3;") eighty-five, ("No. 2;") eighty-one, (Colt'a Hazard;) seventy-three, 
(service powder.)

"No. 2 electric" shows rather too fine grain for service, whilst "No. 3 electric" for a charge of 
thirty grains occupies the same space as that provided for twenty-eight grains of service powder.

It is shown, however, that this thirty-grain charge of "No. 3 electric" gives a velocity of 959 
feet from the Colt's revolver, and 900 feet from the Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver, (onfe-half 
inch less length of barrel,) against 733 feet velocity for the twenty-eight grains of service powder.

Here is & gain of thirty-three per cent., without any trespass upon the established dimensions of 
the new service cartridge.

It should not be forgotten that, owing to the short length of barrel and escape of gas in front of 
chambers, the thirty-grain charge from the revolver developes the effects due to bat twenty grains 
from the rifle, both in respect to velocity and recoil.

This latter consideration is useful in comparative and theoretical estimates of pistol and rifle charges. 
I am sir very respectfully, your obedient servant,

J. P. FARLEY,
Captain of Ordnance. 

To the COMMANDING OFFICER,
National Armory.

[First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
June 26, 1875.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, being a report of trials made at this Armory by 
Captain Parley to determine the relative merits of different charges for the Army revolvers and the 
use of fine-grain powder as compared to that now in use in the pistol cartridge. ******

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Secoud Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
July 20, 1875. 

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance. 
Approved, by order of the Secretary of War:

H. T. CROSBY,
JULY 20,1875. Chief Clerk.
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BRONZE-STEEL.

[PAPER from the "Proceeding! of the Royal Artillery Institution," Woolwich, July, 1875, on Bronze- 
Steel, by Captain J. F. OWEN, JJ. A.]

Experiments lately carried out in Austria, at the instance of General Von Uchatius,* with an alloy 
of copper and tin, cast under certain conditions, and termed by him "bronze-steel," are of so 
interesting a nature, and may have so important an issue, that no apology is needed for giving in 
this paper a resume1 of the results thus far obtained.

Before describing these experiments it may not be amiss to review shortly the employment of bronze 
for the construction of rifled ordnance, to show why it has fallen into disfavor for that purpose, and to 
point out the reasons which in recent times have led to a partial and temporary return to that alloy, 
as a gun metal, by powers which had rejected it in the first instance as unfit for rifled guns.

About the middle of this century, and immediately before the introduction of rifling, field ordnance 
consisted almost universally of bronze, while the first rifled field pieces used in actual warfare were 
the " Napoleon" shell guns, also of bronze, which played so important a part in the Italian campaign 
of 1859, at the battle of Solferino.

The example of France in thus utilizing her S.B. bronze guns for the manufacture of rifled field 
pieces was sooner or later followed by all the Continental Powers, Prussia excepted; England however 
used other materials, while the Northern Kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden and Norway retained 
cast-iron.f

For siege rifled guns and guns of position bronze is largely used on the Continent, and in the war 
of 1870-71 a great proportion of the Prussian siege train was composed of such ordnance.

Prior to the advent of rifled guns it had been frequently proposed in Prussia to employ a lighter 
and stronger metal than bronze lor field guns, in order to increase their mobility. Between 1844 and 
1855 several steel S.B. field pieces were manufactured for trial, both at Bochum and also by Messrs. 
Krupp, at Essen, and, on account of the good results given by these guns, an experimental committee 
actually prepared designs in 1857 for a service S. B. steel gun of 12 centimetre calibre, and to fire 
charges of between 3J and 4£ Ibs.

When therefore it became evident that rifled guns must take the place of smooth-bores, and that 
a new armament had to be provided, Prussia was naturally ready to adopt for that armament a metal 
which had been proved, even for the old guns, to be better than bronze. The enterprising firm of 
Krupp completed in 1856 a 9c. (3.2-inch) rifled steel gun, according to the designs of an artillery 
committee, which was so satisfactory that in 1859 steel was definitely adopted by the Prussian 
authorities as the material to be used for the new field guns. For the cake of economy, attempts were at 
the same time made to utilize the existing 12c. and 9c. S. B. bronze guns by rifling them; theseattempta 
failed, and in 1865 all the rifled Prussian field pieces 9c. and 8c. guns were made of steel, while the 
12c. S.B. of bronze were also retained. The latter piece was the Horse Artillery Gun employed by 
Prussia in the campaign of 1866.

In England bronze was not considered of adequate strength, and the distinguished engineer Sir 
W. Armstrong having constructed a rifled gun of wrought-iron as early as 1854, and having matured 
a satisfactory method of manufacture, his system was adopted to satisfy the imminent necessity that 
existed for an immediate supply of rifled field pieces. His first guns were made entirely of wronght- 
iron, but many of the later Armstrong field guns have steel barrels. To these two metals (iron and 
steel) we have steadily adhered in the manufacture of our field ordnance, with the partial exception 
mentioned further on.

'Colonel in the Austrian Artillery, Major General and Director of the Arsenal at Vienna.
t*The field smooth-bore ordnance of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden wa» of cast-iron, which is the material 

still used for rifled field guns in these kingdoms; it is of excellent quality and very cheap, a 3".24 gun with 18-pdr. 
projectile costing only £23 4s.; but of course the charges used are low, 90 that theae pieces are not powerful gang, 
giving an initial velocity of not more than 1200 fs.
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With S. B. bronze guns much inconvenience was occasioned by the softness of that alloy, especially 
when heated by rapid firing,* and, as experience was gained concerning rifled ordnance in the field, it 
was found that the defects inherent to ordinary bronze were still more seriotis in such pieces. Their 
accuracy was affected by much firing, and the greater pressure in the powder chamber quickly developed 
flaws by burning out the tin spots.f The cutting of the grooves also laid bare many of these spots, 
which otherwise would not have been apparent.

To reap the full advantages of rifling, it became evident that some better material than bronze 
would have to be employed in the construction of field guns.J Various attempts have been made to 
discover a modification of bronze, or some analogous alloy, sufficiently hard, elastic, and strong for the 
purpose required, but as yet, unless bronze-steel be a success, all these attempts have failed.^

France, Italy, Spain and Austria are therefore turning their attention to steel as a metal for their 
field armament, while Russia has already supplied herself with many steel field pieces. Switzerland 
retains bronze for her new 8c. guns, pattern 1871, apparently for reasons of economy. The great 
objection to steel on the part of the first-mentioned powers is that their native industry cannot as yet 
supply them with this metal of the quality needed, in the required quantity, nor with sufficient 
rapidity.

France has consequently adopted the new Beffye B.L. bronze gun, using a metallic cartridge, in 
hopes that her steel manufacturers will be able to supply her wants when she has finally settled upon 
the nature of her future field pieces.

It seamed certain, however, a short time ago, that both Italy and Austria would be obliged to have 
recourse to Messrs. Krupp, who possess a gigantic monopoly of steel gun manufacture on the Continent.)! 
Italy proposes to spend the sum of 4,500,000 francs in purchasing 8.7c. steel Krupp's guns to replace 
her 12c. B.M.L. of bronze, while Austria has been :experimenting with the same nature of gun, and 
found it so superior to her 8-pdr. rifled muzzle-loader, that she too was unwillingly preparing for the 
enormous outlay of three or four million pounds for a similar purpose, when the researches of General 
Von Uchatius held out hopes that an improved description of bronze aud native manufacture might 
yet be employed to provide her with efficient rifled field armament.

Although, as we have seen, the tendency of those European powers which have hitherto used 
bronze for field pieces is to replace that material by steel, yet in both England and Prussia a return 
has been at times made to bronze rifled field guns.

Thus in Prussia in 1866 several 8c. steel guns burst at practice, and this, together with the reports 
of artillery officers regarding the uncertainty of Krupp's steel, engendered so much distrust as to that 
metal that further experiments were carried out with bronze guns of 8c. and 9c. in ISSS-'GT. when they 
stood the tests of trial very satisfactorily, aud were not so much damaged by case shot as was expected.

A number of bronze 8c. were consequently made for batteries of the reserve, and were, we are 
told, received with much satisfaction by tiie men; of these a few were employed during the war of 
1870-'71.f During this war, however, the steel field pieces acquitted themselves so well that the 
artillery regained their confidence in that metal, which has consequently triumphed in Prussia, the 
bronze guns upon further trial having shown themselves very inferior to what was expected from the 
behavior of the experimental guns.

We ourselves also reintroduced the employment of bronze for a short period, though for reasons 
differing from those of the Prussian authorities. It was not that confidence had been lost in the 
materials of which our field pieces were made, but that the Armstrong system of brooch-loading, upon 
which these guns were constructed, had exhibited many defects when exposed to the test of war in 
China and elsewhere.

As it was plain that a new mode of construction had been decided upon, and **various committees 
of distinguished artillery officers having reported in favor of adopting muzzle-loading guns, both on 
account of their simplicity and freedom from the faults inherent to all B.L. guns, and also from the 
possibility of employing with them an efficient time fuze, it was urged by some that bronze should be 
employed as a material for these pieces, not only on economical grounds, but especially for Indian 
service, so that guns might be made in that great dependency without the necessity for sending out 
expensive plant.

It would of coarse be advantageous that our Indian arsenals should be in a position to manufac 
ture their own guns, in case of urgent necessity, when cut off by any exigency from free communication 
with England. These reasons were deemed so cogent that a committee of artillery officers was

* In his "Employment of Artillery," Sir John May tells HR that, in the first siege of Badajos by our forces in 
1811, we had to borrow from the Portuguese a siege train of bronze ordnance. The rapid firing of these pieces 
soon disabled 18 out of 40 guns, and the siege was consequently raised. Shortly afterwards, in 1812, we again 
attacked that fortress, but with an English siege train of iron ordnance, when it soon fell into our hands.

f'Tin spots," so called, being patches or veins of white alloy, rich in tin, always found in ordinary bronze. 
Such patches are burnt away with a comparatively small amount of heat; they are harder than bronze.

JA1! these defects of bronze forthe bore of a gnn, irrespective of strength viz: molting of the tin, change of 
figure, the conversion, abrasion and compression obviously aggravate each other; and, when taken in connection 
with rifling and excessive pressures, are conclusive evidence as to the unfitness of the material to meet the con 
ditions of greatest effect. ''Holley Construction of Artillery."

I Vide p. 271.
| Messrs. Krupp, it is stated, can deliver over 200 field guns a month.
f Thirty or forty of these bronze 8c. guns accompanied the 3d anny.
*"A detailed account of the committees and their opinions is to be found in pages 2, 8,11, " Text-book of Rifled 

Ordnance." By Major Stonoy and Captain Jones, Eoyal Artillery.
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assembled to carry out experiments, with a view to making R.M.L. bronze gong for India service. 
They first attempted to utilize 8.B, 9-pdr. guns, but had to abandon the idea,* and subsequently 9-pdr. 
E.M.L. cast at Woolwich gave such satisfactory results upon trial at Shoeburyness.f that in 1870 
9-pdr. bronze guns were definitely adopted for Indian service.^ while some were also issued to batteries

As was the case with Prussia, we soon discovered that, notwithstanding the excellent results given 
by some individual gnns, bronze was so uncertain a material as to quality, that it could not be relied 
upon for rifled guns. Further service developed so many defects in these 9-pdrs. that they have now 
been withdrawn, and replaced by R.M.L. pieces, constructed of the materials originally used with our 
rifled field guns, viz., wrought-iron and steel, materials which have proved thoroughly efficient for the 
purpose required.

Writing in 1856 concerning bronze as a material for cannon, Dr. Mallet says: "It is astonishing 
to find that, after five hundred years' habitual use of this material, the military literature of Europe 
appears barren of a single series of systematized and accurate experiments on the physical properties 
of gun-metal. |[ Nor has America produced such, although in advance by the still and energy devoted 
to the improvement of its ordnance which its numerous Government reports display, f Such an inquiry 
remains still to reward the labor and well directed knowledge that shall be bestowed upon it, and 
should gun-metal always continue to form the staple material for field artillery (which, however, 
appears by no means probable) it would be an object worthy of national undertaking, an expenditure 
as being utterly beyond the reach of private effort or the demands of commerce."

Since 1856, however, much attention has been paid by scientific investigators to the improvement 
of bronze, and many attempts have been made to improve its quality, both in hardness and homo 
geneity, by altering the proportions of the constituents and by adding small portions of other metals 
or non-metals. None of these attempts have as yet proved satisfactory, unless bronze-steel turn out 
an exception.

Phosphor-bronze, containing small quantities of phosphorus, has been extensively tried and given 
a metal of more uniform character, and also stronger than bronze.**

Experiments carried on lately in Belgium and at Tegel in Prussia with this alloy induced the 
latter power to give it further trial. A B.L. 9c. (3.5) with charge of 1.5-lb. of powder and 18 Ibs. 
shot was tested to destruction by gradually reducing its thickness after each series of firings, and the 
result proved that there was no danger with phosphor-bronzo of a gun bursting without previous 
notice, while the metal is both harder and more elastic than common bronze. The Prussian authori 
ties have ordered two 6-pdr. and a24-pdr. of this metal to be cast at Spandau for testing it still further. 

Belgium, however, does not consider it worth while trying more experiments with phosphor-bronze. 
In 1872 an exhaustive trial was undertaken at Bourges by the French Government with 4-pdrs.; 

four of these pieces were cast, two being of ordinary bronze and two of an alloy of phosphor-bronze, 
proposed by M. Montefiore Levy, one of the latter being cast solid and the other hollow. That cast 
solid failed at the preliminary Water test, but the other stood well the first 500 service ronnds, and 
subsequently burst (but not explosively) with a charge of 4 Ibs. of powder and a 20-lb. shot. Its 
superiority over the gun caat from ordinary bronze was so slight, that the committee carrying on the 
experiments concluded that any advantages it possessed were more than neutralized by the necessity 
of adding the phosphorus in very exact proportions, and so further complicating the manufacture of 
bronze guns.

Colonel Eosset, of the Italian Artillery, superintendent of the arsenal at Turin, has for some years 
past been carrying on a series of interesting trials, with regard to bronze and other metals, in the 
arsenal at Turin, where a 7.5c. gun of bronze-phosphorus was tested in comparison with others of 
ordinary bronze. This gun stood the trial well, and the alloy from which it was cast (in an iron 
mould) showed a tensile strength of about 25 tons per square inch. Notwithstanding this, however, 
Colonel Rosset concluded that it waa not advisable to employ such an alloy in gun manufacture on 
account of the unstable character of phosphorus, and the great difficulty of securing uniformity of 
result in the mixture of this element with bronze.

"The least weight of shell of suitable form which could bo fired from such gnns would have 20 Ibs. Farther, 
the great preponderance of the 9-pdr. S.B. and the position of their trunnions, below the axis of the piece, presented, 
obstacles to their conversion, whiln the metal of many of these guns was comparatively soft, and therefore less 
adapted for rifled guns.

 f These experimental guns were subjected to very severe trials. They were fired at the rate of 60 rounds in 7 
minutes for rapidity; 6 rounds in 13 minutes at 9-fl. square target, at 1000 yards off, for rapidity and accuracy, 
giving 27 hits; and on one occasion 14(1 rounds were fired from one gun, without stopping, at the rate of 3 rounds 
per minute, the metal becoming so hot as to boil water plaeed in the bore. In at! cases the results were satisfactory, 
and one of the guns in question actually fired 2,732 rounds without destructive injury.

JIn 1806 some mountain guns being suddenly required for Bhootan, a few old bronze S.B. 3-pdrs. were eon- 
verted into 7-pdr. E. gnns, and since then a few more have been made, but their manufacture ceased in 1870.

fit must not be supposed, however, that this committee was altogether satisfied with ordinary bronze; on the 
contrary, they mentioned several methods by which it might be probably much improved, as mentioned in Note I 
at the end of this paper.

I By the term "gun-metal" is meant an alloy of copper with tin, containing from 8 to 12 parts of the latter to 
100 of the former, but in America we find this word also applied to cast-iron of certain qualities.

f The annual reports prepared by the Bureau of Ord nance and presen ted to Congress are worth study by artillery 
officers, being carefully condensed summaries of the latest experimental researches in America, and remarkable 
for their completeness.

"This alloy is much used now for bearings in machinery. «nd is on trial for pipe boxes of field carriages, sheaves for blocks, &c.
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Russia appears to have adopted this nature of bronze for 3-pdr. mountain guns, and is also trying 
it for 9c. E.B.L. pieces.

In Austria great attention has always been paid to bronze and analogous alloys,* and General 
Von UchatiuB, the director of the Arsenal at Vienna, has for years studied the subject. In a lecture 
lately delivered by him he tells us that about two years ago his attention was particularly called to a 
fragment of bronze, cast under pressure, which the Archduke William had brought from Russia. He 
found the properties of this metal so far superior to those of bronze cast in the ordinary way.f that he 
was led to the researches detailed in the following pages.

The experiments were begun by casting an alloy with 10 per cent of tin, in an iron mould, under 
a pressure of 78 tona per square inch. The metal so obtained was homogeneous, and in quality 
resembled the Russian bronze.

A gun was about to be made of this compressed bronze when the Exhibition of Vienna took place, 
and amongst the war materiel there displayed was to be seen a bronze gun, cast by M. LaveissiSre, 
of Paris, in a thick cast-iron mould, so as to be cooled very rapidly; the longitudinal section of this 
gun showed a homogeneous metal quite free from the spots, while the teats applied to specimens by 
General Morin left no doubt as to the great strength of the metal, which seemed to resemble very 
much in its qualities the compressed bronze before mentioned.

This mode of manufacture, by casting in chill, being simpler than that of casting under pressure, 
it was resolved to adopt it in further experiment, and in August, 1873, a mass of bronze representing 
the breech end of a field gun was cast in an iron mould five inches thick.J The bronze solidified in 
about 5 minutes, contracting considerably, so ae to leave a hollow in the middle of the casting.

From the lower _afid more solid portion of the cylinder a disc was cut which showed toward the 
outer circumference, where the cooling had -been most rapid, beautiful golden-hued crystals, with their 
axes lying in a direction perpendicular to the surface of the cylinder; these crystals extended to a 
distance of 1.6 inches from the circumference, and gradually passed into a grey mass of very fine 
grains, which formed the central portion of the cylinder, fi The properties of this crystalline portion 
are shown in Table A, in the column headed "Bronze cooled in metal mould;" they resemble the 
properties of bronze cast under pressure and of the Laveissiere bronze.

A great step had thus been taken in bronze manufacture, for this chilled bronze far surpassed that 
made in the common way in tenacity, though it had little advantage in elasticity, and none at all in 
hardness.||

A piece of this chilled bronze was next forged cold by rolling; considerable force was required, but 
the bar tested was extended by 100 per cent., or to double its original length, without showing the 
least fissure. When lengthened only 20 per cent: by the same process, the properties of this metal 
changed wonderfully, and it presented the same strength, hardness and elasticity as steel.  Vide Table A, 
column headed, "Bronze (cast in chill,) rolled."^f

This then is the metal to which General Von Uchatius has given the name of " bronze-tteel." It 
will be seen how appropriate a name thia is, when we consider the latest definition of steel itself, viz: 
"Any alloy or variety of iron cast when in a melted state into a malleable ingot."

To show the steel-like characteristics of bronze-ateel knife blades were made from it, which 
exhibited all the properties of untempered steel.

If it were found practicable to construct a gun of chilled bronze, thus steeled as it were by pres 
sure or forging, General Von TJchatius considered that he had gained his great object, and provided 
Austria with a gun metal which would render her independent of foreign manufacture.

Before attempting the actual construction of a bronze-steel gun, however, it was necessary to find 
out what were the proportions of »tin and copper best suited for chill casting, and, further, how it was 
possible to give to the inner layers or walls of the bore the same properties as those possessed by the 
outer layers of the casting.**

With regard to the first point, trials made upon a small scale proved that bronze containing 6, 8, 
or 10 per cent, of tin answered well for the manufacture of bronze-steel, and that the addition of zinc 
offered no advantages. Further experiments on a larger scale also showed that 8 per cent, gave the 
best results, and that proportion was therefore employed for the experimental gnns. This alloy is more 
readily chilled than that which contains 10 per cent., while over that having 6 per cent, it has the 
advantage of requiring less new copper when recast.

 "Bterro-metal," (or instance, was an Austrian invention, being a species of brags having in it small quantities 
of iron and tin; much was hoped from this when introduced in 1873. Its tensile strength is nearly double that of 
bronze, bnt it is difficult to Becore uniformity in the casting.

 f Ordinary bronze has a tensile strength of about 14% tons, but bronze cast under pressure gives a tensile 
strength of 19% tons, with an equal elasticity to common bronze.

JThe bronze contained 10 per cent, of tin; the dimensions of the mould were 28 inches in height and 10 inches 
in diameter.

5 This IB more or leas a characteristic of all bronze castings, the interior being always richer in tin, and 
presenting a different crystalline fracture from the esterior.

1 This property was tested by the depth of indent made by a knife, under a given stated pressure.
5The tensile strength of the metal was now 32 tons per square inch, and its limit of eJascUy 11 tons. The tensile 

strength of Firth's steel used in our own gun building is about 30 tons untempered, (about 50 tonB when tem 
pered,) and its elastic limit about 13 tons, while, as shown by Table A, Krnpp's gun steel has a tensile strength of 
over 30 tons, and an elastic limit of about 6 tons.

« When a aolid ingot was cast in an Iron mould, having the thickness of the semi-diameter of the ingot, the 
interior portion of the latter was found to be composed of a greyish granular mass, unfit for forging.
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Regarding the second point it was clear that, to obtain for the walk of the bore or inner layers 
qualities similar to those of the outer layers, it would be necessary to chill them also by means of a 
core of some description. Hollow cores cooled by air or water were first tried and unsuccessfully, bat 
at length a solid core of hammered copper was found to answer satisfactorily.*

Having ascertained the proper alloy to use and the mode of chill casting to employ, the next step 
was to investigate the method by which the gun block, when cast, should be treated mechanically to 
insure sufficient hardness and elasticity in the walls of the bore.

From his own study of the properties of metals, and from the data furnished by tests carried on in 
Austria and other countries, General Von Uchatius had previously arrived at the following con 
clusions, viz:

1. That wrought-iron, steel and the ductile metals generally, when they have been extended beyond 
their original elastic limit, and so undergone a permanent change of form, have the property of 
acquiring a second and higher limit of elasticity.!

2. Also that the work usually done upon the bore of a gun when first fired, to the detriment of 
accurate shooting, especially the expansion of the powder-chamber, should be previously performed by 
means of a force greater than the maximum powder pressure to which it can at any time be subjected.J

Chilled bronze he found had an elastic limit of 2J tons, with an elongation of 0.0004, while if 
the same metal had already undergone a permanent extension of ten times the latter amount, or 
0.004, its new limit of elasticity became 10 tons, and it was capable of an elastic elongation of 0.00192.

As the calibre fixed upon for the new Austrian field piece is 87 m - "> > it would, according to this 
experience, be sufficient to expand the bore by four-thousandths,». «., 87 m- m- X by 0.004, or about 
0.348 n>. m., in order to obtain a new limit and to quadruple the elastic strength of the gun.

To give this necessary expansion to the bore, conical mandrels of hardened steel were driven- 
through an ingot of bronze-steel, cast hollow in chill, in the manner already explained.

Hydraulic pressure of about 15 tons to the square inch was employed for this purpose, and several 
mandrels increasing slightly in size were successively forced through the bore until it was increased 
from 80 num. in diameter to 87 m' m-. an increase of 8.75 per cent.? During this operation the 
exterior of the ingot was also increased in diameter by about 2 per cent. At the close of the operation 
the bore presented a surface polished like a mirror, and with a hardness equal to that of steel.

When the last mandrel had been passed through, the elastic contraction of the bore was found to 
be 0.004 of its diameter, an important fact which, according to General Von Uchatius, showed that " all 
the concentric layers of the piece were in a state of elastic tension, exerting from the exterior toward 
the interior a pressure equal to that which the mandrel exerted from the interior toward the exterior, 
the latter being at least 14.75 foot-tons, as far as could be calculated."

As a proof that this tension extended even to the exterior layers, a very thin ring of metal was 
turned off the outside of a cylinder treated as above, and before the last element of this ring had been 
cut through the ring sprang off the cylinder, and its diameter immediately became smaller than that 
of the latter; a similar ring cut from the interior dilated on the other hand, when the separation was 
complete, showing that the metal there was in a state of compression.||

When a piece made as described is fired the bore will, according to General Von Uohatius, undergo 
a sudden expansion, and immediately return to its original dimensions, provided this expansion does 
not exceed 4-1000 of its diameter, as a spring rebounds unless stretched beyond its endurance. Should 
the tension of the gas be so great as to cause a greater dilatation of the bore than 4-1000 of its diameter, 
then, the elasticity of the metal being exceeded, the bore would become permanently expanded. Such 
permanent expansion could only take place if the pressure produced on explosion surpassed that which 
the mandrel driven through it exerted on the walls of the bore during manufacture; t. e., the pressure 
of the powder gas must be more than 14.75 tons per square inch, a pressure not likely to occur in 
field guns.

*The details of these various attempts are full of interest, they are given in the Kevue d'Artillerle Tome v. p. 
310; and also the report of a serious accident on one occasion, which caused the employment of water for cooling 
the core to be laid aside as too dangerous.

t Thurc is no doubt that a bar of metal strained beyond its elastic limit will, if subjected to a greater pressure, 
behave like a bar of an originally harder metal, for the molecules will have rearranged themselves and the bar will 
have a higher limit of elasticity, while its ultimate tenacity may be increased, i. e., its ultimate strength to with 
stand rupture. The total wol-k done to break such a bar will still, however, be about the same. This question will 
be found further discussed in Note II, at the end of paper.

{By this General Von Uchatius would appear to mean that any permanent expansion of the bore by firing, and 
so increased windage and bad shooting, should be prevented by previous mechanical treatment of a material 
otherwise too soft. It is a question whether extra strength Is given to the inner layers by this treatment, or 
whether a part of their total tensile strength is not overcome (vide Note II;) they become denser, however, and so 
stronger to resist abrasion, while the elastic limit is higher.

gSir J. Whltworth compresses his steel with a pressure of as much as 20 tons per square inch, reducing the 
length of the ingot by about one-eighth.

IThis is quite clear; nor can there be a doubt that, as General Von Ochatius states, "the successive strut* of 
metal in the steel-bronze gun, from within outwards, possess a relative diminishing strength, hardness and 
elasticity, which is precisely what is demanded by the objective; at the bore, namely, the metal is strongest 
hardest and most elastic, (t. e., does not stretch most, but requires the greater force to stretch it to its elastic limit,) 
and as these properties diminish the toughness (ductility) of the metal decreases." Is this gain brought about, 
however, by a loss in the total strength of the cylinder against rupture from within! The German critic, quoted in 
Note II, says that it is so, that General You Uchatius is working upon a false conception of the laws of elasticity 
and strength, and that technical science wilt never admit that it is preferable to employ an overstrained to a sound 
material.
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General Von Uchatius therefore considered thai a gun made of steel-bronze, as proposed, would 
be capable of fulfilling the conditions required of a field gun; i. e., that it would be able with the 
normal charge to stand a great number of rounds without any detriment to its accuracy ; and farther, 
that if it should, by accideat, be submitted to a very excessive strain, it would not burst explosively, 
on account of the extreme ductility of the outer layers.

He states the following as some of the advantages of such pieces:
That they would compare well with those made of steel in the ordinary way,* having the same 

hardness and homogeneity, and being submitted in manufacture to a greater pressure from within than 
that which the powder gas can exercise.

In guns made of bronze-steel the properties of the metal in the several concentric layers differ in 
such a manner that, while hardness, density, elasticity ,f and tensile strength diminish from the interior 
to the exterior, the ductility of the metal (measured by the amount by which it will elongate prior to 
fracture) increases and is at a maximum at the exterior surface. J

In these pieces every concentric layer of metal performs its proper amount of work, and gives its 
proportional support to the walls of the bore, the "neutral" layer, or that layer in which equilibrium 
exists between the compression of the inner portions and the tension of the outer, is close to the surface 
of the bore, instead of being near the exterior of the steel barrel, as in built-up guns. $

Before a bronze-steel gun could burst the outer layers would stretch 40 per cent., so giving a 
safety like that obtained when, over a somewhat brittle steel tube we place a jacket of ductile 
wrought-iron,

Atmospheric action so injurious to steel would affect bronze-steel but little.
The cost of construction, not taking into consideration the value of the material, is stated to be 

as follows :
tin's steel.........about £100Steel tube, Austrian manufacture.....

( Crucible steel. ...... ..about 120
Bronze-steel tube... ................................................ .....about 35

Not only would the cost be less, but the time necessary for manufacturing a gun would be much 
reduced, while, as before mentioned, Austria could at once supply herself with the new field armament 
required.

We now see by what experiments General Von Uchatius, starting with certain data, arrived step 
by step at what he considers to. be the proper alloy, method of casting and mode of subsequent treat 
ment by which a gun may be made of bronze-steel, which gun shall possess all the advantages as to 
hardness and strength, which to be gained by constructing it of steel, while it would be free from the 
danger of bursting explosively, and also be far cheaper, both as to material and manufacture.||

The results of his experience certainly promise well, but the crucial test of the correctness of his 
views must, of course, be the trial of guns so made, as compared with similar pieces of steel or other 
material. Aa yet we only have full details of the trial of one field gun constructed of bronze-flteel in 
the manner described.

This piece is a 8 . 7c. B . L. gun.fl .of the same weight as the service 8c. bronze M . L. gun, i. e., about 
10 cwt. The B.L. apparatus consists of a single coin with Broadwell ring, which acted very well.**

In 1874. over 2000 rounds were fired with service charges, viz., 3.3 Ibs. of a large-grained powder, 
and a shell weighing 14.37 lbs.;ff a muzzle velocity of 1475 f.s. being obtained.^ Since that it has 
been still further tested, so that up to April, 1875, more than 2558 rounds had been fired from this 
gun without its being rendered unserviceable, or showing any sensible diminution of accuracy of fire. 
Indeed, a series of firing after the 2558th round, gave most satisfactory results as to accuracy, the 
targets being at a distance of about 1650 yards, and. the mean error being about 1.7 ft. vertically, and 
2.8 ft. laterally.

After each series of 200 rounds the bore was carefully examined and its dimensions taken. At the 
termination of the first 200, the bore about the middle of its length had expanded very slightly (0".03t>, 
about,) whilst a few small flaws .(from tin spots) of lenticular shape had been developed in the powder 
chamber and at the commencement of the rifling. These flaws slightly increased up to 300'h round, 
but from that to the 2000th they remained constant both in number and size.

 Probably steel might he-treated in a similar manner, and improve also in the properties mentioned, as shown 
by Table B, the result of other experiments by General Von Uchatius.

t That is to say, Us " limit of elasticity," as defined by us, and measured by the greatest statical pressure which 
can be applied to a bar of a square-inch section without producing permanent change of form. This ia the same 
limit defined by Colonel Rosset, and rather more truly, as the "limit of cohesion," or that limit at which permanent 
change of form rapidly and definitely takes place, for Ipng before that limit a small and gradual permanent deforma 
tion will have been caused.

J As will be seen by Table A, the metal in the outer layer is 16 times as ductile as that of the inner layer. The 
ductility of good wronght-iron of 27 tons tensile strength has been found to allow of an elongation of 0.38, while 
bronze-steel from the exterior layer, with 21 tons tensile strength, shows a ductility of 0.40.

g We cannot allow that this ia the case with our own guns, when we see that the steel tube is so much com 
pressed in some cases by the shrinking on of the outer portions that the diameter of its bore is sensibly diminished.

| It is calculated that on the whole the present guns could be transformed at a cost of three-fourths of the 
anm required for the supply of new steel pieces.

f The physical properties of the metal composing this gun are given in Table A.
  Four rings had to be used successively during the firing of the 2568 rounds; the first stood 647 firea, the 

second 1006, and the third 673.
ft Rotation being given by 4 copper rings, secured in undercut grooves round the shell, which rings are cut into 

by the lands.
ft Under similar circumstances, and to the similar charges and the same powder, the steel 8.7o. B.L. gun tried 

gave a muzzle velocity of 1498 f.e.
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The diameter of tlie powder chamber remained nearly the same, for though measurement showed 
an enlargement of (0.1 m- m-) 0.0039 inches, this was due merely to the depth of a flaw and not to a 
real expansion of the chamber.*

The committee carrying on these trials also tested a steel 8. 7c. B. L. gun of the same construction 
under similar conditions, and the following is a brief summary of their provisional report rendered in 
January, 1875, when 2147 rounds had been fired from the bronze-steel and 1196 from the steel gun.

1. "The bronze-steel gun shows sufficient 'resistance' (as to hardness, tensile strength, &c.,) since 
after 2147 rounds with service charges the bore shows no degradation of form while the increase in 
diameter is within admissible limits."

2. "The experiments prove that in accuracy of fire the bronze-steel equals the steel gun. The 
doubts expressed prior to trial as to the inability of bronze, even when treated by the Uchatius 
process, to withstand the action of the gas at a high temperature without erosion were not without 
foundation. The erosions caused do not, however, seem to affect the accuracy of fire aa was expected."

"At the 2121s* round the committee caused a shell to be exploded in the bore of the bronze-steel 
gun, by which almost all the lands were more or less injured. Notwithstanding this damage and the 
erosions caused by much fire, the accuracy of the piece was not diminished, and the committee do not, 
therefore, consider such erosions of much importance, unless occurring in the neighborhood of the gas 
check in the breech-end of the powder chamber. Tin spots in that part of the gun are readily 
discovered, and it is recommended that any gun showing such should be rejected."

"The committee believe that the remarkable results obtained in these experiments are due partly 
to the Uchatius mode of constructing bronze guns, and partly to the use of copper rings for giving 
rotation to the projectiles."

Since the date of this report the committee have resumed their experiments, and 800 rounds more 
have been fired from the bronze-steel gun mentioned, making a total of 2947, without material injury 
to the piece. Ten other guns have been constructed of the same material, from two of which 1500 
rounds apiece have been fired without their being injured in the slightest degree (according to 
Austrian newspapers.)

"These rounds," we are told, "were fired in a rapid succession, 150 being fired each day with such 
rapidity that the guns became heated to 167  and 212  F., and had to be cooled with damp cloths. 
Even the best Krupp guns are injured by such rapid firing, (becoming permanently enlarged,) but no 
such results were observed with the Dchatius guns."

It is expected that the Artillery Committee will send in their report next month, (June, 1875,) 
and that the Austrian War Office will finally decide in the Autumn as to the material for the new field 
guns, whether it should be Krupp steel or Uchatins bronze-steel.

The results obtained with these experimental guns seem to bear out the sanguine expectations of 
General Von Uchatius; but our own experience of the uncertain nature of bronze, 80 far as we know 
of that alloy, and of the delusive effects of experiments made with only one or two pieces,! make us 
pause before we can accept this success as proof sufficient that "bronze-steel" is in all respects adapted 
for the constrnction of field guns, even if the theoretical principles are correct upon which its subse 
quent treatment are based.

The same view of the case has been taken in Austria, and the trials ordered to be carried out with 
the Krupp 8.7c. steel gun are still to be proceeded with.

We cannot but wait with interest for the account of further trials with the ]0 bronze-steel guns 
last made, especially as General Von Uchatius had determined before constructing them to make 
further experiments with reference to the mode of casting and chilling, in order to get rid altogether of 
tin spots. This he believed he would be able to accomplish; but whether such be the case or not, the 
scientific world owes to the gallant General a debt of gratitude for his careful researches into the 
treatment of bronze, crowned as they have been by a discovery of no small importance, viz., that of a 
method of treatment by which the physical properties of this alloy may be improved upon, until they 
approximate to those of steel, so that the metal itself may well be termed bronze-steel.

If bronze-steel is not utilized for the art of war, we may be certain that it will find its place 
amongst the thousand materials required by the arts of peace, and that its discovery J will give an 
impetus and a direction to research, which will insure further improvement in the physical treatment 
both of alloys and metals generally.

 The mean expansionn of chamber after firing above 2000 rounds, were steel gun 17, bronse-steel 14 in lOOOthe 
of a millimetre.

t Vide p. 27L As to bronze 9-pdr. tried ac Shoeburyness. 
J Vide Note I, p. 278.
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TABLE A. Results of Experiments upon Own MelaU.

WEIGHT IN Tons PIB 
SQUAWS INCH.

O.G36 

1.272 
1.908 
2.644 

3.180 
3.816 

4.152 
5.888 

6.724 
6.360 
6.996 
7. 632 
8.268 

8.804 
9.840 

10.176 

10.812 
11.448 
12.084 
12.720 
13.366 

13.992

16.204

Tensile strength, tons 
per square inch.

Limit of tons, elasticity 
per square inch.

Elongation in hun dreds of length.

At moment of 
rupture.

Section at'point of rup 
ture.
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*This hardness was measured by the indentation made in the specimen by a knife with given statical pressure, 
BO that the greater the indentation given the softer the metal will prove.
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NOTE I.

It is not intended by using the word "discovery" in the foregoing paper, to lay down that chill- 
casting bronze, or casting that metal under pressure, was for the first time thought of by General Von 
Uchatius,* but that he first of all has discovered a way of practically utilizing knowledge already 
existing upon the subject.

The two modes above mentioned of improving bronze, as well as the method of subsequent treat 
ment by compression, have long ago been proposed, and in some cases partially carried; as, for 
instance, in the compressing the interior of the bore of the bronze S.B. pieces by forcing in a conical 
mandrel, which used to be practiced at th« Royal Arsenal, Woolwich.

We find in "Mallet's Construction of Artillery," written in 1856, that the author proposes, as he 
says, "For the first time * * * Absolute chill-casting of bronze guns in naked and massive 
iron moulds * * * which would admit of an almost unlimited increase of statical pressure on the 
head of metal, and would facilitate the delicate process of casting bronze guns hollow upon slender 
loam cores. * * * This method of casting," he further says, "would also give great facility to 
cooling the gun by currents of air through the interior of the core if thought desirable."

We know also that the process of casting steel under pressure has been in vogue for some time, 
and on a tolerably large scale.

Colonel Eosset, of the Italian Artillery, as before mentioned, has been carrying out experiments 
in the Arsenal at Turin with bronze and other metals. A 7.5c. B.L. bronze gun, cast in an iron 
mould, gave such satisfactory results that he reported that this mode of casting should be adopted, not 
only as giving metal of much better quality, but also as being much more economical; the expense of 
constructing new moulds for each gun being done away with, as well as other expenses.

Not only was the elasticity, homogeneity and hardness of the metal thus much increased, but also 
its tensile strength was augmented by as much as 50 per cent.

The Committee on Field Artillery for India in 1870 President, Major General Eardley Wilmot, 
E. A. were quite alive to the defects arising from the comparative softness of bronze, and suggested 
several methods of hardening the metal; either by condensing the driving sides of the grooves by 
pressure, hammering the gun-block externally or internally, and externally on a taper iron mandrel, 
by casting under hydraulic pressure, or by adding other ingredients to the alloy.

Time did not then admit of experiments being carried out as proposed, and, on the introduction of 
iron and steel guns, the subject lost most of its interest with us.

Further investigations have, however, been continued by a committee^ charged to examine into 
the improvement of bronze for field guns, the report of which committee has just been published, and 
will be found full of most useful information as to the nature of bronze guns and the causes of local 
defects. It is accompanied by various tables of chemical analyses of bronze, and details as to the 
different alloys, fracture, &c. Appended to the report will also be found a precis of the lecture by 
General Von Dchatius, and a translation of a critique upon the lecture taken from the " Militariache 
Blatter," which is treated of in the following Note II.

NOTE II.

In the preceding pages no attempt has been made to criticize the theoretical opinions expressed by 
General Von Uchatius; but, as in his lectures he distinctly challenged comparison between a bronze- 
steel gun and a gun of Krupp steel, we may now examine what has been said on the other side against 
bronze-steel theoretically as a material for ordnance. There hardly appears a doubt but that steel 
might be so improved as to be superior to bronze-steel in every required quality under somewhat 
similar treatment. The practical point just at present, however, which Austria requires to know is, 
whether bronze-steel can furnish her with a thoroughly efficient field ordnance, supplied from her own 
arsenals, seeing that her capabilities of steel manufacture are not as yet sufficient to allow of her using 
that material without having recourse to other countries.

For ourselves this comparison has much scientific, though perhaps little practical, interest, so we 
will take in succession the points of comparison between a steel-bronze gun and a Krupp gnn, as laid 
down by General Von Uehatius with his critics' remarks thereupon.

 General Von Uchatins is already well known as the inventor of the Uehatiua process of steel manufacture 
which is now employed in England by Mr, Williams. For description, vide Dr. Percy's "Metallurgy," p. 802. 
Edition, 1861.

t President, Major General Eardley Wilmot, E.A., F.R.8.; members, Colonel Campbell, C.B., R.A., 4c.; Professor 
Abel, F.R.8., 4c.
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To avoid any misunderstanding as to technical terms, it will be advisable to state their 
meaning distinctly, and the following graphical illustration of the "limits of elasticity" and "fracture" 
of a metal, extracted from the " Militarische Blatter," will aid us in this very much:

In the above figure let the abscissa represent the strains and the ordinates the total extensions of 
a bar of metal (experimentally determined) corresponding to the strains.

If the bar be subject to a constantly increasing strain the elongation is first constant in proportion 
to the strain,* increasing after a certain point in a higher proportion. This point, represented in the 
diagram by the extension of HJ and measured by the statical strain corresponding to the abscissa AJ, 
SB termed the "limit of elasticity."!

After this point is reached the extensions increase in a higher proportion for every increment of 
strain, and the line joining the ordinates becomes a curved line, as shown in the figure at D, the total 
extension of the bar at that point being represented by BD and the breaking strain by the abscissa AD, 
which is the measure of the "limit of fracture."! We have then, as will be seen by the fig., three 
extensions of the bar, the "total," "elastic," and "permanent," the former being in all cases the sum 
of the two latter, while, until the "limit of elasticity" is reached, the total extension is synonymous 
with the "elastic" extension (strictly not quite so, but very nearly.)

The curve (a straight line as far as H) AB represents the total extensions, and the straight line 
AC the elastic extensions of the bar, while the total mechanical force required to produce rupture 
corresponds to the area ASD.

Similarly, the mechanical force necessary to produce a total extension, EF corresponds to the 
area AFK

If we remove the pressure represented by AF, after the bar has been elongated by EF, and then 
reimpose it, the greatest extension of the bar will not exceed FG;$ and if we once more remove the 
strain the bar will revert to its former length, i. e., its original length + EG:

Here, of the total work done on the bar, represented by the area AFE that portion corresponding 
to the area HEG has been absorbed by it and applied to the rearrangement of its molecules, being the 
measure of the loss sustained in the total tenacity of the bar. Its breaking strain may however be 
increased, and we see that its elasticity is BO ; for any ductile metal increases (within certain limits) in 
elasticity and ultimate strength, (as represented by the breaking strain,) though not in absolute 
strength, (as shown by total work or mechanical force required to produce rupture,) when subjected to 
drawing, hammering, or rolling. In fact, a material strained beyond its limit of elasticity will 
exhibit the same characteristics as an original harder metal.

To return, however, to the case in the figure: Suppose we now subject the bar, which has been 
elongated by the permanent extension EG, to a heavier pressure, then the total extensions may be 
represented by same line GK,\ and we see that the "breaking strain" shown by AL is greater than 
before. The "total mechanical force" to produce rupture will now be represented by the area AKL, 
which, however, can never exceed the mechanical force represented by ABL; or, which is the same 
thing, FGKL cannot exceed BDFE, so that the absolute strength of the metal ie not increased by 
permanent extension beyond its original "limit of elasticity," although its breaking strain and elas 
ticity may be increased by the operation.

We must then remember that increase in the limits of fracture (or breaking strain) and elasticity 
do not imply greater working strength in a given bar of metal.

We do, however, gain very much, as we all know, by subjecting metals to the operations of 
rolling, hammering, &c., for we obtain greater elasticity and ultimate tenacity in smaller bulk by

 This extension increases very slightly in proportion of the duration of the strain.
fBy some, as before mentioned, termed the "limit of cohesion."
J This limit of fracture is often said to be a measure of the " tenacity " or " tensile strength " of a metal, but is 

in reality only a measure of the "ultimate" tenacity, or ultimate "-tensile strength," i. «., the breaking strain, and 
does not represent the total strength of a given metal to withstand a strain, or, in other words, the total mechanical 
force required to produce rupture. Fide Mallet's explanation, "Construction of Artillery," p. 73.

gThis, however, according to Mallet, p. 67, will not always be the case if we reimpose the weight for any time. 
With wrought-iron, for instance, should the strain exceed one-fourth the rupturing strain, the extension will slowly 
increase with time.

j If the metal were perfectly homogeneous, LK would correspond with BD; but ag most metals are in a state 
of internal tension, which is nullified by pressure beyond their limit of elasticity, the limit of fracture may 
frequently be thus increased.
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making the mass more homogeneous; and here seems to be the weak point of the critique in question, 
for, although steel might undoubtedly be further improved, the question lies between the present 
ringed Krnpp guns and those of bronze-steel aa now made.

The points of comparison, pro and con, are as follows:
1._"In endurance the bronze-steel gun can only be compared with the ringed-eteel gun, since 

internally they possess the same strength, homogeneity and hardness; while an elastic pressure is 
exerted primarily from without inwards, ezceeding that exerted by the bursting effect of the powder."

Remark on above.—"The tension previous to firing is in the bronze-steel gun in exactly an 
opposite state to the tension in a Krupp ringed gun. Hence the two pieces admit of no comparison,"

The criticism seems scarcely justified as it stands, for the tension of most of the layers of the 
bronze-steel gun, certainly of all the outer ones, is of the same character to that of the steel rings, 
although primarily induced in a different manner.

To give a simple example: Suppose we take a roll of stiff paper, f-inch internal diameter, which 
requires some little force exerted from the interior to expand it to an inch diameter, insert inside a 
pair of glove stretchers, and on the exterior place an india-rubber band just fitting over the roll of 
paper; expand the latter from the interior, till its diameter is one inch, by means of the stretchers, 
and we see that the whole thickness of the band will be in a state of tension, representing that of the 
exterior layers in the bronze-steel gun.

The compression of the inner layer of compressible bronze-steel cannot of course be simulated in 
this case.

Again, take a roll of similar paper, say an inch and a quarter external diameter, place over it a 
thin india-rubber ring, (say J-inch internal diameter,) of not sufficient strength to compress the paper 
roll more than J-inch, it is evident that all the layers of the india-rubber band will also be in a state 
of similar tension to that of the band in the first case, though induced in a different manner. In this 
second case the expansion of the interior diameter of band and its iBIte of tension is induced by the 
resistance of the paper tube to compression beyond a certain amount, and by the inability of the band, 
in consequence, to return to its normal state.

The expansion of the band in this case represents the expansion by heat of the rings in actual 
manufacture, and their being subsequently prevented from reassuming their original diameter, while 
in the first case the expansion of the paper roll with the ring upon it is similar to the mode in which 
tension is given to the outer layers in the bronze-steel gun.

It must be confessed, however, that in one case the power of the paper roll, or inner layer itself, 
to resist expansion from either is weakened, while in the other case (that of the ringed gun) it is on 
the contrary increased.

Is this defect counterbalanced by the different layers in the bronze-steel representing infinitely 
thin hoops in different states of tension ?* This brings us to the next condition, viz:

2. "The successive strata of metal in the bronze-steel gun from within outwards possess a 
relatively diminishing strength, hardness, and elasticity, which is precisely what is demanded by the 
objective; at the bore, namely, the metal is strongest, hardest, and most elastic, and as these proper 
ties diminish the toughness of the metal increases. The elasticity of the bore and the toughness of the 
outer surface are greater than in steel."

Remark.—"The small malleability of steel-bronze at the bore reduces the power of resistance 
(mechanical fracturing force) to about 1-8.5 of Krupp steel;f the toughness of the outer strata cannot 
compensate for the hardness of the inner strata."

Whether the exact proportionate strength mentioned by the critic be correct or not, it is evident 
that he is right in saying that the strength of the inner layers of the bronze-steel, taken "per ie" is 
much less than that of the inner layers of a Krnpp gun, a part of the work toward the limit of fracture 
having already been performed upon them. Still, if they be much better supported by all the layers 
outside them, they may be quite strong enough for the purpose required, as compared with a Krupp 
gun, the stronger inner tube of which may not be so well supported. J

As to the toughness of the outer strata not compensating for the small expansion of the inner 
layers before fracture, and so not insuring safety against explosive rupture under an excessive strain, 
this seems a doubtful point, which can only well be determined by experiment.

 Each tube or hoop, when of a definite thickness taken by itself, has an element of weakness, its inner circum 
ference is more stretched and strained than its outer circumference. Absolute perfection would necessitate 
infinitely thin hoops; and practically the thinner the layers the greater the strength, provided the mechanical 
difficulties in constructing, and more especially in applying, a great number of their strata with the proper tension 
do not outweigh their advantages. "Holiey on Ordnance," p. 245.

This disadvantage, as well as that of want of continuity, are got over in the bronze-steel gun. Defects fully 
explained by Dr. Longridge, in "Construction of Artillery," and which he endeavored to surmount by winding 
steel wire round an inner tube, the several layers being put on with different degrees of tensions. The system of 
construction is now being tried in France with much success, it is said, in the case of an experimental field gun.

fThe total mechanical force necessary to break a bar depends principally upon the expansion at the limit of 
fracture, (vide fig., p. 278,} and the tougher the gun metal the safer the gun; but on this point his critic observes 
that the Krupp steel with 21.4 per cent, 'extension (vide Table A) is tougher than the bronze-steel of General Von 
TTchatius with 2.5 per cent. "Unfortunately," he gays, " the Table (A) does not go far beyond the limits of elasticity, 
and it is not easy, therefore, to arrive at the total mechanical force necessary for ruptnre. Experiments carried on 
by Kirkaldy, in London, show that this force is with Krupp steel 142.6k per cm., as compared to 9.83k in the case 
of common bronze. We may, therefore, say that, with Krupp steel and bronze-steel, these forces would be 171.2k 
per cm. and 20.31k per em. respectively," i. «., 8.6:1.

J Vide note above.
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3. " The elastic tension exerted primarily from without inwards against the bursting effect of the 
powder is continuous through all the strata of the metal. The neutral stratum, where the inward and 
outward pressures are balanced, is situated quite close to the bore.

" The elasticity of the whole thickness of the wall must be overcome simultaneously as well as 
lastly, the enormous toughness of the outer strata, which may be subjected to an extension of 40 per 
cent., without tearing, before the gun will hurst.

" In the ringed-steel gun the neutral stratum is situated at tha contact of the barrel and the rings, 
and the force of the explosion falls almost entirely on the rings. The gun will hold out, provided the 
limit of elasticity of the rings is not exceeded; but should an excessive strain cause one ring to fly, the 
other parts of the gun will, in all probability, follow."

Memark.—"The expansion of the individual strata of the barrel, arising from the driving through 
of the conea, seems to correspond to the laws of elasticity laid down by Lowe. The ringed-steel gun 
is so constructed that the barrel previous to firing is compressed to a certain fixed degree, while the 
rings are in a state of expansion; thus, on firing, the limits of elasticity in the strata of both barrel 
and rings are reached simultaneously.

" Again, since the tenacity of the barrel at the limit of elasticity is greater than the force of the 
powder gas, the rings are virtually less affected than the barrel, and not vice versa, as the General would 
lead one to believe."

Here the General and his critic seem to agree, save on the question as to when and to what extent 
the strength of the rings of a Krupp gun is called upon when the powder charge is exploded.

This is a matter of adjustment depending on the limit of elasticity of the barrel, that of the 
successive coils or rings when shrunk on, and ou the amount of compression given to the inner barrel. 
No doubt if this adjustment is perfect the limits of elasticity of all might'be reached simultaneously, 
but then comes the dangerous point in steeL What amount of expansion have the outer rings beyond 
the limit of elasticity ? for upon this depends greatly the safety against explosive bursting, a safety so 
notorious in the case of our iroii-bound guns, in which the expansion of the outer layers of wrought- 
iron is considerable after the limit of elasticity is past.

Should the adjustment mentioned not always be perfect, as is probably the case, considering 
manufacturing difficulties and the varying nature of steel, we have an unpleasant doubt as to the safety 
of a Krupp gun exposed to any excessive strain.

4. "The scoring of the barrel is a .purely mechanical work in which chemical action plays no 
part. Experience shows that brittle metals, or hard places in bronze guns, are most liable to scoring. 
The vent must consequently be made of ths softest copper.

" Just as the sand blast* spares soft and attacks hard substances, so the powder gas, in a high state 
of tension and mixed with unconsumed powder, escaping by a narrow opening, eats first into the hardest 
spots it encounters. This accouuted always for the proneness to scoring of the old bronze guns.f The 
new guns will have no tin spots, and the metal is not brittle; they will not, therefore, be more liable 
to scoring than steel guns."

Remarks.—" We can only answer that, in the first place, the General has not yet succeeded in 
casting the metal without tin spots; while, if his theory is correct, that 'hard places in bronze guns 
are more liable to scoring,' it follows that the bronze-steel gun must be more liable to this defect than 
a gun of ordinary and well-cast bronze, since the former metal is much harder."

As to this condition his critic seems to have the best of the argument, for General Von Uchatius 
indulges in prophecy when he states that his new guns will have no tin spots.

As to the other point, he may perhaps maintain that some of the old tin spots containing "putty 
powder" were even harder than bronze-steel, while he can scarcely be wrong in stating that " they will 
not be more liable to scoring than steel guns."

Upon the wide question of the physical properties of metals his critic is rather hard upon General 
Von Uchatius, stating that he " arrives at the extraordinary conclusion that the tougher metals attain 
their maximum capabilities when strained beyond their limits of elasticity, i. e., when permanently 
extended." Also, further on, "he is working upon a false conception of elasticity and strength," i. e., 
in maintaining that a bar so strained attains an "increased tenacity." All this seems based upon a 
mistake as to the terms used. For General Von Uchatius does not appear to imply that the total 
strength of a metal is so increased, but only that its breaking strain is increased, and that bronze thus 
treated attains its maximum capability for his particular purpose, not necessarily that it becomes really 
stronger on the whole.

To sum up, however, and to criticize both the General and his critic, the following seem to be fairly 
safe conclusions to arrive at. Should bronze-steel be obtained quite free from tin spots, should its 
production prove of uniform quality, and should a gun constructed of that metal, when tested to 
destruction, show safety against explosive bursting by the extension of the tough outer layers, after 
fracture of the inner layers by excessive strain, then this material may prove to be that required by 
Austria at the present moment, both on account of the economy, ease and rapidity of manufacture, 
and also especially as making her independent of other countries in the construction of a new field 
armament.

* This refers to an American invention, in which a strong blast of air or steam, carrying sand with it, is directed 
npou a sheet of glass which has previously been coated with some yielding substance, except where it is desired 
to cut a pattern the hard uncovered portions are quickly eaten away by the sand driven against them, while the 
yielding surface remains uninjured.

t The tin spots, though more readily anted on by heat, are harder than bronze.
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It seems unlikely, however, that such a metal can long hold its own against the great improve 
ments certain to take place in steel manufacture, and in the construction of field guns from that 
material on sound theoretical principles.

Still, time presses, and while the political horizon is so dark nations cannot always wait for the 
consummation of improvements. It is necessary that their Artillery should be as good as that of their 
neighbors. *

If bronze-steel guns can be made of equal power to those of the new Prussian field pieces it may 
be good policy on the part of Austria to supply herself at once with a field armament of bronze-steel, 
and then with an easy mind await the further development of her steelf manufacture.}; Whether 
this be the case or not, Austria will owe to General Von Dchatius a discovery arrived at by philo. 
sophical experiment and practical skill, which stamp him as a scientific artilleryman, in whose success 
we, of the British Artillery, cannot but feel a brotherly interest.

Postscript.—To drop the "we" and revert to the more modest pronoun. Though I stated at the 
commencement of the paper that no apology was required for the production of the paper itself, I yet 
feel that, with regard to the few individual opinions expressed in Note II, I must disclaim any idea of 
supposing them to be authoritative, knowing, as I do, how complicated a problem gun construction is, 
how many variables have to be considered, and how little I have myself studied the subject. Many 
of my readers have entered into it far more deeply than I have done, and to them I would say, "As 
you are strong, so be merciful."

J. F. 0.
WOOLWICH, May, 1875.

*Since the above was written, wa are told by the Austrian correspondent of the "Standard," "That the intro 
duction of the steel-bronze cannon has been definitely settled upon, after long and furious journalistic straggles," 
and "that the Committee have voted for their adoption by 27 votes against 1." It seems improbable, however, 
that the Austrian "War Minister should yet have made his final decision.

t By steel is here meant, as before mentioned, " any variety of iron cast when in a molten state into a malleable 
ingot."

JAs France has done in the case of her Heffye guns.

[ First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
October 7, 1875.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
Approved, by order of the Secretary of War.

W. T. BARNARD,
Acting Chief Cleric. 

OCTOBEE 7, 1875.





COMPARISON OF
CARBINE

"LINED" WITH 
CARTRIDGES.

'WAD'

SIR:

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
September 24, 1875.

Conformably with your verbal instructions, I have fired a series of targets with the "lined" 
carbine cartridge in comparison with an equal number of the "wad" cartridge for the same arm, and 
have the honor to submit the following report:

The terms "wad" and "lined" characterize the two methods which have been adopted for filling 
the unoccupied space in the service cartridge case when the charge is reduced from 70 grains for the 
rifle to 55 grains for the carbine, the chambers being alike in both arms. In the former the space is 
filled by pasteboard wads inserted between the powder and the bullet, as in Boxer-Henry ammunition; 
in the latter by a pasteboard tube inserted as a lining to the powder space.

The cartridges of both classes were taken from the current product of the machines at this Arsenal, 
and fairly represent the respective ammunitions as fabricated for issue.

The principal object of the trial was to compare the relative uniformity of the charge attainable 
under the two systems, as evinced by the closeness of grouping of the shots when fired from a fixed rest. 
It was also desired to ascertain whether the lining was liable to be expelled wholly or partially from 
the case; and, if so, to what extent such expelled lining would vitiate or embarrass the performance 
of the arm.

Five targets with "wad" cartridges were fired from a service carbine without cleaning, and with 
the following results: Range, 500 yards; target, 15' X 15'-

No. or : MEAN AraoLtm: 
TAHOET. \ DEVIATION. MIKES.

1 1.154 0

2
3
4

0.845 0

1.152

0.738

6 j 0.840

Mean..... 0.866

0

0

0

0

GOUEECTEII ANCLE
OF SlQBT.

1  20'

1  28'

1  27'
1  27'

10 26'

jo 27'

1

54"

5"

17"

3"

15"

7"

Five targets with "lined" cartridges were fired from the same carbine under the same conditions, 
and with the following results:

Ko. OF

i
MKAV ABSOLUTE 

UETIATIOK.

1.162
2 i 1.269
3
4
5 •

M"°~~

0.984
1.171
1.072

1.132

HIKES.

1 (low-)
0
0
0
0

1-6

COBSZCTZD ASOLX
or SIOHT.

1° 28' 23"
1° 27' 36"
1° 27' 34"
1° 26' 17"
1° 27' 66"

1° 27' V

While the lining in 25 of the 103 shots involved in these five targets moved forward slightly in 
the cage, not one wag expelled or displaced in a manner to embarrass the operation of the arm in the 
slightest degree.
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In order, however, to settle the question aft to whether an expelled lining lodging in the bore 
would be attended with any dangerous results, a target of 20 shots was fired with lined ammunition, 
an extra lining being inserted in the barrel before every shot. In 10 of the shots the lining was placed 
just in advance of the ballet, and in the remaining shots it was placed near the muzzle.

No disastrous or even embarrassing results attended the firing; the only observable effect of the 
obstructions being a slightly diminished accuracy of practice, and perhaps a shade higher angle, as 
follows;

Mean absolute deviation...................................... 1".623
Corrected angle of sight...................................... 1  2T 13"
Misses......... .... ............................................... 0

The firings herein reported took place August 31st and September 3d, instant. 

Respectfully submitted,
WM. PRINCE,

Captain of Ordnance.
COMMAHDIKQ OFFICES.,

Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia.

[First Indorsement.]

FBANK.FOED ARSENAL,
September 27, 1875. 

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for his information.

T. J. TREADWELL,
Major of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
October 20, 1875.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier Gfeneral,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved.
WM. W. BELKNAP,

Secretary of War. 
OCTOBER 20,1875.
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"BENTON THREAD VELOCIMETER" AND 
"LE BOULENGE CHRONOGRAPH"

COMPARED.

[REPORTon Velocimeters ararf Cartridges. Made by Captain 3. t.TA.ia.EY, at National Armory,
1875.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
October 27, 1875. 

SIB:
In compliance with your instructions, I have the honor to submit the results of experiments 

conducted under your directions for the purpose of ascertaining 
I. The comparative accuracy of the velocity records of the "Le Bonleng6 Chronograph" and 

" Benton Thread Velocimeter."
II. The variation of single velocity records from an established standard of reference; that is, the 

limit of error of each instrument separately considered.
III. The initial velocity of cartridges of the same date of manufacture, fired on different days, for 

the purpose more especially of determining if there is any practical difference due to hygrometric, 
barometric or thermometric influences.

IV. The initial velocity of cartridges of different dates of manufacture, for the purpose of ascer 
taining if there is deterioration due simply to lapse of time, or from other determinate causes.

THE AKM AND AMMUHITIOK.

The Springfield rifle, model 1873, and Frankford service cartridge, calibre 0".45, charge of powder 
70 grains, and weight of ball 405 grains, have alone been used throughout this trial.

PBELIMINABY OBSERVATIONS.

Before proceeding to a review of the record, the following summary and conclusions are here 
enumerated:

It is better that the iron-plate terminal target, used in connection with the "Benton thread 
velocimeter," should be provided with a "cam attachment" to hold the thread, and release it instan 
taneously, rather than the employment of the knife blade to sever it.

The plate should always be struck by the ball somewhere about its middle point or below, as it is 
evident that striking at or near the axis of suspension must give erroneous results.

The inertia of the iron plate is a matter of no practical consideration. The time lost, however, 
by the passage of its lowest point through an interval of (0".l) one-tenth of an inch (which may 
correspond to the time necessary to cut or release the thread) diminishes the velocity record by (20') 
twenty feet, and this may therefore be taken as the maximum error due to the use of this target.

The iron-plate terminal target is not as good as the wire terminal target, where electric instru 
ments are used. The plate in this case constituting a pole of the battery, the mags of iron in the target 
frame precludes perfect insulation, whilst the spatterings of the lead bullets in and around the wooden 
insulators has led to much eccentricity in the records at this Armory before this source of error was 
discovered.

Simultaneous velocity records, where these special electric instruments are compared with each 
other, may be recorded with greater precision by the use of separate and distinct wire terminal targets.

Comparing the "Benton electro-ballistic" with the "Benton thread velocimeter," or comparing 
the latter instrument with the " Le BonlengS chronograph," it is found advisable to place the wire 
electric target about two feet in front of the iron-plate target, allowing for the reduced tpace in com 
putations for velocity.

If the "Benton electro-ballistic" is to be compared with the "Le BoulengS chronograph," it will 
be found quite impracticable to use the same set of cups and the same targets. Simultaneous records 
are more reliable if made upon an independent basis.

The "Le Boulengfi" and "Benton" have been compared with each other both as "thread velcci- 
meters," the same targets being used, and the results are recorded on pages No. 241 and (note) 353, 
Vol. I, Ordnance Notes.
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THE TEIAL.
With the instruments carefully adjusted, and with the most approved arrangement of targets, 

(before described,) a number of cartridges of different dates of manufacture were selected and parcelled 
out in separate lots to be fired daily.

I. Proceeding immediately to a consideration of the tabulated records, the first question will be 
answered in columns G and H; that is, " comparative velocity records of both instruments," the column 
marked I and J indicating the mean daily record for each.

The mean abtolute daily velocity is given in column K, and the variation of the mean of each 
instrument's daily record from this absolute in column N.

II. The second question carries with it a comparison of the records in columns L and M, which 
results have been carefully computed and the daily mean variation of each instrument here stated.

The daily "limit of error of the instruments being noted," the general average variation of each 
will be found at the bottom of the columns L and M, and given in large figures  ; the mean absolute 
variation of both from the absolute mean of all records being noted in large figures at the bottom 
of column N  .

III. A glance at column K settles the question concerning " variations in velocity of the same 
ammunition from atmospheric influences," although it is not doubted that the first one or two shots 
fired from an arm on a very cold day may be somewhat influenced by a lower rate of combustion of 
powder charge due to the chill on the barrel.

IV. Whether there is a difference in the initial velocity of cartridges of different dates of manufac 
ture may be determined by reference to column A, as the mean of all velocity records of both instru 
ments for ammunition of the same month's manufacture is here noted.

COKOLUEIOSS.
The comparisons heretofore instituted between the "Schultz chronograph" and the "Le BoulengS 

chronograph," in the recording of velocities simultaneously, have set at rest any question concerning 
the accuracy and reliability of the latter as compared with the former.

This trial establishes the reliability of the "thread velocimeter," as compared with the "Le 
Boulenge." It is found, for instance, that the mean record of 105 velocities of cartridges of various 
dates of manufacture is, for the "Le Boulenge," 1,339 feet, against 1,337 feet for the "Benton."

The mean variation of each instrument from the mean of both, for each separate shot fired, vanes 
but 5 feet  .

The average variation of each instrument from -its own mean is not greater than 10 feet for the 
"Benton" and 8.7 for the "Le Boulenge." The instruments may, therefore, be pronounced equally 
trustworthy.

Other differences are carefully avoided as not being pertinent to this inquiry, and it is supposed 
that the operator charged with experiments will be governed by the special circumstances of each case 
in his preferences.

Cartridges of the same date of manufacture have been shown to give practically the same velocity 
when fired from day to day, (average variation half of one per cent.,) and are, therefore, uninfluenced 
by atmospheric changes.

Differences in the velocities of cartridges of different dates of manufacture are probably due to 
variations in the kind and quality of powder used. The cartridges longest stored indicate the 
highest velocity, (1355 feet,) against a very low velocity for those of a later date, (1303 feet,) and a 
still further change back again to 1341 feet for the cartridges of 1875 manufacture. Of this latter class 
of cartridges too much cannot be said in praise their uniformity is remarkable.

The investigation relative to cartridges is of interest to those charged with the conduct of practical 
tests at the Armory, more especially as relates to target practice and the regulation and adjustment of 
sights on the arms manufactured.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. FAELEY,

To the COJIMAHDINO OFFICER, Gaptain of Ordnance. 
National Armory,

[ First Indorsement.] 
Kespectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for his information.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]
ORDNANCE OFFICE,

November 19, 1875. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper

as an Ordnance Note.
S. V. BENET,

Brigadier Q-eneral,
Chief of Ordnance, 

Approved.
W. W. BELKNAP,

NOVEMBER 19,1875. Secretary of War.
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SIMULTANEOUS RESULTS OBTAINED AT THE NATIONAL ARMORY WITH THE BENTON THREAD

VELOCIMETER AND LE BOTJLENGE CHRONOGRAPH.

Frankford Arimal Service Cartridge,, (wialt daUl of ^n^ture,) fired Jrom ^nnjpSeH Br«*k-k*K*g 
Model 1813— Charge of Powdfr, 10 grains; Weight of Butttt, 405 gram.
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Mean velocity...... 1341.5
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Mean velocity...... 1341.5

June, 1876........................
Mean velocity...... 1341.5

June, 1875........................
Mean velocity...... 1341.5

June, 1875.............
Mean velocity......

June, 1875........................
Mean velocity...... 1341.6

June, 1875.......................
Mean velocity..... 1341.5

June, 1875......................
Mean velocity..... 1341.8

June, 1875......................
Mean velocity..... 1341.5

April, 1875..........
Mean velocity....
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PARLEY, U. 8. A.



Approved.
W. W. BELKNAP, 

NOVEMBEB 19,187E Secretary of War.
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THE APPLICATION OF FORMULAS AND
GENERAL TABLES TO PROBLEMS

IN PRACTICAL GUNNERY.

SANDY HOOK, N. Y. H.,
October 24, 1875. 

SIR:
In obedience to your instructions, I have the honor to submit the following tables of energies 

calculated for the 15" Hodman gun and the 8" rifle converted from a 10" Rod man smooth-bore gun.
Accompanying this, also, will be found some of the formulas used in the preparation of reports by 

the Board on Experimental Guns, convened under orders of the War Department October 10, 1874. 
Some of these were taken from the very able "Text-Book on the construction and manufacture of the 
rifled ordnance in the British service, from the report of Captain W. H. Noble, of the Eoyal Artillery, 
on the penetration of iron armor by steel shot," and from the "Ordnance and Gunnery" of Lieutenant 
Colonel J. G. Benton, U. S. Ordnance Corps.

Following will be found a brief description of the subject-matter the cases being calculated for 
the 8" and 9" converted U. S. rifles; but their statements being made mostly in the language of the 
"Text-Book," above referred to, which could scarcely be improved on.

In order to determine the initial velocity of a projectile, it is necessary to know the exact time it 
consumes in passing over a given distance. This is conveniently determined by electricity the 
projectile passing through wire targets and thus breaking the circuit the time of flight being recorded 
by various ingenious instruments.*

At Sandy Hook the wire targets have an interval of 100' between them, the first target being 60' 
from the muzzle of the gun. The instrument therefore records the precise instant when the shot cuts 
the first target at sixty (60') feet, and the second at 160' from the muzzle of the gun. Hence the time 
occupied in passing from the first to the second target (a distance of 100') is known, and by dividing 
this distance by the time, the velocity of the projectile at a point midway between the targets is found. 
It will be seen that this is the remaining velocity of the projectile at 110' from the muzzle of the gun. 
In order to get the muzzle-velocity, it is necessary to calculate the loss due to the resistance of the air 
over this distance of 110', and the formula employed for this purpose by Captain W. H. Noble, E. A., 
has been used in the preparation of tables accompanying reports of these experimsnts.

This formula is as follows:

where f

v = remaining velocity in feet. 
V = initial velocity in feet. 
x = distance from the muzzle in feet.

B = radius of the .projectile in feet. 
W = weight of the projectile in pounds.

b = a variable coefficient depending on the form of the shot and velocity of the projectile. 
Now the ogival form of head is that used for all service elongated projectiles, and for this form of 

projectile, and for velocities over 1100' a second, b may be supposed constant, and for all practical 
purposes is assumed to be 0.00006.3.

•Among those may be mentioned the Schultz ehronoscope, Benton's West Point ballistic machine and thread 
velocimeter, the Le Boulenge chronograph, and the Leura-Navez machine, as tboee generally uaed by American 
Ordnance officers.

fTeit-Book on the construction and manufacture of the rifled ordnance in the British serrice, page l»g.
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Suppose, for example, we wish to find the muzzle (or initial) velocity of a 186 pound projectile fired 
from the U. S. 8" converted rifle No. 1, the observed or instrumental velocity being 1368'. In this 
case we have

Diameter of shot = 7.95 inches.* 
B = 0.33125 feet. 

R2 = 0.1097265625 square feet.
b — 0.000083. 

b B2 =  0.0000069127734375. 
W= 186 pounds.

  .0000000371654485
W

a: = 110 feet. 
v = 1368 feet.

By transposing the equation

1 + c Va; 

we have

(1)

(2)
1    C V X

substituting the above values of v c and x, we have

v _ __________ 1368 __________ =
1   .0000000371654485 X 1368 X HO

Taking equation No. 1 to find the remaining velocity at 1000 yards, we substitute the values of 
e V and a: (x = 3000) and have

, = __ __ .i3W_ _____ =1193
1 + .0000000371654485 X 1376 X 3 00 

To determine the energy or vis-viva of a projectile at any point of its flight in foot-pounds the
W u2 

old and well-known formula (3)  ( £ =   -    is used In which

W = weight of projectile in pounds. 
•v = velocity in feet. 
g — force of gravity (32.2) 

To convert these foot-pounds into foot-tons divide by 2240.
Taking the above example and substituting the values of E v and g, we have

Knowing the energy of the projectile at any point of its flight, its penetrative power can be 
determined readily on the principle, based on actual experiment, that the resistance to penetration of a 
projectile into armor plates varies directly as the diameter or circumference, the total energy being 
constant.

For instance, if two shot, of the same weight and moiling with the same velocity, have one a diameter 
of 10" and the other only 5", the resistance to penetration of the former will be twice that of the 
latter. Therefore, to determine the penetrative power, divide the energy by the number of inches in 
the shot's circumference.

This gives, at a glance, to artillerists the relative powers of guiis in foot-tons per inch of circum 
ference of their projectiles.

Taking the above data at the muzzle
R -= 3.975 inches

we find by substituting these values in this expression for energy divided by shot's circumference in 
inches

-a. - «•' [ —— • «>
Didiou's formula for practical use may be briefly summarized as follows: 
On page 403, Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery, will be found the equation

p = A ir R2 (l + -\ & (5) 

where p = general expression for resistance in air.

  As the sabot in expanding brings the diameter of that portion of the shot up to 8 inches, R might very 
properly be made * inches; but as the body of the shot still retains its original diameter, and every variety of 
sabot does not necei»arily take the gropves well, it was thought safer to take the diameter the shot has before firing.

fff is taken equal to 32.2, its actual value is 32.10835T + for the latitude of New York City. As it enters the 
divisor, the values of E will therefore be less than the actual energies of the gun   thus basing the subsequent 
calculations on a liberal, safe and reliable margin,
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A = resistance in pounds on a square foot of the cross-section of a projectile, moving with t*j

a velocity of one foot. /• l_ 
r = a linear quantity depending on the velocity of the projectile, and for all service .; / "w

velocities = 1427 feet. 
On page 405 we find: C£ ,. J i

1 ^ p ; ~ '

o— == > or 2 c = —T——=57 ( 6)
£, C ———— y A 7T IV* 

?

in which
*A = same as above and for all service spherical projectiles =: 0.000514. 

g — force of gravity. 
R = radius of projectile in feet. 
P = weight of projectile in pounds, 
c = relative ability of a projectile to overcome the resistance of the air.

V On page 415 will be found one of the equations of the trajectory in air, D = — (7)

in which i> = remaining velocity in feet. 
V = initial velocity in feet.

x V U = a multiplier relating to the velocity, being a function of — and — ; x represent-
C T

ing the horizontal distance in feet, from the muzzle of the gun, of that point of the trajectory where the 
remaining velocity is desired.

To facilitate the calculations a table of values for U has been computed, and will be found on page 512,
x VBenton's Ordnance and Gunnery. Having, from the previous data, found the values of — and —,
c f

look in Table 3 (values of U for velocities, &c.,) on the upper horizontal line, for the next nearest tabular 

number to the value of —, and in the left-hand vertical column for the corresponding next nearest
C

V x Vtabular number for — , subtract these tabular numbers from the values of — and — already found r c r J

Divide these differences respectively by 1000 and 500. Subtract the value of — from its next hori-

V . . zontal number, and of— from its next vertical number, and multiply the quotieuts obtained above by

the remainders.

EXAMPLE.
Find the remaining velocity of a 15" smooth-bore solid sbot, weight 450 pounds, at 400 vards 

from the muzzle—the muzzle velocity being 1700', diameter of shot = 14".90. 
Taking equation (6) we have:

\g = 32.2 
A = .000514 
?r = 3.1416 
B = .620833'

Log. g = log. 32.2 = 1.507856 
Log. A = log. .000514 = — 4.710963 
Log. IT = log. 3.1416 = 0.497151 
Log. R = log. .620833 = — 1.792975 
Log. R = log. .620833 = — 1.792975

2.301920

*The value of A for elongated projectiles, according to Captain William Prince, Ordnance Department, Is equal 
to .00037157.

t According to the calculations of Mr. H. A. Sinclair, who worked a large share of these Tables, the value of g 
for New York City is 32.168557 + feet, by subtracting from the value of g, at 4S° latitude, the product of .0821 into 
the cosine of twice the latitude of New York; and by Sabine's method of multiplying the length of the seconds 
pendulum for New York by«r2> g = 32,160592 +, making a difference of not quite eight-thousandths of a foot 
between the two methods. These methods are as follows:

g = 32.1808 — 0.0821 Cos. 2 L •,
L = latitude of New York City. } Ordnance Manual.

I = 0.99W25S7 + O.OOS07188 Sin.2 0 "j
I = length of seconds pendulum in metres. I „ . , 
0 = latitude of New York City. f 8aWne- 
g = »2 J = 32.160592 + J 

The latitude of New York City = 40°. 42'. *3".IC was taken from the U. S. Coast Survey Chartn.
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Log. 450 = 2.65S213 

— 2.301920

Log. 2 a = 4.351293
2c — 22453.99

e = 11226.99
* - 120°
~c ~ 11226.99 ~

_ i 1 - 1 - 1
- 127

U (0.1069; 1.1913) = 1.120 
U (0.10; 1.15) = 1.110

1000 116 = .008

In a very interesting work by the Eev. Professor Francis Baahforth, founded on experiments made 
with the Bashforth chronograph, there will be found in chapter V, page 67, a description of the 
general tables appended to the book and instructions for their use. The Professor remarks that it will 
be found sufficient for many practical purposes to neglect the effect of gravity, and treat the motion of 
a shot as if its path were a straight line, when it is desired to find the loss of velocity, or the time of 
flight for a limited space, the initial velocity being high; and that, therefore, this method will apply 
better to pointed elongated shot than to spherical shot, and better to solid shot than to shell of the 
same external form.

As previously stated, the velocity of a shot is determined while it is describing a given short 
range—the space iu feet being divided by the time in seconds, to get a result which is adopted as the 
approximate velocity at the middle point. Suppose the path of the shot to be a straight line, and the 
cubic law* of the resistance of the air sufficiently accurate for all cases iu practice—then the method 
of determining velocity may be shown to be correct for any range. Professor Bashforth deduces for

the reduced range the following expression —— a and applies it in a very simple table for the con 

venience of the practical artillerist. 
In this expression

d = diameter of a spherical projectile. 
w — weight in Iba. of a spherical projectile.

8 — distance from muzzle of gun where the remaining velocity ia required.
To apply this to the case of a 15" Rodman solid shot of 450 pounds, moving with an initial 

velocity of 1700', at a target 1000 yards distant, we have
d = 14". 90 

w = 450 pounds. 
i = 3000'

d*
— s = .4933 X 3000 = 1479.9 w

Opposite the velocity 1700 in the f table we find 541, and adding 1479.9 to this, we have 2020.9, 
opposite which, in the same table, we find 1266, which is the required striking velocity.

Now in order to find the penetration of the projectile, at any point of its flight, into backed 
armor plates.J the following formula of Captain Noble will be found very simple and of great practical 
value:

i = •» J. . w . (8)
\4 TT R g K 

In which § b = penetration in inches.
D = velocity on impact in feet. 

W = weight of shot in pounds.
g — force of gravity.
K = radius of shot in feet.
K = a coefficient depending on nature of wrought-iron in plate, and nature and form 

of head of shot.

•Equation of motion for the cubic law of resistance is ——— = —- = — 2 6 »*• Bashforth'9 Motion of Pro- 
si t2 dt 

jectilea, page 67.
tTable No. 4, appended, taken from " Bashforth's Motion of Projectiles."
JThe shot is supponed to be of the best quality of steel and the plate of the best quality of wrought-iron.
§6 is actually the thickness of the plate in feet, and the penetration in Inches is obtained by multiplying by

12 the value obtained of v -%/ W
V* K KK 9 K
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Supposing the target to be backed,* with our ogival projectile, and taking the same case as before, 

we have K = 4821480 
4 IT E = 4.16262 
4 it R g = 134.036364 

W = 186ponnds.
v = 1000 feet. 

Substituting these values in the equation, we have

b = 1000 -^134.036364 X 4821480 = 6.44 inches.

It should be remarked that this value of b corresponds to a "wort" which would just penetrate a 
backed armor plate when a projectile of 186 pounds weight has a velocity on impact of 1000'. For 
example, in Table No. 1 (see foot-note) we see that a projectile of 180 pounds weight has, at 400 yards, 
(1200',)

A total energy of 2044 foot-tons;
Energy per inch of shot's circumference, 82.6 foot-tons;
And a penetrative power of 7".69.

This means simply that this "work" on impact of 2044 foot-tons, at 1200' from the muzzle, is jutt 
capable of piercing an unbacked wrought-iron armor plate having a thickness of 7".69.

It should be understood that by penetration ie meant actual perforation through the plate, or the 
power of passing through the plate. In the case of penetration into iron plates the term indent has 
been used.

Although experiments conducted for the elucidation of this subject have been extremely limited on 
account of the attendant expense, enough has been gathered from native and foreign sources to warrant 
the following practical conclusions, when the projectiles are fired direct, that is to say, when the plane 
in which the shot moves is perpendicular to the face of the plates.

f First. An unbacked wrought-iron plate will be perforated with equal facility by solid steel shot, 
of similar form of head, and having the same diameter, provided they have the same vis-viva on impact; 
and it is immaterial whether this vis-viva be the result of a heavy shot and low velocity or a light 
shot and a high velocity, within the usual limits of length, &c., J which occur in practice.

Second. An unbacked iron plate will be penetrated by solid steel shot of the same form of head, 
but different diameters, provided their striking vis-viva varies as the diameter, nearly, that is, as the 
circumference of the shot.

Third. That the resistance of unbacked wrought-iron plates to absolute penetration by solid steel 
shot, of similar form and equal diameter, varies as the square of their thickness nearly.$

Fourth. These experiments have proved that, although in the case of cast-iron, a light projectile 
moving with a high velocity will indent iron plates to a greater depth than a heavier projectile with 
a low velocity, but equal "work," it is not as necessary that there should be a high velocity when the 
projectiles are of a hard material, such as steel and chilled iron, and this result will be mnch in favor 
of rifled guns, by enabling them to prove effective with comparatively moderate charges.

It is almost unnecessary to state that, for any given thickness of plate, equation 8 may be used to 
find the velocity corresponding to a "work" which would just penetrate it.

The charge of powder necessary to give a certain number of foot-tons may be approximated to 
conveniently by using the practical rule for initial velocity, as follows: || For the ordinary purposes of 
practice, where the weights of the powder and projectile alone vary, initial velocities may be considered 
as directly proportional to the square root of the weight of powder, divided by the square root of the 
weight of the projectile; or

•V P

-y m V :

EXAMPLE.

The D. S. 9" converted rifle, with a charge of 40 pounds Duront's hexagonal powder and a 
projectile weighing 230 pounds, gives a muzzle velocity of 1395', which corresponds to a work of 
6950089 foot-pounds, what charge of powder will raise the "work" to 7.000.000 foot-pounds?

Taking equation (3) E — —— and inserting the values of W,g and E, we find —5^;— = 

7.000.000 from which v = 1400.

•Table No. 1 is calculated for unbacked plates, and the value of k is assumed equal to 5357200, which Captain 
Noble takes as the value of this coefficient in the ease of unbacked armor plates, when hemitpherical-headcd ptq/ee- 
tites are used. The mere statement of this fact will show the large margin of reliability upon which the calcula 
tions are based.

fKeport on Penetration of Iron Armor Plates. Captain W. H. Noble, B. A.
J2.2S diameters is about limit of length.
g When plates are of the best quality.
J Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery, page 387.
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The weight of the projectiles being the same (230 pounds) in this case, the proportion

V P "V pl
V : VI : : ——— : ———"v m V™1

becomes V : V1 : : -»/ p -. -J pi

from which J~p = V V P1 (9) 

substituting the values of Vi (1395) V (1400) andjpi (40)

40

1395 

p = 40.29

It is understood, of course, that the above method is only marginally correct, and gives the 
artillerist an idea of about what charge of powder to use in "feeling" for velocity or range. 

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
QEO. W. McKEE,

Captain of Ordnance, U. 8. A. 
The CHIEF OP OBDNAMOE, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

[ First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
January 5, ] 876.

Bespectfully submitted to the Secrotary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]
Approved, by order of the Secretary of War.

H. T. CROSBY, 
JASUARY 5, 1876. Chief Clerk.
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TABLE No. 1.—Showing the Energy and Penetrative Pouter in Unbacked Armor Plates of 'the U. S. 8" 
Rifle converted from a 10" Rodman Smooth-bore gun— IF. = 180 Iba.

yards.
0

200
400
800
800

lOOOf
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000f
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400 
3600
3800
4000

I VELOCITY.
j

1

1 + e V *

Feet.
1360
1319
1280
1243
1209
1176
1145
1115
1087
1061
1036
ion

988
966
945
925
906
887 
869
852

: 830

Time in secom

TOTAL ENEBOY. I

W v2 !
2ff

Foot-tarn. !
2308
2171
2044
1828
1824
172B
1636
1561
1474
1405
1339
1275
1218
11 M
1114 !
1088 ;
1024
982 
942
906
872 ;

s

is t -jj +

ENERGY 
F£K 1MCS OF SHOT'S 

CmccmrBBENcx.

W f2

2 g 1 JT B

/boi-tons.
92.4
86.9
82.6
77,8
73.0
88.1
65.5
62.1
69.0
66.3
53. C
61.0
48.8
46.«
44.6
42.8
41.0
39.3 
37.7
30.3
34.9

1

h e* —— ~t" ^* S

PXKKTIATION 
IK UXSACKID AUIOK 

PLATES.

1 w

n >r B g K

Inchet.
8.17
7.B2
7.89
7.47
7.46
7.07
6.88
S.70
8.63
6.S7
6.22
6.07
6.94
5.80
6.68
5.66
5.44
5.33
5.22
5.12
5.02

V
*~ 1 + V b s

f Lieutenant Colonel J. G. Bejiton, U. 8. Ordnance Corps, comparing Didion'b formula with the above, arrives »t 
the following results:

Initial velocity.................. 1380, Noble
1000 yards.......................... 1176, Noble
2000 yards.......................... 1036, Noble

1360, Ordnance and Gunnery. 
1175 +, Ordnance and Gunnery. 
1038, Ordnance and Gunnery.
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TABLE No. 3.—Showing Energy and Penetrative Power in Unbacked Armor Plates of the U. S. 15"
Smooth-bore gun— W. = 450 &«.

DIBTASCX raoit 
MTHCZLK.

Yards.
0

200
400
600
800

1000
1200
1400
1600
18(10
2000
2200
2400
2000
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4COO

DlDIOW, BAfiHTO&TH.

Velocities.

~\T 
U — *~TT

Feet.
1700
1006
1518
1439
1364
1295
1231
1173
1117
1066
1017
974
930
891
883
817
784
752
723
694
608

rf2-. s 
w

feet.
1700
1600
1507
1420
1340
1266
1197
1136
1081
1032

988
960
915
882
851
822
796

W«2

2g

Foot-tons.
9015
7986
7084
6290
5601
6000
4470
4028
3645
3322
3051
2815
2612
2427
2259
2108
1977

771 1864
747 1741
725 1040
704 1547

NOBLE.

i - B - / W
\4 IT E g K

Inches.
11.796
11.102
10.457
9.853
9.298
8.785
8.306
7.883
7.600
7.101
6.862
6.592
6.349
6.12U
5.906
6.704
5.523
6.360
5.183
6.031
4.886
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* TABLE No. 4.—A General Table of Values of —— 8 for Spherical Shot.to

tv.

F. S.
50
61
52
53
64
55
56
67
53
59
69
61
62
63
64
65
88
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
„- 97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

0.

Feet.
10649
10366
10093
9831
0578
9335
8100
8873
8605
$443
8239
8041
7850
7665
7486
7312
7144
0980
0821
66B7
6517
6372
6231
6093
5959
5829
5702
5578
5458
5341
5226
5115
5006
4900
4796
«'J5

4596
4499
4405
4312
4322
4154
4047
3963
3880
3799
3721
3643
3568
3495
3423
3353
3285
3218
3154
3091
3029
2970
2912
2855
2800
2746
2C93
2641
2591
2541
2492
2444
2397
2351
2305

1.
i

Feet.
0620
0338
0066
9805
9553
9311
9077
8851
8633
8423
8219
8022
7832
7647
7408
7295
7127
6964
B806
6652
6503
6358
6217
6079
5946
5816
5689
5566
5446
5329
5215
5104
4995
4889
4786
4685
4586
4490
4395
4303
4213
4125
4039
3954
3872
3791
3713
3036
3561
3487
3416
3346

3278
3212
3147
3084 .
3023
2964
2906
2850
2794
2741
2688
2636
2686
2536
2487
2440
2393
2346
2301

2.

Feet.
0592
0310
0040
9779
9529

! 9287
9054
8829
8612
8402
8199
8003
7813
7629
7451
7278
7110
6948
6790
6037
6488
6343
C203
6066
5033
6803
5077
5554
5434
5318
620-1
6093
49 S4
4879
4776
4675
4576
4480
43S6
4294
4204
4116
4030
3946
3864
3784
3705
3(38

3553
3480
340D
3339
3271
3205
3141
3078
3017
2958
2900
2844
2789
2735
2683
2631
2581
2531
2483
2435
238S
2342
2296

3.

Feet.
0563
0283
0013
9754
9504
9263
9031
8807
8591
8381
8179
7983
7794
7611
7433
"Oil

7094
6932
6775
6622
6473
6329
6189
G052
5920
5790
8065
5542
5423
5306
5103
5082
4974
4868
4705
4065
4586
4471
4377
4285
4195
4107
4022
3938
3856
8776
3697
3021
3546
3473
3402
3332
3265
3199
3135
3072
3011
2952
2895
2838
2784
2730
2678
2626
2576
2526
2478
2430
2383
2337
2292

4.

Feet.
0533
0255
9987
9729
9480
9240
9008
8785
8569
8301
8159
7964
7776
7593
7410
7244
7078
6916
C759
6607
6459
6315
6175
6039
5SI07
5778
5052

5030
6411
5295
5181
5071
49 G3
4858
4755
4055
4557
4461
•1307
4276
4186
4099
4013
3930
3848
3708
3089
3613
3539
3406
3395
3325
3258
3192
3128
8060
3005
2946
2889
2833
2778
2725
2672
2621
2571
2522
2473
2426
2379
2333
2287

5.

I Feet.
0506
0228
9961
9703

. 9455
9216
8986
8763
8548
8340

8139
7945

7757
7575
7398
7227
70S1
6900
6744
6592
6444
6301
010 1
0026
5804
5765
5C40
5618
5399
5283
5170
5(180
4952
4847
4745
4645
4547
4452
4358
4207
4177
4090
4005
3921
3840
3760
3082
3C08
3531
3458
3388
3319
3251
3186
3122
3060
2999
2941
2883
2827
2773
2719
2667
2616
2566
2517
2468
2421
2374
2328
2283

a.

Feet,
0478
0201 '
9935
9S78
9431
9193
8963
8741
8527
8320
8120
7926
7739
7557
7381
7210
7043
0884
6728
6577
6430
6287
0148
6012
5881
5752
5627
5500
5387
5272
5159
5049
4942
4837
4735
4035
4537
4442
4349
4268
4109
4081

3990
3913
3S32
3752
3C74
3598
3)24
3451
3381
3312
3245
3179
3116
3054
2993
2935
2878
2822
2767
2714
2662
2611
2561
2512
24(14
2416
2369
2323
2278

7.

feet.
0450
0174
9909
8653
9407
9109
8941
8719
8506
8300
8100
7907
7720
7539
7364
7194
7029
6868
6713
6562
0415
0273
6134
5999
5868
5740
5015
5494
5376
5260
5148
5038
4931
4827
4725
4625
4528
4433
4310
4249
4160
4073
3988
3905
3823
3744
3866
3591
snie
S444
3374
3305
3238
3173
3109
3048
2987
2929
2872
2816
2702
2709
2657
2606
2556
2507
2459
2411
2305
2319
2274

S.

Ftet.
0422
0147
8883

i 9628
9383
9146
8918
8698
8485
8279
8081
7888
7702
7521
7346
7177
7012
6853
0098
0547
6401
6259
8120
5986
5855
5727
5603
5482
5364
5249
6137
5027
4921
4817
4715
4615
4518
4423
4331
4240
4151
4064
3980
3897
3815
3730
3659
3583
3509
3437
3307
3298
3231
3166
3103
3041
2982
2923
2866
2811
2757
2704
2652
2601

2551
2502
2454
2407
2360
2314
2269

9.

Feet.
; 0394

0120
9857
9603
9359
9123
8896
8076
8464
8259
8061
78S9
7683
7504
7329
7160
6996
6837
0682
6532
0386
6245
6107
6972
6842
5714
5591
5470
5352
5238
5126
5017
4910
4806
4705
4605
4509
4414
4321
4231
4142
4056
3971
3888
3807
3728
3051
3576
3502
3430
3300
3291
3226
3160
3097
3035
2976
2918
2801
2805
2751
2698
2640
2596
2547
2497
2449
2402
2356
2310
2265
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TABLE No. 4—Continued,

V.

F. S.
321
122
123
124
125
128
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
1*3
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
156
150
157
158
159
100

10L
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
ISO
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189

O.

Feet. ;
2260
2216
2172
2129
2087
2045 |
2003
1962
1921
1881
1841 !
1802 j
1703
1724
1086 i
1648
1011
1574
1537
1501
1465
1429
1394
1359
13*4 ;
1290 \
1256
1222
1189
1155
1122
1090
1057
1025
993
961
930
899
868
837
806
776
746
716
680
657
628
598
5(59
541
512
484
450
428
400
372
344
317
290
283

'• 236
209
182
160
129
103
77
51
26

1.

Feet.
2256
2212
2168
2125
2082
2040
1999
1958
1917
1877
1837
1798
1759
1720
1682
1845
1607
1570
1534
1497
1461
1420
1391
ISM
1321
1287
1253
1219
1185
1152
1119
1080
1053
1022
990
958
!I27
895
864
8:54
803
773
743
713
083
054
625
596
567
538
509
481
453
425
397
369
342
314
287
260
233
206
180
153
127
101
75
49
23

a.

Feet.
2452
2207
21B4
212!
2078
2036
1995
1934
1913
1873
1833
1794
1755
1716
1«78
1641
1603

1567
1530
1404
1458
1422
1387
1352
1318
12S3
1248
1215
1182
1149
1110
1083
1051
1018
987
955
924
892
861
831
800
770
740
710
680
051
022
593
504
535
506
478
450
422
394
S86
339
311
284
257

j 230
i 204

177
150
124
98
72
46
21

S.

Feet.
2247
2203
2158
2116
2074
2032
1991
1949
1909
1889
1829
1790
1751
1713
1675
1637
1000
1563
1520
1490
1454
1419
1384
1349
1314
1280
1240
1212
1179
1145
1112
1080
1047
1015
983
952
920
889
858
828
797
767
737
707
677
648
619
590
561
532
504
475
447
419
391
364
3.16
309
282
255
228
201
174
148
122

' 95

69
44
18

4.

Feet.
2243
2199
2155
2112
2070
2028
1980
1945
1905
1865
1825
1786
1747
1709
1071
1033
1506
1559
1523
1487
1461
1415
1380
1345
1311
127fi
1242
1209
1175
1142
1109
1077
1041
1012
980
849
il!7
8S6
855
825
794
764
7S4
7»4
C.74
04?
610
587

558
629
501
472
444
416
389
361
333
306
279
252
225
198
172
145
119
93
r,7

! 41
1 15
'

S.

Feet.
2238
21D4
2151
2108
2066
2024
1982
1941
1901
1861
1821
1782
1743
1705
1GC.7
1630
1592
1530
1519
1483
1447
1412
1377
1342
1307
1273
1239
1205
1172
1IU9
1100
1073
1041
1009
!>77
94.5
!)I4
883
S52
822
791
761
731
701
072
642
613
581
555
520

j 498
470
442
414

i 380
358
a3i
303
276

1 249
222
191!
169

I 143
! 116

90
i °*
I 39

13

a.

Feet.
2234
2190
214B
2104
2001
2020
1978
1937
1897
1857
1817
1778
1739
1701
1B63
1620
1589
1552
1510
1479
1444
1408
1373
1338
1304
1270
1236
1202
1169
1135
1103
1070
1038
1000
974
042
Bit
880
849
818
788
758
728
098
B69
639
610
581
552
524
495
407
439
411
383
355
328
301
273
246
220
193
160

140
114

: 88
02
36

i 10
i

7.

Feet.
2229
2185
2142
2099
2057
2015
1974
1933
1893
1853
1813
1774
1736
1097
1660
1022
1585
1548
1512
1476
1440
1405
1370
1333
13IX)
1206
1232
1199
1165
1132
1099
1007
1034
1002
971
939
908
877
846
815
785
755
725
695
666
636
607
578
549
021
492
404
430
408
380
353
325
298
271
244
217
190
164
137
111
85
59
33
7

*.

Feet.
2225
2181
2138
2095
2053
2011
1970
1029
1889
1849
1809
1770 i
1732
1894
1650
1618
1581
1545
1508
1472
1437
1401
1366
1331
1297
1263
1229
1195
1162
1129
1096
1064
1031
999
968
936
905
874
843
812
782
752
722
692
663

: 633

604
575
546
,118
489
461

' 433
405
377

! 350
| 322

295
268
241

| 214
188
Wl
135
108
82
57
31
5

9.

Feet.
8220
21TT
8134
8091
2049
2007
1966
1925
1885
1848
1808
1766
1728
1690
1052
1615
1578
1541
1505
1469
1433
1.198
1363
1328
1293
1259
1225
1192
1159
1126
1093
1060
1028
996
964,
933
902
871
840
809
779
749
719
689
6150
030
601
572
544
615
487
458
430
402
375
347
320
292
265
238
212
186
188
132
106
80
54
28
3

...

•Taken from "Bashforth's Motion of Projectiles." f V = velocity; P. S. = feet a second.
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* TABLE No. 5.—A General Table of Values of — s for Ogival-keaded Shot.
w

tv.

P. 8.
50
51
52

53
54
SO

56
57
58

58
00
61

62
63
64

66
86
67

68
69
70

71
72
73

74
75
76

77
78
79

80
61
82

83
84
85

86
87
8s
89
90
81

92
93
94

95
96
97

98
99
100

101
102
103

104
105
106

107
108
109

O.

Feet.
19604.0
18994.6
18409.2

17845.7
17303.2
16780.2

16276.2
15789 .«
15320.1

14866.2
14427.7
14003.3

13592.8
13195.2
12810.2

12436.9
12074.9
11723.7

11383.0
11052.0
10730.5

10418.0
10114.3
9818.9

9631.4
8261.6
8979.2

8713.9
8455.3
8203.3

7957.7
7718.0
7484.2

7256.0
7033.4
6815.8

6603.6
6395.9
6193.1

5994.8
5800.8
5611.8

5428.1
5249.9
5077.3

4910.0
4748.5
4692.8

4443.1
4299.5
4162.4

4032.6
3909.5
3795.0

3687.2
3586.8
3491.4

3402.4
3317.7 1
3236.3

1.

Feet.
19542.0
18935.1
18351.9

17790.6
17250.1
16729.1

10226.9
15742.1
15274,0

14821.7
14384.8
13961.7

13552.4
13156.1
12772.3

12400.2
12030.3
11689.1

11349.4
11019.4
10698.9

1(087.2
10084.4
9789.8

9503.1
9224.1
8952.4

8687.7
8429.8
8178.5

7933.6
7694.4
7461.1

7233.5
7011.4
6794.4

0582.5
6375.4
6173.1

5975.2
5781.6
5593.2

5410.0
5232.4
5060.4

4893.6
4732.7
4577.6

4428.5
4285.4
4149.1

4020.0
3897.7
3784.0

3676.8
3676.1
3482.3

3393.8
3309.6
3228.4

8.

Feet.
19480.2
18875.8
18294.9

17735.6
17197.2
16678.1

16177.7
15694.fi
15228.1

14777.3
14341,9
13920.2

13512.2
13117.3
12734.6

12363.7
12003.9
11664.7

11316.0
10987.0
10667.4

10356.6
10054.6
9760.8

9474.9
9190.0
892S.7

8061.6
8404.4
8153.7

7909.3
7670.8
7438.1

7211.1
6989.5
6773.0

6561.6
6355.0
6153.1

S96S.7,
57B2.5
5574.7

5392.0
6215.0
5043.5

4877.3
4710.9
46112.4

4413.9
'4271.4
4135.9

4007.6
3886.0
3773.0

3686.4
3566.5
3473.2

3385.2
3301.3
3220.4

3.

Feet.
19418.6
18816.7
18238.0

17(i80.8
17144.4
16627.2

16128.6
15647.2
15182.3

14733.1
1429!).!
13878.9

13472.1
13078.5
12(197.0

12327.2
119(18. 5
11620.4

11282.7
10954.6
10635.9

10326.0
101)24.9
9731.9

9446.7
9109.2
8899.0

863fl.fi
8379.0
8129.0

7885.2
7647.3
7415.1

7188.7
0967 . 6

6751.6

6540.7
6334.6
6133.2

5936.2
5743.5
6556.2

5374.1
5197.6
5026.6

4881.0
4701.2
4547.3

4399.4
4257.5
4122.8

3!>95.0

3874.3
3762.1

3656.1
3556.9
3464.2

3376.7
3293.1
3212.5

4.

Feet.
19357.2
18767.8
18181.3

17626.2
17091.8
16676.5

16079.0
; 15600.0

16136.7

| 14689.0
14256.4
13837.0

13432.2
13039.8
12095.5

12290.8
11933.2
11586.2

112J9.6
109-22.3
10804.5

10295.5
1)995.2
11703.0

11418.6
9141.8
8872.3

8609.7
8353.7
8104.3

7801.1
7623.8
7392.2

7160.3
6946.8
6780.3

6519.9
6314.2
6113.3

5916.7
5724.5
6537.7

5356.2
5180.2
6009.8

4844.7 1
4685.5
4532.2

4384.9
4243.7 '
4109.7 :

3982.5
3862.7
3751.2 ]

3645.8
3647.3
3455.2

3368.1 i
3284.9 i
3204.5 i

5.

Feet.
19296.1
18699.1
18124.8

17571.9
17039.4
16526.0

16030.8
15552.9
15091.2

14845.1
14213.8
13796.4

13.192.4
13001.2
12022.1

12254.5
11898.0
11552.1

11210.3
10890.1
10573.2

10265.1
9965.6
9674.2

9390.6
9114.5
8845.7

8583.8
8328.5
8079.7

7837.1
7600.4
7309.4

7144.0
6924.0
C709.0

6499.1
6293.9
6093.4

5897.3
5705.6
5519.3

5338.3
5162.9
4993.0

4828.0
4669.9
4517.2

4370.5
4230.0
4096.7

3970.1
38,11.2
3740.4

3635.6
3537.8
3440.3

3359.6
3276.7
3196.6

8.

Feet.
; 19235.2

18640.7
18008.5

17517.8
10987.1
10475.7

15982.2
15606.0
15045.9

14601.3
14171.3
13755.3

13352.7
12962.8
12584.8

12218.3
11803.0
11518.1

11183.3
10857.9
10542.0

10234.8
9936.1
9645.5

9362,0
9087.3
8819.2

8558.0
8303.3
8055.2

7813.2
7677.0
734B.8

7121.8
6902.2
6687.8

6478.4
6273.7
0073.6

6877.9
5686.7
5500.9

5320.5
5145.7
4970.3

4812.4
4654.4

• 4502.3

4356.2
4216.4
4083.8

3957.8
3839.8
3729.6

3625.5
3528.4
3437.6

3351.2
3268.6
3188.7

: 7.

Feet.
19174.6
18682.6
18012.6

17403.9
16936.0
16425.6

15933.8
15459.3
15000.7

14557.7
14129.0
13714.4

13313.1
12924.6
12547.6

12182.3
11828.1
11484.2

11150.4
10826.9
10510.9

10204.6
9906.7
9010.9

9334.7
9060.2
8792.8

8632.3
8278.2
8030.8

7789.3
7553.7
7323.9

7099.6
6880.5
6866.6

6457.7
6253.5
6053.8

5868.6
6667.9
6482.6

5302.8
6128.5
4959.6

4796.3
4638.9
4487.4

4342.0
4202.8
4070.9

3945.6
3828.6
37L8.9

3616.5
3519.1
3428.7

3342.8
3260.5
3180.9

8.

Feet.
19114.3
18524.6
17956.7

17410.1
16883.1
16375.6

15886.8
15412.7
149oi>.7

14514.2
14086.9
13673.7

13273.7
12886.3
12510.0

12146.4
11793.2
11460.4

•11117.5
10794.0
10479.9

10174.4
9877 .4
9588.3

9306.9
9033.1
8760.4

8500.0
8253.2
8006.4

7765.5
7530.5
7301.2

7077.5
6858.9
6645.5

6437.1
6233.3
6034.1

5839.3
5649.2
5464.4

5285.1
Sill. 4
4943.0

4780.3
4623.5
4472.6

4327.8
4189.3
4058.1

3933.5
3817.3
3708.3

3605.5
3509.8
3419.9

3334.4
3252.4
3173.1

9.

Feet.
19054.3
18466.8
17901.1

17356.5
10831.5
16325.8

15837.6
15366.3
14910.9

14470.8
14045.0
13633.2

13234.4
12848.2
12473.7

12110.6
11758.4
11410.7

11084.7
10762.2
10448.9

10144.8
9848.1
9559.8

9279.2
9000.1
8740.1

8480.9
8228.2
7982.0

7741.7
7507.3
7278.6

7065.4
0837.3
8624.5

6416.5
6213.2
6014.4

5820.0
5630.5
5446.2

5267.5
5094.3
4926.5

4764.4
4608.1
4467.8

4313.6
4176.8
4045.3

3921.4
3806.1
3697.7

3595.6
3500.6
3411.1

3326.0
3244.3
3165.3
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TABLE No. 5—Continued.

V.

F.S.
110
111
112

113
lit
115

lie
117
118

119
120
121

122
123
124

125
126
127

128
129
130

131
132
133

134
135
136

137
138
139

140
141
142

143
144
145

146
147
148

149
150
151

152
153
154

155
156
157

168
159
160

101
102
103

104
165
106

167
108
109
170

O.

Feet.
3157.5
3080.3
3000.1

2931.4
2859.4
2788.8

2719. C
2651.7
2585.2

2519.8
2455.5
2392.2

2330.0
2388.8
2208. C

2149.2
2090.8
2033.2

1970.5
1920.5
1805.3

1810.9
1757.0
1703.9

1651.4
1599.5
1548.2

1497. 0
1417.3
1397.7

1348.4
1299.5
1251.1

1203.0
1155.4
1108.0

1001. 1
1014.4
908.0

921.9
876.0
830.4

785.0
739.7
084.7

G49.9
606.3
660.8

510.4
472.3
428.3

384,. 5
340.9
297.4

254.0
210.9
108.0

126.5
83.3
41.4

0.0

1.

Feet.
3H9.7
3072.8
2997.7

2924.1
2882. 3
2781.8

2712.8
2045.0
2678.6

2513.4
2449.1
2380.0

2323.9
2262.7
2202.0

2143.3
2085.0
2027.5

1870.8
1915.0
1859.8

1805.5
1751.7
1698.6

1640.2
15i)4.4
1543.1

U92.S
1442.3
1392.7

134S.5
1294.7
1240.3

1198.2
1150.7
1103.3

1056.4
1009.8
90U.4

917.3
871.4
825.9

780.5
735.2
690.2

045.4
600.8
556.4

612.0
407. !>
423.0

380.1
336.5
293.1

24S.7
206.6
103.7

121.3
79.1
37.2

«.

Feet.
3141.9
3065.2
2990.3

2916.8
2845.2
2774.9

2705.9
2638.3
2572.1

2606.9
2442.8
2379.7

2317.7
2256.7
2196.7

2137.6
2079.2
2021.8

1965.2
1909.4
1854.4

1800.1
1740.3
1093.4

1641.0
1589.2
1538.0

1487.5
1437.3
1387.8

1338.6
1289.8
1241.5

1193.4
1145.9
1098.0

1051.7
11X15. 1
958.8

912.7
866.9
831.3

775.9
730.7
685.7

040.9
590.4
551.9

507.6
463.5
4L9.5

375.8
332.2
288.7

245.4
202.3
159.5

117.0
74.9
33.1

8.

Feet.
3134.2
3067.6
2982.9

2909.6
2838.1
2707.8

2699.1
2631.0
2565.5

2500.4
2430.4
2373.6

2311.6
2250.7
2190.7

2131.6
2073.4
2016.1

1959.6
1903.9
1848.9

1794.7
1741.0
1688.1

1635.8
1584.1
1533.0

1482.6
1482.4
1382.9

1333.7
1284.9
1230.6

1188.7
1141.2
1093.9

1047.1
11X10.5
954.1

908.1
862.3
816.8

771.4
72(1.2
081.2

636.5
691 .9
547.5

503.1
459.1
415.1

371.4
327.8
284.4

241.0
198.0
155.2

112.8
• 70.7

28.9

4.

Feet.
3126.6
305(1.1
2975.5

2902.4
2831.0
2761.0

2092.3
2625.0
2558.9

2494.0
2430.1
2367.3

2305.5
2244.6
2184.8

2125.8
2067.6
2010.5

1954.0
1898.4
1843.5

1789.3
1735.7
1682.9

1630. C
1578.9
1527.9

1477.4
1427.4
1377.9

1328.8
1280.1
1231.8

1183.9
1130.4
1089.2

1012.4
995.8
949.5

003.5
857. 8
812.2
76C.9
721.7
676.8

632.0
587.5
543.0

498.7
454.7
410.7

307.1
323.5
280.0

236.7
193.7
150.9

108.6
66.5
24.8

5.

Feet.
3118.7
3042.5
2968.1

2895.2
2823.9
2754.0

2685.6
2618.3
2552.4

2487.5
2423.8
2361.0

2290.3
2238.6
2178.8

2119.9
2061 .9
2004.8

1948.4
1892.8
1838.0

1783.0
1730.4
1077.0

1025.4
1573.8
1522.8

1472.4
1422.4
1373.0

1323.9
1275.2
1227.0

1179.1
1131.7
1084.0

1037.7
9111 . 2
944.9

898.9
833.2
807.7

702.3
717.2
672.3

627.5
583.0
638.6

494.3
450.3
406.4

362.7
319.1
275.7

232.4
189.4
140.7

104.3
62.3
20.7

6.

Feet.
3111.0
3035.0
2960.8

2888. 1
2816.!)
2747.1

2678.7
2011.0
2545.8

2481.1
2417.4
2354.8

2293.2
22:12.0
2172.9

2114.1
2056.1
1999.1

1942.8
1887.8
1832.6

1778.5
1725.1
1672.4

1620.2
1568.7
1517.8

1467.4
1417.5
1308.1

1319.0
1270.4
1222.2

1174.4
1126.9
1079.8

103.'!.!
986.6
940.3

894.3
848.0
803.2

757.8
712.7
607.8

623.1
678.6
534.2

489.9
445.9
402.0

358.3
814.8
271.4

228.1
185.1
142.4

100.1
58.1
16.6

7.

Feet.
3103.3
3027.5
2953.4

2880.9
280B.8
2740.2

2672.0
260ft. 0
2539.3

2474.7
2411.1
2348.6

2287.1
2220.6
2106.9

2108.2
2050.4
1993.5

1937.2
1881.8
1827.2

1773.1
1719.8
1007.1

1015.0
1503.5
1512.7

1462.3
1412.5
136;!. 1

1314.1
1205.S
1217.4

1109.0
1122.2
1075.1

1028.4
981.9
93.1.7

889.7
844.1
798.6

753.3
708.2
603.3

618.0
874. 1
529.7

485.5
441.5
397.0

354.0
310.4
267.0

223.8
180.8
138.2

95.0
53.9
12.3

8.

Feet.
3095.0
3020.0
2946.1

2873.7
2802.8
2733.3

2665.2
2598.4
2532.8

2488. 3
2404.8
2342.4

2281.0
2220.6
2161.0

2102.4
2044.7
1987.8

1931.7
1876.3
1821.7

1707.8
1714.5
1061.9

1609.9
1558.4
1607.7

1457.3
1407.6
1368.2

1309.3
1260.8
1212.6

1164.9
1117. 6
1070.4

1023.7
977.3
031.1

885.1
839. 5
794.1

748.7
703.7
058.8

614.2
569.7
625.3

481.1
437.1
393.2

349.6
306.1
262.7

219.5
170.5
134.0

91.7
49.8
8.2

9.

Feit.
3087.9
3012.0
2938.7

2860.0
27B5.8
2726.6

26B8.5
2591.8
2520.3

2401.9
2398.5
2330.2

2274.9
2214.6
2155.1

2096.6
2038.9
1982.2

1926.1
1870.8
1810.3

1782.4
1709.2
1650.7

1604.7
1553.3
1602.0

1452.3
1402.0
1363.3

1304.4
1255.0
1207.8

1100.2
1112.7
1065.8

101!). 1

972.7
1)20.5

880.6
835.0
789.6

744.2
(J99.2
654.4

009.7
565.2
520.9

476.7
432.7
388.9

345.3
301.7
258.4

215.2
172.3
129.7

87.5
45iO
4.1

•Taken from "Bashforth's Motion of Projectiles." f V = velocity; F. 8. = feet a second.
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ELECTRICAL INTERRUPTER.

U. S. MIEITARY ACADEMY,
WEST FOIST, N. Y., December 31, 1875. 

SlB:
I have the honor to submit herewith, for your information, the results of a series of experiments 

made by me with an Electrical Interrupter, devised by Lieutenant A. II. Russell, Third U. 8. Cavalry, 
and applied by him to the Schultz chronoscope here.

This interrupter is fully described in the following letter of Lieutenant Russell:

U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
WEST POINT, N. Y., August 18,1875. SIB:

In accordance with your request, I submit a description of the electrical interrupter devised by me for th« 
Schultz ehroBoscope.

The change consists in replacing the detached mercury interrupter now in use by a light metallic spring, 
which is pressed against the tuning-fork on the inner side of one prong, making the fork its own interrupter 
when the electrical current is passed through it.

Fig. 1 represents a part of the original machine. The end of the tuning-fork is shown at M, and above it the 
ebonite table A insulating the clamps 6 6' and the support c c'.

Fig. 2 shows the new device. S is a brass plate which is fastened to the table A (fig. 1) by the screw d working 
through the slot g into the base of the elamp 6, (fig 1.) This screw should have a milled head, as at <f', (figs. 2 and 
3.) Riveted or screwed to the plate S is an elastic strip e, fitted with a screw as at /, or simply with projections as 
at /, to hold the spring s. A screw (() works through the plate B against the strip «, thereby raising or lowering 
the end of the latter. By this means the sprinsr s, for which a piece of watch-spring may be used, can be pressed 
against the platinum pointp fixed on the inner side of the counterpoise m of the tuning-fork.

The fork and the spring are connected with the opposite'poles of a galvanic battery, Bnd the current is made 
ftnd broken at p by the vibration of the fork.

For adjustment the plate B is slipped under the table A and fastened by the screw rf, eo that the spring s is just 
out of contact with the point p,

Fig. S shows the tuning-fork with the new interrupter in position and the connections complete. A thumb 
screw (r) is attached to the base of the fork for receiving one wire from the battery. The other wire runs about 
the electro-magnets at H, and thence to the thumb-screw b. A battery of four Bunsen's cells works the interrupter.

The wires being adjusted, the circuit is completed at p by a turn of the screw c, and the electro-magnets 
becoming magnetized draw the prongs apart. This breaks contact at p; the fork flies back and continues to 
vibrate, the contact being made and broken at every vibration.

The advantages of this device over the old interrupter are as follows:
1. The adjustments are exceedingly simple, and they require but little time, while with the detached mercury 

interrupter they are very delicate and difficult.
2. The manipulation is very simple and rapid, a mere turn of the screw producing vibration.
3. The use of the mercury cup is entirely avoided.
4. Extra electro-magnets for the interrupter are dispensed with, and the strength of the battery can be greatly 

reduced.
5. The arrangement is cheap and simple, and not easily deranged.
This interrupter has been in constant use for several months, and it has been practically and successfully 

tested with the machine,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

A. H. RUSSELL, 
Second Lieutenant Third Cavalry,

Acting Assistant Professor of Philosophy, U. S. Military Academy. 
Major AUPBED MOKDECAI,

Ordnance Department,
Instructor Ordnance and Gunnery, U. S. Military Academy.
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This device was first tested by me in February of this year, and was used from time to time with 
most promising results.

In order to compare this attachment with the Schultz interrupter, I had a series of trials made 
here very recently by Mr. J. J. O'Eeilly, from the Frankford Arsenal, using the interrupter belonging 
to the chronoscope at that Arsenal.

The conditions imposed were that the circnmstances under which the trials were made should be 
as nearly as possible the same for each interrupter.

This was effected by the trials being conducted in pairs in rapid succession, the results being 
taken with the same battery on one cylinder. The two interrupters were so arranged that a switch 
would throw one out of and bring the other into operation.

The objects of the experiments were to determine—
First. The time required to set up sustained vibration with each.
Second. The number of vibrations in a second and their uniformity.
Third. The effect of temperature and state of atmosphere on number of vibrations.
Fourth. The effect produced on the number of vibrations—

(a) by changing amplitude;
(b) by changing length of spring;
(c) by changing strength of spring;
(d) by changing contact of spring. 

Fifth. The effect of altering the strength of the battery. 
The results of these experiments are given in the following tables:

FIRST SERIES.—Schultz Interrupter.

Trial......................... 1. 2.

OCTOBER 25, 1875.

Thermometer, Fah... 71°
Barometer at32° Fah.
Galvanic battery, No.

of cells.
Amplitude of vibra 

tion in saw teeth.

SECONDS.

1

20". 75
B

Same as
first with
Russell.

75°
29". 83

6

4. B. 6. 1. 8. 9. 8.

OCTOBEB 26, 1875.

75°

30". 02
7

6 OK

70°
29". 89

G

5

70°
29". 89

9

70° 70°
29". 99 29". 99

7

7M 6^

7

e%

70°
29". 99

7

6

5fl°

30".03
7

«A

DOUBLE VIEHATIONB.

240.8 249.4
2 | 249.7 I 249.3,,
3 ! 240.7 | 249.5
4 249.0
5
6
7
8
9 

10 
11
12

Mean \ Double vi- 
error in ... , onesec- bratlon"± 

ond [ Second ..±

249.6
249.6
249.8
249.75
249.75 
249.7 
249.6 
249.7

249.8 j 249.6 249.7
249.8 249.0 249.6
249.8 249.7

249.2 249.7 249.7
240.3 249.7 249.5
249. C 249.7

249.6

249.6
249.7
249.8

249.5 249.7
249.0 249.8

249.05 : 249.5
249.3 249.7 249.66 249.5
249.3
249.1 
249.1 
249.6

249,6
249.5 

> 249.6

249.6 249.4
249.75 249.45 
249.65 i 249.4

[

249.69 249.34

0.0810 | 0.138 
0.00024 0.00055

249.69

0.074 
0.00029

249.64

0.052 
0.0002

, 249.52

0.079 
0.00032

249.8
249.7
249.7
249.6 
249.6

249.70

0.06 
0.00024

249.7
249.7
249.8
249.6
249.65

249.8
249.7
249.7
249.8
249.7

249.55 ! 249.5
249.6 249.6
249.5
249.6 
249.6

'249.63

0.066 
0.00026

249.6
249.7 
249.6

249.07

0.076 
0.0003

249.8
219.8
249.7
249.8
249.7
249.7
249.7
249.7
249.8

249.74

0.048 
0.00019

NOTE.—The amplitude of vibration is in all cases expressed in (< saw teeth" of the micrometer scale.
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FIEST SEBIES.—JRueseU Interrupter.

Trial...... .................

Date..... .....................

1. 2. 4.

OCTOBIE 25, 1875.

Thermometer, Fah_.. 71° 
Baromet«rat32°Fah.; 29". 79
Galvanic battery, No. 4

of cells.
Amplitude of vibra- i Same as 

tioo in saw teeth, first with

76° 
29".83

6

9K

Schultz.

5. 9f 7. 8. 9. a.

OOTOBU 26, 1876.

76° 

30".02
7

m

72<> 

29".87
4

a

72° 

29".87
6

10

74° 

29".93
7

PA

74° 

29».93
7

8«

7*° 
29". 93

7

9

68° 
30".OS

7

10

SECONDS.

1 
2 
3
4 
5 
0 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
U 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20

Averag 
Mean 

error in 
one sec 

ond.

Double vi 
bration.. =t 
Secood-i

DOUBLE VIBRATIONS,

240.9 
249.9 
250.0 
250.0 
250.0 
249.9 
249.9 
249.8 
260.0 
249.9 
249. 8 
249.9 
249.9 
250.0 
249.9 
249.8 
249.9 
250.0 
249.8 
249.9

249.81

0.054 
0.00022

249.8 
249.7 
249.8 
249.7 
249.7 
249.7 
249.7 
249.5 
249.6 
249.7 
249.0 
240.6

250.1 
250.1 
250.0 
250.0 
249.9 
249.95 
249.95 
249.9 
249.9 
250.0

250.1 
250.0 
250.0 
250.0 
249.9 
249.9 
249.90 
249.9

260.0 
260.1 
250.0 
250.0 
250.0 
249.9 
249.8 
249.86 
249.8 
240.8

1

249.67

0.0768 
0.0003

249.98

O.OC 
0.00024

249.97

0.056 
0.00022

249.92

0.095 
0.00038

260.1 
250.0 
249.9 
260.0 
249.9 
249.8 
249.9 
249.8 
249.9 
249.8

250.0 
250.1 
249.9 
249.6 
249.9 
249.9 
249.9 
249.8 
249.8 
249.8

............... ..............

249.9 
249.96 
249.9 
249.95 
249.9 
249.8 
249.9 
250.0 
249.9 
249.96

|

240.91

0.07 
0.00028

249.9

0.00 
0.00024

249.91

0.037 
0.00016

250.S 
250.3 
260.2 
250.2 
250.1 
250.2 
250.2 
230.2 
250.2

260.2

0.022 
0.000088
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SEOOHD SERIES.—Sussell Interrupter.

Trial....... ..................

Thermometer, Fah... 
Barometer at 32° Fah 
Galvanic battery, No. 

of cells,

Kind of spring. ........

Degree of pressure... 
Amplitude of vibra 

tion in saw teeth.

SECONDS.

1 
2
3 
4

C

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
10 
17 
18 
19 
20

Mean f Double vi- 
error in , L . , < bration..zt one sec-

ond. [ '

1. 5. 4. 6.

OCTOBER 27, 1875.

11° 
29". 64 

0

70° 

29". 71 
6

Light.
8.5

Light.
Y

70° 
20". 71 

6

No. 1, light.

Medium.
8

70° 
29". 71 

(i

70° 

29". 69 
6

71°. 6 71°. 5 
29".74 29". 74 

6 0

71°.5 

6

No. 3, very light.

Strong. 
9

Light.
a.fi, or 9

Light. Medium.
7.5 8.5

Strong. 
9.5

DOITBLE VIBRATIONS.

250.00 
249.05 
249.90 
240.85 
240.00

240.80 
249 00
249.90 
249.80 
249.85 
240.85 
249.70- 

249.90 
249.80 
249.90 
249.85 
249 . 80 
240.80 
240.00

240. SC

0.0525 
0.00021

250.40
2no.:w
240.40 
250.20 
250.30

250.40 
250.30 
250.30 
250.30

250.00 
250.00 
250.50 
250.40 
250.40

249.90 
249.90 
249.90 
240.90 
249.80 
^4*1 80

250.10 250.10 
250.10 249.90 
249.90 | 249.70 
249.90 249.90 
249 90

240 80 ............... ! . . ......._
249.80

249.9 
249.7 
249.6 
249.7 
249.7 
249.0

i '

1

|

250.32

0.064 
0.00020

250.24

o.u
0.00056

250.48

0.064 
0.00025

249.85

0.05 
0.0002

249.98 249.90

0.096 0.01 
0.00039 0.0004

249.7

O.OB6 
0.00020
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SEGOHD SERIES.—Huactt Interrupter— Continued.

Date..... — ....... —— ....................

2. 3.

OCTOBIB 27, 1875.

4.

Galvanic battery, No. of cells......

Amplitude of vibration in saw 
teeth.

SECONDS.

1
2 
3 
4 
5 
(i 
7 
8 
9 

10 
H 
12 
13 
14 
15 
If, 
17 
18 
19

Mean f 
error in Double vibration. ,...±
oneuec- ) Second. ......... .........±
•ond. l^

72° 
29".63 

6

60° 

29".67 
6

00° 

29". 67 
6

60° 
M".67 

6

70° 

29".69 
6

No. 2, heavy.

Light. 
0

Light. 
7.6

Medium. 
9.5

Strong. 
10

Light. 
8.6, or 9

DOUBLE VIBRATIONS.

250.20 ' > 
249.80 5 
260.20 « 
249.70 g 
2S0.10 . I 
260.00 
249.80 
249.96

249.90 
249.90 
249.90 
429.90 
249.90 
249.85 
249.96 
249.90 
249.85 
249.85

249.93

(1.0915 

0.000367

249.90 
260.00 
260.05 
250.00 
250.0(1

250.96 
251.00 
250.80 
260.90 
250.80

I
|

249.20 
249.10
248.90 
248.90 
249.20 
248.60

........................

250.00

0.04 

0.00016

250.89

0.072 

0.0002

248.98

0.183 

0.00073

249.90 
240.90 
260.00 
260.00 
249.80 
849.80 
249.90 
249.80

249.87

0.07 

0.00028

The object of each trial as noted was, in First Series:
First trial with each was on different cylinders, batteries different, to compare time, amplitude 

being the same. Fifteen minutes occupied adjusting Schultz.
Second trial with each taken on same cylinder, battery the same, to cowpaire time and amplitude. 

One minute occupied changing from Schultz to Hussell and adjusting latter.
Fourth trial with each on same cylinder, to determine relative effect on time and on amplitude by 

increasing strength of battery. One and a half minutes occupied changing from Schultz to Russell 
and adjusting latter.

Fifth and sixth trials with Schultz on same cylinder, to determine effect on time, on amplitude, 
and on adjustment by increasing battery. Five minutes required to adjust interrupter after increase 
of battery.

Fifth and sixth trials with ItusseJl on same cylinder, to determine effect on time, on amplitude, 
and on adjustment by increasing battery. No adjustment required after increase of battery.-

Seventh, eighth and ninth trials with Sohultz on same cylinder, to datermine variation in time 
and in amplitude and adjustment necessary, a pause of ten minut»s being allowed between first and 
second, and five minutes between second and third. No adjustment required between trials.

Seventh, eighth and ninth trials with Eussell for same purpose as corresponding trials with 
Schultz. Five minutes between first and second, and ten minutes between second and third. No 
adjustment required between trials.

Third trial with each interrupter .was on the same cylinder to determine effect of change of 
temperature on time and on amplitude. Two minutes occupied changing from Schultz to Russell and 
adjusting latter.

In Second Series:
First and second trials on different cylinders, to compare effect on time and on amplitude, springs 

of different stiffness being used, battery the same.
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Fifth, sixth and third trials each on separate cylinder, to determine, with springe of different 
stiffness, elect on time and on amplitude; spring and battery in each set the same, but contact of 
spring and point on fork varying.

Fourth triala on one cylinder, compared with first and second trials, showing effect on time and on 
amplitude of different springs when the manner in which they were attached to plate was varied. 
The spring was held by a screw. In all other trials of both series it was held by three projections.

Before uaing the Frankford interrupter the one belonging to the instrument here was tried. Four 
days were spent by Mr. O'Reilly in trying to get it into working order, and then so unsatisfactory 
was the result that the Frankford interrupter was sent for. This one differed from the former in that 
the wooden block supporting the beam was replaced by two brass columns. After it had been placed 
in position but fifteen minutes were occupied in bringing it into adjustment.

The Russell interrupter has been allowed, at different times, to run uninterruptedly for several 
hours without any attention being given to it. A reduction in the amplitude waa found to occur; by 
a slight turn of the adjusting screw the original amplitude was speedily reestablished. After this 
interrupter had been in operation for eight consecutive hours a hole was found burned through the 
end of the spring, but the vibration still continued, though not with the original amplitude. The 
position of the spring in the holder was quickly changed, and the interrupter was again in proper order.

In the preceding Tables some discrepancies will be observed which cannot be satisfactorily 
accounted for: first, the variation in the time, when the temperature of the air was changed, (see 
trials third of First Series,) is greater for the Russell than for the Schultz; second, the variation of time 
between the first and second trials with each interrupter, in the First Series, is marked, and without 
cause; third, the three cases recorded in the fifth trial, Second Series, are very uniform, but do not 
agree with the time given in the first, second, fourth and sixth trials, all of which are quite uniform.

In the third trial, where the pressure was "medium" and "strong," the vibration of the fork was 
undoubtedly affected by the contact of the spring.

Some of the trials were not pursued to an extent sufficient to make the results of value.
The effect on time of vibration, with any interrupter, produced by a great change in the tempera 

ture of the air, and consequently of the metal parts of the instrument, is more interesting than useful, 
as in practice no such variation is liable to occur. The clock being acted upon by such change much 
more than is the instrument proper, would cause variation in the record. When sucb tests are made 
the clock should therefore be kept at a uniform temperature, which was not done in the trials in 
question. It would seem but proper that under all circumstances a more accurate time-piece, as a 
chronometer, should be employed with an instrument intended to record such minute intervals of time.

From the First Series the mean of all the trials with the Schultz interrupter gives the "mean 
error in one second" as ±0.0888 double vibration, or ±0.00035 second, and the same for the Russell 
as ±0.08 double vibration, or ±0.00032 second.

These results vary but little from the limit of allowable error established by Captain Prince, 
Ordnance Department, in the elaborate experiments made by him at the Frankford Arsenal in 
November, 1871, (Ordnance Notes No. IV.)

If the readings taken in the second and third trials of the First Series be discarded, the errors fall 
much below that given by Captain Prince.

The trials that have been made BO far are in some respects only preliminary; but they are, in my 
opinion, sufficient to prove the value of the interrupter, and that it can with good advantage be 
substituted for the one supplied by Schultz for use with his chronoscope.

The spring noted No. 1 (0".l wide) is believed to be the most suitable, though any spring will 
probably give uniform results. The pressure of the spring against the platinum point should be "light."

The eating away of the spring by tho spark, and its roughening before perforation occurs, are 
points readily overcome by moving the spring or by substituting a new one. Ordinarily the machine 
would be used for a long time before any wear would be noticeable.

The simplicity of the interrupter, its ready adaptability to any tuning-fork, the impossibility of it 
getting out of order, and the ease with which it is at any time speedily adjusted, promise to make it of 
much value.

Irrespective of the construction of this device, most uniform results are obtained by it, with a 
greater amplitude of vibration than is practicable with the Schultz interrupter, and with much less 
strength of battery.

Very successful experiments have been made here with an auxiliary pointer attached to the 
bed of the metal standard S S projecting at r, by which the middle line is traced whilst the fork 
is vibrating. This pointer is adjusted so that the fork being at rest, it and the pointer on the fork will 
describe the same path on tho cylinder.

An alteration which might with little labor be made in the cbronoscope, but which would render 
it still more complicated possibly without commensurable advantage, would be the introduction of 
a second Ruhmkorff coil, with its battery, by which the clock could record its beats constantly on 
the cylinder to one side of the sinnons line whilst the rupture of the targets could be noted on the 
opposite side. This might require the employment of a different translating screw, and a reduction in 
the nnmber of readings which the cylinder is now capable of containing.

NOTE.—On the completion of the fifth trial of the Second Series the spring was found to be loose in the holder, 
one of the projecting pieces being broken; this had to be repaired before the sixth trial.
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By this arrangement, a break-circuit chronometer being used, one source of error should he 

reduced to a minimum.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.

A. MOEDECAI,
Major of Ordnance, 

Instructor of Ordnance and Gunnery. 
The CHIEF OF OEDSAHCK, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

[ First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
January 21,1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
aa an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.] 

Approved.
WM. W. BELKNAP,

Secretary of War. 
JAHUAKT 21, 1876.
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XLVII.

FIRING-PINS AND FIRING-PIN SPRINGS.
•» •»

HEADQUARTEES "B" COMPANY, SIXTEENTH INFANTRY,
JACKSON, Miss., August 8, 1876. 

GENERAL:
I have the honor to invite your attention to a serious defect just discovered by me in the Spring 

field ri8e, calibre .45". The firing-pins furnished are so highly tempered that, after a little use, they 
break into two and three pieces. While the firing-pin springs remain in good order this defect is not 
readily discovered; but the moment they become unserviceable, and the piece is loaded, the cartridge 
will be exploded in the act of loading. This has occurred three times in ray company in the last week. 
In each instance the firing-pin was found broken and the tpring broken alto. Upon careful examina 
tion yesterday, out of thirty-six muskets in daily use, I found eleven in which the firing-pin tpring wot 
broken and unserviceable and four firing-pins broken. The spring furnishefl with the calibre .45" in no 
way compares with the corresponding spring formerly supplied in calibre .50" for service. It is 
apparently of too highly tempered a material. The muskets have been in use five months, and more 
accidents have happened (more firing-pins broken and firing-pin springs broken) in this time than in 
the two years I used the experimental Springfield musket, calibre .50". Requisitions were made 
yesterday for the spare parts required, as my whole supply of springs has thus been exhausted in five 
months. I am confident that the defects do not in any way arise from lack of care of the gun. I 
have kept the parts, and, if desired, will forward them to you for personal examination. This report 
is made to you as being regarded a matter of the greatest importance, as it is almost unsafe for an 
officer to remain in front of his troops while they are loading, if the ordinary inspections made of the 
musket fails, as it has done at this post, to reveal such an important defect. 

I am, General, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ARTHUR W. ALLYN,

Captain Sixteenth Infantry,
Commanding Co. Snd Plat. 

To the CHIEF OF ORDKAHOE, U. S. A.

[First Indorsement.}

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHISOTOS, August 16, 1875.

Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of National Armory for report. The writer has 
been asked to send the broken parts to you for examination.

S C. LYFORD, 
Acting Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
Augmt 31,1875.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance. The broken parts referred to have been received 
and examined. It is not known why the pins broke, unless they were forged pine, made gome yean 
ago, and inadvertently issued. For several years past all firing-pine have been made directly from 
the best steel wire that could be obtained, and no portion of them are tempered, except the head cm 
which the hammer strikes.

I have sent an additional supply of good firing-pins and springs to Captain Allyn, and hope that 
be will report what success he has with them.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel of Ordnance, Commanding.
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[Third Indorsement.]

OBDKANCE OFFICE,
September 6,1875.

Respectfully returned. This matter is of sufficient importance to justify its thorough examination. 
Not only the efficiency of the arm but the reputation of the Department is involved. The inspections 
at the Armory are supposed to be, and if not must be, of such a rigid character as to render such an 
occurrence impossible.
#***********

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Fourth Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., September 10, 1875.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance. On a full investigation, I find that no forged 
firing-pins hava been issued with the Springfield rifle since the beginning of 1870—the time when their 
defective character was first discovered. I also find that the instructions which I then gave, to remove 
all forged pins from the arms on hand and destroy them by turning them over to the scrap heap, were 
faithfully carried out.

For the information of the Department I forward by to-day's express a box showing the quality 
of the steel from which firing-pins have been made at this Armory for some years past, also the quality 
of the finished pins, both forged and made from wire. The selections and tests were made by Captain 
Farley.

J. Q. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

EXPLANATORY REPORT OF CAPTAIN J. P. FAELEY.
(See Plate.)

Lot No. 1.—Taken at random from Springfield carbines, calibre .45", manufactured November, 
1874; hammered longitudinally for the purpose of ascertaining if the point of the firing-pin would bend 
at the shoulder (or weakest point) before breaking. The two (2) last of this lot still further bent, and 
the last fractured near the point.

Lot No. 2.—Same as Lot No. 1; December, 1874, manufacture.
Lot No. 5.—Same as No. 2; January, 1875, manufacture. The seventh pin broke at shoulder, 

under the same blows required to bend the first six pins of this lot.
Lot No. 4.—Same as No. 'A; February, 1875, manufacture. The fourth pin broke under the same 

blows required to bend the first five or six of this lot. The two last pins of this lot still further strained.
Lot No. 5.—Same as No. 4; March, 1875, manufacture. The ninth pin broke at shoulder under 

blows required to bend the first eight of this lot.
No. 6.—Specimen of steel wire used to make firing-pins, the pins being directly turned and milled 

from this wire, and hardened on the upper surface, which receives the blow of the hammer. The pins 
are not hardened on the point or near the shoulder. The chisel made from this wire has been used to 
cut the sample without turning the edge.

Lot No. 7.—Taken from Springfield rifles, manufacture April, 1875; same tests as for previous 
lots.

Lot No. 8.—Same as for lot No. 7; May, 1875, manufacture.
Lot No. 9.—Same as for lot No. 8; September, 1875, manufacture.
Lot No. 10.—Taken at random from calibre .50", model 1868, manufactured 1870. Nos. 1 and 

2 of this lot are made of steel wire, it is believed, (at this time there was a transition.) No. 3 is known to 
be made of steel wire, as it is marked with the letter of the inspector's name, "S." At the time of this 
change between the "forged" pin and the steel-wire pin, some steel-wire pias passed without the 
inspector's letter, but as soon as the steel wire became the established material orders were given to 
mark or stamp the "wire" pina. This stamping continued so long as it was believed there were any 
"forged" pins on hand. The last five pins of lot 10 are undoubtedly forged pins—they snap or break 
easily under blows that but slightly bend the wire pins.

No. 11.—The breech-block cut in sections to show the bearing or seat of firing-pin. This test 
•would seem to indicate the improbability of firing-pins breaking under the natural blows to which 
they may be subjected. • It is a well-established fact that when they do break the pins project beyond 
the face of the breech-block, and company commanders can always ascertain this point if they carefully 
inspect the arms.
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Such has been my experience as detachment commander, and with the 1868 model »nd old 

forged pin.
Respectfully submitted,

J. P. FAKLEY,
To the COKMASTOTO OFFICER, Captain of Ordnance. 

National Armory.

Approved, and respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance.
J. Q. BENTON, 

Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Fifth Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
September 13, 1875.

Respectfully returned. Captain Parley's report is satisfactory, but does not account for the breaking 
of firing-pins "into two or three pieces," as reported within by Captain Allyn; neither does it make 
reference to the breaking of eleven springs in thirty-six rifles.

The point to be determined is: how to so perfect the manufacture of firing-pins and springs as to 
obviate their breaking when ia the hands of troops. There is, no doubt, sufficient skill and experience 
at the Armory in the manipulation and inspection of metals as, when properly directed, will prevent 
such occurrences in the future.

The breaking of the firing-pin springs should also be investigated.
S. V. BENET,

Brigadier General,
Chief of Ordnance. 

[Sixth Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., September 23, 1875.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance, with a report of Captain Farley, dated Sep 
tember 21.

About the first of the present year defects showed themselves not only in the firing-pin springs, 
but in the cam-latch and ejector springe, which were traced, on investigation, to defective manufacture 
of the steel wire from which these springs were made. By carefully annealing between each drawing 
it was obtained in a uniformly soft state, and could be coiled without forming incipient cracks. All 
the defective wire was returned to the makers and good wire obtained in its place, and I am gratified 
to state that there has been little or no breaking of coiled springs since last January, and I was led to 
the conclusion that not only the material but the mode of manufacture and inspection were practically 
perfect. As Captain Parley's experiments show that there is a difference even in the quality of good 
springs, which can be determined by applying constant pressure, as in the case of the test applied to 
ejector springs, I have ordered that test to be applied hereafter to the firing-pin and cam-latch springs. 
The destructive test which he recommends for five per cent, of the firing-pins will be applied for a time 
at least.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., September 14, 1878. 

SlE:
Yon will please investigate the subject of the breaking of firing-pin springs referred to in the fifth 

indorsement of tbe enclosed correspondence. You will also please make a thorough investigation of 
the material, manufacture, and inspection of firing-pins and firing-pin springs, and make such recom 
mendations in the way of improvement as shall in your opinion prevent any further breakages of these 
parts in the hands of the troops. In the solution of this important question yon will please call to 
your aid the best talent and experience of the Armory. 

Your obedient servant.
J. G. BENTON,

Captain J. P. FAKLEY, Lieutenant Culonel, Commanding. 
National Armory, Springfield, Man,
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[REPORT on Firing-pint and Firing-pin Sprinyt. Made by Captain J. P. FABIET, at National
Armory, 1875.]

SIR:

NATIONAL AEMOBY,
September 21. 1875.

I

In compliance with your letter of instructions of the 14th instant, I have the honor to report the 
results of my investigations in the matter of firing-pins and firing-pin springs, and, as directed, I 
" make such recommendations in the way of improvements as shall, in your (my) judgment, prevent

any further breakages of these parts in the hands of troops."
• Without detailing the destructive tests to which I have subjected 

a great number of the parts of the Springfield rifle now under con 
sideration, I at once state my impressions.

The most probable plane of fracture is at the shoulder of the 
firing-pin, where the spring takes its bearing; should the pin break 
at any other point before it gives way at the shoulder, or develop 
two planes of fracture at the same time, thereby breaking into more 
lhan two pieces, the conditions are not fairly understood.

By the exhibit of firing-pins submitted to you some time since, 
and forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, the intention was to convey 
an idea of the force requisite to produce this possible fracture, at 
the same time illustrating the general character of material, quality 
and uniformity of product, and improvement in the firing-pin of the 
present over that of the past.

I am persuaded that if these pins, of present manufacture, break 
from any inherent defect, when in actual service, that either the 
structure of the metal undergoes some alteration under the oft-repeated 

, blows of the hammer, or else (as suggested by General Franklin) they 
break for the reason that led to the destruction of the Galling gun 
firing-pin when first made of steel. The pin flying forward under 
the action of the spring is suddenly checked in its motion, thereby 
permitting the part forward of the shoulder by its inertia to tear 
itself away from the rear portion.

In confirmation of this theory rny attention has been invited to 
like results in the use of Captain Stockton's pressure-piston at this 
Armory.

A tongue (S) enters the hollow of the spring C, under gas pressure; 
the shoulder B compresses the spring about 1", when it is found that 
the tongue S has broken off under the influence of its own inertia.

In order to test this theory in its application to the present case, 
I selected two forged pins, from model 1808 arms, and upon the front 
end of one I had a button of lead screwed.

This made that part of the pin forward of the shoulder weigh 
about eix times as much as it ordinarily does.

Assembling the pin thus arranged in the breech-block of a rifle, 
I snapped the hammer upon the head of the pin ten times without 
producing a fracture, but, reaching the twentieth blow, the pin was 
found in two pieces, exhibiting a clear crystaline fracture at the 
shoulder.

Working backwards from this extreme test, which was intended 
to take a bad pin at the greatest possible disadvantage, I again 
assembled the second forged pin in a rifle, without the auxiliary button, 
when, after reaching the sixtieth and before the eightieth blow, the 
pin was found in two pieces, fractured at the shoulder as ,in the 
previous case.

Following this successful practical demonstration of the theory 
as it relates to a firing-pin of established bad quality, I selected a 
pin of to-day's product, and, placing it in the rifle, caused it to be 
struck one thousand blows of the hammer.

The pin endured excellently, as did also the spring that sur 
rounded it.

The short life of a bad firing-pin may be directly attributed to 
the cause cited,* and as material will vary in spite of the utmost 
care, therefore, unless each pin be subjected to a destructive test, it 
cannot be known to be of the class that will never break—it cannot be 
known to be perfect.

•I append to this report a letter of General W. B. Franklin, kindly furnishing valuable information, and juet 
received at this writing.
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The exhibit of firing-pins, before referred to, bears ample evidence of the excellent character of 

material used and work produced during the past year; but, in view of the suspicions that now arise, 
I respectfully recommend that at least five (5) per cent, of the present daily product of firing-pins be 
brought to destructive testa, as a check upon accidental variations in material.

Passing to the second point under consideration, (firing-pin, springt,) and without entering into 
too minute details of manufacture, &c., it will be sufficient to state that you particularly invited my 
attention to springs fabricated during the months of January and February, 1875.

It was known that for the first seven (7) months of the last fiscal year sixty-two per cent, of 
" tempered music wire," such as is used for ejector and firing-pin springs, was rejected for bad material 
in different stages of manufacture.

After March, 1875, the same character of wire, but untempered, annealed and slightly drawn, was 
supplied to take the place of that of less reliable nature.

In order to ascertain if the suspicion that now attaches to the firing-pin springs of dates prior to 
Starch, 1875, would justify the labor and expense of overhauling and testing the springs of all the 
arms now in store at the Armory, I selected twenty (20) carbines of January and February manufacture, 
placed them in a vise, and caused the firing-pin (still in the breech-block) to be struck one hundred 
(100) sharp, quick blows with a hand-hammer.

The blow was delivered through the agency of a punch, thus enabling the pin to be driven further 
up on the spring than in the actual tests of service. The springs were then removed, examined, and 
found perfectly sound.

They were then placed on a steel plate, upon their side, and struck sharp, quick blows with a 
hand-hammer.

Eighty per cent, endured well, the remaining twenty per cent, indicating more or less comparative 
brittleness.

The eighty per cent, likewise resisted harsh lateral and longitudinal pressure in the viae.
For the purpose of comparison with the present product, twenty February and twenty September 

springs wore rudely tested, both on the steel plate and in the vise, and were found to resist blows laterally 
in the ratio of 4.3 for the February to 7.7 for the September springs, but with a marked lack of 
uniformity in that of February as compared with that of September.

Longitudinally they bore si compression before breaking of 0".OG less than their natural length, 
when dosed, for the September, and 0".05 less for the February lot.

Again, I had constructed a plate arranged so as to hold one hundred springs, provided with 
one hundred vertical pins of the exact length of the springs when under natural compression. I placed 
fifty (50) springs of each kind (B'ebruary and September) on these pins, and subjected the whole to 
compression (0".2) for sixteen (16) hours, when it was found that eighteen (18) per cent, of the 
February and twelve (12) per cent, of the September springs had yielded to this test, and some of those 
that did break were so brittle that they had entirely disappeared.

The remaining springs, of both classes, endured hard destructive tests, and from this ri-sult I am 
led to recommend the introduction of the compression tests for springs of this class in future manufacture.

In view of the very fair performance of the January and February springs, I will still further 
recommend that the arms of that and previous dates be issued with the usual accompaniments of 
spare parts to meet the usual contingencies of service. Recognizing the chances of firing-pin springs 
breaking, leads to a consideration of the effects of broken firing-pin springs upon the efficiency of the arm.

Selecting ten (10) carbines, and removing the pins and springs, I caused each spring to be broken 
into five or more pieces.

The firing-pins were then returned to their normal condition, surrounded by the pieces of broken 
spring. Each arm was then fired fifty (50) times without a single miss-fire. After each discharge the 
pin was found projecting beyond the face of the breech-block, and held in that position so rigidly (by 
friction of the broken springs) that, as a proper but unnecessary (as the sequel will show) precaution, 
the pin was forcibly pushed back to place each time before loading. Concluding this portion of the 
tests, the arm which contained the most refractory firing-pin, and projecting the furthest beyond the 
face of the breech-block, was then selected to ascertain the liability of premature discharge in closing 
the breech-block. Ten primed shell were placed in the chamber of the gun, and the block driven 
forcibly down with a blow of the hand. In each instance the shells were but slightly indented, and 
the priming failed to explode, notwithstanding the pin was pushed back to place. The same experiment 
was then repeated with loaded cartridges, and with like favorable results for the arm.

This trial is believed to present a fair illustration of the safety and reliability of the arm when 
the spring alone is broken.

In fact, firing pins used without the spring cannot be made to explode the cartridge, as the pin is 
naturally thrown to the rear by its own inertia when the breech-block is closed, and scarcely, if ever, 
leaves more than a slight indent on the cartridge base. Notwithstanding the spring has been shown 
to do no harm even when it breaks, (provided the firing-pin itself holds out,) and its omission works 
no detriment to the arm, yet I do not wish to be understood as recommending the abolition of the 
spring.

NOTE.—If the arms in Captain Allyn's company were carried with the hammer down on the head of the firing-pin 
the spring would be under a constant state of compression, and the fact may explain, in the light of this experiment, 
the breaking of so many more springs in his than in other command?.

Spare parts are always issued for the repairs of arms with the amir. J. G. B.
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I am now led to a consideration of that condition where the pin and spring are both broken.
Assuming that the parts of a broken spring may insert themselves or work in between the parts 

of a broken pin, there will be a practical elongation of the pin and resistance to motion.
A parallel condition is thus reached: Two rifles, one of the present model (1873) and the other of 

1868 model, have "had their firing-pins soldered so as to project 0".09 beyond the face of the breech 
block.

An attempt than was made to close the breech-block forcibly some ten or a dozen times, and each 
time the primed shell in the chamber of the gun was exploded, the breech-block being partially open 
or unlocked.

With loaded cartridges the same results ensued, except that the breech-block was violently thrown 
over and the head or base of the cartridge and the anvil ejected to the rear. These results corroborated 
the tests made by me in the same direction, and recorded in the "Journal of Experiments" at this 
Armory, August 16, 1875.

From the record of previous trials, made at the Armory November 22, 1870, and conducted by 
Captain Stockton, I make the following extract:

A Springfield breech-loading rifled musket, model 1868, was so arranged as to cause the firing-pin to project 
0".07B beyond the face of the breech-block. This is the maximum that the pin could project by reason of any 
accident of service, such &s the breaking or jamming of spring, or fouling or rusting.

Frankford cartridges were then inserted, and the breech-block closed with some violence; the projecting pin 
exploded the cartridges, bat in every instance the breech-block was found locked, and, although not quite down, 
closed.

The result shows that there is no danger in using the model 1868 Springfield breech-loading rifled musketeven 
with a projecting firing-pin, as the breech-block is always locked before the cartridge can possibly be exploded.

My results are somewhat at variance with this record, but, in the main, I can agree with Captain 
Stockton " That there is no danger" in using the rifle under these most unfavorable conditions, as I 
have never known the parts (head and anvil of the cartridge) to be thrown out with any considerable 
or damaging force.

The greater part of the effort is exhausted in throwing over the breech-block, yet the breech-block 
itself is never injured by this performance.

The liability of premature explosion of a cartridge, due to the improbable combination of circum 
stances cited, is very small, and it is not probable that " officers remain in front of companies" without 
incurring risks of premature discharges due to causes other than those noted. 

I am, sir, very respectfullly, your obedient servant,
J. P. FARLEY,

To the CoHMANDiira OFFICER, Captain of Ordnance. 
National Armory.

P. 8.—In order that all I have to offer on this subject may be presented in this paper, I quote the 
following from my explanatory notes which accompanied the specimens of firing-pins submitted to 
you on the 10th instant:

"This test would seem to indicate the improbability of firing-pins breaking under the natural 
blows to which they may be subjected.*

"It is a well-established fact that, when they do break, the .pins project beyond the face of the 
breech-block, and company commanders can always ascertain this point if they carefully inspect the 
arms. Such has been my experience as detachment commander, and with the 1868 model and old 
forged pin." j r p p>_

OFFICE OF COLT'S PATENT FIRE-ARMS MANUFACTURING CO.,
HARTFOJBD, CONS., September 20, 1875. Mr DEAR CAPTAIN: r

I find that applying a spring-balance to the nose of the hammer 15.5 Ibs. are required to raise it, 
and the path is 1".7. The work given out by the hammer upon the firing-pin is, therefore, 2.2 ft.-lbs.'

On pages 383, 401, and 703, of Van Nostraud's edition of "Wiesbach's Mechanics," the work in 
tearing a piece of metal asunder is B V, in which B is the modulus of fragility and V the volume of the 
piece. Also ^ ^

B = -5- — - in whichz iii
K is the breaking strain per square inch, and 
E the modulus of elasticity.

Assuming K 90000 Ibs. and E 25000000 Ibs., the diameter of the firing-pin 0.2 inch and I its length, 
we have

2.2foot-lb8 . = -L
2 25000000

2.2
= .453 foot, or 5. 44 inches.

•I now desire to modify these views to accord with the results of this present trial and report.
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or, (if the theory is correct,) if the front of the firing-pin be made 5".44 long, or of a weight which 
would be equivalent to the weight of a pin that long, one blow ought to separate it from the shoulder, 
or, at any rate, ought to strain it beyond the limit of elasticity, which really destroys it.

If the breaking weight per square inch, the modulus of elasticity, and the work done by the 
hammer are different from the numbers that I have assumed the result will be somewhat modified. 
The inertia of the firing-pin between its rear and the shoulder is not taken into account. 

The calculations were made by Mr. Joseph Klein, a draughtsman here. 
Very truly yours,

W. B. FRANKLIN. 
Captain J. P. F ABLET,

Ordnance Corps, U. S. Army,

[SECOND REPORT on firing-pins and Firing-pin Springs. Made by Captain J. P. FABLEY, at
National Armory, 1875.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
October 19, 1875. 

SIB:
Since closing my report of the 21st ultimo, I have the honor to state that careful tests have been 

made of firing-pins and firing-pin springs which are at present manufactured. From the daily product 
one pin has been selected at random, and, being assembled in the rifle, has been struck one thousand 
(1,000) or a less number of blows necessary to produce fracture, the hammer being cocked and snapped 
in the usual manner, and no cartridge being in the chamber.

RECORD.
October 4, firing-pin broke at.......................................... 900 blows.
October 5. firing-pin endured.......................................... 1,000
October6, firing-pin broke at.......................................... 900
October 6, firing-pin endured.......................................... 1,000
October 8, firing-pin broke at.................................... .... 450
October 9, firing-pin broke at.......................................... 985
October 11, firing-pin broke at........................................ 750
October 12, firing-pin endured......................................... 1,000
October 13, firing-pin endured......................................... 1,000
October 14, firing-pin broke at........................................ 675
October 15, firing-pin broke at............................. .......... 850
October 18, firing-pin broke at........................................ 725

It thus appears that the life of the present firing-pin cannot be estimated much beyond seven 
hundred blows of the lock hammer, provided no cartridge is in the chamber of the gun. Two methods 
have been proposed to meet and overcome this defect:

The first, (suggested by yourself,) to dispense with the firing-pin spring altogether, and gradually 
taper the front of the pin from the shoulder to its point.

The second, (an idea which has occurred to me,) to saw the pin in two, at a distance of 0".2 above 
the shoulder, at A.

Fig. 1. 
C A B

The reason this latter plan suggests itself is, that if the pin breaks at the shoulder B the spring 
no longer retracts the front end of the pin, and the spring, owing to this fracture, may upset, break, 
or otherwise wedge in between the two broken parts of the pin, thus lengthening out the pin, and 
leading to premature explosion in the closing of the breech-block.

The artificial fracture shown at A offers an artificial line of weakness that entirely relieves the 
shoulder B of all strain due to inertia, as there is no resistance to the pull at B, (see previous report in 
explanation.) Again, if the natural fracture occurs at S, and the firing-pin spring likewise breaks, its 
parts work in between the parts of the fractured pin; but this cannot occur if the artificial fracture is 
established at A. At all times, therefore, the two parts of the pin will be in close contact at A, and 
the whole forms, practically, a connected system, as much as if the firing-pin had not been cut. One 
of the forged pins, of model 1868 arm, was cut in the manner described, and endured three thousand 
blows of the lock hammer without breaking, whilst others of this class break before reaching the one 
hundredth blow.

Some other pins of this condemned class did nqt endure BO well, breaking at the shoulder Con the two 
hundredth, and one thousandth blow, but the line of weakness was transferred away from the shoulder B.

I am, therefore, led to conclude that, in order to insure the life of the firing-pin, it must be kept 
away from the blow of the hammer, except when the cartridge is to be fired; the snapping on the pin 
is as hurtful as the snapping on the cone of the old percussion-cap system. The method proposed by 
you secures the end in view, and is practicable and advisable beyond all doubt.
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The pins hereafter to be made can be strengthened and improved in form, dispensing with the 

ihoulder and substituting a gradual taper from the cylindrical part of the pin down to its point. 
All the pina now in service can be used as they are, and company commanders can be instructed to 
remove the firing-pin springs.

We are thus relieved of one spring, and a treacherous and uncertain one at that, and the pin itself 
falls forward in the breech-block, away from all unnecessary blows of the hammer, and never receives 
a blow except when pushed back by a cartridge in the chamber. In this latter case the pin bears 
no more on the head of the cartridge than when the spring is used, and in this position the pin has no 
backward and forward motion to strike a blow due to any jar of the arm.

The appearance of the pin protruding beyond the face of the breech-block is somewhat demoralizing, 
but when the block is forcibly closed the natural tendency of the pin is to throw back away from the 
cartridge; moreover, I have endeavored iu every possible manner to produce an explosion by this 
closing of the block forcibly and gently, and I am satisfied it cannot be done.

It has been held, however, that there is a liability of a firing-pm being rusted, and that, having 
no spring to withdraw it, the rust may catch it protruding beyond the face of the block and hold it in 
this position; but it does not appear that this same risk is not run with the service pin and spring if 
the gun is laid aside with the hammer down, and not at half-cock. Furthermore, I have permitted a 
block with a firing-pin to be exposed for several days with the pin protruding, and a flow of water 
which developed considerable rust around the pin, but the pin was found to be as free to move as if 
there had been no rust. I have packed the pin in its seat with coarse wet sand and fine glass sand, 
but it was still free to move backwards away from the cartridge. Owing to its shape, however, when 
the pin is held back and then packed, the sand forms a wedge in and around the front of the pin, and 
it will, not advance to strike the cartridge; this latter packing is more likely to occur with the spring 
than without it. I have heard you suggest that it might be advisable to test a certain number of 
firing-pins without the springs in the hands of troops; but I would moat respectfully go still further, 
and recommend that all company commanders be directed to remove the springs and hold them for 
renewal in case of necessity. By this means the modification proposed will have a more general or 
certain test, and we will learn at an earlier day of its defects or merits. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. FARLEY,

To the COMMANDING.OFFIOEK, Captain of Ordnance. 
National Armory.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of "Ordnance.
Captain Parley's experiments seem to show conclusively that the presence of the firing-pin spring 

is the principal cause of the breaking of the pin in service. The question follows, will it be safe to 
omit the spring? I am satisfied myself that it will not only be safe to omit the spring, but that the 
endurance of the pin will be much increased thereby. I therefore recommend that steps be taken to 
submit the question to the actual test of service.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[FIRST REPORT on Experiments with Firing Pins. Made by Captain F. H. PHIPPS, at Frankford
4rsenal, 1875.]

SIB:

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
November 10, 1875.

I have the honor to report that during your absence from the post—complying with the instruc 
tions contained in indorsement of the Chief of Ordnance on report of Captain Farley, of October 19, 
1875—I undertook a series of experiments to see if I could obtain results corresponding with those 
obtained at the Armory.

That the trials might be as nearly alike as possible, I used neither cartridge shell nor dummy in 
chamber of gun. To compare the endurance of the pin with and without the spring, ten good pins 
were selected from a lot received from Springfield Armory, of the shape at present in use, and five with 
and five without springs were fired, with the following results:

630
798
350
250
850

Average............... 570 Average.

700
500

1150
300
350

600
Giving an average of thirty blows in favor of those without springs, though both averages are below 
that obtained at Springfield.
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Five pins of same lot were then broken at the point D, fig. I, as suggested by Captain Parley. 
That the length of the pin might not be shortened by sawing, I had them cut slightly all the way 

round and broken at this point. They were fired with the following results -.
1................................................ 783
2................................................ 1423
3................................................ 2225
4.......................... ..................... 2315
5................................................ 4190

Average.............................. 2187

nm.

rig. in.

Of the first lot of tea fired, (service pin,) both with and without spring, all broke at the weakest 
point A, fig. I, as might have been expected.

Of the five next fired, (those broken at D, fig. I,) three broke at E, two at F.
I now had made ten new pins, doing away with the lower shoulder, strengthening the pin, and 

giving it a gradual taper to point, as shown in fig. II, making use of the shoulder at B for spring by 
reaming out the recess in breech-block, as shown by broken lines at (?, fig. III.

Five fired with springs in this position gave the following results:
1........................... 3900 1
2........................... 2350 3 broke at H, fig. II.
3........................... 3598 [ 1 broke at S, fig. II.
4........................... 990 I 1 broke at C, fig. II.
5........................... 4500 J

Average............ 3067
Having replaced the metal removed for spring by bushing, so as to put the gun ip the same 

condition as when fired with service pin without spring, the remaining five pins were fired, with the 
following results:

1........................... 1990
2........................... 2657
3...... .................... 900
4........................... 2208
5........................... 2830

All broke at C, fig. II. 
(Without spring.)

Average............ 2117
In all the firings without the spring the face of the breech-block around hole through which the 

pin protrudes was very much bulged and the hole itself enlarged, and in one case the recess for firing-pin 
was so disfigured after breaking two pins that the third would not go in, and a new block was substituted.

This is due to the fact that repeated blows batter so much the firing-pin screw as to allow the 
upper shoulder of the pin a bearing at If. fig. Ill; this shoulder in turn becomes battered and the pin 
gets a bearing at L, which causes the bulging finally at K.

The average endurance of the service pins, with and without springs, seems to be practically the 
same, but much less than that of the pin made as suggested by Captain Parley.

The best results were obtained with the pin made here, (fig. II,) with the spring, and this might 
be still further improved by removing the sharp angles in the slo't for firing-pin screw. It may be 
that this shape of pin has been already tried at Springfield Armory; if not, I would respectfully 
recommend that further experiments be made with it there, where there are greater facilities for making 
the pins and any modifications in shape of pin or recess in breech-block which their experience would

suggest. Eegpectfuny 81]bmitted FRANK H. PHIPPS,
Captain of Ordnance. 

To the COMMANDING OFFICER,
Fratikjord Arsenal.
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FRANKFORD ARSENAL,

November 12. 1875.
Bespectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for his information. It appears from all the 

trials made here the best results were obtained with firing-pins made as suggested by Captain Fhipps, 
and that his experience shows injury to the breech-block by the omission of firing-pin springs.

The recommendation of Captain Phipps, in the concluding paragraph of his report, is concurred in. 
The report of Captain Farley is herewith returned.

T. J. TBEADWELL, 
Major of Ordnance, Commanding.

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
November 13, 1875.

Respectfully referred to Commanding Officer National Armory, and his attention called to the 
report from the Frankford Arsenal. The suggestions of Major Treadwell and Captain Phipps deserve 
consideration, and exhaustive trials will be conducted at the Armory to settle this matter definitely.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
December 16, 1875.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance, with a report of a Board of Officers convened at 
this Armory to test firing-pins.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

Proceedings of a Board of Officers convened at the National Armory by the following order:

POST OEDEBS j NATIONAL ARMORY,
No. 33. J SPRISGFIELE, MASS., November 16, 1875.

A Board of Officers, to consist of Major R. M. Hill and Lieutenant James Rockwell. Jr., will 
convene at this Armory to-morrow to examine the subject of firing-pins, as contained in the reports of 
Captains Farley and Phipps, referred to the Commanding Officer by the Chief of Ordnance in his 
indorsement of November 13, 1875.

The trial will be made as thorough as possible.
BY ORDER OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL J. Q. BENTON:

JAMES ROCKWELL, JR., 
Lieutenant of Ordnance, fast Adjutant.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPBINGFIELD, MASS., November 17, 1875.

The Board met pursuant to the above order, both members present, and proceeded to examine the 
reports of Captains Farley and Phipps and a letter from Captain Farley, all of which are returned 
herewith, marked respectively "A," "B" and "C."

The endurance and efficiency of the service firing-pin, when cartridges are used, have never, to 
the knowledge of the Board, been questioned.

The results obtained by Captains Farley and Phipps, in ascertaining the endurance of the service 
pin provided with the spring, when the chamber of the gan is empty and the lock-hammer is snapped 
upon the pin, correspond so nearly with each other and with the results obtained in actual service that 
the Board did not consider it necessary to repeat these tests.

The experiments of Captain Farley upon artificially broken firing-pins were made only upon the 
old forged pin, which has been abandoned. Captain Phipps finds the endurance of the service pin to 
be considerably increased when broken as suggested by Captain Farley; but the Board is of opinion 
that the increase of. endurance does not by any means compensate for the serious objections to such a 
plan, and that the same end can be reached in a better and more satisfactory manner.

The firing-pin which was suggested by Lieutenant Colonel Benton, and which Captain Farley 
recommends, requires a slight modification to fit the front of the firing-pin recess as now made. Instead
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of "tapering gradually from the lower shoulder to the point" the taper should be much more rapid, to 
allow the pin an easy forward motion and prevent its check where the recess is so diminished in size. 
In Captain Parley's report no record appears of any practical trial of this pin.

The impossibility of striking the firing-pin with the lock-hammer, no spring being used, and there 
being nothing in the chamber to prevent the dropping forward of the pin, is very evident when the 
rifle is held in any ordinary or probable position for firing, and Captain Phipps does not explain in 
his report how he accomplished the fracture of the pins whose springs had been removed; but in the 
fourth indorsement of the accompanying letter, marked " II," he informs the Board that " in all the 
tests of pins without springs the rifle was held with the muzzle well up, that the pins might by tbeir 
own weight fall back into proper position to receive blows of hammer." The Board found that the 
muzzle must be elevated 45° before the pin would fall back. The fact seems to have been overlooked 
that the principal advantage claimed in abandoning the spring is that, when the pin is not required to 
explode a cartridge, it drops forward and avoids the blow of the hammer, and it is only when the 
bead of a cartridge forces it back (or, in other words, when its use is necessary) that it can receive such 
a blow, unless the rifle be held in an unnatural position. The pin is in nowise strengthened, but its 
endurance is increased by preserving it from unnecessary blows of the hammer, as, for example, in 
drilling at the manual for firing, when no cartridges are used.

In experimenting with firing-pins of the form suggested by Lieutenant Colonel Benton, and 
reaming out the firing-pin recess for the introduction of a spring under the upper shoulder, Captain 
Phipps has taken away the natural support or bearing of the pin, whose upper shoulder was intended 
to bear upon that in the recess when the hammer is snapped upon the pin, and thus partially relieve 
the spring as well as protect from injury the firing-pin screw. In this way he has allowed the pin so 
much forward motion that it is thrust too far through the front of the breech-block, and either the pin 
or the hole must become injured. After this portion of the recess is worn large enough to allow the pin 
to move freely, the bearing ia transferred to the spring and the firing-pin screw, both of which speedily 
become injured.

In the manufacture of the first breech-loading rifles at this Armory experiments were made with 
a view to putting the spring below the upper shoulder of the firing-pin, but always with results 
similar to those of Captain Phipps. That shoulder is the natural support of the pin to prevent its 
being driven sufficiently far forward to injure the pin, the spring, the breech-block, or the firing-pin screw. 
The screw was simply intended to keep the pin in place; and not to be battered by allowing the pin 
to be driven against it. The front of the breech-block used by Captain Phipps was bulged out, etc., 
both because he had no bearing to check the pin, and because the front of the pin was wrongly tapered. 
Bushing the soft iron recess with chain steel did not by any means restore the original condition of 
the breech-block.

The firing-pms used by Captain Phipps were somewhat different from those made at the Armory, 
the former being made of chain steel and the latter of steel wire.

Since the action of the firing-pin spring opposes that of the mainspring, and somewhat weakens 
the force with which the hammer strikes the comb of the breech-block, the Board proceeded to ascertain 
whether or not the comb would be appreciably more upset or defaced by removing the firing-pin spring 
than by retaining it, when the hammer is snapped.

Taking two unloaded rifles just manufactured, from one of which the firing-pin spring had been 
removed, holding them in the ordinary position for firing, and opening and closing the breech-block 
every time the hammer was snapped, the Board found that no more upsetting or defacing was produced 
by 600 blows of the hammer than by 50, and that no difference was perceptible between the two breech 
blocks, showing that the removal of the firing-pin spring does not appreciably, if at all, increase the 
injury to the breech-block caused by the hammer striking it.

The firing-pin spring used broke just before the six hundredth blow. The hammer was snapped 
upon the pin, whose spring had been removed, 1,000 times, and the pin was found entirely uninjured. 
Thirty unsuccessful efforts were then made to prematurely explode a cartridge by closing the breech 
block either gently or violently, the cartridge being so placed as to be most readily struck by the point 
of the pin in closing the breech-block. The pin was then spiked with a piece of file and the breech 
block forcibly closed, but the spike was always driven out and the cartridge uninjured. One hundred 
rounds of ritie cartridges were then fired, and the pin found perfectly sound.

Four breech-blocks were then rusted in sal ammoniac for ten minutes, and afterwards exposed for 
forty hours in a warm, damp place, when they were found badly rusted and apparently clogged up in 
all their parts. They were mounted and tested as follows:

No. 1 contained a service firing-pin and spring. The pin was wedged down and the spring com 
pressed as if held down by the lock hammer. Upon removing the wedge it was found impossible to 
prematurely explode a cartridge in the chamber by forcibly closing the breech-block. The pin worked 
well under the action of its spring and the hammer, although the former was found rusted through 
and broken in two.

No. 2 contained a service pin and spring, the latter uncompressed, as when the lock hammer is 
raised. When the hammer was snapped the pin and spring worked well.

No. 3 contained a service pin, but no spring, the pia dropping back. Upon snapping the hammer 
the pin worked well.

No. 4 contained a service pin without the spring, the pin dropping forward and downward. With 
this pin it was found impossible to produce premature discharge by forcibly closing the breech-block, 
and the pin worked well.
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These pins were all badly rusted; but being forced backward by the head of a cartridge in closing 

the breech-block, or forward by the blow of the hammer, they worked well, and convinced the Board 
that the pin without the spring would never in service be so clogged as to become unserviceable by 
rusting, since the worst possible natural exposure for six months would not so badly rust the pins as the 
severe test adopted by the Board.

Twenty firing-piua were then made, strengthened by roonding the square, sharp corners of the 
screw slot and tapering from the position of the lower shoulder as far forward as consistent with their 
fitting the recess in the breech-block, as shown in fig. 1.

Fig. l.

c
Tig. a.

CTo
Ten firing-pins were also made, only differing from the preceding by having the screw-slot profiled, 

as shown in fig. 2. It is thought by the Board that the elliptical slot (the slot being nearly an ellipse 
in shape) renders the pin stronger and enables the firing-pin screw to move easily and exactly hold the 
pin in proper position. A breech-block was prepared, having the recess for the firing-pin additionally 
reamed out for a distance equal to the length of the spring less the distance the point of the pin 
protrudes when pressed forward by the hammer; the recess was thus arranged to receive a spring 
placed under the shoulder of the firing-pin, and to give the pin the same amount of play as the service- 
pin with spring. A spring made in the same manner, of the same material and of the same length as 
the service spring, was made to fit this recess and the pins illustrated by fig. 1.

Upon snapping the hammer, as before described, on this pin it struck (since it had no shoulder to 
sustain it, and the spring was too weak to support the blow) against the firing-pin screw, hadly bending 
and upsetting it and defacing the upper shoulder of tbe screw-slot, and, at the end of one hundred blows 
of the hammer, bulged out the front of the breech-block. Another screw was badly bent after twenty 
blows, and a third after ten.

The Board then endeavored to make the spring sufficiently strong to form a shoulder in itself.
The ordinary service firing-pin spring is made of drawn piano wire 0". 032 in diameter. Two springs 

were now made of the same kind of wire, bnt of larger size, the first being of wire 0// .049 and the 
second 0".058 in diameter, and the firing-pin recesses of two breech-blocks were reamed out to receive 
them, the heads of the firing-pins being enlarged to fit the recesses. For the second of these springs 
the wall of the comb was found far too thin, so that the reamer laid the comb open on the inner side; 
for the first spring it was necessary to ream nearly through this side. In the breech-block sent to the 
Board by Captain Phipps (reamed out to receive a spring made of wire only 0".03 in diameter) tbe 
mark of the reamer is visible on the same side. The pin provided with the former of these springs 
(V .049) was tested by striking with the lock-hammer. The firing-pin screw was very slightly upset, 
and the upper shoulder of its slot in the pin slightly worn after ten blows, but no subsequent increase 
of injury could be detected. At the end of one hundred blows a burr was evident on the shoulder of 
the recess where the lower end of the spring rested, and the pin did not readily enter or leave its recess. 
It broke at the shoulder at about the one hundred and eightieth blow. The enlargement of the head 
of the pin, and the necessity for a good bearing for the enlarged spring, necessarily made this shoulder 
more prominent than in the service-pin, and therefore more liable to fracture.

When a cartridge is in the chamber, and the firing-pin is used without the spring, the pin baa 
never a greater amount of play than 0".01, so slight an amount that there is no possibility of an 
explosion from any jolting motion like that given by the trotting of a horse; but, in order to ascertain 
if any effect would be produced, a crank was rigged to a revolving shaft, and the rifle, arranged under 
such circumstances, was placed muzzle down in a frame attached to this crank, so as to give it an 
irregular, rough, jolting motion. This was continued for three hours, and the cartridge head was found 
uninjured. The same thing was tried with a rifle having the chamber reamed out and counterbored, 
so as to sink the cartridge 0".07. This gave the pin nearly the same amount of play ap with an 
empty chamber, and was somewhat similar to jolting the gun with the hammer raised and the firing- 
pin screw removed or broken. After eight hours' motion in the frame a slight indentation in the 
head was perceptible, but the cartridge was not exploded, nor did it look as though such an accident 
could ever occur under the circumstances.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
. After a careful consideration of all the points involved, the Board is satisfied that the endurance 

of the firing-pin will be vastly increased by simply removing its spring, as recommended by Captain 
Parley in his report, and it is respectfully recommended that the firing-pin springs be removed from 
all rifles and carbines in the service, and that company commanders be directed to report the r,esult.
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If such reports be favorable to permanently dispensing with the spring, the Board further recommends 
that, in the future manufacture of firing-pins, the model described on page 322, fig 2, be adopted, a piu 
of this pattern being forwarded herewith.

There being no farther business to transact, the Board then adjourned tine die.
R. M. HILL,

Major of Ordnance, President. 
JAMES ROCK.WELL, Ja.,

Lieutenant of Ordnance, Recorder.

Approved.
J. G. BENTON, 

Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY.
December 16, 1875.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, agreeably to his indorsement of November 13, 
1875, on Captain Phipps' report, herewith returned.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

NATIONAL ARMORY,
November 16, 1875. 

SlE:
My attention having been invited to the report of Captain Phipps of the 10th instant, relative to 

firing-pins, I have the honor to submit the following remarks for his consideration, with the hope of 
correcting a misapprehension that somewhere exists. The omission of the firing-pin tpriny, as recom 
mended by yon and advocated by me in preference to my own plan, did not for one instant contemplate 
that the pin should, or could, be struck by the lock hammer at such times as the chamber of the rifla 
is empty. In order to be even more explicit I quote from my report the following:

" I am therefore led to conclude that, in order to insure the life of the firing-pin, it must be kept away 
from the blow of the hammer, except when the cartridge is to be fired—the snapping on the pin is as 
hurtful as the snapping on the cone of the old percussion-cap system. The method proposed by you 
[Colonel Benton] secures the end in view, and is practicable and advisable beyond all doubt."

I stand committed to this view, and am constrained to state that the vital essence of this plan has 
not been touched upon by Captain Phipps, unless, indeed, he has found that when the arm is held in 
the natural position of firing that the pia can be struck by the hammer, there being no cartridge in 
chamber. I do not wonder that he finds the life of the pin in no wise prolonged by a simple removal 
of the spring, the pin being struck all the same. As you have signified your intention to submit this 
matter to a Board of Armory officers, I should be pleased to have the misapprehension cleared up, as it 
is quite necessary to a proper understanding of the subject, in order to avoid undue prominence being 
given to other plans.

The success or failure of this omission of the firing-pin spring I believe hinges upon the results of 
actual tests of service and the probable chances of premature explosion, either in closing the breech 
block or handling the arm when it is loaded. This essential point has been certainly overlooked in 
the Frankford Arsenal tests.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
j. P. PARLEY,

Captain of Ordnance. 
To the COMMASDINQ OFFICER,

National Armory.

[First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SFBIK&FIKU>, MASS., November 16, 1875. 

Respectfully referred to the Board on Firing-pins.
J. G. BENTON, 

Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.
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NATIONAL ARMORY, 

SPBIHQFIELII, MASS., November 18,1875. 
CAPTAIK :

A Board of Officers having been ordered at this Armory to "examine the subject of firing-pins, as 
contained in the reports of Captains Parley and Phipps," I have the honor to request your early reply 
to the following questions, by way of explanation of some points in your report of the 10th instant: 

Were the service firing-pins experimented upon by you fabricated before or since March last? 
When the rifle is held in the ordinary position for firing, the chamber being empty, the pin 

unprovided with a spring slips downward and forward away from a position to be struck by the 
hammer, how did you strike it?

In experimenting with pins artificially broken, as suggested by Captain Farley, did yon try the 
pin without the spring ?

What kind and size of spring did you use with the pin tapered from shoulder to point, which 
Captain Farley mentions, as suggested by Colonel Benton? 

Of what material was this pin made ?
To what depth was the firing-pin recess reamed out for the introduction of this spring? 
What material was used for bushing the recess where reamed out? 

Very respectfullly, your obedient servant,
JA8. ROCKWELL, Ja.,

Lieutenant of Ordnance, Recorder of the Board. 
Captain F. H. PHIPPS,

Frankford Anenal.

[ First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPBINGFIELD, MASS., November 19, 1875.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance. The information asked for would seem to be 
necessary to a full investigation of the subject on hand.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.;

ORDNANCE OFFICE, 
WASHISGTOIT, November 23, 1875.

Respectfully forwarded to the Commanding Officer of Frankford Arsenal, who will supply the 
information to the Board direct.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Third Indorsement.]

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
November 27, 1875. 

Respectfully referred to Captain F. H. Phipps for reply to questions herein.
T. J. TREAD WELL, 

Major of Ordnance, Commanding.

[ Fourth Indorsement.]

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
'November 27, 1875.

Respectfully returned to Major T. J. Treadwell, complying with the request of the "Board on 
Firing-pins," and his instructions of this date.

The service pins referred to in my report of 10th instant were of a lot received here in September 
of last year. In all the tests of pins without springs the rifle was held with the muzzle well up, that 
the pins might by their own weight fall back into proper position to receive blows of hammer, and 
this point was carefully noted. The five pins artificially broken, as suggested by Captain Farley, 
were fired with springs received from the Armory with the pins. The springs made here to use with 
the pins tapered from lower shoulder to point were made of Birmingham steel piano wire 0".03 
diameter, the pins themselves and the busbing in firing-pin recess being made of Hobson's extra 
choice steel.

The pins, springs, and a section of the breech-block last used in testing the tapered pins have 
been forwarded this day by express to Lieutenant Rockwell.

The pins were removed from the recess in breech-block only after every ten or fifteen blows had 
been struck to ascertain their condition, consequently some of them received blows even after fracture, 
which accounts for the smooth battered appearance of the broken parts.
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It is believed that a more satisfactory test, and one more nearly alike that the pins would have 
been subjected to in service, would have been made if a 'dummy" or cartridge shell had been inserted 
in chamber; but my instructions required the test to be made under the same conditions as those 
previously made at the Armory.

FRANK H. PHIPPS,
Oaptam of Ordnance.

[ Fifth Indorsement.]

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
November 27, 1875.

Respectfully forwarded to the Recorder of Board on Firing-pins, in compliance with terms of second 
indorsement, dated November 23, 1875.

T. J. TKEADWELL, 
Major of Ordnance, Commanding.

[ Sixth Indorsement. ]
ORDNANCE OFFICE, 

WASHINOTOS, February 12, 1876. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper

as an Ordnance Note. ,
S. V. BENET.

Brigadier General,
Chief of Ordnance.

Approved.
WM. W. BELKNAP,

Secretary of War. 
FEBEUAET 14; 1876.
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CALIBRE .45" RIFLES AND CARBINES 
DAMAGED IN SERVICE.

[ REPORT of a Board of Officers convened at the National Armory, [Springfield, Mats., by Post Orders 
No. 37, of that Post, December 28, 1875.]

POST OEDEES ) NATIONAL ARMORY,
k SPRINGFIELD, MASS., 

No. 37. j December 28, 1875.
A Board of Officers, to consist of Major R. M. Hill and Captain Wm. Prince, will convene at the 

Armory to-morrow, or as soon thereafter as practicable, to examine certain unserviceable rifles and 
carbines turned in from the field.

The Board will, if possible, ascertain the cause of failure of the broken parts, and make such 
suggestions as may, in its opinion, seem necessary to strengthen them.

Br ORDER OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL J. Q. BEUTOlf:
JAS. ROCKWELL, JB., 

Lieutenant of Ordnance, Post Adjutant.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., December 29, 1875.

The Board met pursuant to the foregoing Order. Present, all the members.
The following unserviceable rifles and carbines, turned in from the field, were submitted to the 

Board by the convening officer, together with such letters pertaining thereto as were on the files of 
the Armory:

One Springfield rifle, No. 8785, model 1873, received December 14, 1875, from Captain R. H. 
Offley, First U. S. Infantry, Fort Sully, D. T.; burst at the muzzle. With this rifle was submitted 
letter No. 1410. National Armory, 1875, with indorsements. (Copy appended, and marked "A.")

One Springfield rifle, No. 4912, model 1873, received December 29, 1875, from Captain J. W. 
Reilly, Chief Ordnance Officer Military Division of the Missouri, Chicago, III.; swelled at the muzzle. 
With this rifle was submitted letter No. 1366, National Armory, 1875, with inclosnre. (Copy appended, 
and marked "B.")

Two Springfield rifles, Nos. 3703 and 4113, model 1873, received December 16. 1875, from Captain 
Leslie Smith, First U. S. Infantry, Fort Sully, D. T.; the first burst at the muzzle, the other swelled 
at the same point. No letter relating to these rifles was on file at the post.

Two Springfield carbines, Nos. 16338 and 21718, received from Rock Island Arsenal December 
27, 1875; both broken at the hinge, the bodies of the cartridges still remaining in the chambers. With 
these carbines was submitted letter No. 1409, National Armory, 1875, with indorsements. (Copy 
appended, and marked " C.")

The Board, after examining the disabled arms and the papers relating thereto, adjourned to 
December 31,1875, to allow time for the cartridge cases to be extracted from the carbines and prepared 
for examination.

NATIONAL AHMORY, December?,}, 1875.
The Board met pursuant to adjournment, and proceeded to an examination of the arms which had 

been disabled at the breech. These were the two carbines, Nos. 16338 and 21718, broken at the hinge.
Each of these arms showed evidence that the breech-block had been violently thrown up through 

its entire arc of motion, and arrested suddenly against the hinge-stop of the receiver, had torn away 
in one case its own hinge, and in the other the two hinge-lugs of the receiver.
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In each gun was found the body of the cartridge whose explosion had thrown up the breech-block.
It is evident that, in regard to the throwing open the breech-block and the blowing off of the 

cartridge head, either event might have occasioned the other.
If, from any cause, the breech-block was not locked at the moment of ignition, the blowing out of 

the cartridge head would certainly follow the throwing up of the breech-block.
If, with the breech-block locked, the cartridge head had been blown off, the throwing up of the 

breech might possibly follow, but this occurrence would involve the following assumptions:
First. That a cartridge case made for a seventy-grain charge had, while properly supported, burst 

with a charge of fifty-five grains.
Second. That the escaping gas had run under the breech-block for its entire length, turned up 

behind it, impinged upon the under side of the cam-latch, revolved it, and so unlocked the breech-block. 
This instead of escaping by the side opeuinga.

Third. That the hammer had been thrown back, at least to half-cock, by the action of the gas 
upon the firing-pin. Unless this occurs, the cam-latch could not revolve and unlock the breech-block, 
as required in the second assumption.

These conditions are so improbable of simultaneous occurrence that their use for explaining two 
accidents in the same company is scarcely admissable, and the belief of the Board is that the cartridge 
in both cases was exploded while the breech mechanism was by some means unlocked. In both 
carbines the thumb-piece may be racked by pressure into a position where the firing-pin guard, when 
nipped between the hammer and receiver, bears somewhat upon the firing-pin. Both these carbines 
will explode a cartridge every time by interposing the firing-pin guard in a suitable position between 
the hammer and the firing-pin, and in both the end of the circular cut-away portion of the firing-pin 
guard toward the end is abraded and deformed by repeated contacts with the head of the firing-pin in 
passing over it in the process of locking and unlocking.

The possibility of a blow being transmitted to the firing-pin through the medium of the firing- 
pin guard was the subject of investigation at this Armory in the spring of 1874, and the records of the 
Master Machinist's office show that in June of that year the form of the firing-pin guard was changed— 
the cut-away arc on its under side (a, Fig. I) being widened several hundredths of an inch at both 
ends, (a, Fig. II.)

Fig. I. Fig. n. rig. in.

-.42"-

The rifle was manufactured with these modified thumb-pieces until December, 1874, when, in the 
course of some experiments by Captain Parley, the fact wag discovered and reported upon by that 
officer, that the increased cutting away of the under side of the firing-pin guard had introduced a new 
contingency into the operation of the breech mechanism. The firing-pin guard, thus freed on its under 
side, cottld, under favoring circumstances, be pushed up and lodged upon the comb of the breech-block, 
thus leaving the firing-pin exposed while the breech-block was not locked.

All the unissued arms made in the interval of June and December, 1874, were at once stripped of 
their thumb-pieces, and supplied with others in which all the widening of the under-cut arc was toward 
the extremity of the firing-pin guard, (a, Fig. III.) The uncut space next the body of the thumb- 
piece was left even longer than before the change of June, 1874. This alteration took place in December, 
1874. A more effectual remedy was adopted for future manufacture by increasing the height of the 
comb of the breech-block sufficiently to render riding up of the firing-pin guard impossible. This 
modification began January 1, 1875, according to the books of the Master Machinist's office. The 
thumb-pieces removed from the fabrications of the previous six months were utilized in these breech 
blocks, as with the high comb they could occasion no embarrassment. On their exhaustion, however, 
the thumb-piece (Fig. Ill,) with a narrow under cut, was adopted as the regular form for fabrication, 
even with the high-combed breech-blocks, and thumb-pieces of this pattern now characterize the 
current manufacture of this Armory.

With the present form of firing-pin guard, a trial of eight rifles and carbines indicates that no 
blow can be communicated to the firing-pin through the medium of the guard sufficient to explode a 
cartridge, though some of the guns could be made to slightly indent the cartridge case by holding the 
latch in the most favorable position for the purpose.

A trial of four rifles turned in from the field, which had the original form of firing-pin guard, 
showed that a cartridge could be exploded every time in each of them by holding the guard in proper
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position. These were the only guns of that kind accessible to the Board, and their capacity for 
exploding cartridges under these circumstances probably represents fairly the state of things in all 
rifles fabricated previous to June, 1874.

As a means of correcting the defect of these rifles, without calling them in from the field, the 
Board had some firing-pins prepared by cutting away the head at the point abraded by the firing-pin 
guard, as was done with the model of 1868. At the suggestion of the Commanding Officer, some pins 
were also prepared by reducing the cone and face of the head all round.

These firing-pins were inserted in the blocks of the rifles which had previously exploded a cartridge 
every time that the firing-pin guard was suitably interposed. In no case could a cartridge now be 
exploded with them, and, in the use of the latter form, no impression could be produced upon the base 
of the cartridge through the medium of the firing-pin guard.

It is, therefore, the opinion of the Board that the beat means of avoiding in the future casualties 
similar to those exhibited by the two carbines in question it will be advisable, after determining from 
the records of the post the number and date of fabrication of the last rifle and carbine made with the 
early form of firing-pin guard, (approximately, June, 1874,) to request by circular, all officers having 
such arms in their commands to make requisition for new firing-pins.

In order to supply this demand and to prevent future confusion in repairs by spare parts, all firing- 
pins hereafter fabricated to have the head tapered off in such manner as to reduce the diameter of the 
face to 0".12.

In reference to the thumb-piece now fabricated, its present occasional capacity for making an 
indentation might, by increased wear upon the cam-latch bearings, develop into a power to explode a 
cartridge.

It appears to the Board to be desirable that all such possibilities should be precluded, and it there 
fore recommends the removal, in future fabrications, of the small point now left on the extremity of 
the firing-pin guard. This point has now no legitimate function in the presence of the raised comb, 
and to its illegitimate function is attributable every abrasion of the firing-pin head so far observed.

In a word, the firing-pin guard should be what its name implies, and utterly incapable, under any 
complication of circumstances, of becoming the vehicle of the blow which it is its function to ward off.

A trial involving the firing of five hundred cartridges with each of two rifles, with firing-pins 
tapered at the head to a striking face of only 0// .12 diameter, indicates no disfigurement of the head 
of the firing-pin, and no serious depression in the face of the hammer.

Pending some trials ordered by the Board to test the power of an escape of gas at the base of a 
cartridge to unlock the breech-block, the Board proceeded to an examination of those arms which had 
been disabled by swelling or bursting at the muzzle.

In reference to these casualties, the Board regards them as nothing more than the usual and almost 
inevitable result of an obstruction introduced into the muzzle of the gun.

The capacity of even a slight obstruction at that portion of the bore to produce these results has 
been demonstrated again and again, both by accident and design.

The converse of the proposition, i. e., that no other contingency will produce these results, even 
though sufficiently powerful to effect the entire destruction of the barrel, is also a matter of demonstration.

As bearing on this statement, it may be cited that two of these disabled guns, one swelled and the 
other burst at the muzzle, have just been fired five hundred times each by the Board without increasing 
either the swell or the opening of the burst.

The records of this post show that, among the thousands of barrels sacrificed in proof, with charges 
four to five times the strength of the service charge, a proof to which every barrel of the hundreds of 
thousands issued has been twice subjected, not a single case has ever been developed of a burst or 
swelled muzzle to an otherwise uninjured barrel.

Though the above facts were professionally known to the Board, it was deemed best, for the 
purposes of record, to take the statement of the foreman of that department of the Armory where the 
proof of barrels is habitually conducted.

The statement was in answer to questions by the Recorder, but is here given continuously:
" My name is Charles E. Bailey. I have for the past eleven years been foreman of the water- 

shops of Springfield Armory. At the water-shops are fabricated and proved the barrels of all small- 
arms made at the Armory. The proof of a rifle barrel, as at present made, consists in firing it, at 
different stages of its manufacture, first, with 280 grains of powder and 500 grains of bullet; second, 
with 250 grains of powder and 500 grains of bullet—the service charge being 70 grains of powder and 
405 grains of bullet for the rifle and 55 grains of powder for the carbine.

"Of 338,860 barrels, proved between September, 1864, and July, 1875, 393 burst, and a large 
number were otherwise disabled by swelling, etc. It is part of my duty to examine all barrels which, 
for any reason, fail in proof. The bursting or swelling is generally at the seat of the charge; if else 
where, it is an extension of a failure near the breech."

Question. "Have you ever had presented to you a barrel that, in proof, had swelled or burst at 
the muzzle without being otherwise injured?"

Answer. " Never one."

In view of the fact that a swelled or burst muzzle can readily be produced by inserting an 
obstruction near the muzzle, and can, apparently, never be produced by any other means however 
powerful, the Board is of opinion that such casualty is prima facie evidence of the presence of snch 
obstruction at the time of its occurrence.
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The soldier who may have, in direct disobedience of orders, inserted a plug, an oiled rag for 
example, or any other similar obstruction, and then forgetting to remove it before firing, disabled 
his piece, is tempted, in view of the fact that the damage is chargeable against his pay, to attribute 
the accident to intrinsic weakness in the gun. The facts are, however, entirely against any such 
explanation.

As no gun can be made strong enough to resist this contingency without sacrificing other qualities 
absolutely essential to a military arm, the Board is of opinion that the prevention of its occurrence 
must be relegated entirely to company discipline.

An increased stringency of orders and severity of punishment for their violation seem to be the 
only remedies available in the premises

A tompion, to be adapted to a breech-loader, must be incapable of insertion in a loaded arm; and, 
being inserted, must render loading impossible. Those conditions could only be secured by some 
utilization of the nearly disused ramrod.

Recurring to the arms with broken breech-blocks, and to the improbability of the escape of gas 
from a cartridge unlocking and throwing up a breech-block, one hundred carbine cartridges were cut 
at the flange in such a manner that the head would be sure to be blown off in firing.

These were all fired from one carbine; but in no case did the escaping gas succeed in unlocking 
the breech-block, as appears from the report of Master Machinist Samuel W. Porter. (Copy appended, 
and marked "D.")

The Board adjourned from day to day pending the above trial.

NATIONAL ABMORY, January 11, 1876.
The Board met pursuant to adjournment. Present, both members.
An additional letter, upon the subject of burst and swelled muzzles, was submitted by the Com 

manding Officer of the Armory from Major Henry L. Abbot, commanding battalion of Engineers. 
(Copy appended, and marked " E.")

The Board finds nothing in the two casualties described to remove them from the same category 
as those referred to in letters "A" and "B." As intimated by the commanding officer of the company 
in which they occurred, they were probably occasioued'by a "wad of rag," or some equivalent obstacle. 

Respectfully submitted.
E. M. HILL, 

Major of Ordnance, President of the Board.
WM. PRINCE,

To the COMMANDING OFFICES, Uaptain of Ordnance. 
National Armory.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., January 11, 1876.

There being no further business before it, the Board convened by Post Orders No. 37, of 1875, 
adjourned sine die.

R. M. HILL, 
Major of Ordnance, President of the Board.

WM. PRINCE, 
Captain of Ordnance, Recorder and Member.

APPENDIX 
TO THE REPORT OF BOARD CONVENED AT THE NATIONAL ARMORY BY POST ORDERS No. 37,1873.

Letters Referred to in Body of the Report. 

(A.)

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WAR DF.PAKTMENT,

Washington, November 24, 1875. 
SlE:

Referring to your report of damaged arms for months of September and October, I have to request 
that you will forward the Springfield rifles injured by bursting of barrels, as therein mentioned, to the 
Commanding Officer of the National Armory, Springfield, Mass., for examination. 

Respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. V. BENET,

Brigadier General,
Lieutenant Colonel P. LU&EITBEEL, Chief of Ordnance. 

JKret U. S. Infantry, Fort Ra.ndo.ll, D. T.
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HEADQUARTERS FIRST INFANTRY,
FOBT RAKDALL, D. T., November 30, 1875.

An official copy respectfully furnished commanding officer Company " E," First Infantry, for his 
information and guidance.

(Through Headquarters, Fort Sully, D. T.)
By COttlCAHD OP LlEDT. COL. PlNKHET LUQEHBEEL:

ALLEN SMITH, 
First Lieutenant and Adjutant First Infantry.

I First Indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS FORT SULLY, D. T.,
December 9, 1875.

Respectfully transmitted to company commander Company "E," First Infantry. 
BY COMMAND OF MAJOB H. M. LAZELLE:

MATTHEW MAEKLAND, 
Second Lieutenant First Infantry, Post Adjutant.

[Second Indorsement.]

FORT SULLY, D. T.,
December 11, 1875.

Respectfully returned, through the headquarters Fort Sully, D. T., to headquarters First Infantry. 
Fort Randall, D. T., with the information that the rifle within referred to was turned over to the 
Quartermaster at this post for transportation to National Armory, Springfield, Mass., on the 7th day 
of October, 1875, in compliance with letter of instruction dated Ordnance Office, War Department, 
Washington, September 22, 1875. The receipts for the same not having been received, the rifle has not 
been dropped from the company returns.

E. H. OFFLEY, 
Captain First Infantry, Commanding Company " E."

[Third Indorsement,]

HEADQUARTERS FOET SULLY, D. T.,
December 12, 1875.

Respectfully returned to headquarters First Infantry, Fort Randall, D. T. Attention invited to 
indorsement of Captain E. H. Offley, First Infantry.

H. M. LAZELLE, 
Major First Infantry, Commanding.

[Fourth Indorsement.]

HEADQUAETEES FIRST INFANTRY,
FOET RAUDALL, D. T., December 18, 1875. 

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance for his information.
PINKNEY LUGENBEEL, 

Lieut. Col. First Infantry, Commanding Regiment.

[ Fifth Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WAK DEPARTMENT, 

Washington, December 27, 1875,
Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of the National Armory for hie information. 

This paper to be returned to this Office.
S. V. BENET.

Brigadier General,
Chief of Ordnance.

(B.)
FORT BRIDGER, WYOMING TERRITORY,

November 19. 1875. 
CAPTAIN:

In accordance with your request of October 15, 1875, that I send to your office one Springfield 
rifle, calibre .45", "swelled near muzzle in target firing," with a description of the loading and discharge 
at the time of the occurrence, I have the honor to report that I have this day turned over to the 
Quartermaster's Department, for shipment as requested, the rifle referred to. The rifle was loaded in
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the usual and regular manner with the Government centre-primed cartridge, calibre .45", and nothing 
unusual or irregular was noticed in the discharge. It is supposed that an obstruction of some kind, 
probably dirt or a rag, must have been in the barrel at the time; but this cannot be established. 

Inclosed please find receipts in duplicate for the rifle. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

WILLIAM H. BISBEE,
Captain Fourth Infantry, Commanding Company " H." 

Captain J. W. REILLY,
Chief Ordnance Officer, Military Division of the Missouri.

[ Copy of Letter Transmitting the Above.}

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI,
OBDSA.UOE OFFICE, CHICAGO, ILL., December 9, 1875. 

COLOHEL:
I have the honor to forward this day to Major E. Ingersoll, 0. S. K., one Springfield rifle, calibre 

.45", condemned as unserviceable by a Board of Survey for hwng "swelled near muzzle," and to 
transmit invoices and receipts for same in accordance with instructions from Chief of Ordnance of 
November 29, 1875.

I also inclose copy of letter received from the officer responsible for the rifle at the time of its 
"swelling," with a description of its loading and discharge.

From reports of Boards of Survey and other sources I ascertain that this defect is not unfrequent 
in the calibre .45" musket and carbine.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
,T. W. REILLY, 

Captain of Ordnance, Chief Ordnance Officer
Military Division of the Missouri. 

Colonel J. G. BESTON,
Commanding Springfield Armory.

(C.) 

Bi-monthbj Report on Small-Arms.

Report on arms in the hands of Company " F," Third Regiment of Cavalry, for the two months 
ending October 31, 1875. * * * * * Springfield carbine, calibre .45": two had 
breech-blocks completely blown out on being discharged. *******

Station: In camp at Medicine Bow, Wyoming Territory.
Date: October 31, 1875. ALEX. MOORE,

Captain Commanding Co. F, Third Regiment of Cavalry.

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
December 3, 1875.

Respectfully returned to Captain Alex. Moore, Co. " F," Third U. S. Cavalry, in camp at Medicine 
Bow, Wyoming Territory, with instructions to send the carbines within referred to, with breech-blocks 
blown out, to the Commanding Officer of the National Armory, Springfield, Mass. Return this report 
to this Office with date of shipment indorsed hereon.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS COMPANY "F," THIRD CAVALRY,
FORT D. A. RUSSELL, WYOMINQ, .December 10, 1875.

Respectfully returned to General S. V. Benet, Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A. The carbines referred 
to were inspected and condemned November 22, 1875, by Colonel J. J. Reynolds, Third Cavalry. In 
accordance with recommendation of inspector, approved by Department Commander, they were, De 
cember 3, 1875, shipped to Rock Island Arsenal, 111., for repairs.

ALEX. MOORE, 
Captain Third Cavalry, Commanding Co. " F."
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[Third Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WAB DEPARTMENT, 

Washington,- December 16, 1875.
Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of Book Island Arsenal, with request that the 

carbines may be forwarded as directed in first indorsement.
S. V. BENET,

Brigadier General,
Chiej of Ordnance.

[Fourth Indorsement.]

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL.
December 22, 1875.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A. The carbines referred to within were 
sent to the Commanding Officer of the National Armory by express to-day.

D. W. FLAGLER, 
Major of Ordnance, Bv't Lieut. Col., U. S. A., Commanding.

[ Fifth Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WAR DEPAETMENT, 

Wathington, December 27, 1875.
Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of National Armory for his information. This 

paper to be returned to this Office.
S. V. BENET,

Brigadier General,
Chiej" of Ordnance.

OFFICE OF MACHINE SHOP, NATIONAL ARMORY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., January 4, 1876. 

SlK:
In obedience to your order of the 31st ultimo, I have caused one hundred carbine cartridges, with 

heads prepared according to your direction, to be fired in a Springfield rifle, calibre .45", and have 
the honor to report that the breech-block remained locked in every instance; the only bad effect to 
the gun being the foulness, which was so great that the new extractor for headless shells would not 
work satisfactorily until the barrel had been cleaned out. 

Very respectfully,
SAMUEL W. PORTER,

Master Machinist. 
Captain WM. PiilHOE, U. S. A.

(E.)
HEADQUARTERS BATTALION OF ENGINEERS,

WILLET'S POINT, N. Y. HAKBOH, December 30, 1875. 
GENERAL :

I have the honor to submit the following synopsis of the reports of the company commanders at 
this post who have superintended the target firing of their respective companies.

* * * *****

Company " A," Battalion of Engineers—Lieutenant W. T. Eossell, Commanding.

Rifle No. 13670, model 1873, burst on July 22d. The rifle was issued on July 21st to Private 
John H. Siebert, Company "A," battalion of Engineers, and burst on firing his first shot. The burst 
commences one-half inch from the muzzle and extends back two and a quarter inches. Eighty rounds 
were fired from this rifle last year.

September 18, 1875, during target practice, the muzzle of rifle No. 6282, model 1873, swelled about 
one-sixteenth of an inch for a length of about one inch near the muzzl*. During the firing the rifle 
was wiped but twice, but the'swelling was not noticed until the firing was over. Number of rounds 
fired. 24.
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Lieutenant Bossell gives it ae his opinion that the cause of trouble with both pieces was a wad 
of rag being left in the muzzle, bnt he can get no positive proof of it.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY L. ABBOT,

Major Corps of Engineers, Commanding.

To the CHIEF op ORDNAKCE, U. S. Army,
Washington, D. C.

True copies:
WM. PRINCE, 

Captain of Ordnance, Recorder of the Board.

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHIKQTON, March 4, ] 876. 

Respectfully submitted to the Acting Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print
this paper as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved.
GEO. M. ROBESON,

Acting Secretary of War. 
MABOH 7, 1876,
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THE HENRY-MARTINI RIFLE AND HENRY 
BULLET-VELOCITIES, TRAJEC 

TORIES, &C.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.,
February 10, 1876. 

SlE:
I have the honor to transmit herewith a manuscript copy of a very interesting pamphlet on the 

subject of the Martini-Henry Eifle, which I hope may prove of sufficient importance to warrant its 
publication by the Ordnance Department.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY METCALFE,

First Lieutenant of Ordnance. 
The CHIEF OF OEDSANOE, TJ. S. Army,

Washington, D. C.

[SOME PRACTICAL INFORMATION regarding the Henry-Martini Rifle, and how to determine the 
Velocity, Time of Flight, &c., of an Elongated Projectile. By Lieutenant I. B. RIDOUT, Eightieth 
Regiment, Lieutenant Instructor School of Musketry, J&ythe.]
The following tables have been compiled to afford some useful information regarding the Henry- 

Martini rifle:
The formula by which the calculations have been made are given, so that the merits of other 

rifles and their projectiles may be ascertained by those who interest themselves in experiments with 
email-arms. The calculations regarding the flight of the Henry bullet are based on the initial velocity 
determined by Captain Noble.

The Le BoulengS electric chronograph is usually employed for determining the initial velocity of 
projectiles, a full and extremely clear description of which was published in 1870 by Captain C. Jones, 
E. A., Captain Instructor Royal Gun Factories, under the title of "Description and Use of Le Boulengfi 
Chronograph." There is also another instrument, known as "Navez-Lenrs Chronoscope," which is 
often used in measuring velocities.

Both are equally accurate in their results, but the Le BoulengS instrument ia simpler and more 
rapidly worked.

To find the velocicy of any given range,

yi = V
1 + C V Ri

V = initial velocity. 
Rl = range in feet.

C =. *_??. = 00000031365.
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EXAMPLE TO FIND THE VELOCITY AT ONE HWDRED TABDS FROM THE MUZZLE.

V = 1362.7 feet.
El = 300 feet.
C = 00000031365.

1362.7V = 1 + 00000031365 X 1362.7 X 

1362.7——— 1.12822 

The value of G is found as follows:

= 1207.8 feet.

b R2C —

b being a constant, determined by experiment.
For elongated projectiles moving with a velocity of from 1500' to 1050' per second, Professor 

Bashforth assigns to b a value of from 000063 to 000060; in the present instance it may be taken 
as = 000062.

B = radius of bullet in feet. The middle diameter of the Henry bullet is 0".447, the radius 
therefore = 2235" or 018625', R2 consequently is 00034689'.

W = weight of bullet in Ibs. = ^2_ — 06857 Ibs. 8 7000

Therefore, C = 000062 X ~r~ = 00000031365.

To FIND THE MEAN VELOCITY.

V +^L
9

Where V = initial velocity.
VI = final.

Example: Initial velocity = 1362.7 feet. 
At 100 yards final velocity 1207.8

Then

To FIND TEE TIME OF FLIGHT.

The time of flight is found by
Ri

mean velocity.

Therefore the time of flight for 100 yards = --^°-- = 23342 seconds.
1285 . 25

To DETERMINE THE ANGLE OF ELEVATION. 

The space fallen, in time, owing to the gravity, is ascertained by:

Where g = gravity = 32.2,
t = time of flight, 

at 100 yards { = 23342 seconds ; 
therefore S = 16.1 X (23342)2

= 87722 feet, or 10.52664 inches. 
The following simple formula will enable us to determine the angle of elevation :

ton.- = ;

where S = space fallen, 
Rl = range,

at 100 yards tan.a = 87722 feet _ Q02924, 
oOU

which ia the natural tangent of < 0° 10' 3".
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To CALCULATE THE ENERGY. 

The w«-wa, or energy, of the Henry bullet is thus determined:

E = W V2

where W = weight of bullet,
V = velocity,
g = gravity,
E = energy, 

Weight = .06857 pound, 
Velocity = 1362.7 feet, 
Gravity = 32.2 feet,

, , _, .06857 X (1362.7)2 .'. at muzzle E = ————^-i————'— •
64.4 _

.-. Log. E = log. 3.134400 X 2 + log. ¥.836134
—log. 1.808886 

= log. 3.296048; 
. •. E = 1977 foot-pounds.

To TKACE THE TRAJECTORY OF THE BULLET.
Having now shown how to ascertain the time of flight, &c., of the bullet, it may perhaps be 

interesting to explain how its trajectory may be determined without the necessity of firing a shot. 
The following is a singularly simple and reliable method:*

Suppose the trajectory of the Henry bullet up to 500 yards is required. Draw horizontal line 
A B to represent the line of range, and divide it into five equal parts, each representing a distance of 
100 yards. At B, perpendicular to A B, draw the line B C = the drop of the bullet at 500 yards, 
(vide table, p. 340) From A draw A C; at points h, i.j, k lay o£f lines perpendicular to A B = drop of 
bullet at 100, 200, 300 and 400 yards, respectively. Join the extremities of these lines, and the curve 
thus obtained is the required trajectory. It may be remarked, as a proof of the accuracy of this means 
of establishing the trajectory, that the curve here plotted by calculation agrees within 6" with that 
obtained at Woolwich by experiment. AH, then, that is required to ascertain the path of a bullet, is 
to know its initial velocity and the value of C for different velocities, because we must determine the 
final velocity in order to get the time of flight, and thus construct tables for spaces fallen.

The preceding calculations in this sketch are taken from an excellent paper recently prepared by 
Sergeant Major Eobert Beid, of the School of Musketry, called "Notes on the Theory aud Practice of 
the Enfield and Henry Bifie," which is well worthy of attention. Sergeant Major Reid, in his more 
elaborately calculated tables, changes his constant b for each velocity, because when very minute 
accuracy is required for a number of different velocities the coefficient must be changed for each. This 
is very clearly explained in Owen's "Modern Artillery," pp. 192, 194. The constant employed in the 
accompanying tables, however, enables us to arrive at a very close approximation.

To USE THE WIND-GAUGE.
(See Table, page 340.)

The application of the wind-gauge is ascertained thus: The space between the vertical lines on the 
sliding bar, and the distance from the back sight to fore sight is measured. The vertical lines are 12" 
apart and the apace between back sight and fore sight is 24".

Required, the allowance 12" would give at 100 yards, or 3600",
3600 X -12

24
= 18 inches.

The allowance for any other range, or for the use of any portion of the gauge between the lines, 
may be arrived at by simple proportions.

* From a paper by Sergeant Major Beid.
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1000 X l-S
100

= 15 feet; or .03 at 1000 yards = — of 15 = 3.75 feet.

When firing, more particularly at long ranges, it is of some importance to observe the degree of 
atmospheric pressure. When the barometer shows a high reading we must increase our elevation, 
because the pressure of the atmosphere is considerable, or, in other words, the particles of air are more 
closely packed, offering increased resistance to the passage of the ballet; and, nee versa, a low reading 
of the barometer denotes want of pressure, consequently less elevation would be required. Again, 
there is another matter which requires some consideration, namely, the derivation or drift of the ballet. 
This derivation depends, in the first place, upon the initial velocity and the degree and direction of 
the spirality of the grooves. Thus, when there is a high initial velocity and a quick spirality, there 
is a very rapid velocity of rotation; and, cceteris paribus, the quicker the rotation the greater the drift. 
At short distances, when we fire with a very low angle, we find the drift so small that it is not worth 
taking into consideration, bat at the larger ranges it begins materially to affect good shooting, and 
therefore has to be taken into account. The reason why at long ranges we have a greater drift, is 
because when the bullet begins to fall through a considerable space, (as it does when fired with a 
considerable angle of elevation,) and when the angle of descent* increases, the bullet begins to roll on 
the compressed air underneath, and thus, with a rotation from left to right, as with the Henry rifling, 
it rolls off to the right.

The amount of derivation can only be determined by experiment, and it is extremely difficult to 
find a day so free from the disturbing cause of wind as to insure reliable experiments being carried out. 
The drift given in the accompanying tables has been arrived at after a series of experiments conducted 
under the most favorable circumstances; it is, however, but an approximation.

The initial velocity of rotation is found by dividing the initial velocity in feet by the number of 
feet in which one complete revolution is made by the bullet. Thus, in the Henry barrel, the bullet 
makes one complete turn in 22" or 1.83', therefore the initial velocity being taken at 1362.7' per

1362 7second, the velocity of rotation = ——— = 744.64 revolutions per second.1.83
All our rifled guns have the tangent scale inclined to the left, to allow for the derivation, and in 

some match rifles we have the sights inclined, but practically there is no necessity for this with small- 
arms.

It is noted iu Owen's "Modern Artillery," p. 217, though not explained, that flat-headed shot, 
fired from guns rifled from left to right, deviate from right to left; but there appears to be some doubt 
about this.

The question of deviation, owing to the rotation of the earth, is treated by M. Poisson in the 
"Journal de 1'Ecole Polytechnique," Vol. XVI, and mentioned in Owen, p. 201. He says that when 
firing in the Northern hemisphere,

From N. to S. the deflection is W. 
From S. to N. the deflection is E. 
From W. to E. the deflection is S. 
From E. to W. the deflection is N. 

So that the deviation is in all cases to the right.
In the Southern hemisphere these effects would be reversed.
Deviation, however, owing to the rotation of the earth, would not materially affect the bullet in 

its comparatively short range.

To ASCERTAIN THE RANGE.
A very important matter connected with the efficient use of the rifle on service is to ascertain with 

some precision the distance of the enemy. A reference to the trajectory table will show that, notwith 
standing the very flat trajectory of our new small-arms, considerable accuracy in estimating distance, 
more especially at the long range, is absolutely essential to insure its destructive effect. The rank and 
file of our Army are certainly extremely well trained in the art of judging distance; still it is very 
unreliable to trust to the eye alone, when an error of ten or fifteen yards would render the fire useless.

If we look at the "margin" for 1000 yards, which distance is by no means the limit for accurate 
shooting with our new arm, when we consider the mean radial deviation is only 2.10', we see the 
bullet falls from the height of 6' in the last twenty yards of its flight, showing that an error of twenty 
yards would cause the bullet to miss its mark.

In taking up a defensive position every Captain of a company should make himself acquainted 
with the exact distance of certain selected points in his front, so that were a battery or body of troops 
to cross any of these spots a destructive fire might be opened on them.

Recently the use of the sextant, which will soon become general throughout the Army, has been 
adopted at Hythe for ascertaining distances, and Colonel Drayson, E. A., has drawn np some tables 
by which, on applying an observed angle, the distance is given.

* The angle of descent is the angle made by a tangent to the trajectory with a horizontal plane at the first 
groove, or at the point of impact on the object.
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The plan is extremely simple, and is carried out thus:

Let D be the distance required from C. A man runs out in 
the direction C, with an optical square, and, looking at the distant 
•object D through this instrument, moves backward and forward 
until he gets D and B to coincide; the angle at C is then a right 
angle. The right-angle man having found his place at C, the 
officer with the sextant observes the angle DBG, applies it to 
his scale, and reads the distance. The time occupied in finding 
the distance by this means is about thirty seconds.

Dray son's scale is constructed for a fifty yards base; but any 
base may be used—a multiple of ten is the most simple.

For a one hundred yards base double the distance for the 
same angle, for twenty-five yards halve it; but if a seventy yards 
base is found moat convenient, multiply the table of ranges for 
one hundred yards by seven to obtain the correct distance.

In the absence of a table of distances, the distance may be 
rapidly and readily found simply by multiplying the natural 
tangent of the observed angle by the base, thus: when the < B 
reads 87° and the base B C is 35 yards, tan. 87° (19.0811 X 35) 
= 667 yards.

The distance of a moving object may be determined by the 
optical-square man selecting his object and moving backward or 
forward so as to retain the coincidence, the officer at the same 
time keeping him in view with the sextant, and at any moment 
he can read the angle and give the distance.

Very little practice is required to observe and read off the 
angle with accuracy and rapidity. The instrument should be 
occasionally tested as to ite accuracy, and any error either adjusted 
or allowed for.

Colonel Drayson, in his little work on "Military Surveying," gives a chapter on the practical use 
of the sextant, and explains all about its adjustment, &c.

In conclusion, the weight and dimensions of the present pattern Henry-Martini rine are as follows:

Length of long stock......................................................... 4 feet 3| inches.
Length of short stock......................................................... 3 feet 11| inches.
Weight of long stock......................................................... 8 Ibs. 12J oz.
Weight of short stock......................................................... 8 Ibs. 8J oz.
Length of barrel................................. ............................. 2 feet 85 inches.
Length of grooving............................................................ 2 feet 4$ inches.
Mean diameter of bore.................................. .................... .45 inch.
Depth of grooves.......................................... .... ............... .0075 inch.
Twist.............................................................................. 1 turn in 22 inches.
Weight of bullet............................................................... 480 grains.
Middle diameter of ballet................................................... .447 inch.
Length of bullet............................................................... 1.27 inch.
Charge...... ..................................................................... 85 grains.

HYTHE, February 18, 1873.

[First Indorsement,]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, March 15, ]876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved, by order of the Secretary of War:

H. T. CEOSBY,
Chief Clerk. 

MABCH 16, 1876.
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PROCESS OF BROWNING SMALL-ARMS.

[REPORT cm Process of Browning Small-Arms. Made by Captain 3. P. FAELET, at Rational
Armory, 1870.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, ,
March 7, 1876. 

SIR:
Agreeably to your instructions, I have the honor to submit a description of the method of browning 

small-arms at this Armory.
Ca.ptain Comly, Ordnance Department, commanding San Antonio Arsenal, Texas, writes as follows: 

"The calibre .45 arms turned in for repairs have the browning badly worn—in some cases the carbines 

are perfectly bright. * * * * Send me detailed directions for rebrowning easily and quickly."

The present browning mixture is an improvement over that prescribed in the " Ordnance Manual," 
(page 193,) and the proportion of parts of each ingredient for two hundred gun barrels stands as follows:

*Muriate of iron....................................... ........................ 6 ounces, fluid.
Sweet spirits of nitre........................................................ 6
Nitric acid..................................................................... 1^ " "
Tincture of iodine............................. .............................. } " "
Bi-chloride of mercory...................................................... 1 " avoirdupois.
Sulphate of copper........................................................... $ " "
Sulphate of zinc.............................................................. 1-16 "
Water........................................................................... 72 " fluid.

To be kept in glass bottles in a dark room.
The parts of the rifle and carbine (the barrel, the bayonet, and the ramrod) to be browned are 

taken in their finished state, with highly polished surface, to the browning room.f
The first operation with the barrel is to oil the bore with pure sperm, and plug each end to prevent 

the entrance of either lime water, boiling water, or the browning mixture

F*. 1-

Second Operation. Place a number of the barrels in a tank of boiling lime water, and allow them 

to remain thirty minutes, until all grease is removed. After this brush off the lime with a clean brush, 

and avoid touching the barrels with the hand.

•Sub-carbonate of iron % pound, planed in glass vessel; add 1 pint muriatic acid, (specific gravity 1.16.) Allow 

it to stand 3 days. Shake freely. Allow it to settle. Throw nway dregs. To the clear liquor add S pints of alcohol 

diluted 10 per cent.
fTo renew browning on an old barrel it is not necessary to polish off the old browned surface.
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Third Operation. Apply evenly with a clean fine sponge a coating of the browning mixture; the 

barrels are then placed on a rolling or movable frame, (Fig. 2.)

Tig. 3.

For Itaynuete iipd other small PHI-IS.

«. 4.

For Bayonet Clasps.

The frame is then rolled into the steam case, having received its complement of barrels.
Fourth Operation. Busting the barrels is accomplished in six or seven hoars in the steam case, 

(Fig. 5,) at a temperature of 85° and humidity of 70 per cent., determined by the thermometer and 
psychrometer. By reducing the supply of steam the barrels can remain for a greater length of 
time, (over night.)

A, steam pipes.
B, steam pipe with drip holes.
C, tin gutter to catch water providing necessary moisture.
D and E, same as Figs. 2 and 3.
F and G, glass windows to view thermometer and psychrometer.

Mfth Operation. Remove the barrels from the steam case and place them in the hot-water tank, 
(water heated by coils of steam pipe,) where they remain for fifteen minutes, when all trace of acid 
disappears.
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Sixth Operation. An expert operative then passes the barrel obliquely across the surface of a 
revolving bnah wheel, thereby removing all loose particles of oxide, (Fig. 6.)

Fig. 6.

This wheel is about twelve inches in diameter and four or five inches thick, set on periphery with 
Russia bristles, and has about eight or nine hundred revolutions per minute.

Seventh Operation.—The operative, after brushing the barrels, (which is accomplished in a few 
moments,) in like manner holds it obliquely across the face or surface of the card wheel (the teeth of 
which are bent backward) until the surface of the barrel is carded or burnished evenly. The card 
wheel, (Fig. 7,) revolving at the same rate as the brush wheel, accomplishes its work in a few moments. 
After the seventh operation the barrels are ready to receive the second coat of browning, when the 
aeven operations before enumerated are repeated.* In like manner the third and fourth applications 
of the mixture are followed by the several steps before noted.

The browning of bayonets, bayonet scabbards, bayonet clasps, and ramrods is accomplished in the 
same general manner as for barrels. For convenience, a steel spring handle is used to hold the rammer, 
(Fig. 8,)

Spring.

After the various parts are browned they are well coated with cosmoline or olive oil. 

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. PARLEY,

Captain of Ordnance.

To the COMMANDINQ OmoEK,
National Armory.

• In order to accommodate the various operations to the working hours at the Armory, the first coat is applied 
at 830 P. M.; the second at 7:30 A. M.; the third at 3 P. M.; the fourth at 7 A. M Barrels finished at 2:30 P. M. 
Steam supply regulated to correspond with the number of hours the barrels are left in steam case.
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[ First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
March 9, 1876.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for the information of such Arsenals and Depots 
as may be called upon to rebrown arms in a thorough and systematic manner.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHIHGTON, March 22, 1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved:
ALPHONSO TAFT,

Secretary of War. 
MABOB- 22, 1876.
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EXPERIMENTS ON STEEL-BRONZE GUNS,
&C.

WATERTOWN ARSENAL,
November 23, 1875. 

SIB:
I have the honor to transmit herewith a translation of a paper giving the results of recent experi 

ments at Steinfeld on steel-bronze guns; also a brief description of the Eassian Lavroff bronze heavy 

4-pdr. gun.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

T. T. S. LAIDLEY, 
Colonel of Ordnance, Commanding. 

To the CHIEF or OBDXAXCE.

FINAL EXPERIMENTS IN AUSTRIA ON STEEL-BRONZE.

After the brilliant results which were obtained in the experiments with the first steel-bronze gun 
there was no doubt as to the possibility of using this metal in the fabrication of cannon. But as its 
physical properties depend materially on the details of melting and casting, and it was not yet certain 
that sufficiently uniform results could he obtained in the course of manufacture on a large scale, it was 
determined to push forward the construction of ten new pieces, for which no better bronze should be 
used than that which experience had shown to be necessary.
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Although it was found that small spots of tin in the chamber or at the seat of the charge did not 
prove injurious to the resistance of the gun or its accuracy of fire, General Uchatius strove none the 
less to improve the processes of melting and casting so as to prevent all separation of the tin, or at 
least to localize the spots near the axis of the blocks BO that the bore should be entirely free from them. 
These efforts were crowned with complete success; the expense of fabrication was not increased, and 
the blocks obtained presented all the purity and homogeneity that could be desired.

DESCBIPTIOH OF THE TEH STEEL-BRONZE GUTTS.
Their exterior form is very like the first trial gun, and the bore is similar to those of the half 

battery of Krnpp's 3". 42 guns. Besides, all modifications were adopted the utility of which had 
been demonstrated in previous trials either with the bronze or steel guns; these consisted principally 
in the adoption of an outline better suited to the different parts of the bore, the extension of line of 
sight to one metre, the use of a vent piece, and the addition of a groove in the wedge for the purpose 
of holding it in a position to facilitate its cleaning, and in the adoption of a slot in the hausse having 
an inclination of 1-24 to the plane of fire.

The most important change in the bore was the lengthening of the powder chamber, in order to 
prevent the trouble that would happen from the insertion of a cartridge which should be accidentally 
too long. The front sight was placed on a sight-seat on the chase.

The guns were numbered from one to ten. The vents of the pieces with even numbers were placed 
in the wedge, and entered the bore at the centre of the bottom of the bore; in the guns with odd 
numbers the vents were at right angles to the axis of the piece, and bored in copper vent pieces carefully 
refined. Each vent was composed of two cylinders of unequal sizes, the smaller terminating in an 
expanded head inserted from the inside, which rendered its removal easy; it could not fall out, being 
held by a packing which was formed on the upper part when it was put in place. The wedge was 
prismatic in form, as usual, and each piece received a triple set of Broadwell rings and plates of copper.

The principal weights and dimensions are as follows:

Total weight of the piece with the wedge................................ 1069 to 1074 Ibs.
Weight of the wedge.......................................................... 65 Ibs.
Preponderance of the breech................................................ 105J Ibs.
Number of grooves............................................................ 24
Length of grooves in one torn............................................. 13 feet.
Depth of grooves............................................................... 0".49

Breadth of the lands was..................................................... -— of the grooves.
Total length of the piece...................................................... 81 inches.
Least thickness of metal, (in rear of swell)............................. .986 inch.
Greatest thickness, (at the breech)......................................... 2.9 inches.

AMMUNITION.
Ordinary and double shells,* with four soft copper-wire bands, were provided. The first were used 

in firing for range, accuracy, and to test the endurance of the gun; the latter in firing loaded projectiles. 
The powder was made at Stein, of a density of 1.61, and a size of grain from .24// to A". The 
cartridges used in plunging fire were of the same diameter as the ordinary cartridge and only one-half 
their length. A wad was placed on top of the powder.

QUALITY OP THE METAL.
Table I gives the physical properties of the bronze of each of the ten pieces compared with a 

sample cylinder cast at the same time as the first trial gnn. They ahow clearly the progress made in 
the casting and finishing of the blocks.

The slight variations which will be observed result from the proof bars having been taken from 
the gun heads, and not from the body of the gun, where the metal is more homogeneous. These bars 
are cut as indicated in the following figure:

* They were 2J^ calibres long, and were ballasted to weigh U Ibs.



MEMORANDUM.

The attention of Captains of Companies is called to the 
recommendation of the Board in Ordnance Notes No. XLVIII, of 
March 9, 1876, page 329, paragraphs 4 and 5. The numbers of 
Rifles and Carbines which will require new firing-pins, under 
this recommendation, are included between 1 and 33000. 
The numbers will be found stamped on the barrels immediately 
in rear of the receiver. Requisitions for new firing-pins to re 
place those in these arms will be promptly filled.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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TABLE I.—Seiastctnce of Proof Ban.

PaooJ BAILS SUBJECTED TO STRAIN — 
WHKNCT TAKIN.

Cylinder east with the first trial gtm f Exterior..... 
and mand relied. \Interlor......

Steel-bronze gun No...................

(Exterior.....
(Interior......
(Exterior..... 2-^ 
(Interior......
f Exterior..... 
(Interior......
( Exterior....
(interior......
( Exterior.... 
(interior......
f Exterior....
(Interior.....
f Exterior.....
(Interior.....
( Exterior.... »•< 
(Interior.....
f Exterior....
(interior.....
(Exterior...., 

IflJ 
(Interior.....

RESISTANCE TO

Lbs. per sq. in.
47210 
60435
41096

60577

39532 

63421

42091 

64417

41807

62710

42091 

62284

41949

66123

41949

64274

41949 

65412

42944

65554

43513 

63421

LIMIT OF
ELABTICITTf

Lbs. per sq. in.
7110 

15642
11376
19908

9954 

19908

9954 

21330

9954

21330

9954 

19908

9954

24179

9954

21330

9954 

21330

9954

19908

9954 

19908

ELONGATION IN HONDREDTHS 
or ITS LEHOTH.

At the Moment 
of Rupture.

60 

16.5

43
8.4

42

12

42.6

8

41.3

12

46.6 

12

45.3

8

42.6

8.5

46.0 

9

49.1

11.2

8.5

Elastic.

IJ.060 

.306

.083

.564

.076 

.486

.077 

.165

.072

.604

.073 

.450

.074

.613

.073

.495

.071 

.492

.072

.411

.072 

.465

The uniformity of the results obtained with both the exterior and interior specimens show the 
skill which directed the casting of the guns as well as the mechanical wort which followed it. The 
slight differences which are met in passing from one piece to another are explained by the fact that the 
rapture, instead of always taking place at a given point, (a,) takes place at b, belonging to a circle of 
a greater radius. As the metal, in consequence of the treatment to which it is subjected, assumes in 
each layer a definite resistance, elasticity and density, the difference in the numerical coefficients 
characterizing the physical qualities of the bronze ought to be as much greater as the section of rupture 
is further from the point a, and as the specimens are taken from a part of the gun nearer to the bore. 
This is shown very clearly from an examination of Table I.

Upon the whole, the experiments made have shown that the bronze in the ten pieces possesses 
exactly the same qualities, so that, in order to obtain uniform results in current fabrication, it will be 
sufficient to follow the course of proceeding previously prescribed for the fusion and casting of the 
metal and for the mechanical work on the guns.

The hardness* of the layers near the bore is from .413" to .417", consequently equal to Krupp's 
steel; it diminishes as you approach the exterior surface, and at 3". 1 from the bore the cut of the 
indenting tool measures .476".

PRELIMINARY TRIALS.
The ten steel-bronze guns, before being turned over to the Military Committee, were proved by 

firing each ten rounds with service charges. The trials were continued at Steinfeld, agreeably to a 
programme previously decided upon, by firing one hundred rounds in two series of fifty each, under 
angles of 3° and 17° of elevation. It was proposed in this preliminary trial to test the details and 
accuracy of manufacture of each of the ten pieces, in order to select two which should be finally 
subjected to extreme proof. The initial velocities were measured with care, and compared with those 
given by numbers 5 and 8 of the half battery of Krupp's guns fired at the same time; it was thus shown 
that the lengthening of the chamber by 0".78 caused a reduction of velocity of 42'—from 1509' to 
1467'. Although this diminution is considerable, it does not injure the ballistic power of the gun to 
any great extent, and is largely compensated by the removal of all difficulty in loading. The charge 
for plunging fire was fixed at one pound; the velocity was thus kept the same as in the former trials, 
notwithstanding the lengthening of the chamber.

As to the manner of igniting the charge, it was found that those pieces which were provided with 
a central vent gave a slightly greater initial velocity than the others, but were not superior in accuracy.

• The mode of determining the hardness is given on page 258, Ordnance Notes
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TABLE II.—Comparative Firing of Ten ^eel-bronze Guns at 3° and 17° JSlexation,

SB 
P

£

i(P
i
2
3
4
5
0
7
8
a
10
l
2
3
4
5
0
7
8 
9
10

NllHBEB OF

•u
£
£

30
60
40
40
50
50
50
50
50
50
30
50
50
5(1
50
50
36
50

50

OJ

•0 *

a* 
s
3

30
50 ;
40 \
40
50
50
50
49
50
49
29
50
48
49
49
48
30
50

49

ANGLE or ELEVA 
TION.

•

3°

1

17° •

L

MEAN 
RANGE.

Yards.
1802
1740
1844
1810
1848
1848
1810
1780
1780
1875
5275
52(59
508(1
8355
5359
5!H8
5180
5235

5240

LATERAL 
DEVIATION TO 

THE RIGHT or 
THE PLANE

or FIBE.

Feet.
37.4
23.3
47.9
38.7
0.0

26.0
46.0
44.3
33.4
10.2

292.6
237.2
407.8
149.6
274.3
388.1
172.2
195.5

502.0

DISPXBSION.

"5
a•3

"Si
so

228.7
231.3
114.5
183.7
101.4
144.0
260.1
161.7
199.0
186.7
550.2
010.0
778.2
408.5
519.3
094.9
570.8
776.9

864.5

1

I

21.0
19.4
1C.4
16.7
18.4
24.3
28.2
26.6
24.9
24.3
38. 2

153.2
190.0
111.2
265.4
100.4
143.4
74.2

324.5

MEAN DEVIATION.

i
s

31.2
28.2
24.3
24.3
24.3
22.0
33.1
24.9
33.1
24.9
91.9
91.9

123.0
91.9
96.8
91.2

101.0
120.4

140.4

o
33 o
£ 
S
a i— (

2.6
2.9
2.0
2.9
2.0
2.0
4.6
3.6
3.3
3.9

14.4
19.0
32.1
14.1
50.5
15.4
25.3
14.1

35.8

TIME or 
FLIGHT.

Seconds.
4.84
4.93
3.08
4.88
4.94
4.98
4.97
4.84
4.79
fi.03

19.73
20.20
18.75
20.17
20.11
10.27
19.23
19.73

19.83

RECOIL.

Feet.
28.5
16.1
20.0
21.3
21.6
23.9
26.9
24.3
22.3
22.0
16.4
15.1
14.1
17.1
15.7
5.2

10.8
17.4

11.8

In these preliminary trials gun No. 9 showed such an erosion at the seat of the Broadwell ring 
that, after the forty-seventh round, the firing had to be discontinued. A careful examination showed 
that this wearing resulted not from the bad quality of the metal, but from a defect in the gas check, 
the ring not fitting properly. To prevent the recurrence of such an accident, which was sufficient to 
reader a piece unserviceable, General Uchatius proposed to insert in the rear end of the powder 
chamber a refined copper tube, in which a seat for the ring should be fitted.*

SELECTION OF Two PIECES TO BE SUBJECTED TO EXTREME PBOOF.
The ten pieces then underwent a minute inspection, which revealed nothing worthy of remark. 

The Commission appointed by the Minister of War selected from the nine guns still in good order Nos. 
7 and 10 for farther trials. No. 7 was taken because it presented a slight indentation at the seat of 
the ring, and it had been inferior in accuracy to the others in the firing done at 3° and 17° elevation. 
No. 10 was chosen on account of a slight fissure appearing in the bore. Besides this there was nothing 
peculiar in the appearance of these two guns.

TUB INITIAL VELOCITY.
After the completion of the programme the guns had been fired 2,000 rounds in all, either with 

service charges or with charges for plunging fire; 100 rounds having been devoted to the preliminary 
tests, the trials for endurance, properly so-called, comprised only 1,900 rounds. The initial velocity 
was first determined. The following table gives the results obtained at the beginning and end of the firing:

Charge, 3 Ibs. 5 oz.; Density of the Powder, 1.61; Weight of the Projectile, ballasted, 14 Ibs.

Steel-bronze guns......

Krupp's gun, No. 5...-

KIND or GUN.

No. 7. — Vent at right angles to the I 
axis of the piece. j

No. 10. — Vent parallel to the axis! 
of the piece. j

NUMBER or ROUNDS 
FIBED.

110 (Service charges).... 
1930 (Service charges).... 

78 (Plunging fire)........ 
110 (Service charges)... 

1930 (Service charges)... 
70 (Flanging flre)........

VELOCITY
AT 164 FEET

FKOH THE
MUZZLE.

feet.
1451 

I 1442 

1403 

r 1402

1476

MEAN 
DEVIATION.

Feet.
3.7 

3.3

2.2 

2.0

0.0

* Whilst recognizing the advantage that would result from this operation, the Committee did not deem it 
indispensable, the succeeding guns made with proper care being free from this defect. Up to the 20th of August 
of this year gun No. 9, with a copper tube inserted in the chamber, had been fired eight hundred rounds, and the 
chamber showed no signs of wearing.
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An examination of the foregoing figures gives rise to the following remarks:
First. The difference between the velocities taken at the beginning and end of the trials ia very 

small, being only 8'.
Second. The initial velocity of a shot fired from Zrupp's gun No. 5, after 653 rounds, is less than 

that obtained with a steel-bronze gun, with a vent at right angles to the axis of the bore, after the 
latter had been fired 2,000 rounds.

It is probable then that a mistake was made in the determination of the initial velocity of the shot 
fired from the first steel-bronze gun, for this velocity, as recorded, was 21' less than that of Krupp's gun 
No. 2, although the two pieces were precisely alike.

BALLISTIC EFFECTS.

As the diminution of 39J' in the initial velocity caused by the lengthening of the chambers affected 
the range to a certain extent, it became necessary to determine such data as was required for the con 
struction of new tables of fire; it was therefore decided to fire fifty rounds with each of the guns Nos. 
7 and 10 with service charges, at angles of elevation of 15°, 13°, 11°, 9°, 7° and 5°, and twenty rounds 
with plunging fire, at angles of 21°, 14° and 7°. The results of these different series of firings, compared 
with those which had been obtained in the preliminary trials, and in those made for accuracy of 
firing, furnished sufficient materials for the construction of tables. (See Table III.)

TABLE III.—Ballistic Effects of Chins Nos. 1 and 10.

W V
K 
£
Ka
H 
to
O
Bi 
(d
PP ~,
p 
2;

7

10

7

10

CHABGE.

Lbs.

3

3

1

1

Oz.

5

5

0

0

ELEVA-
TION-

6°
7°
9°

11°
13°
15°

6°
7°
9°

11°
13°
15°

f 7°
\ 14°
[ 21°

( 7o
4 14°
I 21°

NUMBER OF SHOT.

"3 
0>
b>
£

40
40
40
40
4(1
40

40
40
40
40
40
40

20
20
20

20
20
20

m f

-1
IS
c
1

39
40
40
4(1
40
40

40
36
40
40
40
40

19
20
20

20
20
20

i

MEAN 
RANGE.

Yards.
2617
8109
3711
4270
4701
6068

2042
3220
3740
4285
471C
5100

998
1720
2252

1020
1715
2299

DEVIATION
TO THE 
RlCHT.

Feet.
37.4

114.2
135.5
2*1.8
383.5
435.4

39.4
115.2
140.0
288.4
297.9
311.7

0,2
G.C

150.2

3.28
12.8
99.1

1>1SPEB8ION.

"5 
a's
•a
o

HH

Feet.
01.8
70.9

114.3
157.0
204.1
239.2

01.5
00.4
89.2

142.1
1C9.6
180. 2

01.8
117.5
85. G

71.2
70.5

122.9

"5
u
es 
-1

Feet.
13.2
13.1
16.9
35.2
02.1
46.0

14.0
13.8
30.4
32.9
51.4
81.4

3.1
5.5

19.6

3.1
9.7

14.7

1
MEAN DEVIATION.

o&o c« 
X
a

Feet.
24.3
41.0
07.3
87.9
97.1
U5.8

30.2
23.0
55.1
88.2
90.2
80.3

38.4
07. »
47.9

34.4
43.0
(JO. 4

£ _o

1
5
a

Feet.
G.O
0.9
7.2

23.0
22.3
23. 6

7.5
7.2
8.6

19.4
23.0
39.4

1.3
2.C,

12.1

1.3
4.D
9.2

TIME OP 
FLIGHT.

Seconds.
7.4
9.4

11.8
14.0
10.1
18.2

7.4
9.5

11.9
14.1
16.2
18.3

fl.O
U.O

13.0

5.3
8.4

13.2

TESTS OF ENDURANCE.

On account of the urgent necessity that existed for a prompt solution of the question under con 
sideration, the experiments were carried on with all possible dispatch. During the tests of endurance 
each of the two guns were fired about 150 rounds a day, at an angle of 3° elevation, without taking 
care to note the point struck.

The two pieces were inspected after every 400 rounds, as in the case of the first trial steel-bronze 
gun. At the same time their accuracy of fire was determined by a special series of 25 rounds, fired at 
a target 59 feet long, 9 feet 10 inches high, and 2187 yards distant. Each piece was fired separately. 
The shots followed each other at intervals of 48 to 60 seconds. After every 25 rounds the gun was 
cooled; the wedge, its seat, and the gas check were washed.

In order to try the effects of rapid and long-continued firing on the gun, the wedge and gas check, 
the committee ordered, with the approval of the Minister of War, the following experiment, which 
required one week for its execution. Tbe first day each gun was fired 150 rounds at intervals of about 
one minute ;* each succeeding day only 50 rounds were fired, but without sponging the pieces or cleaning 
the wedges. The work that the guns were made io perform in these trials was, without doubt, greater

•The temperature of the gun went Tip to 1PO° F.
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than they would be called apon to do in the field; nevertheless the firing was not impeded for a single 
moment, the escape of gas was cut off perfectly, the wedge was at all times easily moved, and the 
accuracy of fire remained precisely the same.

FIBISO FOB ACCURACY.

After every 400 rounds, as has already been stated, a special trial for accuracy, twenty-five rounds, 
was made at a target 39' long, 9' 10" high, and 2187 yards distant from the gun. The drift was 
given by means of the hausse, and the elevation for the trial rounds was determined by a gunner's 
level; these shots were not counted in determining the mean accuracy.

TABLE IV.—Accuracy of Firing of Guns Nos. 1 and 10.

NUHBEB OP THE PIECE. 1 1

7

10

•

ELEVATION.

Of"

2 47 30
2 60 29
2 46 32 
2 45 35
2 47 35
2 46 32

2 42 33
2 47 13
2 43 56 
2 46 44
2 45 30
2 48 45

NUMBER 
OF ROUNDS

FlBED FROM
THE PIECE.

148
573
808 

1323
1748
2028

140
665
890 

1316
1740
2020

NUKfiEB OF ROUNDS.

Fired.

25
25
25 
25
25
25

25
25
26 
25
25
25

Counted 
in the 
Mean.

21
22
25 
21
25
20 '

23
22
22 
21
25
20

DISPERSION.

Longitu 
dinal.

Yards.
41.4
41.8
63.2
66.3
60.0
60.0

42.5
57.8
52.9 
47.3
38.6
47.2

Vertical.

Feet.
8.2
7.5

11.1 
10.8
10.5
10.2

9.5
11.8
10.8 
9.2
8.2
9.8

Lateral.

Feet.
13.4
11.8
3.3 

12.1
12.5
8.8

11.5
11.1
7.5 

10.5
8.8

14.1

MEAN DEVIATION.

In 
Range.

Feet.
19.0
21.6
29.8 
36.7
27.9
33.1

21.0
32.8
33.5 
33.5
24.3
24.9

In
Height.

Feet.
1.3
1.3
2.0 
2.6
1.9
2.3

1.5
2.3
2.2 
2.3
1.7
1.6

In
Direction

Feet.
2.9
2.5
0.7
2.9
2.4
1.8

2.2
2.5
1.5 
2.0
1.9
2.2

The results obtained are given in Table IV. If, in order to judge of the accuracy, we take into 
account the total dispersion and the mean deviation, we see that—

First. After 2000 rounds the guns have lost nothing of their first accuracy, for the observed devia 
tion in the last rounds are less than many which are found in the first series of firing.

Second. The shots fired under very different atmospheric circumstances are never very far from 
each other; in fact, the greatest difference between the vertical dispersion is 2' for piece No. 7, and 2' 
2" for No. 10. The result is not less satisfactory if we consider the variations in range, for the greatest 
difference is then 40' for No. 7 and 58' 2" for No. 10.

Third. The position of the vent does not appear to have any effect on the accuracy of fire.
Fourth. The wear of the bore has not been so great as to render it necessary to increase the angle 

of fire.
Fifth. The results obtained are much more satisfactory than those given by the first trial gun.
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THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE BOHES.

As baa already been observed, the bores were inspected and measured after every 400 rounds. 

TABLE V.—Enlargement of the Bores by Firing.

NUMBER 
OF ROUNDS FIRED

WITH —

Service 
Charges.

10
110
565
820

1245
1670 
1930

10
110
655
820

1245
1670
1930

10
470
908

1225
1650
2050

'

i
6

Lba.

.........

.........
18
78
78
78 
78

........
18
70
70
70
70

........

........
20
20

ENLARGEMENTS IN THOUSANDTHS or AN INCH.

On the Lands. In the Grooves.

Distances from the Muzale — Inches.

6.3

—3.9
—3.6
—3.1
—2.7
—0.0
+1.2
+1.6
+3.5

—4.3 
—3.9
—2.4
—2.4

+0.0
+1.2
+2.7
+3.9 

-4.7
—4.3
—3.5
—0.3
+3.3
+3.3

22.0

—4.3
—4.0
—3.5
—3.1
—2.4
—0.3
—0.3

+1.2

-4.7 
—4.3
—3.1
—3.1
—2.0

+0.8
+1.1

2.0

........

37.8

—1.3
—3.9
—3.0
—3.6
—1.6
—0.3

+0.0 
+2.3

-4.7 
— 1.3
—2.4
—2.7
—1.1
—0.3

+2.0
+3.1

........

........

........

........

46.7

—4.3
—3.9
—3.0
—2.8
—0.7

+1.1
+1.9 
+4.0

-4.7 
—4.3
—2.4
—2.4
—0.7
—1.2

+3.1
5.5 

—4.3
—3.9
—2.4

+0.7
+6.7
+9.1

57.1

— 3.1
- 2.7
+ 0.3
+ 6.0
+12.0
+14.0
+19.0 
+24.0

— 4.3 
— 3.5
+ 2.0
+ 5.1

10.0
19.6
26.6
29.9 

— 3.5
+ 6.7
+13.8
+19.7

0.3

—5.1 
—6.5
—5.6
-4.7
—2.8
—1.0

—2.0 
—0.0

—2.0 
—1.6
—0.8
—0.8

+1.2
+2.4
+2.8
+4.0 

—1.1
—0.3
—0.3
—0.3

+24.8 +0.3
+32.3 +1.1

22.0

-7.9 
-7.9
—7.9
—7.0
—5.9
—4.7

—5.0 
—3.5

—4.3 
—4.0
—3.5
—3.0
—1.6
—1.2
—0.0

+0.8

.........

.........

.........

37.8

—8.7 
-7.9
—7.9
—6.7
—5.5
—3.9

—3.9 
—2.4

—4.3 
—4.3
—2.8
—2.8
—0.8

+0.0
+1.6
+2.8

.........

.........

.........

45.7

—7.9 
—7.9
—7.6
—6.9
—4.7
—3.5

—3.5 
—1.6

—3.0
—2.8
—1.6
—0.8
+0.4
+1.6
+3.0
+3.5

—8.3 
—7.1
—6.7
—6.1
—4.8
—3.1

57.1

—8.3 
—8.3
—8.3
-7.0
—5.6
—3.6

—3.0 
—0.0

-4.7 
—4.3
—3.0
—1.6
—0.8

+0.8
+5.0
+7.5

— S.7 
—7.9

— fi.3
—3.9
—2.7
—0.0

At the 
Seat of the 
Projectile.

•3
Horizon!

—2.0 
—2.0
—2.0
—2.0
—0.4

+1.6
+0.0 
+2.0

—2.4 
—2.8
—2.0
—2.0
—0.4
—0.4

+0.8
+2.0

Vertical.

—2.0 
—2.0
—2.0
—1.6
—0.8

In the 
Powder 

Chamber.

•3
Horizoul

+0.4 
+0.4
+2.0
+3.0
+4.7

+0.4 +5.5
+1.2 +6.7 
+3.1 +8.3

—2.o] —6.0 
—2.0! —6.0
—1.8
—0.4

+0.4
+0.4
+2.8

—4.7
—3.1
—1.2
—1.2
+0.0

+3.1 +1.6

—0.3 
+0.3

1 
1

+ 0.4
+ 0.8
+ 0.8
+ 4.7
+ 6.3
+ 7.5
+ 8.7 
+11.0

— 6.0 
— 6.0
— 5.0
— 2.8
— 0.8
— 0.4
+ 1.2
+ 2.8

+0.8
+1.0
+2.7
+6.5

In the foregoing table, for the convenience of comparison, the corresponding figures relating to the 
first steel-bronze gun are given. The wear of the lands and grooves in all of the guns proceeded with 
great regularity; it increased from the muzzle to the breech, and more rapidly on the lands than in the 
grooves. Up to 900 rounds it increased in Nos. 7 and 10 more rapidly than in the first trial gnns, and 
afterwards more slowly, which shows the progress already made in the fabrication of steel-bronze gune. 
If we compare the enlargements in Krupp's gun No. 2 with those of pieces Nos. 7 and 10, we are led 
to the conclusion that steel guns and steel-bronze guns offer the same resistance to the effects of firing, 
for in both the grooves and lands wear in the same manner.

OBSERVATION on THE WEDGES AND GAS CHECKS.

The steel-bronze prismatic wedge, constructed after the plan of General Uchatins, worked very 
well. It presents, moreover, several advantages over the cylindro-prismatic wedge; it is more easily 
moved, one man being sufficient, instead of two, to push it in place or draw it out; it is better preserved 
and more easily cleaned; in fact, it is sufficient to wash it with ordinary water, or better, with soap and 
water; the operation requires only a few minutes, and it is not necessary to dry it. It follows from 
this that steel-bronze guns are decidedly auperior to steel guns for service in the field. The slight 
accidents to which the use of the wedge has given rise during the trials have been of little importance, 
and have always been easily remedied.

The copper Broadwell rings, and their corresponding plates made of the same metal, have given the 
best results, the importance of which is so much greater as the tests were very severe. With the rings 
and plates heretofore used the escape of gas is not entirely cut off unless the surfaces are clean. The 
slight escapes which occur after several rounds do not hinder the working of the wedge, -but only 
shorten the life of the ring and plate. There is no instance in which they have given rise to erosions 
in any one of these guns. Besides, the escape of gas may be prevented by covering the surfaces which 
come in contact when the breech is closed with a coat of oil or soap, which can be readily done under 
all circumstances. This precaution, which is so easy to carry out, may be omitted without incon 
venience, as the two following facts show: On the 21st of May 75 rounds were fired as rapidly as 
possible, simply wiping with a dry rag the parts of the plate which were visible at the time of loading;
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the gas escaped after the second round, and constantly increased, particularly after the thirtieth shot, 
to such a degree that the bottom and front face of the mortice for the wedge on the right Bide were soon 
covered with a layer of residuum .08" thick; nevertheless the wedge worked easily, and neither the 
ring nor its plate suffered any erosion. On the 22d of May the breech parts were subjected to a still 
severer trial. Fifty rounds were fired in forty-five to fifty seconds after each other without wiping or 
greasing the parts of the gas check. At each round, it is true, a stain was produced from 4" to I".5 
wide on the lower part of the ring, an indication of an escape of gas; but the wedge did not cease to 
work freely, and no appearance of an erosion could be detected. During these ten days experiments 
were successfully made with thinner and more flexible rings than had been in the first place used. The 
great advantage that copper rings and plates offer is that there is no necessity of having these different 
pieces adjusted to each other or to the gun, which renders their fabrication economical.

During the trials of the steel-bronze guns not the least difficulty was ever experienced in the use 
of the rings and plates made after a simple pattern at the Arsenal; this resuh, which it seemed 
impossible to attain, completed the final success of breech-loading guns for field service. Not only has 
copper the advantage over steel of rendering all of the pieces interchangeable, but it is less affected by 
atmospheric changes, and even after long use it is valuable as old metal.

REMAEKS ON VENTS.

The disadvantages of having the vent to pas« through the wedge in the axis of the gun are so 
considerable that we should congratulate ourselves in having gotten rid of it. The copper vent pieces 
proposed by General Uchatius have, on the contrary, given the best results as to durability and 
convenience in replacing them. In course of the trials the vent piece of No. 7 has been changed only 
twice, first after 898 rounds, the second after 1205. The last has been fired 105 rounds, and shows no 
signs of wear.

The vent piece can be changed in fifteen minutes without dismounting the piece; the operation 
does not require a skilled workman, but can be performed by the battery blacksmith.

In conclusion, the experiments recently made on these guns at Steinfeld have been highly favorable 
to steel-bronze, and, in view of results so satisfactory, the objections which were at first urged against 
the use of the new metal have lost all of their force.

The result of these experiments is that the adoption of steel-bronze in Austria has been decided 
upon.

EXPERIMENTS AT STEINFELD.

FlRINQ WITH THE 3".4 STEEL-BKONZE GUNS, OCTOBER 6, 1875.

A comparative trial took place at Steinfeld on the 6th of last October, in the presence of the 
members of the Delegations of the Cis-Leithanian and Trans-Leithanian Chambers, between the 3".4 
steel-bronze guns (9-centimetre, according to the official designation) and the old bronze 8-pdr. guns. 
The object had in view by the Minister in making these trials was to bring forward the very great 
value of the new artillery material, as well in regard to its accuracy of fire as to the effect of the 
projectiles, and, in reference to the latter, to show the superiority of General Uchatiua' systematic frag 
ment shell to Krupp's double shell. A number of rounds were fired from a 3" .4 banded steel gun, 
with ballasted shells, for the purpose of stewing off the accuracy of fire of the new guns.

In these experiments there were used:
First. A 3".4 banded breech-loading steel gun, which formed a part of a half-battery supplied 

from Krnpp's works.
Second. Four 3".4 breech-loading steel-bronze guns.
Third. A battery of four pieces of muzzle-loading 8-pdr. guns supplied by the Tenth Regiment of 

field artillery.
One of the 3".4 steel-bronze guns was mounted on a sheet-steel carriage which is proposed for 

adoption, another on an experimental iron carriage, the third on Krupp's carriage, and the fourth on a 
wooden experimental carriage. A 3" gun, intended for horse artillery, had also been brought on the 
ground to be shown to the Delegations.

Before commencing the firing the Lieutenant Field Marshal, Count Bylandt, President of the 
Technical and Administrative Military Committee, gave the Delegations an explanation of the material 
before them, and brought out particularly the advantage of the copper-wire bands in place of the lead 
covering. He mentioned the fact, reported by the Prussian General Von Wittich in his " Journal of the 
Campaign of 1870," that four pieces were rendered unserviceable, near Orleans, on account of the 
leading of the bores, an accident that could not occur with the copper bands.

The firing commenced with the banded steel gun and a steel-bronze gun at 1658 yards; each fired 
ten single ballasted shells. Then the same guns were fired at the same range with loaded shells to 
show the difference between the effects of the two kinds of shells. Each piece fired successively five 
Uchatius' systematic fragment shells and five Krupp's shells. They were provided with Krentz'
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percussion fuzes. There was a special target for each kind of projectile, and both gung concentrated 
their fire on it. The targets were composed of three screens, each 8' 10" high and 118' long, placed 
one in the rear of the other, 20 yards apart; a line was drawn on each 5' 11" from the bottom, and 
served to show at a glance the hits that would take effect against infantry and those which would be 
effective only against cavalry. It was endeavored to make the mean point of impact fall at, the foot 
of the first screen. Plate I represents the target after the firing, the results of which are summed up 
in the following tables.*

Firing with Ten 3" A Krupp's Double Shells—Distance 1658 Yards.

5 feet 11 inches.

8 feet 10 inches.

NXJMBEB OF FRAGMENTS IN —

First Screen.
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(lOB Infantry.
"[l31 Cavalry.

Firing with Ten 3".4 Uchatius' Shells—Distance 1658 Yards.

Per round in the Infantry target—
5 feet 11 inches.

Per round in the Cavalry target —
8 feet 10 inches. 

Tor the whole ten rounds........ .......

NTJMBES or FRAGMENTS IN —

First Screen.
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a
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j 130 Infantry. 
(131 Cavalry.

*The fragments which remained sticking in the screens are enumerated in the column headed indentations.
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A comparative trial was then made with loaded shells, at 2487 yards, from four 3" A steel-bronze 

guns and four 8-pdr. guns, the first firing Uchatius' shells with copper banda, the second service shells. 
Each piece fired ten rounds, or forty rounds per battery. The targets were the same as those used at 
1658 yards.

Firing with Forty Uchatius' 3".4 Shells—Distance 2487 Yards.

Per round in the Infantry target — 
5 feet 11 inches. 

Per round in the Cavalry target— 
S feet 10 inchea. 

For the whole forty rounds............

NUMBEB or FBAOHESTS IN —

First Screen.

3
.£

ai Q 
<b 0)

15.5 | 3. 2 
i ' 

20.8 1 4.1

833 164

Second Screen. T

| | i "3 
K ] "a
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a 5 ;

8.7 C.O 

11.4 8.0 11

458 343 j

i

lird Screen.

Indentations.

).2 3.9 

J.4 5.7 

U6 228

HOLES or WHOLE PBOJECTILEB.

TOTAL.

M 
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£
3

I
p 

<£

45.5 s ............... .........

2443 J" 154 Infantry. 
[168 Cavalry.

Firing with Forty 8-pdr. Shells—Distance 2487 Yards.

Per round in the Infantry target — 
5 feel 11 inches. 

Per round in the Cavalry target— 
8 feet 10 inches.

NUMBER or FBAOMENTS IN —

First Screen.

c

! 3
"® I a

0.1 0.1 

0.2 0.1 

8 0.4

Second Screen. Third Screen.

3 I

0> 0) \
"o i "2 '.a i 5

1.0 0.3 

1.6 0.4 

60 16

Holes. 
Indentations.

1.0 i 0.4 

1.6 ! 0.7 

CO 28

HOLES o? WHOLR PROJECTILES.

.........

2. S)

176

NUMBKI: OF FILES STBUCK.

(S9 Infantry. 
(77 Cavalry.

Of the forty 3".4 shells three did not burst, and two were broken in striking against the ground.
To show the effects of the new guns at long distances, twenty-four Ilchatiue systematic fragment shells 

were fired from four 3/x .4 steel-bronze guns, at a target formed of seven screens each 8 feet 10 inches 
high and 118 feet long, placed one behind the other 20 yards apart, at a range of 4145 yards. The 
results were recorded after the first round. Plate II and the following table show the very remarkable 
effects of the new projectiles at this great range.

Firing with Twenty-four Uchatius' 3". 4 Shells—Distance 4145 Yards.

Per round in the Infantry target —
5 feet 11 inches.

Per round in the Cavalry target — 8
feet 10 inches.

For the whole twenty-four rounds......

RUHBEB or FKAGUENTS IN THE SCREENS.

! !

: j

1st. ! 3d. 3d.

i
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a
o
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a

0.2 .......

1
*

19.0

28.0

59 6

i

2 672 {163 Infantry. 
2!8 Cavalry.
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In conclusion, the firing executed at Steinfeld has set forth on the one side the most remarkable 
qualities of the steel-bronze artillery, submitted from a financial standpoint to the inspection of the 
Chambers, and on the other the great effect of the Uchatius shell with copper bands.

NOTE.—In experimenting with the double shell it was observed -that the inner wall was not 
broken up into pieces of regular size, but fragments were found comprising several pyramids joined 
together in the direction of the length of the shell, but scarcely ever in the opposite direction. In 
order to overcome this defect General Uchatius conceived the idea of making the inner shell of a series 
of rings placed one upon another. The new projectile is composed of an exterior shell very like that 
of the double shell, and a series of rings forming a hollow cylinder, the interior surface of which is 
smooth, and the exterior presents a number of longitudinal nutings which fit in corresponding cavaties 
in the outer shell. The rings are twelve in number and the longitudinal flutings ten. There is a certain 
analogy between this new projectile and the double shell, only the fracture of the inner shell is rendered 
more complete by its division into rings. Rotation is given in the same manner as with the projectiles 
previously experimented with by the Austrian artillery—that is, four bands of copper wire.

Experiments in bursting shells in pits gave the following mean results:

j DOUBLE SHELLS, UCUATIUB SKILLS.

Total . ...................

M>

19

77

135

The weight of the large pieces was more than 8J ounces, of the mean 6j[ ounces, and the small 
of an ounce.

RUSSIAN ARTILLERY.

LAVROFF BEOKZE HEAVY 4-PDR. GUH, NOW ON TBIAL. 
(See Plate.)

The first investigations that were undertaken in Russia with the view of increasing the length of 
the trajectory date back even to the adoption of breech-loading guns in this country.

At first, in 1807, a bronze gun was experimented on weighing 1150 pounds, and throwing a shell 
of 12 pounds 10 ounces, with a charge of one-fourth. It gave a velocity of 1338 feet. The firing of 
this piece was notably superior in accuracy and flatness of trajectory to both the 4 and 9-pdrs. However, 
in the hope of obtaining still more satisfactory results, in 1870 an entirely different course was taken, 
and, following the example of Prussia, the trial of steel-banded guns was commenced. These new 
guns, made part at Aboukoff and part at Perm, were of the same dimensions and weights as the 
bronze guns just referred to. In order to diminish the strain produced by the charge, a powder of 0".2 
to 0".3 size of grain, and having a density of 1.72, was substituted for the ordinary powder. The 
charge was 4 Ibs. 14 oz., and gave a velocity of 1702 feet to a shell weighing 12 Ibs. 10 oz. The gun had 
great power, but the accuracy of fire was not so remarkable. This last circnmstance resulted from the 
fact that the projectiles were not guided with the necessary steadiness in the bore by the leaden jacket, 
which was too weak to resist the violent effects of the charge that was used.

As the relative weight of the projectile to the gun appeared to be too small the trials were suspended, 
and in the meantime great progress having been made in the manufacture of bronze, the committee 
agreed upon the outline of a new heavy 4-pdr., which was to be made of this metal and weigh 1082 Ibs.

The bronze, which is cast in an iron mould, is compressed while in a fluid state, and is hardened 
after it has become polid.*

Some of the trial guns have helicoidal grooves, which make one turn in from 50 to 60 calibres; 
others have parabolic grooves, which make at the muzzle one turn in 45 calibres. The shells for the 
first have either a leaden jacket or copper bands; for the latter all of the projectiles are provided near 
the base with a band of copper (intended to give the rotation,) and a ring of the same metal on the 
front part a little less in diameter than the bore, and serving only to centre the shell in the bore. 
Ordinary and double shells are both used; the latter will be adopted if they do not prove inferior to 
ordinary shells in firing against masonry.

The new piece will be issued to mounted batteries with the 9-pdr. gun, and the 4-pdr. will be 
reserved for field artillery.

•The hardening is effected by means of mandrels which are forced through the bore.
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DntKHsions AND WMOHTS.

Weight of the piece............. ..................................... .............its...

4-pdr.

3.42
787
00

1104

USlgrs.

28

ol/

Ql /

BKONZE.

S-pdr.

4.2
1371

66
1-9

1059
60

2* IbB. BI* oz.
(1898 grs., or)
\ *X »«• j

27

7

4-pdr., Heavy.

3.42
11W2

83
1-4

1658

13J4 Ibs.
f 1543 grs., or")
t 3^oz. |

50

nli'

SX

[ First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHiHaxoir, April 10,1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved: 

APRIL 11, 1876.

ALPHONSO TAFT,
Secretary of War.
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MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER.

BENICIA ARSENAL, CAL.,
March 20, 1876. 

SIR-.
I have the honor to forward herewith a report upon the manufacture of leather upon the Pacific 

Coast. In the course of ray duties here, I have been been called upon to inspect different kinds of 
leather used by the Ordnance Department for purposes of fabrication and for issue.

In searching for definite information as to how this should be done, in order to make it an intelligent 
inspection, I was met by a general kind of information, too indefinite and intangible to be satisfactory.

The proximity of a tannery enabled me to study the manufacture of leather in all it* details.
To this report is appended a glossary of operations and of technical terms.

Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
D. A. LYLE,

Lieutenant of Ordnance. 
To the CUIEF OF OKDNANCE, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

THE MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

The chemical combination of elastin and gelatine, the two principal constituents of the skins of 
animals, with tannin or tannie acid, forms leather.

Elastin, or ,the horny matter of the skin, is the most important constituent, and is "perfectly 
insoluble in cold or boiling water; also, in ammonia, acetic acid or alcohol." Tannie acid is the only 
acid which gives a precipitate with the neutral solution.

(felattiie.—This substance is generated from the cellular tissue by the action of hot water.
"With tannie acid or infusion of nut-galls gelatine gives a copious, whitish, curdy precipitate, 

which coheres on stirring to an elastic mass quite insoluble in water, and incapable of putrefaction. 
Tunnic acid is the only acid that gives a precipitate with a solution of gelatine. It does so even when 
the solution is exceedingly dilute."

Tannie Acids or Tannins.—" These substances constitute the astringent principles of plants, and 
are widely diffused in one form or other through the vegetable kingdom. Tannin is a slightly 
yellowish, friable, porous mass, having no tendency to crystallization. Jt is very soluble in water, 
less so in alcohol, and very slightly soluble in ether. It reddens litmus, and possesses a pure astringent 
taste, without bitterness."

Dilute tannie acids are used for tanning purposes, and ate simply infusions of ground oak-baik, 
hemlock-bark, sumach, valonia, or some other astringent vegetable matter.

The Principle of Tanning.—This may be stated as follow*: Take th« skin of an animal, remove 
from it the hair, fat, loose flesh and other impurities, and immerse it in a dilute «olntion of tannie acid; 
the cellular and elastic tissues will gradually combine with that substance, &* it penetrates toward the 
interior, and will form a compound perfectly Insoluble, and which will completely resist putrefaction; 
this compound is leather.
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The hides tanned on this coast are generally divided into two classes, "slaughtered" hides, or those 

fresh from the abattoirs, and "salted" hides, or those which have bean salted in order to preserve them 
from putrefaction until they reach the hands of the tanner. Very few dry hides are tanned here. It 
is said that the "slaughtered" and "salted" hides make better and smoother leather than dry ones, 
and are more easily and quickly tanned. Tanners here also state, that the leather they make from dry 
hides is inferior to that made from the same stock in the Eastern States, but that the leather made from 
wet hides on this coast is superior to the corresponding Eastern manufacture. The process of preparing 
leather from the crude skin—as practiced by tanners on the Pacific Coast—comprises three departments, 
which are almost entirely distinct from one another, viz:

I 1. The beam-honse; 
The operations of............................. j 2. The tannery;

I 3. The currying-shop.

1,—THE BEAM-HOUSE.
The green and salted hides are brought here first, and are put to soak in vats filled with soft water 

for about three days, to soften them and to dissolve and remove the salt. The hides thus freshened 
are placed in vats (T X 8' X 5' = size) containing milk of lime,(i. e., quick-lime, slightly air-slacked 
-f- water,) where they remain about nine days. They are then taken from the lime vats, cut in halves 
and "beamed," which operation consists in removing the hair, adhering flesh, earth, &c., with the 
fleshing-knife. The beam of the beam-house differs from that of the currying-shop, as will be seen 
hereafter. It is made of thick planks, is semi-cylindrical in shape, with its axis making an angle of 
about 45° with the floor; the convex side is uppermost, and the higher end, against which the workman 
holds the skin by pressing against it with his body and legs while he manipulates it, is furthest from 
the vats. After being scraped and fleshed upon this beam the skins are trimmed. The refuse trimmed 
off is barreled and sold to the glue factories for glue stock, and the hair is washed, dried, sacked and 
sold for the plasterer's use. The horns and tails are removed by the slaughterer. The hides are here 
divided into three classes: 1st, for sole leather—this comprises the heaviest, thickest and best hides; 
2d, for harness leather—these hides are selected for their size, uniform thickness, and freedom from 
" brand marks," gashes and holes; 3d, for light leather—all those not included in the two former classes.

The skins intended for harness and light leather are next milled in clean soft water for about fifteen 
minutes to remove the lime and to sol'ten them. They are then bated in a strong solution of hen 
manure. This lixivium, or bate, is made by putting one bushel of hen manure in vats half filled with 
cold soft water. The manure vats are 8' X 5' X 4J-', and will contain one hundred sides. These vats 
are cleaned and fresh liquor put in once in two months. In moderately warm weather the sides are 
left in these for one or two days; in cool weather more time is required. On removal from the manure 
vats the sides are washed, stoned and worked over (scraped on both sides) very carefully on the beam, 
and all short hairs (new growth,) earth and lime removed, leaving the skins soft, pliant and ready for 
the absorption of the tanning principle. Sole leather is never either milled or bated, but is washed 
and stoned. Cold water only is used in the beam-house.

This ends the beam-house work.

2.—THE TANNERY.
Tanning—The sides, when brought from the beam-house to the tannery, are first placed in tho 

stringers (or vats, 9' X 8' X 5',) and so tied up as to hang lengthwise in the pits. Seventy sides are put 
in each vat. There they hang in a weak ooze or infusion of oak-bark for seven days. They are then 
handled daily for about five days more. Handling is taking them out into the air, smoothing them out, 
sometimes rubbing them to remove ridges and wrinkles, and returning them to their former position in 
the stringers. Each day that they are handled the strength of the infusion is increased a little.

Layers.—They are now ready to be put in the layers or lay-aways, so called because here the sides 
are laid away for some time. There are four of these large vats, designated as the first, second, third 
and fourth layers.

First Layer.—The mode of doing this is as follows: First, if the vats be empty, a thin'stratum of 
ground oak-bark is spread over the bottom of the vat, upon this a skin is laid flat, with tho flesh-side 
down, and covered with a layer of ground bark, upon which a second skin is placed, and so on, until 
the vat is filled. A thick stratum of oak-bark is spread over the top and a weak tan-liquor is pumped 
in till the pit is" full. Second, if the vat already contains the ooze, a stratum of dry pulverized bark is 
strewn upon the surface of the liquor, a side placed upon this, then a second layer of bark and another 
side, and so on, alternating until the vat is filled; the whole sinking slowly in the liquor as the weight 
is superadded. If the mass does not sink readily, it is trodden down by the feet of the workmen. The 
flesh-side is always placed downward to avoid scratching the grain when removing from the vat with 
the hook. The sides remain in the first layer about eight days.

Up to this point the operations pursued with the three classes, (sole, harness and light leather,) 
have been identical; but from this stage they are somewhat divergent, and will be treated separately.

I.—SOLE LEATHER.
Second Layer.—The sides intended for sole leather, upon being removed from the first layer, are 

put down in same manner in the second layer, but with a strong infusion of bark liquor, where they 
are left for eighteen days, and then taken out.
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Third Layer.—They are placed in third layer as in preceding layers, except that here they are 
subjected to the action of a very strong liquor, and remain for twenty-five days.

Ftwrth Layer.—The position of the sides in this layer is the same as in the others, but the vat 
contains the strongest liquor that can be made, to which is added a solution, made by boiling together 
gambier and valonia in water for an hour, (proportions: 1 Ib. gambier—|- 1 Ib. valonia to each side 
of leather.) In this decoction the sides remain four weeks. They are then taken out, and the tanning 
is completed.

II.—HABITESS LEATHER.

The process of tanning harness leather is the same as for sole leather until the sides are taken out 
of the first layer. From this stage those sides intended for harness leather are treated separately.

Second Layer.—In this the sides are stratified in medium liquor, and remains eighteen days.
Third Layer.—Then they are put down in the third layer in strong tan-liquor for twenty-five 

days, after which they are taken out, and the tanning is finished.

III.—LIQHT LEATHER.

All sides intended for light leather, on coming out of the first layer, are skived, split and shaved. 
By these operations the unfinished leather is hardened. It is next milled in weak tan-liquor for about 
fifteen minutes, to soften and render it porous enough to imbibe the tannin from the ooze, and it is put 
in the handlers with a strong liquor for ten days. It is now fully tanned.

3.—THE CUEBYING-SHOP. 

I.—SOLE. LEATHER CTJKRYIFQ.
After tanning, the Bole leather is soaked in a weak solution of tan liquor for twenty-four hours, 

the object being to take out of the surface of the sides a little of the strong tanning material previously 
absorbed in the vats of the fourth layer, thus rendering them of a lighter appearance. (Upon this light 
color depends the selling quality of the leather, buyers preferring light, bright-tinted sides.) After this 
the sides are taken out and washed with soft water, vigorously applied with split or bamboo brooms, 
and are then piled up for two days under cover to allow the water to drain off. It is necessary, in 
order to preserve the light appearance of the leather, that it be kept in a close, dark room and free 
from currents of air, as the slightest wind impinging upon it after coming out of the tan vats turns it 
to a deep brown color.

The sides are next treated to a coat of polar oil, applied with a brush or swab, and are hung up to 
dry in a cold, dark, close room for eight days. When dry they are taken down, sprinkled with water, 
and piled in the rolling room for twenty-four hours. The sides are then rolled under great pressure 
by a brass roller driven by steam-power, after which they are again hung up for twelve hours to dry. 
When dry they are taken down, and either the weight is stamped upon each side, or they are put up 
in rolls of ten sides each and the total weight stamped upon the rolls. The time occupied in preparing 
sole leather for market is 117 days from the date that the green hides entered the beam-house.

II —HARXESS LEATHER CURHYIHS.
After tanning, the sides for harness leather are half dried to enable them to be worked easily. 

They are skived, and afterwards milled in an aqueous solution of sumach for about twenty minutes. 
One pound of sumach to each side of leather is used in this solution. The sides are then scoured, 
slicked and stoned on the grain side, and scoured and slicked on the flesh side, to remove superfluous 
moisture, glutinous substances and to stretch them. After these operations have been performed the 
leather is half dried, stretched and set by the vigorous use of the slicker upon the scouring table, with 
the grain side down. It is now stuffed with a mixture of neat's-foot oil and tallow, (proportions, J 
tallow -f- § neat's-foot oil,) applied with a stiff hair brush to the flesh side, and hung up for a week 
to dry.

Staining.—The sides are taken down and stained on the grain side with a solution of logwood and 
sal soda, (proportions for 100 sides = 10 pounds sal soda -f 15 pounds logwood + water,) applied with 
a hair brush.

Blacking.—They are also blacked on the grain side with a decoction of iron rust and vinegar, put 
on with a hair brush, after which they are rubbed with hard tallow to give a polished appearance when 
finished. The currier then sets the sides on the table with the stock-stone, removes moisture and tallow 
with a steel slicker, and glasses them over with a plate-glass slicker to smooth them and to produce a 
fine grain. They are next treated with a coat of hot stuffing, (J neat's-foot oil -f- 'i tallow,) applied 
with a swab made of lamp wicking. The leather is now ready to be hung up in the drying-room, 
where it remains thirty-six hours, when it is taken down, slicker-whitened on flesh side, trimmed, the 
grease slicked off the grain side, then rubbed with a dry brush to improve the grain, and finally the 
grain side is given a smooth finish by polishing it off with a woolen cloth.

III.—LIQHT LEATHEB CURRYING.

a. Bridle Leather.—This is split to required thickness in the splitting machine, and then curried 
and finished in the same manner as harness leather.
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b. Collar Leather.— This variety of leather is split, and undergoes the same operations as harness 

leather, except that it is stuffed with rosin oil, and is not so carefully finished.
e. Buff Leather.—-This is very light, and made to imitate calfskin. On being taken from the first 

layer it is split, shaved carefully, brushed well with water and returned to the tan-vats for about ten 
days. When taken out it is treated the same as harness and bridle leather, until the process of buffing 
is reached; that is, the leather is scoured, dried for one and one-half hours, dampened, set on a table, 
slicked, stuffed with neats'-foot oil, dried and the grease removed by the slicking machine. The grain 
is buffed off the skin until it is very thin; it is then trimmed and blacked in the same manner as for 
harness leather. Then a thin layer of neat's-foot oil is spread on the table, and the leather set on this 
with a glass slicker, flesh side down. This stretches and smooths it, after which it is hung up to dry 
for twenty houra, taken down and oiled on the flesh side. The object of this being to render the 
leather supple and to make it break up finely (fold easily) as possible. It is next bruised on the flesh 
side with a graining board to soften and render it more pliable, then it is smoothed off with a slicker 
to remove oil and other impurities.

Sizing.—The leather is now coated with a paste made of flour, soap, beeswax, linseed oil and water. 
Curriers differ somewhat in the proportions of these ingredients. A good size is made as follows: 2 
gals, paste = 1 qt. flour + J Ib. soap, either brown or castile + 2 oz. beeswax -f 1 pt. linseed oil + 
sufficient water to make the paste of proper consistency. This preparation is applied to the grain side 
with a sponge. It is then glassed till smooth, and treated with a mixture of gum shellac and paste, 
(proportions, 1 gal. gum shellac in thin solution -f- 1 qt. of the above-mentioned sizing;) this is rubbed 
on with a sponge as before. The leather is now hung up in a drying-room heated by steam-pipes, in 
order to dry the gum coating.

d. Grain Leather.—This ia split, scoured and hung out in the open air until nearly dry, when it 
ia run through a pebbling machine, which stamps a fine grain on the grain side. It is then stuffed on 
the flesh side with a mixture of $ polar oil and ^ tallow, hung up, dried for two or three days, and then 
blackened same as harness leather. Each side is now passed through the slicking machine to remove 
grease and the grain raised with the graining board. It is then set on a marble or hard-wood table, 
grain side down, and swabbed with a coat of neat's-foot oil; after which it is hung up to dry for about 
twelve hours, taken down and boarded two ways (diagonally) on the grain side, turned and boarded 
on flesh side to make it pliable, slicked to remove all black spots, turned again and boarded lengthwise 
up and down the gram side, and finished with a coat of gum shellac to give a polish.

e. Wax Leather.—The preparation of this leather is the same as that of buff leather until the 
process of stuffing is reached. Then fifteen sides are put in the mill, together with a quantity of grease, 
at the rate of 2 Ibs. to each side, (proportions, f neat's-foot oil -|- J tallow,) and milled for twenty-five 
minutes; then they are set on a table with a little neat's-foot oil. A coating of the same oil is applied to 
the grain side, and the sides are hung up to dry for two days, more or less depending upon the weather. 
After drying they are whitened, stoned on grain side in the jack, trimmed and boarded two ways at 
right angles to each other. They are now ready for blacking. A coating, composed of J Ib. lamp 
black -f- 5 gals, soft soap, is applied to the flesh side with a brush; the sides are then glassed in the 
jack and sized by putting on a paste with a sponge, (same paste as used for buff leather,) then hung 
up for seven or eight days. When dry they are glassed on the flesh side and finished with a coat of 
paste and gum, as prescribed for buff leather. In wax leather, it should be observed that a body of 
black is laid on and rubbed into the flesh side, while in grain leather the black is merely a stain on the 
grain side.

/. Polish Leather, or Polish PMle.—This variety is made to imitate goatskin, and is split, 
scoured and manipulated in the same manner as grain leather up to and including the operation of 
stuffing. It is then set on a table without oil, which stretches and renders it smooth, dried for twenty- 
four hours, blacked the same as harness leather, after which it is run through a fine pebbling machine 
to make the grain as small as possible. A coating of blood and harness blacking (proportions, J 
blood + | blacking) is put on to give it a good polish; it is then dried for twelve hours, boarded two 
ways (at right angles,) passed under the jack, where it is polished with a lignnm-vitae slicker, receiving 
a pressure of about two hundred and fifty pounds in this machine. Six minutes suffice to polish a side. 
After this it receives another coat of blood and blacking, is dried, boarded two ways (at right angles,) 
bruised on flesh and polished. Lastly, a thin coating of linseed oil is applied to the grain side, which 
deadens the glossy appearance and gives the surface a more uniform polish.

g. Oil Pebble Leather.—This variety is treated in the same manner aa polish leather, except that 
it is stuffed with neat's-foot oil alone. It is then pebbled in machine (jack,) boarded by hand to 
improve the grain, set on the table with a little oil in order to smooth and stretch it, dried, and again 
grained by hand. Finally, the leather receives a coat of " French finish," (a compound of glue, blood 
and ammonia.) Some curriers coat only with warm oil.

h. Trunk Leather.—This leather is split, scoured, dried and set on a table with a stone and slicker, 
a little oil being used. It is hung up and dried for two days, then stoned on the flesh side in the jack 
to remove the oil and to give it an uniform color. The leather is now polished on the grain side with 
a lignum-vitae slicker, the object being to give it a light reddish appearance.

i. Splits.—These are the thin pieces shaved from the flesh side of all "light leathers" by the 
splitting machine. Having a market value, they are prepared for sale as follows: They are milled in 
weak tan liquor for fifteen minutes to break up the hard, gristly grain and to soften them, then placed 
in vats containing strong bark liquor for three weeks, taken out, washed and hung upon poles until 
dry enough to be split by the machine. The thickness of the splits is governed by the buyer's order.
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After splitting they are milled aa before, and replaced in the tanning yats for three or four days. They 
are milled for the third time for fifteen minutes in a solution of hotgambier, (proportions, 2 oz. gambier 
to each split + 15 gals, soft water.) After this process they are scoured on grain side, slicked off, 
stuffed with polar oil, partially dried, the oil slicked off, whitened, trimmed and treated with a coat of 
thin sizing on the flesh side. The size is that used for buff leather, except that the water is replaced by 
a solution of quercitron bark and alum, (proportions, solution = 1 Ib. alum to 10 gals, strong decoction 
of quercitron bark.) This givea a yellow color. The splits are next blacked and sized on the grain 
side, (same blacking and sizing used as for wax leather,) and hung up to dry for twelve hours, then 
glassed on both sides with the glaasing-jack, laid on a table and treated to a coat of neat's-foot oil on 
the flesh side. After the oil is absorbed, they are finished with an application of gum shellac and 
paste, the same as that used for buff leather.

j. Mixed Leather.—In this division of light leather are included all those which require some 
peculiar treatment in tanning.

Skirling.—This variety receives the same treatment as harness leather up to and including scouring, 
after which the sides are dipped in vats containing an aqueous solution of sumach, (proportions, | Ib. 
sumach to each side of leather -f- water,) which is heated by steam until the temperature is raised to the 
proper height. In this solution they are handled twice, remaining in the vats the first time about ten 
minutes, and the second time about half an hour; they are then put down in the same solution and 
left over night; when removed they present a very light color, which is preserved by drying slowly in 
a dark place. Dampening them occasionally with water causes them to dry more uniformly. A 
saturated solution of oxalic acid, to which is added a small quantity of sulphuric acid, is applied to 
give them a still lighter color. Then they are set on the table with a very little oil, and dried slowly 
in a dark place for about eight days, taken down, trimmed and rubbed over with a cloth. The action 
of the sulphuric acid thickens the leather, but does not improve it.

Latigo'Leather.—The thinest hides are selected for this variety in the beam-house, where they are 
treated in the same manner as harness leather, except that they are bated more. In tanning, the sides 
are put in a vat containing a solution of 1 Ib. alum -j- J Ib. cntch — £ Ib. salt to each pide, and remain 
eight days. The sides are now dried on poles, dampened, and then stuffed in the mill with 1$ Ibs. 
stuffing to each side, (proportions stuffiing = $ polar oil -j- J tallow,) remaining twenty minutes. After 
this they are set on the grain side with a stock-stone, given a coat of neat's-foot oil, and hung up to 
dry. The drying must be done as quickly as possible, and should not extend beyond forty-eight hours, 
in order to prevent the salt coming to the surface. When dry they are trimmed, stoned on the flesh 
side in the jack, and boarded two ways diagonally.

Lace Leather.-—This leather is tanned in the same manner as latigo leather, but, instead of being 
stuffed, it is stoned out on a table to make the grain smooth and buffed on a beam with a currier's knife. 
It is then stuffed in the mill with about 1 Ib. cold neat's-foot oil to each side, taken out. slicked and 
dried. It dries quickly, the grain being buffed off allows the air to permeate it readily. When dry 
it is trimmed and soft-boarded to make it pliable, treated with a coat of hot tallow applied on grain 
side. Thia application still further softens it, prevents the salt from coming out, and gives it the 
appearance of being oil-tanned Lace leather is often called alum leather.

Bellows Leather.—The sides for this variety are put in a weak ooze in the stringers for about two 
weeks, taken out, washed, partially dried and split in the splitting machine. They are then milled in 
alum liquor for fifteen minutes to break up the grain and gristle, put down in the alum vat for two or 
three days, taken out and treated in the same manner as lace or alum leather, except that less grease 
is used; and, lastly, they are trimmed, stoned in the jack, boarded two ways (diagonally,) and bruised 
on the flesh side to make them pliable. But little oil should remain in the sides when finished, else 
they will soon rot.

Belting, or-Belting Leather.—This variety is usually tanned to order, and for it the largest hides 
are selected. They are prepared, tanned and curried in the same manner as harness leather, except 
that on coming out of the first layer they are trimmed, cutting off the cheeks, shanks and bellies. 
These pieces or trimmings are tanned separately, receiving the same treatment as sole leather, except 
that only..one-half the time is occupied in tanning. When finished, they are known to the trade as 
"offal," and are used for the insoles of shoes. The parts used for belting are dried, cut into strips of 
the required size, soaked in water until quite pliable, placed in a stretching machine and subjected to a 
tensile strain, varying according to the width of the strips. About 2,500 Ibs. tensile force is applied 
to a belt 10" wide.

Calfskins.—In the beam-house these receive the same treatment as light leather. They are 
tanned in medium liquor, and in the handlers only, remaining about two weeks, as they are too thin to 
put in the layers. When taken out they are skived, atid, if necessary, the thick parts are passed 
through the splitting machine. After this they are put in weak liquor for two weeks, taken out, 
milled in a solution of sumach, (J Ib. snmach to each skin,) scoured and dried. Calfskins are always 
stuffed in the mill, as this causes the neat's-foot ,oil and tallow to permeate the skin, while in hand- 
stuffiing the tallow is left on the surface. The skins are next Bet on a table with a stock-stone, coated 
with neat's-foot oil, dried, whitened on flesh side with a steel slicker, trimmed, grain side passed under 
the stoning-jack, boarded two ways, (at right angles,) blacked and finished in the same manner as wax 
leather.

DAVID A. LYLE,
Lieutenant of Ordnance. 

MARCH 1, 1876.
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APPENDIX.

TASKING MATEBIALS.

Oak Bark.—The tannin or tannio acid, used to prepare leather from the skins of animals, is found 
in the bark of the various species of quercus. The hark obtained from the oak tree has long been most 
extensively used for tanning. The bark should be stripped from the tree in the spring, as it then 
contains a much larger quantity of tannin than that taken from the tree at any other time of the year. 
The oak bark used for tanning purposes on the Pacific Coast is obtained from the chestnut oak. The 
principal supply coming from Santa Clara and Mendocino counties, that from Gilroy, in the former 
county, being more highly prized. The best bark is stripped from thrifty trees, about two feet in 
diameter. After stripping, the bark is stacked under cover to dry, for if rained upon a portion of the 
tannin will be washed out and lost. When dry, it is ready for sale. The dry bark is ground in a 
bark-mill, in order that the tannic acid may be more easily extracted when the bark is put in the vats.

India Gambier.— This substance is extracted from the leaves of a species of acacia, a shrub or 
bushy tree, grown from slips or cuttings on plantations in the island of Singapore and on the mainland 
opposite. When these bushes are two or three years old the leaves are stripped off and boiled to 
extract the gambier; this is reduced to the consistency of sirup, and the leaves are raked out and the 
water is evaporated by placing it in pans and exposing it to the heat of the sun. These pans of 
gambier, when dry enough to handle, are cut into cubes, sacked and sent to Singapore, where the 
cubes are pressed into bales, varying from 240 Ibs. to 266 Ibs., covered with mats, and are then ready 
for shipment. Gambier thus prepared is a tough, inspissated mass, with a gritty, gray fracture, and a 
very astringent taste. The shrub exhausts the soil where grown in about five or six years.

Sumach is a plant belonging to the genus rhus.
Sicily Sumach,—The variety known in the market as Sicily sumach is imported from Italy, Sicily 

and the other Italian islands, and is extensively used for the production of bright leathers both by tanners 
and curriers. It is imported in a pulverulent state, in sacks of 120 Ibs. each, and possesses a much 
lighter color than Virginia sumach. It is used on the Pacific Coast chiefly for tanning "skirting," a 
light-colored leather used for making saddle skirts and saddles, and gives great uniformity of color and 
a much softer toning to the leather than oak bark.

American Sumach is indigenous to a belt of country extending from Maryland through Virginia 
and the Carolinas, thence through the northern sections of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and in parts 
of Kentucky, Tennessee; also found in large quantities in New York and Pennsylvania, but the 
northern climate appears too cold to develop the tanning properties of this plant.

Virginia Sumach.—Virginia takes the lead in producing sumach, where great care is taken in 
selecting and grinding it. The gathering season begins about July 1st and ends with the first frost, 
which turns the leaf red, rendering it worthless. The strength is in the leaf and leaf stem. It is sold 
in sacks of 120 Ibs. each, is of a gray color and pulverized, and is much used in tanning calf skins. It 
makes a softer leather than any other tanning material, and is much used in the production of bright 
leathers.

Valonia.—This is the product of the great prickly-cupped oak. This tree grows in Turkey, the 
Morea, the Levant, Italy, and the Italian islands. The acorns with the cups attached are imported in 
sacks of 200 Ibs. each, which are ground in the bark-mill. They are of a yellowish color. The cups 
contain an abundance of tannin.

PMOES OF TAraiire MATERIALS.

	 Coin. 
Oak bark, chestnut oak, from Santa Clara County, California.................... |17.25 per cord.
Oak bark, chestnut oak, from Mendocino County, California..................... 15.25 per cord.
Sumach, Sicily................................................................ $115.00 @ 125.00 per ton.
Sumach, Virginia............................................................ 45.00 @ 90.00 per ton.
Gambier, India................................................................................ 7J per Ib.
Valonia.......................................................................................... 8J per Ib.
Oil, neat's-foot................................................................................. 95 per gal.
Oil, polar, (sperm oil).................................. ..................................... 65 per gal.
Oil, tanner's, (common whale oil)........................................................ 52J per gal.
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PRICES OF LEATHER, How PACKED, AHD OEDIHAET USES.

KINDS OF LEATHER.

3. Bridle.....................
4. Collar.....................

7. Wax........................

6 Polish ....................

11. Splits......................

15. Bellows..................

18| Green hides.........

No. or
SlD£S FES

ROLL.

10

12
20

12

12
12

15

12

(Light)

AVERAGE SELLING PRICE 
IN COIN.

foot.

ORDINARY USES.

Covering trunks and valises.

aparejos, &c.

Making fine boots and shoes.

GLOSSARY.
Abating.—See bating.
Bate Stone.—A scouring stone curved to fit the beam or inclined rest of the beam-house, and used 

to scrape the skins after taking them from the manure vats. (Fig. 23.)
Bating.—Is steeping the hides in a lixivium of hen-manure after coming out of the lime vats. 

This process tends to separate the lime, oil and glutinous matter, and to make the skins pliant, porous 
and ready to imbibe the tanning principle.

Bark-mill.—A mill used for grinding and pulverizing oak-bark, valonia, etc. (Fig. 21.)
Beam.—This consists of a heavy block of wood, upon which the currier stands; into one end is 

mortised or hinged a stiff piece of wood, faced with a piece of light wood, to which is glued a plate of 
mahogany or lignum-vitce. The face of the plate must be a perfect plane to agree with the sdge of the 
currier's knife in shaving. The inclination of the beam depends on the convenience of the operator, 
who holds the leather by pressing it against the beam with his legs and body. (Fig. 18.)

Blacking—(For Harness and Bridle Leather.]—A decoction of iron rust and vinegar, or iron rust 
and sour wine or sour beer, applied to the grain side of the leather after it has been stained. The 
vinegar solution is the best. After this application the leather is said to be blacked on the grain.

Blacking—(For Wax Leather.)—A compound of lampblack and soft soap, laid on flesh side with 
a brush. The skin is now said to be blacked on the flesh, or waxed.

Bloom —A yellowish deposit upon the grain side of a hide or skin derived from the bark used in 
tanning. Its ease of removal depends upon the hardness of the water used by the tanner. The softer 
the water the more readily can the bloom be removed.

Bruising.—Doubling grain side of a hide together, and rubbing it on the flesh with a graining 
board.

Boarding.—Doubling the leather with the flesh sides together, and driving the fold forward and 
drawing it backward by the graining board. It makes the leather supple and raises the grain.

Buffing.—Taking off thin shavings from the grain side with a buffing-slicker until the skin is very 
thin; the object being to make cowhide imitate1 calfskin. The operation is finished by whitening.

Clamp.—A wooden bench-screw, carrying two checks, used to prevent the leather from moving 
during the operation of stoning or slicking. (Fig. 11.)

Clearing Stone.—A fine pebble, used to remove from the currier's knife the scratches made by the 
rub-stone. The Scotch gray and Welsh clearing stones are generally octagonal in form, four inches 
thick and from six to eight inches long.

Cork Arm-board.—A graining-board, made of the outer or dead bark of the cork-oak. It has no 
grooves. (Fig. 5.)

Curriers Knife.—This is a double-edged rectangular knife, about twelve inches in length and five 
inches in width, with a straight handle at one end and a cross handle at the other, the axes of both 
being in the plane of the blade. This knife is the most important tool used by the currier. The blade 
is a plate of steel carefully and peculiarly tempered, and is ground to a straight edge by rubbing it 
forward and backward upon the rub-stone. The scratches left by the latter are removed by rubbing 
on a fine Scotch or Welsh clearing stone, which leaves a wire edge. The edges are then wiped dry and 
oiled. The workman now takes a turning steel, and by rubbing it carefully from end to end the edge
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is gradually turned completely over. To keep it in this condition requires the greatest skill, as it can 
not be used more than a minute without loosing its keenness. To restore this, the point of a small steel 
(finger-steel) is first run along the groove formed by turning the edge over, and then the steel is made 
-to pass along outside the edge. When used, the plane of the knife-blade is held almost perpendicularly 
to the skin. (Fig. 1.)

Dampened—Damped.—To moisten the leather with a wet sponge, in order to make it dry evenly. 
When hides are dry, they must always be dampened previous to skiving or shaving.

Dubbing, or Daubing.—See stuffing.
Finger-steel.—A carefully-prepared instrument uaed for restoring the edge of the currier's knife 

while in use. (Pig. 7.)
Flattening.—Same as shaving, except in some cases the skin after skiving is shaved across, (i. e , 

nearly at right angles to the skiving,) and then flattened by being shaved again in the same direction 
as the skiving.

Flesher—Fleshing Knife.—A long two-handled and somewhat blunt-edged knife, curved to fit the 
sloping rest of the beam-house. Its cross-section is concave downwards. It is used to scrape off the 
hair, scarf skin, loose flesh and cellular tissue. (Figs. 3 and 20.)

Fleshing.—This operation is performed in the beam-house. The hair is scraped off the hide, the 
loose and adherent flesh removed, together with lime and dirt, by a two-handled knife, called the 
flesher, curved to fit the convex surface of the inclined beam.

Flesh Side.—The side of a skin or hide next the animal's flesh.
Glassing.—Smoothing and polishing a side of leather by means of a plate-glass slicker, or a 

glassing jack.
Glassing Jack.—A machine driven by steam-power, to which is fitted a plate-glass slicker, for 

smoothing and polishing leather. (See jack.)
Graining—Consists in giving to the leather a granular appearance upon the grain side, by either 

the graining board or the pebbling machine.
Graining Hoard.—A rectangular piece of wood, with the upper surface a plane; the lower one is 

convex, and fluted with parallel grooves, which run perpendicular to ite length. A leather strap 
attaches it to the hand or arm. The grooves are coarse or fine, as occasion requires.

Grain Side.—The side of a hide or skin from which the hair has been removed.
Handlers.—Same as stringers.
Handling.—Taking the sides out of the vats into the air, smoothing them out and piling them 

together on one side to drain, after which they are returned to the stringers. Each time they are 
handled they are put back into a stronger ooze.

Jack.—The jack is a machine to which may be fitted a steel, glass, or lignum-vite slicker, a 
Walpole scouring stone or a pebbling roller, according as the leather is required to be slicked, smoothed, 
polished, stoned, or pebbled. It performs these operations more quickly and effectively than they can 
be done by hand, and with less expense.

Junk Vat.—This is a large vat, into which is pumped the tan-liquor or ooze which has been 
deprived of a great part of its strength in the layers. This liquor is again utilized by being pumped 
into the stringers, where weak ooze is required.

iMyers—Lay-aways.—These are vats or pits in which the sides are laid away or stratified with 
ground oak bark after coming out of the stringers. The sides are laid flesh down, to prevent the hook 
scratching the grain in taking out. The layers contain the strongest infusions of oak bark.

Liming.—The process of immersing the fresh hides in vats containing milk of lime.
Mill—Is a large wooden drum or cylinder, about eight feet in diameter and four feet in height, 

water-tight, and having large wooden pins projecting radially from the interior concave surface toward 
its horizontal shaft. Near one end of the drum, and exterior to it, is a small iron pinion, whose shaft 
is parallel to the shaft of the cylinder, which engages the cogs upon the circumference of the drum, 
causing it to revolve from eight to twenty times per minute. The pinion shaft is put in motion by a 
belt connected with shafting. The mill is used for stuffing light leather and for various other purposes. 
After stoning, skiving and shaving, the sides are quite hard, and are put in the mill with some tan 
liquor to soften them and to make them porous. In stuffing, a charge of about twenty sides, more or 
less, is put in the mill, with the proper amount of dubbing, and it is then set in motion for fifteen 
or twenty minutes, when the milling is completed. (Fig. 26.)

Moon Knife.—A circular knife, ten or twelve inches in diameter, having around four or five- 
inch hole in the centre to introduce the hands in working it. It is concave, presenting the form of a 
conical zone. The concave part is applied to' the skin. The edge is turned over a little to prevent it 
I'roui entering too far into the leather. It is used for shaving off the coarser fleshy parts of the skin. 
(Fig. 4.)

Ooze.—This is an infusion of oak bark or other tanning material with which the vats are filled for 
tanning leather. The strength of the ooze is usually determined by the astringency of the taste of the 
liquor. The barkometer, (Fig. 9.) a kind of hydrometer, is sometimes used. But little reliance can be 
placed upon its indications, as the ooze contains other soluble ingredients besides tannin, which affect 
its specific gravity.

Pebbling— Is done by passing the side of leather through a pebbling machine, which, by means of a 
metallic roller having its cylindrical surface covered with indented reticulations, stamps a grain upon it.

Pebbling Machine.—Attach a pebbling roller to the jack, and it constitutes this machine.
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Polar Oil.— The best quality of sperm oil.
Polishing-jack.—A machine armed with a lignum-vitse slicker; used for polishing leather when 

considerable pressure is required.
Rolling Mill.—A small brass roller, driven by steam-power and passing over a concave bed covered 

with brass, to which any degree of proximity may be given by a system of compound levers, thus 
giving any desired pressure. It is used for rolling sole leather.

Rosin OH.—Common oil. A compound of melted rosin and linseed oil.
Bub-stone.—A block of sandstone placed on a strong trestle of a convenient height, upon which 

the currier rubs and sharpens his knives and other tools. The upper surface should be a perfect plane. 
Those made of Nova Scotia sandstone are cylindrical, about eight inches in diameter and one foot in 
length.

Scouring on the Flesh.—On being taken out of the water the skins are spread out and set on the 
scouring table by passing a steel slicker over the flesh side, which brings the grain in close contact 
with the table, and, being wet, it adheres to it. A bountiful supply of water is applied and rubbed 
briskly over the flesh side with a stiff brush, whereby the pulpy portions of the surface are scrubbed 
off, and the skin presents a soft, whitened appearance and the pores are opened.

Scouring on the Grain.—The skin is set on a scouring table by a slicker, which stretches it and at 
the same time loosens the bloom. The grain side is kept uppermost, and is smartly brushed with a 
stiff hair brush, using at the same time plenty of water, when the slicker is again used to remove the 
water and loosened bloom. A stock-stone is often used instead of the slicker to loosen the bloom.

Scouring Table.—This is a large, firmly-built table, with a mahogany or bird's-eye-maple top, 
(sometimes the top is of slate or marble;) it is about twelve feet long and four feet wide, so constructed 
that the water used in scouring may pass off readily upon the side opposite to that on which the work 
man is engaged.

Set—Set Out.—To set a side of leather, it is spread upon the table or stone when wet, and is 
smoothed out on it by the vigorous use of the slicker, and, owing to its wet condition, the air is easily 
excluded from under the leather, and it sticks to the table. A thin layer of oil will serve the same 
purpose.

Shaving.—In this operation the currier's knife is often driven from the top to the bottom of the 
beam, thus taking off shaving after shaving, removing all the inequalities left after skiving, and making 
the leather of uniform thickness, also leaving a beautiful smooth face on the flesh side. This operation 
is often called flattening. The shaving or flattening is done almost at right angles to the skiving.

Short-hair Knife.—A keen-edged knife used in the beam-house to remove short hairs (new growth) 
from the hides. (Fig. 8.)

Sizing.—A paste made of flour, soap, beeswax, a little linseed oil and water. It is applied to the 
grain side with a sponge. It fills the pores and serves to give a smooth finish to the leather.

Skiving.—The skin is laid over the beam and the rough fleshy portion is shaved off by the currier 
driving his knife obliquely a few inches at a time, and keeping the right-hand handle of the knife 
slightly in advance of the left-hand one in the downward motion.

Slicker, Steel.—A rectangular piece of steel about five inches long. The edge is also a rectangle, 
and is sharpened upon the rub-stone by grinding it perpendicularly, and then upon each side, 
producing thus two edges (or rather right angles) by which the leather is scraped instead of being cut. 
It is used to remove excess of water, oil, etc., from leather. Its applications are various. It has a 
handle like that of a stock-stone. (Fig. 12.)

Slicker, Glass or Lignum-vilce.—These are similar in form and dimensions to the steel slicker, but 
the blades are made either of thick plate-glass or lignum-vitas. The edges are rounded instead of 
being rectangular. They are chiefly used to smooth out and polish the leather. (Fig. 14.)

Slicker, Buffing.—This has a narrower, longer and very much thinner blade than the others. Its 
edge has an acute-angular, longitudinal groove running along it, thus forming two very keen-cutting 
edges, which are kept in proper condition by the finger-steel. It is used by placing one edge and the 
stock flat upon the leather, the latter being stretched upon the table, and forcibly pushing it forward, 
taking off thin shavings from the grain surface. When one edge is dulled the slicker is turned over 
and the other side used until it loses its edge, when the finger-steel must again be brought into 
requisition. (Fig. 25.)

Slicker, Whitening.—This instrument has almost the same form and dimensions as the buffing- 
elicker, (which see,) but, instead of a reentrant angle along the edge, it has a very narrow, rectangular 
one, whose angles are kept sharp by the finger-steel. (Fig. 25.) See whitening.

Slicking.—For this the slicker is used. The latter scrapes the leather, removing superfluous water 
or grease, and eradicating the marks left by the stock-stone.

Soft-boarding.—Boarding or bruising the leather on the flesh side; it renders the skin very pliant. 
(See bruising.)

Splitting.—This operation consists in reducing the sides of leather to an uniform thickness by 
passing them through the splitting machine. The latter can be adjusted to split the sides to any required 
thickness. It is mainly employed in the preparatipn of thin and light leathers.

Staining.—Applying with a hair brush to the. grain side of leather a solution of logwood, sal soda 
and soft water. It gives a dark color to the leather.

Stock-stone.—A flat rectangular scouring-stone, five or six inches long and half an inch thick, fixed 
in a stock or handle. It is used for scouring, stretching and removing inequalities in the leather. 
(Fig. 13.)
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Stoning—Is forcibly driving the stock-stone over the leather to remove inequalities, stretch it and 

render the grain smooth. The North river and Walpole scouring-stones, or stock-stones, are generally 
used.

Stoning-Jaek.—The jack with the stock-stone attached is called a stoning-jack. It is used for 
stoning and scraping leather.

Stringers—Are large vats in which the skins brought from the beam-house are first placed, and so 
tied up as to hang lengthwise in the vats and parallel to each other. The vats are filled with a weak 
infusion of oak bark.

Stuffing.—A mixture of tallow and neat's-foot oil, or tallow and sperm oil, with which the dampened 
leather is coated. Great care is requisite to give the proper amount of stuffing, as too much is injurious. 
In drying the water evaporates, while the greater part of the oleaginous matter is absorbed, making 
the leather supple, easily manipulated and impervious to water.

Stuffing Brush.—A stiff hair brush used in stuffing leather. (Fig. 24.)
Table Brush.—A soft hair brush used to sweep shavings from the buffing table. (Fig. 19.)
Turning Steel.—A round steel instrument used to turn the edge of the currier's knife. (Fig 6.)
Vat.—A large, rectangular pit used in tanning.
Whitening.—This operation taxes the skill of the currier to the utmost. The leather is laid over the 

beam, and with an extremely fine-edged knife a thin shaving is taken from the flesh side. This may 
also be performed by the whitening slicker. In the latter case the leather is laid on a table, the slicker 
laid fiat upon it, and driven with great force repeatedly down the length of the side, taking off parallel 
and very thin shavings. The edges of these instruments must be ao true that not a scratch shall 
appear upon the surface of the leather.

Worker.—A two-handled, blunt-edged knife, curved to suit the inclined rest of the beam-house, 
and is used to scrape the hides. (Fig. 2.)

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, April 28,1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BFJSET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance,

Approved:
ALPHONSO TAFT,

Secretary of War. 
APRIL 28, 1876.
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THE 80-TON GUN.

[ PAPER from the " Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution," Woolwich, January, 1876, on the 
80-ton Gun, by Major E. MAITLAHB, B. A., Assistant Superintendent Royal Gun Factories.]

The contest carried on for so many years between guns and armor-plates, between attack and 
defence, entered on a new phase in the latter half of 1873. Up to that period the guns had so far 
succeeded in getting the better of their tough antagonists, that many, even of our foremost engineers 
and shipbuilders, began to talk of the advisability of giving up the application of iron plates to ships 
altogether, and to advocate the building of rapidly-moving vessels, unfitted to withstand the attack of 
heavy shell, but furnished with torpedoes and perhaps rams. The Russians, however, were hard at 
work on a ship of tremendous power—the " Peter the Great,"—which was to carry a very powerful 
armament, and to be protected by 20" of iron. The Italians were moving in the same direction, and 
the Germans were laying the foundation of an iron-clad navy, constructed with all the latest improve 
ments. It was certain that we possessed no guns which could pierce 20" of iron, under the most 
favorable circumstances; and if it proved to be practicable to set afloat efficient vessels defended by 
such a mass of metal, there could be no doubt that the ships were getting the better of the artillery.

The Admiralty, at this juncture, proposed a, design for a new turret-ship to carry four guns capable 
of piercing 20" of iron, firmly backed, at 1000 yards; and H.M.S. "Inflexible," now in a forward 
state at Portsmouth, and the 80-ton guns—of which she will carry four—are the results of this 
proposal.

The armor-piercing capability of guns is a question involved in much obscurity. A very great 
number of rounds has been fired at Shoeburyness against targets constructed to represent the sides of 
iron-clads, but no entirely satisfactory data have been established. Major W. H. Noble has put 
forward an empirical formula which appears to give fairly approximate results when the guns are not 
very large and the plates not very thick, and Lieut. English, Pv. E., has published some highly intricate 
calculations of the work required to be done by the shot in penetrating armor. These calculations 
possess great ingenuity, but can scarcely be said, at present, to rest on any but a theoretical basis. The 
same may be said of the methods in use on the Continent, where no experiments at all equal in 
importance or extent to ours have been carried out.

Thus, when the Director of Naval Ordnance applied to the War Office in 1873 for a design for a 
gun which should penetrate 20" of iron, strongly backed, at 1000 yards, he propounded a problem 
whose solution could only be approximately estimated; and the consequence was that opinions were 
extremely conflicting.

Ultimately, it was decided that the gun should weigh about eighty tons, and that the bore should 
be 16". If the proportions hitherto found best in smaller ordnance could be adhered to in this huge 
weapon, the calibre of 16" would be suited by a projectile weighing 1650 Ibs., propelled by a charge 
of somewhere about 300 Ibs. of powder. It was anticipated that a muzzle velocity of not less than 
1400 f.s. could be realized without giving rise to undue strain on the material.

The experience gained by the Committee on Explosives in their experiments with other guns— 
notably with the o8-ton gun—enabled them to speak with some certainty as to the ballistic capabilities 
of the new piece of ordnance proposed. The large-grained slowly-burning powder recently introduced 
was adapted to give high velocity in large calibres, with but low maximum pressures in the bore, 
provided the gun was long enough to permit the shot to realize the benefit of a slow-burning explosive. 
Turret-ships had hitherto possessed the inconvenience of requiring the guns to be so short that, when 
drawn back by the recoil, the muzzle should be a considerable distance within the port-hole. This 
was necessary in order that the men might load the gun inside the turret; and it need scarcely be Raid 
that this defect was regarded by the advocates of breech-loading systems as one of the highest 
importance—as, indeed, it was. Fortunately, at this juncture, a plan of loading outside the turret by 
hydraulic machinery was put forward by the well-known firm of Sir W. G. Armstrong & Co. (It is 
understood thaS..Mr. G. Rendel is the member of the firm specially connected with the proposal.)

It woulS 'be beyond the scope of this paper to enter minutely into the details of the elaborate 
arrangement by which the ammunition, machinery and men are all placed in perfect security under 
the deck outside the turret; it will be enough to explain that directly the guns are fired at the object 
the turret is rapidly revolved till they come to the loading position; that meanwhile the muzzles have 
been depressed, and appear, through a hole in the wall of the turret underneath the deck, opposite the
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hydraulic rammers, which first sponge out the bores, deluging them with water by a special con 
trivance, and then force home the cartridge and projectile, which have at that moment been raised to 
the muzzles by another portion of the machinery. This excellent arrangement has been fitted to one 
of the turrets of the "Thunderer," armed with 38-ton £uns, and has proved, so far, exceedingly efficient. 
Practice makes perfect, even with big guns and hydraulics; and at the trial which was lately carried 
out the time between successive pairs of rounds was soon brought as low as 2 min. 33 sees. I say 
pain of rounds, because both the guns in the turret can be loaded simultaneously, and would usually 
be fired simultaneously. When it is reflected that this was the first attempt, and that it included 
traversing the turret round for some distance, and, indeed, all the conditions of actual warfare that can 
b« obtained during peace, it will, I think, be admitted to promise a great success.

It is intended to fit a similar contrivance to the " Inflexible," the only important difference being 
that the guns will be depressed without being withdrawn from the port-hole, so that the chase of the 
piece while protruding from the turret will reach to a protected situation, at the loading position, under 
the deck. It appears that by the adoption of this method greater speed and safety will be attained for 
muzzle-loaders than has hitherto been achieved for breech-loaders similarly situated; since the great 
weight of the breech-closing apparatus necessitates special appliances, in addition to those employed for 
putting in the shot and cartridge. Length of bore thus no longer offers any difficulty, and the auto 
matically attached gas-checks, which are expanded by the pressure of the charge to completely seal the 
windage, are found to be, if anything, more satisfactory than the lead coating or copper rings of breech- 
loading shell; so that, without specially advocating either system, it certainly eeems to me that some 
of the most powerful arguments for a change in the construction of the English heavy guns are now 
turned the other way.

Since, then, the question of length offered no difficulty, it was decided to make the bore of the 80- 
ton gun 24'—or, in gunners' parlance, 18 calibres—long, the calibre being fixed at 16". A special 
arrangement was devised for putting a strong screw, carrying a shackle, into the cascable, so that the 
gun could be readily lifted, and when in its place could be shortened by the removal of the screw. By 
this means the length of the portion of the gun behind the bottom of the bore was reduced to 33", only 
one inch more than in the far smaller 38-ton guns; the amount saved being, of course, a clear gain 
inside a turret or casemate. The diameter of the breech is 6'.

With our constitutional notions, matters of this magnitude move but slowly; and eager spirits 
sometimes pine for an intelligent despotism, if only they could first catch the intelligent despot. It was 
not till March, 1874, that authority was given for the construction of the 80-ton gun.

The preparation of this vast piece of ordnance—weighing more than twice as much as any 
previously made for service—may be divided into two parts; one being the actual making of the gun, 
the other the enlargement of lathes, the raising of roofs, the strengthening of cranes, bridges, and rail 
ways, with many other alterations which will readily suggest themselves. Besides these important 
points, there remain to be taken into account the projectiles and the carriage, while the powder question 
requires further consideration and experiment.

It will he best to begin with the gun itself. Those familiar with the heavy ordnance of our service 
will have noticed that of late years the thin coils and many-stepped outline belonging to the earlier 
models of the Armstrong system have gradually given place to the bolder curves and massive coils of 
what is known as the "Fraser" construction. The change has resulted in greater strength, endurance 
and economy; and, as will be seen later on, these qualities, as far as yet tested, have been amply 
realized in the 80-ton gun.

. The interior of the gun is formed by a solid-ended steel tube, procured from Messrs. Firth, of 
Sheffield. The manufacture of these tubes is, to a certain extent, a speciality. Without entering into 
the various controversies always going on regarding steel, it may certainly be affirmed that no other 
firm in England has succeeded, up to the present time, in turning out the magnificent steel blocks 
required for our manufacture. That for the 80-ton gun weighed 16J tons, and no flaws can be detected 
in it. The material used is entirely that known as Crucible steel, being melted in about 240 small 
crucibles, whose contents are run into a large mould. The process is very expensive and eminently 
unscientific—having, indeed, nothing to recommend it but its success. This quality has, however, 
undoubtedly been attained by Messrs. Firth.

It is not requisite for me to describe minutely the details of the manufacture of our ordnance; I 
will merely indicate the successive processes of building up the 80-ton gun. Over the rear end of the 
steel tube is shrunk a very powerful coil, called the breech-piece. This is made of a single bar, 12" 
thick from inside to outside, hammered, rolled, and coiled—forming a cardinal point in the mode of 
construction. The cascable is next screwed in, so as to abut firmly against the solid end of the tube, 
and the B coils are then shrunk on into their places. The ponderous Ccoil, carrying the trunnions, 
comes last, and is in truth a marvellous piece of forging. It was made of two coils—one outside the 
other—and was 18" thick. These coils were welded together under the 40-ton hammer. It should be 
stated that, in order to obtain greater certainty of soundness and ease of manipulation, both the breech- 
piece and the C coil were made in two pieces, which were welded together, end to end; care being 
taken that the weld of the breech-piece was not inconveniently near that of the C coil.

The sketch appended gives a clear idea of the successive processes, and the Table A shows the 
weights of the forgings, both in the rough and after finishing. It will be noticed that the total amount 
of iron used ia twice that of the gun. This waste is due to the necessity for turning off the surfaces 
and ends of the coils, so as to obtain a fine clear metal, free from flaws. The metal turned off is, of 
course, used again.
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TABLE A.—Detail of Weight of Material for 80-ton M. L. R. Oun.

NAME OF PIECE. i SIZE OF BARS.

Breech piece...... ....... J 12 X 10 X S^
(11 X 10 X &A

[8^X6^X5%

{8% X 6% X 5?4
, f S *A X 6^ X 5%

2 £ coil..................... | 7^ X 6^ X 5H
.17 X6 X5

f 7K X 6 X 3%

Cecil........................ J 8K X 6^ X Bjf

LENGTH or 
Bias.

60
150

86

192
30

31
60
40
40

173
173
300

WEIGH

Tons.

7
21

6
6

14
2

t
4
Q

1

12

32

T OF

Cut

10
18

9

8
5

16
a

12

19
19
0

BASS.

g™.

:}j"}
oj

2 ]
y 1

J
2]

1

«J

OF

Tons.
16

29

1

27

i 67

164

WEIGHT 
IKON Us 
IN Gun.

Cwt.

1

5

1

0

19

16

ED

Qr*.

0

0

1

! -Fis 
WEIGHT

j or

Tons. (
; 7
; n

4

3

i

T4

81

IBHED
or Pj 

Gen.

a»t

10

6

ti

LBT8

Qr*

0

0

0

0

The now well-known principle of shrinking on the successive layers affords very great additional 
strength to the system, since by its aid the strain of the discharge is transmitted to the very exterior of 
the gun, which thus adds its quota to the resistance. The efficacy of the shrinking process is well 
shown by the measurements taken of the interior of the gun during manufacture. Thus the shrinkage 
of the powerful coiled breech-piece caused the bore to contract 0// .020, and the compression of the 
massive outer coil carrying the trunnions was so great that it was transmitted through the breech- 
piece, and caused a further contraction of 0".023 in the bore.

The shrinkage was so adjusted that the maximum contraction (0".043) took place at a point 32" 
from the end of the bore, and gradually died away in each direction toward breech and muzzle. Thus 
the pressure of the gas—which is greatest in the powder-chamber and for a short distance in front of 
the base of the shot—was directly transmitted to the outer or G coil, the great strength and thickness 
of which form an important point in the system. It often happens, on firing a new gun, that the 
shock of discharge permits the atoms of the material to shake themselves, as it were, and to settle down 
more comfortably. This sometimes results in the shrinkage of the outer coils taking increased effect on 
the steel tube; but more usually the steel tube fits its exterior better to the interior of the coils, or 
perhaps slightly compresses their nearest particles, so that a small expansion ensues. Before enume 
rating and describing the experiments made with the 80-ton gun, it will be convenient to finish this 
part of the subject, and to draw attention to the table (B) of measurements here given.

TABLE B.—Showing Horizontal Measurements of the Sore of the 80-ton Oun.

INCHES FEOM a 
MUZZLE. S™

196.......................
202.......................!
208.......................
214.......................

232..... ..........
238 .
244.. ....................

266.......................
262........... .......

yjA

BEFORE ArrEfi 
INKING ON SHRINKING ON
TEK Coll.. OtXEK COIL.

Inches. Inches. 
14.498 14.498 
14.498 14.498 
14.498 14.495 
14.498 14.494 
14.499 i 14.496 
14.499 14.494 
14.499 14.490

14.500 14.488 
14.500 ! 14.482 
14.499 14.480 
14.499 14.476 
14.499 14.476 
14.500 14.480 
14.600 14.483 
14.495 14.481

AJFTEB FIEING 
21 ROUNDS, j

!
Inches. 
14.498 
14.498 
14.494 
14.493 
14.494 
14.492 
14.490

14.489 
14.484 
14.481 
14.480 
14.478 
14.481 
14.484 
14.481

! Inches.
\
. Contraction. 
I .001 
| .001 

.001 
| .002 
! Nil. 

Expansion.
; .001

.002 

.001 

.004 

.002
: .001
\ .001

1 Nit

NOTE.—The vertical measurements are almost identical with those given above.
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The figures represent the diameter of the bore at short intervale, taken horizontally, before and after 
Hie shrinking on of the outer or C coil. To the compression given must be added that of the breech-piece, 
which was put on before the interior of the tube was " finish-bored." This compression reached its 
maximum of 0" .02 at from 240" to 270" from the muzzle. The gun, after firing 21 rounds, exhibited, 
as shown by the table, a alight contraction in front of 22G" from the muzzle, and a slight expansion in 
rear of this point, both being BO small that the bore may be paid to be practically unaltered; and thus 
the outer coils retain undiminished their power of promply taking up the strain imposed on the tube.

It may here be remarked that the object of the tube is not so much to afford transverse strength 
as to furnish a good and impenetrable surface. In fact, the Woolwich guns are constructed to stand 
with safety, even if the tube should split.

It will be observed that I have hitherto omitted all reference to the relation between the expected 
strain of the discharge and the thickness of the various layers of metal composing the gun. The fact 
ia that no really trustworty data exist for accurate calculations on this point. The time during which 
the maximum pressure is exerted is exceedingly small, and the rate at which the strain is taken up by 
the coils is altogether unknown, while experiments on masses of size sufficient to give practical results 
would be enormously expensive. Bough calculations do exist, but I confess that I do not put much 
faith in any of them; believing that, aa a plain matter of fact, the real limit to the power that can bo 
got out of a gun of the present construction, when suitable powders and shot are employed, i.ies iu the 
recoil. I mean that we can increase the charge and weight of projectile of our guns, boring them up 
if required, till no carriages can be made to stand the shock, and that therefore a certain weight is 
necessary. It is obvious that, in anything so risky as a gun, such weight as must be carried should 
be so disposed aa to strengthen the piece to the utmost, even though some additional expense should be 
thereby incurred. Ordinary prudence demands this, and hence I do not consider the possession of a 
true theory of the relation between strain and dimensions to be at present of very great practical 
importance, though I fully admit its interest from a scientific point of view.

It was thought desirable, in order to obtain as much information as possible, to bore the SO-tou 
gun to 14J" in the first instance, and to increase the calibre by half-an-inch at a time till the full size 
of 16" should be reached. It is anticipated that, by carrying on experiments at each stage, much 
valuable knowledge relating to the behavior of powder and the manufacture of heavy projectiles will 
be acquired.

The gun was ready, in its 14J" calibre, for firing early in September, 1875, having taken just 
eighteen months to complete. Of this time, several months were occupied by the necessity for enlarging 
various parts of the plant in the Eoyal Gun Factories. The unprecedented size of the bars forming 
the coils entailed much heavy forge work, and the rolling mill then in use was not powerful enough to 
turn out such sections of Iron; the coiling furnace required alteration; the roof of the tempering house, 
where the steel tube is toughened in oil, had to be raised; the hydraulic crane had to be patched up 
to take weights beyond its safe strength; a lathe and boring machine of immense length were obvious 
necessities; the railways, wherever the gun was intended to travel, required strengthening; the bridge 
over the canal was almost reconstructed; while the additions to the Proof Butt " made Ossa like a wart."

The carriage deserves special mention. It was designed to suit the new method of firing heavy 
guns recently introduced at the Eoyal Gun Factories, by which the traveling sleigh forms also the 
firing carriage, and on the discharge of the gun recoils along the rails up a slope arranged so as to 
gradually check the speed, and to enable the gun to run up again of itself to the firing place, where it 
is stopped by powerful breaks. The body of the carriage consists of two vast cheeks, composed chiefly 
of wrought-iron, and fastened together by strong transoms. The trunnions rest on a box containiug 
layers of india-rubber, below and behind, to act as buffers. Two bogies, each having six wheels, (the 
centre ones without flanges,) support this massive framework. Vertical wrought-iron pins, 9" in 
diameter, act as pivots on which the carriage turns in going round curves, and indeed form its sole 
attachment to tiie bogies. Over the axles are more buffers, consisting, as before, of plates of india- 
rubber, -which material is also employed for the same purpose in the driving buffers. The whole mass, 
including bogies, weighs 40 tons; so that when the gun is mounted the rails have to support a load of 
120 tons, distributed over a length of 14}'. Considerable experience had been already gained by the 
Royal Carriage Department in the construction of these running proof sleiglis as used for guns of from 
12 to 38 tons; and it may be at once stated that the new carriage, as far as the trials have at present 
gone, has proved very successful, having sustained the shock of firing without any material damage 
whatever.

The motion of the ponderous mass up the slope after firing *is marvellously steady, and indeed 
graceful. The apparent docility of by far the most powerful piece of ordnance in the world impresses 
the beholder with the idea that it cannot be so very deadly after all; but an inspection of the sand-bank 
at the Butt, where the projectile has cut its way in and tossed the resisting heap to the right and left, 
speedily dispels the illusion.

When the gun is mounted on its carriage and pointed at the velocity screens in front of the Proof 
Butt, the muzzle is about 7' from the ground; a derrick is therefore required to raise the cartridge and 
projectile for loading. This derrick is fixed on a light traveling stage, which runs on the rails, and 
which conveys the shot from the pile to the gun. The gear of the derrick enables one man to raise a 
ton. The cartridges required to feed so large a piece look something like sacks of coal, and their great 
weight and length rendered it necessary to provide a bronze cradle on wheels, which should run over 
a bridge out of the window of the filling room into the ammunition cart. The cradle is then conveyed 
to the traveling loading stage, on to which it runs out under the derrick.
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All the projectiles fired into the Butt are cylinders of cast-iron, studded in the usual manner to 

suit the rifling. In the case of the 80-ton gun in its 14|" calibre each cylinder weighed 1260 Ibs., 
inclusive of the gas-check. This important adjunct consists of a stout copper ring, flanged round the 
rim, and is applied at the base of the projectile, so that the pressure of the gas drives the flanged rim 
out against the surface of the bore, sealing the windage completely. These gas-checks were secured to 
the shot by a strong screw in the middle—a method of fastening which will probably be superseded by 
a more convenient automatic attachment.

In the centre of the screw fastening on the gas-check is placed a crusher-gauge, to register the 
maximum pressure of the gas on the base of the shot.' There is fortunately no occasion for me to 
describe the scientific instruments used to determine pressures and velocities, since a paper on these 
subjects is being prepared for the present issue by one specially qualified for the task (Capt. C. Jones, 
R.A.;) and therefore I merely refer those unacquainted with the details of the apparatus to his 
explanations. As previously mentioned, on firing a built-up gun for the first time, a slight readjust 
ment of the parts sometimes takes place; and hence it is always desirable to fire a few rounds before 
piercing the sides for the insertion of crusher-gauges. It is found by experience that the highest 
pressure in a gun is usually encountered at the centre of the bottom of the bore; and it therefore is 
advantageous to possess the means of ascertaining the amount of this pressure, even with guns not 
pierced for gauges. This object has been attained by the use of a copper cup, which fits the end of the 
bore, and which carries, screwed into its base, a crusher-gauge, projecting into the end of the cartridge. 
This gauge gives fairly accurate results, though it is not so trustworthy aa those of the usual form. 
It is liable to be jarred and shaken by the discharge, and thus errors are occasioned—which, however, 
He almost invariably in the direction of excess, and therefore on the side of safety.

The 80-ton gun, when ready for firing in its 14J" calibre, was mounted on its carriage by the 
hydraulic crane in the Eoyal Gun Factories, and was drawn to the Butt by two locomotives—one 
being that in use in the Department, and the other a slightly more powerful one, borrowed from the 
South-Eastern Railway Company; and no great difficulty was experienced in getting it to the firing 
position on the rails at the foot of the recoil slope. The first experiment consisted in firing—to prove 
the gun—six rounds of increasing charges of the powder which had proved suitable to the 38-ton guns, 
and had been adopted for them. Although no holes, except that for the vent, were yet pierced in the 
sides of the piece, still, by means of the gauges in the cup at the bottom of the bore and in the base of 
the shot, sufficient information was obtained to warrant the gradual enlargement of the charges from 
170 Ibs. to 240 Ibs., and the surprising velocity of 1S50 f. a. was realized without exposing the gun to 
any very inordinate strain. On the successful termination of the proof rounds the gun was taken 
back to the factory, examined, and found entirely uninjured. It was then pierced with holes in its 
axis and sides to take seven crusher-gauges, and sent back to the Butt.

Table C (compiled by Capt. Jones) gives full details of all the rounds fired up to the present time 
from the gun, and I will make a few remarks on the form into which Capt. Jones has thrown the 
results. The first five columns speak for themselves: the sixth gives the maximum pressure observed in 
the bore. It will be remarked that except in three rounds—all of which were fired with a very mild 
powder—the greatest strain occurs at A ; that is, on the gauge placed in the axis, in the centre of the 
bottom of the bore. The gauges 1, 2, 3, &c., are placed in the walls of the gun at 1, 2, 3, &c., feet from 
the bottom of the bore; and since the cartridge, when rammed home, takes up a little more or less 
than 3'—according to the charge—the mean pressure in the powder-chamber will be gathered from the 
indications given by the gauges A, 1, 2 and 3. Column 7 is thus formed.
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Before entering upon the information given by a comparison between columns 6 and 7, it will ba 
convenient to describe the powders employed. The ingredients are in the same proportion and mixed 
in the same way as in the L.G., the R.L.G., and the pebble powders used in the service. The 
differences consist in the density and size of grain. With regard to density, though it is found desirable 
in manufacture to vary it according to circumstances, yet in the large cubical powders now in question 
it never falls below 1.75, whereas the L.G. and R.L.G. powders are considerably lighter. Size of 
grain is the true controlling'element, and the three sizes tried in the 80-ton gun rise from cubes of 1J" 
edge, weighing about six to the pound, to cubes whose edge is 2", weighing about five to 2 Ibs.

Powder is not properly so much an explosive, as a substance burning with great rapidity. It 
offers in this respect a marked contrast to gun-cotton, dynamite and other true explosives. If one of 
these agents be detonated, the detonation is immediately carried through the mass, whatever its size, 
and the whole at once turns into gas. Gunpowder, on the other hand, as far as is known at present, 
cannot be detonated; but simply evolves its gaa by burning in layers from the outside to the inside. 
It will be readily understood that a large grain will take longer to burn up and become entirely 
converted into gas than a small one will, and hence the new cubical grains of large size give off their 
gas with deliberation sufficient to permit the shot to move quietly away before excessive pressures can 
be set up.

If a powder is of too violent or rapidly-burning a character, a vibratory or "wave" action will 
be induced in the chamber, and this it is particularly desired to avoid, as it is injurious to material and 
useless toward the production of velocity. The ideal powder would be one which should burn slowly 
and regularly, giving off its gas so as to yield gradually-increasing pressures equal in all parts of the 
powder-chamber at the same time. In other words, the figures in column 6 and column 7 of table C 
should be identical. The greater the difference the less suitable is the powder; though, since perfection 
can never be reached, a slight departure from uniformity must be tolerated if good velocity be obtained.

It was decided by the Committee on Explosives that no charge should be considered admissible 
which gave a mean pressure in the powder-chamber exceeding 25 tons on the square inch; and the 
powder which would give the highest velocity, without exceeding this strain and without departing 
greatly from uniformity of action, would evidently be considered as most suitable to the calibre. An 
inspection of table C will show that, on the whole, the cubes having a 1".7 edge and reworked from 
L.G. powder proved the best. For the full explanation of column 8. I must refer to p. 133 of the 
truly admirable treatise on "Fired Gunpowder," recently published in the "Philosophical Transactions 
of the Eoyal Society," by Capt. A. Noble, of Elswick, and Professor Abel—a treatise which forms a 
distinct step in advance in the science of gunnery. Captain A. Noble there gives most comprehensive 
explanations of the action of gunpowder in the bore of a gun, and shows how to compute the work 
actually performed by the conversion of the solid into gas. This work is calculated by Capt. Jones in 
column 8, and column 9 gives the amount realized, which is obtained from the vis viva of the shot on 
leaving the muzzle. The difference is occasioned by the heating of the gun and projectile, the friction, 
the escape through the vent, and the work done in expanding the gas-check. This last loss, however, 
is far more than compensated by the saving of escape round the projectile. Column 10 gives the 
amount of work got out of every pound of powder. The greater the disproportion between the weights 
of cartridge and shot, other things being equal, the more work will be obtained from each pound of the 
charge. Column 11 gives the ratio of pressure to work realized. In considering this column it must 
be borne in mind specially that the relation will be represented by an ascending curve—that is, that 
as the velocity increases, a greater increment of pressure is required to produce a constant increment 
of velocity.

Column 12 gives the percentage of theoretic effect actually realized, being the ratio between columns 
8 and 9. Column 13 is the energy (= J vis viva) of the shot on leaving the gun, and is of course 
identical with the work realized; while column 14 gives the calculated energy of the shot at a range of 
1000 yards, the difference being the loss occasioned by the resistance of the air.

Columns 15 and 16 are given to suit the formula for penetration put forward by Major W. H. 
Noble, E. A., who considers that, other things being equal, the resistance offered by armor varies with 
the first power of the shot's diameter.

The powder consisting of 1".7 cubes of reworked L.G. also established a clear superiority when 
shot weighing 1460 Ibs. were employed. (See rounds 18,19, 20.) These were fired in order to connect 
the experiments in the 14J" calibre with those to be carried out after boring up the gun to 15".

I do not propose in this paper to enter at all upon the question of rifling. The 80-ton gun in its 
14J" caliber was rifled with eleven grooves, having a spiral which increased from 0 at the breech to 1 
turn in 35 calibres at the muzzle, the curve being a parabola. This is precisely similar to the system 
adopted in the 11", 35-ton, and 38-ton guns of the service, in which it has given good results; and as 
firing into the Proof Butt yields but scanty information on this particular subject, nothing would be 
gained by enlarging on it in connection with the experiments hitherto carried out with the 80-ton gun.

Turning back for a moment to the problem set by the Admiralty at the outset—viz., to produce a 
gun whose projectile shall be able to pierce 20" of well-backed iron at 1000 yards—let us see how we 
stand. Of the various calculations for penetration before mentioned, that put forward by Major W. 
H. Noble is the most favorable to the gun, and that worked out by Lieut. English, E. E., is the most 
favorable to the plate. It must not be forgotten that the dimensions of the gun were determined on 
the basis of a 16" calibre, throwing a 1650-lb. shot with a muzzle velocity of 1400 f. s. We have 
already got a 1260-lb. shot starting at 1543 f. s., and a 1465-lb. shot at 1440 f. s. Hence it is as certain 
as anything connected with powder can be said to be certain, that we shall be able considerably to
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exceed the anticipated velocity in the 16" calibre. Our powers of predicting results have been very 
greatly increased by Capt. A. Noble'a " Kesearches on Fired Gunpowder," alluded to above; and as far 
as calculation may be trusted, we ought to get in a bore of that size a muzzle velocity of 1535 f. s. with 
a 1650-lb. shot, or of 1488 f. s. with an 1800-lb. shot. Now, the gun in its present state at 1000 yards
will penetrate, according to

Inches. 
Lieutenant English.............................. ........18J
Major Noble ...............................................23J

while in its 16" calibre, if the power expected as above be realized, the penetration at 1000 yards with
1650-lh. shot will be, by

Inches.
Lieutenant English.......................................20
Major Noble................................................26

and, finally, with 1800-lb. shot, by
Inches. 

Lieutenant English................ ......................20J
Major Noble................................................27

Prom this result, it seems that in all probability the gun will be successful in performing the task 
allotted to it; and it only remains for me to state, in conclusion, that if, after all, it turns out that it 
cannot do the work, the Royal Gun Factories are quite ready to make one that can. 

JANUARY 19, 1876.

[From " The London Standard" of April 27, 187G.]
Yesterday and the preceeding day were signalized at Woolwich by some further trials of the 81-ton 

gun, to the extent of six rounds on each day. As our readers are aware, the gun now has a calibre of 
15 //r , and is therefore qualified for a larger charge of powder and a heavier shot than when retaining 
its original calibre of 14J". While possessing its smaller bore the gun was tested with 21 rounds, all 
but the first two having a charge of powder exceeding 200 Ibs. in weight. Of these larger charges only 
one was as low as 210 Ibs., all the rest being 220 Ibs. and upwards, the highest being 250 Ibs., which 
concluded the series. In the 18th, 19th and 20th rounds the projectile weighed 1465 !bs., and in all the 
remaining rounds the weight was 1259 Ibs. The highest muzzle velocity was attained at the 5th round, 
being 1551' per second, the charge being 230 Ibs. of incb-and-a-half cubes. The energy of the 1259- 
Ib. projectile at the muzzle was equal to 20,978 foot-tons. But a somewhat better result was obtained 
at the 18th round, with powder of the same size, and 10 Ibs. less in amount. The muzzle velocity was 
considerably less, being only 1440' per second, but the shot was heavy, being 1465 Ibs., and the result 
showed itself in the maximum of energy, namely, 21,058 foot-tons at the muzzle. But the mean pressure 
in the powder chamber was high, being 28.1 foot-tons per square inch. The pressure in the 5th round 
was also high. At the same time the general results of the various rounds were deemed extremely 
satisfactory, and it was evident that the gun possessed extraordinary power.

The particulars of several rounds fired with the 81-ton gun since it was bored out to a calibre of 
15" have already appeared in these columns. But the twelve rounds of the present week contain the 
most interesting data. On the two days there was one unvarying weight of shot, namely, 1466 pounds. 
It will be observed that this weight was onlynsedjn three rounds during the first series of trials. 
The highest charge of powder with the 14Jy/ bore was 250 Ibs. But that has been the lowest charge 
with the 15" gun this week, and yesterday as many as three rounds were fired with 280 Ibs. of powder. 
With regard to one of these heavy rounds, which happened also to be the last that was fired, there 
appeared to be some uncertainty, but the charge was probably not less than the amount thus specified. 
The object of the three maximum rounds was to try the three different classes of powder, namely, the 
cubes of 1".5, 1".7 and 2".

On Tuesday the order of the firing was two rounds with 250 Ibs. of powder, two with 260 Ibs., and 
two with 270 Ibs. In each pair of rounds the first charge consisted of 1". 7 cubes, and the second of 2" 
cubes. The shot, as already observed, weighed 1466 Ibs. throughout. In the first pair of rounds the 
muzzle velocity began at 1459' per second, and fell to 1408'. In the second pair the velocities were 
1466' and 142H'. In the third pair the velocities were 1484' and 1440'. Thus we see the velocity 
falling with the enlargement of the cube, and rising with the increased weight of charge. Consequently 
we have the highest velocity in the first round of the third pair, where we also have the highest powder 
charge of the day and the smaller cube. The mean pressure in the powder chamber obeys the same law, 
the pressure in each pair of rounds being less in the second round than in the first, but the pressure rising 
throughout the series as the charge is increased. Thus we get a mean pressure of 21.7 tons per square 
inch in the first round and 20.7 in the second. In the third round the pressure was 22.2 tons, and in 
the fourth 20.9 tons, while in the fifth round it was 22.7 tons, and in the sixth round 20.9 tons. These 
are all very moderate pressures, the limit laid down by the Woolwich artillerists being 25 tons per 
square inch. The fifth round gave the best result, as we have just intimated, the data corresponding 
to a muzzle energy of 22,377 foot-tons.
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The highest velocity attained on Tuesday was exceeded yesterday in two instances, and most likely 

in three. It is unfortunate for the moment that there is some doubt with regard to the last round in 
yesterday's firing, for there was reason to expect a high result. But we believe it is intended to fire a 
corresponding round in the course of a few days, when the question will beset at rest. The first round 
yesterday was fired with 250 pounds of I".5 cubes, the muzzle velocity of the projectile being 1451' 
per second, and the mean pressure in the powder chamber 20.5 tons per square inch. The velocity 
showed a slight falling off compared with the first round of Tuesday, when the 1".7 cubes were used. 
There was also a reduced pressure. The second round yesterday consisted of 280 pounds of \" .1 cubes, 
the velocity attained being 1495' per second, with a, pressure of 22.7 tons. This was a fine result for 
velocity, the muzzle energy being 22,718 foot-tons. It was the best shot of the day, excepting the 
doubtful sixth round, and thereby showed that something was gained by adding ten pounds to the 
weight of 1".7 cubes, which gave the best result on Tuesday. The third round yesterday consisted of 
260 pounds of 1".5 cubes, the velocity being 1474' and the pressure 20.7 tons. The fourth round was 
fired with 280 pounds of 2" powder, giving a velocity of 1456 feet and a mean, pressure of 21.7 tons. 
Comparing this with the sixth round on Tuesday, it will be seen that there is a gain of 16' in velocity 
as the result of adding 10 pounds to the weight of the powder. The fifth round yesterday was fired 
with 270 pounds of 1".5 powder, the velocity being 1491'per second and the mean pressure21.6 foot- 
tons per square inch. Compared with the third round, it will be seen that the extra ten pounds of 
powder gave an additional velocity of IT. So also, between the first and the third rounds, the additional 
ten pounds of powder gave an increase of 23' per second to the velocity. Concerning the sixth and 
last round we can say nothing decided. It was supposed to consist of 280 pounds of 1".5 cubes, and 
much interest attached to the result. Judging by the violence of the report, we should expect a maximum 
velocity in the projectile, and we shall not be at all surprised if—when the trial is again made—a high 
degree of force is developed, exceeding anything we have thus far recorded.

It will not be very long before some further change is made in this gun, though what that may 
he is not quite determined as yet. The weapon is in the hands of the Committee on Explosives, of 
which Colonel Younghusband is president; and the Committee will not fail to adopt those measures 
which must thoroughly test the gun and develop its power.

[ From " The London Times" of April 21, 1876.]

BREECH-LOADING VERSUS MUZZLE- 
LOADING.

Discussions on military subjects in the House of Commons, although they may cause considerable 
annoyance to departmental officials, are almost invariably productive of good to the community at 
large. In these days, when the fate of nations may be decided by keeping pace with the military 
requirements of the age, it is essential that we should all lend an ear to the pleadings of " armed 
science," and although Captain Nolan may stir a hornet's nest in attempting to reopen the question of 
breech versus muzzle loading for guns, we must allow that last session he did good service in directing 
attention to a subject which, although full of difficulties, is both interesting and instructive in every 
respect. The question will doubtless be revived during the present session, and in view of a probable 
discussion we desire to place the matter as it now stands impartially before our readers. We have, 
happily, been spectators during the late wars which have ravaged Europe, but—unless we have 
wilfully closed our eyes—we must recognize that in the next European campaign the conditions of 
cavalry and infantry will be nearly equal, and that success will attend the side which has a superiority 
in artillery. In fact, to use the words of a distinguished foreign soldier, "one is justified in asserting 
that mistakes in the employment of artillery in action will in future never, or at all events very seldom, 
he capable of repair. Once your artillery is conquered, you have small chance of success."

The question whether a cannon should be loaded at the breech or at the muzzle may possibly be 
a minor function in the great problem of artillery development, yet it is one on which the strongest 
and most conflicting opinions prevail. For many years this point has been a bone of contention among 
artillerists, and the abstract question has been argued and reargued both in this and other countries 
with a personal bitterness and rancor scarcely conceivable. It may be said to represent the "Home 
Rule" of artillery politics.

Before entering into the immediate arena of discussion, it is perhaps well that we should cast a 
retrospective glance over the period of transition passed by modern artillery in arriving at its present 
perfection, bearing in mind that the aim of all progress in this art is to inflict the maximum amount of 
destruction at the minimum expenditure of risk, labor and cost. The particular gun we may make use 
of is merely a means to an end—it is the projectile that kills the enemy. Popularly stated, the problem 
is to fire the greatest quantity of powder and shot compatible with safety of gun and carriage. In
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point of simplicity the muzzle-loader has the superiority, but the breech-loading system poaseses certain 
well-known advantages, while, on the other hand, it entails some disadvantages, and a just decision 
can only be arrived at by estimating on which side the balance falls.

Up to the time of the Crimean war field artillery in Europe was armed with smooth-bored gnus 
throwing spherical projectiles, but during the long peace which preceded that war the advantages of 
rifling and of the substitution of elongated for spherical projectiles had been so far recognized that many 
attempts had been made to introduce a rifled arm. It was not, however, until 1846 that the French 
first adopted a military small-arm to fire the cylindro-conical projectile which is now the type of all 
modern improvements in this direction. The French rifle was a muzzle-loader, and its adoption was 
followed in 1848 by the appearance of the celebrated Prussian needle-gun—a breech-loader—and, 
within a few years, by the general adoption throughout Europe of rifled small-arms, all of which, 
however, with the exception of those of Prussia, were muzzle-loaders. For some little time after the re 
armament of European infantry with rifled small-arms it was thought that the days of artillery were 
over, and that this arm,-with its spherical projectiles, could not keep the field in the face of the fire of 
Infantry; but, although the difficulties in the way of perfecting ammunition and constructing guns were 
very much greater in the case of ordnance than in that of small-arms, it shortly became evident that 
the introduction of rifled gnna, and the recovery of its position by artillery, were merely a question of 
time.

Here, again, the honor of priority belongs to the French, who ID 1858 introduced the first rifled 
field gun. This cannon was a bronze muzzle-loader of about 3J" calibre, rifled in six grooves, eacli 
having a depth of about one-tenth of an inch, and a width of about \", The projectile was a cylindro- 
conical shell of 9 Ib , fitted with zinc studs, and was fired with a charge of 1 Ib. 4 02. The performance 
of this gun during the Italian war of 1859 is a matter of history, and the Austrians, smarting under 
defeat, were not long in reorganizing their artillery; but although Prussia, with whom Austria was 
then closely connected, had just adopted a breech-loading cannon which on the practice ground waa 
said to have eclipsed the French gun, the defeated party followed the system from which they had 
gained bitter experience, and adopted a muzzle-loading gun of much the same character as the French 
cannon raye.

While these events were passing on the Continent, England had not been idle. Numerous experi 
ments had been made between 1850 and 1854, when the Armstrong breech-loading rifled gun was first 
brought to the notice of the Government, while the Duke of Newcastle was Secretary of State for War. 
The preliminary experiments with this gun extended over several years, but ia 1858 the question was 
brought to an issue by the appointment of a Special Committee, who, after sitting three months, 
i-ecommeuded "the immediate introduction of guns rifled on Mr. Armstrong's principle for special 
service in the field." This led to the adoption of the admirable system of gun construction which, 
quite irrespective of breech or muzzle-loading, we follow at the present day—namely, a steel tube or 
barrel reinforced by superimposed wrought-iron coils. The original Armstrong gun, as all our readers 
are doubtless aware, was a breech-loader rifled on the multigroove system, and furnished with a lead- 
coated projectile. Thus, about 1861-2 the principal Powers of Europe were armed with rifled field 
artillery of the weights, calibres, and power given in the following table:

Calibre......... ...................... ..inches...
Length of bore.... ......... .......inches...

SlSIEll.

Total weight of gun..,. ........... ..cwt...
Weight of shell.... ............ .........Ibs...
Weight of charge. ................ .....Ibs...
Muzzle velocity.... ........... .........feet...

EXOLAXD.

12-pdr.

Fiu-Nos.

Heavy.

3.0 4.78
73.6
B.L.

qo

8.5
11.75

1.5
1,239

71.4
M.L.

12.2
25.35
2.21
1,007

Light.

3.41
55.1
M.L.

6.5
9.<H
1.21
1,066

RrssiA.

Heavy.

4.8
74.4

M.L.

15.9
28.3
3.16

1,006

Light,

3.42
61.4

M.L.

6.9
10.0
1.35
1,050

PBCBSIA.

Heavy. Light.

3.60 3.09
70.2
B.L.

18
8.5

15.2
1.32
1,070

70.6

B.L.
12

6.8
9.6
1.1
1,150

AUSTRIA.

Heavy.

3.98
57.8

M.L.

9.8
14.48
2.03
1,125

Light.

3.20
47. T

M.L.

5.2
7.99
1.16

1,093

A study of the above table will show that in the Armstrong breech-loading 12-pdr. England 
had secured a weapon possessing greater ballistic power than any gun of corresponding weight in 
Europe. The 12-pdr. was followed by the 40-pdr., the 110-pdr., and other natures, and within 
two or three years the English service was furnished with a number of rifled guns which in point 
of power, accuracy and strength were far in advance of all competitors. It must not, however, be 
assumed that the Armstrong breech-loading system was received with universal satisfaction. Many 
practical officers, both military and naval, thought the principle too complicated for the rough purposes 
of war, although they readily admitted that on the practice ground it was without an equal. These 
misgivings, moreover, were, after a short experience of the weapon, apparently justified by grave defects 
which gradually developed themselves. The breech-loading apparatus, or vent-piece, occasionally blew 
out, and often failed altogether, particularly with the naval guns. Borne field guns became unserviceable 
under rapid firing, and the ammunition and fuses gave endless trouble. In fact, the feeling on the 
subject became at length so strong that public opinion forced an inquiry, which was conducted before
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a committee of the House of Commons in 1862-'63. This committee examined a number of professional 
witnesses, both of the Army and Navy, and as a good deal of the evidence bean on the abstract question 
of breech versus muzzle-loading—quite irrespective of any particular system—particularly as regards 
naval gana. it will be interesting to quote those portions of it which apply to the navy.

The late Captain Cowper Coles—the designer of the Captain—appears to have had very strong 
feelings on the subject. He distinctly stated that he had great objections to breech-loaders; that in load 
ing a man was very nearly as much exposed in rear of a gnu as in front; that in actual warfare we required 
an article with the minimum chances of getting out of order, and that with the muzzle-loading gun 
there was only one chance of mishap—namely, the bursting of the piece. Moreover, his opinion was 
not confined to the Armstrong gun; he preferred a muzzle-loader on account of the chances of the 
breech-loader getting out of order, and thought that on the whole the mnzzle-loadiug gun, if it could 
be got to do the same work, which apparently it could, was much preferable to any breech-loader.

On the other hand, Captain Jerningham, an officer of forty years' experience, preferred a breech 
loader if one could be got to stand; but at the same time he bore strong testimony to the value of 
simplicity. So long as, he said, a seaman is required to work aloft in all weathers, day and night, 
fine or foul, to shift a sail in a dark night or stow a flying gib in a breeze, to work a gun on board 
ship, in a boat, or in a field-battery ashore, to row a boat, take the helm and heave the lead, to act 
with troops brigaded on shore with the Enfield rifle, to handle a spade and pickaxe, to land guns and 
throw up a battery, things cannot be too simple, if we are to have the fleet manned by bounty men at 
£10 a head.

Captain Beanchamp Seymour considered that the only advantage of the breech-loader was in 
affording better protection to the men, but in all other respects he thought it inferior to the muzzle- 
loader.

On the contrary, Captain Hewlett, who had had great experience as a gunnery officer on board 
the Excellent, spoke in high terms of the Armstrong system of breech-loading, and considered that 
breech-loaders were more easily worked, with less labor and greater safety to the men.

Captain R. A. E. Scott, who is distinguished both as an inventor of a system of rifling and as the 
designer of many of the admirable gun-carriages now in use on board ship, stated that he was 
satisfied that in the Navy muzzle-loading guns were preferred.

We could quote many other opinions to the same effect, but it is sufficient for our present purpose 
to show that in 1863 the general opinion of distinguished naval officers was in favor of muzzle-loading, 
and quite justified the House of Commons' Committee in reporting that "the preponderating opinion 
seems to be against any breech-loading system for larger guns." They, however, reported that the 
adoption of the Armstrong gun for special service in the field was fully justified, and that they had no 
evidence before them ae to any other method of constructing rifled ordnance which would compare with 
that of the service.

In face of the above strong expression of opinion on the part of the Navy, the Ordnance Select 
Committee naturally turned their attention to the production of heavy muzzle-loading rifled guns, and 
instituted the celebrated " 1" competitive trials." These experiments included guns rifled by Sir William 
Armstrong, Captain Scott, Messrs. Lancaster, Bashley-Britten, and Jeffrey, together with a gun rifled 
on the E'rench principle, and the report of the Committee, which was presented in 1864, led to the 
introduction of the present "Woolwich" system.

Meanwhile the distrust in the service breech-loading guns, both light and heavy, had led to the 
appointment of a special committee to investigate the respective merits of Sir William Armstrong's and 
Sir Joseph Whitworth's systems of rifling; and, as the proceedings of this committee had considerable 
influence on future legislation in this direction, we propose briefly to review the evidence and finding, 
so far as they relate to the atistract question before us, particularly as regards field purposes.

The Armstrong and Whitworth committee commenced their labors in January, 1863, and proceeded 
at first to take evidence, both from the two competitors and from various officers who had had experience 
with rifled guns either in the field or in time of peace, on land or at sea. Sir William Armstrong was, 
at that time, naturally favorable to breech-loading, as a system which had enabled him to achieve euch 
remarkable results; but, although he still considered that it was a great desideratum to have a good 
breech-loading gun for naval purposes and for casemates, he thought that "the advantages of breech- 
loading are not nearly so obvious as applied to field guns as they are with regard to guns of a larger 
calibre," and that he had " always considered it a matter of choice for the service rather than a matter 
of design with me, whether a breech-loading gun or a muzzle-loading gun should be used." Sir Joseph 
Whitworth, on being asked whether he contemplated adapting his breech-loading system to field guns, 
replied: "Yes, we make them; but we prefer the muzzle-loading system, it being more simple, and 
equally quick in loading; and I do not see any advantage in the breech-loading system."

Now we have here a very remarkable unanimity of opinion expressed by two of the first 
mechanicians of the age. Although differing on nearly every other point connected with gunnery, 
they appeared to agree at that time on the abstract question of breech versus muzzle-loading as applied 
to field guns. Moreover, we find throughout the whole of the evidence taken before this Committee 
that the same unanimity of opinion prevailed.

Many officers were most favorable to breech-loading guns, and spoke in high terms of our own 
weapons and of those of foreign Powers, but,with scarcely an exception they pronounced in favor of 
muzzle-loading on the abstract question. Thus, the late Colonel T. W. Milward, C.B., an officer of 
great and varied experience—whose premature death in December, 1874, is recognized ae a severe loss
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to the service—was a well-known advocate of breech-loading. He had commanded with great skill 
one of the batteries of Armstrong rifled guns which first proceeded on service during the China war of 
1860, and gave strong evidence as to the effect produced by the fire of his guns. He added-. "But we 
must have the utmost steadiness of drill to keep the men steady at breech-loading under fire, much more 
BO than in muzzle-loading. There is something to go wrong in breech-loading, whereas there is nothing 
to go wrong in muzzle-loading. We must have our men very highly trained; we want the best class 
of men to work breech-loaders under fire," and " if we could retain the advantages which we have 
gained by the Armstrong gun and combine them with the muzzle-loading system, I would prefer it." 
Major H. J. Alderson, well known as a distinguished practical artillerist, bore witness to the extreme 
precision of the breech-loading Armstrong field gun at all ranges, but stated that "if I could get as 
good a muzzle-loader as the Armstrong gnn, I should prefer a muzzle-loader to a breech-loader for field 
purposes, on account of its simplicity." Lieutenant Colonel G. A. Milman, another practical artillerist, 
considered that it was not in any way requisite for field service to attain greater accuracy or certainty 
than was given by the existing Armstrong 12-pdr.; but, he said, "if I were asked whether I should 
prefer a muzzle-loading to a breech-loading new gun, I should say if you can combine with the muzzle- 
loader the advantages that you have with the Armstrong gun I should prefer the muzzle-loader." 
Lieutenant Colonel, now Major General, E. M. Boxer, an artillerist of world-wide reputation, strongly 
objected to the Armstrong system of breech-loading, and when asked whether he would advocate breech- 
loading for field purposes, provided a more perfect breech-loader could be procured, replied •. " No; 
under no circumstances would I advocate it for field purposes if it were the most perfect gun of the 
sort that ever could be made, because I can see no advantage in breech-loading for the field.service." 
Colonel, now Major General, W. B. Gardner, K.A., on being asked his opinion, replied: "The fact is 
that for a field gun I do not like the breech-loading principle; it appears to me superfluous and unnecessary 
in a field gun. You can obtain, I believe, as good practical results with a muzzle-loader and, of course, 
without the complication and intricacy of the breech arrangement." On the other hand, the late Major 
General A. J. Taylor, E.A., a member of the Committee, gave very strong evidence in favor of the 
Armstrong gun, and stated that he preferred breech-loading on the abstract question.

The field guns tried by the Armstrong and Whitworth Committee included a 12-pdr. muzzle-loading 
Whitworth, a 12-pdr. muzzle-loading Armstrong, and a 12-pdr. breech-loading Armstrong. The 
experiments extended over a period of many months, during which the guns were subjected to exhaustive 
trials for range, accuracy, velocity, penetration, ease of working, recoil, rapidity of loading, capability 
of standing the rough usage of actual service, and ultimate endurance or capability of bearing continued 
firing with the maximum service charge. At the conclusion of the trials the Committee, in August, 
1865, summed up the results, pointing out the fact, hitherto doubted, that in point of accuracy, range, 
power, rapidity of fire, recoil, and strength all the guns were practically on an equality, but that in 
simplicity of gun and ammunition the breech-loading was far inferior to either of the muzzle-loaders, 
and could not be compared with them in this important respect in efficiency for active service. Finally 
they reported "that both Sir William Armstrong's and Mr. Whitworth's muzzle-loading systems, 
including guns and ammunition, are on the whole very far superior to Sir William Armstrong's breech- 
loading system for the service of artillery in the field."

At this date, therefore, the service system of breech-loading, both for field and naval purposes, had 
been condemned by a preponderance of evidence, and it became apparent that some change would have 
to be made in our armaments. Before any steps, however, were taken to make a change of such 
magnitude the War Office determined to put the question definitely to a number of superior officers, 
with a view of ascertaining distinctly the opinion of the service on the point at issue. Accordingly, 
in the latter part of 1866, a Committee of Artillery officers, selected exclusively from the highest ranks 
in the service, was assembled under the joint authority of the Commander'-in-Chief and the Secretary 
of State for War. The Committee consisted of one Lieutenant General, five Major Generals, four 
Colonels, and two Brevet Colonels. Some held the highest administrative appointments; all were more 
or less distinguished by service in the field, experience, and departmental ability. In fact, such an 
assemblage of Artillery officers of rank and eminence had never before been brought together. This 
Committee examined a number of witnesses, including Colonel Eeilly and Captain Hozier, who had 
just returned from witnessing the Austro-Prussian campaign, in which the Austrian muzzle-loader had 
been pitted against the Prussian breech-loader, and after hearing the pros and cons of the question ably 
and earnestly argued by experts, they agreed nemine contradicente "that the balance of advantages is 
in favor of muzzle-loading field guns, and that they should be manufactured hereafter." This decided 
the question for the time being. No more breech-loading guns were made, and steps were taken to 
procure an efficient muzzle-loader. In fact, we may date from this time the gradual introduction of 
muzzle-loading guns into our field service.

But, although we had thus in 1866 determined upon abandoning breech-loading for field guns, we 
had, at the same time, adopted it universally for small arms. The campaign in Denmark had convinced 
military Europe that no time should be lost in supplying Infantry with breech-loading weapons. In 
July, 1864, a Committee in this country had recommended that the Infantry should be wholly armed 
with breech-loaders, and as time was pressing, and as it was desirable that so great an advantage should 
not long be withheld from the troops, the authorities decided in the first instance to convert the existing 
muzzle-loading Enfield rifle into a breech-loader, reserving for future consideration the most suitable 
breech-loader for a military arm. The breech-loading "Snider" Enfield accordingly took the place of 
the muzzle-loading Enfield; but it must be admitted that the change was brought about not by any
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superiority in the shooting qualities of the former over the latter. It was simply because the breech- 
loading rifle offered immense advantages in simplicity of ammunition, ease of loading, and rapidity of 
fire, although it did not shoot any straighter or hit any harder than the muzzle-loading rifle.

Military Europe, therefore, in 1867 was armed aa follows: Breech-loading rifles had been universally 
adopted for small arms. Field artillery was still represented by the above table, with the exception 
of Kussia, who had partially introduced breech-loading guns. France, Prussia, and Russia bad adopted 
breech-loading heavy guns, while Austria, Denmark, Egypt, Holland, Italy, Spain, and Turkey had 
adopted muzzle-loaders. We had definitely adopted muzzle-loading for heavy guns, and had made and 
issued large quantities, so that, in point of the number of pieces actually in use and the power of our 
heavy rifled ordnance, we were at that time far in advance of any other nation. We were still armed 
in the field with breech-loading guns, but we had determined to make no more breech-loaders and to 
gradually introduce muzzle-loaders.

In July, 1868, however, the late Ordnance Select Committee reopened the question of breech- 
loading for heavy guns, stating that in their opinion the advantages of this system became more 
apparent as the calibres of the guns increased. They considered these advantages to be (1) facility of 
loading as regards the introduction of charge and projectile into the bore; (2) substitution of short 
and handy rammers, &c., for inconveniently long and heavy sponges and rammers; (3) recoil of 
breech-loaders more easily and simply treated; (4) the gun may be made of any desired length without 
practical inconvenience—this they considered impracticable in muzzle-loaders, as the length of the gun 
is to a certain extent limited by the space available for recoil; (5) less exposure of men while loading; 
(6) injury to the gun while firing, such as might result from jamming of the shot in the bore, is reduced 
to a minimum in breech-loaders; (7) greater rapidity of fire is likely to be obtained from a considera 
tion of the advantages in facility of loading detailed above; (8) saving of labor; (9) the condition of 
the bore can be examined at any moment, and can thus be kept free from rust—this facility of inspec 
tion, moreover, would give greater confidence in the condition of the gun.

These were the main abstract advantages which, in the opinion of that committee, suggested a 
reconsideration of the question whether the heavier sort of guns should continue to be constructed 
exclusively on a muzzle-loading principle; but at the same time they did not desire to disguise the 
serious expense which would have to be incurred before any conclusion could be come to as to the 
actual adoption of any system of breech-loading. Colonel Wray, C. B., Eoyal Artillery, a member of 
the Committee, recorded his dissent from the above report. The proposal of the Ordnance Select 
Committee was taken into serious consideration both by the War Office and the Admiralty, and in 
the following October a decision was come to—in which his Royal Highness the Field-Marshal Com- 
manding-iu-Chief, the Secretary of State for War, and the Lords of the Admiralty concurred—that, 
considering all the circumstances of the case, the enormous expense of the proposed experiments, and 
the absence of any good prospect of success, no attempt should be made in the direction of breech- 
loading for heavy guns. If we mistake not, the question was again brought forward in 1871, and 
again negatived by the naval authorities.

Meanwhile, experiments to procure a thoroughly satisfactory muzzle-loading field gun were in 
progress, although it was currently hinted that, the field service being committed as it were to breech 
loaders, no definite action would ever be taken 011 the recommendation of the Committee of Superior 
Officers.

However, at this time the Indian difficulty cropped up. With the exception of a few batteries of 
breech-loading Armstrong guns, the field artillery of India consisted at this period of old smooth 
bores. An immediate rearmament, therefore, was a matter of some moment; but in the unsettled state 
of the question the India Office, as yet uncommitted to any system, had not made up its mind as to 
the nature of the new gun. India was coquetting with the breech-loader, while at the same time 
she was courting the muzzle-loader, and the two strings to her bow had become hopelessly entangled. 
The Gordian knot was cut by Lord Mayo, then on the point of starting for the East as Governor- 
General, and India finally decided in favor of muzzle-loading. A Committee of distinguished Artillery 
Officers, under the Presidency of Major General Eardley Wilmot, was accordingly appointed in 
December, 1868, to make the necessary trials, with a view to the introduction of a complete muzzle- 
loading rifled equipment for Indian field artillery. It is unnecessary for us to detail at length the 
proceedings of this Committee. They ultimately recommended the introduction, for service in India, 
of a muzzle-loading rifled gun of 8 cwt. to fire a shell of 9 lb., with a charge of 1 Ib. 12 oz. They, 
however, although apparently justified by the behavior of the individual guns tried by them, made a 
mistake in preferring bronze to wrought iron and steel as a material for the construction of the gun.

Contemporaneously with the Indian Committee, a Home Committee had, in 1863, been engaged in 
testing the relative merits of shrapnel and segment shell at Dartmoor, and had reported, as one of their 
recommendations, "the introduction of a field howitzer, which should be a muzzle-loader, suitable for 
high angle firing, and capable of throwing a common shell with a large bursting charge." Tina 
recommendation eventually led to the adoption of our present 16-pdr. rifled muzzle-loading gun. 
At the commencement of 1870, thtrefore, it had been decided to adopt the new muzzle-loading bronze 
gun for India, and, as it would be manifestly inconvenient to have too systems in the service—one at 
home and the other in India—it became a question of grave import whether the Government should 
not listen to all the advice they had had on the subject, and finally make up their mind to rearm the 
field artillery.
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Breech-loading, however, was resolved to die hard; it had many influential and able advocates, 
and, whatever may be said to the contrary, it had proved successful both on the practice ground and 
in the field. Moreover, many officers, while preferring muzzle-loaders for the field, thought breech 
loaders best for siege purposes. In fact, they considered that the advantages of the arm depended 
altogether on the service for which it was required. It was strongly urged, therefore, that we should not 
abandon a tried system without incontestable evidence—gathered from actual competitive trial—that 
the new muzzle-loader was superior to the service breech-loader. Accordingly, in July, 1870, a new 
Committee was appointed, consisting of three Major Generals, one Colonel, three Brevet Colonels, two 
Lieutenant Colonels and three Captains of Artillery, all of them being officers who had seen service in 
the field with field artillery. This Committee carried out a series of practical trials, in which the 12- 
pdr. and 9-pdr. breech-loading Armstrong guns competed with the new 9-pdr. muzzle-loading gun 
recommended by the Indian Committee. In November, 1870, they reported, with one dissentient, 
that the advantages of simplicity, facility of repair, ease of working, rapidity of fire, original cost, and 
cost in maintenance are in favor of a muzzle-loading gun, and that they considered that these qualifi 
cations outweighed the important advantage of the superior amount of cover to th« detachments, both 
when intrenched and in the open, which a breech-loading gun affords. They considered, therefore, 
tkat, on the whole, a muzzle-loading gun is more efficient for war purposes, but that if adopted for 
home service it should be made of wrought iron with a steel tube.

This recommendation was followed by the introduction of the present muzzle-loading rifled field 
guns, which are constructed with steel tubes reinforced by superimposed wrought-iron coils, and, 
whatever opinion we may hold on the abstract question of breech versus muzzle-loading, it is satisfactory 
to know that, whereas in 1870 we had only 180 field guns horsed and manned in England, we have 
now 372.

During the proceedings, however, of the last-named Committee, the gigantic Franco-German war 
broke out, in which—according to some critics—the Prussian breech-loading guns were twice and a 
half as effective as the French muzzle-loading guns, as estimated by the respective casualties caused by 
artillery fire. Now, whether these statistics are correct or not, the upshot of the campaign was the 
absolute defeat of the muzzle-loading French artillery by the breech-loading German artillery.

The public, both in England and France, attributed the failure of the French artillery to the fact 
that the French gun was a muzzle-loader while the German gun was a breech-loader, being ignorant, 
it is only fair to remember, that the French weapon was a very indifferent muzzle-loading gun, with 
wretched ammunition, whereas the German weapon was a very fair specimen of a breech-loading gun, 
and was supplied with sure and deadly shells. This disparity is well known to all artillerists, and has 
been fully recognized by military critics. At the conclusion of the war the French authorities determined 
on adopting a breech-loading gun, although they decided, at the same time, to institute a series of 
experiments with both breech-loaders and muzzle-loaders.

On our part the War Office took steps to procure a specimen of the Prussian field breech-loader to 
test in comparison with the new muzzle-loader which we had just adopted. These experiments were 
made at Shoeburyness in 1872, and as a comparison between the two guns can scarcely be made without 
a knowledge of their respective dimensions, &c., we append the following table:

PARTICULABS.

Calibre... ..........................
Length of bore................

Total weight of gun.........
Weight of shell..... ...........
Weight of charge, ...........
Muzzle velocity...............

.........iuches...

.........inches...

........ ......cwt...

...............Ibs...
..............feet...

MUZZLE-LOADING
9-PDE.

3.0
es.5

8*

1.76
1,381

B&EECH-LOADING
9-PDK.

3.09
70.6

5.8

1.1
1,160

*Kow 6 cwt.

The results, according to the Committee's report, showed that, on the whole, the British gun had 
a decided superiority over the German gun in length of range, rapidity of fire, power, and ease of 
manipulation; while the German gun excelled the British gun in accuracy of shooting. The German 
common shell was superior to the British one as a man-killing projectile, owing to the greater number 
of fragments into which it broke up when burst on graze by a percussion fuse; on the other hand, the 
British common shell was the more powerful of the two as an incendiary and smashing projectile, 
while the British shrapnel shell, with its high velocity and admirable time fuse, produced results which 
the German gun could not possibly attain, as it was unprovided with this class of projectile. It was 
also reported to be apparent throughout the trials that the German breech arrangement required such 
attention in its ordinary use as to render it unfit for any but highly-trained artillerymen, and such 
constant care for its efficient preservation as in hard campaigning, and particularly in severe weather, 
would be difficult to exact from any artillerymen whatever. The Committee remarked that these 
complications are of such a nature as to be mainly felt in the field; the amount of such casualties can 
only be fully appreciated on battle fields, where accurate statistics are seldom compiled, and whence
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they are still more seldom procured; bat from such complications the British system may be said to be 
practically free. In fact, in the opinion of the Committee, the complications of the British muzzle- 
loading system are mechanical ones that are confined to and end in the arsenal, while the German 
breech-loading gnn carries its complications with it into the field. These considerations, as well as the 
notorious fact that a large number of German breech-loading guns had become disabled in the breech 
arrangement during the war, made it evident that in field artillery we at that time were ahead of any 
nation in Europe, and the results of the subsequent French experiments corroborated this conclusion. 

We have above alluded to the determination of the French authorities to carry out a series of 
experiments with various guns before finally committing themselves to any one system. These trials 
were made both at Calais and Bourges, and at the latter place the Woolwich 9-pdr. muzzle-loading 
gun was tried in competition with several others. The Bourges Committee was presided over by 
General de Langlade, and summed up its conclusions in 1873 »s follows:

" En resumi: Malgre tin petit nombre d'imperfections, le materiel de Woolwich, consid&rfi dans son ensemble, 
constitue un systenne d'artillerte de oampagne de premier ordre.

"Le canon de Woolwich en fer et en acier produit des effets qui ne sont pas ini6rieure a ceux d'aucune uutre 
pi6ce rte campagoe actuellement eii (service en Europe.

" II est cependant probable que ces effets peuvent etre depasBes. C'est le but qua Ton doit pourauivre dans la 
recherche d'une piece de campagne, et qu'il eat indispensable d'attendre dans le cas oil Ton adopteralt le charge- 
ment par le eulasse; oe mode de chargeroent, presentant en effet das inoonvenients pratiques, doit, pour etre accept6, 
procurer en compensation uue tres notable superioritfi sur le meilleur canon se chargeant par la bouche."

That is to say:
"In spite of a few imperfections, the Woolwich materiel, taken as a whole, constitutes a system of artillery of 

the first class. The Woolwich gun, with steel tnbe and wrought-iron coils, produces results which are not inferior 
to those of any other field gun actually in any service in Europe. It is, however, probable that these results may 
be surpassed. This is the end which we must pursue in the search for a field gun, and it is indispensable to attain 
it in case we adopt breech-loading; this system of loading, presenting as it does practical disadvantages, should, 
to be adopted, afford in compensation a very marked superiority over the best muzzle-loading gun."

Whether that superiority has been attained or not is the next point in the controversy to which 
we must address ourselves. The competition between the German and British 9-pdr. guns had naturally 
excited a good deal of attention, and the experienced German Artillery officers who attended the trials, 
and who were given the utmost facility, were not slow to perceive that their gun was beaten on account 
of the comparatively low velocity of its projectile and the total absence of shrapnel shell. Germany 
consequently lost no time in endeavoring to improve her field artillery materiel.

Her motto for artillery appears to be, "Advance steadily along the accepted path until the utmost 
possible perfection is arrived at, for such now constitutes the true fate of nations and armies."

We, on the contrary, appear to have considered that we had already arrived at this stage, and our 
inaction led a distinguished artillerist to remark, " L'artillerie Auglaise il y a peu de temps fitait 4 la 
tete des artilleries de 1'Europe, dans quelques ann^es elle sera & la queue."

We certainly have succeeded in making our 9-pdr. field gun 2 cwt. lighter, and within the last few 
months we appear to have taken steps to ascertain whether an increased development of power could 
be given to muzzle-loading field guns. But the Germans, meantime, having benefited by all our 
experience, have for several years been striving might and main to pass us. We have no tangible 
proof that they have done so, because we have not had opportunities of making a comparative 
experiment, but according to the most trustworthy accounts the new German field pieces exceed ours, 
on paper, in ballistic power. The following table, which we extract from that excellent publication 
the Remie tfArtillene, shows the state of affairs as they now stand on the presumption that the 
information is authentic:

PARTICULARa.

Weight of projectile.................................................................................^...

Total weight of the draught, including gun-carriage and limber packed...cwt... 

Material of gun.....« _ ... _ ... __ .... _ ............ __ ... _ ................................ -1

ESGLAND.

Muzzle-loaders.

9-pdr.

3.0 
63.5

9 
1.75 

1,381 
0 

11.2 
40 
32 

Steel and 
wrought 

iron.
Wrought 

iron.

16-pdr.

3.6 
68.4 

3 
1G 

3 
1,355 

12 
12.8 
28 
41 

Steel and 
wrought 

iron.
Wrought 

iron.

GERMANY.

Breech-loaders.

11-pdr.

3.09 
74.2 

24 
11 

2.7B 
1.S22 
7.68 
9.5 

311 
35 

Steel.

Steel.

16-pdr.

3.56 
73.4 

24 
16 

3.31 
1,460 
8.86 

10.25 
33 

37.7 
Steel.

Steel.
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It follows from the above table that the new German breech-loading field guns are superior to our 

present muzzle-loading field guns in length of range at a given elevation and in ballistic power at all 
ranges, as measured by the weight, diameter and velocity of the projectiles. Our neighbors also appear 
to have copied our shrapnel shell, and to have overcome, as far as we can judge, the difficulty which 
they have up to this experienced in the production of an efficient time fuse. Hitherto, the muzzle 
velocity of our field artillery projectiles has been considerably in excess of that attained abroad, and it 
is well known that we have only been limited in this direction by the strength of our projectiles and 
gun-carriages. Our guns are strong enough to stand any amount of powder; but all attempts to pass 
a certain limit of charge have been met either by a premature breaking up of the projectile within the 
bore or by a failure of the gun-carriage to withstand the recoil of repeated discharges.

In this respect results from rifled guns appear to follow a recognized law. In the trials of a 
steamer we know bow easy it is to attain a good speed with a moderate expenditure of fuel, and how 
difficult it as to get an extra knot or two out of her except by a totally disproportionate expenditure, 
added to a great wear and tear of machinery. Similarly in the case of guns, it is comparatively easy 
to realize a muzzle velocity of 1,400' with a projectile suitable and efficient in every respect for the 
calibre, but it is difficult to pass this without either straining the gun-carriages by repeated discharges 
or so damaging the fuses and projectiles as to render them inefficient when they reach their destination. 
Hence, although velocity is a, very good thing, it may be too dearly purchased.

The German field guns are almost identical with ours in calibre, and they appear to have excelled 
us by the simple expedient of putting in more powder and shot and using a longer gun. It is easy to 
do this; but the question is, can our muzzle-loaders burn more powder, and will it pay in the long 
run? We have found considerable difficulty in the case of our 16-pdr. of 12 cwt., fired off a carriage 
of 12 cwt, in regulating the charge so as to give a moderately good velocity without at the same time 
damaging the projectile and the carriage. But the Germans apparently fire a larger charge from a 
lighter gun and lighter carriage.

It is difficult to reconcile these anomalies except on the assumption that the Germans employ a 
thicker, and consequently a less effective, shrapnel shell than we do, and that the construction of their 
carriage is better than ours. We observe that the Germans employ steel in their carriages, whereas 
we use wrought iron. Now, wo know that steel is the much more elastic metal of the two, and that 
by tempering steel in oil we can produce a material of wonderful toughness, tensile strength and 
elasticity. The nature even of glass, one of the most fragile of substances, undergoes an extraordinary 
change by submitting it to this process. On the other hand, wrought iron may possess many advantages 
in a constructive point of view, and may offer great facility for repair when carriages of this material 
are injured under an enemy's fire. These are points, however, which have doubtless been well considered 
in our arsenals. Still, the fact of the Germans being able to fire a heavier charge from a lighter gun 
off a lighter carriage is a very remarkable one. Is it possible that this result can be accounted for by 
the system of loading at the breech? Would a change of this nature alter the mechanical law of action 
and reaction? These are questions that naturally suggest themselves, and it is exceedingly desirable 
that the point should be cleared up, for on this seems to depend the solution of the problem. According 
to the most trustworthy information we can command, the Germans are ahead of us in the power of 
their field guns. They have adopted a breech-loading system; we prefer a muzzle-loading system; but, 
unless we are content to take and keep a second place, we must also " advance steadily until the utmost 
possible perfection is arrived at."

With respect, however, to heavy guns our position as yet appears to be good. Colonel Young- 
huaband turns out magnificent guns from the Royal Gun Factories, and if necessary could make either 
breech-loaders or muzzle-loaders. Perhaps the reason we prefer muzzle-loaders to breech-loadera, 
whereas Prussia prefers the contrary, may lie in the fact that we are to some extent committed to a 
system, and can make our own guns in our own arsenals, whereas Prussia is obliged to rely upon Herr 
Krupp. Herr Krupp only sells breech-loaders, and the Russians and Prussians and Austrians buy 
them. Sir William Armstrong, Sir Joseph Whitworth, and Mr. Vavasseur sell both muzzle-loaders and 
breech-loaders, and the Italians, Turks, Egyptians, Norwegians, Brazilians, &c., buy them.

As yet the largest Russian breech-loader mounted ashore or afloat is a 500-pdr., of \V calibre; 
we know that Germany has only a few of such pieces in her possession.

On the contrary, we have numbers of muzzle-loading 11" guns, firing 530-lb. projectiles, with 
85-lb. charges; but we have learnt to look upon this gun as a mere plaything. Even the Woolwich 
"Infant" is out of date, although there is no foreign gun afloat that can compare in power with our 
12J" 800-pdr. of 38 tons. We have already a respectable number of such pieces both ready for service 
and in course of construction, to say nothing of the monsters of 80 tons, the first of which is now 
under trial at Woolwich. The charge of this gun in the 10" calibre will be three barrels of powder 
(300 Ibs.) and three-quarters of a ton of shot (1,650 Ibs.)

We appear at length to have found a means of stopping the erosion in the bores of heavy muzzle- 
loading guns, and, thanks to Sir W. Armstrong and Co., we have elaborated a system of mechanical 
loading on board ship which bids fair to prove a great success.

On the other hand, Herr Krupp is running us very close with his H" gun. which, moreover, only 
weighs 56 tons, and he is said to have a 150-ton breech-loader under manufacture which will completely 
eclipse the 80-ton Woolwich muzzle-loader.

Hitherto every advance in the size of guns has favored the breech-loading system, because the 
heavier and larger the gun the longer it had to be made, and with every increase of length there was
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an increased difficulty of loading at the muzzle. Herr Krupp maintains that these conditions will never 
alter; but Sir William Armstrong tells us that by machinery it is as easy, or nearly so, to load a long 
gun as a short one, and that even if breech-loading were to be adopted in this country for guns of the 
size now contemplated it would be equally necessary to apply machinery. There would still be the 
same ponderous shot to lift and ram home, and, moreover, it would be necessary to apply mechanical 
power to work the breech, since the parts of it would be so heavy that it would be impossible to work 
them by hand, except by very slow motions, so slow as to be incompatible with the necessary rapidity 
of fire.

We are not aware of any attempt to work a breech-loading gun by mechanical power, but we do 
not anticipate any great difficulty in so doing.

The recent highly successful trials on board the Thunderer have shown that Mr. George Eendel 
and Sir William Armstrong have solved the problem of loading and working the heaviest muzzle-loading 
gun by the application of hydraulic power, and the same system could doubtless be applied to breech- 
loading ordnance.

It is idle to deny that the latter possesses many advantages, and that in discarding it we are acting 
in opposition to all the principal Powers of Europe. To enter now into a gigantic experimental contest 
with heavy guns may be out of the question on the score of expense, but we should be glad to see the 
breech-loading principle tried in a field gun.

It is well known to experts that the difficulties experienced in the practical working of the Arm 
strong system of breech-loading for field guns were mainly connected with ammunition, and that these 
difficulties have, since the abandonment of the system, been almost entirely obviated by improvements 
in manufacture. Indeed, with improved ammunition, the 40-pdr. and 12-pdr. breech-loading Armstrong 
guns now in reserve in the Eoyal Arsenal would doubtless prove to be excellent weapons.

These guns were manufactured years ago, and with our present experience we could make great 
improvements in their construction.

We understand that some experiments with improved muzzle-loading rifled field guns are in 
contemplation, and we earnestly trust that an improved breech-loader may be tried at the same time.

It is possible, indeed we may say probable, that we may have to rearm the field artillery within a 
few years, and it would be, to us, a matter of great regret if the professional jealousy or mistaken parti 
sanship should hinder us in getting the best possible gun, either breech-loader or muzzle-loader.

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, May 20, 1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

Approved •.
ALPHONSO TAFT,

Secretary of War. 
MAY 20, 1876.
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TRIAL OF A NEW REMINGTON REVOLVER.

Proceedings of a Board of Officers convened at the National Armory by the following Order:

POST OEDEBS j NATIONAL ARMORY,

Ho. 3. ) SPRINGFIELD, MASS., February 23, 1876.

A Board of Officers, to consist of— 
Captain /. P. Parley, and 
Lieutenant James Hockwell, Jr.,

will convene at this Armory to-day for the purpose of examining and reporting upon the merits, as a 
military arm, of a new Remington revolver as compared with the Colt and the Schofield-Smith & 
Wesson revolvers.

BY OBDEE OF LlEUT. CoL. J. G. BfiNTON :
JAS. ROCKWELL, JR., 

Lieutenant of Ordnance, Post Adjutant.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., February 23, 1876.

The Board met pursuant to the foregoing order, both members present, and resolved to keep no 
daily record of its proceedings, but to conduct the trial of the three kinds of revolvers in such a manner 
and at such times as should be practicable.

Upon examination of previous reports relating to the Colt, the Smith & Wesson, and the Schofield- 
Smith & Wesson revolvers, the Board finds that the adaptation of the Colt revolver to the use of 
metallic ammunition was first brought to the notice of the Ordnance Department as early as 1872, and 
that this weapon in its modified form embodied its chief original mechanical principles.

The Smith & Wesson revolver, likewise adapted to the use of metallic ammunition, was at this 
same time brought in competition with the Colt, which it resembles in some important features, yet 
widely differs from in its ejecting device and mode of assembling and operating the arm. This weapon 
was found to be inferior to the Colt as a service arm, the latter better enduring the tests of service when 
the two were brought into competition.—(See Ordnance Notes No. V.)

During the year 1873 Major Schofield sought to overcome some of the mechanical defects of the 
Smith & Wesson revolver; but his first efforts were unsuccessful.—(See Ordnance Notes No. V.) In 
January, 1874, a Board of Officers, of which Major J. G. Benton was President, tested the Schofield 
alterations of the Smith & Wesson revolver in comparison with the unaltered arm, (no comparison of 
these arms and the Colt revolver being made, except in the ejection of shells and reloading on horse 
back,) and the Board was directed to "express an opinion on the merits of each for the military service, 
and the advisability of placing a limited number in the hands of troops for trial."

The labors of this Board extended over a period of six months, during which time Major Schofield 
was present at nearly all the tests, and was afforded every opportunity to explain, correct, withdraw 
and introduce modifications in his plans. It was finally "Resolved, That, in the opinion of the Board, 
Major Schofield's revolver is well suited to the military service, and that the Board do recommend that 
a limited number of these pistols he placed in the hands of troops for comparative trial with the Colt 
and Smith & Wesson revolvers now in service; and that, as far as possible, the different pistols be tried 
side by side in the same commands."
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It is within the knowledge of the present Board that an issue of 3,000 Schofield-Smith & Wesson 
revolvers has been made to the Army during the past year, and that, before taking np the present order 
for an additional 3,000, Mr Wesson has submitted a new model Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver 
embodying important changes of mechanical detail,* and that these alterations have grown out of 
acknowledged defects of the revolver that is now in the hands of troops; therefore the present Board 
finds itself embarrassed at the outset, in approaching the trial of the three revolvers now under con 
sideration, with the idea that it is called upon to express an opinion of the comparative merits of each 
arm, when the individual merits have not been established and are not even recognized by the inventors 
and manufacturers. The Board therefore resolves that, in view of the fact that no comparative trial 
or record has as yet been made between the Colt and Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolvers, it will be 
necessary to institute the same character of test for each of the three revolvers, (Colt, Remington, and 
Schofield-Smith & Wesson,) in order that the comparative merits shall be known.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OP COLT ARMTT REVOLVES, CALIBSE 0".45.

Vertical Projection—Half Size.
Fig. 1.

Vertical Projection Stiowing Arrangement of Working Parts—Half Size.

Fig 2.

NOMENCLATURE.
A.
B.
B'.
C.
D.
D'.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Barrel
Frame.
Recoil plate.
Cylinder.
Base pin.
Base-pin bushing.
Guard.
Back strap.
Hammer.
Main-spring.

I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P,
Q.
Q'.

Hammer roll and rivet.
Hammer screw.
Hammer cam.
Hand and spring.
Bolt and screw.
Trigger and screw.
Hammer notches.
Firing pin and rivet.
Ejector rod and spring.
Ejector tube.

R.
S.
T.
U.

V.
W.
X.
Y.

Ejector head.
Ejector tube screw.
Short-guard screw.
Sear and bolt (combined)

spring and screw.
Back-strap screw.
Main-spring screw.
Front sight.
Base-pin catch screw.

•See report of Captain Parley, appended and marked "A."
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The two back-strap screws just behind the hammer, the stock, the long-guard screw, gate, gate- 
catch screw, gate spring and gate catch are not shown in Fig. 2. The gate is shown in Fig. 1.

OPERATION OF THE PABTS.
As the hammer is cocked, the hand, which is pivoted to its lower portion, rises and engages the 

ratchet on the base of the cylinder, and causes it to revolve. The lower point or finger of the hand 
engages with one of the teeth of the ratchet just as the revolution of the cylinder has carried away the 
preceding tooth from the upper finger of the hand. This completes and insures the revolution by 
increasing the effective leverage of the hand.

The bolt M engages the stop notches in the surface of the cylinder, to prevent the momentum of 
the cylinder from carrying it past the firing point. It is caused to disengage from them by the action 
of the hammer cam K, which, rising during the cocking of the hammer, presses up the rear end of the 
bolt and liberates its front end from the notch. When the revolution is about complete the beveled 
lower surface of the hammer cam comes opposite the point of contact on the bolt. At this moment 
the tail of the bolt (being slit so as to have a lateral spring, and the head being pressed upward by the 
flat spring U) slides down over the inclined surface of the cam, and the head engages with the slop 
notch in the cylinder. The spring U is slit and bent so as to act upon both the bolt and the trigger.

The bushing around the base pin is useful by affording another surface for the revolution of the 
cylinder, and thereby diminishes the chances of sticking from dirt or rust. Both the cylinder and 
bushing may revolve on the base pin, which in turn may revolve in its own bearings.

DIMENSIONS.

Total length............................................................ 12".5
Length of barrel...................................................... 7".5
Diameter of bore..................................................... 0".45
Grooves, number of.................................................. G
Grooves, twist of, uniform.......................................... 1 turn in 16"—left-handed.
Grooves, depth, uniform............................................ 0".005

WEIGHTS.

Total weight.......................................................... 2.31 Ibs.
Weight of powder charge (service)............,...........,..... 28 grs.
Weight of bullet..................................................... 230 grs.

The powder charge and weight of ball have been lightened to adapt the cartridge to the Schofield- 
Smith & Wesson revolver.

GEHEEAL DESCEIPTIOK OF SCHOFIELD-SMITH & WESSOH ABMY E.EVOLVEB. 

Vertical Projection,—Half Size,
Fig. 1-
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Vertical Projection Showing Arrangement of Working Parti—Half 8ise.

Fig. 2.

The principal changes in thia revolver from the original Smith & Wesson revolver are in the extractor, 
cylinder catch and barrel catch.

OPERATION OF THE PABTS.

A is the barrel joined to the frame B by the joint screw 0. Under and behind the barrel projects 
the base pin on which the cylinder F revolves. This is kept in place on its pivot by the inner hook 
of the cylinder catch D. This catch pivots in front on the cylinder-catch screw D", and is held down 
by the cylinder-catch cam D', the upper part of the middle portion of which is cut away and allows 
the catch to rise when th« cam is turned to a certain position.

The base pin is hollow, and contains the extractqr stem II, made in two parts, which screw together. 
Between the head of the stem and the bottom of the hole of the cylinder is confined the extractor spring 
H', which in compressed when the extractor moves out. The extractor Gis recessed into the face of the 
cylinder. The ratchet, by which the cylinder is revolved, is cut in the face of the extractor, and the 
extractor stud G' forms a rear bearing for the cylinder on the frame when the revolver is closed. The 
steady-pin I keeps the extractor exactly in place when it is down.

The lifter J moves upon the friction collar K under the influence of the pawl L; the pawl is pressed 
against the lifter by the pawl spring M; the lifter is moved by the pawl in one direction only, and is 
therefore free to follow the motion of the extractor spring. In closing the revolver, the outer hook of 
the cylinder catch presses back the barrel catch E, and engages it under the influence of the barrel- 
catch spring E'. The position of the hammer prevents the opening of the barrel catch, and, conse 
quently, of the revolver, until brought to the half-cock. The parts of the lock resemble in general 
feature those of the Colt revolver. N is the hammer, B the hammer stud, 0 the main-spring, Q the 
strain screw, P the swivel and swivel pin, T the trigger and trigger pin, S the trigger spring. The 
hand W is kept in place by the hand spring in the front surface of the hammer, which bears against 
a flat place on the pivot arm of the hand. The stop V is thrown up into the stop notches of the 
cylinder by the stop spring It is drawn out of them by the action of the trigger spring on the trigger 
when the hammer is half-cocked. When the hammer is full cocked, and also during its fall, the upper 
arm of the trigger bears down on the rear end of the stop, and keeps its head securely in the stop notch. 
The guard X is secured to the frame by the guard screw Y, and by a lip on the back portion of the 
guard strap, which fits under a corresponding projection of the frame, and so serves to hold the guard 
in place. The sight Z is let into a groove in the upper side of the rib of the barrel. The recoil plate U 
receives the bearing of the cartridge head at the time of fire.
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DllCMSIOHS.

Total length.................................................................... 12". 6
.Length .of barrel.............................................................. i'i
Diameter of bore............................................................. 0".4S5
Grooves, number ot........ ................................................. B
Grooves, twist of, uniform, one ram in................................. 20" — right-handed.
Grooves, depth, uniform..... ............................................... 0// .0075

Total weight................................................................... 2.5 Ibs.
Weight of powder charge.................................................. 28 grs., (service.)
Weight of ballet.............................................................. 230 grg., (service.)

G-EITEBAL DESCRIPTION OF ABUT EBVOLVBB, CALIBBX 0".44.

This revolver is a modiBcation of the Colt revolver described on page 386. The essential 
differences are described in detail nnder the heading of "mechanical features," on pages 893 and 394. 
The accompanying diagram is a side elevation showing the arrangement of the working parts.

A. Barrel
B. Frame.
C. Cylinder,
D. Base pin.
D'. Ejector, tube.
E. Guard.
F. Back strap.
G. Hammer.

NOMEJTCIATDBE.

I. Hammer roll and rivet. P. Ejector frame screw.
J. Hammer screw. 
K. Hammer cam. 
L. Hand and spring. 
L'. Stop holt. 
M. Ejector frame. 
N. Dowel pin. 
0. Ejector spring.

P'. Base-pin catch.
Q. Ejector head.
E. Short-guard screw,
S. Front sight.
T. Swivel ring.
T'. Swivel bolt and rivet.
U. Sear and bolt spring and screw.

OPEEATIOH OF THE PASTS.

As the hammer is cocked the hand, which is pivoted to its lower portion, rises and engages the 
ratchet on the base of the cylinder and causes it to revolve.

The bolt I/ engages the stop notches in the surface of the cylinder to prevent the momentum of 
the cylinder from carrying it past the .firing point. It disengages from them under the action of the 
hammer cam K, which, rising during the cocking of the hammer, presses np the rear end of the bolt 
and liberates its front end from the notch. When the revolution is about complete, the beveled lower 
surface of the hammer cam comes opposite the point of contact on the bolt. At this moment the tail 
of the bolt (being slit so as to have a lateral spring, and the head being pressed upward by the flat 
spring U) slides down over the inclined surface of the cam, and the head'engages the stop notch in the 
cylinder. The spring U is slit and bent so as to act upon both the bolt and the trigger.
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DIMENSIONS.

Total length........................................................................... 13".03
Length of barrel................ .......................................... ......... 7".46
Diameter of bore..................................................................... 0".44
Grooves, number of.................................................................. 5
Grooves, twist of, at base.............................................—.......... 1 turn in 5'
Grooves, at muzzle.......................... ......................................... 1 turn in 26"
Grooves, depth........................................................................ 0".004
Grooves, twist.......................................................................... Left-handed.
Total weight ....................... ..... ............................................ 2.61bs.
Weight of powder charge.......................................................... 28.3grs.
Weight of bullet......................... ............................................ 226.6 grs.

Remington cartridges, brass shells, capped or primed. Bullet not cupped at the base; has one 
cannelure in front of the shell containing the lubricant.

REMARKS.

The comparison of the Colt revolver using the service cartridge (the dimensions of which impose 
a fixed limit upon the po-.vder charge and weight of ball,) with the same arm using the Bridgeport 
cartridge, manufactured for and issued by the Gilt Manufacturing Company, has been made for the 
reason that while the maximum efficiency of the Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver is obtained with 
the service cartridge, that of the Colt is not reached until its chamber is filled by its cartridge, as when 
the Bridgeport cartridge is used. In discussing the comparative merits of the different revolvers and 
selecting a standard of reference, the Schofield-Smith & Wessou must be brought up to the standard of 
the Colt revolver, or else the latter must be brought down to the limiting conditions of the Schofield- 
Smith & Wesson revolver. The Board has considered the latter alternative the more proper one, 
inasmuch as the Ordnance Department has fixed the ammunition to be used, and by that standard the 
comparisons have been made.

Furthermore, the cartridge accompanying the Remington revolver more nearly approaches the 
standard service cartridge than it does the Bridgeport or Colt cartridge.

In considering the abstract merits, however, of the Colt revolver and its efficiency as a service 
weapon, its full power or efficiency cannot be overlooked, because the full capability of the other 
revolvers has been considered. Therefore the Board has placed on record certain tests of the Colt 
revolver upon the basis claimed by its manufacturers.

The views of the Superintendent of the Colt Manufacturing Company, General W. B.- Franklin, 
on the disadvantages to their revolver due to the use of the service cartridge are given in a letter, 
which is attached to these proceedings and marked "B."

RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE TESTS.

Initial Velocities. 
Colt revolver, service ammunition:

(28.0 grs. powder, 229.2 grs. lead)...................................................... 733'
Schofield-Smith & Wesson, service ammunition:

(28.C grs. powder, 229.2 grs. lead)...................................................... 741'
Remington revolver, Remington ammunition:

(28.3 grs. powder, 220.6 grs. lead)...................................................... 655'
Colt revolver, Bridgeport ammunition:

(37.6 grs. powder, 219.6 grs. lead)...................................................... 890'
These weights were obtained by breaking up a number of cartridges of each kind and taking the 

mean weights of powder and lead in each kind.

PENETRATION AND RECOIL.

Penetration. Recoil.
Colt revolver, service ammunition.......................... ............... 47 56
Schofield-Smith & Wesson, service ammunition......................... 46 57
Remington, Remington ammunition................................. ...... 43 53
Colt, Bridgeport ammunition................................................ 58 74

These results were obtained with recoil and penetration frames similar to those illustrated in Figs. 
2 and 3, Ordnance Notes No. XLI, but swung in a slightly different manner,

TESTS FOE ACCURACY.

In the accompanying target records each small square represents 12". The firing from fixed rest 
indicates the absolute comparative accuracy at 25 yards and 100 yards of the three revolvers, and also 
the comparative performance of the Colt revolver using the service cartridge and the same arm using 
the Bridgeport cartridge.
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In this latter connection, the Board desired to settle definitely the question of the direct or indirect 

influence upon the marksman of using the maximum powder charge in the Colt revolver. For this 
purpose the members of the Board, as well as the Armory marksman, made individual off-hand targets, 
as shown in the accompanying target records, which illustrate the comparative performance of the 
Colt with the service and Bridgeport cartridges.

The Board gives it as its decided opinion that no inconvenience whatever attends the use of the 
cartridge containing 37.6 grs. of powder and 250 grs. of lead.

The penetration in pine butts at 100 yards is 5". 7 for this cartridge, and 3".45 for the service 
cartridge, taking a mean of five shots with each kind of cartridges. The trajectory is flatter for the 
former cartridge, and the efficiency of the revolver is greatly increased.

DISTANCES FBOM CENTBE or IMPACT. 
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DISTANCES FROM CENTRE OK IMPACT. 

Range., 100 yards—Firing from Fixed Rtst.
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RAPIDITY or LOADING AND EJECTING.

Time required to fire 18 shots, commencing and ending with chambers empty:
Minutes. Seronds. 

Colt revolver........ ........................................ ......... 1 54
Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver.............................. 0 59
Remington revolver.................................................. 2 25

One of the Remington cartridges missed fire, but exploded at the second trial; this delayed its 
rapidity nearly thirty seconds. In ejecting the empty shells from the Remington revolver, the fore 
finger of the marksman was badly torn by repeatedly striking the sharp angles about the head of
the ejector.

ENDURANCE.

Two hundred and fifty rounds were then fired from each revolver, allowing them a short time to 
cool after every 50 rounds.

The Colt worked without the least difficulty.
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The Schofield-Smith & Wesson clogged slightly in the cylinder after the 180th round, but the 

clogging did not increase.
The Remington clogged in the cylinder at the 162d round, and worked with some difficulty 

thereafter. One of the Remington cartridges missed fire, there being no fulminate in the primer, and 
the balls of two cartridges were too large to enter the chambers.

FOULIHO.
The revolvers were then allowed to remain forty-eight hours uncleaned, after which 50 rounds 

were fired from each, allowing the arm to cool after the 12th, 24th and 36th rounds.
The Colt revolver was considerably fouled, but worked without difficulty.
The Schofield-Smith & Wesson was also considerably fouled, but worked without difficulty.
The Remington appeared less badly fouled than the two others. In firing the first 6 rounds the 

cylinder did not revolve readily. From the 12th to the 18th round both hands were required to hold 
the revolver in cocking. In firing the last 14 rounds the base pin stuck somewhat, due to the fouling 
of the front of the cylinder about the base pin. The primer of one cartridge leaked eo as to allow the 
escape of gas to the rear.

PULVEBIZISO OR DUSTINQ TEST.

The revolvers were next carefully cleaned and then shaken in fine dust, after which each was 
roughly brushed and fired 12 rounds.

The Colt worked without difficulty, as did also the Schofield-Smith & Wesson.
The ejector of the Remington, while ejecting a cartridge shell, stuck in the chamber. It was found 

that the ejector had bound in its narrow groove or tube by reason of the dust and fouling, and the 
ejector spring had not power enough to retract it. After forcibly moving the rod up and down a few 
times it worked properly. Each revolver was again dusted in the same manner, to ascertain the 
combined effects of dusting and fouling, and 6 rounds were then fired from each.

The Colt revolver worked with ease.
In the Schofield-Smith & Wesson the cartridges entered the chambers with difficulty, but the 

revolver worked well.
The cartridges for the Remington required a great deal of force to push them into the chambers, 

and the ejector stuck as before.

DISMOUNTING AND ASSEMBLING.
The revolvers were then dismounted and the parts carefully cleaned, after which they were again 

assembled.
The base pin of the Colt revolver was found to be so badly stuck to the cylinder by fouling as to 

require a vise to extract it. The other arms were dirty but in working order.
The time required for an ordinary machinist to dismount each revolver is as follows:

Minutes. 
Colt revolver................................ ....................... 5

_ __Schofigld-Smith & Wesson................ .... .................. , _7J
Remington........................................................... 7

This includes the dismounting of every part, however small.
The time required for the same machinist to completely assemble the parts is as follows:

Minutes. 
Colt revolver........................................................ 17
Schofield-Smith & Wesson....................................... 19
Remington........................................................... 24

The greater time required for the Remington is due to the delay in slipping the main-spring 
exactly into place.

RusTina TEST.

The revolvers were next dipped for ten minutes in sal ammoniac and then exposed for forty-eight 
hours, when they were found but slightly rusted. Each was fired 12 rounds.

Colt Revolver—Worked without difficulty.
Schofield-Smith & Wesson.—The first six, cartridges entered the chambers with difficulty, and the 

ejector did not readily draw out the empty shells.
Remington—Worked without difficulty.

RUSTINS TEST REPEATED.
The revolvers were then loaded, and, without being cleaned, were again rusted as before, with 

the following results:
Colt Revolver— The cylinder was found so fast that it was impossible to cock the hammer until 

the cylinder was forced around by hand. After six rounds were fired, the cylinder moved without 
difficulty. Eighteen rounds were fired from this revolver, and all the cartridges were found struck to 
one side of the centre of the head, the feed fingers having failed to throw the cylinder quite to the 
firing point. All the other parts worked well.
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8chofield-8mitk & Waton.—The cylinder was tightly bound and the barrel catch and ejector were 

stock fart. The barrel catch was forced open with great difficulty and the cylinder forced around by 
hand, but it was impossible to bring the hammer to a fall cock. The cartridges were forced out with 
the greatest difficulty, and the ejector finally forced to move, bat the ejector spring was too badly 
rusted to act. The impossibility of full cooking the hammer was due to the rusting of the swivel and 
swivel pin.

Remmgtan.—The cylinder was found tightly bound, and, until it was forced around by hand, the 
hammer could not be raised. The ejector was bound but could be forced down. Six rounds were fired. 
The ejector continually stack when forced in the chamber, requiring considerable effort to retract it. 
Twelve more rounds were fired, during the. last six of which the trigger bound and had to be forced 
forward after each shot, the sear spring not being sufficiently stiff.

MEOHABIOAL FEATUBIS.
The comparative tests of the revolvers ended with the rusting test. Each revolver was dismounted, 

examined and cleaned. All of the parts were found well coated with rust.
The following diagrams illustrate the essential differences between the Colt and the Remington 

revolvers:

COLT REVOLVER

a'

Q

REMINGTON REVOLVER. /876.J
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Th» advantages or improvement supposed to be claimed for the Eemington revolver, as compared 

with the Colt arm, are the use of a light bare pin which can be withdrawn by looeening its catch, and 

thus allowing the removal of the cylinder; the introduction of the ejector frame, faitening to the barrel 

by a small screw and to the frame by the dowel pin N, lessening the liability of accidentally tearing 

the ejecting system from the barrel; the coiling of the ejector spring around the bate pin instead of 

around the ejector; the absence of the screw of the bolt M, and the fact that the butt of the Remington 

w forged solid With the pistol frame. It would also be probably claimed that the pistol has a neater 
look than the Colt.

Cow REVOUEB.

The principal advantages claimed for this revolver over former models are its solid frame its 

bushing around the base pin (making a third surface for the revolution of the cylinder,) and its double 

feed finger on the hand, giving two points of contact with the ratchet instead of only one The 

finger of the hand moves in the direction, of the tangent to the circle upon which the ratchet is cut and 

after rotating the cylinder to a certain position it panes from the notch of the ratchet, and can no 

longer act upon it. In the Colt model, before the first or upper finger leaves its notch of the ratchet 

the lower finger begins to act upon the next notch, and thu« insures the certainty of the revolution of 

the cylmder. The wearing away of the notches of the ratchet through long service must impair the 
action of the hand in other models, but will aot do so in the Colt model. As may be seen from the 

following diagram, the more extended action of the hand allows the ratchet of the Colt to be cut on a 

larger circle than in other models, (where the finger would slip off the notch before the revelation of 

the cylmder » completed.} and thus demands less power in the hand and prodoces leas wear upon the 
ratchet. *^

COJLT REVOLVER.

SCHOMELU-SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER.

REMINGTON REVOLVER.
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RXMIBOTOV REVOLVE*.

In this revolver,) in addition to the principal changes from the Colt model, already given, are 
found other minor changes worthy of note. The firing-pin is solid with the hammer, and its fracture 
involves the replacing of the entire hammer; the spiral-gate spring of the Colt model is replaced by a 
weak flat spring. The forging of the frame and butt in one solid piece is regarded as an advantage by 
the Board, as it increases the rigidity of the system and requires a less number of small screws for 
assembling, bat at the same time this requires the abandonment of the solid wooden handle of the Colt.

The substitution of a long, light base pin, easily bent or broken and not always easy to remove, 
is regarded as in every way a disadvantage as compared with the base-pin of the Colt, whose advantages 
have been already shown. The ejector frame increases the weight of the arm, does not materially 
increase the firmness with which the ejector is Attached to the arm, and does not afford a certain or an 
easy passage for the ejector. The placing of the ejector-spring around the base-pin, instead of around 
the ejector rod, is not regarded as an advantage, and the number of small parts is not materially 
reduced. In fact, the Board regards every departure of this pistol from the Colt model, with possibly 
the one exception of the connection of the butt with the frame, as a positive disadvantage.

The workmanship displayed in the Remington model is far inferior to that of either of the other 
revolvers. The head of the ejector is so near the barrel as to quickly become heated in firing, and the 
liability of the sharp angles abont it to cause injury, has been shown in the test for rapidity of loading 
and ejecting.

DEFECTS OF THE SMITH & WESSON SYSTEM:.
The following sketch is designed to call attention to some defects in this system, which are, in the 

opinion of the Board, very serious objections. The Schofield-Smith & Wesson embodies all the main 
mechanical features of the system, and is used to illustrate its defects.

The efficiency of any revolver of this model most depend, in great measure, upon the accuracy 
with which its joint* are made and broken. A glance at the above diagram shows that the distances 
AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH, BC, GE, HE, HF, AI must not only be made exact, but must remain 
invariable, and it is believed impossible to preserve the latter condition with the rough usage of the 
service. A system depending for its efficiency upon such conditions is deemed by the Board far less 
reliable than a rigid system like the Colt and kindred models. The Schofield-Smith A. Wesson revolver, 
Kke the original Smith <t Wesson, is of excellent workmanship and finish, but the severe rusting test 
given by the Board resulted in showing how readily this model may become unserviceable, and this 
test is not regarded as more severe a trial of the arm than would frequently be experienced in the service.
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CONCLTJSIOBS AND RECOMMEHDATIOH3.

The record of this trial shows the Colt revolver to be the most serviceable of the three arms under 
consideration, and the one best adapted to the military service. It is simple in its mechanism, stable 
in its structure, and will endure the most severe tests to which it may be subjected in the hands of the 
cavalry soldier. Its maximum effectiveness is secured by the cartridge prepared for and issued by the 
manufacturers with the arm, and not by the present service cartridge, which utilizes only a portion of 
the powder and ball space provided in the chambers of this arm, a point well taken by General 
Franklin in his letter already referred to.

The Board is of opinion that a weapon so weighty and bulky as the Army revolver should be 
called upon to perform a more important part in our service than can be obtained with the light pocket 
pistols* now in the market, and believes the Colt revolver has the strength to endure very heavy 
strains, therefore its maximum working capacity should be utilized.

The ejector of this arm is certain in its application of power to eject the cartridge shell, and is 
independent in its movements of any part that may prove defective in service; it has all the rapidity 
of action required for a military weapon of this character.

Parallelism of the axes of the chambers with the axis of the bore, and their continuity with that 
axis, are obtained by the rigid frame supporting both in front and rear the cylinder and keeping its 
axis invariable. Other advantages have been described in the body of this report.

The Remington revolver does not differ essentially in principle from the Colt, and to this extent 
is an excellent service weapon; the points of difference, already set forth, if intended to be improve 
ments upon the arm from which it is derived, fall so far short of being improvements as to condemn 
the arm for the military service, when brought in competition with the Colt revolver.

The Schofield-Smith & Wesson embodies all the essential mechanical principles of the arm from 
which it is derived—the Smith & Wesson. It is undoubtedly an improvement upon the original, and 
the appended report (A) shows that the inventors are still actuated by an earnest and commendable 
desire to improve its effectiveness

It is the desire of the Board not to forestall opinion in regard to the merits of this arm, which is 
now undergoing the tests of actual service, but it finds that its performance after the rusting test was 
unfavorable as compared with that of its competitors. This test was uniform for the three arms, and 
not beyond the natural incidents of service. The Board finds that in point of workmanship, delicacy 
and nicety of adjustment and ingenuity of mechanism this arm presents great recommendations, and 
belives that it would be in demand by a large class of commissioned officers in time of war.

Taking all things into consideration, the Board expresses its decided preference for the Colt Army 
revolver, as the one best adapted to meet all the requirements of the military service.

The Board, having no further business to transact, then adjourned sine die.
J. P. FARLEY,

Captain of Ordnance, President. 
JAS. ROCKWELL, JR.,

Lieutenant of Ordnance, Recorder.

Approved and forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, agreeably to his instructions of the 10th of 
February, 1876.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel of Ordnance, Commanding.

NATIONAL ARMORY,
January-12, 1876. 

SIR:
Agreeably to your instructions, I have the honor to report the results of an examination and trial 

of the latest improved model Schofield-Smith & Wesson revolver. After conference with the Superin 
tendent and Foreman of the Smith & Wesson factory, I am prepared to exactly describe the proposed 
changes and modifications as specifically directed by you.

*The special Colt pocket revolver, 0".38 calibre, weighing 13J^ ounces, and using a cartridge containing 17.25 
grains of powder and 141 grains of lead, gave, while in the possession of a member of the Board, an initial velocity 
of SoO" and gave 2" penetration in pine plank at 50', its accuracy at this distance being very good. The Smith & 
Wesson Company is producing a pistol of the same character.
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first. The "base pin," which is a hollow cylinder, about which the cylinder proper revolves, when 

removed from the pistol, appears as follows, (Fig. 1:)

Fig. 1.
,,"*,

Fiy. 2.

Fig. 2 represents the "base pin" of the revolver now in the hands of troops. The object in making 
this change in the length of the "base pin" is to strengthen and stiffen it at the front and only 
supported end. This "base pin" has to carry the weight of the cylinder, and when the pistol is open 
as for ejecting cartridge shells, there is great probability of its being strained out of line. The weight 
of the cylinder added to the force of an accidental lateral blow, multiplied into the leverage that is 
offered, should almost inevitably produce the result mentioned.

The bearing surface of the "base pin" in the model now in service does not exceed 0".5. The 
" base pin" is a hollow cylinder but 0".04 in thickness of wall, and is slotted through at its front or 
bearing end, as represented at D', Fig. 2. The revolver ratchets are cut upon a very small circle, and 
are carried away from the "hand," which operates them every time the pistol is opened to eject shell; 
if then these ratchets have been thrown out of place by the strain before mentioned the revolution of 
the cylinder will not take place. The delicacy of this adjustment, coupled with the delicacy of all the 
other adjustments depending upon a perfectly rigid and inflexible condition of the "base pin," will not 
only warrant this change, (proposed by Mr. Wesson,) but demands that this alteration should be made, 
as approaching more nearly conditions sought.

Second. The front end of the item of the ejector of the revolver now in service appears as follows,
(Fig. 3:)

Fig. Fig. 4.

In the proposed model Mr. Wesson desires to make it as represented, (Fig. 4;) also to make the 
spiral-ejector spring a little lighter. This change is unimportant. The "stem" is not weakened, as its 
strength is that of its smallest diameter, AA'.

The " spring " has but little work to do, merely that of withdrawing the " ejector " after the positive 
action of the "lifter." Spiral springs of this character take a set at first, but after that may be 
compressed and fully closed 500,000 or more times without losing a particle of force; nothing therefore 
may be apprehended on the score of growing weak in service.

Third. It is proposed to groove the barrel joint. (See Fig. 5, at A.)

Fig. 5.

Mr. Wesson desires to do this not only to reduce the friction of surfaces, but to provide a means of 
taking up dust, dirt, &c.

Fourth. The trigger of the revolver now in service was made the same in shape as the original 
model, but there appears to have been a mistake made by Colonel Schofield in submitting something 
different from what he intended. Colonel Schofield acknowledges his mistake, but desires to have the 
trigger less curved, as in the latest proposed model.

Fifth. The checking and alteration in the barrel catch is a decided improvement, as will be seen 
by an examination of the model, likewise the enlargement of the barrel-catch screw. This screw is 
increased 0// .02 in diameter, and is likewise tempered, as much strain falls upon this point.

Sixth. The stock or metal under the barrel is to be increased to cover the increased length of "base 
pin." In the present submitted model the metal is brazed on, but it is the intention to provide more 
stock to meet this requirement in future manufacture.

The general working features of this new model being precisely identical with the older model, it 
was not deemed necessary to subject it to any severe tests, as nothing could be proved thereby that was 
not already known. The revolver was fired fifty times, and the shape of trigger found to be an 
improvement over the old form. Having less curvature, there is less liability of expending the force
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of the forefinger on the guard. The ejection of the cartridge shell was also facilitated by the alteration 
in the " barrel catch." There is less wear and tear upon the thumb and fingers. All of these modifi 
cations are proposed by Mr. Wesson, who has a joint interest with Colonel Sehofield in the success of 
this revolver, and I infer from the tone of Colonel Schofield's letters that he sanctions these alterations.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. P. PARLEY,

Captain of Ordnance. 
To the COMMANDING OFFICER,

National Armory.

"B."

OFFICE OF COLT'S PATENT FIRE-AEMS MANUFACTURING CO.,
HARTFORD, COM., March 3, 1876. 

DEAR SIE:
Your letter* of the 29th ultimo has been received. I think that the advantages claimed for the 

Colt's revolver by this Company over other military pistols, and which were recognized in the Report 
of the Board of Officers of 1873, on which 8,000 and more were ordered for the use of the cavalry, are 
to a great extent destroyed by the use of the service cartridge, as it now exists.

The advantage of shortening the service cartridge and lightening the charge of powder seems to 
be that with the altered cartridge certain different models of pistols can be used in service with the 
same ammunition. I think, however, that it has been demonstrated hitherto, and can be demonstrated 
again if necessary, that the result obtained by the change has been the diminution of the accuracy 
and power of the Colt's pistol at comparatively long ranges, leaving it of about the same accuracy and 
power as its rivals at short ranges. This can hardly be considered a desirable result, either for the 
United States or for this Company. If the size and weight of military pistols, as compared with those 
for the pocket, are of any benefit to the soldier, it must be on account of the power they give him of 
striking an object at a distance beyond the range of the ordinary pocket pistol. Otherwise I know no 
reason why the pocket pistol will not answer every purpose of the military pistol, at less cost to the 
United States, and with more convenience to the soldier on account of its lightness. An experienced 
marksman can make as good a target at 25' with one of our pocket pistols as he can with the Army 
pistol. This is shown every day at our works. But when the range gets to be 50 yards or more, the 
Arrny pistol with our cartridge will make a target nearly every shot in which would disable a man, 
(fired into a body of men it would always strike some one,) and it is impossible, I think, to make such 
a target with a pistol and cartridge materially lighter than ours. At any rate, such has been the 
result of our experience. I send you to-day by express four targets made yesterday; of these two are 
at 25', one with the service cartridge, one with ours. They are virtually of equal accuracy. Two are 
at 100 yards off-hand; one with service cartridge, one with ours. The mean of the lineal deviations 
with the service cartridge is 19''.33, and the mean with ours is 9".65. The accuracy, judging by 
mean lineal deviation, is as one (service) to two (ours.) The matter of the shoulder in our chamber 
against which the ball rests when the chamber is charged, if our cartridge be used, and making 
crimping necessary when a shorter cartridge like the service is used, is one to which I hardly consider 
it necessary to call your attention It however hurts the efficiency of our pistol to use the shorter 
cartridge, on account of the enlarged space left in front of the ball, and absorbs power by taking 
powder force to destroy the crimping.

The powder charge in one of the service cartridges which I weighed yesterday was 25 grains. 
The ball appears to be about the same in the service and in our cartridge. In conclusion, I say that 
it seems to me that the use of a smaller cartridge than ours in an arm as large and as expensive as are 
the military pistols of the present day does not develop the true value of the arm, (at all events, in 
the Colt pistol,) as an offensive and defensive weapon, but degrades it to what is the ordinary value of 
the pocket pistol.

Very respectfully, yours,
W. B. FRANKLIN, 

Vice-President, General Agent. 
Lieutenant JAMES ROCKWELL, JR.,

Ordnance Corps, U. 8. A., Recorder,
National Armory, Springfield, Uass.

P. S.—The penetration of the service cartridge is to the penetration of ours (by the pendulum) 
as 34+ is to 44.

W. B. F.

*This refers to a letter written by the Recorder, asking for a statement of any disadvantages which the Colt 
Company might think placed upon their arm by a change from their own to the service cartridge.
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[ First Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
March 15, 1876. 

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance.
J. G. BENTON. 

Lieutenant Colonel of Ordnance, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHIKGTOS, June 28, 187G.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. C. LYFORD,
Acting Chief of Ordnance.

Approved:
J. D. CAMERON,

Secretary of War.
JUNE 28, 1876.
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USE OF RIFLE AMMUNITION IN CARBINES,
CALIBER .45.

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF CHIEF ORDNANCE OFFICER,

CHICAGO, ILL., July 20, 1876. 
SIB:

My reason for asking for so little carbine ammunition, in comparison with rifle ammunition for 
the Department of Dakota, is that it is the general impression in the Army that the latter is superior 
to the former for both arms. The trajectory of the carbine cartridge ball is too much curved, and the 
range not long enough to cope with the rifle in the hands of Indians. Old huntsmen on the plains 
tell me they invariably use the 70 grain cartridge with the carbine, and find the recoil not too much.

Within short ranges the carbine shoots too high, while its extreme range is insufficient. I 
respectfully recommend for your consideration the propriety of using the same cartridge (70 grains 
powder) in both arms. This would require a corresponding alteration in the rear sight of the carbine.

When our rifles fall into the hands of rifle clubs and huntsmen the powder charge is invariably 
increased in the cartridge to 80 or 85 grains.

The complaint against the feebleness of the carbine cartridge is almost universal.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

,1. W. REILLY,
Captain of Ordnance,

Chief Ordnance Officer, Military Division of Missouri. 
The CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

[First Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, July 22, 1876. 

Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of National Armory for report.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., July 29, 1870.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance.
As the Department is aware, the only reason for not issuing the rifle cartridge for the carbine was 

the very general complaint from line officers of the severity of the recoil. As there seems to be a 
change of opinion on this subject, I hope it may lead to the adoption of the rifle cartridge for both 
rifle and carbine.

The difference in range between the two cartridges in the carbine is not, however, very great up 
to 500 yards. After that there is a slight falling off in favor of the rifle cartridge. I have had a trial 
made with the two cartridges at 100, 300, 500 and 900 yards, and will send you a report of it in a few 
days, as soon as it can be made up, which shows that no variation in aiming is required up to 500 
yards with the present sight. Beyond that distance the aim should be lowered slightly to correspond 
with the carbine cartridge.

I think, therefore, that the rifle cartridge may be issued at once and used with advantage in the 
carbines in the hands of the troops.

If the rifle cartridge should be adopted, it will be an easy matter to change the graduations of the
sight to correspond. 

b J. G. BENTON,
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.
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NATIONAL ARMORY,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., July 28, 1876. 

SIB.:
In accordance with your instructions, six new carbines, taken indiscriminately from those in store, 

were iired, each ten rounds with rifle and ten rounds with carbine cartridges, at targets at 100 yards, 
300 yards and 500 yards distance.

Four of the carbines appeared to be sighted too high for the 500-yard target .with each kind of 
cartridge. No targets were made by them, as the bullets passed entirely over. An inspection of the 
results obtained at 100 and 300 yards would seem to indicate that either cartridge can be used.

Two carbines were also fired, using both kinds of cartridges, at a target at 900 yards distance, 
using the 800 yards sight. Ten rifle cartridges were fired from the carbines for velocity; also Sharp's, 
Spencer's and the Springfield, cal. .4.5 were fired for penetration at 100 yards. The results are given 
below:

CARBINE. 

One Hundred Yardi Distance.

No. OF CARBINE.

33011 
33941
331)20

30088 
30120

RIFLE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches, 
0.1

0.7 
0.7

Below.

Inches.

1.4
0.5
1.6

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches. 
3.22 
3. BO 
3.0.5 
3.0(5 
2.14 
3.90

CARBINE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.

2.5 
3.4

Below.

Inches. 
0.4 
1.2 
2.5 
7.1

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches. 
2.5C 
3.01 
2.40 
2.60 
2.13 
2.20

Three Hundred Yards Distance.

.No. OF CARBINE.

33911 
33941 
33020 
33009 
30088 
30120

RIFLE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
22.9 
13.0 
8.4

21.8 
40. 6

Below.

Inches.

15.2

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches. 
7.69 
8.30 
8.29 

11.45 
7.04 
7.45

CARBIDE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
20.2 
12.9 
8.2

22.7 
32.0

Below.

Inches.

9.4

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches. 
8.9 
7.43 
5.23 

10.00 
8.93 
6. 66

Five Hundred Yards Distance.

No. or CARBINE.

33099
33020

RIFLE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
23.4 
02.2

Below.

Inches.

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches. 
14.95 
13.11

CARBINE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
4.G 

40.4

Below.

Inches.

Absolute
Deviation.

Inches. 
21.83 
16.27
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Nine Hundred Yards Distance.

No. 01 CABBINE.

33099

33020

RIFLE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.
21.89

4.6

Below.

Incites.
Target of nine

shots.
Target of ten

shots.

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches.
37.08

32. C2

CARBINE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.
Target of seven

shots.
Target of seven

shots

Below.

Inches.
20.7

24.0

Absolute 
Deviation.

Inches.
37. «t

35.42

Velocities.

Mean of 10

Penetrations at One Hundred Yards.

NAMES or CARBINES.

Springfield, 
Spencer's, c 
Sharp's, cal

MEAN PENETRATION,
FIVE SHOTS.

White Pine. 
10". 075 
0".9u 
8". 25

WEIGHTS OF WEIGHTS OF 
BULLETR. POWDER.

Grains. ; Grains. 
405 | fi5 
348 i ,r>8V£ 
430 ! fl5

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

The COMMANDING OJTICER,
National Armory, Springfield, Mass.

JOHN E. GREEK, 
First Lieutenant of Ordnance, U. S. A.

(First Indorsement. 1

NATIONAL ARMORY,
.My 29, 1876.

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, in connection with Captain Heilly's letter, 
returned this day.

The penetrations in pine, given herein, show that the power of the Springfield carbine exceeds 
the Sharp's—the most powerful carbine ever had in the United States service—as 10 SB to 8}.

J. G. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHISGTOH, August 1, 1876.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance. 
Approved:

J. D. CAMERON,
Secretary of War. 

AUGUST 1, 1876.
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THE WINCHESTER RIFLE.

HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OP THE MISSOURI,
OFFIRE OF CHIEF ORDNANCE OFFICER,

CHICAGO, ILL., Augwt 2, 1876.
SlB:

As telegraphed to you to-day, Colonel Mackenzie requested Winchester rifles for the Fourth 
Cavalry. I informed the Lieutenant General that we did not famish these arms, but that by using 
the rifle cartridge in the carbine some causes of complaint would be removed; or, if this was not 
sufficient, the caliber .45 rifle could be issued to replace the carbine, thus making the regiment mounted 
infantry. The Lieutenant General awaits Colonel Mackenzie's arrival here before taking decided action 
in the case.

I quote this as an illustration of the dissatisfaction with the carbine; and while it is impossible to 
gratify all the caprices of officers, yet the very general complaints at the inefficiency of the carbine 
must be based on some real grounds. Its defects are inaccuracy and short range. It may be said 
that it is not expected to be as complete as the rifle in these respects, but the nature of our cavalry 
service demands equal capabilities in both arms, and I think this can be obtafned by adopting, instead 
of the carbine, a longer arm, of the dimensions of the officers' model of Springfield (sporting) rifle 
and using the 70-grain cartridge in it.

I would suggest setting the front and rear sights as far apart as possible, the rear sight being on the 
top of the small of the stock. In general, I would suggest getting out of the gun everything possible, 
running the arm to its extreme limits of range and accuracy. This model should also be provided 
with a ramrod, to remove cartridge shells which the extractor fails to eject and to clean the arm.

Verv respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. W. REILLY,

Captain of Ordnance, Chief Ordnance Officer. 
CHIEF OF ORDNANCE,

Washington, D. C.

\ First Indorsement, j

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, August 4, 1876. 

Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of National Armory for report.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

[Second Indorsement.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
August 8, 1876.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance.
For Captain Reilly's information I would state that the most powerful Winchester rifle for frontier 

service carries a cartridge of 40 grains of powder and 200 grains of lead; the extreme range for which 
this arm is sighted is 300 yards.

The cartridge of the Springfield carbine contains 55 grains of powder and 400 grains of lead, and 
is sighted for an extreme range of 1,300 yards.

The penetration of the Winchester rifle, in pine, at a distance of 100 yards, is less than one half of 
that of the Springfield carbine at the same distance, and not so much as the penetration of the latter 
arm at the distance of one-half a mile.

I hope in the course of to-day or to-morrow to forward a report of a very careful test of the 
Winchester rifle now used on the frontier.
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As regards a ramrod for the carbine, I can only say that it has always been customary to issue 
wooden rods with carbines, in the ratio of one to ten. It would appear from late experience that every 
carbine should be provided with a rod. I would recommend for this purpose a rod made in sections, 
screwed or hinged together after the manner of the one submitted from this Armory March 13, 1875, 
and referred to in my letter of that date. Such a rod could be easily carried in the soldier's pocket, 
or in some part of his equipment.

The changes proposed by Captain Reilly of lengthening the barrel, affixing to it a ramrod, and 
changing the position of the sights would require much time and expense to accomplish.

Before making such very important changes in the model of any arm, the opinions of officers from 
the field should be submitted to a Board to test their practicability and desirability.

Knowing the Springfield rifle and carbine to be more powerful and accurate than any arms of 
their kind ever before issued to our troops, I am at a loss to understand the " general complaints of 
their inefficiency" to which Captain Reilly refers. I have carefully examined many of the bi-monthly 
reports, where commanders of companies are required not only to report their opinions of the arms in 
their charge, but to specify in detail each and every defect of arms and ammunition that comes under 
their observation. So far as I know the complaint of inefficient range has not been made in a single 
instance in the nine years that the Springfield system has been in use. On the contrary, a reduction 
of the charge has been asked for on the ground of severe recoil.

I hope that Ordnance officers serving with troops will make personal investigations into all 
complaints of defects of arms and ammunition, and that specimens of defective arms and ammunition 
will be forwarded to this Armory for further examination. It is important to know whether the 
trouble is in the arm or in the ammunition, or in both.

I would also call attention to the importance of officers reporting, in their bi-monthly reports, the 
date of the fabrication of the ammunition. This point seems to have been omitted, in some instances, 
when it had a very important bearing in investigating causes of the defects complained of.

J. 0. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., August 11, 187G.

SIR:
Pursuant to your instructions of the 2d instant, I inclose herewith a report of a trial made by 

Lieutenant Greer at this Armory, to test the comparative merits of the Winchester rifle and ammunition, 
as sold by the trade for frontier service. 

Your obedient servant,
J. G. BENTON,

Lieutenant Colonel, Commandimj. 
To the CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., August 11, 1876. 

SIR:
I have the honor to submit the following report of trials with a new Winchester repeating rifle 

purchased for use at this post. This rifle, model of 1873, weighs 8.G Ibs.; loaded and with its magazine 
filled, in all fifteen cartridges, it weighs 9.27 Ibs. As originally received it was only sighted up to 
300 yards. During the trial a sight graduated from 100 to 900 yards was received from the manufactory. 
It was fired for accuracy at 100, 300, 500, and 900 yards; for penetration at 100 yards; and for initial 
velocity. The results obtained are tabulated, below in comparison with those obtained by firing six 
new Springfield carbines, using both rifle and carbine cartridges.

The attempt to get a target at 900 yards was a failure; twenty-six shots being fired without 
hitting the target (12' square,) using different elevations and firing both to right and left. These 
are believed to have fallen short, as the marker stationed behind the target could not see any of them 
strike the water, nor could he hear them pass his station. In rapid firing, using the magazine, there is 
no certainty that the cartridges rising from below will enter the chamber, as is evident from an inspection 
of the two herewith submitted. The bullet strikes on the end of the chamber, is upset and sometimes 
wedged so as to require several minutes to extract it. A sliding lid covers the opening in which the 
carrier block rises and falls; the groove in which the lid slides weakens the side frame at top so that 
a slight blow will bend it over the opening and prevent the working of the carrier block. During the 
trial one mainspring was broken.
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SPRINGFIELD CARBINE AND WINCHESTER RIFLE. 

One, Hundred Yards Distance.

No. OF 
CARBINE.

33911 
33941 
3311211 
33009 
30088 
30120

RIFI.K CARTRIDGES. j CARBINE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inrhei. 
0.1

0.7 
0.7

Below.

Inches.

1.4
0.5 
1.6

Deviation.

Inches'.

3.56 
3.05 
3.00 
2.14 
8.86

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.

2.5 
3.4

lielow.

Inches. 
0.4 
1.2 
2.5 
7.1

Deviation.

Incite*. 
2.50 
3.01 
2.40 
2.50

2.20

•WINCHESTER CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
O.S

0.5

Below.

Inches.

2.0 
3.0 
2.2 
1.5

Deviation.

Inches. 
2. 39 
1.39 
2.03 
2.81 
2.40 
2.01

* Winchester cartridges were in nil cases used with the Winchester rifle, {No. 12542.) 

Three Hundred Yards Distance.

No. OF 
CAUBINF..

33911 
.13941 
33020 
33099 
30088 
.10120

RIFLE CAETHIDOES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inched. 
22.9 
13.0 
8.4

21.8 
40. (i

Below.

Inches.

15.2

Deviation,

Incites. 
7.59 
8.35 
8.29 

11.45 
7.04 
7.45

CARBINE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
20.2 
12.9
8.2

22.7 
32.0

Below.

Inches.

9.4

Deviation.

Inches. 
8.9 
7.43 
5.23 

10.00 
8.93 
G.OO

WlNCHEBTF.tt CARTRTHOES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.

I miss

5 misses. 
; 3 misses.

Below.

Inches. 
31.3 
30. 4 
34.5 
33.25 
4,1.4 
40.0

Deviation.

Incite*. 
8.34 
9.04 

11.04 
18.02 
13.8.1 
12.73

Mean drop of Winchester bullet at 300 yards................................................ 30".575
Corrected angle of sight................................................................................ 50' 8"

Five Hundred Yards Distance.

No. OF 
CARBINE.

33009 
3Wh!0

EIFLK CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
2.34 

52.2

Below.

Inches.

Deviation.

Inches. 
14.9.0 
10.11

CAHBIXE CARTRIDGES. j

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches. 
4.G 

40.4

Below.

Inches.

\
Deviation, j

IncJifK. 
21 .83
Hi °7 !

WIXCHESTEE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.

i |

Below.

Jnehe.8. 
24.5 
14.2

Deviation.

Inch CK. 
21) . <» 
13.52

Mean drop of Winchester bullet at 600 yards.................................................. 19".35
Corrected angle of sight.................................................... .............................. 1° 39' 8"

Nine Hundred Yards Distance.

No. OP
CAHBINE,

33099 
33020

RIFLE CARTRIDGES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches.
21.89 
4.G

Below.

Inches.

Deviation.

Inches.
37.02 
32.62

CARBINE CAHTRIDQKS.

Centre of Impart.

Above.

Inches.

lie low.

Inches.
2*1.7 
24. G

i 

Deviation.

Inches.
37.03 ;
:J5.42 i

WINCHESTER CABTEIIWIES.

Centre of Impact.

Above.

Inches,

Below.

Inches.

Deviation.

Incite.?,.

| Impossible to got any \ 
{ record. |
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Velocities.

Mean cif ten rifle eartri<lge», SpringhVhJ carbine ................,....................................,...............................! 13«3'.5
Mean of (en curhine e-artridKeu, Springfield carbine................................................................................ lldti'.G
Mi-un of five Wine-heater cartridges, Winchester Hie............................................................................. 1125".4

Penetration in White Pine at One Hundred Yards.

or CAKUINK*; AND RIFI.E. MEAV or FIVE I WEIGHT OF WEIGHT or 
SHOTS. I BULLETB. i POWDER.

! Inches. Grains. ' Grains.
^liriiiirfielii, caliber 0".4B............................................. 10.075 405 | 55
H|»uwi-. (,-Mlitwr »".M............ ....................................... C.Bfi ! 348 ! 53%
Shurp* 1 , caliber tC'.Aii................................................... 8.SS I 430 ! 55
WincheHter ritte, caliber u".44...................................... j 4.9 I 200 ! 40

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN E. GREEK, 

First Lieutenant of Ordnance, U. S. A. 
The COHMAHTIISG OPFICEE,

National Armory, Sprinyfield, Maw.

Approveil:
.1. G. BENTON, 

Jsieutctta.nl Colonel of Ordnance, Cuimttamding,

. J

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, Auyu.it 14, 1876.

Respectl'iilly submitted to the Secretary ol' War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. V. BENET,
£riyudier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
Approved :

J. D. CAMERON,
Secretary of War. 

AuiiirsT 14, 1876.
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EXTRACTORS FOR HEADLESS -CARTRIDGE
SHELLS.

, .Brie/ of Letter No. 3744, o/ 1870.

ADJUTANT GENERAL, July 12, 1876.—Refers letter of Colonel N. A. Miles, dated Fort Leaven- 
worth, Kansas, July 9, 187G, requesting that 350 shell extractors, of the pattern forwarded by him 
under date of September 12, 1875, be sent him at once at Fort A. Lincoln, D. T., for use of Battalion 
of Fifth Infantry, under order for field service.

Action.

ORDNANCE OFFICE, 
WAE DEPARTMENT, July 13, 1870. 

Respectfully referred to the Commanding Officer of National Armory.
S. V. BENET,

13riya,dier General,
Chief of Ordnance.

P.OST OEBEES .
NATIONAL ARMORY,

No. 25. ) July 28, 1870. 
A Board of Officers, to consist of—

Captain Wm. Prince, Ordnance Department, 
Lieutenant Jets. Rockwell, Jr., Ordnance Deparment,

will convene at this Armory to-day to examine and report upon certain points raised by a report of 
Lieutenant Rice and letter of Colonel Miles, Fifth Infantry, in regard to headless-shell extractors.

BY OKDEK OF LlEUT. CoL. J. G. BfiNTOK :

JAS. ROCKWELL, JR., 
Lieutenant of Ordnance, Post Adjutant.

[EXTRACT from the Proceedings of a Board of Officers convened by Post Orders No. 25, National 
Armory, Springfield, Mass., July 28, 1870.]

In view of the pressing character of the demand for a supply of headless-shell extractors, the Board 
resolved to submit the following preliminary report:

The Board is agreed as to the necessity of each soldier tieing supplied with an extractor, tio (Malta* 
what system of construction may be adopted. It also recognizes the necessity of avoiding delay in 
supplying these extractors.

The exhaustive trials demanded by the instructions of the Board will require time for their com 
pletion, to say nothing of the time required for constructing the special tools and machinery necessary 
for the production in quantity of a new instrument.

The extractor now made at this Armory is known, by careful and extended trials, to be a good and 
efficient instrument for removing headless sheila. ****** 
The tools for the fabrication of this extractor are on hand, and the extractors can be promptly fabricated 
for issue.

NOTE.—10,000 headless-shell extractors ordered made at the National Armory July 31,187C.
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The Board therefore recommends, as a provisional measure, that existing requisitions for extractors 

be filled from instruments of the present model, fabricated with existing facilities, and that the extractors 
he accompanied in their issue by an ample supply of clearly printed instructions, which shall render 
their use as easy as it is simple, and their unintentional ahuse difficult.

*###•**###.
WM. PRINCE, 

Captain nf Ordnance, President of the Board.
JAS. ROCKWELL, JR., 

Lieutenant, of Ordnance, Recorder of the. Board,
Approved:

J G. BENTON,
Lieutenant Qnlonel, Commanding.

[First Indorsement.]
NATIONAL ARMORY,

July 28, 1876. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance for his information

,T. 0. BENTON, 
Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[PARTIAL REPORT of a Board of Officers convened at the National Armory ly Post Orders j\To.
25, .series of 1870, submitted pursuant to the following resolution of the Board at a meeting held
August 9, 1876:]
Jiefolverl, That the statement of the President of the Board in regard to the dates of fabrication of 

cartridges which have burst in the head at this Armory between January 1, 1874, and June 150, 1870, 
be submitted as a partial report to the convening officer, together with the action of the Board thereon.

Statement.
The number of cartridges fired from January 1, 1871, to June 30, 1876, was 349,770, exclusive of 

experimental and 0".50 caliber cartridges. These cartridges were fired from some 80,000 rifles and 
carbines, but were all rifle cartridges, as none other are used in ordinary proof firing, even of carbines.

The cartridges were of course of different dates of fabrication, but no regular sequence exists in 
that regard. The prime object of the proof firing being to test the guns rather than the ammunition, 
the dates of fabrication of the latter are the mere chance results of general issue from the arsenal 
whence they are received.

Two entirely distinct casualties are developed in the head of the cartridge in proof firing, only 
one of which is attended with any serious derangement:

(1.) The head of the cartridge may crack in the flange without loosening the head, or
(2.) The head may be separated from the case at its junction with the cylindrical portion of the latter.
The former casualty occasions no more serious results than perhaps more or less escape of gas, 

with a corresponding loss of velocity in the projectile.
The latter accident, however, leaves the case in the chamber more or less driven forward and 

inaccessible to the ordinary extractor.
Of this latter difficulty, but five instances have occurred in the whole 350,000 cartridges fired 

under all circumstances and in 80,000 different guns. Four of these were in cartridges fabricated 
February 20 and 21, 1874, and one in the fabrication of December 23, 1873.

Of cracked heads, the experience has been a? follows:

MONTH OF 
FABRICATION,

1873.
November........
December ........

1874.

February .........

May..................

July ........ .........

September.......
October. ...........

NUMBKR 
FlKED.

2,273
38,l:«

0
21,201

51S
0,31!)

28 50")

10,919
0

NUMBER 
OF CRACKED 

HF.ADS.

(1
10

0

23
a
o

PROPORTION, 
ONE IN —

00
3814

880

ry-j

3160

VJ48
S4UO

..................

MONTH op 
FABRICATION.

1874.
November..... ...
December........

187G.

February .........
March.. ...... ......

i May..................

February .........
March ..............

NUMBER
FlRKI).

56,521
24,580

4,503

24 038

0,080
25,208

NlIMBKU
OF CRACKED

H CAMS.

10
0

(1
0

n
0

PROPORTION, 
ONE IN —

;jOS2

CO

OO
OO

cc
00

Total fired..................
No. of cracked heads 
Proportion .................

...340,770, say... 3SO,OUO
......................... 70
..1 in 4,097, say... 1 in 5,000
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It will be observed that the greatest proportion of cracked heads (1 in 886) occurred in February, 

1874, the same month in which four of the five detached heads were recorded.
It will also be seen that no casualties whatever have occurred with the fabrications of 1876, and 

that the proportion of cracked heads has been reduced from 1 in 3,000 in the beginning of 1874 to 1 
in 5,000 in the beginning of 1875; 1 in 9,500 in May, 1875; 1 in 25,000 in June, and none whatever 
since. The period from July 1, 1875, to January 31, 1876, is, unfortunately, not represented in onr 
firings, no ammunition of that period having been received, but of the fabrications since February 1, 
1876, more than 30,000 have been fired from 6,000 different guns with no casualty whatever.

The breaks in the continuity of the record, so far as dates of fabrication are concerned, render it 
impossible to assign a precise period at which a manifest improvement is evident; but as such improve 
ment was the result of a modification in the thickness of the walls of the case made at the Frankford 
Arsenal, the Board suggests that application be made to the commanding officer of that Arsenal for 
information as to the date of introduction of such modification, and the Board urgently recommends 
that the Chief of Ordnance be requested to withdraw from the field all 0" Ao caliber ammunition 
made prior to that date.

It believes that the withdrawal of objectionable cartridges is the true way out of the difficulty. 
The results of the large and varied experience of this Armory so irrefutably proves the non-occurrence 
of headless cases in any gun with the ammunition now being produced, that the occurrence of any 
such casualty in future would be prima fane evidence of improper manipulation of the gun.

In the records of cartridges for February, 187-1, and in the fabrications of September and November, 
1874, a tendency to stick in the chamber is noted. This difficulty was discovered to have arisen from 
a slight change in the front of the bullet. The alteration had been made for practical considerations 
of manufacture at Frankford Arsenal, and was immediately corrected ou notification of the difficulty 
to the commanding officer of that Arsenal, since which no trouble on this score has been experienced.

The date of this modification should, in the opinion of the Board, be obtained from the commanding 
officer of Frankford Arsenal, and, if later than the date previously referred to, should constitute the 
limiting date, all fabrications previous to which should be recalled.

WM. PBINCE, 
Captain of Ordnance, President of the Board.

JAS. ROCKWELL, JR., 
Lieutenant of Ordnance, Recorder.

Approved:
J. Q. BENTON,

Lieutenant Colijncl, Qimmandiny.

(First Indorsement.]
NATIONAL ARMORY,

August 11, 187G.
Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, hoping that the recommendations of the Board 

will he favorably considered.
J. G. BENTON, 

Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]
ORDNANCE OFFICE,

WASHINGTON, August 15, 1870.
Respectfully referred to the commanding officer of Frankford Arsenal for the information called 

for in the closing paragraph of this report.
The return of this paper with the informalion'asked for is requested without delay.

S. C. LYFOIiD, 
Acting Chief of Ordnance.

[Third Indorsement.]
FRANKFORD ARSENAL,

August 16, 1870.
Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance. No alteration has been made m the thickness 

of the case since June Hi, 1874. The correction in the shape of the bullet referred to was made 
November 10, 1874.

JAS. M. WHITTEMORE,
Major of Ordnance, Commanding.

[ Fourth Indorsement.]
ORDNANCE OFFICE,

WASHINGTON, August 18, 1876. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper

as an Ordnance Note.
S. C. LYFORD,

Acting Chief of Ordnance. 
Approved:

J. D. CAMERON,
Secretary of War. 

AUGUST 18, 1876.
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INTERNAL-PRESSURE GAUGE.

[ FIRST REPORT on a new Pressure Guagc. Made by Lieutenant HESRY METCALFE, U. S. Ordnance
Corps, ai Springfield Armory, 1873.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., December 1, 1873. 

SIR:
In accordance with your instructions, I have the honor to make the following report:
About two years ago it occured to me that the Rodman internal-pressure gauge might be improved 

by reducing its size without correspondingly diminishing the extent of its impression. I was partly 
led to attempt this reduction by the opinion expressed by General Rodman (ride Experiments on Metal 
for Cannon and Cannon Powder, pp. 299 and 300) that the presence of his instrument interferred 
with the inflammation of the charge, and that therefore it should be as small as might be compatible 
with its practical use.

In this connection the remark of Professor Bartlett, in his pamphlet on Strains on Rifle Guns, p. 
31, occurred to me, viz: That the form of the Rodman cutter seemed objectionable, and that it would be 
better to use a conical point, and measure the surface diameter of its penetration by a Filar micrometer 
of high magnifying power. I thought that, by devising some plan of readily measuring the penetration 
of this conical point, the compactness of the one plan might be combined with the simplicity of the 
other.

A system of equi-distant concentric rings on the cone would afford a means of determining its 
penetration within limits, and, by joining these rings in a continuous spiral, the helical arc would 
indicate the depth of the impression with a delicacy unattainable by any instrumental measurement.

To effect this the first instrument attempted was terminated in a cone 0".08 long, on which was 
worked a shallow helical groove, divided radially into eighths by shallow grooves, as shown in Fig. 
5. The housing used in the gun open, and with cap for use in very high pressures, is shown in Figs. 
1, 2, 3, 4, 6.

The copper disc was made from wire of the same diameter as the piston, (viz: 0".357, giving an 
area of cross-section 0.1 square inch,) cut up in a screw lathe to a uniform thickness of 0". 15. This 
gave 0".07 to spare after the maximum penetration of the cone.

The trials under the press with this instrument, in order to determine a table of pressures, were 
made in a hand vise, (Fig. 7.)

This was necessary, since a high pressure in the testing machine had split open one of the housings 
by the expansion of the copper disc when the cutter descended into it.

By the removal of the bottom screw of this vise the copper could be removed by the extractor- 
screw, which formed part of the compound implement, (Fig. 8.)

The other hole in the vise is a socket for the housing, in which it was held by the set screw while 
removing the disc and cutter by the means above described.

Successive trials with this instrument developed the following objections:
1. The copper wire was full of strise formed in drawing it, although this was done with great care. 

It will be readily seen how the occurrence of these Btrise in certain places might affect the resulting 
cut by increasing or diminishing the facility of flow of the neighboring particles of the copper.

2. It was hard to bore and harden so long and small a hole and have it true.
3. The surroundings of the copper, while receiving the impression in the testing machine, were 

not precisely the same as in the gun.
4. It was difficult to remove the cutter when embedded in the copper without breaking off its 

teeth. A somewhat inconvenient arrangement, such as that attached to the vise, being required for 
this purpose.

5. The extraction of the coppers was a tedious operation, since they had to be slowly screwed up 
the entire length of the bore, rendering it subject to wear.

6. The housing was so small that it was sometimes hard to find when thrown from the gun in firing.
7. The expansion of the gas check against the walls of the bore caused a certain amount of friction, 

which could neither be overcome nor directly measured in its influence upon the cut.
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Housma AKD CUTTER.
After various trials a housing and cutter were devised as follows: (Fig. 9,) The length of the piston 

is increased to give a greater longitudinal bearing, and thus neutralize the canting effect due to the 
eccentricity of the area of pressure on the copper. The radial division lines are omitted, as they were 
found sources of weakness, serving to determine almost every fracture which occurred.

The housing is also correspondingly enlarged. The piston is grooved circumferentially in several 
places, so as to avoid the use of the copper gas check.

The grooves serve to break the force of the gas in its efforts to penetrate into the housing, so that 
by the time it has filtered through the comparatively tight joints, formed by two or three of the upper 
lands and the surface of the bore, and has filled the grooves included between them, the ball has left 
the gun and the force of the explosion is spent. Such, at least, is the theory of the device derived from 
its application to air pumps. In none of the cases under my observation has it failed to work 
satisfactorily, even under indicated pressures as high as 53,000 Ibs. per square inch. I have placed 
between two pistons so grooved fragments of white jeweller's cotton, and have recovered them from the 
gun untinged by the slightest soil. The pressure had compacted the cotton to the consistency of 
pasteboard.

The projecting head of the piston in this arrangement, which the omission of the copper gas check 
allows, affords a ready means of extracting it from its cut in the copper, by means of a transverse wire 
inserted through a proper hole and lifted by a claw tool. The copper is contained in a separate piece 
(the chamber section,) which can be easily made, and with great accuracy. The strength of this chamber, 
when reinforced by the body screwed on outside, permits the use of the housing under the press without 
danger of its bursting. The copper is therefore held in the press exactly as it is to be held in the gun. 
The breech screw closes the hole left for the extractor screw, and is terminated at its upper end by a 
blank tenon, so as to relieve the upper thread from the pressure of the copper.

The copper discs are made from sheet metal, manufactured expressly for the purpose from pure Lake 
Superior copper. It is rolled to the exact thickness of 0" .165, and is then cut into strips of a convenient 
size for cutting a double row of discs. These discs are punched a little large; 2d punched or trimmed to 
remove the rough edge left by the first operation; swedged to the exact size wanted in a double-acting 
swedge under a very powerful press; 2d annealed and pickled just enough to remove the scale left by 
annealing. The coppers are then put through the swedge for the last operation. This assures an 
equal diameter, and does not harden the copper appreciably.

The contour of the body of the housing and similar parts of this pattern are made hexagonal, so 
as to afford a good hold to the assembling wrenches. Between the body and chamber section and this 
part and the breech screw there are copper washers imbedded between concentric grooves and lands 
in the opposite surfaces when the corresponding parts are screwed into place.

It was with an apparatus essentially like that above described that I visited, under direction of 
the Chief of Ordnance, Fort Monroe Arsenal in August, 1872. The cutter on this occasion was 
designed more with a view to the attainment of a very long cut for a given indentation than to the 
facility with which this cut could be made. The washers above mentioned were made of rubber 
instead of copper. It was tried in a 3" rifle with one pound mortar powder and a 12-pound Eureka 
shot, an internal Rodman gauge and an internal spiral gauge being together in the bore. The Rodman 
gauge indicated pressures of about 70,000 Ibs. per square inch, while the spiral gauge only ran up to 
about 15,000 or 18,000 Ibs.

Reflections upon these experiments, which indicated a pressure by the spiral gauge much less than 
that recorded by the Rodman, taking for granted the correctness of the Rodman gauge, made me think 
that the trouble with mine was due to the form of its spiral. That its cutting edges were so close 
together that the bottom of the groove between them came in contact with the copper very soon after 
the corresponding edges had entered it.

In consequence of this the piston had to swedge its way bodily downwards through the copper, 
causing a considerable interstitial flow of its particles. Owing to the imperfect ductility of the copper, 
this interstitial flow takes a certain time, for which the shortest possible exposure under a press would 
be amply sufficient, but for which the longest possible stay in the gun under the influence of the 
explosion is inadequate.

This appears in confirmation of General Rodman's opinion, (vide p. '272, Experiments,) when he 
says that one of the reasons why guns do not burst under some of the pressures to which they are 
subjected, is probably because they have not time to do so before the bursting pressure is relieved.

CHAXGES is HOUSING ASD GUTTERS.
Soon after these experiments, being directed to prepare a pressure gauge to be placed in a hole 1" 

in diameter in the prolongation of the axis of the bore of a 4J" siege gun, (Fig. 11,) I determined to 
make the cutting edges only just sufficiently convergent to meet at the base of the cone on whicli they 
were formed, due regard being had to their strength. This would diminish the swedging effect before 
noticed and facilitate their entrance into the copper. It was found that a No. 15 thread allowed the 
groove to be of the depth required, and still left the edge strong enough to meet considerable pressure 
when its cross section was regulated to resist by its bracing form the outward pushing of the copper. 
This thread was accordingly adopted for cutters, which are of uniform diameter throughout *

* The extreme length of this (hread is 1".T5, equal to that of a Rodman cutter of ordinary size.
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For the special purpose for which they were designed the housings were modified as shown herewith.
The rearmost piece of the housing has a dove-tail cut made in it to receive a correspondingly- 

shaped tenon on the forward end of bolt B, Fig. 11.
On the rear end of this bolt a plus screw thread ia cut. The breech of the gun being bored out 

to the proper depth from the rear, and counter-bored and tapped, the housing is to be slipped on to the 
tenon of the bolt. This is then inserted and screwed home by means of the handle in rear. When in 
position the face of the housing lies about \" from the bottom of the bore of the gun. A copper 
washer between the face of the housing and the bottom of the counter-bore prevents the escape of gas. 
Similar washers in the housing replace the rubber ones before used. This housing is alao available as 
an internal-pressure gauge. The dove-tail in the breech screw in this case holds a clamp (Fig. 12) 
intended to prevent the loss of the plunger, which, without this precaution, is sometimes jarred out in 
the discharge. A wire placed as shown, (Fig. 23,) had proved insufficient for the purpose.

This is the instrument used in the competitive experiments, an account of which is given herewith.
When the gun is fitted with the usual external Rodman housings, this gauge may be used with it 

by placing on the outer extremity of the Rodman piston a shallow cup to hold it, and by bringing 
down the bearing-screw upon the end of the small piston, as shown herewith, (Fig. 13.) This 
arrangement allows it to be substituted for the Rodman cutter, in comparative experiments, in exactly 
the same position as the latter. A variation of this plan was tried, in which the spiral cutter and the 
copper were slipped into the bore of the E.odman housing. It was tried singly and in combination 
with the Rodman cutter, but in neither case was found to work well.

The large pressure gauge prepared for Fort Monroe Arsenal is essentially on the same plan as 
that last described.

In order to increase the size of the copper without correspondingly augmenting the area exposed 
to the blast, the piston ia made of the form shown in Fig. 14. The size of the portion in which the 
spiral is cut not being limited, as in the former case, the thread can be much coarser, and, on account 
of its greater strength, can be divided radially into tenths.

THE PROTRACTOR.

In the first plungers made the spiral was divided into eighths by notches cut with an index milling 
machine. As the cutter descended into the copper these notches left corresponding ribs in the spiral 
cut, by counting which its extent could be estimated. It was found in practice that these notches 
would afford initial points for fractures to occur, and their use was discontinued except for the very 
large gauges made for Fort Monroe.

To provide a more exact means for measuring this cut the protractor was designed. It consists of 
the circular brass plate A, the edge of which is divided into degrees of circular arc, and in the centre 
of which is a hole just large enough to receive the copper dise. There is also the diametrical arm £, 
so formed as to embrace the edge of the plate freely by means of an under-cut lip at each end. 
Beneath the hole in the plate is a button to keep the disc from falling out.

To use the protractor the arm is set at 0°, tne disc is then set by hand from beneath the plate, so 
that the large end of the cut shall be just concealed beneath the edge of the arm. The arm is then 
swung to the other end of the cut and the reading taken.

DESCBIPHOS OF THE CUTTERS USED IN THE SPIRAL-PRESSURE GAUGE.

No. 1. A No. 26 thread on a cone 0".08 long, diameter = 0// .357. The edge of the cutter notched 
radially into eighths; length of total edge = 2".Q.

No. 2. A No. 15 thread on a cone, as in No. 1, the edge notched in tenths; broke at 4,500 Ibs. 
pressure.

No. 3. Like No. 2; broke at 5,000 Ibs., thrice repeated.
No. 4. Same as No. 2; broke at 5,000 Ibs.
No. 5. Same aa No. 2, but without notches; dependance being had on the protractor for measuring 

the extent of the cut. Lost.*
It was found that the little notches cut in the edges of the spiraj served, however slight they might 

be, to determine points for the fracture whenever it occurred. They were consequently left out in all 
the small cutters after No. 4.

No. 6. A No. & thread on the same cone heretofore used—no notches. This was designed to give 
one turn only in the size of the piston, and thus to avoid the swedging of the copper between the 
concentric spirals.

No. 7. Same as No. G, except, having been made from a smaller forging, the scroll was not as 
perfect as in No. 6.

Nos. 8 and 10, (Fig. 18.) No. 10 thread on a cone 0".l long and 0".75 diameter. These cutters 
were so large that it was thought they would stand notching; they were consequently marked off in 
tenths.f

* Nos. 2, 3,4, 5 were cut witli a tool making the outside surface of the edge more or lees straight, as shown in 
the somewhat exaggerated sketch herewith, (Fig. 15.) The tendency of this form was to allow the flow of copper to 
force the teeth outwards under heavy pressures, and thus to break them off, (Fig. 1G.) In subsequent cutters this 
has been corrected by making the teeth of the chasing tool more bracing on the outside, (Fig. 17.)

f^No. 8 having been hardened at about the finished size, a piece chipped off from one of the outer spirals; not 
enough however to impair its efficiency for ordinary work. No. 10 was left large before hardening.
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Nos. 9 and 11, (Fig. 19.) 6.8-10 thread. Other particulars as in Nos. 8 and 10. No. 11 was left 

large before hardening. No. 9 broke, as did No. 8, both being made at the same time.
Nos. 12 and 13. No. 15 thread. Cone, &c., as in No. 5. These were made from " Crescent" special 

steel—(Ely & Williams, Philadelphia.)
In the course of my experiments I have also used the Eodinan external and internal housings, as 

described in General Bodman's report above referred to; also, an external housing on his plan for use 
with the musket barrel, (Fig. 21,) and a crusher gauge on the English plan, (Fig. 22,) kindly lent me by 
Colonel Laidley, Ordnance Department. The Rodman external housing for the mnsket, (Fig. 11,) is 
screwed on a 0" .50 caliber musket barrel, in which a rim-fire cartridge with a perforated head can be 
exploded by a firing pin passing obliquely through the housing.

TEE CHUBHER GAUGE—Fia. 22.
This consists of a gas check, A; a plunger, B; an annealed copper cylinder, 0; the body, D; 

the bottom screw, E. between which and the body is a copper washer, F. The copper cylinder is kept 
central by being loosely wrapped with a soft string of some kind, such as the ravelling of flannel, &c.

The body is notched, as represented, for a crutch wrench. This gauge may be used externally in 
the manner described for the spiral gauge. (See page 415.)

EXPERIMENTS.
The following firings were executed for the sake of comparing the three systems under conditions 

as nearly alike as possible. For this purpose a 3" rifle was used, that being the only disposable gun 
at this post. This gun was tapped to receive two external housings, in the same plane of cross section 
through the seat of the charge. The charge was uniformly 1 Ib. Hazard's mortar powder, with a cast- 
iron slug having an ogival point, and weighing from 10 Ibs. to 10J Ibs. The windage was 1-40 the 
calibre, or = 0".075.

For convenience of reference, where so many cutters were used, they are refered to as follows:
NOMENCLATURE.

EODMAlf.

Externally—regular cannon cutter with discs made at Springfield....................................... A
Do. musket cutter, with same discs as A................................ ........................... B
Do. Fort Monroe cutter belonging to internal-pressure gauge from that post, with the

copper discs belonging to it......................................................... ........ C
Internally—Same, with its own discs............................................................................. D

SPIRAL.
Externally—cutter No. 4 in housing No. 1..................................................................... E

Do. cutter No. 5 in housing No. 2..................................................................... F
Do. cutter No. t> in housing No. 2..................................................................... G

Internally—cutter No. 10, (large)................................................................................. H
Do. cutter No. 11, (large)...................................................... .......................... I
Do. cutler No. 4 in housing No. 1...................................................................... J
Do. cutter No. 5 in housing No. 2...................................................................... K
Do. cutter No. G in housing No. 1 or No. 2........................................................... L

CRUSHER. 
Externally.......................................... ................................... ................................ M
Internally................................................................................................................ N

Although the following programme could net be fully carried out, it is still inserted, as it gives a 
general idea of the object of the experiments:

PROGRAMME. 

I.

GAUGES.

A, B, D, N
Same.
Same.

HF.MAIIKS.

Comparing the three Hodmans with each other, introducing the crusher as a connecting
link with the next experiment.

II.
E, F, H, N 

Same. 

Same.

As in I, substituting the spiral gauges for the Hodman.
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PKOOEAM ME— Continued. 

III.

7 ]A,E,H,K,N. j Comparing the two varieties of internal spiral gauges with each other, with the external

Same. 
Same.

spiral and with the external Rodman, at the game fire — crusher as before.

IV.

10

n
12

C,M,I,J,L.
Same. 
Same.

Comparing the Fort Moaroe cutter and the crusher, externally used, with their previous 
readings within the gun; also, the coarse spirals with the finer ones.

TABLE No. I. 
EEOOKD.

FIRE. LETTXK.

11

GAUQE.
PBESSUHE 

CUT, &c. FEU SQUARE 
INCH.

A Rodman external............................. 0.92
B Do. do. ............................. 0.84
D i Rodman internal, Fort Monroe....... 1".3G
N j Crusher internal.............................. 0".32

A I Rodman external............................. 0.93
B Do. do. ............................. 0.87
D Rodman internal, Fort Monroe....... il".45
N ! Crusher internal............................... 0.31

A Rodman external............................. 0".90
B Do. do. ............................. 0".75
D Rodrnan internal, Fort Monroe........ 1".30
N , Crusher internal..............................! 0".3i!

E Spiral external................................. 510°
F Do. do. ................................. 640°
H I Spiral internal................................. 430°
N J Crusher internal.............................. 0".33

E I Spiral external................................. 605°
F i Do. do. ................................. 565°
H Spiral internal................................. 470°
N I Crusher internal.............................. 0".81

	j
E Spiral external.................................; f)3l)°
F Do. do. .................................' .V75°
H Spiral internal................................. 4!)0°
N ! Crusher internal.............................. 0".32

A Ilodman external.............................. 0".87
E Spiral external................................. 1 510°
H Do. internal, large........................ 435°
K Do. do. small....................... 4(»5°
N Crusher........................................... 1 0".32

	j A j Rodmau external............................ 0".94
E j Spiral external.................................! 510°
H I Do. internal, large........................ 590°

	i j 
	I j

K Do. do. small, (lost)............] 570°
]S" ! Crusher...........................................j 0".32

A ' Ilodman external............................ 0".87
E j Spiral do. ............................ | 570°
H i Do. internal, large.................... | 570°
L ; Do. do. small, (Nu. G, coarse)..; 250°
N Crusher........................................... 0".32

C Rodman external, Fort Monroe....... 0".30
M Crusher do. ........................ j ft".32
I ! Spiral internal, large........................ 2t'»5°
J Do. do. small........................' 405°
K Do. do. do. .......................[ 490°

C ] Anabove..........................................j 0".S8
M ' Do. .......................................... i 0".31
1 Do. ..........................................^ 256°

23,000
22,000

118,000
21,000

23,500
24,000

24,500

22,000
17,600

102,1100
21,000

20, OIK) 
23,000 
21,000 
18,000

30,000
25,000
24,500
23,500

23,000
20,000
20,000
21,000

20,500
21,600
21,000
10,500
20,000

24.000
21,500
37,000

20,000
20,000

20,600
20,600
35,000
17,000
20,000

8,000
21,000
23,000
18,000
18,000

21,600
23,000
21,500

RKHABRS.

Exceeded diameter of dlKC.

In "K," above, a stout wire was 
parsed through the eye of the 
plunger and fastened at the other 
end of the housing to keep tlio 
plunger from jarring out. Thi* 
may have interfered with the de 
scent of the plunger, Fig. 23.

"K" was fastened as before, but 
with the wire disposed so as not to 
interfere with the descent ol' the 
plunger. Notwithstanding this 
the plunger was lost.

"L", the housing, was broken at Hie 
intersection of the clamp. The 
clamp was also bent so as to make 
it unserviceable, supposed to 
arise from the balloting together 
of the various gauges.

At Oils point it was decided that so 
many gauges used at once proba 
bly interfered with one another, 
and that henceforth butone inter 
nal gauge would be usedat each fire.
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TABLE No. I—RECOEB— Continued.

FJBE, LETTES.

12 C
E
L

L

14 0
G

10 A
M

1C A
]) 

L

i 

IT A
C

18 A

11
1!) A

M

:'.« A

_\

22 ! 1)

GAUGE.

Rodman internal, tied in 2" from 
bottom of cartridge bag.

Do. do. .............................

OUT, &o.

0".89

2(iO°

280°

0".85

0".9G
1".35

V'.ir,
350°

U".72
440°

1".H

1".4+

1".15

I 
PRESSUBE

PZB SctUAKE
INCH.

60,000
49,000
19,0i>0

39,000
23,nai
40,000
50,000+

120,000

30,0.10
50,000 +

21.500

M,000

22.000

REMARKS.

In this case the cartridge bag was 
tied into the housing far enough

the latter resting against the 
bottom of the bore. 

It had been suggested by Lieut. 
Butler, Ordnance Department, 
that the abnormal pressures of "D" 
might have arisen from the shock 
of the gauge against the bottom 
of tho bore when the piece was 
fired, the bellying out of the charge 
having prevented the gauge from 
resting solidly against the bottom 
of the bore.

The object of this fire and the suc 
ceeding one was to determine
whether the presence of the large
spiral internal housing alone af-
lects the pressure in a manner at
all corresponding to that of the

2, 3, Ac.)

housing was turned out square 
and true, ( see Figs. 2, 4, G.) Before 
this, as was found by taking u cast 
of the housing, the corner was 
filled and the middle of the disc 
unsupported; this tended to let 
the cutter down into the copper 
more easily than it should, and 
thereby to extend the cut unduly, 
( Fig. 24 a.)

The following table (No. II) allows of a somewhat more ready comparison of the results of these 
firings. In order to facilitate this comparison only the initial figures of the thousands of pounds are 
given. Thus 23 represents a pressure of 23,000 pounds per square inch.

The influence of large internal gauges in reducing the pressure was so plainly marked that the 
results of firing with and without these large gauges are given separately. It will be seen that the 
absence of the large gauge in this caliber ran up the pressure on an average from 22,000 to 37,000 
pounds. The want of consistency in these results is bewildering, and renders difficult any really definite 
comparisons. There are a few data, however, which may be derived from considering them:

First. The pressures indicated by the internal Ilodman gauge are so very much greater than those 
represented by any other plan that they may safely be disregarded, as occasioned by the use of an 
instrument unsuited to the caliber of the gun.*

Second. The external gauges, as a rule, give higher records than do the internal gauges of the 
same kind.

Third. The presence of a large internal gauge diminishes the indicated pressures of other gauges 
simultaneously applied.

"This objection is in part overcome by the means described above, (see fire No. 22.)
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Fourth. Only one internal gauge should be used at the same fire, otherwise the gauges are subject 
to injury from balloting against each other in the bore of the gun.

COMPARISOHS.

It will be seen that the spiral gauge in the external housing gives as high pressures as the Eodman 
cutter similarly placed. This would indicate that the trouble formerly found in its want of response 
to these high pressures has been overcome.

The crusher does not run up quite so high, though this may perhaps result from lack of opportunity. 
It would seem, however, that the great change of form of the copper cylinder which these high pressures 
demand would not be as easily and quickly effected as the cut caused by the entrance of the straight 
or spiral edge. A clearer view of the subject would probably be attained by further firings, conducted 
in the light of these experiments and of those for which the apparatus described on page 414 (Fig. 11) is 
designed.

There being no piece at this post of large caliber conveniently placed for such experiments, I would 
recommend that they be made at whatever post may be selected for the purpose, with a gun of at least 
8" caliber, and that with these experiments be combined the determining of the velocities of the 
projectiles as a check upon the other results.

NOTE.—By experiments made with the testing machine at this Armory, and at Colt's works, Hartford, Conn., 
it is shown that when the pressure is absolutely the same the results with the spiral gauge are more uniform than 
those with the Rodman. If, therefore, its results are more uniform, and are as easily attainable in the gun, it would 
appear the better gauge. The cause of this, in my opinion, is probably due to the size of the Rodrnan discs, the 
hardness of which, as shown by experiment, may vary materially within the same disc, not to speak of the varia 
tions between different diacs.
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TABLE No. II.

Spiral external, (4)........ 
Do. internal, (4)........

Do. internal. (0)........ 
Do. internal, (10)...... 
Do. internal, (10)......

A 
B
C
D

E 
J
F

X 
23 
22

118

2.

X 
23
24

3.

X 
22 

17.5

......... r .......

o
L 
H 
I

M
N 21 ! 23.5 21

4.

X

20

23

5.

X

e.

X

7.

X

8.

X 
24

30

!

23

25 ; 2G

21.5

*!().. <i

21 . 24.5 20 i 21

j 1

18 23.5 21 20

21.6

9.

X 
20.5

.........

2C.6

1O.

X

8

18
i

2C

......... *17
87 , 3.5

20 20

23 

21

11.

X

21.5

13.

0

50

49

21.5 

23

13.

0

39

14.

0

46

19 23
50

IS.

0
32

16.

0
25

17.

0
36

120

IS.

X 
22

19.

0
34

r

.........

2O.

0
35 
42 .........

21.

O
25

21.5 .........

_

165+

No. of Shots.

13
6 
5 
5

1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
7 
2

4 
10

Average.

26.0 
24.5 
33.0 

130.0

27.0 
18.0 
25.0 
20.0 
60.0 
22.0 
27.0 
22.0

28.5 
21.0

Highest.

30.0 
42.0 
50.0 

105.0

43.0 
18.0 
20.0 
20.0 
50.0 
28.0 
37.0 
23.0

35.0 
23.5

Lowest.

20.5 
10.5 
8.0 

102.0

20.0 
18.0 
23,0 
10.5 
50.0 
17.0 
21.0 
21.6

21.0 
18.0

TAKEN J-BOM FIKES WHEBE 
No LABGE INTEUNAL 
GAUOS WAS USED.

Average.

34.0 
42.0 
45.0

49.0

Highest.

30.0

60.0

.50.0 
21.0

35.0
22.0

Lowest.

32.0

39.0
' '

............

23.0

35.0

19.0

35.0

TAKEN FEOM FIBB? WHERE 
LABOE INTEBNAI. GAUGES 
(D, H, I) WEBE UBED.

Average.

24.0 
20.0 
15.0

24.0

25.0 
20.0

22.0 
24.0 
22.0

22.0 
21.0

Highest.

25.0 
24.0 
21.5

30.0

26.0 
20.0

28.0 
37.0 
23.0

23.0 
. 23.6

o>
<£ 
OJ

20.5 
1C. 5
8.0

20.0

23.0 
18.0

17.0 
21.0 
21.5

21.0 
18.0

————— ("——-"

Initial 
pouu
e.g.,
per s 

The co 
terna 
are 1 
was u 
is Ue

Initial figures of thousands of 
pounds pressure only are used, 
e. g., 1G.5 — 10,500 Ifos. pressure 
per square inch.

The columns where no large in 
ternal gauge (D, H, I) was used 
are headed 0; when a gauge 
was used interaally the column

* Note p. 417

RESULTS OF ABOVE TABLE ARRANGED IN DECREASING ORDER. 

X indicates the simultaneous use of one of the large internal gauges, (D, H, I;) 0 indicates their abseace.

HODMAN EXTEKNAL GAUGES. 1

A

B

C

o
3d

o

0
50

0

X

<>
40

[ 
0 0
34 32

X

o

X

0 o X ! X

X

X , X
39 21.5 8

x X X
22

X X

SFIEAL.

E

F

O

40

Ys,

20

0 ! 50

X V

30 i 20.5

,-N /\

26 ' 23

«)

X
23

X
21.5

V* X
21.5 ! 20

CBTJSHEE.

o
M 35

o
35

X
23

o
21

HODMAN IXTIBNAI. GAUGES.

D 165 155 120 108 102 t Large gauge.
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APPENDIX.

The following notes are transcribed from the daily Experiment Book of this office:
Two other forms of cutters beside the conical were employed. One (Fig. 1) had the spiral edge cut 

on a concave surface. This was especially designed for high pressures, but wag found weak.
Another form (Fig. 2) was designed for low pressures, so as to give au extended cut for a relatively 

low pressure. The thread was cut on a convex spherical surface.
Neither of these forms was found to offer any advantages in compensation for the trouble involved 

in making and using them.
The necessity for a close fit of the copper disc is shown by the following experiment, (Fig. 26:)

0 thickness of paper at A gave................................ 630°
1 thickness of paper at A gave................................ 655°
2 thicknesses of paper at A gave..................... ........ 665°
3 thicknesses of paper at A gave.............................. 790°

The following is an extract from the record of some experiments with the Richard's testing 
machine at Hartford. This machine is constructed to weigh pressures up to 100,000 Ibs. Its beam, 
when balanced at 20,000 Ibs., has been turned by the addition at straining point of J Ibs.

TABLE No. III. 

Spiral Cutter No. 4—In Housing No. 1.

WEIGHT.

"" 
Lbs.

1,000

2,000

3,000
3,600

READING.

Inches.

370 300 375

490 480 480
535 535 635
610 600 010
005 660 005

Extra.

AVERAGE.

246°
308°

488°
535°
607°
666°

EXTREME 
VARIATION,
——————

15"

10°

10
5

= LBS. PEB SQUARE 
INCH.

Lbs.

750

960

780
440

TABLE No. IV. 

Richard's Testing Machine—Crusher Gauge, with Copper Cylinder—0'/ .3*75 Long X 0".25 Diameter

WmaHT.

Lbs.
500

1,000
1,500
2,000
2,500
3,000
3.500
4,000
4,500
5,000
5,500
6,000
6.500
7,000

MEASUREMENT.

Inches.
0.372
0.360
0.342
0.323
0.30S
0.280
0.260

0.239; 0.238
0.223
0.203
0.191
0.178
0.173
0.171

CHANGE.

Inches.
0.003
0.015
0.033
0.052
0.070
0.089
0.115
0.137
0.152
0. 172
0.184
0.197
0.202
0.204
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TABLE No. V. 

Springfield Testing Machine, (originally constructed for the Hydraulic Proof of Gun Barrels.)

WEIGHT.

its.
250 
500 

1,000 
1 , 500 
1!,UUO 
2, MX) 
3,000 
3,500 
4, (KM) 
4,500 
5.000 
6,500 
0,000 
7,000 
8,000 
9,000 
0,500

KOBMAN IN-
TKKXAL, C.

Inches.

0.40 
0.49
0.51

0.08

4200 = 0.81

0.86 
0.95

1.05

SPIRAL No. 5 
IN HOUSING 

Nu. 2.

280° 
390° 
446° 
515° 
oliO° 
010° 
650° 
710°

1.24 1.23 1.26

SPIBAI, No. 0 
IN HOUSING 

Mo. 2.

120° 
100° 
215° 
240° 
200° 
290° 
303° 
310°* 
320°*

*Liniit.

:..:::::::..::::..

SPJUAL No. 10.

140° 
230° 
300° 
370° 
•426° 
480° 
535° 
570° 
C15° 
037° 
075° 
C95° 
725° 
777° 
825° 
800°

SPIEAL No. 11.

110° 
160° 
180° 
225° 
252° 
283° 
311° 
343° 
305° 
390° 
420° 
450° 
470° 
WJ5° 
51o° 
525°

Is HABTFORH MACHIKE

SPIBAL No. 12.

295 
420 
S70 
593 
0-15

W7

BriBAj, No. 13.

308 
430 
570 
57S 
036 
(!98

The following charts were prepared from theso experiments:
Exceedingly erratic indications are disregarded in marking out the general course of the curve. 
It will be noticed that the variations are much greater with the Hodman gauge than with the 

spiral gauge or crusher, and that the impressions from the Eodman cutters agree neither in extent nor 
in uniformity with those recorded in General Eodman'e report. It is difficult to account for this, as 
the copper discs were all prepared and used with great care. The necessary uniformity of the testing 
machine precludes the idea of attributing these variations to the causes which obtain in powder 
pressures.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY METCALFE,

Lieutenant of Ordnance. 
Major J. G. BKNTOH,

Commanding.

[First Indorsement.]

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance.

NATIONAL ARMORY,
March 5, 1874.

J. G. BENTON, 
Major of Ordnance, Commanding.

[Second Indorsement.]

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHMSTOH, August 21, 187G.

Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, with the request for authority to print this paper 
as an Ordnance Note.

S. C. LYFORD, 
Acting Chief of Ordnance. 

Approved:
J. D. CAMERON,

Secretary of War. 
AUGUST 21, 1876.
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TO ACCOMPANY OHBNANCE 
NOTES No. LVIII.

LIEUT. METCALFE'S 
INTERNAL-PRESSURE GAUGE

Fio. 1.—Spiral premn gangs, (lit form.) a, copper; i, cotter; c, gas check.
Fio. 2.—Sam*, with cap for high pressures. ""
FIG. 3.—Crow section, (Fig. I.)
Fio. 4.—Crow Motion. (Fig. 2.)
Fio. 6.—Flan and Motion of spiral cotter.
FIG, 6.—Plan and Motion of oopp«r.
Fto. 7,—Hand TIM for holding gang* whil* extracting copper, and for nu in

testing maehine. 
Fio. 8.—Compound implmwnt- -wrrofth twoga»-«h»ck «xtrmctor»,§crew-driver

and utraoting wraw. 
Fio. 9.—Internal «piral gaog», (2d fora.) 4, oatter; S. eopp«; C. body; J),

chamber wctioo; E, brMoh acraw; //, wath«n. 
Fia. 11.—Swtion of bratoh of 4J" riflo with prMnin gang* in pofitioo. Front

•nd of bolt (£} drawn back.
Fio. 12.—-InUrnal prMtara gaoge, with clamp, (lait form.) 
Fio. IS.—EodmaTi «t«rnal hooting, with pramr* gang* ioHrt«d. 
Fio. 14.—Largft internal tpiral gftoge, with incraawd ii» of copp*r for heavy

proinirM.
Fio. IS.—Swtton of spiral cattar. (form abandanad.} 
FIQ. 13.—Section thawing the effect of above thape or »tr*ngth of cattor. 
Fio. 17.—Section ahowing •hape Of ohaMr QMd in making catting ftdgM, giving

them a bracing form.
Fro. 18.—Form of ipiral for Fig. 14, (long «ig».) 
Fio. 10.—Form of ipiral for Fig. 14, (ihort adf|a.) 
Fio, 20.—Plan and Motion of protractor
FIG. 21.—Honing for muket barrel, with Hodman «xternal gauge. 
Fio. 22.—Crasher gauge. At gat cheek; B, plnng«t, 0, copper cylinder; D,

homing; E, breech Kraw; /, washer.
Fio. 23.—Internal gfcogc, ihowing tried meaiu of holding cntter in place. 
Fie. 24.—Section Bodmaa internal hoouog, «howing effect of not having eqnare

corners to bor«. 
Fie. 25.—Forms of ipiral cutten. a, COH«TO for high pressnrer; b, convex

for low preararts. 
fie. as.—Section showing th« affect of a loot* fit of th* copper.
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THE 81-TON GUN.

J-Vom "7%« London Standard" of May 20, 1876.]

The monster piece of ordnance at Woolwich, known as the 81-ton gun, continues to yield highly 
important results. In November last the gun made its dSbut with a calibre of 14". 5. After a highly 
successful series of trials it was returned to the Eoyal Gun Factories for the purpose of having its 
caliber increased to 15". With its bore thus enlarged the gun went through another series of experi 
mental rounds, commencing early in March. The power developed being still greater than on the 
former occasion another change was decided upon. This was nothing less than converting the monster 
into what is called a "chambered gun "—that is to say, a gun having its powder chamber of greater 
diameter than the remainder of the bore. Consequently, while the 81-ton gnn retains its caliber of 15" 
with regard to the shot, it has now a capacity of 16" for the powder, the far end of the bore having 
been recently enlarged to that diameter for a length of 40". This allows space for at least 315 pounds 
of powder, whereas with a diameter of 15" a cartridge of 300 pounds was quite as much as could be 
properly inserted. A length of 40", with a diameter of 15", would in fact only provide for about 277 
pounds of powder. It might appear at first sight that, as the projectile has no larger diameter than 
before, there could be no increase of energy imparted to the shot unless the pressure per square inch 
were increased, because only in this way could the aggregate force exercised on the shot be augmented. 
But the view taken of the question by an artillerist is this—that by shortening the cartridge the 
original volume of the powder gas is multiplied more frequently in the bore of the gun. Thus, in a 
bore 24' long, the volume of gas in a length of 40" is multiplied 7.2 times, whereas with a length of 
45" the multiplication is only fi. 4 times. A shorter cartridge may be considered equivalent to a longer 
gun, and therefore accompanied by a more perfect combustion of the powder. It is also to be observed 
that the excessive elongation of a cartridge in proportion to its length is an evil, inasmuch as it tends 
to the production of those waves of powder gas which occasion intense local pressure without necessarily 
adding to the velocity of the shot. Of course if the gun were enlarged throughout, its capacity for 
taking a heavy charge of powder would be improved; but if the 81-ton gun had thus been bored out 
to a calibre of 16" from end to end the diameter of the shot would have been increased as well as that 
of the cartridge. As the penetrating power of a shot is measured by the number of foot-tons per inch 
of the shot's circumference, an enlargement of the projectile of the 81-ton gun, so as to make it fit a 
bore of 16", would more or less counteract the good effect of an aggregate increase of energy. In 
estimating the effectiveness of a gun it ie necessary to consider not only the amount of work stored up 
in the projectile as it leaves the muzzle, but also what is the work which the projectile has to perform 
when it reaches the mark. The greater the diameter of the shot the more work it has to do in order 
to get through the armor. Thus it is on record in the "Text-book" of rifled ordnance, by Captains 
Stoney and Jones, of the Royal Artillery, that the total energy of the projectile of the 12" 25-ton gun 
at the muzzle is 7,030 foot-tons, while that of the 11" 25-ton gun is only 6.415, yet the penetrative 
power in the former case is very little more than in the latter, the ratio being simply as 188 to 187.

The virtue of the small bore seems to be carried to an excess in the ordnance of Sir Joseph Whitworth. 
There we see projectiles of extraordinary elongation, necessitating a rapid twist in the rifling to give 
them a due amount of rotation, so that they may keep "end on" in their flight. This spinning of 
rifled projectiles is a powerful action, and is very rapid even with the more moderate twist of the 
Woolwich guns. The parabolic spiral of the 81-*on gatt increase* from zero at the breech to one turn 
in 35 calibres at the muzzle. When traveling at a velocity of 1540' per second the projectile, weighing 
13 cwt., revolves on its longitudinal axis more than 2,000 times in a minute, or 35 times in a second. 
At this rate the circumference of the shot has a rotary motion equal to more than 90 miles per hour, 
while the forward velocity of the projectile is fully 1,000 miles per hour, or 17 miles per minute. With 
a very long shot—that is to say, with a slender projectile—there is danger lest the shot should break 
up in the gun, and if this does not happen there is still risk that the ahot will shiver to pieces when 
striking a mass of armor. The projectiles of the Woolwich guns are tolerably stout, having a length

42.',
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of about two-and-a-half calibres. The flat-headed projectiles fired into the butts at Woolwich during 
proof and experimental trials are still stumpier and stronger than the ogival-headed projectiles of the 
service. Yet even these stout masses of cast-iron show how great is the strain to which they are 
subjected in the bore, for they are found to be slightly shorter after being fired from the gun than they 
were when put into it. This "setting-up," as it is termed, takes place toward the rear of the shot, and 
is, therefore, not attributable to the retardation and ultimate arrest of the projectile as it dives into the 
mound of sand constituting the butt, but ie apparently due to the blow of the powder-gas in the gun. 
This blow ia BO sudden and powerful that the rear of the shot begins to move while the front IB yet 
stationary. The force being in excess of the elastic limit of the metal, the latter is permanently distended 
laterally, or, in other words, the projectile is slightly shortened. With a long, narrow projectile there 
is obvious risk that this process will result in fracture, and should the broken pieces overlap so as to 
get jammed in the bore there is a great probability of serious damage to the gun. Hence, although it 
is true that a punching tool should have a small relative diameter, this consideration is modified by 
other elements in the practice of gunnery.

The advantages of the enlarged powder chamber are easily obtained in breech-loaders. The 
breech-loaders of Sir J. Whitworth and Herr Krupp have thus competed with the Woolwich guns, 
though we see that the Whitworth 35-ton gun is itself a muzzle-loader. But despite all competition 
the serviceable qualities of the 1'raser guns have justified the preference given to the latter by the 
British Government. Recently the powers of these guns have undergone further development, aided 
by im'proved scientific methods and appliances. Thus the admirably-adjusted powder devised by 
the Explosives Committee has given quite a new aspect to the question of great guns, and this part of 
the subject is being worked out with an accuracy previously unhoped for. Now at last the enlarged 
powder chamber gives the muzzle-loader an advantage hitherto specially enjoyed by the breech-loader. 
The new gas-check, invented by Major Maitland, R. A., also renders essential service, by the prevention 
of that erosion which formerly accrued from the rush of powder-gas between the projectile and the 
interior of the gun. The prevention of this evil is also accompanied by an increase of velocity in 
the projectile.

As already announced in our columns, one round was fired with the 81-ton gun on Wednesday. 
Yesterday as many as seven rounds were iired. The arrangements were the same as usual, the gun 
being mounted on the carriage specially constructed for the purpose, the carriage itself being pivoted on 
two bogies, each running on six wheels. The Maitland platform or railway had been relaid, and had 
the benefit of a better foundation than before. The projectiles were fired into the same enormous mound 
of sand as on former occasions. The firing wa-s effected by an electric current transmitted from the 
instrument-room, and the usual appliances were employed for taking velocities and pressures.

In regard to the several rounds it will be understood that in every instance the projectile was a 
flatened cylinder of cast iron weighing l,40l> pounds, studded to take the rifling, and fitted with the 
new gas-check.

The first round of the present series (fired on Wednesday) consisted of 260 pounds of 1".5 cubes. 
The muzzle velocity was 1,480' per second, and the mean pressure in the powder chamber 20.74 tons 
on the square inch. Prior to the chambering of the gun this charge gave a velocity of 1,474', with a 
pressure of 20.7 tons.

The second round (the first of yesterday's series) was fired with 260 pounds of \".1 cubes, the 
result being a velocity of 1,473' per second, and a mean pressure of 21 tons per square inch, With the 
gun in its former condition, having the uniform bore of 15", the velocity of the projectile was 1.4fifi', 
and the pressure 22.2 tons.

In the third round the charge was 260 pounds of 2" cubes. The velocity, which had fallen in the 
previous round with the increase in the size of the powder, now fell still further, being only 1,124' per 
second, with a pressure of 20.5 tons per square inch. The same charge in the former state of the gun 
gave a velocity of 1,423' with a pressure of 20.9 tons.

We now pass on to a higher scale of charge, with the same gradation of powder. Thus the fourth 
round consisted of 270 pounds of T'.fi cubes. The velocity now rose to 1,499' per second, with a 
pressure of 21.6 tons per square inch. The corresponding round before the enlargement of the powder 
chamber gave a velocity of 1,491' with the same pressure as in the present instance.

In the fifth round the charge was 270 pounds of 1",7 cubes, the velocity produced being 1,488' 
per second, with a pressure of 22.2 tons per square inch. This compares with a velocity of 1,484' and 
a pressure of 22.7 tons when the gun was in its former state.

The sixth round was fired from the instrument room by the Earl of Cadogan. The charge was 
270 pounds of 2" cubes, the velocity obtained being 1.446' per second, and the pressure 21.3 tons per 
square inch. In the former series the velocity obtained in the corresponding round was 1,440', and 
the pressure 20.9 tons.

The Duke of Marlborough fired the seventh round. The third stage was now reached, the charge 
becoming 280 pounds of 1",5 cubes. The velocity rose to 1,534', with a pressure'of 22.7 tons on the 
inch. Before the powder chamber was enlarged this charge produced a velocity of only 1,501', but 
with a somewhat less pressure, namely, 21.2 tons per square inch. The energy of the round fired 
yesterday was rather more than 23,900 foot-tons. The highest velocity yet recorded with this gun is 
1,551'. This was in the earliest stage of the weapon, when its calibre wa« 14".5, the shot weighing 
1,259 pounds, and the energy being rather under 21,000 foot-tons. After the calibre had been enlarged 
to 15", a velocity of 1,540' was obtained, with a projectile weighing 1,466 pounds, the total energy being 
a little over 24,000 foot-tons. The pressure was then 22.6 tons, the charge being 300 pounds of 1".5
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powder. It will be seen, therefore, that the energy yesterday was very nearly up to this point, 
although the charge of powder was twenty pounds less. The pressure yesterday was one-tenth of a 
ton more.

The last round yesterday, or the eighth of the series, was fired with 280 pounds of I". 1? cuhes. 
Again the enlarged cubes of powder showed a decrease in useful effect, the velocity falling to 1,509' per 
second (still a high figure,) with a pressure of 23.5 tons per square inch. This compares with a velocity 
of 1,495' and a pressure of 22.7 tons in the previous series.

Beviewing the whole it will be seen that the power of the gun is still progressing. If the present 
rate of improvement is maintained with the heavier charges which we may expect will be fired to-day, 
the results will be in the highest degree gratifying, as showing the extraordinary excellence of the 
Woolwich gunu. Moderate pressures were maintained yesterday, and although there was some increase 
of pressure with the heavier charges as compared with former trials, the gain in velocity was in a 
higher ratio than the increase of the pressure.

A fact of some interest, as showing the atmospheric disturbance occasioned by this powerful gun, 
may here be mentioned. The Beckton gasworks are on the opposite side of the Thames, and somewhat 
lower down the river than the butts. When the 81-ton gun is fired the huge gasholders (popularly 
termed gasometers) belonging to these colossal works are found to be affected, the side towards the gun 
being momentarily driven inward about half an inch, in opposition to the pressure of the gas, equal to 
seven inches of water. Some apprehension is felt lest the rivetting of the plates composing the gas 
holders should be injuriously affected, and an instrument is being devised to measure the exact amount 
of the deflection.

The recoil of the gun yesterday on the new rails was about 48'. The gun-carriage remains totally 
uninjured, notwithstanding the severe ordeal it has undergone.

A numerous party of visitors arrived on the ground in the course of yesterday. We have already 
made mention of the Duke of Marlborough and the Earl of Cadogan. Among others who witnessed 
Rome portion of the firing were Lord Hamilton, Sir Henry do Bathe, Brigadier General Campbell, C. B.; 
Colonel Stokes, R. E.; Colonel Field, B. A.; Captain Owens, B. A.; Mr. Abel, Mr. C. V. Boys, &c. The 
firing was under the direction of Colonel Younghusband, B. A., Superintendent of the Royal Gun 
Factories, as President of the Explosives Committee. Major Maitland, B. A., Assistant Superintendent 
of the Boyal Gun Factories, and Mr. B. S. Fraser, the Deputy Assistant Superintendent, were also 
present. Captain Jones, B. A., occupied his usual post in the instrument room, and the firing was 
conducted by the proof officer, Captain Morley, R. A.

[ From " The London Standard."]
At the present time the power of the 81-ton gun at Woolwich is measured by the velocity and 

weight of the projectile. But the time is drawing near when the efficacy of this enormous weapon will 
be put to the test by means of a suitable target. It is not sufficient to know incidentally that a 
projectile weighing more than 13 cwt. can be sent some 50' or 60' deep into a huge mound of sand 
backed by a mass of earth. It is needful to see how far the projectile can be made to penetrate a wall 
of iron backed with teak. The authorities of the War Office consider that this is an experiment which 
ought not to be attempted at Woolwich, as it is just possible that with every precaution some danger 
might arise to persons and to property on the river, or otherwise contiguous to the proof-butts. The 
inhabitants of Plumstead would doubtless be disquieted if they knew that projectiles weighing between 
half and three-quarters of a ton each were bursting through massive armor plates in their immediate 
neighborhood. Guns have been tested to destruction in the midst of the proof-buts adjacent to the 
arsenal, and it might bo practicable to make use of armored targets inside some kind of casemate. 
But a stray fragment of iron might escape from the recess and travel far, though there would be very 
little probability of such an event if shot or blind shells were used. To give the gun a proper trial 
there must be shell as well as shot fired from it, and on the whole it becomes necessary to postpone all 
firing against armor plates until the gun reaches Shoeburyness. Before that removal takes place we 
may expect to see further experiments at the proof-butts.

The description of target against which the 81-ton gun is ultimately to be fired is a matter of 
considerable interest. Three designs at once suggest themselves. Thus we may have in the first 
instance a target specially adapted to give a precise measure of the energy with which it is struck. 
For such a purpose a series of plates, separated by timber, would appear to offer the best kind of gauge. 
By such an arrangement we might test the relative efficacy of different guns, if such comparison were 
thought to possess sufficient practical value to justify the trouble and expense. Four 8" plates, each 
backed with 5" or 6." of timber, would furnish a target well worthy of the great gun, and the 
construction might be such as to admit of one plate and its timber backing being removed. Another 
style of target would consist of one massive plate, after the fashion of that lately rolled by Messrs. 
Cammell & Co., at Sheffield, for the Italian Government. The plate in question was 22" thick, but 
Mr. Cammell stated that if Sir Joseph Whitworth's guns could pierce it he should have no hesitation 
in undertaking to roll a heavier plate to the extent of 30", or even 40" in thickness. A plate of 30" 
might be accepted as a suitable shield for the great Woolwich gun to attack, though we do not see any
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signs at present that the Whitworth guns will require such a test. A solid target of this description 
seems to represent the hind of shield which the Royal Engineers would desire for the protection of a 
sea fort. One of the important results of the late enormous growth of artillery is the comparative 
weakness of sea fortresses. Granite walls are now mere gingerbread, and armor must be very stout to 
resist the attack of guns like those which will form the armament of the Thunderer. As for the 
Inflexible, when she makes her appearance with her four 81-ton guns, no existing sea fort within 
a-mile-and-a-half of her will be able to endure the shock of her enormous projectiles. A third descrip 
tion of target would be anch as actually represented an existing or forthcoming iron-clad. Thus we 
might have the two 12" plates of the Inflexible, with their 17" of teak backing. It is not likely that 
the expense of constructing three different targets will be approved; but it might be thought proper to 
have two targets out of the three. Good reasons might be given for constructing a target to represent 
the Inflexible, one being that in firing at such a structure we should be testing not only the power of 
the gun but also the defensive strength of the ship.

In a, paper on the 81-ton gun, written by Major Maitland, the Assistant Superintendent of the 
Royal Gun Factories, and published in the " Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution," at Woolwich, 
it is stated, with regard to the production of this piece of ordnance, that the problem set by the 
Admiralty was to produce a gun capable of piercing 20" of iron firmly backed at the distance of 1000 
yards, and to place four of these guns on board a turret ship. This ship is the Inflexible, and, as her 
maximum armor is 24", it would seem that the Admiralty thought to provide a ship which should 
exhibit a tolerably fair balance of power as between her armor and her guns, Major Maitland further 
states that the dimensions of the 81-ton gun were determined on the basis of a 16" calibre, throwing 
a 1G50 shot with a muzzle velocity of 140CK per second. This gives a muzzle energy of 22,400 foot-tons. 
But the gun has already fired a 1466-pound projectile with a velocity of 1553' per second, equal to 
24,500 foots-tons of energy. This was achieved with a bore of 15" and a powder chamber of 16". 
Supposing the required velocity of 1400' to be given to the 1650-pound shot with a calibre of 16", the 
energy would he at the rate of 44(5 foot-tons per inch of shot's circumference. But with a calibre of 
15" the gun has given its projectile an energy of 521 foot-tons per inch of circumference. Supposing 
two projectiles to have equal energy, that which has the smallest diameter is the most likely to penetrate 
the target, presuming the narrower shot to be sufficiently strong not to break up prematurely. Hence, 
what is termed the "zone power," or the amount of energy per inch of circumference, becomes a measure 
of the penetrating power of the projectile, On this basis the 81-ton gun has thus far shown a zone 
power IT per cent, greater than that which was demanded of it.

The recent performance of the 34.0-ton Whitworth gun at Gavre affords an instance of penetration 
which happily admits of comparison with one of the Woolwich guns. Sir J. Whitworth states that 
his gun on this occasion sent a steel shell through 16" of armor. We have already given particulars 
of the velocities exhibited by the projectiles which were fired, and, as our statements have not been 
challenged, we presume they are correct. On this basis, the highest amount of energy displayed by 
the Whitworth gun was 10,180 foot-tons. Taking the mean diameter of the bore at 11".73, we get 
277 foot-tons of energy per inch of shot's circumference. But the Woolwich 38-ton gun, with a calibre 
of 12".5, has given a velocity of 1506' per second to a projectile of 800 pounds, the total energy being 
12,577 foot-tons, and the energy per inch of shot's circumference 320 foot-tons, or 15 per cent, more than 
that displayed by the Whitworth gun at Gavre. The correctness of the data is practically verified by 
another fact, to which we have on a former occasion called attention. The 38-ton gun has been 
tried against armor at Shoeburyness, and on that occasion penetrated two armor plates, one 12" thick 
and the other 8", together with a teak backing of 0", besides sending the projectile "2" deep into a 
5" plate. Thus the penetration amounted to 22" of armor plate and 6" of teak. In a subsequent 
trial the 12" plate was removed, and a plate of 4" substituted in front of the 8". At the rear of the 5" 
plate came a second 6" of teak, with an inner skin of iron 1".5 thick. Thus the target had 18J" of 
iron and and 12" of teak. Fired against this mass, the 38-ton gun sent its projectile through the whole 
of it. Sir J. Whitworth claims that his gun at Gavre achieved "the most wonderful results." Until 
further enlightened we must think the results at Shoeburyness with the Woolwich gun more wonderful 
still. Sir Joseph does not state at what distance he sent his bolt through 16" of armor, and we are, 
therefore, left to the inference that the distance was not remarkable. The initial velocities were 
singularly low, and we think they ought to have been higher, although Sir Joseph will probably say 
that muzzle velocities are of little account, and will make the most of his customary argument that 
projectiles with a small transverse area exhibit good results at long ranges. But we think there is 
reason to believe that the length of a moving body, as well as its transverse area, lias much to do with 
atmospheric resistance at high velocities. The scream of the long Whitworth projectiles, as they wormed 
their way through the air at Gavre, is said to have been prodigious. Within certain limits, we are 
ready to allow that Sir J. Whitworth is right in making use of narrow projectiles; but when they come 
to be five calibres long, we have some doubt whether the practical limit is not considerably exceeded. 
On the whole, we do not see that Sir Joseph has proved his system to be at all superior to that pursued 
at WT oolwich, although his guns are much more costly than those of the Fraser system. The Whitworth 
steel is, doubtless, very good metal, and we believe we were correct in our first statement, that in the trial 
at Gavre some use—at least to the extent of one round—was made of the R. L. G. powder, an expedient 
which certainly excites our surprise, as it could only imperil the gun, without adding to the velocity 
of the projectile.
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[From "Ttic London Times" of July 18, 187G.]

It is now very nearly ten months since the 81-ton gun passed successfully through the ordeal of 
its first proof at the butts adjoining Woolwich Arsenal. That trial was hut the commencement of a 
series of searching experiments which have been continued under constantly varying conditions of both 
gun and powder charge ever since. Nor are those experiments by any means at an end. Although for 
some weeks past they have been discontinued, the cessation is only temporary, and is a consequence of 
the gun undergoing a still further and very important change. Notices of those experiments have 
appeared from time to time in the The Times, bnt they have necessarily been brief. We, therefore, now 
propose to trace consecutively the various stages through which this splendid weapon has passed, and 
the results of the trials made with it since the notice of its proof appeared in The Times on thu 18th of 
September last year. The gun was then so fully decribed, and, indeed, the Woolwich system or Fraser 
construction of built-up guns is now so well known, that we need not here do more than indicate its 
leading dimensions. The extreme length of the gun over all is 26' 9", its greatest diameter, which is 
at the trunnion coil, is 6', and its least, which is at the muzzle, is 2' \". The bore is 24' in length, and 
it had a primary calibre of 14// .5 ) the rifling being 11 grooves of the ordinary Woolwich pattern.

At its proof the 81-ton gun was fired with charges ranging from 170 pounds to 240 pounds 
of I".5 .pebble powder, and flat-headed projectiles weighing l,2t>0 pounds, or more than half a ton. 
The muzzle velocities were good, and the internal pressures in some instances very satisfactory. There 
were, however, some wide variations, and it was evident that the gun would have to undergo a long 
course of trial under varying conditions before a final decision could be arrived at as to the diameter 
of the bore, the weight and character of the powder charge, and the weight of the projectile most 
appropriate for subsequent weapons of the same size and construction. One of the most important 
considerations affecting the question is the size of the cubes of powder and their character. The gun 
lias, therefore, been placed in the hands of the Committee on Explosives, of which Colonel Younghusband 
is president, as well as being the Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories. The great aim of the 
committee hna been—and, in fact, still is—to obtain the bent results from the gun, that is, the greatest 
velocity of the projectile with the least strain upon the interior of the weapon. The attainment of this ' 
end involves the consideration of a number of delicate and complex questions into which it is unnecessary 
here to enter. The broad principle, however, is to adjust the weight and disposition of the powder 
charge, and so to proportion the size of the cubes, as that the whole of the power developed by 
the explosion of the powder shall be utilized in propelling the shot from the gun. And this not 
instantaneously, to the manifest detriment of the gun, but progressively and during the entire advance 
of the projectile down the bore, the force not being expended until the moment that the shot leaves the 
gun, nor being continued afterwards to he uselessly exerted against the air.

During the months of November and December last year further experiments were carried out with 
the 81-ton gun at the proof butts. Fourteen rounds altogether were fired with powder charges ranging 
from 220 pounds to 250 pounds in weight, and having 1".5, 1".7, and 2".0 cubes, the projectiles 
weighing 1,260 pounds and 1,450 pounds. For the sake of clearness and to facilitate a comparison of 
the results, they are shown in a tabulated form, as follows:

No. OF ROUND.

1
•>
:t
4
5
0
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14

SIZE OF 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches.
1.0
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.5
1.7
2.0

WEIGHT 
OF CHARGE.

Pounds.
220
220
230
2«P

WEIGHT 
OF PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,260
1,201)
1,200
l,2l«J

220 1,200
220 1,21.0
220 1 ,2«)

1.7 : 230 l,2iw
2.0 < 230 1,21)0
2.0 | 240 1,200
1.5
1.7

220 ! 1,450
220 i 1,450

2.0 ! 220
2.0 250

1,450
1,2«0

MUZZLE
VELOCITY — FEET 

PER HEUONU.

I,fl25
1,420
1,454
1,470
l,SO.r.

1,5112
1,481
1.0*1
1.4U8
i.M3
1,4*)
1,414
I,:l0li
1,523

MEAN PRESSURE
IN (>UN—TONS I'm

SQUARE I.NCH.

2S.8
2(1.0
20.2
21.0
24.1 to 20.3
23.0
21.7
24.9
23.4
23.0
28.0
2J.O
24.4
24.8

The foregoing figures show that the pressures ranged from 20.2 tons to 28.0 tons per square inch 
of internal surface, the latter pressure having been obtained with the smallest sized cubes of powder, 
and with a 220-pound charge. In each case it will be seen that the i".5 cubes gave high pressures, 
while the largest sized cubes throw less strain on the gun, and at the same time give a reduced result 
with the projectile. The best round of the series was No. 8, which, with 230 pounds of the \".T, or 
medium, powder gave a muzzle velocity of 1,54;!' per second, and a mean pressure of 24.9 tons. The
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total energy developed was 20,796 foot-tons, which is equivalent to a duty of 90.41 tons per pound of 
powder consumed. After the trials recorded above the gun was sent back to the Eoyal Gun Factories 
to he bored out to an enlarged calibre of 15".

In tha begining of March last the experiments were resumed with the increased calibre of 15", 
when a series of six rounds were fired. The results are as follows:

No. or EOUSD.

1
2
3
4
5
fi

SIZE OF 
POWDEE CUBES.

Inches.
1.7
1.7
1.7
2.0
2.0
1.7

WEIGHT 
OF CHARGE.

Pounds,
220
230
220
250
220
220

WEIGHT 
OF PHOJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,200
1,260
1,400
1,260
1,460
1,460

MUZZLE 
VELOCITY — FEET 

PEE SECOND.

1,513
1,546
1,471
1,530
1,364
1,424

MEAN PSESSCRE 
IN GUN — TONS PER 

SQUARE INCH.

21.0
22.0
26.2
23.2
21.4
23.8

These results, it will be seen, are highly satisfactory and indicate improvements in the shape of 
increased velocities, combined with reduced pressure in the gun. It is to be observed that the limit of 
safe-working pressure is placed by the authorities at 25 tons per square inch, and it will be noticed that 
only in the third round was this limit exceeded, the pressure then rising to 26 tons. The'highest muzzle 
velocity—1,546' per second—was obtained in the second round with 230 pounds of 1".7 powder, tbe 
average pressure being only 22 tons.

Towards the end of April another series of 12 rounds was fired with powder having cubes of three 
different sizes. The results then were as follows:

No. or ROUND.

1
2
3
4
5
fi
7
8
n

10
11
12

SIZE OF 
POWDEB CUBES.

Inches.
•1.7
2.0
1.7
2.0
1.7
2.0
1.5
1.7
1.5
2.0
1.6
1.6

WEIGHT 
or CHAHGE.

Puuiute,
200
250
200
200
270
270
250
280
260
280
270
OOQ

WEIGHT
OF PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,466
1,406
1,406
1,466
1 ,400
1,460
1,466
1,406
1,406
1,486
1,406
1 466

MUZZLE
VELOCITY— FEET 

PER SECOND.

1,459
1,408
1,400
1,423
1,484
1,440
1,451
1,496
1,474
1,456
1,401

MEAN PKESSURE 
IN GUN — TONS PEK 

SQUARE INCH.

21.7
20.7
2-2.2
20. a
22.7
20.9
20.5
22.7
20.7
21.7
21.6

In the first six rounds, which were fired on the 25th of April, it will be seen that, with the enlarged 
cubes, the velocities were low with the smaller charges, but improved as the weight of the charge was 
increased. In the fifth round with the heaviest charge of the smaller cube powder the highest muzzle 
velocity was reached, the pressure rising also, but still being very good and well within the limit of 
safety. The muzzle energy in this round was 22,377 foot-tons. In the results of the remaining six 
rounds, which were fired on the following day, a slight reduction in velocity and pressure is perceptible 
in round No. 7 as compared with round No. 1, when the same weight of slightly larger cube powder 
was used. Comparing round No. 8 with No. 5 it will be seen that the addition of 10 pounds of the 
1". 7 cubes secured a gain in the muzzle velocity of II' per second without any increase in the internal 
pressure. In this round—No. 8—the muzzle energy was 22,718 foot-tons. Round No. 10 also com 
pares well with No. 6 for velocity, although the pressure in the former is slightly increased. The 
results of the last round are omitted for the reason that a doubt arose as to the weight of the powder 
charge, which was only supposed to be that recorded. It is stated that if the powder charge was 280 
pounds, the results were all that could be desired.

It was now resolved to increase the weight of the powder charge, and, consequently, its size, but 
without encroaching upon the bore of the gun, or, in other words, to increase its diameter but not its 
length. To effect this the 81-ton gun was returned to the Eoyal Gun Factories to undergo conversion 
into a chambered gun—that is to have the powder chamber enlarged to a diameter of 16" for its assigned 
length of 40". This increase in the diameter enabled the gun to burn 315 pounds of powder, as against 
280 pounds, the maximum useful charge with the chamber of the same diameter as the bore which was 
15". The gun was taken to the butts, and in its altered condition fired eight rounds on the 24th and 
25th of May, with the following results:
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No. OP ROUNDS.

1
2
3
4
5
C
7
8

SIZE OF 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches.
1.8
1.7
2.0
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.5
1.7

WEIGHT 
or CHARGE.

Pound*.
200
2«0
WO
270
270
270
280
280

WEIGHT 
OF PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,466
1,400
1,466
1,466
1,406
1,466
1,460
1,460

MUZZLE 
VELOCITY— FEET 

PER SECOND.

1,480
1,473
1,424
1,499
1,488
1,446
1.634
1,509

MEAN PRESSURE 
is GUK — Tons PEE 

SQUARE INCH.

20.74
21.0
20.5
21.0
22.2
21.3
22.7
23.5

Here round No. 1 shows a gain of 6' in velocity, as against round No. 9 of the previous series, 
although the pressure is somewhat higher. In round No. 7, the velocity of 1,534' per second is good, 
and the pressure is well within the limit, the energy being 23,900 foot-tons. In the last round the 
velocity falls and the pressures rise, indicating a decrease in useful effect. The general results, however, 
show a gradual increase of power, without any very close approach to the limit of safety, much less to 
undue strain.

The powder charges were then gradually increased from 280 pounds to 300 pounds, and under 
these conditions seven rounds were fired on the 31st of May, with the following results:

No. or ROUND.

1
2
3
4
5
r>
7

SIZE OP 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches.
2.0
1.5
1.7
2.0
1.6
1.7
2.0

WEIGHT 
OF CHARGE.

Pounds.
280
280
290
290
300
3(10
300

WEIGHT 
OF PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,460
1,400

,460
,406
,466
,460
,406

MUZZLE 
VELOCITY — FEET 

PER SECOND.

1,462
1,624
1,622
1,474
1,520
1,531
1,476

MEAN PRESSURE 
IN &us — TONS PER 

SQUARE INCH.

21.9
21.7
22.4
20.9
22.7
22.9
21.8

The charges were then farther increased, and on the 2d of June trials were made with heavy charges, 
the result being as follows:

No. OF ROUND,

1
2
3
4
6
0

SIZE OF 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches.
1.5
1.5
1.7
1.5
1.7
1.8

WEIGHT 
OF CHARGE.

Pounds.
310
300
310
300
290
310

WEIGHT 
OF PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
1,466

,406
,406
,466
,466
,406

MUZZLE
VELOCITY — FEET 

PER SECOND.

1,553
1,535
1,501
1,532
1,521
1,601

MEAN PRESSURE 
IN GUN — TONS PER 

SQUARE INCH.

22.5
22.3
23.2
24.1
22.2
22.8

It will be perceived that round No. 1 of this series gives decidedly the best results, the energy being 
24,508 foot-tons, with a very safe pressure; round No. 2 being also very satisfactory. In the third 
round the I".? powder cubes give a good velocity, but they also induced an increased pressure. An 
alteration was made in the method of firing with the 4th and 5th rounds, which were fired from the 
rear vent, the cartridge thus being ignited at its base. In ordinary the service vent is used, by which 
means the powder is ignited about midway of its length. This necessitated the withdrawal of the 
cascable crusher-gauge, so that the crusher-gauge in the base of the projectile being only used the 
indicated pressure would probably be rather low. As it was it shows 24.1 tons in the 4th round, which 
is high, but only 22.2 tons in the 5th round. The last round of the series was fired from the service 
vent. It should be mentioned that the base of the shot and the cascable are not the only points 
available for observing the pressures by means of the crusher-gauges. There are no less than seven of 
these gauges inserted in the gun in the line of the bore, at distances about 12" apart, and by means of 
these also the pressures are taken during the experiments, the commitee being thus able to ascertain 
what forces are being exerted at different points in the bore of the gun.

At the conclusion of the last series of experiments recorded the gun was again taken back to the 
Royal Gun Factories, and placed in the boring-machine, where it is at the present time undergoing the 
operation of being bored out to the calibre of 16". When the rifling has been completed, which will 
be at about the end of the present month, the gun will be once more taken to the proof butts, where it 
will undergo still further trials. It may, in fact, be regarded as a purely experimental weapon, and it 
is probable that it will have its bore still further increased to 17", and be tested with higher charges
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yet, until the gun has been crippled. The experience thus gained will form data on which will be 
baaed the final details of the four 81-ton guns which are now in course of construction at Woolwich for 
the Inflexible. In the 81-ton gun there is every reason to believe that the nation will ultimately 
possess a magnificent weapon; it would be strange were it otherwise, considering the careful thought 
which has been, and still continues to be, bestowed upon it by the Superintendent of the Royal Gun 
Factories, Colonel Younghusband, R. A., F. R. S.; Major Maitland, R. A.; Captain Jones, R. A., and 
Mr. E. 8. Fraeer, by whom all the experiments have been carried out. It ia highly satisfactory to find 
that not the slightest strain has at any time been detected in the gun, nor has it ever exhibited the 
slightest symptom of distress. The record of this fact redounds to the credit of the gentlemen whom we 
have just named, and to the whole staff at the Royal Gun Factories, to whom it must be a satisfaction 
that the Fraser system has proved so successful.

[ From "The London Standard" of July 26, 1876.]

The firing of the 81-ton gun was resumed on Monday, under the direction of Colonel Younghusband, 
R. A., F. R. S,, Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories and President of the Committee on Explosives. 
The highly satisfactory nature of the results will appear as we proceed with our description, but in 
order to gain a right apprehension of the subject it is necessary to glance backward at some previous 
results. While possessing its original bore of 14". 5, the gun exhibted its greatest force with a charge of 
220 pounds of 1". 5 powder and a shot of 1,405 pounds. But the pressure was in excess of the 25 tons per 
square inch allowed by the committee, the mean pressure per square inch on the powder chamber being 
as much as 28.1 tons. The energy realized was 21,058 foot tons. But in reality the best results were 
obtained in two particular rounds, in which the energies were respectively 20,780 foot-tons, with a mean 
pressure of 24.9 tons per square inch, and 20,504 foot-tone, with a mean pressures of 24.1 tons. In 
the former instance 230 pounds of 1". 7 powder formed the charge, and in the latter 220 pounds of 1". 5, 
the projectile in each case weighing 1,259 pounds.

In its next stage the gnu had a bore of 15", and the greatest energy was realized with a charge of 
303 pounds of 1".5 powder, the projectile weighing 1,406 pounds. Owing to a mistake as to the 
quantity of powder in the cartridge, the latter was rammed unusually close, and the pressure of the 
ignited gases was proportionately high, averaging 24.1 ton? per square inch on the powder chamber, 
and 23.1 tons on the base of the shot. The energy realized was 24,517 foot-tons, the muzzle velocity 
being as much as 1,555'. A very good result was subsequently obtained with 300 pounds of 1".5 
powder, the projectile being the same weight as before. The energy was 24,100 foot-tons, and the mean 
pressure 22.0 tons. In this case the energy was at the rate of 1,000 foot-tons per ton of mean pressure. 
Comparing the 15" calibre with the 14". 5, the enlarged calibre showed a decrease in pressure with a 
slight increase in muzzle velocity. It was. therefore, practicable to increase the weight both of powder 
and shot without exceeding the specified limit of pressure.

In its third stage the gun retained its calibre of 15", but the powder chamber was enlarged to a 
diameter of 16", with a length of 40". The best results accomplished were obtained with two different 
brands of the 1".5 powder. The projectile in one case weighed 1,405 pounds, and in the other 1,409 
pounds, or practically the same. The charge of powder was in each case 310 pounds, and the energies 
realized were almost identical, being respectively 24,493 and 24,496 foot-tons. The energy per ton of 
mean pressure was 1,089 and 1,074 foot-tons, the pressure in one case being 22.5 tons, and in the other 
22.8 tons. On the whole it was apparent that although the gun had been but slightly chambered—the 
difference between 15" and 10" being obviously small—yet there was a decided gam in work done 
and a decrease of pressure. Nearly three years ago, during the time when Colonel Campbell (now 
General Campbell) was superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories, some experiments were tried with 
a 10" rifled gun of 18 tons, chambered to 11 ".87, when it was found that the alteration allowed of 
higher charges being used, with moderate pressures. It appeared that charges of 85 pounds in the 
enlarged powder chamber gave an additional velocity of 75' to the projectile with lower pressures than 
wore exercised by the battering charge of 70 pounds in the service bore. We may further observe that, 
in close approximation to the two rounds of 1",5 powder in the chambered 81-ton gun, there was a 
round of 310 pounds of 1". 7 powder, the projectile weighing 1,466 pounds, the resultant energy being 
24,446 foot-tons, equal to 1,054 foot-tons per ton of pressure. With the three rounds thus specified we 
may test the performances of the gun in its existing shape.

The present trials with the 81-ton gun may be considered the beginning of a fourth series. The 
third series closed on the 2d ultimo, at which time the gun had a bore of 15" and a powder chamber 
10" in diameter. Since that date the gun has been bored out to a uniform diameter of 16". Two 
grooves have been added to the rifling, raising the number from eleven to thirteen. In other respects 
the rifling is unaltered, the spiral increasing from zero at the breech to one turn in 35 calibres at the 
muzzle, the curve of the spiral being a parabola. The gun now possesses the calibre originally contem 
plated, though as this particular specimen of the 81-ton ordnance is intended for experimental use, it 
is highly probable that it will be ultimately subjected to further changes. In fact, we may expect that 
every possible variation will be made in the internal proportions of the gun, so as to furnish data for 
future application.
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The admirably constructed carriage on which the gun has hitherto been fired has recently under 
gone a little modification, consequent on the decision to use this carriage in the forthcoming triale of 
the great gun at Shoeburyness. The effect has been to raise the gun at its trunnions about 10", and 
to carry it forward about 6". The gun can now have its inclination varied, BO as to take an upward 
angle of ten degrees, at which elevation it will be fired when tried for range. These alterations have 
proportionately enlarged the upper part of the carriage, and have added about three tons to its weight. 
The weight of the carriage, together with the two six-wheeled bogies on which it rests, is now about 43 
tons. When the carriage was first constructed its use at Shoeburyness was not contemplated. But it 
answered its purpose so completely at Woolwich that it seemed as if nothing more could be desired. 
Hence, with the modification just mentioned, the carriage is prepared for the forthcoming trials at 
Shoeburyness. We may here observe that the successful working of the 38-ton gun at the latter place 
a few weeks ago was itself a proof of the excellence which attaches to the designs and constructions of 
the Royal Carriage Department.

Prior to Monday the 81-ton gun had fired 74 rounds. On that day it fired five, and yesterday four 
rounds. Throughout these nine rounds the powder consisted of 1".5 cubes, and the shot weighed 1,700 
pounds, or a trifle more than three-quarters of a ton. The heaviest weight hitherto fired has been 1,460 
pounds. The projectiles now employed are of the same proportion between weight and calibre as those 
of the 38-ton gun, which lately gave such excellent results at Shoeburyness. It was originally intended 
that the 81-ton gun, when bored out to 16", should carry a shot of 1,650 pounds, but it has been thought 
proper to exceed even this enormous weight. It was desired that the 1,650-pound shot should have a 
muzzle velocity of 1,400 feet per second. But it will be seen presently that more than this velocity 
has been obtained, although the proposed weight of the shot has been exceeded.

Taking a general review of the results of the last two days, we observed that in the first six rounds 
the charge of powder was increased by 10 pounds at each round, beginning with 250 pounds and rising to 
300 pounds. The initial velocity of the projectile continually rose, though with a varying rate of 
increase. Beginning with 1,384' per second, the velocity was successively 1,396', 1,411', 1,426', 1,452', 
and 1458' per second. In the first five rounds the cartridge was rammed to the same degree of density, 
namely, 30 cubic inches per pound of powder, thus giving the cartridge a gravimetric density equal to 
about nine-tenths the specific gravity of water. Under these circumstances the mean pressure on the 
powder chamber rose from 21 tons on the square inch in the first round to 22 tons in the fifth round, 
the intermediate rounds having the pressures respectively of 20.7, 21.3, and 21.2 tons In the sixth 
round the ramming was rather less, a space of 30.3 cubic inches being allowed to every pound of 
powder. Although the weight of the charge was raised from 290 to 300 pounds the pressure fell, being 
only 21.5 tons, but the gain in velocity was limited to 6'. In the seventh round (the second of yes 
terday) the charge of powder remained as in the sixth, namely, 300 pounds, but still more space was 
allowed pro rata, 32 cubic inches being allowed for every pound of powder. This further dilution of 
the charge with air brought down the mean pressure in the powder chamber to a yet lower point, or 
as little as 20 tons per square inch. With this there was a loss of velocity, the rate of the projectile 
becoming 1,442' per second. In the eighth round the charge was raised to 310 pounds, with 32 cubic 
inches for each pound. Velocity and pressure both rose, the former being 1,462' per second, and the 
latter 21.3 tons per square inch. In the ninth and concluding round the unprecedented charge of 320 
pounds of powder was employed. The density of the cartridge remained as m the two previous rounds. 
The discharge of this immense quantity of powder was followed by a cloud of smoke and dust, the 
latter partly rising from the ground and partly rolling out of the butts, where the flat-headed projectile 
buried itself deeply in the sand. The velocity was the highest of the nine rounds, though a higher 
velocity has been obtained with a lighter projectile. The speed was 1,409' per second, the mean pressure 
being 21.3 tons, the same as in the previous round.

It will be interesting now to notice how much work was got out of the gun. In the first six rounds 
there was necessarily a continual rise in the foot-tons of energy, consequent on the increased velocity 
with the same weight of projectile. In the first round the force contained in the projectile as it left the 
muzzle of the gun was 22,577 foot-tons, while in the sixth round it reached 25,055 foot-tons. In the 
seventh round the energy declined to 24,509, in the next it rose to 25,193, and in the ninth it reached 
the splendid total of 25,435 foot-tons. This last result was at the rate of 1,194 foot-tons for every ton 
of mean pressure in the powder chamber. Accordingly it appears that the gun has advanced on the 
highest of its previous performances by something like 1,000 foot-tons of energy, and has exceeded that 
which was originally demanded of it (a velocity of 1,400 feet per second, with a projectile weighing 
1,650 pounds) by as much as 3,000 foot-tons. It is specially gratifying to find that the high results 
obtained yesterday were accompanied by such remarkably moderate pressures. The equality of pressure 
in the two days' firing is also worthy of note, the variations in all the nine rounds lying between 20 
and 22 tons. The pressure, with the enormous charge of 320 pounds of 1". 5 powder, being only a little 
over 21 tons, we may expect to see a charge used which shall develop a yet greater degree of energy.

The perfect safety with which these trials have been carried on is in contrast to some results which 
we hear of elsewhere. . It is reported that within the last month a 17 centimetre (6$") steel breech-loader, 
while under trial at Kunuersdorf, in Prussia, burst explosively while being fired with a battering charge 
at a target. The piece was rent in two, the rear portion killing a soldier and severely wounding an 
officer. This would seem to prove that even the newest of steel guns cannot be trusted, though in 
fairness we will add that this was not a Whitworth gun.

It was an interesting circumstance that while the 81-ton gun was being fired on Monday the 
Europa, a transport ship belonging to the Italian government, was lying at anchor in the Thames
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almost abreast of the butts, having on board the first of the 100-ton guns manufactured at Elswick by 
the Armstrong firm. Before leaving the Thames for Italy, the Europa will add to her warlike freight 
a quantity of the 1".5 cube powder, manufactured at Walthain Abbey, the British Government having 
consented to Bupply this powder for the purpose of the forthcoming trials in Italian waters with the 
100-ton gun. This friendly arrangement will the better provide for comparing the results achieved 
by the two monster guns of the day.

Among the visitors and officials present at the firing of the 81-ton gun this week we may specify 
M. MacMahon, the son of the President of the French Republic; General Connolly; the Italian 
Ambassador; the Portuguese Military Attache; Colonel Younghusband, R. A., F.K.S.; Colonel E. 
\Vray, C. B., 11. A.; Colonel G. T. Field, E. A.; Lieutenant Colonel W. II. Goodenough, R. A.; Captain 
Andrew Noble, F. R. 8., (of Elswick;) Captain Owens, R. A.; Mr. R. S. Fraser; Mr. Crampton; Mr. 
C. V. Boys, &c. The velocities arid pressures were taken by Captain C. Jones, R. A., stud the firing 
was conducted by Captain Morley, R. A.

[From "The London Times" of July 26, 1870.]

On Mouda}' last the 81-ton gun practically entered upon a new phase of its existence, having had 
its bore enlarged to a diameter of 16". It will be remembered that after the series of rounds with 
heavy powder charges had been fired in the early part of last month the gun was returned to the 
Royal Gun Factories to have its calibre increased another inch. It had then a calibre of 15" and a 
powder chamber 16" in diameter and 40" in length. It has now an uniform diameter of 16" throughout 
the bore, and ia rifled in 13 grooves of the ordinary Woolwich pattern—that is, having a gaining twist 
from 0 to 1 in 35 calibres. The carriage on which the gun is mounted has also undergone some 
alterations. With a view of rendering it serviceable for the experiments which it is intended shall be 
made with the gun at Shoeburyness, the seating of the gun in the carriage has been raised 10", which 
will permit of ten degrees of elevation being given to the weapon. Under these new conditions the 
gun was fired on Monday last at the proof butts adjoining Woolwich Arsenal, with powder charges 
commencing at 250 pounds, and increasing by 10 pounds per charge to 290 pounds, with the most 
satisfactory results.

The first round was fired at 10:20 A. M. with 250 pounds of powder, having 1".5 cubes and a 
1,700-pound projectile. The results of this round were a muzzle velocity of 1,384' per second and a 
mean pressure in the powder-chamber of 21.0 tons per square inch. The pressures are taken in the 
same way as previously—that is, by means of a series of crusher-gauges inserted at different points of 
the chamber. One gauge is inserted in the rear or axial vent, while six others are screwed in at inter 
vals of V from the base of the powder-chamber and from each other. They are not, however, placed 
in line, but are arranged so as to cover about a quarter of the diameter of the bore. The powder 
pressures are ascertained by the amount of compression given to copper discs which the crusher-gauges 
contain, and the average pressure of all the gauges is that given by us. There is also a crusher-gauge 
inserted in the base of the projectile from which the pressure at that point is ascertained. The limit of 
safe-working pressure is 25 tons per square inch, and so long as the average result of all the crusher- 
gauges in the chamber does not exceed this the gun is doing well. It would, perhaps, be more correct 
to say the powder is doing well, for the 81-ton gun is practically in the hands of the Committee on 
Explosives, and npon the quantity of powder, the size of its cubes, and the disposition of the charge 
mainly, if not altogether, depends the pressure in the powder chamber.

The second round was fired at 11:30 A. M., the. third round at 1 o'clock, the fourth round at 3:30, 
and the fifth round at 4:30 P. M. The long distances in point of time between the rounds is accounted 
for by the fact that the projectiles had to be unearthed—not an easy matter, since they buried them 
selves at an average depth of 8' in the sand butt, and at an average distance of 10' from the face. 
These were the number of rounds fired on Monday, and yesterday the practice was resumed with 
increasing charges. Four rounds were fired yesterday, and, following the arrangement observed in our 
report of the 18th instant, we give the results in a tabulated form, as follows:

No. 
or HOUND.

i
2
3
4
B
C
7
B
9

SIZE OF
PuwDJCfi CUBES.

Inches,
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6

WKIQHT 
or CHA.UUE.

Pounds.
250
a»
•270

280
290
300
300
310
320

WEIGHT
OF VBOJKCTIU.

Pound*.
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,7UO

M VZZLE
VELOCITY— FKEI 

yjui SECOND.

1,334
1,396
1,411
1,426
1,452
1,458
1,442
1,402
1,409

MF.AN PBESSURE 
IN <I13N — TOSS PKR. 

SQUARE INCH.

21.0
20.7"
21.3
21.2-
22.0
21.5
20.0
21.3
21.3

TOTAL ENERGY
DEYELUPfcll

IN FOOT- TUNS.

22,577
22,970
23,460
23,9«8
24,850
25,055
24,509
25,133
25,435
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The practice with the 81-ton gun is to be continued to-day, (Wednesday,) and stilt higher powder 
charges are to be used. We, therefore, reserve any comparative remarks we may have to make upon 
the results of corresponding charges with different calibres aad weight of projectiles until the higher 
charges have been fired. It will be sufficiflnt to state that the results np to the present time have been 
highly satisfactory, and compare well with previous charges corresponding in weight of powder, of the 
same sized cubes, and with a lighter projectile. It will be seen that the weight of the projectile has 
been increased to 1700 pounds, and this weight has been decided upon as the weight of the service shell. 
The reason why Colonel Younghusband has adopted this apparently arbitrary figure is because that ia 
the weight found necessary to give proportions for the 16" calibre shell similar to those which obtain 
in the 800 pounds projectile fired from the 38-ton 12" ,5 gun, which has recently given such splendid 
results at Shoeburyness. The success of the Fraser system which General Campbell so persistently, and, 
as results prove, ao wisely advocated, has BO far been unexceptionable, and as the experiments proceed 
there is ample reason for believing that the 81-ton gun, if not the gun of the future, is, at any rate, the 
model on which guns of still larger weight and calibre will be constructed. On the two days on which 
the trials have been carried out there has been a large attendance of visitors, among whom have been 
the son of Marshal MacMahon and the representatives of other foreign powers. There were also present 
Colonel Younghusband, E. A., Superintendent Royal Gun Factories; Colonel E. Wray, C. B., R. A.; 
Colonel G. T. Field, R. A., Superintendent of the Royal Carriage Department; Captain Jones, Captain 
Noble, Mr. R. S. Fraser, and other officers and gentlemen connected with the Department as well as 
with various branches of the service.

[From "The London Standard" of July 27, 1870.]
The experiments with the 10" 81 ton gun were continued yesterday, with even more remarkable 

results than those of the two preceding days. The powder continued the same, consisting of 1".5 
cubes, and the cartridges were rammed so as to allow 32 cubic inches of space for each pound. Two of 
the rounds were fired through the axial vent, and a particular apparatus was employed for the purpose 
of igniting the cartridge at some distance from its base. This device might be familiarly described as a 
strawberry pottle. More scientifically we should speak of it as a wicker conoidal basket, 10" long, 
having a diameter of about 6" at the base and 2" at the apex. Near the apex was a quick-match 
arrangement, and a small quantity of fine powder placed in an annular form. The apparatus thus 
arranged was inserted point foremost in the rear of the cartridge, so that the cone buried its length 
among the cubes, while the interior of the cone was open towarda the rear. Under these circumstances 
the flash of the ordinary firing tube was sufficient to ignite the powder and match at the apex of the 
cone, thereby firing the cartridge which thus received its ignition at a point about one-third of the way 
from its base, When a cartridge receives its ignition at the extreme rear, there is a risk of excessive 
pressure near the base of the shot. The arrangement we have just described is intended to prevent 
that kind of action, and thereby to provide for the safe use of the axial vent. There are certain 
advantages in the use of an axial vent, but the great drawback hitherto has consisted in the violent 
rush of gas to the rear of the shot, consequent on igniting the cartridge at one end.

The weight of the projectile yesterday was the same as oii the two previous days, namely, 1700 
pounds. It was simply a solid cylindrical mass of cast-iron, studded to take the rilling, and having a 
gas-check at the rear. The ends were flat, so that the shot had a drum-like form, only longer in pro 
portion to its breadth than an ordinary drum. The diameter being 16", the length was within 2" of 
a yard. A 1700-pound shot, with the regular ogival head, would of course be somewhat longer. The 
cartridges might be described as being half as long again as the fiat-headed shot.

In the first round yesterday the gun was loaded with 300 pounds of powder, fired from the axial 
vent with the special apparatus. The muzzle velocity of the shot was 1437' per second, the mean 
pressure on the powder chamber being 20.2 tons per square inch. The second round exceeded in 
weight of charge any that had been previously fired, the cartridge weighing 330 pounds. The service 
vent was used in this case. The velocity realized was higher than any on the two preceding days | 
being as much as 1479' per second, with a pressure of 20.6 tons. In the third round a yet higher 
charge was used, the cartridge containing no less than 340 pounds of powder. This augmented the 
velocity still further, the speed of the shot being 14111' per second. This was the grandest result yet 
obtained, and the mean pressure on the powder chamber was only 21.5 tons per square inch, though 
we may observe that this was the highest pressure since the cartridges were allowed 32 cubic inches 
per pound. The fourth and last round of yesterday was fired from the axial vent with the special 
apparatus; the charge was 320 pounds, and the mean pressure 20.3 tons per square inch, the velocity 
given to the projectile being 1472' per second.

The lowest energy was with tae first round, being 24,339 foot-tons. The fourth round comes next, 
with 25,539, followed by the second round with 25,782 foot-tons. The rise, therefore, is in accordance 
with the weight of the cartridge. With the heaviest charge, that of the third round, the foot-tons 
amount to 26,308, adding nearly 900 foot-tons to the highest performance of Tuesday. The gun is 
now 3890 foot-tons, or 17 per cent, in advance of the power which it was required to display, according 
to the calculations made at the time it was ordered. The ratio of energy, as compared with pressure, 
also continues to improve. The foot-tons of energy per ton of mean pressure in the powder chamber 
yesterday were, in the first round, 1205; in the second, 1251; in the third, 1224; and, in the fourth, 
1,258; the last being the best yet recorded. Such being the behavior of the gun, it cannot be said that 
we have even yet reached the limit of its power.
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[From " The London Times" of My 27, 1876.]
The series of experiments with the 81-ton gun, with its new bore of 16", were resumed yesterday 

morning and were continued through the day. Following the order hitherto observed in recording the 
results of the firing we append them in a tabulated form. The last round recorded by us yesterday 
was No. 9, and we resume from that number, as the following are the concluding rounds of the 
present aeries:

No. 
OF BOUND.

10
11
13
13

SIZE or 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

WEIGHT 
op CHARGE.

Pounds.

300
330
340
320

WEIOHT 
off PHOJKCTILE.

Pounds.

1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700

MUZZLE 
VELOCITY — FEIT 

PEK SECOND.

1,437
1,479
1,484
1,472

MEAN PRESSURE 
is GUN — Tows PEK 

SQUARE INCH.

20.2
20.6
21.5
20.3

TOTAL ENERGY 
DIV«LOP«D 

IN FOOT-TONB.

24,339
25,782
20,308
23,5:iO

It will be observed that the excellence of the firing continues, or rather increases; as a matter of 
fact, the results afford perfect satisfaction. The velocities are good, and the pressures remain low, with 
excellent results as to work done. The best round of the present, or, in fact, of any previous series, 
is unquestionably No. 12, which, with 340 pounds of 1".5 powder and a 1700-pound shot, gives a 
muzzle velocity of 1494' per second (all but 1500',) a mean pressure in the powder chamber of 21.5 
tons, and a developed energy of 26,308 foot-tons of work done. In comparing the results of the present 
aeries with the best of those obtained under other conditions of gun and shot, but with the same powder 
charge, it will be well to select the best two rounds with the 15" calibre and 16" powder chamber. In 
the first of these—No. 48 in the whole series—a charge of 310 pounds of 1".5 powder and a 1465-pound 
projectile gave a muzzle velocity of 1553' per second, a mean pressure in the powder chamber of 22.5 
tona per square inch, and an energy of 24,493 foot-tons. In the second round selected—No. 53—the 
powder charge was the same, and the shot weighed 4 pounds more. The result was a muzzle velocity 
of 1551', a mean pressure of 22.8 tons, and an energy of 24,496 foot-tons. To compare with these we 
take round No. 8 in the table we printed yesterday. There, with a 16" bore, the charge was 310 pounds 
of 1".5 powder, and a projectile weighing 1700 pounds. The results were a muzzle velocity of 1462'per 
second, a mean pressure of 21.3 tons, and an energy of 25,193 foot-tons. It will be observed that the 
muzzle velocity is somewhat lower in the latter example, but then the shot is about 230 pounds heavier. 
The powder pressure is lower and the energy is higher, results which indicate that the changes effected 
in gun and shot are in the right direction. We might go on multiplying these comparisons, but it is 
unnecessary to encumber the present notice with examples. Those of our readers who desire to follow 
up the question will be able to do so by referring to the report in 'Phe Times of the 18th instant, and to 
that in our issue of yesterday.

In rounds Nos. 10 and 13, fired yesterday, a new feature was introduced at the instance of the 
Committee. This was the igniting of the charge at a point in the centre of its diameter, and about 16" 
from the rear of the charge, the cartridge being about 52" in length. An open wicker basket was 
inserted in the cartridge in making it up, leaving an opening at the rear end in line with the axial vent 
through which the charge was fired. The object of this system of exploding heavy charges, which is 
known as central ignition, is to stimulate the rapidity of ignition of the entire charge, with the view of 
preventing localization of pressures. Rapidity of ignition is not to be confounded with rapidity of 
combustion. While it is desirable that the gasification of all the atoms composing the charge should 
commence as simultaneously as possible, it is essential that the combustion of the charge should be 
graduated and retarded in reference to the greater or less quantity of powder present. If ignition is 
not simultaneous, then the powder gases first developed are projected violently upon the unignited cubes 
of powder, and great local pressure is created in the powder chamber without a corresponding increase 
of general pressure. It will be observed that in round No. 10, with 330 pounds of powder, the pressure 
is 20.2, and in No. 13, with 300 pounds, it is only 20.3. Comparing round No. 10 with Nos. 6 and 7, 
in each of which the powder charge was 300 pounds, it will be seen that there is an apparent advantage 
over No. 6, but not over No. 7, the pressures being in the former 21.5 tons and in the latter 20.0 tons.

The 81-ton gun has now fired a total of 87 rounds, 21 of which were fired with the original calibre 
of 14".5; 32 rounds with a 15" calibre; 21 rounds with the same calibre and a 16" powder chamber, 
and 13 rounds with a 16" calibre = 87 rounds. It is satisfactory to know that up to the 74th round, 
when the gun was sent in for reboring, not a flaw or strain was discoverable. After the 87th round 
had been fired yesterday a critical external examination of the gun showed that the gun, the gearing, 
and the carriage were alike in perfect order, and there is no donbt that an internal examination of the 
weapon will disclose a similar condition of things.

For the present the trials are suspended, but they will be resumed shortly, probably with still 
heavier charges than those here recorded. It would appear as if the Committee were approaching a 
conclusion as regards the proper charge for the gun with its present calibre. The weight of the projectile 
has been settled, and so far the 1".5 cube powder appears to be the best suited for the weapon. Aa 
we have before observed, the gun is purely an experimental one, and it may yet be bored out to a still 
larger calibre than that it now has. It is probable, however, that the gun will be sent to Shoeburyness 
to be tried for range and accuracy before it is returned to the boring mill again.
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[.From "The London Standard" of August 5, 1876.]

Yesterday afternoon the 81-ton gun fired its 95th round, with the unprecedented charge of 370 
pounds of powder, the shot weighing—as in recent rounds—a little over three-quarters of a ton. The 
gun was fired four times yesterday and four times on Thursday. The shot on each occasioa weighed 
1700 pounds, and the powder was in cubes I".5 thick, weighing about 3J ounces each. On several 
occasions the gun was fired from the axial vent, that is to say, from a vent in the rear of the gun, in a 
line with the axis. Whenever the firing" was thus effected, the ignition of the cartridge was accomplished 
through the medium of the special apparatus which we described a few days ago. This contrivance 
consists of a hollow cone of wickerwork, cased with brown paper, and open at the base. This is thraat 
with its narrow end foremost into the base of the cartridge, so that when the latter is rammed home to 
the bottom of the bore the open end of the cone faces the axial vent. The cone contains a quick-match 
in communication with the firing fuse. As the cone is about 16" long, the flash ignites the cartridge 
at the same point as if it were ignited from the service vent, and accordingly the mischievous effect of 
the ignition of a long cartridge at one end is avoided. When the axial vent has been used without the 
cone, the powder ia the forward part of the cartridge has given forth its gas under the pressure of that 
which proceeded from the rear. Under these circumstances there has been an intensified pressure at 
tbe base of the shot. By means of the cone the cartridge has been ignited from the rear without this 
disturbing action.

The first round on Thursday was fired with 340 pounds of powder, equal to the highest charge 
previously used. The density of the cartridge was 32 cubic inches to each pound of powder. The 
firing was from the axial vent. The velocity of the shot was I486' per second, with a pressure of 18.5 
tons per square inch on the base of the shot, and a mean pressure of 20.1 tons per square inch on the 
powder chamber. In the next round the charge of powder exceeded any previous weight, being as 
much as 350 pounds. The density of the cartridge remained unaltered, being 32 cubic inches to the 
pound, but the firing was from the service vent. The velocity was 1505' per second, with a pressure 
of 18.7 tons per square inch on the base of the shot, and 20.4 tons in the powder chamber. In respect 
to energy this shot exceeded all that had preceded it, neither was it equalled by any that followed it. 
The advance on the best previous shot, however, was not great, being 432 foot-tons. The comparison 
is .made with the third round on the 26th ultimo, when 340 pounds of powder were fired with the same 
density of cartridge.

The third and fourth rounds on Thursday were each fired with 350 pounds of powder. In the 
third round the density of the cartridge remained at 32 cubic inches per pound, but in the fourth round 
34" were allowed. In the former instance the firing was from the axial vent, and in the latter from 
the service. The velocities were respectively 1502' and 1467' per second, the pressure on the base of 
the shot being 19.1 tons per square inch in the third round, and 18.2 in tne fourth round. The pres 
sure in the powder chamber was in the third round 20.3 tons, and in the fourth round 19.6 tons. It 
will be seen that the cartridge of reduced density, though equal weight, produced less pressure, but at 
the same time there was a loss of velocity. The foot-tons of energy in the several rounds fired on 
Thursday were respectively 26,030, 26,740, 26,630 and 25,406. The tremendous force of the second 
round will be observed, being not far short of 27,000 foot-tons. For every ton of pressure per square 
inch in the powder chamber there were 1311 foot-tons of energy in the shot. But the proportion was quite 
as good in the third round, being 1312. In fact, these two rounds were identical, except as to the mode 
of firing the cartridge. In the first round of the four the proportion was 1297 foot-tons per ton of 
pressure, and in the last round 1296.

We now come to the experiments of yesterday. The first round Was fired from the axial vent, with 
350 pounds of powder, the cartridge having 34 cubic inches per pound. The pressures were singularly 
low, being only 16.6 tons per square inch on the base of the shot and 18.4 tons in the powder chamber. 
The velocity was 1475', giving 25,083 foot-tons of energy, or as much as 1396 per ton of pressure. In 
the second round the charge remained at 350 pounds, but the density of the cartridge was increased to 
32 cubic inches per pound. This round was fired from the service vent, and was, in fact, a repetition 
of the second round fired on Thursday, when the highest result was obtained. Yesterday the velocity 
was slightly less, being 1493 feet per second, and the pressure was slightly higher, being 19.3 tons per 
square inch on the base of the shot and 21 tons in the powder chamber. The energy developed was 
26,314 foot-tons, or 1253 per toa of pressure.

In the third round yesterday the charge of powder was advanced to 360 pounds, with a density of 
34 cubic inches per pound. The firing was from the axial vent. The reduced density brought down 
the velocity, which became 1487' per second, the mean pressure in the powder chamber being 18.8 tons 
per square inch. The energy was 26,103 foot-tons, equal to 1388 per ton of pressure. The last round 
yesterday was that which exhibited the maximum charge, though not the maximum result. The firing 
was from the axial vent, and the density of the cartridge was 34 cubic inches per pound. The length 
of this colossal cartridge, containing 370 pounds of powder, was more tb#n five feet. The velocity of 
the projectile waa 1495' per second, developing 26,385 foot-tons of energy, with a pressure of 19.9 
tons per square inch in the powder chamber, the ratio being 1326 foot-tons per ton of pressure. In 
these last two rounds we are not able to give the pressure on the base of the shot, as it had not been 
ascertained when the proceedings of the day terminated. It will be observed that the last round, having 
its cartridge of the same density as the one preceding, exhibited some increase of velocity, though it 
was not much, as the result of the extra ten pounds of powder.
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We believe that these trials are now virtually at an end. Some few rounds will most likely be 
fired for special purposes, but we may now look forward to the removal of the gun to Shoeburyness, 
where it will probably open fire about the third week in September. It appears most likely that the 
gun will first of all be tried for range. This must be effected at one particular spot, after which the 
gun will be re-embarked and conveyed to the place where it will ultimately expend its energy on the 
massive target described in our columns a fortnight back. The target is being built, and will consist 
of four plates of the best rolled iron, each 8" thick, separated by 5" or 6" of timber. One plate will 
be removable, go as to bring down the thickness, if needful, to XI" of iron.

The firing this week has been conducted, as usual, under the superintendence of Colonel Young- 
husband, assisted by Major Maitland. The velocities and pressures have been taken by Captain C. 
Jones, secretary to the Committee on Explosives, of which Colonel Younghusband is president. Mr. 
B. S. Praser, of the Royal Gun Factories, has also been present.

[From "The London Times" of August 7, 187G.]

During last week another series of rounds was fired from the 81-ton gun at the proof-butts, Wool 
wich Arsenal, with still increasing powder charges, and with results as satisfactory as those which have 
been previously obtained. In our last report, which appeared in The Times of the 27th ultimo, the 
highest charge recorded was 340 pounds of I".5 cube powder, and a 1700-pound projectile.- That 
round was the best on record, having given a muzzle velocity of 1401' per second, a mean pressure in 
the powder chamber of 21.5 tons, and an energy of 26,308 foot-tons of work performed. In the recent 
trials, which were carried out during Thursday and Friday, the powder charges commenced at 340 
pounds, and were increased at intervals up to 370 pounds in the last round. Following our usual 
course, the results are appended in a tabulated form. Eounds Nos. 1 to 4 were fired on Thursday, and 
Nos. 5 to 8 on Friday.

No. 
OP HOUND.

i
2
.'[

4
6
0
7
8

SIZE OF 
PoWDKK CUBES.

Inches.
1.5
1.6

WEIGHT 
OF CHABGE.

Paundt.

WKIGHT
or PROJECTILE.

Pounds.
340 1,700
350

1.5 350
1 .5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

350
350
350
800
370

1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700
1,700

Ml'IZI.K
VF.i.uon'y — FKET 

PEE SECONI*.

1,480
1,505
1,502
1,467
1,475
1,493
1,487
1,405

MEAN PRESRUKF. 
IN G UN — TONS PF.R

8o.(MKE INCH.

20.1
20.4
20.3 '
19.0
18.4
21.0
18.8
19.0

TOTAL ENERGY 
DEVELOPED 

is FOOT-TONS.

20,030
20,740
26,030
25,400
25,083
20, 3H
20,103
20,385

In comparing the above results with those which we have recorded before we will first take No. 1, in 
which the powder charge was the same as in the best round of the previous series to which we have 
already referred—viz., 340 pounds. It will be seen that the velocity is slightly less, being 1486 as 
against 1494, but the chamber pressure is also much less, being 20.1 as against 21.5. The energy 
developed, however, is also reduced, being 26,030 as against 26,308 foot-tons. But the charges were 
differently exploded. In the case of the charge in the previous series the service vent was used; but 
in round No. 1 of the present series the powder was fired from the axial or rear vent, ignition being 
caused nearly in the centre of the charge, both horizontally and vertically. This is effected by the 
insertion of a conical wicker basket in the rear of the cartridge, a quick-match being placed in the 
basket, and conveying ignition from the vent to the powder. Bounds Nos. 3,5, 7 and 8, were also fired 
from the axial vent, and rounds Nos. 2, 4 and 6, from the service vent. It will be observed that rounds 
Nos. 2, 4 and 6, with the same powder charges, and similarly ignited from the service vent, present 
differences in results. The velocity is excellent in No. 2, with a low chamber pressure, and the highest 
energy yet attained—26,740 foot-tons. In No. 4 the velocity, chamber pressure, and energy are alike 
reduced, all however rising again in No. 6. Here another element comes into play, and has to be taken 
into consideration. And this is one of the many matters of detail to which we have referred in previous 
notices as having an influence, greater or less, upon the ultimate results. This is the space allowed for 
each charge of powder, and which is frequently varied in order to arrive at a conclusion as to what 
cubical space the charge sho'uld really have. In the case of round No. 2, the space allowed was 32 
cubic inches per pound of powder in the charge. In No. 4 the space was 34 cubic inches, and 32 cubic 
inches in No. 6. Looking at the results, it would seem that 32" per pound was the better space for 
such a charge to occupy, for the results which fell off with 34" rise on a return to 32". In order that 
the comparison may be carried further by those who desire to do so, we may mention that in rounds 
Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 6 tho spaco allotted was 32", while that in rounds Noa. 4, 5, 7, 8 was 34".
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Comparing the last two rounds, which were fired with 360 pounds and 370 pounds of powder 
respectively, it will be observed that the velocities are lower than those obtained with smaller charges 
of powder, as in rounds Nos. 2 and 3, where the charges were only 350 pounds. The energies are also 
reduced, but at the same time much lower chamber pressures are recorded. In both these rounds— 
Nos. 7 and 8—central ignition was adopted, but the larger space of 34" per pound was given to the 
powder, and, as already pointed out, this does not appear to give so good a result as the 32" space. 
In order, however, to give value to the comparison, it would be necessary to have the results of two 
rounds fired with 32" spaces and from the service vent. Ronnd No. 8 hung fire for about four seconds, 
owing simply to the quick-match communicating ignition to the powder less rapidly than nsual. This, 
of course, is an'incident scarcely worthy of notice in itself, but that it might create an erroneous 
impression with regard to the system of central ignition. It should be understood that the Committee 
are at present only giving their attention to the results of firing by this method. Should the plan 
prove successful and be adopted, then the best means of effecting the object will be considered. The 
present arrangement is purely experimental, and is thus in keeping with all that relates to the 81-ton gun.

It has been a matter for notice that a long interval elapses between each rouud. There is, of 
course, no need for hurry, but the length of each interval is accounted for by the circumstance that 
the crusher gauges have to be removed from the gun and fresh ones inserted, the gun has to be run 
into position by a locomotive, the projectile has to be unearthed from the sand bed in which it has 
buried itself about 40' from the front, and the loading staging has to be brought up to the gun. When 
the gun is at Shoeburyness some of these operations will be dispensed with, but there will still remain 
the loading staging to be shifted. It has been thought that the platform could be run up under the 
gun and be left in safety during each discharge, thus saving the time of shifting it out of the range. 
With this view a platform on wheels was so placed during one of the rounds yesterday, but although 
the front of it was some 16" to the rear of the muzzle of the gun, the explosion ripped one of the floor 
boards partly off. The action was from below, the board being forced up from the framework of the 
carriage. This may probably be the result of a reflex action of the explosive force on its striking the 
ground. The repeated discharges have had the effect of breaking up some concrete work on the ground 
around the front of the gun. It is intended to try the effect of attaching the platform to the gun- 
carriage, so that it may be drawn up the incline with the gun upon its recoil. While on the question 
of the time occupied in loading, it may be mentioned that, with the proposed hydraul'ic-loading gear 
for the Inflexible, it is anticipated that the time of loading will not exceed three minutes for each round 
when the guns are mounted in that vessel.

The 81-ton gun has now fired 95 rounds with powder charges, commencing at 170 pounds on its 
proof, but which have now reached to 370 pounds. This is in itself no mean test of the endurance of 
the weapon, which, as far as can be ascertained at present, is as sound as when the first shot was fired 
from it. It will not be fired again for some days yet, but the next series of rounds will probably be 
with still increasing powder charges. After that the gun will most likely be removed to Shoebnryness 
to be tested for range, accuracy, and penetration.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, September 12, 1870. 

Publication authorized by the Secretary of War.
S. C. LYFOED, 

Acting Chief of Ordnance.
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DISABLED SMALL-ARMS. RELATIVE
MERITS OF HEADLESS SHELL

EXTRACTORS.

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., October 17, 1876. 

SIR:
I enclose, herewith, three reports of Captain Prince, Ordnance Department, of the examination of 

certain rifles and carbines turned in to the Hock Island Arsenal for repairs, and afterwards transferred 
to this Armory, agreeably to my indorsement of the 19th of August, 1876. There will also be found 
a report of Lieutenant Lyle on certain revolvers which acccompanied this lot of unserviceable arms.

The carbines show marks of very severe treatment. Whether this treatment is necessarily inci 
dent to cavalry service, I am not prepared to say. Care in selecting stocks for carbines, the lengthen 
ing of the comb, am! increasing the diameter of the handle, it is hoped, will enable carbines hereafter 
made to better stand rough treatment, if such treatment be necessary to the cavalry service.

In two of the carbines the extractor had failed to withdraw the shell by cutting through the rim. 
In both cases it was evident that the cause of cutting through was the rusting of the shell into the 
chamber. As serving to throw light on this point, I would respectfully refer you to the 7th indorse 
ment of a communication which I have lately received from Captain Varney, Chief Ordnance Officer, 
Department of the Missouri. In this indorsement, Captain Wint, 4th cavalry, attributes the failure to 
eject the cartridge shells to the fact that the cartridges were not thoroughly cleaned of the verdigris 
arising from carrying the cartridges in leather belts. The danger of a cartridge adhering by corrosion 
to the chamber would be obviated if a little care were taken, not only to clean the cartridge, but to 
remove the cartridge occasionally, say once a day, and, if necessary, clean and return it to the chamber. 
The facts stated in Lieutenant Lyle's report show that, when a cartridge is rusted into its chamber, the 
most powerful extractor, like that of the Colt's pistol, is not sufficient to extract it. The double extractor 
sometimes called for by officers for the Springfield arms does not seem to be as necessary as a little care 
in the use of the arms. I would suggest that the attention of officers be called to this point in a General 
Order, more especially as the " Directions for Use," given on pages 22 and 23 of the Pamphlet.— 
Description and Rules for the Management of the Springfield Rifle and Carbiyie, may be overlooked.*

Respect/fully, your obedient servant,
J. G. BENTON,

Lieutenant Colonel, Commanding. 
To the CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,

Washington, D. C.

* I. Raise the breech-block by pressing against the thumb-piece upwards and forwards till the breech-block 
rests on the receiver; if there be an empty shell in the chamber, it will be loosened from its- place by the extractor 
and thrown out by the ejector-spring. Place the cartridge in the chamber with the thumb and two forefingers; 
seize the thumb-piece with the thumb and forefinger—the other fingers in front of the breech-block—and close it, 
down; the breech-block will press the cartridge home. The cam-latch will spring into its place and lock it; but 
to make sure of this, it may be well that the soldier acquire the habit of pressing the thumb on the thumb-piece 
as the hand is withdrawn.

II. The surface of the cam-latch and that of the reoess in the breech-screw should be kept free from dust and 
rust, to prevent sticking in opening the breech after each discharge; these surfaces should be oiled occasionally. 
The force of the discharge is exerted against both ends of the body of the cam-latch; and to insure this, the arbor 
and bodv of the cam-latch shaft are made purposely to fit their benriugs loosely.

III. The hammer should habitually be carried at half-cock, and care taken that the motion of the firing-pin 
be not obstructed by dust or rust.

IV. Should the extractor cut through the rim of the shell, and thereby fail to withdraw it, draw the ramrod 
and drive the shell out.

V. The chamber should be kept clean, and great care should be observed to prevent cartridges fouled with 
dirt, and particularly sand, from being inserted or discharged in the piece, as the expansion of the shell presses 
the sand into the metal and mars the surface of the chamber, and thus causes the shells to stick. Care should 
nlso be taken in cleaning the chamber for the same reason. The shell of an exploded cartridge should not be 
allowed to remain in the chamber any length of time for fear it may adhere by corrosion.

VI. Should the thumb-piece interfere with the head of the hammer in raising the breech-block, it is probable 
that either the tumbler or sear-screw is too loose or broken.

VII. It should be borne in mind that the ejector, cnm-latch and firing-pin springs .ire convenient rather than
441
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[FIRST REPORT on Disabled Carbines, &c.,from Rod Island Arsenal. Madeby Captain WILLIAM 

PRINCE, Ordnance. Department, at National Armory, Massachusetts, 1876.

NATIONAL ARMOEY, 
SpMNaFiELD, MASS., October 3, 1876. 

Sin :
Conformably with your verbal instructions, I have examined a lot of disabled small arms received 

from Eock Island Arsenal on the 20th ult., and have the honor to submit the following report:
The arms in question consist of 00 Springfield rifles, model 1873, and 344 Springfield carbines, 

model 1873, representing the accumulation i'or some years, of injured arms turned in to Rock Island 
Arsenal by troops operating in the Northwest.

The disproportionately large number of carbines ia probably due, primarily, to the fact that cav 
alry constitutes so large an element in frontier operations. The fact, however, is but too evident that 
the cavalry arm experiences, whether necessarily or not, a treatment vastly more severe than the 
corresponding arm of the infantry. While the latter arms are turned in for swelled barrels or minor 
injuries and wear incidental to service, the carbines have in every case been subject to some violent 
casualty, which has completely broken them up. These frequent accidents are scarcely accounted for 
by the difference of circumstance of the troops in the two branches of the service. With the single 
exception of a falling horse or rider, there is nothing to render the carbine a-rnore severely tried weapon 
than the musket.

If camp stowage, whether by stack or otherwise, be as scrupulously looked to as in infantry, there 
is nothing that renders a carbine more liable to be run over by an army wagon than its larger proto 
type. In fact its short, compact form should save it from many of the strains which'the rifle encounters. 
The lever arm of the latter piece, referred to the weakest point, is much in excess of the former, 
and is often increased by the bayonet ; yet, while a broken stock is comparatively rare among con 
demned rifles, it is the commonest of all injuries among disabled carbines; and this although the stocks 
of the two arms are precisely similar at the portion fractured. The marks of wagon wheels are plainly 
evident on many of the broken carbine?.

Of the 314 carbines which constitute the subject of this report, the following is the condition of 
things, so far as broken stocks are concerned

Split in the small of stock, from near the comb to the trigger-mortise.............. 215
Split in the small of stock from a point more than one inch in front of comb 

to the lock-mortise.............................................................................. 12
Split in the fore-stock in front of and not involving the lock-mortise............... 49
Broken short across at lock-mortise or tang-screw—not sp£t£.......................... 31
Stocks not broken................................................................................. 37

Total ......................................................................................... 344
It thus appears that about nine-tenths of the carbines turned in as unserviceable have been sub 

jected to violence sufficient to break the stock.
It also appears that, of the stocks thus broken, fully three-quarters are split in the "small," at or 

in front of the comb on the upper side, and running forward to terminate either at the trigger-mortise 
or in the neighborhood of the lock-mortise and tang-screw hole.

Among the 60 disabled rifles that accompanied the carbines, the following conditions prevailed: 
Split from comb to trigger-mortise..... ........................................................ 8
Split to lock-mortise..... .......................................................................... 2
Split tips (in front of lock.)............................................ ................ ......... 5
Stocks unbroken................. .................................................................. 45

Total .............................. ........................................................... 60
The proportions are therefore—

Among disabled carbines, broken stocks constitute nine-tenths of the whole. 
Among disabled rifles, broken stocks constitute one-quarter of the whole

Although the examination was directed primarily to the condition of the carbine stocks, it may 
be stated that among the 344 carbine barrels there were found—

Burst near muzzle ............................................................................... 11
Swelled near muzzle................................................................................ 12

Among the fiO rifle barrels were found—
Burst near muzzle................................................................................... 2
Swelled near muzzle. .............................................................................. 7

It is remarkable that what are usually regarded as the most sensitive portions of the arm—the

essential; and that the breaking of one or all of them does not necessarily unfit the piece tor further service. The 
extractor alone will loosen the shell so that it nan bo easily removed by the forefinger, or it will fall to the ground 
if the muzzle be elevated when the breech is open.

VIII. Should tiie head of a cartridge come off in the act of firing, the best mode of extracting the shell is to 
take out a ball from a cartridge and reduce it with a knife or by rolling, so that it cun be inserted into the muzzle 
of the barrel. Ram the ball hard with the ramrod when the breech-block is closed; this will upset the ball and 
fill the headless shell. Open the breoch-blrick and the ball and shell can be easily pushed out with the ramrod. 
The hall may be loosened in the cartridge shell, so that it may be pulled out with the fingers, by pounding on the 
portion of the shell surrounding the ball with a light hammer or a stone.
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1 ock and the breech mechanism—seem to be the least injured by the casualties of service that have 
resulted so disastrously to the stocks. By far the larger portion of the locks and breech-blocks of these 
arms are in working order, nearly all the injured ones being those involved in the fractures of the 
stock.

The trial of devices for strengthening the carbine stock will form the subject of a separate report. 
Respectfully submitted.

WM. PRINCE, 
Captain of Ordnance, U.S. A. 

To the COMMANDING OFFICEII,
National Armory.

P. S.—A letter received from the Commanding Officer of Rock Island Arsenal subsequent to 
writing tbe above report states—

* * * " The 344 Springfield carbines, Cal. .45, unserviceable, sent to your post 
on August 30th were receive'! at this Arsenal during the years 1874, 1375, and 1S76 from the follow 
ing regiments, viz:

16th U.S. Infantry........................ 1
19th U. S. Infantry........................ 27
•M U. B. Cavalry........................... 33
3d U.S. Cavalry........................... 64

4th U. S. Cavalry.......................... 34
5th U. S. Cavalry.......................... 21
6th U.S. Cavalry.......................... 60
7th U.S. Cavalry.......................... 40

10th U. 8. Cavalry.............. ........ .........55

[SECOND REPORT on Disabled Carbines, &c., from Hock Island Arsenal. Made by Captain WM. 
PRINCE. Ordnance Department, fit National Armory, Massachusetts, 1876.]

NATIONAL ARMORY,
, MASS., October 14, 1876.

Conformably with your verbal instructions I have made a special examination of five barrels taken 
from tbe lot of disabled arms received from Rock Island Arsenal, and reported on by me on the 3d 
instant.

These barrels were laid aside for examination, as being tbe only ones which contained obstructions 
in the bore.

All had receivers, all bnt one had breech-blocks, and two had locks.
All had been broken from their butt-stocks. The locks and breech-blocks were in working order 

except two ejector-springs.
In one barrel the obstruction proved to be a wad of rag about half-way down, which was forced 

back into the receiver without difficulty.
In two others masses of woollen cloth had become wedged in with the sticks that had been used 

for pushing them, in such a manner thai neither the cloth nor stick could be withdrawn, and the latter 
had been broken off. In one case the stick had evidently been ignited when inserted, with the intention 
of setting fire to tbe obstruction. The cloth wad bears evidence of having experienced a slow com 
bustion for some inches from the front.

The remaining two carbines contained cartridge shells in position, and were the principal objects 
of examination. In both, the cases were securely cemented in the chamber by dirt and rust. In 
one tbe case had evidently been fired and burst, and the extractor having cut through the flange, 
a stick had been forced into the muzzle and broken. In the other the cartridge was unexploded, bnt 
the flange had been cut through by the extractor, and some unknown obstruction existed, partially 
filling the bore for half its length.

As none of the obstructions except the cloth wad could be removed by ordinary means, it was 
determined to plane the barrels down longitudinally until tbe interior was exposed. The barrels thus 
exposed in longitudinal section are submitted with this report. Tbe one with a case in its chamber 
and a stick in its muzzle is found to contain a bullet and wads about five inches from the muzzle, in 
front of which the stick bad been driven and broken off. This is the position a bullet reaches when 
impelled only by the fulminate of an otherwise uncharged cartridge. The flange of the case had been 
cut through by the extractor, tbe cut surface being still bright; but a hole in the bottom, close to the 
extractor-cut, is fringed with green, and has evidently given vent to powder gas. The cartridge and 
chamber were rusted together, and the former had a corroded look on -its rear surface. This barrel was 
the only one of the five whose receiver had no breech-block. The circumstances seemed to indicate 
that the cartridge had remained in the chamber until it bad become rusted into its seat; that on 
firing it burst at one or more weak corroded points on its rear surface, allowing a large escape of gas, 
breaking the hinge of the breech-block, and sending the ball forward about three-quarters the length 
of the bore. One of the apertures in the base being near the -point where the extractor engages the 
rim, the latter gave way to the former's action leaving the case in position. In attempting to drive 
out the case with a stick tbe bullet was encountered, and in the effort to drive this back the stick
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became wedged and broke. In the other barrel, containing the uaexploded cartridge, the case waa 
firmly rusted into its seat, and an effort had been made to remove it without firing, first by the 
extractor which had cut through the flange, then by a stick which had wedged and broken.

Two things seem to be illustrated by these barrels—the evil of leaving cartridges for a long period 
in the chamber of a breech-loader, and the necessity for a serviceable cleaning rod for a carbine.

Respectfully submitted.
WM. PEINCE,

Captain of Ordnance. 
To the COMMANDING OFFICER,

National Armory.

[REPORTan Disabled Revolvers. Made by Lieutenant D. A. LTLE, Ordnance Corps.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPBINGFIELD, MASS., October 16, 1876. 

SIR:
On or about the 19th of Saptember, 1876, a lot of 100 Colt's revolvers was sent to the Filing 

Department to be cleaned and repaired. Among these arm? was a revolver having three chambers 
loaded with ball cartridges. The head of each bullet was much battered and flattened. This effect 
was caused by previous ineffectual attempts to remove the cartridges from the chambers by means of 
the ejector rod. I made a series of attempts to extract these cartridges by means of the ejector rod, 
but failed to remove them. I then fired off the charges, and again attempted to extract the cases with 
the ejector, but without success. I than took the cylinder from the frame, fastened it in a vise, and 
drove the cartridge cases out with a punch. Both the cartridge cases and the chambers were badly 
corroded and rusted at and near the counter bore, near the front end of the cylinder. The cartridges 
appeared to have been left in the chambers for a long period. The revolver bore evidences of very 
rough usage. All the chambers were very rusty, as was also the bore of the barrrel. I submit here 
with the three cartridge cases taken from the above-mentioned cylinder.

Respectfully submitted.
D. A. LYLE,

Lieutenant of Ordnance,
In clinrr/e (if Piling Department. 

To the COMMANDING OFFICER,
National Armory.

[EXTRACTS from the Proceedings of a Board of Officers convened by Post Orders No. 25, National 
Armory, Springfield, Mass., July 28, 1876.]

NATIONAL ARMORY, 
SPRINOFIELD, MASS., August 10, 1876.

# *••*###•£

The Board met at 10 o'clock, A. M. Present, both members.
The President stated to the Board that the original Rice-Horrill extractor had been received from 

the Ordnance Office and was ready for teats and comparison with the extractor made for issue at this 
Armory; also, that files of Bi-monthly Reports oil Small-arms, covering the period from April, 1875, 
to May, 1876, inclusive, had been received from the same source.

Information was received from the convening officer that the Chief of Ordnance, agreeably to the 
suggestion of the Board in its preliminary report, had directed the manufacture of 10,000 extractors for 
headless cases of the pattern heretofore issued, that they wore now in course of fabrication at this 
Armory, and that it was desirable to test the specimen submitted and returned herewith, to see if the 
reduction of curvature in the points of the prongs gave them any advantage over the older form in 
facilitating their taking hold, when considerable dirt or fouling is present.

DESCRIPTION OF THE RIOE-MEEEILL EXTBACTOK.

This instrument [See Plate.] is designed to unite the advantages of an extractor to those of the 
service combination screwdriver, the latter being modified by slightly changing the position of the 
mainspring-vise, substituting an extractor for the small screwdriver, and placing the latter opposite the 
tumbler punch.

The extractor proper is composed of the two halves of a cylinder, split through the axis, and has 
a file-cut surface. At the outer end, the semi-cylinders are trimmed down and riveted together. 
Within the extractor and about its axis is an elliptical cam rigidly connected with the combination 
screwdriver, the arbor of the cam being riveted to the latter. By the rotation of the cam through 90°,
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the extractor is opened or expanded. The extractor is intended to be inserted from the rear in the 
headless-cartridge case, the cam revolved and the extractor opened until it fills the case snugly, when 
it is to be withdrawn with the case attached, the file-cut surface facilitating its hold upon the interior 
of the cartridge case. Fig. 1 is a side elevation; Fig. 2, an end elevation; Fig. 3, a longitudinal sec 
tion through the axis of the extractor proper; and, Figs. 4 and 5, cross-sections of the extractor, show 
ing the position of the cam when the extractor is closed and open, respectively.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVICE EXTRACTOR.

The service extractor, made and issued by the Ordnance Department, is also shown in the accom 
panying plate. Fig. 2 is a side elevation, and Fig. 1 an end elevation. It consists essentially of a 
hollow bar of steel, one end of which is cut to a conoidal shape, leaving a narrow shoulder under the 
conoidal part. In this bar of steel are cut two slits at right angles to each other, and extending 
longitudinally about two-thirds the length of the extractor, thus dividing this portion of the extractor 
into four equal prongs. The natural spring of the steel tends to keep the prongs in the position shown 
in the Plate.

The instrument is used for the extraction of headless-cartridge cases by inserting the prongs in the 
case from the rear and pushing them forward until the conoidal part passes the front end of the case, 
when the shoulder takes a bearing upon the edge of the case. The extractor, with the case attached, 
is then driven back by the ramrod. In rare instances the shell may be driven far forward and into 
the rifling of the barrel. In such an event, if the extractor cannot be readily used from the rear, it is 
gently pushed down the bore by the ramrod, and expelled as before.

MODIFIED FOEM OF SEEVIOE EXTRACTOR.

The Board regards the new form as much more likely to injure the surface of the bore than the 
older form, and does not recommend its adoption.

It regards it as essential to the preservation of the bore that the points of the prongs should be 
curved for a considerable distance beyond the shoulder. The form submitted was tried by the Board, 
inserting it by the muzzle, and took a shaving from the bore all the way down, and although that 
method of insertion is seldom necessary, the same injury would be inflicted upon that portion of the 
bore over which the extractor must be pushed in removing a cartridge which has been earned forward 
into the bore proper.

The Board was informed by the master-machinist that no burst heads were being developed in the 
proof room by the final proof charges of 87 grains of powder.

This being the source from which the Board had expected to obtain the means of trying extractors, 
it became necessary to adopt some measures for producing burst cases artificially. The Board therefore 
directed the preparation of one hundred rifle cartridges by weakening them under the head in such a 
manner as to necessitate their rupture at that point. This method was adopted because the results 
obtained would thus be comparable with those of previous trials of the kind where the same means 
had been used. The only objection to the process consists in the fact that the resulting state of things 
is more serious than that presented in the ordinary burst head. The case is always carried farther 
forward into the bore proper, and much more tightly wedged than in ordinary rupture.

TRIAL OF THE SERVICE EXTRACTOR.

The Board found that one hundred rifle cartridges had been prepared by weakening tinder the 
head, as directed on the 10th instant. One of these cartridges was fired in each of ten rifles and ten 
carbines, the arms being new and ready for issue.

The heads of all the weakened cartridges fired were found to have separated from the bodies at 
the line of weakness filed under the head, the tubes being left in the chambers.

Five of the rifles were taken up for the trial of the service extractor, the extractor being inserted 
from the rear, and then driven out, with the shell attached, by the ramrod.

Rifle No. \.—The cartridge case had been forced forward about 0".l, the extractor entered easily, 
and the weight of the rammer, dropped gently upon its head, readily expelled it and the shell. The 
extractor was easily freed from the shell by tapping its base upon a table, compressing the prongs 
between the thumb and fingers and drawing it from the shell.

Rifle No. 2.—The case had been forced forward about 0".5; the extractor was used in the same 
manner and with the same results as in the preceding case.

Rifles Nos. 3, 4 and 5—Were exactly similar in conditions and results to No. 1.
The same extractor was then tried in three carbines, the ramrod being replaced by the parasol- 

jointed rod. Two of the cases had bean forced forward 0".2o and one about 0".l, but the extractor 
was used with the same results as in the preceding trials.

The same extractor was next used with the screw rod, submitted by the commanding officer of the 
Armory, in three more carbines.

Carbine No. 4.—The cartridge case had been forced forward about 0".6, and the closing of the 
breech-block did not push the extractor sufficiently forward to grip the end of the shell. It was easily 
pushed forward with the thumb, and then used with the same results as in the preceding trials.
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Carbine No, 5.—The case had been forced forward CK'.l, and was readily expelled as before.
Carbine No. (!.—The case had been forced forward 0".4, and the trial was a repetition of No. 1 of 

this series.
In none of the trials of the service extractor ivas the chamber or rifling of the arm scratched or 

injured.
TRIAL OF THE KIOE-MEEEILL EXTRACTOR.

The five remaining rifles were then taken up for a trial of the Eice-Mcrrill extractor, with the 
following results:

No. f>.—The cartridge case had not been forced forward. The point of the extractor entered the case 
and withdrew it. Great difficulty was experienced in freeing the extractor from the shell, as the two 
together were much longer than the well of the receiver, and the case would turn with the extractor, 
not allowing the latter to he closed and withdrawn.

No. 7.—The case had been forced forward 0".l. The extractor was with difficulty pushed in 
about 0".l, three times in succession, but each time failed to take hold of the shell. It was finally 
forced in 0".15 by striking it with a lead hammer, then opened, and, as it was found impossible to 
withdraw it, was again struck with the hammer, when it broke at the point where the arbor of the 
cam is riveted to the screwdriver proper.

The Board then directed that the extractor be repaired so as to restore it to its former condition. 
* * * The Board proceeded with the trial of the Rice-Merrill extractor, which had been restored to 
its original condition.

Rifle No. 8.—The cartridge case had been forced forward 0''. 1, and the extractor could not be pushed 
into the case. The service extractor and ramrod were used, and the case easily expelled.

Rifle- No. 0.—The case had been forced forward 0".2. After several trials, the extractor took hold 
of the case, but could not be pulled out. It was then driven out by the ramrod, when great difficulty 
was again experienced in freeing it from the case.

Rifle No. 10.—The case had not been forced forward. The extractor was pushed in as far as possi 
ble, (about 0".l) and gripped the case, but could not be withdrawn. The ramrod was then used and 
drove out the extractor without the case four times in succession. A fifth trial expelled the case, but 
the extractor was freed from the case and removed from the receiver, only after much delay and with 
considerable difficulty.

The same extractor was then tried in the four remaining carbines, with the following results:
C'lrbinc No. 7.—The cartridge case had not been forced forward. After trying the extractor in 

many different positions, it was finally forced into the case and opened, then pulled out with much 
difficulty but without withdrawing the case. This was repeated three times, after which the case was 
readily expelled by the service extractor and ramrod.

Carbine No. 8.—The case had been forced forward 0". 25. The point of the extractor entered, but 
tho case was not taken hold of. The case was removed as from No. 7.

Carbine No. 9.—This trial was exactly similar to that of So. 8.
Carbine No. 10.—The case had been forced forward 0".5. The extractor partially entered but 

would not take hold of the case, slipping out repeatedly, when recourse was had, with the usual results, 
to the service extractor and ramrod.

The Board having ordered a duplicate of this extractor to be made, only differing from the original 
by having the cam shaft of one piece with the combination screwdriver instead of being riveted to 
the latter, caused the duplicate to be slightly reduced in diameter so that it would enter the car 
tridge case. * * * The Board proceeded to try the duplicate of the Eice-Mcrrill extractor, 
which had been so reduced in diameter as to admit>of being inserted its entire length in the tube of a 
burst cartridge.

Ten rifles and ton carbines were prepared as in the preceding trials, and the altered Rice-Merrill 
extractor tried, with the following results:

Rifle No. 1—The cartridge case had not been forced forward. The extractor entered, but would 
not "grip" unless held and slightly expanded by rotating as for the final expansion, showing that a 
certain hold must first be had as an appid for creating more. The hold being secured, the extractor 
could not be pulled out, but was expelled with the case by the ramrod.

Rifle No. 2.—The case had not been forced forward. By nice adjustment, a hold was secured, but 
the use of the ramrod was again necessary to expel the extractor and case.

Rifle No. 3.—This trial was exactly similar to the one preceding.
Rifle No. 4.—The case had been forced forward about 0". 25. The extractor took hold, but none of 

the men in the machine-shop could withdraw it. It was then, with the case attached, expelled by the 
ramrod; but the ramrod was driven into the case and bound in a manner which would have disabled 
tho rifle in the field.

Rifle No. 5.—The case had not been forced forward. This trial was otherwise exactly similar to 
tho one preceding.

The five remaining rifles and five of the carbines were then taken up for a trial of the time necessary 
to expel a burst ease with the service or ordnance extractor, and the ten cases were driven out in less 
than two minutes. Two of these cases had been forced forward 0".6; two 0".5, and two 0".3; the 
others had not been forced appreciably forward.
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CONCLUSIONS ATO RECOMMENDATIONS.

Headless cartridges occur ia the field much more frequently, in proportion to the number fired, 
than at this Armory. This is not attributable to any difference of arms or ammunition, as the practice 
in both cases covers a great variety of each. The only element of difference is the man who does the 
firing; in the field it is any one, and at the Armory it is always an expert, so accustomed to loading and 
firing that he can scarcely make a mistake in what has become a merely mechanical manipulation. 
In the field, there is every degree of familiarity with military arms, and some men will occasionally 
pull the trigger when the breech-block has been prevented from locking by a tightly-fitting cartridge 
or a dirty chamber. From whatever cause it may arise, a number of headless cartridge cases occur in 
field practice. These accidents should not occur, and everything should be done to prevent them by 
increased strength of cartridge case, and by effective precautions against the possibility .of the firing-pin 
being struck when the breech-block is not locked.

The former of these preventives has already been urged in another portion of this report; the latter 
is carried out in all arms of recent manufacture at this Armory.

The question now is, how to provide for the extraction of hurst cases when they do occur?
Two systems of extractor have been tried by the Board—the Eice-Merrill extractor and the service 

extractor, furnished by the Department.
The first is claimed by Lieutenant Rice to be capable of extracting headless cartridge cases without 

the use of the ramrod. This it utterly fails to do. With every facility of time, care, deliberation, 
modified form to secure a better hold in the case: with the gun held in a vise, the hand protected from 
the injuries sure to be received if the case were to come out suddenly; with men of strength and skill 
conscientiously endeavoring to make the tool do its best, in but one solitary instance has the instrument, 
in its trial before the Board, extracted a burst cartridge case by pulling from the rear, and that was 
pried out by the point of the extractor. In every trial of the instrument the chamber near the counter- 
bore was scratched by the extractor.

Its inventor, Mr. Merrill, a workman at this Armory, who disposed of two-thirds of his patent to 
Lieutenant Rice, states positively that the tool was never intended to extract without the aid of the 
ramrod.

Placing, then, the two extractors on the same footing, as both requiring the use of the ramrod, the 
results of trials with burst cartridges, of a much more complicated character than those usually occuring 
in practice (the cartridge cases being forced forward from 0".l to 0" .ty show that the regular service 
extractor will remove ten burst cases in less than two minutes, and never fails to do its work. The 
case is readily detached from the extractor, and the ramrod withdrawn with as much ease as from an 
empty gun. The chamber of the gun and the rifling show no scratching or defacing.

With the Rice-Merriil extractor the nicest adjustment is necessary to secure a hold which will 
make the cam operative, even when the extractor is of the proper size (which the model is not) to enter 
the case. Without this hold, the whole affair revolves without expanding. After securing a hold in 
the cartridge case, the ramrod is necessary to expel the extractor, but in using it the ramrod becomes 
wedged in the case, so that cartridge case, extractor and ramrod have to be extricated from each other 
by a series of twisting and wrenching movements. The operation is slow, delicate, complicated and 
uncertain, and cannot be performed at all when the case is driven far forward.

The file-cut surface of the extractor abrades the rear of the chamber, which also suffers in the 
wrenching movements necessary to extricate the extractor and case after the latter is driven back. 

H ******

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, November 13, ]870. 

Publication authorized by the Secretary of War.
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THE 81-TON GUN.
[CONTINUED.!

[From " The London Times" of September 15, 1876.]

For the past five weeks the 81-ton gtm has been silent; it has had a respite from its heavy work, 
the trials of its powers having been suspended. But although it has not had the attention of the 
authorities so far as firing is concerned, it has not ceased to be to them—what in fact it ever has been 
since its first inception—a matter of momentous interest. The five weeks have been employed in pre 
paring it for its further trials for range, accuracy, and penetration at Shoebnrynese. To this end it has 
been fitted with ordinary sighting gear, and also with a telescope sighting apparatus, which is mounted 
on the left trunnion of the gtm. It has likewise been fitted with elevating gear, -which is attached to 
the cascable, but only as a temporary arrangement for Shoeburyness, The most important addition, 
perhaps, is the mechanism for facilitating the loading of the gun. It will be reMernberftd that this 
adjunct to the weapon was referred to in our last notice of the performances of the gun, which appeared 
in The Times of the 7th ult. We then referred to the advantage of effecting the more rapid loading of 
the gun when on its future trials, and we indicated the direction in which the Committee were seeking 
to attain that object. This was by the use of a loading stage or platform which could be drawn oot 
from the front of the gun-carriage for loading, and be run back under the muzzle and .attached to the 
carriage previously to each discharge, the gun on its recoil carrying the stage with it. An apparatus 
on this principle has been designed by Mr. Butter, of the gun!-carriage department, and ha? been tried 
with the 81-ton gun, during the present week at the proof butts, Woolwich Arsenal, with success.

The apparatus consists of a platform carried on two pairs of wheels, and fitted at one corner with 
a small crane worked by gearing under the platform connected with an outside handle. This crane is 
for lifting the powder charge and the projectile to the muzzle of the gun, where each in tarn is held up 
in a cradle for being rammed into the bore of the gun. The ramming is effected by an ingenious 
arrangement consisting of a strong pitch-eham, each link of which forms with the other on one side a 
rule or stop joint, that is, a joint which only permits of the links being angled in one direction. In 
other words, the chain fixed at one end with the rule joint on its underside would practically form a 
rigid rod or bar. Reversed it would simply curve over and fall to the ground as any other chain 
would. This pitch-chain is carried in a trough under the platform, and one end is passed up through a 
curved guide, the mouth of which is in a line with the axis of the gun and-opposite to themuzzls. The 
chain is projected or withdrawn by a winch worked by men at the sides of the platform, a spur pinion 
on the winch spindle gearing into the chain. The platform ie attached to the front of the gun-car 
riage by a couple of bars which have teeth on the underside, forming racks into which a pair of pinions 
gear. These pinions are also worked by handles at the sides of the platform, and by these means the 
stage is drawn up to, or propelled away from, the gun-carriage as may be required. The trough in which 
the pitch-chain is housed is telescoped into another trough beneath the gun-carriage, and into which it 
slides as the loading stage is traversed backwards, the stage being secured to the gun carriage by a 
strong bolt before firing.

In loading the gun, the powder charge is first lifted by the crane to the position for ramming in a 
cylindrical metal case having removable ends. These ends having been removed, a wooden cheese or 
disc is inserted in the case to the rear of the cartridge, and the loading chain is advanced, and, by means 
of a clutch-piece, is made to grasp a wooden disc or rammer, having a gun-metal centre and knob for 
the clutch to lay hold of. The winch is then turned, and the pitch-chain pushes the cartridge through 
the metal case a few feet into the bore of the gun. The winch is then reversed, the chain and rammer 
withdrawn, the wood cheese extracted, and the metal case removed. The projectile is then hoisted into 
position by the crane in a cradle, which is held up to the muzzle of the gun. The loading chain, with 
the rammer attached, is then advanced, and the shot is pushed down the bore, forcing the powder 
charge before it into the chamber of the gun. In order to insure that the charge shall be in its proper 
position before the chain is withdrawn, marks are made on the latter, by which the precise position of 
the charge in the bore is indicated to the eye at any moment during the charging of the gnn. The 
charge having been driven home, the chain is withdrawn, and the loading stage is backed up to the 
gun carriage and bolted to it, and remains under the fore part of the gnn during the time of firing.

440
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The final neries of rounds with the 81-ton gun at the proof hutts commenced on Tuesday last, and 

wag continued over Wednesday and Thursday, two rounds being fired each day. Following our usual 
course, we present the results of the practice in a tabulated form:

No.
OF KotJND.

1

2

3
4
!>
r,

SIZE or 
POWDER CUBES.

Inches.
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

WEIGHT
OF CHAHflE.

Pounds.
350
37(1
360
360
370
370

WEIOHT
op PKOJECTILE.

Pounds-
1, 700
1.700

MUZZLE
VELOCITY — FEET 

FEU SECOND.

1,518
1,623

l,70n | 1,819
1,700
1,700
1,700

1,518
1,519
1,517

MEAN PBESSUKK
IS trVJN — TONS PER

SQUARE INCH.

20.5
20.3
21.3
20.0
in. a
20.7

TOTAII ENEEQY 
DEVELOPED 

IN FOOT-TONS.

27,203
27.38S
27.239
27,203
27,239
27,168

It will be seen that the charges ranged from 3501b. to 3701b. of powder, the weight of the shot re 
maining as constant as usual. In round No. 1, the space per Ib. of powder allowed was 32 cubic inches. 
In rounds Nos. 3 and 4, 33 inches were allowed, while in rounds Nos. 2, 5, and 6, the allowance was 
31 inches. Every round of the series was fired from the rear or axial vent which afforded the means 
of central ignition in the powder charge. In comparing the results in the foregoing table with those 
given in our previous reports, it will be observed that the former indicate the highest velocities yet 
recorded. In a previous instance, with 3501b. of powder, a muzzle velocity of 1,505 feet per second 
was attained with a chamber pressure of 20.4 tons per square inch, and an energy of 20,740 foot-tons, 
the charge being fired from the service vent. In the present series, round No 1, with 3501b. of powder 
fired from the axial vent, gave 1,518 feet velocity, with 20.5 tons pressure and 27,203 foot-tons of work. 
The results improve with the 3601b. charge, and still more when they reach 3701b., the velocities being 
high, the pressure low, and the energies developed good. The best round is No. 2, in which the 3701b. 
charge gave a velocity of 1,523 feet, with a pressure of 20.3 tons and a developed energy of 27,383 
foot-tons. The last round of the previous series—the 95th of the whole series—was fired with 3701b. 
of powder, but did not give such good results as any fired with the same powder charge in the present 
series. The chamber pressure, however, was low, and the space allowed per Ib. of powder was 34 cubic 
inches. One of the results of the recent practice has been to enable the committee to determine the 
service powder charge for the 81-ton gun, which they have fixed at 3701b. of 1.5 inch powder, with a 
l,7001b. projectile.

Another new feature introduced into the practice during the week, has been a target which was 
placed in front of the sand butt, the range being 100 yards. The target was, of course, a mere screen 
of deals, faced with thin sheet lead. The object was to ascertain, approximately, the accuracy of the 
line of fire of the gun. At the same range above stated, the depression or fall of the projectile due to 
gravity is theoretically 7.8 in., that is to say, the centre of the projectile should be at a point 7.8 in. 
bolow the centre or axial line of the gun. In practice, however, this deviation was not reached, the 
shots showing a drop of from 4 in. to G in. only. This slight rise in the shot would appear to be 
due to the india-rubber springs with which the gun is fitted at the trunnions, and which in all proba 
bility causes a slight elevation of the muzzle at each discharge. If this is so, it will somewhat inter 
fere with the accuracy of the shooting at Shoeburyness, unless the amount of muzzle elevation can be 
precisely ascertained, treated as a constant, and provided for in laying the gun. In other respects, the 
results were good, the shot.passing through the previous shot holes, with deviations ranging from 1 in. 
to 2| in. from the true centre. The loading apparatus worked well throughout, although, at first, the 
gunners showed some slight unhandiness with it. This, however, was not to be wondered at, seeing 
that until Tuesday morning they had not used it, nor had they even the advantage of a slight drill 
with it before the first charge was rammed. It may be interesting to note that a 38-ton gun is fitted 
with similar loading gear, worked by steam, in the Royal Carriage Department, where it works with 
ease and rapidity.

In all, 101 rounds have now been fired from the81-toa gun, exclusive of one blank round, and as 
far as can at present be ascertained, there is not the slightest strain or disturbance in any part. The 
gun is now in course of removal back to the Royal Gun Factories, where it will be critically examined 
before being sent to Shoeburyness. A special barge with opening ends has been built for transporting 
it thither, and it was intended to have transferred it there early nest week. It is, however, to be 
regretted that a slight accident has occurred to delay its transmission thither. The gun was being 
taken from the butts to the factories, on Thusday afternoon, and in charge of two Arsenal locomotives 
had reached the canal-bridge, which is approached by a rising gradient from the butts, the rails curv 
ing and re-curving rather sharply. At the summit of the gradient, the engines and their load came to 
a stand, owing to one of the engines leaving the metals. It was, however, quickly replaced on the 
rails, and the gun was taken back down the incline, in order that sufficient momentum might be 
acquired to mount the summit gradient and cross over the bridge. Unfortunately, on making the 
start, and owing to a defect in the permanent way, the wheels of the gun carriage pressing laterally 
against the rails forced them outward on one side, and the wheels sank into the ground, which is there 
of a very loose nature. The axle boxes are partly resting on the rail, which will prevent the gun set 
tling deeper into the soil. On the opposite side, the rail is broken through in two places, caused,
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doubtless, by the strain brought on it by the sudden drop on the other side. The wheels of the car 
riage, however, still remain on the rails. It is to be regretted that such a mischance should occur at 
the moment when the gun was, as it were, being led home victorious from the ordeal through which it 
had jusl passed. The untoward event will, of course, retard the appearance of the gun at Shoebury- 
ness; but when it does arrive, there is little doubt that it will continue to maintain the refutation it 
and other guns have already won for the Fraser system.

The recent trials have been witnessed by representatives of the Austrian and Italian Govern 
ments. There have also been present each day, Colonel Younghusband, E. A., Major Maitland, B. A., 
Captain Bainbridge, E. A., (by whom the velocities were taken,) Mr. E. S. Frager. Captain Morley, E. 
A,, the proof officer, and other officers. Colonel Field, of the Eoyal Carriage Department, was also 
present, as well as some members of the Committee. Throughout the whole series of trials, the 81-ton 
gun has been laid for firing by Sergeant Willis.

[From " The London Standard" of September 15, 1876,]

During the last three days certain trials have been made with the 81-ton gun at the proof butts, 
near Woolwich Arsenal, for the purpose of settling the question of the service charge, and proving the 
efficacy of a new loading gear. Although only two rounds were fired each day, the results were of 
considerable importance, and necessarily a large amount of time was devoted to the operations. It is 
a singular fact that dnring these supplemental rounds, as we may term them, the power of the gun has 
been developed to an extent exceeding any previous result. With a projectile flying at the rate of 
rather more than 1,500 feet per second, an addition of one foot per second to the velocity had the effect 
of increasing what is termed the energy of the shot by about 36 foot-tons. Previous to this week, the 
highest velocity obtained with the 1,700 Ib. projectile was 1,505 feet per second, equal to 26,740 foot-tons. 
On Tuesday last, a velocity of 1,523 feet was obtained, raising the energy to 27,383 foot-tons. There 
was also this remarkable feature in the rounds fired during the present week: that in every instance 
the energy exceeded 27,000 foot-tons, although in no previous inatance had the energy reached that 
point. Excessive charges have not been used in these last six rounds, neither have immoderate pressures 
been set up. The charges ranged from 350 to 370 pounds, and the mean pressure in the powder cham 
ber varied from 19.8 tons to 21.3 tons per square inch. The velocities were remarkably uniform, the 
lowest being 1,517 and the highest 1,523 feet per second. It seems a marvelous accomplishment in 
artillery, that a huge gun like this latest specimen of the " Infant" class should be so handled that in 
six rounds the velocities should only vary by six feet. In case the accuracy of the results should be 
doubted, we may state that according to a rigid test, there appears every reason to trust the measures 
of the velocity up to a possible error not exceeding two feet out of the estimated velocity per second. 
This point has been made extremely clear in an admirable paper by Captain Charles Jones, E. A., the 
secretary to the Committee on Explosives.

The appearance presented by the gun this week has been somewhat different from that observed 
on former occasions. There was the same carriage, mounted on two bogies, and running on rails; but 
the carriage itself was studded with massive ring-bolts, intended to facilitate the operations for remov 
ing the entire mass to Shoeburyness, where the gun will be tried for range, accuracy, and penetration. 
At the rear was the elevating apparatus, consisting of a vertical rack moved by a pinion-wheel. On 
the breech of the gun, at its side, was the tangent sight for directing the laying of the gun when fired 
at a mark, and on the outer face of one of the trunnions, was a telescopic sight for long range. This 
was a moveable sight, being taken off the gun when the piece was fired, as otherwise the telescope 
would de destroyed by the concussion. On the rails in front of the gun, was the new loading truck 
designed by Mr. Butter, of the Eoyal Carnage Department, and constructed under the superintendence 
of Colonel Field, E. A. This apparatus was tried at a great disadvantage on Tuesday, as it had only 
just been put together, and had never before been used for actual loading, although some experience 
had been gained with a somewhat similar apparatus for the 38-ton gun. The truck is on four cast-iron 
wheels, and the weight of the entire apparatus is nearly four tons. It is connected with the gun car 
riage by means of a rack and pinion arrangement, by which the truck can be run out to the proper 
distance for loading the piece, and then run back again under the muzzle. The truck carries a der 
rick for raising the cartridge and the shot. The cartridge being raised to the muzzle of the gun, a 
winch is worked which brings up a curved metal casing or tube, something like the neck of a stout 
ostrich. Imagination might conceive the gigantic bird to be looking down the bore of the gun, while 
something like a tongue projects from the head of the creature, and thrusts the cartridge before it a 
certain distance down the bore. The shot is next raised to the muzzle, and again the iron tongue (hav 
ing been previously withdrawn) goes to work, thrusting the shot and the cartridge together down the 
gun into their proper position. The tongue is then withdrawn, the head and neck of the iron ostrich 
shrink down toward the platform of the truck by a sort of telescopic action, the rack and pinion ar 
rangement is set to work, and the truck is wound up close against the gun. The tongue of which we 
speak is a chain composed of iron plates, having a "rule joint" on the upper side, so that when the 
chain is thrust forward it stiffens like an iron bar, and is therefore capable of pushing as well as pull 
ing. When not in use, the chain lies ia a narrow trough under the gun, and when wanted is drawn 
up by means of a winch and made to ascend through the telescopic tube to the muzzle of the gun. A
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Stage on the loading truck provides a standing place for the men who are engaged in directing the 
action of the chain (which might be called a jointed ramrod) on the charge. To facilitate the process 
of loading, the cartridge is enclosed in a zinc cylinder, which also serves as a protection against fire. 
This cylinder is capped at each end, and the caps or covers being removed, the cylinder is placed as a 
tube butting on to the muzzle, thereby guiding the cartridge into the gun as the jointed rammer drives 
it home.

The value of this apparatus appears to consist in the fact that it provides for the loading of mon 
ster guns in casemates or turrets. The 81-ton gun would obviously furnish a most powerful defence for a 
harbor or any other point of importance on the coast. No iron-clad, unless possessed of extraordinary 
defensive power, could venture to come within range of such a gun, and one of these weapons would be 
worth a whole battery of smaller guns. The apparatus we have now described was worked by hand; 
but a corresponding device for the 38-ton gun is worked by steam, supplemented by hydraulic power 
for a portion of the work. The loading gear for the 38-ton gun appears to answer very well. One of 
these guns has been mounted in the Arsenal and worked on this system, though there has been no 
firing as yet. Concerning the loading gear for the 81-ton gun, we may say that after the first trial or 
two it seemed to work very well, though the device is one which necessarily presents some appearance 
of complication.

The firing of the big gun this week was directed at a target, though not such a shield as will be 
forthcoming at Shoeburyness, where the gun will be pitted against four 8-inch plates of iron, and three 
times six inches of teak, besides heavy struts and supports at the rear. The target at Woolwich was 
simply made of thin planks, faced with sheet lead, the intention being to ascertain the deviation of the 
projectile from a direct course. The range was a short one, being only a hundred yards. It has been 
alleged that while the Woolwich guns shoot with marvellous accuracy at a long range, their projectiles 
are very erratic at the beginning of their course. We can only say in respect to the 81-ton gun that 
the testimony of the target was very favorable. Influenced by gravity, the shot would fall 7.8 inches 
by the time it reached the target. This was partly counteracted by the tendency of the gun to jump 
or rear upwards when fired, whereby the impact was raised by something notexceeding 4 inches. The 
elasticity given to the carriage by alternate plates of iron and india-rubber behind the trunnions also 
served to allow of some lateral play, not always certain to be exactly equal on the two sides. Thus 
mounted, the gun scarcely has a fair chance for accuracy. Nevertheless, the hits were very good. The 
hole pierced through the target had a diameter of 16} inches, and gave a lively idea of what would be 
the damage done to an ironclad by the penetration of such projectiles. The shooting was so straight 
that two holes served to take five shots with very slight alteration of outline. The sixth shot was 
simply fired into the mound. If the gun could be kept from jumping and swerving, there would, 
apparently, be no deviation except that which is due to the rifling, whereby the projectile deviates to 
the right to an extent which can be allowed for.

The gun this week completed a series of 27 rounds as a IG-inch unchambered gun. In these 27 
rounds, the powder has been composed of 1.5-inch cubes, and the shot has weighed 1,700 pounds, being 
a cast iron fiat-ended cylinder, studded to take the rifling, and fitted with Major Maitland's automatic 
gas check. All the rounds this week were fired from the axial vent, on the central ignition system, the 
apparatus used being that which we have described on a former occasion. The firing commenced on 
Tuesday, and the first round had a charge of 350 pounds of powder, the cartridge having a density of 
32 cubic inches per pound. The muzzle velocity was 1,518 feet per second, and the mean pressure in 
the powder chamber 20.5 tons per square inch. The muzzle energy was 27,203 foot-tons. Jn the 
second round, the charge was 370 pounds, with a cartridge density of 34 cubic inches per pound. The 
velocity became 1,523 feet, and the mean pressure 20.3 tons, the energy being 27,383 foot-tons. This 
represents the maximum yet attained, and is far beyond that which was originally expected. The two 
rounds on Wednesday were each fired with 360 pounds of powder, having a cartridge density of 33 
cubic inches per pound. The velocity was 1,519 feet per second in the first round, and 1,518 feet in the 
second, the mean pressures being, respectively, 21.3 and 20.0 tons per square inch. The energy in the 
first round was 27,239 foot-tons, and in the next 36 feet less. Yesterday, the two rounds each con 
sisted of 370 pounds of powder, with 34 cubic inches to each pound. The velocities were, respectively, 
1,519 and 1,517 feet per second, and the pressures 19.8 and 20.7 tons per square inch, the energies being 
27,239 and 27,168 foot-tons.

The great gun has now fired 101 rounds. As the result of the trials, it is decided that the service 
charge of the gun shall be 370 pounds of 1.5-inch powder, the cartridge having a density of 34 cubic 
inches per pound. This is expected to realize a.muzzle velocity of 1,523 feet per second, accompanied 
by a mean pressure of 20 tons per square inch in the powder chamber, or five tons less than the limit 
originally fixed by the Explosives Committee. The corresponding energy, as already shown, exceeds 
27,000 foot-tons.

The amount of ammunition which has been disposed of by the 81-ton gun is a question of some 
interest. In its original state as a 14J-inch gun, it fired 4,660 pounds of powder and 27,052 pounds of 
shot. As a 15-inch gun, it fired 8,223 pounds of powder and 45,712 pounds of shot. As a chambered 
gun, it disposed of 6,020 pounds of powder and 30,810 pounds of shot. In its present state, as a 16- 
inch gun, it has consumed 8,870 pounds of powder and propelled 45,981 pounds of shot. Thus the 
powder has amounted to 27,773 pounds, and the shot to 149,555 pounds. Accordingly, from first to 
last, the 81-ton gun has fired 101 rounds, consisting in all of 12 tons 8 cwt. of powder, and 66 tons 15 
cwt. of shot.

As two locomotive engines were endeavoring to push the monster gun up the incline to the canal
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bridge yesterday afternoon, on its way back to the Royal Gun Factories, the rails gave way, and the great 
gun settled down on one side with the wheels of its bogies buried to their axles. Happily, this was the 
extent of the mischief; but it will be a laborious task to rescue the gun from the ruts into which it has 
thus fixed itself. The mishap has occurred at a part of the line where the ground is very insecure, 
being little better than an embankment of loose ashes. It is an awkward spot for the lifting opera 
tion, and considerable care will have to be exercised with so ponderous a mass now leaning over some 
few degrees out of its perpendicular, as if it intended to roll down the bank and crush a wooden build 
ing which stands parallel with the line.

Several visitors were present in the course of the three days, including some Italian and Austrian 
officers. The proceedings were under the direction of Colonel Younghueband, R. A,, F. R. 8., Super 
intendent of the Royal Gun Factories, who is the president of the Explosives Committee and the 
Heavy Gun Committee. Members of both these committees were occasionally on the spot. Major 
Maitland, R. A., the Assistant Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories, was also present, and Mr. 
R. S. Fraser. The velocities and pressures were taken by Captain Bainbridge, in the temporary 
absence of Captain C. Jones, who was away on leave. Captain Morley, R. A., acted as proof officer. 
The gun will be returned to the factories for minute examination, after which it will be transported to 
Shoeburyness, as already mentioned.

[From " The London Times," of September 20, 1870.]

The 81-ton gun was successfully embarked at the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, yesterday afternoon, 
in the special barge constructed for conveying it to Shoeburyness. The carriage was first, with the aid of 
the new 100-ton crane, put on board the Magog, which is the name given to the barge, and on being 
lowered into the hold was found to rest comfortably upon the rails laid on the sister keelsons; the 40 
tons added to the burden caused the craft to draw only another foot of water, the draught being then 
but 2ft. Gin. When the carriage had been made secure with chains attached to ring bolts in th« ribs 
of the barge, the order was given at 2 o'clock to embark the gun. This operation was carried out 
without the least difficulty, the gun being dropped by the crane into the carriage, the trunnions fitting 
into their proper places with the greatest nicety. When the loading carriage aad machinery were put 
on board in the stern of the barge, over which the muzzle of the gun projected, tbe water line aft was 
brought up to 4ft. 3in., while at the bows it was 3ft. lOin. This was considered by the shipping inspec 
tors to be favorable to the powers of steering, and a proposal to shift some ballast forward to. make an 
even keel was rejected. The whole of the gun and a large part of its carriage are above the hatch 
way. As a measure of precaution, before the gun was entirely released from the slings, a rope was 
thrown over it and made fast, while 100 men pulled at the other end of the pier in order to see how 
the barge and its precious burden would roll. All the pulling and jerking, supplemented by bodies of 
men running from side to side of the barge had not, however, the slightest effect, and the experiment 
was abandoned. Great progress has been made by the workmen on board the barge in the 24 hours 
allowed for completing the necessary operations, &c. Her name, Magog, with the initials of the War 
Department and the Government mark, a broad arrow, has been painted under the stern. The steam- 
tugs Storm Qneen and Ariel were yesterday engaged to take her to Shoeburynese, and the last order 
was to take their departure at 3 o'clock this morning. The arrangements made at Shoeburyness by 
the Inspector of Works for the reception of the gun are extensive and rather costly. Two landing 
places are being prepared, one at the east side of the station for the range and accuracy experiments, 
the other on the southwest side, close to which a target is being put up for the gun to be fired at. At 
the east landing, there is a gridiron, constructed of long spars, on which the barge will settle, and a 
concrete jetty 20ft. long and 9ft. wide, on which the gun will be conveyed to the firing platform. A 
range of 6,000 yards has been laid out at the east side, and will be used not only for the trial of the 
81-ton gun, but for heavy ordnance in general.

At the T pier, adjacent to the new iron pier where the 81-ton was embarked, in the Royal Arsenal 
Woolwich, the Experimental Committee's lighter Baltic was yesterday embarking the shot and shell 
which the gun will fire at the forthcoming trials at Shoeburyness. The cartridges are being manufac 
tured by Col. Fraser, Superintendent of the Royal Laboratory, Woolwich, and will be 60 in number. 
Each one will consist of 3701b. of liin. cube gunpowder, and each will be separately packed in cylin 
ders, which they will not leave until they are placed at the cannon's mouth. A covered truck to carry 
each in turn from the magazine to the gun is also being forwarded to the School of Gunnery, and like 
wise a stronger truck for the purpose of carrying the shot. The former is about 6ft. in length, and 
both are fitted with flange wheels to run on a narrow gauge tramway.

[From " The London Times," of September 28, 1876.]

The gun yesterday made its debut at sea-range firing, and the trials, as far aa they went, were 
considered by the experts as highly satisfactory. The weather for the first trial was nearly all that 
could be wished. The early morning was unpromising, but the old adage of " wet before 7, fine by 
11," held good on this occasion, for the wet and mistiness of the first hours of daylight gave way to a 
fairly clear day, without snn and with little wind.
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Everything on the range had been prepared for the time when, the first experiments could be 

made. The railway for the gun had been completed, with a slight incline into the bank, so as to facili 
tate the gun'fl running back after the recoil, and the forepart of this railway—that next the sea-way— 
had been effectually cut off from the part on which the gun works, so as to prevent the possibility of 
the immense engine running into the sea. The bank above the gun had also been pierced in two other 
places besides the piercing for the recoil line, one of these being for a point of departure for the shot or 
shell, the other for the powder, both being Bent in small carriages down a small tramway to the mouth 
of the gun. A wide space had been railed off as a standing place for those privileged to witness the 
experiments, and a house, built of targets, and protected by sand bags, was the powder magazine. A 
range party had been sent out, as soon as the tide had ebbed, some three or four miles over the Map- 
lin Sands, in order to mark where each shot made its first graze, and a Government vessel steamed out 
side in the channel in order to warn vessels from coming in the line of fire. This duty of keeping the 
line of fire clear appeared to be somewhat difficult, for some time was lost while vessels were brought out 
of the " white water " which lies off this part of the sands, some 12,000 or 13,000 yards from the firing 
point, and in testing a new gun with an unknown power, it was obviously dangerous to proceed with 
any risk of the projectile making an unfortunate richochet hit.

Colonel Fisher, the Commandant of the station, superintended the arrangements, and there were 
present at the firing point Colonel Younghusband, F. R. S., R. A., President of the Heavy Gun Commit 
tee and Superintendent of the Gun Factories; Colonel Fraser, Superintendent of the Royal Labora 
tory ; Colonel Inglis, R. E.; Colonel Curtis, Chief Instructor of the School of Gunnery; Colonel Good - 
enough, R. A.; Colonel Field, Superintendent of the Royal Carriage Department; Captain Cleveland, 
R. N.,; Major Maitland, Assistant Superintendent of the Gun Factories; Major Lambert, R. E.; Major 
Nicholson, R. A.; Major Alderson, R. A.; Major Arbuckle, R. A.; Captain A. Noble, F. R. S.; Captain 
Lloyd; Captain English, R. E.; Captain Michell; Mr. Robert S. Fraser, the constructor of the gun; 
Mr. Butter, the inventor of the loading machinery; Mr. C. V. Boys, and a host of other gentlemen 
interested in the science of gunnery. As a necessary precaution, Surgeon Major Hannan and Surgeon 
Bourns were on the ground.

The tide had nearly run out at the time when the officials from London and Woolwich had reached 
Shoeburyness, arriving by the first train and posting from Southend, and shortly after, about 11 
o'clock, Captain Fairfax Ellis, the Chief of the Experiment Department of Shoebury, gave the order 
to the gun company to " fall in on the gun." Eleven of the 20 men selected to fire at once took their 
stations, while the other nine attended to the ammunition. The charge of powder, 3701b. weight, was 
in a silken bag, cased in a huge zinc circular box, which has a lid at both ends. This was put into a 
carriage, the carriage was covered, and this was then lowered over the tramway to the mouth of the 
gun. The loading machinery was then brought into play, a derrick lifted the zinc case to the mouth 
of the gun, and the lids being removed at both ends, the cartridge was thrust out of the case into the 
weapon by means of a rule-jointed chain. The derrick swung the empty case back to the carriage, 
giving as it did so, one of the gun's company an unlucky knock, and the powder carriage was then 
drawn back, and the l,7001b. weight Palliser shell was lowered in an iron carriage in the same way as 
the powder had been. The derrick lifted the mass of iron into the mouth, and the rule-jointed chain 
of the loading machinery again came into exercise in thrusting this heavy projectile "home." To 
prove that the charge and shell were "home," an immense wooden ramrod, with a handle like the 
mast of a small ship, was brought, its weight necessitating the combined strength of three men to carry 
it, and the proof that all was right was seen in the depth to which the handle went. The gun can be 
loaded in four minutes, but on this occasion all was done methodically and slowly in order that the 
Committee might judge by the drill of the working of the gear. The men then stood clear of the muz 
zle, -while Sergeant Tristram, the " Ko. 1," gave directions for the elevation, which was taken by Captain 
Ellis by means of a quadrant from the trunnion axia—the balancing part of the gun. The first ele 
vation was taken at 7°, it having been resolved, while the tide was full out and the light good, to take 
a fairly high trajectory first, in order to judge of the carrying distance, the accuracy, and the deflec 
tion, " Deflection," it may here be explained for those who are not acquainted with the subject, is the 
inclination which the projectile has to drift in the direction in which it spins from the rifling, and as 
the gun is rifled from right to left, the natural inclination, so to speak, is to the right.

The elevation having been taken, all eyes were turned up the sea range, where for a line of 
nearly four miles, a straight path had been distinctly marked out by the Royal Engineers and pegged. 
Beyond this the "white water" could be seen, and the signal having come that the range was clear, a 
flag was run up and the bugle was sounded. AH the soldiers off duty and half of the inhabitants of 
Shoebury had congregated on the bank, and there was a movement back of all on the sound of the 
bugle, and at the same time telegraphic commonication was made with the axial vent, where the charge 
receives the touch of fire, and not, as in other guns, on the top. A second bugle sounded, and then all 
stood clear, and a moment after an immense volume of flame burst forth, the ground shook, and the 
projectile was seen by those whose eyes are accustomed to watch cannon balls careering through the 
air. Its first graze was 4,687 yards from the firing point, and its time of flight from the gun to this 
first graze was, as taken by Captain O'Callaghan, 11.4 seconds. After making the first graze, it rico- 
chetted out to sea, casting np, as long as it kept on the sand, clouds of black, and its track on the 
water was marked by lines of white, the deflection appearing to be to the right.

All eyes were turned to the gun, and it was found that, the brakes being stiffly on the carriage, 
she had recoiled only 21 ft. up the incline, plus 9 ft. 10 in. of level. The men here seized the brakes, 
and loosening them, she ran down with some little persuasion. It was decided to have lesser brake
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power on, so that the gun might run back higher, the incline being then sufficient to "run her up" to 
the firing point without further trouble than that of putting on the brakes when she had reached the 
point. In the immediate neighborhood of the gun after the shot a strong smell of soot arose, and it 
was at once apparent that the explosion had given all the households in the neighborhood a shaking. 
The people about Shoebury had been warned to leave their doors and windows open, and those who 
had not done so, or could not leave their windows open by reason of the windows being fixtures, suf 
fered considerably, sashes being torn out, plate-glass a quarter of an inch thick in a store window 
being shattered, doors burst open, and, in the case of married soldiers' quarters, the houses were much 
damaged.

The second, third, fourth, and fifth shots were taken at the same elevation, and the time of flight 
of these shots, as taken by Captain O'Callaghan, was 11.3 seconds, 11.4 seconds, 11.4 seconds, and 11.2 
seconds. The first graze of each of these shots ran as follows: second shot at 4,717 yards; third, at 
4,672 yards; fourth, 6,699; fifth, 4,800.. The recoil of each was in feet—second, 38 tt.,plue 2 ft. 6 in.; 
third, 34.3, plus 3 ft.; fourth, H,pl>u 7 ft. 2 in ; fifth, 32 ft. 6 in.,pint 1 ft.

At the fifth shot, one of the solid steel rails broke, but that did not prevent the gun from being 
worked. The elevation was then altered to 1°, and the first graze of the first shot was at 1,096 yards, 
and the first graze of the second shot was at 1,080 yards. The shots ricochetted along the range to the 
white water, and with a decided inclination to the right. The recoil was 39 ft., plus 9 ft. 3 in., and 
28 ft. 6 in. plua 3 ft. 6 in. The period of flight between the firing and the first graze was in each case 
of these two shots, 2.2 seconds. The gun burnt all its powder, and after firing had very little dirt.

The firing then had to cease, as the tide was coming in, and it will be resumed this morning.

[From " Tlte London Times," of Sqitcmbcr 29, 1876.]

The experiments with this latest birth of the Woolwich Gnn Factory were continued yesterday at 
the sea range at Shoeburynesa, and with most successful results. The weather on this occasion was 
not all that could be desired, a strong and changeable wind blowing across the range, thus causing the 
tide to run out slower than it otherwise would, and affecting the flight of the projectile in the action of 
the natural deviation.

It had been arranged that the firing should commence soon after 12 o'clock, and at noon the 
members of the Committee, of which Colonel Younghusband is the President, attended at the firing 
point. With the Committee came many officers, among whom were General Sir George Bouchier, B. A.; 
General Eardley-Wilmot, the previous commandant of tlio Shoeburyness Station of the Royal Artillery 
and chief of the School of Gunnery; General Aitkin, General Devereux, Colonel Wray, E. A., and 
many other well-known scientific artillerists. The previous firing with the gun at seven degrees of 
elevation in respect to deviation had been carefully calculated from the reports brought in from the 
range, and, leaving one shot out, the elevation of this one having been the subject of a slight error, 
the mean deviation was shown to be 1.4—a result which was regarded as highly satisfactory.

The gun's company paraded in the usual working dress of the Royal Artillery—not in the smart 
uniform in which the service is seen at reviews, but in smocks and high boots, the working officers wearing 
the like unpretending apparel, giving a reality of toil to the scene. At about 100 yards from the mouth 
of the gun and a, very little way out of the line of fire a barge was lying high and dry on the sands, the 
tide having left her there, and her position exemplified the confidence felt in the skill of the Royal 
Artillery, of their power to send the projectile on the path marked out for it, and of the certainty that 
the gun would give no eccentricity to the shell in any number of rounds which had to be fired; and 
the confidence was not misplaced, for the bark was not touched. The elevation at the first this day 
was at one degree in continuation of the second course of five shots, the two first of which were fired 
on the previous afternoon. The firing of the first shot this morning was a little delayed, because 
Colonel Fisher, the Commandant, seeing the disastrous effect of the previous day's firing upon the 
houses of the married soldiers, and the fact that the strong wind of lo-day set in the direction of the 
houses, was considerately anxious that the families should have time to finish their midday meal and 
prepare for a further shaking of the plaster walls and ceilings which adorn their homes. To lessen the 
effect of the wave of concussion—to ward off the blow, in fact—the Commandant had ordered out a 
large number of men to fill sand-bags with which to build a sand-bag wall. No time was lost in this, 
for the men are in every sense "working men," and in their white smocks and white trousers they 
worked with such will that the bags were filled with sand on the beach, and a wall was quickly raised 
as high as the gun. A shower of rain fell a little before noon, when all were assembled waiting for 
the tide to retire; and before the tide had completely left the sands the order was given for the range 
party to go out. This party consisted of three horsemen for detached duty, and a four-horsed shot 
truck bearing a flagpole and flag. These "range parties" have along experience of the sands, for, 
after practice and experiments, they have to go out and dig up the projectiles which have formed the 
subject of these experiments, and the metal thus recovered is sent to Woolwich to be again worked up. 
This work is carried on to such an extent that the men are as well acquainted with the sands as with 
their drill-ground, and the horsemen at different points pursue every shot, mark where it fell and where 
it made its "grazes," and take the bearing of the deflection for future calculation.
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As soon as the range party had cleared from the line of fire, Captain Fairfax Ellis gave the order 
for the gnn's company, under Sergeant Tristram, the "No. One," to "search" and load, and at 12:35 the 
first shot was fired. It made its first graze at 1,105 yards in front of the gun, rose high in the air, and 
then bounded on until it reached the " white water," which is at a distance of some 12,000 or 13,000 
yards, the first flight occupying 23 seconds, and the time between the second and third being 11.2 
seconds. The anxious Commandant and officers then turned their eyes on shore to see what effect the 
concussion had had upon the soldiers' houses, and it was seen at once that ceilings and walls had been 
further shaken down; and some of the old Balaklava huts, which stand here, showed gaps in the 
boarding. In the village a little more glass was broken, but only a little, the inhabitants having taken 
the precaution either to leave all their windows open or to keep their shutters up. The experience 
gained in regard to the soldiers' houses will probably lead to the houses being boarded throughout in 
place of having lath and plaster. The second round was then fired, and it made its first graze one yard 
from the first graze of the previous shot, the time of flight being 2.2 seconds, the second graze being at 
an interval of 7.8 seconds. As the shot rose after striking the ground the first time it appeared imme 
diately to dip, a disturbance of the sands being seen; but, as its course was regular, it was concluded 
that the "gas-dieck" had fallen off after the shell had struck. This "gas-check" is a rim of soft metal 
round the part of the shell which comes next to the powder, and at the explosion it expands so as to 
fill the grooves of the gun, and thus prevent the escape of gas; the full force of the powder being thus 
made to bear upon the projectile. The third shot at this elevation resulted in a first graze close to the 
place where the others had first fallen, and the time of the first flight was again 2.2 seconds, and of the 
second 10 seconds. In this case, too, the gas-check came off after the first flight—a matter not of the 
slightest consequence—and it was seen bowling across the range to the right, thus giving positive proof 
that the projectile was rotating on its axis in the direction of the rifling.

The loading with the rule-joint chain, was then placed on one side in order that another system 
should be tried. The shell and powder were delivered over the tramway together, the shell-carriage 
and the powder-box forming a little train together, and they were lifted to the mouth of the gun by 
the derrick, but they were rammed home with the aid of an immense rammer, so worked as to give the 
fullest possible power. The order was then given to elevate the muzzle, and Captain Ellis took the 
elevation with the quadrant on the trunnion axis at 4°. The flight of the first shot at this elevation 
struck the earth at 3,037 yards, and the time of flight was 6.8 seconds, as taken by Captain O'Callaghan 
with a chronograph. The second shot struck the earth at 3,028 yards, the time of flight being 6.9 
seconds. The third struck at 3,077 yards, the time of flight being 6.G seconds. The fourth struck at 
3,096 yards, the time being 7.1 seconds; and the fifth at 3.079 yards, the time being 6.7seconds. The 
accuracy of the shooting as shown, the slight deviation of range and time excited the highest admiration, 
and the trial was considered highly satisfactory. In each case, after the shower of sand, showing that 
the projectile had struck, it was seen to ricochet several times until lost to the range of any glass. It 
had been arranged that an endeavor should be made to get off some shots at the 10°, the maximum 
range at which it is proposed to carry these experiments; for, with the range taken at 10°, what may 
be done at a higher elevation is a matter only of calculation. After finishing the five rounds at the 
4°, some further trials were made at loading in order to find the best means of placing the charge and 
projectile in the gun. The shot and shell were rammed home, and the muzzle of the gun was elevated 
to the 10°. While the loading trials had been proceeding, one of the range horsemen had galloped in 
with the intelligence that the tide was so far in that it was impossible to take the range at much more 
than 6,000 yards, (nearly four miles,) and it was determined to hurry the firing. As soon as.the range 
horseman had got out of the line of fire, the signal was given, and the Palliser shell sped on its way at 
a longer distance than had yet been fired. Its flight to the eye, assisted by the glass, was perfectly 
regular, and it struck at what appeared to be the line where sea and sands at that time met. Its time 
of flight, as taken by Captain KIKa, was 15.5 seconds—that is, before the shot struck the first time. It 
was. seen to stoke several times afterwards, but the time between the first and second graze could not 
be taken. The gun, under the influence of this high degree, gave only the usual amount of recoil—36 
ft. up the incline. The second shot at the same range showed a wonderful degree of accuracy, for there 
was no difference whatever between the time of the first graze of this shot, and the first graze of the 
previous shot, the time of flight being 15.5 seconds in each case.

After this shot the tide had risen too high for any more firing, and the further experiments were 
left over until to-day. The range party brought in the intelligence that the first graze of the first shot 
at 10° of elevation was at 6,250 yards; but that the first graze of the second was in the "Swin," some 
what further, which at that time was deep in water, a condition of things which precluded its distance 
at the time being accurately taken.

[ From " The London Times" of September 30, 1876.]

The Committee of scientific officers conducting the experiments at Shoeburyness with the 81-ton 
gun were yesterday favored with a very fine day for their work of carrying on the further trials. So 
tempting was the weather, indeed, that many people journeyed over the weary way between Southend 
and Shoeburyness, some six miles of road, to watch proceedings the results of which have a wide interest. 
Before the gun is fired, strangers to the report anxiously ask the effects of the concussion upon the 
frames of those arojand and as to the character of the explosion. Personal experience upon this point
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differ greatly, for the simple reason that different results are given according to the positions in which 
persons are standing when the gun is fired. The report has not certainly the sharp cracking sound of 
an ordinary cannon, but the concossion must be felt by every one in the neighborhood, and at certain 
angles to the gun the effect upon the body is not much unlike an electric shock. At all events, no one 
seems to care to have his attention diverted at the time when the bugle has been sounded, or to be taken 
unawares by the explosion; and thus it happens that when the shots are fired the onlookers tacitly 
acknowledge the gun's power by covering their ears with their hands.

The inspection of the hole made by the projectile at the 10° of elevation on the previous night had 
been measured. It will be remembered that only two of the Palliser shells were fired at this elevation, 
one of which made its first graze at 6,250 yards—nearly four miles from the gun, and the crater it made 
in the sand measured 27 ft. long, 13 ft. wide, and it was 9 ft. deep. The shot ricocheted further, but 
the state of the tide prevented its being traced, and the second shot mark at this range fell into a pool 
called the Swin, and its distance and deviation have yet to be ascertained. The longest distances 
reached by the shots have been with those fired at the 1° of elevation. The reason is that their angle 
of decline was low, and they skimmed along the sand, rising after each contact, and were carried, some 
of them it is estimated, to a distance of eight or nine miles, out into the channel in fact. The mean 
range of the first flight at 1° of elevation was 1,097 yards, the mean error of range being seven yards, 
and the mean deflection was hall' a yard. The mean range of the five shots fired at 4° of elevation was 
found to be 3,063 yards, the mean deviation in range being 24.7 yard?, and the mean error in deflection 
being 1.3 yard.

Before the firing commenced on this day the Commandant, Colonel Fisher, in order to try and 
lessen the effects of the concussion upon the soldiers' hats and the village behind, had given directions 
that huge wooden targets, which are in use at Shoehuryness for many purposes, should be placed in 
line on the bank, between the gun and the village. The industrious and handy Royal Artillerymen, 
under the direction of their skilled officers and intelligent non-commissioned officers, undertook the 
task, and in the time that a body of ordinary workmen would have been thinking about the work, the 
substantial boarding lined the bank.

It was expected that this morning's firing would begin with the resumption of the 10° of elevation 
with the Palliser shell. The tide was not out sufficiently, however, to admit of the shots being marked 
down at such a distance as four miles—the average range at this elevation—and as the firing was not 
for the mere purpose of firing, but to ascertain results, it was decided to take the results of firing at 3° 
of elevation. On the range at the time—now 1.30 o'clock—were Colonel Fisher, the Commandant of 
the station; Colonel Younghusband, R. A., F. R. S., President of the Committee; Colonel Goodenough, 
R. A., the. Assistant Director of Artillery; Colonel Fraser, R. A.; Colonel English, R. E.; Colonel 
Field, R. A.; Colonel Curtis, R. A.; Colonel Inglis, R. E.; Colonel Wray, R. A.; Major Maitland, R. 
A.; Major Alderson, R A., Secretary to the Experimental Committee; Mnjor Straubenzee, R. A.; 
Major Nicholson, R. A.; Major Arbuckle, R. A.; Major Lambert, R. E ; Major Steward, R. A.; Cap 
tain Andrew Noble, F. R. S., R. A.; Captain Cleveland, R. N.; Captain English, R. E.; Captain Fair 
fax Ellis, R. A.; Captain Goodeve, R. A.; Captain Stewart, R. A.; Captain Dugdale; Captain C. 
Jones, R. A.; Captain Lloyd, R. A.; Captain Cooke, R. A.; Captain Scott, R. E.; Captain Mitchell, 
(Brigade Major of the School of Gunnery at Shoeburyness); Captain Saunders, R. A.; Captain Mor- 
ley, R. A., and Captain O'Callaghan, R. A. Surgeon Major Hannanand Surgeon Bourns were also on 
duty at the range. The projectile used on this occasion was "common shell," weighted up and fused 
with the Pettman general service fuse. Captain Ellis took the elevation on the trunnion axis, after the 
gun had been loaded with the 3701b. of powder and the 17G01b. weight shell, and the shot made its first 
graze in 5.2 seconds at 2,354 yards in front of the gun, and then ricocheted out seawards, drifting to 
the right, its progress being followed by one the horsemen of the range party stationed to the left at 
between three and four miles from the firing point. The effects of the concussion of this report were 
felt in the officers' mess-room, which is on the right side of the gun, opposite to that side on which the 
huls stand, and glass was broken. The second shot at this elevation occupied 5.4 seconds in the flight 
before the first graze, and the gap it made in the ground at 2,370 yards was seen at the range with the 
aid of a ship glass. The powder drifting down the range at this time prevented the subsequent flights 
being seen. The third shot was 5.3 seconds in making its first flight, and it struck earth at 2,351 yards, 
three yards in front of the place where the first shot hit. The fourth struck at 2,330 yards, the time 
of flight being 5.2 seconds. The fifth was a remarkable shot in one respect. It struck earth in 5.2 
seconds, nine yards in front of its predecessor, and after its second ricochet in its natural course to the 
right, it eccentrically changed, for it took a decided leap to the left. It doubtless struck upon a stone 
and glanced off, and in this case there was an instance of the fact well known to all acquainted with 
shooting gun?, great or small, that there is no law trt govern a shot after it had ricocheted.

The gun was then elevated to 7°, and the Committee, with some officers, left the firing point in a 
wagon to go over the range to watch the firing near the spot where the projectiles might be expected 
first to hit earth. The charge was still 3701D. of powder, and the projectile used was a Palliser chilled 
shell. The time of flight, taken at the firing point by Captain Ellis, was 11.2. that is to say before the 
first graze was made. The Committee at the range found that the shot struck at 4,683 yards from the 
firing point, and the blow on the sands made a trench 27 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, and 6 ft. deep. They 
timed the flight as from the moment they saw the flash :md the fall of the projectile, and they found, 
incidentally, that the conical ball travelled quicker than the sound of the report, for the blow came and 
the sound did not reach the party for a full second afterward. The second shot was 11.4 seconds in 
making its first flight, and it fell at 4,785 yards. The third made its first fall in 11.3 seconds at 4,676
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yards, and its second flight was aeen at the range to be extraordinarily high. The fourth shot occu 
pied 11.5 seconds in its time of flight, and etrnck earth at 4,796 yards, while the fifth made its first 
flight in 11.3 seconds, and struck earth at 4,779 yards. The time of the second flight of this shot was 
seen and taken at 14.3 seconds.

It was then desired to complete the five rounds at 10° of elevation; but as the darkness of an 
autumnal afternoon was falling, the Committee, after a consultation, decided that it was advisable to 
postpone further experiments, and the officers and men on duty, all of whom had worked as only men 
work when their hearts are in their vocation, were relieved from the further duty of firing on this 
occasion. The results of the shooting were regarded with the highest satisfaction, evidencing as they 
do the great accuracy and power of the "Eraser gun," the correctness of the previous conclusions of 
our scientific artillerists, and the great capabilities of the Shoeburyness School of Gunnery.

The further experiments were postponed until next week.

[From " The London Times," of October 4, 1876.]
Yesterday the experiments in firing were continued at Shoeburyness under the officers of the great 

School of Gunnery, in presence of the Government Committee on Heavy Guns, In the completed 
experiments for range and accuracy at the elevation of one, four, and seven degrees, the deviations 
have been worked out since the last day of firing, and the result hag been to show that the "mean 
errors" have been, most trifling—practically, that succeeding shots of each series have hit at the same 
epots, and have gone over the same path. The purpose of yesterday's firing was to ascertain the appli 
cability of the gun to the use of shrapnel shell, the projectile used against masses of men. The need 
of this power in a gun intended for use at sea may not at first sight be apparent, but those acquainted 
with the varying features of war point to the fact that occasions may arrive when a ship bearing one 
of these guns may have need to fire a shrapnel shell and scatter its shot over boats landing troops.

The firing was commenced at the time when the tide was in. The committee made an examination 
of the gun and its temporary resting place, and it was seen that the weather and the explosions together 
had a great deal shaken the seaside part of the rails, and the "baulk" between the gun and the sea 
had been greatly strengthened by the Royal Engineers under Major Lambert. The provisions made for 
warding off the strength of the explosion from the houses had been continued, and in the early morning 
the effect of the explosions was looked forward to with alarm by many people, a strong breeze then 
blowing off the sea, but as the afternoon approached this moderated, and at the time of firing, fortu 
nately, the wind had altogether dropped. There were present at the firing point, Admiral Fellowes, 
Superintendent of Chatham Dockyard; Admiral Chads, Commanding at the Xore; Colonel Fisher, 
the Commandant of the Station; Colonel Younghusband, R. A., F. ft. B., President of the Committee; 
Colonel Goodenough, B. A., the Assistant Director of Artillery; Colonel Fraser, R. A.; Colonel Eng 
lish, R. E.; Colonel Field, R. A.; Colonel Curtis, R. A.; Colonel Inglis, R. E.; Colonel Wray, R. A.; 
Major Steward, R. E.; Major Maitland, R. A.; Major Alderson, R. A., secretary to the Experimental 
Committee; Major Straubenzee, R. A.; Major Nicholson, R. A.; Major Arbuckle, R. A.; Major Lam 
bert, R. E.; Captain Andrew Noble, F. R. S., R. A.; Captain Cleveland, R. N".; Captain English, R. 
E. ; Captain Fairfax Ellis, R. A.; Captain Goodeve, R. A.; Captain Stewart, R. A.; Captain Dugdale; 
Captain C. Jones, R. A.; Captain Lloyd, R. A.; Captain Cooke, R. A.; Captain Scott, R. E,; Captain 
Mitchell, (Brigade Major of the School of Gunnery at Shoeburyness;) Captain Saunders, R. A.; Captain 
Morley, R. A.; Captain O'Callaghan, R. A.; Captain Tottenham; Mr. Spofforth, &c. Surgeon Major 
Hannan and Surgeon Bourns were also on duty at the range.

The charge of powder on this occasion was, as before, 3701b. The cartridge was in the silk bag, 
as before, with hollow tubing so constructed that the point of ignition should be in the centre of the 
powder, a contrivance—said not to be a new point—which, it is believed, gives the whole force of the 
powder to the projectile, instead of some being puffed out of the gun unburnt. The first projectile 
fired was a shrapnel shell, with ite powder chamber uncharged, weighted up to 1,740lb., and bearing a 
muzzle-loaded fuse, the blowing charge being 4 oz. of powder—just sufficient powder, in fact, to show 
whether the fuse would catch the flame. The loading by hand was displaced this time in favor of the 
loading by machinery, and some little time was spent over the loading. When the first shell was 
rammed home, it was found that a necessary part of the business had been overlooked, and the shell 
had to be drawn out. Such an occasion had been foreseen by a committee of so wide an experience as 
this, and then use had to be made of the instrument provided for the purpose—the instrument being 
one which, though constructed similar to the one in use for other guns, has an arrangement by which 
it can be disengaged from the head of the projectile while it is in the bore. The fuse having been 
adjusted, the projectile was again rammed home. Captain Ellis, who commands the gun detachment, 
set the gun at 5° of elevation, and gave the signal to fire when the coast was clear. All who had the 
chance, from being on the sea side of the gun, ran on to the sands to watch the progress of the shell. 
The projectile could be both heard and seen. As the roar of the gun died away, the shell made its 
progress over the water with the sound of a continued peal of thunder in the distance, broken only at 
the intervals when it made each ricochet. The interval between its leaving the gun and its first blow 
on the water was 7.9 seconds. A doubt arose whether the fuse in this instance acted, eome saying 
that there was a visible trace of powder, others inclining to the belief that the charge would have 
given more decided effects than a mere trail. It had been considered very probable that this shell, 
being dependent for its ignition upon the flame from the powder, would not ignite from the fact that
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the gas-cheek, which is on the breach of the shell, would so spread out into the grooves of the gun as 
to effectually keep back the flame. It was therefore determined to load the gun for the second shot 
with a shell bearing a breech-loaded fuse, one carrying its own ignition. This was fired, and the inter 
val between the shell leaving the gun and first striking the ground was taken at 8.1 seconds; but in 
this, as in the other, the fuse was not seen to "blow."

After this second shot, it was found that a large screw in the elevating gear had broken, but this 
caused no great delay, the artillerymen, rich in resources, having large blocks of wood ready for such 
emergencies, One of the gun's detachment ran from the cutting in which the gun ig at work to 
fetch a block, and pitched it from the bank to behind the gun, not observing that during his absence 
the Committee and other officers had gathered there. The huge block, fortunately, did not hit any one; 
but the whole Committee, and Colonel Fisher with them, had a narrow escape. The Committee decided 
that a larger charge should be placed in the shell for the third round ; but this was found to be impos 
sible, as the projectile was filled up. It was, therefore, fired with the four ounces, and its time before 
the first graze was again 8.1 seconds. After the second graze, the thunderous sound which the shells in 
their progress made was interrupted by a peculiar noise, which the artillerists around distinguished as 
the sound of the shell " breaking up." The tide had now retreated, and as the fuse had not been seen 
to burn, one of the range men was sent out on horseback to watch for the travelling shell at about a 
mile distance up the range, and see if he could note any effect in the way of the lighted fuse, The 
fourth shot was then fired, like the second and third, with its self-contained ignition, and this time it 
was seen distinctly, when within about 800 yards, to be burning. There was a sort of hang fire in the 
explosion of the round.. The fifth round was with a muzzle-loaded fuse, that which would take its fire 
from the flame, and this, too, was seen by those at the firing point to be burning as it travelled on its 
journey. It was seen to be alight 1.7 seconds after leaving the gun.

The range man when he came stated that he had also seen the burning fuse on each of the last 
two shots. By the time this last round was finished, it became too dark to continue, and the further 
experiments were deferred until this morning.

The projectiles and ammunition for the remainder of the great gun trials at Shoeburyness were, 
on Saturday afternoon, forwarded from the Eoyal Arsenal in the barge Mars, and arrangements have 
been made for continuing the experiments on Tuesday and Wednesday. The shells now sent consist of 
five shrapnel and five "common," and there are also five rounds of canister. Each shrapnel shell con 
tains either 880 4 oz. balls, or 1.083 3| oz. balls, with a bursting charge of 41b. of powder in rear to 
project them at the moment to which the time fuse is set. The common shell contains a bursting charge 
of 601b., fired by percussion fuse on contact, and scattering the shell in fragments. The contents of 
each canister or case-shot are 1,740 8 oz. balls. Being unrifled, the case shot are made a trifle smaller 
than the shell, to give them a little more play in the gun, but they are provided with the now custom 
ary gas-check to fit the rifle grooves. The mean diameter of the case is 15.8in, while that of all the 
other projectiles is l5.6Kn.plus the fraction of an inch occupied by the studs. The common shell 
measures 48in., the shrapnel 45.4in., the Palliser 42.4in., and the case 43.2in. One inch in each in 
stance must be added for the gas-check. The bore of the gun has been examined by taking gutta-per 
cha impressions in the usual manner, and has shown no marks of scoring, nor any trace of injury. 
The loading apparatus is to be used again to-morrow. The men of the gun detachment prefer the 
more familiar, though more laborious, system of loading with the long rammer; but when the gun is 
in a turret, manual loading will be impracticable, and it is thought desirable to work it, even in the 
experiments, under conditions resembling, as far as practicable, those which would prevail on service. 
The carriage has been examined, and found to be as efficient as it was before a shot was fired. The 
india-rubber buffers in the rear bogie have suffered a little compression under the severe strain of the 
high-angle firing, but they are still in good working order.

fFrom " The London Times," of October 5, 1876,]

Yesterday saw the conclusion of the series of experiments which has been conducted at the sea 
range of Shoehurynoss. The day's proceeding were interesting and varied, and proved not only that 
the Fraser gun possesses to the full all the high attributes which were expected of her, she having 
given the highest results as regards range and accuracy, hut by yesterday's trial, it was shown that she 
could be applied to other purposes than those for which she was more directly designed, it being demon 
strated that, in addition to her powers of throwing shot and shell with the utmost force against forts or 
ships, she can be used with other projectiles for other purposes, such as with case shot and shrapnel for 
operations against bodies of men.

It was arranged on the previous day that the firing should commence this morning at an earlier 
hour»than usual—10 o'clock. This arraagement made it necessary for the Committee to stay in Shoe- 
bury, for Southend is so *»t off from town by reason of its railway management, that the "Ness" can 
not he reached in any reasonable time, and then only at distant intervals. The general rate of pro 
gress on the line between London and Sonthend is about 20 miles an hour, and the trains are few and 
far between, there being only two trains in the morning, the interval between being nearly three 
hours, and the next having an interval of nearly four hours ; while on the return journey there is no train 
after 3:15 until the last train at 7 o'clock, when Southend holds itself aloof, so far as railway commu-
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mention is concerned, from the world in general. The early morning at Shoebury was not lost time, 
for, the tide being then out, Captain O'Callaghan mounted a horse and rode out some eight or nine 
milea over the sands. In the course of his ride on this and the previous morning, he discovered 11 of 
the shell—ten of the rough Palliser's, (those which were hurriedly made for the trials,) and one of the 
finished Palliser's. These shells were evidently those fired at the higher degrees of elevation, from 
their angle of decline; but one of these was found at a distance of about six miles from the firing 
point, while others—those fired at the low degree, and therefore hitting the sands at a less sharp angle— 
travelled much further, some, indeed, into the Channel.

The experiments to-day were attended by General F. Campbell, the Director General of Artillery, 
to whose foresight the nation is indebted for the possession of this gun, and the prospective possession 
of the four others now being constructed at Woolwich for the Inflexible. There was also present 
Admiral Boys, and the experiments were witnessed by an officer from the Italian Government, France 
and Germany also having had scientific representatives present during some of the days. The Com 
mittee, officers, and visitors present included Cblonel Fisher, the Commandant of the Station; Colonel 
Younghusband, R, A., F. E. S., President of the Committee; Colonel Goodenough, R. A., the Assistant 
Director of Artillery; Colonel Fraser, R. A.; Colonel English, R. E.; Colonel Field, R. A.; Colonel 
Curtis, R. A.; Colonel Inglis, R. E.; Colonel Wray, R. A.; Major Steward, R. E.; Major Maitlaud, 
R. A.; Major Alderson, R. A., secretary to the Experimental Committee ; Major Straubenzee, R. A.; 
Major Nicholson, R. A.; Major Arbuckle, R. A.; Major Lambert, R. E.; Captain Andrew Noble, F. 
R. S., R. A,; Captain Cleveland, R. K.; Captain English, R. E.; Captain Fairfax Ellis, R. A.; Captain 
Goodeve, R. A.; Captain Stewart, R. A.; Captain Dugdale; Captain C. Jones, R. A.; Captain Lloyd, 
li. A,; Captain Cooke, R. A.; Captain Scott, R. E.; Captain Mitchell, (Brigade Major of the School o.f 
Gunnery at Shoeburyness;) Captain Saunders, R. A.; Captain Morley, R. A.; Captain O'Callaghan, 
R. A. Surgeon Major Hannan and Surgeon Bourns were also on duty at the range.

The gun was run up by Sergeant Tristram's detachment as soon as the tide was in, and the gun 
was loaded with the 3701b. of powder and a "live" shrapnel shell, with a bursting charge of 41b. of 
powder, charged with 880 sand shot and 1,083 four-ounce shot. The shell had a muzzle-loaded fuse— 
one which took its ignition from the flame of the gun—and a gas-check on the breech. When all was 
ready to fire a barge came in the line of fire and anchored to the left, and time had to be given to this 
to shift a little more to the left, and there was no difficulty about this, as a strong wind was blowing 
from the seaward, which is to the right of the gun. When all was clear Captain Ellis gave the signal 
to fire, and the gun, which was elevated to 5°, exploded with what seemed a greater roar even than 
when charged with the uncharged shell. The projectile made a high trajectory, and burst well in the 
air at about 1,200 yards' distance, the time of the burst being 2,7 seconds after leaving the muzzle. The 
charge spread very well, and could be seen dropping for some moments, and when the shell and its 
contents had disappeared beneath the waves the sound of the burst came to the firing point. The 
second shot, it was arranged, should be fired at a lower degree of elevation, this time at 3°, with a like 
fuse to that in the first shot—namely, bored to 6-10ths, in order that the burst should be nearer to the 
water. The loading was performed by hand, so far as the ramming home was concerned, the derrick 
of the loading gear still being used to raise the powder and projectile to the mouth of the gun. The 
rails being split, the gun had now and then to be "started" with handspikes over the defective part 
of the line. The second shot was fired quickly after the first, and the projectile was seen making its 
way with a gentle curve over the large expanse of waters, and when at about 1,100 yards the burst 
was seen, the time being 2.4 seconds from the moment of the shell leaving the gun. The "scatter" of 
shot was an interesting sight, and was pronounced by the artillerists to be most successful. The fall 
of the shot, nearly 2,000, could be distinctly seen, and the places where the broken shell fell were 
marked by the heavier splashes. The shell had burst and the water was free from the splashes of shot 
for some moments before the sound of the shell's bursting came to the firing point, even though the wind 
was dead on shore. As the fire was one which depended upon the flame from the explosion for ignition, 
it was established beyond doubt that the gas-checks on the breech of the projectiles do not effectually 
keep the shell from being enveloped in flame, as had been suggested by some would be the case. The 
third shrapnel "live" shell was fired at 2° of elevation. The loading was again very quickly accom 
plished, and the gun was run up ready for firing in time as sharp as for any shots fired hitherto. The 
shot, directly after Captain Ellis gave the signal to fire, and the ignition given by electricity, was seen 
careering on its way. It made the line of beauty, a gentle curve, and a longer range, but burst exactly 
at the same time as the previous shot, in 2.4 seconds, and the "scatter" was certainly more successful. 
At this stage the firing with the shrapnel "live" shell was not continued, and two shots of the series 
were not then fired.

The order was then given for the gun to be loaded with a common shell fitted with a Pettman 
general service fuse, the projectile weighted up to l,7601b., and the cartridge still being 3701b. One 
purpose of this series was to enable the Committee to ascertain the action of the fuse, for the Pettman 
"general service" should not, properly, burst on reaching the water, or, indeed, until it strikes a hard 
substance. Another purpose was to ascertain the strength of the shell itself, and the extent to which 
it will stand. The gun was elevated to 8° 35', and the shot was 13.6 seconds before reachiflg the 
water. The result in all the common shell shots has yet to be ascertained, for the shot will have to be 
found, and the condition of each when found noted in respect to the maintenance of form. The second 
shot of this series was at a little higher elevation than the previous one, being at 8° 50'. The time of 
flight was 13.4 seconds. The sixth shot of the day was also with the common shell with the Pettman 
fuse, and the time of this, which was fired at 9° of elevation, was 13.8 seconds before it dropped on the
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water. No ricochet was seen from any of these three common shells. The seventh shot of the day 
was likewise a common shell with the Pettman fuse, the elevation being again 8° 35', and the time 
before the shot entered the water was 13.7 seconds. A question arose whether there was not a ricochet 
to this, hut a haze at sea prevented this being a*the time ascertained. The eighth shot was a continua 
tion of the common shell series, fired at different degrees of elevation, this variation being applied in 
order to afford various tests; and this eighth shot completed the five. The shot waa also at 8° 35' of 
elevation, and the time of flight was 13.5 seconds, a decided ricochet following the fall of this shot. 
The breaking of the screw in the elevating gear on the previous day, as stated in The Times of yesterday, 
necessitated a rough-and-ready way of elevating; and the beautiful balance of the gun upon her 
trunnions was seen in the fact that some of the men of the detachment partially raised her immense 
weight upon their shoulders, while the others assisted with " jacks."

The gun was then sponged out, and the men fell in and were marched off to their well-earned 
dinners, while the officers, the Committee, and the "War Office visitors lunched in the officers' mees. 
This mid-day meal occupied a short time, less than the working man's dinner hour, and then all again 
attended at the firing point, and the gun was loaded with a "live" shrapnel shell, with a time fuse. 
A small craft got into the line of fire at the time the gun was ready, and this delayed the firing for a 
little, time being given for the craft to get quite clear in order that no danger should arise to people 
who showed no respect for their own safety. The coast being at length cleared, the warning bugle 
was sounded, and all around, except the gun detachment, went to a respectful distance. The second 
bugle sounded, and Captain Ellis, who now timed the fuse, gave the signal to fire. The explosion 
followed, and the shell was seen to make a low trajectory, and to burst, spreading the shot well around 
on the water. The time of the burst was 2.2 seconds from the time of firing, and the elevation was at 
this time 3°. The loading for the next round was timed, and the men, loading by hand and not by 
machine, were only two minutes and three-quarters in completing the work. The coast being clear, 
the shot waa quickly fired, and the burst was again perfect, and the charge of the shell well spread. 
The elevation was three degrees, and the time of burst was three seconds.

The gun was then loaded with the same quantity of powder, 3701b., and a " case shot" was the pro 
jectile. The case shot is loaded with sand shot, and the whole weighs about the same as the other projec 
tiles, l,76(y.b. One degree of elevation was given to the gun, the Union Jack was run to the masthead 
as a warning to all whom it might concern to keep out of danger, and the bugle sounded for the benefit 
of those on land. The signal to fire was followed by a very great double explosion—that of the gun 
appearing sharper than on any of the other occasions, and the water was first struck within a hundred 
yards of the muzzle, the shot spreading in a manner which would have completely cut up and destroyed 
a column of troops if there had been one in front at the time. The ricochet of the shots carried some 
of the missiles in the case to about 1,000 yards. There were 1,874 eight-ounce shot and about 300 
small bullets in the case. The gas-check was seen spinning along the water, and pieces of the case 
would have added to the general destruction of anything in front. It was intended to examine the 
interior of the gun with a machine to see if any part of the case had broken up inside the gun, but as 
there was prime facie evidence that this had not occurred, the Committee contented themselves with 
an examination by Captain O'Callaghan, who took a view with a mirror of the rifling. It was decided, 
for the satisfaction of the naval authorities, to fire one more case shot, this time at a degree higher of 
elevation, namely 2°. The change of elevation wae shown in the first graze being at a further distance, 
and the shot spread far and wide, as far as about 1,800 yards, considerably damaging a flock of gulls, 
some of which were left dead upon the sands. The elevation throughout the day was taken with a 
tangent sight—the ordinary way of laying a gun, and not by the quadrant from the trunnion axis.

This completed the experiments for the present, it being expected that the next will be, after some 
weeks, at the target now being erected by the Royal Engineers on the experimental grounds. With 
the results given the members of the Committee were understood to be highly satisfied. The skill of 
the Shoeburyness School of Gunnery, which holds the reputation of being the first of its kind in the 
world, was throughout shown to be equal to all the details of working this great instrument of warfare, 
and the skill of the officers is only equalled by their courtesy to all who by dutv are thrown into 
contact with them.

[From " The London Times," of October 7, 1876.]

Three of the four 81-ton guns in course of manufacture at the Royal Gun Factories, Royal 
Arsenal, Woolwich, are in a forward state, and one is so near completion that it only requires the 
addition of the trunnion coil to be ready for finishing off. The steel tubes with which they are lined 
are all bored out to 15 in. caliber, leaving one inch to be turned out after the coils are all shrunk 
together and well set. The bore of 16 in. appears to have been finally adopted as that best adapted 
for these guns, and it is not probable that even the experimental gun, which has just terminated its 
first series of trials at Shoeburyness, will undergo any further enlargement internally, excepting an 
increase of the powder chamber to 18 in. After all the excessive boring which it has endured, the 
tube is still more than 2 in. thick at the muzzle end, and 5 in. at the breech, allowing ample scope for 
augmenting the capacity of the powder chamber. Impressions in gutta-percha have been taken of the 
bore of the gun at Shoeburyness, and it is satisfactory to find that the steel tube shows no signs of 
being dented or otherwise damaged by the case shot. It is probable that the cylinder containing the 
bullets did not break up in the gun, the gas-check at the base adding materially to its strength. The
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invention of the gas-check has been of immense value to the science of artillery, as no gun -without it 
could long endure the heavy charges now employed, the gas which would rush over the projectile 
being sufficient to score the hardest surface into deep furrows before many rounds were fired.

[ From, " The London Kmea," of November 24, 1876.]

Major Maitland, Royal Artillery, Assistant Superintendent of the Eoyal Gun Factories, has fur 
nished the Eoyal Artillery Institution at Woolwich with the official results of the various experiments 
made with the 80-ton gun, in the manufacture and trial of which he took a conspicuous part. The 
gun has been fired in five stages, beginning with a bore of 14Jin., and ending as a gun of 16 in. The 
following rounds are selected as the highest in power at each stage which could be fixed upon as ser 
vice rounds—that is, in which no pressure of an inadmissible character are recorded:

STAGE.

1
2
3
4
5

CAUM»O» BOH.
—————————— 

Inches
14.5
15.0
15.0*
IS.Of
16.0*

MAxnnnt FBK-
8CXX.

Foot-Tom.
24.9
24.8
23.4
23.3
21.8

HUH PararouE.

Foot-Tons.
23.0
23.8
22.4
22.5
20.4

Tor*! ENXWTC.

Foot-Tons.
2O,068
20, 70S
23,205
24,493
26,740

PESWUATIXU 
Pawns AT 1,000 YAXDB.

Foot- Tons.
380
383
433
4flT
4O5

In the third and fifth rounds, marked *, the powder charges were "air-spaced." In round 4, marked 
f, the powder was not only "air-spaced," but fired to peculiar advantage in an enlarged chamber. 
The increase in caliber has in each instance so facilitated the combustion of the charge and added to its 
effect upon the projectile that higher velocities, accompanied by lower pressures, have almost invariably 
been gained. These advantages are due to the shortening of the cartridge, which thus burns up more 
uniformly, and to the enlargement of the base of the shot, BO that a greater surface is exposed to the 
action of the gas. On the other hand, the enlargement of the diameter of the shot causes it to be more 
retarded during flight by ,the air, and also enables the armor-plate to present greater resistance to 
penetration. When, therefore, equal charges are employed a positive loss in penetration at 1,000 yards 
results from boring up the gun. This, however, Major Maitland points out, is not the right way to 
calculate the powers of the respective calibers. The object of the artillerist is to get the best ratio of 
penetration to pressure, not to charge; and if the increase of caliber enables him to use larger charges 
without increased pressures, and so to obtain additional penetration, his object will have been gained. 
In the course of the experiments, however, the power of the gun has been developed in another direc 
tion. It has been found that the maximum pressure is usually reached when the shot has travelled 
about 6 inches along the bore—before it has had time to travel far enough to relieve the tension of the 
gas. When rammed up hard, the space occupied by cubical powder is about 24.6 in. per pound; but by 
lengthening the cartridge, and leaving an air space over the top, each pound of powder has more room 
at first to burn up and evolve its, gas, which will therefore never reach the same density as when the 
cartridge is rammed home. Both pressures and velocities are reduced by this expedient, but after fix 
ing the density at 30 cubic inches per pound, the Committee on Explosives have greatly improved the 
ability of the great gun. They were enabled to increase the charge without augmenting the pressure, 
and thus to create additional energy without expense to the gun. Another device of greater novelty, 
and destined to play an important part in the history of artillery of all sizes, was introduced in the 
fourth stage. The lengthening of the cartridge was, of course, equivalent to shortening the barrel of 
the gun, and, a sensible loss of velocity being thus occasioned, it was resolved to enlarge the powder- 
chamber so as to shorten the cartridge. The result was most satisfactory, and the Committee have 
been enabled to fire charges as heavy as 3701b., spaced to 34 inches per foot, though it is found that 
about the same amount of work can be done with 3501b. spaced to 32 in. It is thought probable that 
3601b. or 3701b. spaced to 33 inches per foot will give the maximum effect attainable. Major Maitland 
says that these contrivances have greatly added to the power of the gun, and enabled it to drive a 
bigger shell through a thicker plate than before. The gun is to have the chamber enlarged to 18 in. 
on its return from Shoeburyness, and in the meanwhile the gun has shown an energy which, according 
to the two formulse adopted in the service, will enable its l,7001b. projectile to perforate at 1,000 yards 
between 20 and 26 inches of iron—the minimum being based on the theory of Captain English, E. E., 
and the maximum on that of Major Noble, E. A.

Publication authorized by the Secretary of War.

ORDNANCE OFFICE.
WASHISGTON, December 1, 1876.

S. V. BENI5T,
£rigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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FABRICATION OF COILED WROUGHT-IRON
GUN TUBES AT THE WEST POINT

FOUNDRY.

OFFICE OF THE CONSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,
NEW YOEE CUT, January 13, 1877. 

SIR:
I have the honor to transmit herewith a report prepared, pursuant to my instructions, by Lieuten 

ant C. S. Smith, Ordnance Department, on the manufacture of bar iron, and its subsequent fabrication 
into tubes intended for the conversion of 10" Hodman smooth-bore guns into 8" rifles, at the West 
Point Foundry.

The report will be found to cover a complete description of the processes pursued. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant,

8. CRISPIN,
Breast Colonel U. £ Army,

Lieutenant Colonel of Ordnance, Constructor of Ordnance, 
The CHIEF OP OEBNAHCE, U. S. A,,

Washington, D. C.

[REPORTon the Fabrication of Coiled Wrought-iron Tubes at the WestPoint Foundry for Conversion of 
Rodman W-inch Smooth-bore Quns into 8-inch Sifles.]

OFFICE OF THE CONSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,
NEW YOBK CITY, December 30, 1876. 

SIB:
Herewith, I have the honor to submit a report, prepared at your request, on the fabrication of 

coiled wrought-iron tubes at the West Point Foundry, for the conversion of 10" Rodman smooth-bores 
into 8" rifles, illustrating thereby the American, as contrasted with the English, mode of fabrication. 
That portion of the report touching the manufacture of the iron is, of necessity, cursory and but meagre, 
inasmuch as a full knowledge upon that subject could only be sought upon the understanding that the 
information conveyed should be treated as "confidential." 

Very respectfully, yoor obedient servant,
CHAS. S. SMITH,

Lieutenant of Ordnance. 
Lieutenant Colonel S. CRISPIN,

U. S. Ordnance Department, Constructor of Ordnance.
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MANUFACTURE OF THE BAE-IRON.

The bar-iron employed at the West Point Foundry in the fabrication of tubes for gun conversion 
is manufactured at the Ulster Iron Works, Saugerties, New York, an establishment which has long 
enjoyed a high reputation for the excellent quality of its iron. The pig from which the iron is pro 
duced is derived chiefly from the Lako Champlain magnetic ores, and from some of the haematite ores 
of Pennsylvania, the suitable proportions of kind and grade to yield a satisfactory metal, being the 
result of much careful experiment.

The various operations of puddling, rolling, &c., differ in no particular respect from the ordinary 
methods employed, except in the greater care exercised to secure a high standard for the quality of the 
product. A brief notice here will therefore suffice.

The charge of pig-iron is first heated to redness by the waste heat from the reverberatory furnace, 
and is then thrown into the hearth along with a quantity of cinder. The charge consists of 448 pounds, 
the yield of blooms amounting to about 95 per cent, of the metal charged; the amount of coal consumed 
is 2,375 pounds per ton of puddle bars, and the time occupied, from the charging of the furnace to the 
•withdrawal of the puddle-balls, is about 1J hours.

The process in the furnace is what is termed the "boiling process," and the regulation of the draught 
during this period is an operation requiring great care and good judgment, as upon it, the quality of 
the bar-iron will in great measure depend. It is important that the iron designed for gun tubes shall 
not be too "dry," i. e., deficient in cinder, as such an iron crumbles under a high heat, and, at best, welds 
but imperfectly. On the other hand, the presence of any considerable quantity of cinder indicates an 
insufficient " working," besides furnishing for the bore of the gun a material that is not sufficiently 
homogeneous and compact to resist well the eroding action of the powder gases. The puddle-ball, under 
the action of the hammer, is formed into a bloom about 18" long, by 4" or 5" square, and weighing 
about 100 pounds. The blooms, before cooling, are passed between the rollers—both "roughing" and 
"finishing"—and result in what are termed "muck bars," long flat bars from 4" to 2" wide, and | of 
an inch thick. The "muck bars" are cut up and piled. The piles are then placed in the furnace and 
raised to a white heat, when they are subjected to a succession of rollings, by which they are con 
verted into bars about 23' long and J" thick. Each time, before being passed between the rollers, the 
piles are turned | round, so that the compression of the metal takes place in directions that are alter 
nately parallel and perpendicular to the layers.

The operations of cutting, piling, and rolling are then repeated, and the resulting bar or plate cut 
into lengths of 53", and piles made about 9J" high by 7" wide, for the final rolling. The top and 
bottom plates of these last piles are about f" thick, while the intermediate plates are J" thick. At this 
stage, the piles are passed between the rollers, at first, with the layers horizontal, but are afterwards so 
manipulated that the corners of the piles shall take the groove in the rollers. The precaution is 
taken in heating the piles to separate slightly the successive layers, in order that the heat may more 
readily penetrate the mass, and both in piling and rolling the iron, it is important that the direction of 
the fibre should bo preserved always the same. In the finished bar the elementary plates stand parallel 
with the depth, the position most favorable to their final consolidation in the subsequent process of coil- 
welding. The length of the bar is about 23', and the cross suction, hexagonal in form, as shown in the 
following figure, to compensate for the changes in form incident to the process of coiling.*

* A bur at smaller cross s<-<-tion tlrnn (lie nbove \irae Rmployed at the "Elswlck Works" in the manufacture of 
8" rifle tubes for the United Suites. See next puge.
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Figure I is the cross section of the bar employed (Elswiek) iu the 8", and Fig. II of the bar 
employed in the 12" rifle tubes.

Flo. I.

Scale: half size.

By making the bar simply trapezoidal in cross section, it was found that, in coiling, the sides 
become concave, thereby forming a pocket which, in the subsequent process of uniting the folds of the 
coil, served as a receptacle for cinder, and proved an obstacle to perfect welding. In order to avoid a 
feature so objectionable, the shoulders a, b, were added, whence a supply of metal can be drawn to fill 
lip the concavity of the sides. The ends of the finished bar are cut off to where the material is tho 
roughly welded and perfectly sound, the greater length being taken from the end which was nearest the 
furnace door, as being the colder end.

The bar is now ready for shipment to the foundry.
Specimens of this bar-iron have been subjected to mechanical tests at this office, for the purpose 

of ascertaining the physical properties of the metal, the detailed results of which are shown in the 
tables appended.

Following is a tabular comparison between the "Ulster" bar-iron and the "Eidsdale" bar-iron; 
the latter being that employed by Sir Wm. Armstrong & Co., at the "Elswiek Works," in the 
fabrication of gun tubes and coils.

MATEKJAL.

Bar Iron, (along its fibre)...

TENSILE STBENOTII — 
LBB. PER SQ. INCH.

Ulster

52,000

Kidsdule.

8-2,5:14

EI.ONGATIOX PER INCH 
AT BUEAKINC.

Ulster.

0".3tt!

Ridsdale.

o".2flfl

ELASTIC LIMIT — LBS.

Ulster. 1 Eiilsdale.

1 
22,500 ' 24,00(1

DENSITY.

Ulster.

7. 004

Kidsdnle.

7.ffiX>

KEMAUKS.—The above figures were determined by taking a mono of Bye tests of the "Ulster" and two of the 
Ridsdale iron.

The following analyses of samples of the same irons, made by Mr. Walter H. Hill, chemist of the 
Naval Torpedo Station, have been kindly furnished this office by Commander F. J. Higginson, U. S. N., 
Inspector of Ordnance at the West Point Foundry:

Carbon........................................ ...................... ..................... .....
Iron............... ...............................................................................

SAMPLE MARKED
KNGUSH,

0.047

0.374
0.018
1.308
0.094

98. ISO

100.000

SAMFLB MASKED 
AMERICAN.

0.037
Trace.

1.228
0.089
2.144
0.054

96.468

100. 000
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The above tables exhibit a resemblance between the two varieties of iron which is remarkable, 
since the American manufacturers possessed no accurate knowledge of the mode of fabrication of 
the English Iron, but were guided almost entirely in their efforts by such imperfect data as coald be 
gleaned from Beports of Parliamentary Committees on the failure of a large number of coiled wrought- 
irou tubes in England; reports of which the chief value lay in their pointing out the nature of existing 
defects in material and manufacture, rather than the course of practice by which those defects might be 
removed or avoided.

FABRICATION or THE TUBES.

The bar-iron as received at the Foundry is in lengths of IS}', and 18' for the A tube, and of 26' 
for the B tube, the cross section of the latter being a square of 2f " on a side. The weights are about
as follows:

Long bar for A tube........................................................ 749 pounds.
Short bar for A tube..................................... .................. 678 pounds.
Bar for B tube..................................................... ......... 608 pounds.

The A tube is composed of four sections or short tubes welded together, each section, as well as the 
B tube, consisting of two bars, which are united, end to end, before coiling. The long bars for the A 
tube are employed in the breech section, in order to give thatsectiou such length that the joint between 
it and the next section shall be well in advance of the B tube.

WELDING THE BARS.

To prepare the bars for welding, they are sorted in pairs, and the ends to be united shaped as 
illustrated on Plate I for scarfing. At the same time, the other ends are tapered, by heating and ham 
mering, and an eye and shoulder a, b, formed for purposes in coiling.

The.V scarf, by affording a firm grasp to the ends, and, by exposing a large surface for welding,is 
thought to insure a strong joint; yet so great is the strain thrown upon the bar in the operation of 
coiling, that separation does sometimes take place at that point.

The welding is readily performed by means of a " hollow fire," and an adjacent steam hammer. 
The joint is subjected to three heats. At the first heat, the bars are butt welded by means of sledges; 
at the second and third heats, the joint is lap-welded by the steam hammer, the hexagonal cross 
section being afterwards restored by interposing a wedge shaped tool between the bar and the hammer. 
While in the fire, one end of the bar abuts against a heavy timber, and the other end is repeatedly 
struck upon with a sledge, to close and upset the joint.

COILING.

The coiling process is a familiar one, the method pursued at Cold Spring differing in no important 
respect from the English method. The heating oven is shown on Plate II, in plan, section, and eleva 
tion, Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Totallength of oven.............................................................. 78' 3"
Height............................................................................... 30"
Width................................................................................ 42"

The grates and ash-pits—seven in number—are ranged along one side, and the draught enters 
under the grates, The blower is worked by the engine that revolves the coiling apparatus. The num 
ber of fires employed at any one time depends upon the length of the bars to be heated. About ninety 
bushels of anthracite coal a day are consumed in each grate. At the rear of the oven is a roller-way 
upon which the bars are moved into the oven. The slope of the oven and trestle-work facilitates the 
insertion of the bars; hut, as a feature of the construction.it resulted rather from the inclination of the 
ground on which the oven is built than from design. The bars are pushed into the oven as far as it is 
possible to push them, and then a long iron hook is passed in from the front and hooked into the eye in 
the end of the bar. A chain leading from the windlass of a steam crane is connected with the hook, 
and the bar is drawn forward by the revolution of the windlass. It requires about three hours to heat 
the oven, and, after that, about one hour to heat the iron to a bright redness—the temperature required. 
The oven has a capacity for eight bars; but, to secure greater facility in handling, more than four are 
seldom heated at once.

The coiling apparatus is shown on Plate II, Fig. 5; a is the mandril, slightly conical in form, on 
which the bar is wound ; b is a roller guide over which the bar passes, and by means of which the 
exterior diameter of the coil is regulated; c is a sliding guide which regulates the spiral of the coil- 
At d is the steam piston which communicates the motion. On the mandril, is an iron disk, e, through 
which is inserted a pin or key f; and the end of the bar is attached to the mandril by passing .between 
it and the key, and hooking over the latter by means of the shoulder. In this position the narrow side 
of the bar is down, or against the mandril.

The apparatus having been put into gear, the mandril revolves, winding the bar around it. To 
remove the coil, the apparatus is thrown out of gear, the cap-squares of the mandril are removed, and, 
by means of the steam crane standing immediately in rear, the mandril is unshipped and swung round. 
The coil is then started by driving in wedges between the end of the coil and the disk, e, after which 
it is readily removed.

After coiling, the cross section of the bar is slightly concave on the exterior and convex on the 
interior of the coil, while the distances between the folds are less on the interior than on the exterior. 
It requires one hour to coil four bars.
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WEKDIHQ THE COILS.

When removed from the mandril, the ends of the bar project out from the coil, and the folds are 
very open, varying from \'' to \\" on the exterior. The ends are therefore heated and hammered round 
to conform to the curvature of the coil. The next step is one of closing the folds, and welding them. For 
these operations, there are provided two cast-iron tubes, banded with wrought-iron hoops, termed 
"Welding Pots"—Plate III, Figs. 1, 2, S, and 4. These pots are cylindrical without, but slightly 
conical within, and are of two sizes, the diameter of the smaller being 14J", and of the larger \$.\" at 
bottom. In connection with the pots is used a short iron cylinder—Fig. 6—about 9" in height and 14" 
in diameter, termed the "cheese," which receives directly the impact of the hammer. The coil is at 
first heated to redness in an ordinary reverberatory heating furnace, and then transferred, by means 
of a porter-bar suspended from a crane, to the smaller welding pot, where it is simply pressed under 
the hammer. The effect of this operation is to close the folds along the surface of the bore. The por 
ter-bar is provided with a heavy sliding counterpoise to facilitate handling it.

In order to avoid weak or imperfect welding of the folds, it is desirable that the process should 
commence at the interior surface of the coil, and progress gradually outwards, thus leaving to the last 
an open joint at the exterior for the escape of the cinder squeezed out in the operation. This end, it is 
thought, is secured by the particular form of cross section given to the bar, and by the precaution taken 
of first closing the folds along the interior surface before proceeding to the welding.

The coil is now replaced in the furnace and subjected to a welding heat, which occupies from 2} to 
3 hours. It is then removed to the smaller welding-pot, and the "cheese" dropped upon it, and ham 
mered till the latter sinks to a certain mark chalked upon it. The pot is then turned over, and the coil 
withdrawn by means of blocks and tackle. The coil is then heated for the third time, and the same 
operation as above repeated, except that the larger pot is employed.

The length of thecoilafterclosing the folds is about 4}', and the exterior diameter from IS^'tolSJ". 
After being withdrawn from the large pot, the length is about 3'; the exterior diameter about that of 
the pot, and the interior diameter from 5" to 7", The width of fold in the coils for the "A" tube is 
now about 2.YD", while in those for " B " tubes it is about 2".

The hammer employed in welding the coils is an 8-ton steam hammer.
On Plate IV, Figs. 1, 2, and 8 are illustrations of the coil at the following stages of its fabrica 

tion, viz: After being removed from the mandril of the coiling apparatus,.after thfi closing of the folds 
along the surface of the bore, and after the welding of the folds.

In England, the process of coil-welding differs as follows from the above: The coil having been 
subjected to a welding heat, " it ia placed vertically under the steam hammer and receives a few smart 
blows to weld the folds. It is then thrown on its side, and being gradually turned, is hammered (or 
patted) all round, to straighten it. It is then raised vertical again, and a punch or mandril—rather 
over half the length, and a little larger than the interior diameter of the coil—is hammered down its 
own length. The coil is next placed on its side and hammered round that half of its length, thus being 
made very compact, and large enough to let the mandril fall out. After this, the coil is again raised 
vertical, and the mandril is forced in the opposite end, and the process repeated. The reason a long 
mandril is not forced through the whole length of the coil is that it would tend to separate the folds. 
The coil is replaced (upright) in the furnace for the second heating, and much the same process is fol 
lowed, to render the ring more consolidated as well as more shapely."

By the American process, there seems to be no tendency whatever to separate the folds during any 
part of the operation. The coil is withdrawn from the welding-pot, by connecting the tackle with an 
iron rod, which passes down the interior of the coil, and is held by a key at the bottom, BO that the 
strain is transmitted to that point.

WELBINB THE SECTIOSS.
After welding the folds, the coil ia extremely rough and uneven on the interior; it is therefore 

removed to the sbops, where it is rough bored to within 0".75 of the true diameter of the tube, which 
furnishes a straight and uniform bore for the formation of the tube. The exterior is comparatively 
smooth and cylindrical.

To unite two or more coils to form a tube, the ends are faced and reciprocally recessed; that is, a 
projection is formed at one end of a coil, while a recess is bored in the corresponding end of another 
coil. See Plate III, Fig. 5. The height of the projection is a little greater than the depth of the re 
cess, in order that a close joint may be obtained on the interior. The recess is then expanded by heat 
and shrunk over the projection, so that the two coils are sufficiently stuck together to admit of being 
put into the furnace for welding. An iron rod, with a key at one end and a nut on the other, is passed 
through the sections, and the nut screwed up to prevent separation in shrinking.

The furnace for welding the sections is so constructed that an intense heat shall act only upon the 
joint. The butt-welding is performed by means of a powerful screw-press. The furnace and welding 
apparatus are illustrated on Plate V. The tube is placed in the furnace by means of the crane and a 
porter-bar; the bars a, a, are then raised on the supporting props b, the cross-head c, and the screw d, 
adjusted to the ends of the tube, and the wedges e, inserted. The furnace is then entirely closed aronnd 
the tube, and the draught turned on. It requires about three hours to raise the temperature of the 
metal on the interior of the tube to a welding heat: a point which is ascertained by means of a hole, 
pierced through the cross-head c, and covered with a plate of mica, which permits of the interior of the 
tube being seen.
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A welding heat being obtained, the screw, which works in the cross-head f, as a nut, is tightened 
by means of the handle h, till the tube is compressed lengthwise \"'. The tube is then turned half 
around, the heat renewed for about ten minutes, and another turn given to the screw, by which a fur 
ther compression of \" is obtained. The props are then knocked oat, the bars fall down, and the tube, 
which is considerably bulged at the joint by the compression it has undergone, is removed to the ateam- 
hammer and "patted" into shape, as well as lap-welded. Sand is thrown on the joint during this 
operation, to protect the iron and prevent the formation of scale.

The face of the hammer, as well as the top of the anvil, is semi-cylindrical, to conform to the exte 
rior of the tube.

Two sections being thus welded together,* another is added in a similar manner, and then another 
section which completes the tube.f

The furnace and apparatus for welding sections were devised by Mr. Colin Tolmie, Superintendent 
of the forge shops at the West Point Foundry, and the experience so far had "with them has been very 
satisfactory. The furnace has a capacity for about 1,500 pounds coal—anthracite coal being employed— 
and is so arranged as to consume its own gases. The amount of coal consumed in welding thirteen 
sections is about 6,900 pounds.

It requires ten hours to heat up the furnace when cold, and about 4 hours when working daily. 
The fire is always replenished during an interval when the tube is withdrawn, so as not to interfere 
with the heating. While in the furnace, should.the joint become unequally heated, sand is thrown in 
upon the hotter part, to equalize the temperature.

BOEING, TURNING, &c.
The tube is now transferred from the forge to the shops, and placed in the lathe, where it is rough 

turned and rough and fine bored. The breech-cup is then screwed in, the breech-end of the tube turned 
down over a length of 32" for the reception of the B tube, and the spiral gas channel cut upon it.

The breech-cup is a solid forging stamped into shape under the steam-hammer, turned inside and 
out, and screwed on the exterior with a thread of five to the inch.

SHRINKING ON THE B TUBE.
The B tube consists of two bars united, coiled, &c., in the same manner as a section of the A tube. 

It is rough turned to 13".75, the exterior diameter of the main portion of the A tube, and finished 
bored to 10". It is shrunk on the A tube with 0".003 shrinkage in the diameter. The shrinking 
operation is a simple one. The B tube stands "vertically, breech down, over a wood fire, while a large 
open cylinder of sheet iron surrounds it. When sufficiently heated, the A tube is lowered by a crane into 
place, the weight of the A tube forcing the B tube well " home " to the shoulder upon the former. Water 
is then thrown upon the exterior, near the shoulder, to cool the B tube in that vicinity first, and thus pre 
vent an open joint, which ia apt to occur from the longitudinal contraction of the B tube in cooling.

HYDRAULIC TEST OP THE TUBE.
The tube at this stage is subjected to a water test of 140 pounds to the square inch. The appara 

tus for applying the water test is illustrated on Plate VI. It consists of two cross heads—A and B— 
fitted to the ends of the tube, and which are enabled to sustain the pressure applied, through the 
medium of the connecting rods b. The cross head A closes the bore water tight, and is pierced with 
with an aperture for the entrance of water pipe A. The water is forced in by means of a steam pump ; 
and the degree of pressure is registered by the gauge g.

The tube is now turned to fit the casing, allowing a " play " of 0".007 in the diameter between it and 
the casing for a distance of 32" from the bottom, and of 0".015 for the remainder of its length. To de 
termine this play, it is necessary to accurately measure the diameters of the bore of the casing and of the 
exterior of the tube; the former are measured with the star-gauge, the latter either by means of horse 
shoe gauges, or a diameter callipers (Plate VII, Fig. 1) specially designed for the purpose, and measuring 
to 0".001.

The tube is rifled either before or after its insertion into the casing, as may happen to be most 
convenient. The finished tube is shown on Plate VII. Fig. 2.

The weight of bar iron employed is about 6,770 pounds.
The weight of the finished tube is about 3,100 pounds.
The operations of inserting the tube into the casing and securing it; of venting, final proof, &c., 

are fully described in the Report of the Constructor of Ordnance on the fabrication of converted 8-inch 
Rifle No. 1, published in the Annual Eeport .of the Chief of Ordnance for 1876.

The collar for securing the tube at the muzzle is made of tube iron, fagotted and hammered out to 
a proper size. It is then bent to a circle over a mandril, and the ends welded together.

CHAS. S. SMITH,
I/ieulenant of Ordnance. D. S. ORDNANCE AGENCY,

NEW YORK CITY, December 30, 1876.

•After welding two sections together, a rale is applied, touching at points a, *., Plate III, Fig. 5, equally distant 
from the axis to ascertain if the tube is straight; if not, it is at once straightened beforo cooling.

fThe English method of welding the sections is as follows: After snrinking two sections together, as above, •' the 
tube is put cross ways through a furnace so constructed that the heat acts only on the joint. When the joint 
arrives at a welding heat, a stout iron bar is passed through the tube; this bar is keyed up at one end, and by 
means of a serew-nnt worked by a long lever at the other end, the two coils are welded or pressed together." The 
joint is afterwards tapped under the hammer.
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The following table exhibits the extent to which the work of gun conversion has, tip to the present, 
been carried in the United States, since the highly successful trials of the experimental converted rifles 
NOB. 1, 3, and 5; not including, however, those guns which were designed for experimental purposes:

GUNS.

27 10" S. B. 
11 Navy 11'

28 10" S. B. 
20 Navy 11"

Converted,

In Process of Conversion.

ToBra.

English.

24 
0

3 
0

American.

3 
11

25 
20

WOBK OF CONVERSION PK&FOBXED
AT TUB—

West Point 
Foundry.

15 
11

0 
10

South Boston 
Foundry.

12

27 
10

In addition to the wrought-iron lined experimental guns described in the Eeport of the Constructor 
of Ordnance, and published in the Annual Report of the Chief of Ordnance for 1876, a 13-inch smooth 
bore Hodman gun is now being converted to a 10-inch rifle at the South Boston Foundry, and the cast- 
iron casing manufactured for a wrought-iron lined 12-inch rifle, the tubes for both gun's to be of Eng 
lish manufacture.

SPECIMEN A—(WROUGHT IEOK.)

TABLE showing the extension, restoration and permanent set caused by the undermentioned weights per 
square inch of section acting gradually upon a solid cylinder 2," long (between, shoulders) and 
0 /x .557 in diameter, taken from a sample wrought-iron bar, (4" X 4" in cross section,} along the 
fibre of the iron. Submitted for test by the West Point Foundry, January, 1876, and intended to be, 
used in the manufacture of coiled wrought-iron tubes for converting 10" smooth-bores into 8" rifics.

Wjjianr PEE 
SQUARE INCH or 

SKCTJOS.

Lb*.
1,035
2,085
3,075
4,100
5,l:iO
6,155
7,185
8,210

10,260
12,370
14,370
1(1,420
18,47"
20,925
22,575
24,625
26,675
28,725
80,775
32,830
34,890
30,940
38,000
41,040
43,100 
45,150
47,200
49,25o
61,310

EXTENSION 
PER INCH IN 

LEXGTH.

0.01X0
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0005
0.0010
0.0045
0.0075
0.0125
0.0180
0. 02.10
0.0300
0.03SIO
0.0485
0.0500 
0.0845
0.1056
0.1220
0.2945

FIRST 
DIFFIDENCE.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0000
0.0005
0.0035
0.0030
0.0050
0.0040
0.0005
0.0070
0.0090
0.11095
0.0105 
0.0265
0.0-210
O.OlOo
0.1725

Kr-RTORATION
PER INCH 

IN LENOTII.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
O.(KMX)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0006
o.oooa
0.0005
0.0010
0.0005
0.0010
0.0010
0.0005
0.0010
0.0020
0.0020
0.0010 
0.0015
0.0020
0.0025

FIRST 
DIFFERENCE.

0.0000
o.ouoo
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
o.oouo
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0006

— 0.0005
0.0005
0.0000

—0.0005
0.0005
0.0010
0.0000

—0.0010 
0.0005
0.0005
0.0005

PERMANENT SET 
PER INCH 

IN LENGTH.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0. OCX 15
0.003")
0.0070
0.0115
0.0155
0.0225
0.0290
0.0370
0.0465
0.0580 
0.0830
0.1035
0.1195

Broke at about 52,000 pounds per square inch.

FlKST
DIFFERENCE.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
O.OIXJO
o.oooo
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0030
0.0035
0.0055
0.0040
0.0070
0.0065
0.0080
0.0095
0.0115 
0.0250
0.0205
0.0100

SPECIMEN A.

Specific gravity...................................... 7.GC4
Original diameter.................................. o".f»7
Diameter after 45,000 Ibs........................ o".s34
Diameter at point of rupture-............... 0".407
Tensile strength, 52,000 Ibf, per sq. inch.

Total elongation.................................... o".B89
Specimen began to demoralize at........... 47,200 Ibs.
Position of rupture................................ Middle.
Character of rupture.............................. Fibrous.
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SPECIMES B—(WBOOGHT IBON.)

TABLE showing the extension, restoration and permanent set caused by the undermentioned weights per 
square inch of section acting gradually upon a solid cylinder 2" long, (between shoulders,) and 
0".557 in diameter, taken from a sample wrought-iron bar (4" X 4" in cross section) along the 
fibre of the iron. Submitted for test by the West Point Foundry, January, 1876, and intended to be 
used in the manufacture of coiled wrought-iron tubes for converting 10" smooth-bores into 8" rifles.

WEIGHT PBB 
SOUAKE IXCH OF 

SZCTIOS.

Lbs.
1,086
2,066
3,075
4,100
5,130
6,155
7,185
8,210

10,260
12,315
14,370
16,420
18,470
20,525
22,575
2*, 025
26,676
28,725
30,776
32,830
34,890
36,940
38,990
41,040
43,100
45,150
47,200
40,255
51,310

EXTENSION 
PEE INCH IN 

LxaoTH.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0(100
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0010
0.0030
0.0105
0.0135
0.0155
0.0250
0.0305
0.0350
0.0465
0.05S5
0.0740
0.0945
0.1305
0.2935

FIRST 
DIFFERENCE.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.001)0
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
9.0005
0.0020
0.0074
0.0030
0.0020
0.0005
0.0055
0.0045
0.0115
0.0080
0.0185
0.0205
0.0300
0.1630

RESTORATION 
PER INCH 

IN LENGTH.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0005
0.0010
0.0015
0.0015
0.0010
0.0026
0.0030
0.0020
0.0020
0.0010
0.0030
0.0020
0.0025

i
FIRST 

DIFFERENCE.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0005
0.0000

—0.0005
0.0015
0.0005

—0.0010
0.0000

—0.0010
0.0020

—0.0010
0.0005

PERMANENT SET 
PEE INCH 
is LESBTII.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0. 01 POO
0.11000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0020
0.0090
0.0120
0.0145
0.0225
0.0276
0.0330
0.0445
0.0545
0.0710
0.0925
0.1280

Broke at about 52,000 pounds per square inch.

FIRST 
DIFFERENCE.

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
o.onno
o.oooo
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0..0005
0.0015
0.01169
0.0030
0.0025
0.0080
0.0050
0.0055
0.0115
0.0100
0.0165
0.0215
0.0255

SPECIMEN B.
Specific gravity.._................................... 7.634
Original diameter...................................... 0".557
Diameter after 4B,000 Ibs........................... 0".536
Diameter at point of rupture.................... 0".412
Tensile strength 52,000 Ibs. per sq. inch.

Total elongation........................................ 0".587
Specimen began to demoralize at47,200 Ibs. 
Position of rupture.................................... Middle.
Character of rupture................................. Fibrous.
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SPECIMEN No. 1—(WROUGHT IBOH, P. K.)

TABLE showing the extension, restoration and permanent set, cawed by the undermentioned weights per 
square inch of section, acting gradually upon a solid cylinder two (2") inches long, between shoulders, 
and 0".650 diameter; taken from a sample wrought-iron bar (4" X ^" in cross section) along the 
fibre of the iron. Sample bar presented by Messrs. Paulding, Kemble & Co., of West Point Foundry.

WEIOHT PEE 
SQUARE INCH or 

SECTION.

Lbs.
1,500 
3,000
4,500
6,000
7,600
9,000

10,500
12,00()
13,500
15,000
10,500
18,000
19,600
21,000
22,500
24,0(10
25,500
27,000
28,500
30,000
31,500
33,001*
34,500
315,000
37,800
39,000
40,500
42,000
43,600
45,000
46,500
48,000
49,500
51,000
52,500
53,000

EXTENSION 
PER INCH IK

LENGTH.

Inches.
0.00000 
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00100
0.00150
0.00200
0.0022fi
0.00250
0.00275
0.00300
0.00360
0.00500
0.00550
0.00750
0.00950
0.01550
0.02000
0.02500
0.02800
0.03400
0.04000
u. 00150
0.004.50
0.06050
0.0001 10
0.08050
0.10200
0.12530
0.31100

FISST
DlreEBENCE.

0.00000 
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00050
0.00050
0.00025
0.00025
0.00025
0.001)25
0.00050
0.00150
0.00050
0.00200
0.00200
0.00000
0.00450
0.00500
0.00:100
n. ooooo
0.0(10(10
0.02150
0.00300
0.00200
0.00250
0.01750
0.01000
0.02200
0.18360

RESTOSATION 
PER INCH 

IN LENGTH.

Inches.
0.00000 
0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.0000!)
0.00000
O.OD100
0.00150
0.00200
0.00225
0.00150
0.00125
0.00100
0.00125
0.00200
0.00125
0.00200
0.00100
0.00100
0.00200
0.00100
0.00150
0.00250
0.00275
0.00750
0.01)800
0.00350
0.00250
0.00200
0.00200
0.00300

FIRST 
DIFFERENCE.

0.00000 
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000.
fl. OOOOO
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00050
0.00050
0.00025

—0.00075
— 0.00025
—0.00025

0.00025
0.00075

— 0.00075
0.00075
0.00100
0.00000
0.00100

—0.00100
0.00050
0.00100
0.00025
0.00475
0.00050

—0.00450
—0.00100

0.00050
0.00000
0.00100

PEEMANENT SET 
PEE INCH 

IN LENGTH.

Inches.
0.00000 
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00100
0.00150
0.00200
0.00225
0.00300
0.00425
0.00550
0.00860
0.01450
0.01800
0.02400
0.02650
0.03150
0.03725
0.05400
0.05050
0.00300
0.06050
0.08450
0.10000
0.12250

FIRST
DIFFERENCE.

0.00000 
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00100
0.00050
0.00050
0.00025
0.00075
0.00125
0.00125
0.00300
0.00600
0.00350
0.00000
0.00250
0.00500
O.OOB75
0.01fi75
0.00250
0.00650
0.00350
0.01800
0.01550
0.02250

Specimen broke.

SPECIMEN No. 1.

Specific gravity................................... 7.6810
Original diameter................................ 0".600
Diameter at point of rupture............... 0".453
Character of rupture........................... Fine, fibrous.

Tensile strength per square inch........ 53,0901bs.
Total elongation.................................. 0".6220
Length of specimen between shoulders 2"
Position of rupture.............................. Middle.
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SPECIMEN No. 2—(WseroHi-iBOH. P. K.)

TABLE showing the extension, restoration, and permanent set, caused by the undermentioned weights per 
square inch of section, acting generally upon a solid eylinder two (2") inches long between shoulders, 
and (y.650 diameter, taken from a sample wrought iron bar (4X/ X 4" in cross section) along the 
fibre of the iron. Sample bar presented by Messrs. Pauldiny, Kemble, & Co., of West Point Foundry.

WEIOHT PIB 
SQUARE INCH or 

SECTION.

Lbi.
1,500
3,000
4,500
6,000
7,600
0,000

10,600
12,000
is.aoo
16,000
16,500
18,000
19,600
21,000
22,600
21,000
26,500
27,000
28,500
30,000
31,500
33,000
34,500
30,000
37,600
39,000
40,500
42,000
43,500
46,000
40,600
48,000
49,600
61,000
62,500
52,800

EXTENSION 
PEE Iscii ut 

LENGTH.

Inches.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0015
0.0015
0.0015
0.0017
0.0017
0.0020
0.0025
0.0030
0.0035
0.0050
0.0076
0.0100
0.0160
0.0270
0.0266
0.0325
0.0355
0.0440
0.0540
0.0030
0.0780
0.0985
0.1340
0.1850

FIRST 
DUTEREVCF..

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0,0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002

RESTOBATION 
PEE INCH 

IN LUSOTH.

Inches.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00100
0.00100
0.00125

0.0000 0.00125
0.0003 0.00100
0.0005 ! 0.00150
0.0005
0.0005
0.0015
0.0025
0.0025
0.0060
0.0110
0.0005
0.0060
0.0030
0.0045
0.0100
0.0000
0.0150
0.0210
0.0345
0.0510

0.00150
0.00100
0.00160
0.00200
0.00260
0.00160
0.00260
0.00250
0.00150
0.00100
0.00100
0.00100
0.00060
0.00250
0.00200
0.00140
0.00250

FlBST 
DlTFKBENOE.

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00026
0.00000

—0.00026
0.00050
0.00000

—0.00050
0.00050
0.00060
0.00050

—0.00100
0.00100
0.00000

—0.00100
—0.00050

0.00000
0.00000

—0.00050
0.00200

—0.00050
—0.00060

0.00110

PEEMANENT SET 
PE& INCH 

IN LENGTH.

Inches.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0006

0.00045
0.00046
0.00100
0.00100
0.00150
0.00250
0.00350
0.00550
0.00750
0.01450
0.02450
0.02400
0.03100
0.03460
0.04300
0.05300
0.00250
0.07550
0.09750
0.13260
0.18250

FlBST
Dim&ENCE.

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00006
0.00000
0.00065
0.00000
0.00050
0.00100
0.00100
0.00200
0.00200
0.00700
0.01000

—0.00050
0.00700
0.00350
0.00850
0.01000
0.00950
0.01300
0.02200
0.03610
0.04990

Specimen broke. Absolute stretch, 0".G16.

SPECIMEN No. 2.

Specific gravity........................................ 7.6785
Original diameter.................................... 0".650
Diameter at point of rupture..........._... 0".468
Character of rupture............................... Pine, fibrous.
Tensile strength, 62,800 IDS. per sq. inch.

Total eloDgation....................................... 0".610
Length of specimen (between shoulders).. 2"
Position of rapture................................... Middle.
Elastic limit.............._........................... 19,000 Log.

Publication auttnorized by the Secretary of War.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, January 10. 1877.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier Gteneral,

Chief of Ordnance^
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An Arfrdnana Mates*—flk LXIH.

THE 100-TON GUN.

[From " 37w London Standard," August 14, 1876.]

The highly successful performances of the 81-ton gun at Woolwich have naturally attracted a con 
siderable share of public attention, and no small degree of satisfaction has arisen from the evidence 
thus afforded as to the excellence of the artillery manufactured in the Royal Gun Factories. But 
while the Woolwich monster has thus been giving proof of its prowess, another gun of yet mightier 
dimensions has been produced by the firm of Sir W. G. Armstrong and Co., at the Elswick Works, 
Newcastle-on-Tvne. Several references to this gun have been made from time to time in our columns, 
but on the present occasion we propose to enter further into detail on the subject. The Elswick gun 
has a weight of 100 tons, or, more correctly, a little over 101 tons. The finished specimen which has 
just left the Elawick Works is the first of eight similar weapons ordered by the Italian Government, 
and is intended for the armament of the two new frigates, the Duilio and the Dandolo, the former of 
which was launched from Gastellamare early in May. The cost of each gun, independently of the appa 
ratus on which it is to be mounted, will be £16,000. In appearance the Elswick gun presents some 
what of a contrast to the Woolwich monster. Of course the additional 20 tons of metal makes the 
former much the larger of the two. But there are other points of difference which claim attention. 
Compared with its Woolwich competitor, the Elswick gun has greater elongation in proportion to its 
diameter, and the outline is broken by leas abrupt gradations of thickness. This latter appearance is 
due to the less massive coils of the Elswick gun, the Fraser mode of construction pursued at Woolwich 
being characterised by the occasional use of double and even triple coils, whereas Sir W. Armstrong 
always uses coils composed of only a single bar. Another distinguishing feature of the 100-ton gun is 
that the trunnions are not placed on the part which has the thickest diameter, but on a part which lies 
more forward, and which has a diameter of nearly a foot less than the maximum. The extreme diame 
ter is & 45", and the length 32' 10j". The 81-ton gun has a diameter of G' at the breech, while 
the extreme length is a little under 27'.

The Elswick gun consists of a steel tube, overlaid with coils of wrought iron, the latter being ten 
in number. There are three of these coils at the breech. Ten feet from the rear, the coils are reduced 
to two, and 15' from the rear there is but one. Where the single coil commences the external 
diameter of the gun is a little less than four feet. From this point to the muzzle there are four coils, 
end to end, and they thin off gradually until at the muzzle the external diameter of the gun is reduced 
to 5' 2". The steel tube varies from a thickness of 6" in the powder chamber to about 31" at the muz 
zle. Owing to its great length, this tube was made in two pieces, afterwards joined together. The 
steel tube is bored out to a uniform diameter of 17", the length of the bore being 30' 6". The 81-ton 
gun has a calibre of 16", the bore being 21' long. The steel tube of the Elswick gun is rifled on the 
polygroove system, the shot being made to rotate by means of a copper gas-check secured to the base of 
the projectile. Under the pressure of the powder gas, the copper ring undergoes a lateral distension^ 
which causes it to lay hold of the grooves in the steel tube. The spiral course pursued by these grooves 
causes the shot to rotate, the twist given being one turn in 45 calibres. Towards the front of the pro 
jectile is another copper ring, not intended to take the rifling, but simply to centre the shot. The pro 
jectile is of chilled iron, ogival headed, and the powder to be employed will consist, in the first in 
stance of 1.5' cubes. We have already announced that the British Government have given permission 
for a supply of the Waltham Abbey powder to be furnished to the Italian Government, in order that 
the trials of the 100-ton gun may be more directly compared with those of the 81-ton gun. We may 
now add that the Italians have likewise a powder of their own devising, called "progressivepowder." 
This is made in cubes, but the centre is less dense than the exterior, so as to allow of a more rapid 
combustion as the cube burns away towards the centre.

The gun will be fired from an axial vent, and ignition will be effected at a certain distance along 
the axis of the cartridge, according to a plan devised by Captain A. Noble, F. R. S., late of the Royal 
Artillery, a member of tha Elswick firm. The apparatus employed for this purpose has already been 
described in these columns, and is equivalent to a method whereby the flame which is to ignite the 
powder is enclosed in a tube until it escapes at the far end into the heart of the cartridge. The plan is 
intended to make firing from the axial vent the same in effect as if the charge had been ignited from 
the usual service vent in the side of the gun. It is calculated that the powder in the Elswick gun will

473
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have the fortieth part of a second for its combustion before the shot leaves the muzzle. The weight of 
the projectile will be 2,000 pounds; but in the first instance, at proof, a somewhat heavier shot will 
probably be used. The charge of "powder is as yet uncertain, though some basis is afforded by the 
fact that the 81-ton gun has fired as much as 370 pounds. The length of the 2,000-pound projectile 
for the Elswick gun is 4', with the ogival head. The amount of force which will be generated by 
this huge engine of war is at present only a matter of estimate. If the velocity of the projectile were 
the same as in the 81-ton gun, the result would be an increase of force in the proportion to the aug 
mented weight of the shot. But if, in addition to the increased weight of ita shot, the larger gun 
gives its projectile a higher velocity, then there will be a decided gain, seeing that the force increases 
not merely as the velocity itself, but as the aquare of the velocity. The prospect of a higher velocity 
for the Elswick projectile may be said to depend on the fact that the bore of this gun is proportion 
ately longer than the bore of the Woolwich gun. Thus the former has a bore equal in length to 21.5 
calibres, while the latter has only 18 calibres. There is accordingly a balance of 19 per cent, in 
favor of the Elswick gun, independently of the weight of its projectile. This would be a very substan 
tial gain if verified m the coming trials, and there is no doubt the result will be watched with much 
interest.

The highest energy yet developed by the 81-ton gun is 20,740 foot-tons. This was obtained with 
the 1,700-pound projectile, being a velocity of 1,505 feet per second. If the 2,000-pound projectile of 
the 100-ton gun goes at the same velocity, there will be a gain in the latter instance of nearly 18 per 
cent., due to the esccss of weight, the energy being as much as 31,403 foot-tons. But the Elswick pro 
jectile has a diameter of 17", aa against 16" in the Woolwich gun. In this respect there is a check in 
the velocity of the larger projectile as compared with the smaller, owing to the greater atmospheric 
resistance. The difference in this rsspeut would be 13 per cent.; but, on the other hand, there is the 
larger area for the powder gas to press upon as the shot travels along the bore.

It must be observed that 1,505' per second is the highest velocity the 81-ton gun has given to its 
1,700-pound shot. This was obtained with the combustion of 350 pounds of powder. Supposing the 
2,000-pound shot of the Elswick gun to have a velocity of only 1,400' per second, its energy would be 
27,174 foot tons, or very little more than the best performance of the 81-ton gun. In some quarters 
an expectation has 'been expressed that the larger gun would develop as much as 39,000 foot-tons of 
energy. If this should be accomplished, it will he a marvellous result, the corresponding velocity 
being 1,080' per second. It seems very unlikely that anything like this will be attained. The high 
est velocity ever exhibited by the 81-ton gun, with a lighter shot when the gun was in its earlier 
stages, was a little over 1,550'. If we allow that velocity to the 2,000-pound projectile of the new 
gun, there will be an energy of 33,313 foot-tons. This would be a splendid achievement, and we do 
not expect to see it exceeded, though it is difficult to tell what these abnormal guns may prove capable 
of accomplish ing;. We have observed that the gun of 100-tons compared with the gun of 81 tons has 
an advantage to the extent of 19 per cent, in the proportions of its bore, and of nearly 18 per cent, in 
the superior weight of its shot. These elements must influence the result, and when the greater gun 
has been fairly tried there will be some fresh and important data for the use of artillerists.

The manner in which the 100-ton gun is to be mounted and worked is a subject of considerable 
interest. The machinery for this purpose has been designed by Mr. George Rendel, of Elswick, who is 
also the designer of the gun machinery for the Inflexible. The name of Sir W. Armstrong has always 
been celebrated in connection with hydraulic force, nnd the inventions of Mr. G. F^endel have given 
further development to the system. The huge guns which are now being manufactured would be prac 
tically useless, were it not that by means of Mr. G. Handel's apparatus, they can be worked and 
loaded with as much facility as guns of comparatively diminutive siza by hand power. In the work 
ing of the Italian guns, there is a hydraulic arrangement for taking up the recoil in the exceedingly 
short space of 3' 6". With regard to the armor-piercing power of these guns, it is evident that the 
thickest naval armor yet adopted is insufficient to resist the enormous force which can thus be brought 
against it. We have gone as far as 21" in the Inflexible, and the greatest thickness of armor on the 
Italian frigates will be 22". Concerning the former, we shall soon have some positive results, the 
81-ton gun being destined to fire at a suitable target at Shoeburyness. It would be well if the Ital 
ians could make arrangements to give us similar information with reference to the gun of 100 tons.

[ From " The London Times of August 24, 1876.]

In concluding our notice of the proving of the 81-ton gun in September, 1875, we observed that, in 
the opinion of some of the officials at Woolwich, we might in course of time have 160-ton guns throwing 
1-ton projectiles. That time has not yet arrived, although considerable progress has been made 
towards the realization of the idea by the construction of a 100-ton gun by Sir William Armstrong & 
Co., of the Elswick Works, with whom, we believe, the coil principle of construction originated. The 
weapon which can claim the distinction of being the largest gun in the world has been m&de at the 
Elswick Works for the Italian Government. Its construction was commenced about eighteen months 
since, after some months had been occupied in the preliminary arrangements. These were of an exten 
sive character, as, before accepting the order from the Italian Government, the largest gun made at 
Elswick was only 30 tons. The order for eight 100-ton guns, however, having been given, the neces 
sary arrangements were made, and the first of these guns was completed about the middle of June last.
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It was shipped in due course on board the Europa for the arsenal at Spezzia, and by a coincidence was 
lying in the Thames, off the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich, on board that vessel during some of the 
recent experiments with the 81-ton gun. The whole of these 100-ton guns are intended for the arma 
ment of the Duilio and the Daudolo, the two most recent and most powerful additions to the Italian 
Navy.

As already intimated, the 100-ton gun is on the coil principle. Without sectional drawings it 
would be impossible to give an accurate description of this weapoa, more especially with regard to the 
disposition of the coils. We may, however, state generally that it consists of an inner steel tube 
enveloped by successive layers of wrought-irou coiled cylinders, the total number of coils being ten, six 
of which refer directly to the rear half of the gun. the remaining four being placed singly end to end 
around the barrel of the gun from the front of the shot chamber and trunnions. The steel tube for a 
length of 13' from the rear end of the gun is surrounded by a coil 7" in thickness. Outside this is 
a coil 8" thick for a length of 9' 6"; then -cornea the trunnion coil, 11" thick, and extending 2' 
forwards, beyond which again is a tapered coil, having an average thickness of 6J", and extending 
forward 3' 3" more. Outside the second long coil is another to the rear 9" thick nnd 5' 0" long, 
which reaches to the trunnion coil. Assuming that the trunnion coil terminates the powder chamber, 
or, to be exact, that portion of the bore assigned to the powder charge and projectile, the breech portion 
may be said to be enveloped in three coils. The four single coils commence midway of the length of 
the gun and terminate at the muzzle. They taper from 10" thick at the point first indicated to 2£" 
at the point last named. All the coils interlock and overlap each other to a greater or less extent at 
their junctions. The extreme length of the gun is 32' 10 J"; the greatest diameter at the breech is 6' 
5"; the diameter at the trunnion coil is 5' 4^"; the diameter at the point where the single coils 
commence is 3' 9"; the muzzle diameter being 2' 5". The steel tube is 31' 3" long, and has a 
thickness of 6" in the powder chamber, diminishing to 3J" at the muzzle. The bore is 30' 6" in 
length and 17" in diameter. The gun is rifled on a form of polygroove rifling recently introduced for 
heavy muzzle-loading guns by Sir William Armstrong & Co., and the system has already been tested 
in several such guns. In this system the projectiles are not studded, but each has a copper ring or 
gas-check affixed to its base which approximately fits the grooves, and, being expanded by the explosion 
of the powder, absolutely fills the grooves. By this means the passage of the gaa beyond the base of 
the shot is entirely arrested, and at the same time rotation is imparted to the projectile. The copper 
ring has the farther effect of centering the projectile at the rear, while in front the windage is reduced 
to an inappreciable amount by a copper band about 2" broad. The twist of the rifling is an uniformly 
increasing spiral, terminating at the muzzle in one turn in fifty calibres.

The precise powder charge has not yet been determined, nor will it be until the gun has been put 
through a course of experimental firing at Spczzia. It is probable, however, that it will be nearly 400 
pounds of powder made with 1.5" cubes. The weight of the proof projectile will be 2,500 pounds, 
and that of the service shell 2,000 pounds. The powder charge will be ignited through an axial or 
rear vent, and will be exploded upon the central ignition system, the principles of which have been 
recently explained in The Times in connexion with the 81-ton gun experiments. It consists in a 
moans of igniting the powder at a point as nearly as possible midway of the length and depth of the 
cartridge, and, therefore, in its centre. This system has formed an especial study with Sir William 
Armstrong's linn, and has been developed into successful practice by Captain Andrew Noble, F. R. S. 
By its means, as far as has been at present ascertained, the powder is uniformly, and therefore usefully, 
burnt, the whole of its resulting gases being made available upon the shot before it leaves the gun, no 
energy being uselessly expended upon the air after the exit of the shot. In other words, it renders 
the perfect-combustion of the powder within the gun a possibility.

The 100-ton gun will be mounted on a special carriage fitted with hydraulic gear for manoeuvring 
and for taking up the recoil after firing. The loading and sponging of the weapon will also be 
performed by hydraulic agency, the whole system having been carefully designed by Mr. G. Rendcl, 
at Els wick.

In the absence of experiments-it would be idle to speculate on the probable performances of the 
100-ton gun. There are so many conditions which modify results that it would be waste of time to do 
more than state what the theoretical work of the weapon is. What is anticipated in practice is that 
the gun will give a duty of not less than 30,000 foot-tons—that is, that the dynamic effect will be equal 
to lifting 30,000 tons one foot high, or one ton 30,000', or nearly six miles high. That it is a splendid 
weapon, and that when the whole of them are completed the Italian Government will possess a magni 
ficent armament of heavy artillery, none will doubt. We shall watch the trials of this most recent and 
moat powerful addition to modern artillery, with interest, and shall endeavor to keep the public 
informed of the results of practice with it.

[From " The London Times" of October 24, 1876.]
SPEZZIA., October 21.

A ship of war has been described as a great gun-carriage, and though this, like most attempts at 
neat definitions of complicated facts, leaves much to be desired, it is certain that, up to this time, no 
other invention comes near rivalling the use of great guns for naval requirements. Two ships 
encountering on the ocean might manosuvre for days without ramming each other, because each has to 
guard itself as well as attack. Each approach for ramming purposes is but the slight movement of a
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fencer's wrist, many of which may be made before a lunge is attempted; but such approaches and 
retirements on the part of large ships means a huge circle described at sea, occupying many minutes. 
To estimate ramming at its true value we have only to imagine a ship with guns and no ram fighting 
another ship which has a ram and no guns. We may be quite sure that the former will never be 
rammed and the latter will be gradually reduced to yield. The same may be said of torpedoes. 
Whatever velocity may be given to them, it can never equal that of shot from a gun, and it is clear 
that something will be found to keep them away from the ship's side. The guns hold their own BO far, 
and there is no appearance of their being superseded in this generation. But what guns'1 Not those 
of twenty, or even ten years ago. They may do good service against wooden vessels and lightly- 
armored ironclads, but all the new ships laugh at their power. Not one moment too soon have we 
made our English 81-ton guns, and even now the Italians are more than abreast of us, for they have 
launched one ship, the Duilio, prepared for 100-ton guns, and another, the Dandolo, is in course of 
construction at Spezzia. One sample gun has been supplied by Sir William Armstrong & Co.; seven 
more are in various stages of completion at Elswick. The Duilio and the Dandolo will each carry four 
of these guns in turrets, and become the most powerfully-armed ships in the world for the time being. 
It cannot be doubted that, we shall soon surpass them, but meanwhile they will have passed us by a 
neck in the race. The guns to be delivered by the Elswick firm are to reach a certain standard of 
power, but recent experiments with the 81-ton gun have advanced the question of naval artillery some 
stages, and there can be little doubt that one or two trifling alterations and an increase of charge will 
make the Armstrong guns now being made much more powerful than they were designed to be without 
altering the general construction of the guns or the weight of their projectiles. The first of these 100- 
ton guns bas been delivered here with its carriage, and is to fire fifty rounds with shot of 2,000 pounds 
weight and such charge of powder as will produce the power promised by the makers. Though the 
trial is partly intended as a sort of proof of the gun considered as one of a class, the expensive charges 
are not to be thrown away. After the first few have determined the theoretical promise of the new 
weapons, their practical effect upon very heavy iron targets will be tested. The experiments are 
worthy of the best days at Slioeburyiiess, and cannot fail to be of the greatest interest and usefulness 
to artillerists in all countries. In these days it is also as well to know exactly how our neighbors 
stand as to the fighting power of their ships.

The gun and carnage are, for purposes of the trial, fixed on a large pontoon or raft which happened 
to be in existence and suitable for the purpose. Here, again, the Italians are rather in front of us, for 
while the 81-ton gun at Shoebnryness is mounted on a temporary carriage for experimental purposes 
only, the 100-ton gun is on the carriage which will support it when placed in the turret. The gun has 
several novel features in its construction, and the carnage is perfectly original.

The problem set before Sir W. Armstrong and his partners by the Italian Government wa,s to build 
a gun, with all its appurtenances, capable of throwing a 2,000-pound shot with such a velocity as 
would enable it to strike an ironclad with a force of 490 foot-tons per inch of the shot's circumference. 
This would need only an initial velocity of about 1,350' a second, and there can be no doubt that such 
a velocity will easily be attained, and even considerably more; for since the gun was designed, experi 
ments have shown that the power of any existing gun can be much increased by enlarging the powder- 
chamber, ani there is no reason why the 100-ton gun should be an exception to the rule. However, 
the actual bargain has first to be fulfilled, and we shall now sec what means have been taken to produce 
a force equal to that required to lift 25,000 tons through a space of one foot. Let us take the apparatus 
in order. First in importance stands the gun itself. Until quite lately a great difficulty stood in the 
way of artillerists. In order to load a gun within the limited space of a turret, the piece must be short; 
but short guns do not retain the projectile long enough to receive the full effect of the powder charge. 
The velocity was, therefore, lower than ought to be given in proportion to the charge and consequent 
strain on the interior of the gun. To obviate this difficulty, one of the members of the Elswick firm— 
Mr. Rendel—invented a method of loading the piece outside the turret, but from below the deck, out 
of danger. His designs have already been carried out in the Thunderer and have answered admirably. 
We shall come to them presently. Meanwhile, we arrive at the point that a long gun can now be worked 
in a turret without exposing a single man to the enemy's fire. The 100-ton gun is no less than 33' 
long—that is, only 6' short of half the length of a full-sized lawn tennis ground. The length of the 
bore is 30' 0", and the interior steel tube is in two pieces. The diameter of the breech is 6' 5", and 
the thickness of the metal round the powder charge is SO". The calibre of the gun is 11", and the 
grooves for rifling number 27. They are shaped like those of the old breech-loading Armstrong guns, 
and have a twist which rises from one turn in 150' at the breech to one turn in 50' near the muzzle, 
continuing at that inclination to the end of the bore. The gun is not yet chambered, but probably 
may be hereafter. The Palliser shell thrown by this monster weighs 2,000 pounds, or not far short of 
a ton, and stands 4' high. It is rather sharper pointed than the usnal shape, and has no studs or 
projections of any sort on its body. The method of giving it the rifled spin in the bore is peculiar, and 
produces one of the best effects claimed as the birth-right of breech-loading guns—namly, closing up all 
windage. A cup of copper with a little zinc in it fits on to the base of the shot, which is grooved to 
hold it fast. When the gun is fired, the first pressure of the gas produced drives the cup forward, fills 
up the grooves of the gun, and, gripping the shot tight, forces it to spin with the velocity impressed 
upon it by the maximum inclination of the grooves—namely, one turn in 50' of its progress. The 
powder is the same as that used with the 81-ton gun; each grain has a thickness of 1J", and, when all 
details are settled, will probably weigh about 350 pounds.

Now, such a mass as 100 tons of metal leaping backwards with recoil from the effort of throwing
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a shot of 2,000 pounds, with a high velocity, is a terrible power to deal with in any case—much more 
when it has to be stopped before it has moved 4'. The mere lifting such a gun is too much for any 
chains, so that a crane, with a solid rod to hang the gun to, had to be devised. How, then, ie the 
monster to be controlled when in the midst of his violent recoil'' And how is he to be pushed forward 
again? By the simplest and commonest agent—water. If water be confined in a tube without means 
of escape.it will stop anything so long as the tube does not burst, and if it be allowed but small means 
of escape, it will check the action of any force and delay it while the liquid is taking the necessary 
time to escape. On the other hand, if water be pressed through a small tube, say one inch square, by 
a force equal to the weight of one pound, so that it rushes into a large tube, say one footsquare, it will 
act on any opposing body with a force equal to the one pound multiplied by the number of square 
inches which there are in a square foot—that is, 144-. Thus a pressure of 1 pound in the email tube 
may be made, speaking roughly, to move 144 pounds in the large tube. These two principles of the 
science of hydraulics have been brought to bear on gun-carriages. The recoil is checked by water in a 
large tube unable to escape except through small holes, and then under the pressure of spiral springs 
which have a force of over fifty atmospheres and make the exit difficult. The gun is moved forward, 
elevated, or depressed by forcing water through a small tube into a large one, where it acts with greatly 
multiplied force on the weight to be moved. Once accept this principle, and all becomes easy and sim 
ple. No more complicated apparatus of wheels, ropes, pulleys, and chains. The gun is placed with its 
trunnions resting in two blocks of metal, which slide on fixed beams built in the floor of the turret. 
Guides prevent the sliding blocks from moving right or left, or jumping. Behind the blocks are cylin 
ders which act the part of the large tubes spoken of above—pistons attached to the rear of the blocks 
work in these cylinders, and can be driven forward by the action of water forced through small pipes 
into the larger cylinders by means of the steam power always available on board turret ships. The 
breech of the gun is supported on a beam, which again has a hydraulic ram underneath it, so that the 
breech can be raised or lowered as may be wished—that is, the gun can be depressed or elevated. The 
rear end of the beam pivots vertically on a horizontal pin, and to this spot the breech always comes 
when the gun is run back, either by the natural recoil or the artificial running back. Thus, whenever 
the gun is fully back it must be horizontal, and all danger of its striking the top of the port in the 
turret is avoided. However high the muzzle may be uplifted when the piece is fired, it bows again to 
the horizontal position as it comes back after firing.

The nest point is the loading arrangements. Think of the difficulty to be overcome. Here is a 
turret exposed to the fire of the enemy's small arms and shrapnel, and the gun is so long that its muz 
zle is always outside the turret. Into that muzzle must be a sponge to clean it, a jet of water to wash 
it, and extinguish any remains of fire left from the discharge, a cartridge weighing at least as much as 
two heavy men, and a shot the weight of which falls little short of a ton ; and all this must be done 
quickly with avoidance of all nervousness. A shot must be properly rammed home lest the gun should 
be strained, or even burst. Here again comes to the aid of the artillerist the silent calm, irresistible 
force of water. The muzzle of the gun is depressed till it comes opposite a round iron door leading 
below the deck. The door, which is covered from the enemy's fire by a hood formed by sloping plates 
of iron, glides back, and the head of an enormous sponge appears, carried in front of a metal rod. 
Swiftly and silently it enters the bore of the gun, lengthening itself like a telescope till it readies the 
bottom of the bore when a spring is touched, a valve opens and a deluge of water rushes from the 
head of the sponge, extinguishing every possible trace of fire. Obedient to the touch of one man on a 
handle, the sponge will advance and retire as often as is willed, then withdrawn, leaving room for the 
cartridge to appear. Cartridge and shot are safe below the deck, each shot with it* charge on a sepa 
rate truck in the magazine always stowed in readiness for use at the moment of action. A word from 
the turret causes the truck with its freight of ammunition to be run out on to a small trap door on the 
main deck. Instantly the door rises, till the cartridge is in the turret between the sponge head and the 
gun, which receives it by a short, quick thrust of the sponge-head, now become a rammer. Another 
short lift by the same power, always water, and the shot is in front of the muzzle. The sponge-ram 
mer then sends home the shot and charge together perfectly steadily, and always by means of the 
water power. Before going further, let us mark a peculiarity in the cartridge. It is not solid. A 
hollow cone of brass runs up from its base to its centre, and near the centre only does the ignition take 
place through the vent, which is in rear of the gun in the axis line.

Thus we have all the work done by water—hydraulic pressure as it is called. If the gun has to 
be run forward, hydraulic pressure at any pressure up to 50 atmospheres is brought to bear behind the 
trunnion pistons. The same force is applied in front through another small tube if the piece has to be 
run back. Only in case of the desperate force of recoil do the springs come into play, because thev 
hold down the valves with a power sufficient to close the large cylinder during all ordinary conditions 
of working the gun. A pressure of 50 atmospheres is taken as«sufncient for all ordinary purposes, and 
the springs are not moved nor the valves opened till the pressure has become considerably higher. 
Hydraulic pressure is used to lift the ammunition from the main deck to the level of the fire in the 
turret, to cleanse the gun, and to ram home the cartridge and shot together.

Early yesterday morning the raft with its freightof gun and carriage was towed from the dockvard 
to the little harbor prepared for it on the southern side of the bay, not far from Lerici, the lovelv 
abode of the poet Shelly, and by noon all the little arrangements necessary for the first experiments 
were completed. It should be understood that the first few rounds are to be used to tell the scientific 
truths so necessary for artillerists, such as the initial velocity of the projectile with various charges, the 
pressure of the recoil on the cylinders, the pressure of the powder charge on the interior of the gun, 
and so forth. The morning was bright and sunny, but a brisk breeze ruffled the water of the Moditer-
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ranean. As the hours passed by, the wind and water rose, so that even the raft in its harbor had 
some motion, and the screens for obtaining the velocity of the shot, being supported on a floating stage 
rooked violently. Once the rear screen fell, and the wires were broken. They were renewed, but 
those on the second screen became so loose that the shot, when eventually fired, did not break them. 
Thus no velocity could be taken. The little steam engine which is used to put pressure on the water 
appears to be rather out of order and works fitfully, sometimes sending out heavy showers of water. When 
in proper position on hoard the Duilio, the requisite steam will come from the boilers of the ship'sengines, 
and so little is required, and that only for a few seconds at a time, that there will be no loss of power 
at all, while the action of the gun and carriage will be certain. One could not help being struck by a 
feeling of the unity of gun and raft. The whole carriage looks as strong and simple as nn ordinary 
mortar bed, and, being fixed to the deck, is as steady as a rock. All the morning, from seven to twelve, 
workmen were busy laying down beams on the deck, putting copper crushers in the gun to take the 
pressure for theoretical calculations, laying out anchors from the raft, and arranging a temporary cra 
dle for loading purposes. Of course the raft cannot be fitted like a turret-ship. The Italian workmen 
were quick and lively, but, to the eye of an Englishman, rather excitable and talkative. Gun prac 
tice was being carried out from the forts on the other side of the bay, for the once quiet and lovely 
harbor now bristles with forts and hears ironclads on its blue waters. Gradually the sky became over 
cast and frequent heavy showers fell, slanting to the wind. The gun was loaded without difficulty, 
but with only a small charge, 200!b., to begin with, and an elevation of about 1°. There came a long 
interval of waiting. The harbor mouth was dotted with fishing boats running home for shelter. Steam 
launches rushed out to try to drive away the boats, but there were too many. Only at 3.30 p. m. was 
a chance given. 'Everybody fled on shore, and after the sound of the trumpets had told that all was 
clear, the electric tube was fired. To the bitter disappointment of everybody the gun missed fire. 
Probably, the cartridge, being much smaller than is intended eventually, had not its igniting holes near 
enough to the tube. The tube, being metal, stuck tight in the vent, and had to be extracted. At last, 
about 4.15 p. m., a deep roar followed by rolling echoes from the mountainous shores of the bay, told 
that the heaviest piece of rifled ordnance yet constructed had been fired on Italian waters. On exam 
ining the gun and carriage it was found that all had acted perfectly. The recoil, which by the condition 
of the turret is limited to 4' 3", (fancy stopping a railway train weighing 100 tons in 4/ 3",) had only 
been 20", and the pressure on the interior of the gun 8.7 tons per square inch. The wires of the screens 
having been loosened by the rocking of the floating stage on which they were placed, the initial velocity 
could not be taken. The shot struck the water and pursued its way with a series of gigantic bounds.

Haste was made to prepare the gun for another round, but to this end the little copper-crusher 
gauges had to be extracted from the interior of the bore. After sponging and washing the gun a man 
was pushed down the bore on a wooden rammer, for all the world like a marrow spoon. But hardly 
had he disengaged the small piece of copper when he had to be drawn out fainting from the result of 
the close air and foul smell of the exploded powder. The weather grew more stormy every moment. 
The screens were useless; the rain wiis descending in torrents; it was 4:30 o'clock, and the experiments 
were abandoned for the day.

In the early morning messages were sent to the villages and fishing stations round the bay that 
the boats were not to sail in the line of the range, but one might almost as well order a crowd of 
mosquitoes to rest quiet. So to-day, also, there has been great interruption to the firing. The man 
who fainted yesterday was carried back to Spezzia with the rest of the party in the Admiral's barge, 
and is little the worse for his misadventure. Such an accident will not occur again, for a pipe, such as 
conveys air to divers, is now carried into the bore and insures a stream of fresh air.

The little party of Englishmen were astir betimes this morning and started at 7:30 A. M. The gun 
was soon ready, with a new crusher gauge, and the Admiral, with the station officers, arrived about 9 
o'clock; but again the fishing boats, though few, succeeded in interrupting the range. Ey 2:30 o'clock 
only two rounds had been fired, both with 300-pound charges, and shot of 2,000 pounds weight. The 
steam-engine was in bad working order, the boilers priming continally and throwing out heavy showers 
of water. The apparatus for taking the velocities was not ready at the first round. The cartridges 
were longer, and there was no misfire. The engines kept up a very slight pressure forwards during the 
recoil. In the first round the gun had 5° of elevation, and the result was a recoil of about 3', with a 
pressure on the interior of the gun amounting to about 10 tons per square inch. The firing had made 
no difference to the working of the apparatus. A slight movement of one handle ran the gun up or 
back; an equally easy pressure on another elevated and depressed the enormous mass, while the 
movement of a third sponged, washed, and loaded, with perfect ease and simplicity. For the second 
round, it was necessary to wait till the screens for taking velocities had been re-erected, and this caused 
much delay. Fishing boats again came in the way and steam tugs had to be sent to tow them out of 
danger. The charge was 300 pounds.; the shot, as before, 2,000 pounds. All went perfectly well, 
except the screens, which did not act, though the wires were cut. At an elevation of about 2°, the 
pressure on the interior of the gun, at the bottom of the bore, was again nearly 16 tons, and that is 
exactly where the maximum pressure generally occurs. The springs on the valves of the cylinders had 
been weighted a little more than before, and the result -was a decrease in recoil to 34" instead of 36".

(BY TELEGPvAPH.)
SPEZZIA, October 23.

The new Italian 100-ton gun was fired to-day, with a charge of 330 pounds of powder, and a shot 
of 2,000 pounds weight. The initial velocity was 1,446'. The shot struck a blow equal to 29,400 foot- 
tons. The hydraulic apparatus works perfectly.
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[From " The London Standard" of October 27, 1876.]

Following closely on the marvellous performances of the 80-ton gun at Woodwich and Shoeburyness, 
the world now hears of the yet bigger gun made by Sir W. Armstrong & Co., at the Elswick Works, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne, for the Italian Government. It may be observed that the trial of the first of the 
100-ton guns at Spezzia differs from the trial of the 80-ton in England in two respects. In the first 
place, the Woolwich gun was the subject of a series of experiments, during which the calibre was 
changed, though as a matter of fact the calibre tried at the outset was designedly less than that-which 
was intended for final adoption. The Armstrong gun has not been subjected to these tentative opera 
tions, but has been fired with its full calibre (lTf) at ouce. Secondly, the 100-ton gun is tried upon 
its turret machinery, exactly as it will be mounted and worked in service; whereas the 80-ton gun has 
thus far only been fired upon a proof carriage, without any of the appliances which will be necessary 
in order to work it on service afloat. The experiments with the 80-ton gun have amply proved the 
excellent qualities of that weapon; but the trial of the Armstrong gun at Spezzia is at once concise and 
comprehensive, a few rounds being sufficient to comprehend a whole series of novelties in gunnery.

The connection between the name of "Armstrong" and a system of breech-loading is now purely a 
matter of the past. Sir W. Armstrong manufactured breech-loading guns when they were in demand, 
but was not necessarily a champion of that system. The 100-ton gun from Elswick is a muzzle-loader t 
and seven more such guns are in course of manufacture for the Italian Government at the same estab 
lishment. Concerning the gun at Spezzia (which is a sample of the whole eight) there are some special 
features to be noticed, and which distinguish it from the 80-ton gun made by Mr. Fraser at Woolwich 
Arsenal. Thus the 100-ton gun is relatively longer than the Fraser gun, and is thus capable of rela 
tively higher ballistic effects—that is to say, the Armstrong gun should get more work out of its 
powder than the Woolwich gun. In the next place the Armstrong gun is rifled on the polygroove 
system. It is now a long time sin^~ *he Elswick firm resolved to try and place a heavy muzzle-load 
ing gun on an equality with breech-loaders in respect to rifling of gun and projectile, and to remove 
the deep grooves in the gun, together with the weakening studholes in the shot, which have hitherto 
been the reproach of the muzzle-loading system as criticised by Continental artillerists. Accordingly 
a considerable time back, the Elswick firm rifled one of their 9" 12i-ton guns on the old polygroove 
plan. This gun was tried both at Elswick and Shoeburyness with encouraging results. The firm then 
proceeded to rifle a IV 18-ton Armstrong gun in the same manner, and sent it to Italy, where it was 
thoroughly tested and finally reported upon, the results being obtained in time to decide the firm in 
favor of the polygroove system of rifling when designing the 100-ton gun.

The great Italian gun being thus polygrooved and a muzzle-loader, the projectile is made to take 
the rifling bj' means of a copper ring encircling its base. Thus there is a peculiarity in the projectile. 
There are no studs or bands, neither is there any soft metal coating. The projectile is a simple ogival- 
headed cylinder of hard metal, compared with which it seems impossible to conceive a form more ser 
viceable, simple, or efficient. No doubt the analogous method of making the projectile take the rifling 
through the medium of an expanding "cup" is by no means new. Such wns the method adopted for 
the Parrott guns, which failed so disastrously, and for some of the Blakely guns. Yet there is possibly 
more room for congratulation in turning a system long discarded into a success than in entering upon a 
complete novelty. Our readers will have noticed that the War Office have just rifled a 12-pounder 
muzzle-loader on this plan, and with the best results. It is singular that the 100-ton gun should have 
preceded the comparatively tiny field piece in the adoption of this new and important feature.

Another specialty in the 100 ton gun is that which relates to its vent. In heavy muzzle-loading 
guns, the difficulty connected with the vent, owing to its rapid wear and tear and the labor of replac 
ing it, is notorious. In the 100-ton gun the vent is contained within a steel bolt, inserted horizontally 
into the gun in the axis of the bore. The vent thus constructed and applied admits of being at any 
time and in a few seconds removed and changed. We believe that the Eoyal Gun Factories have pro 
duced a similar contrivance for the heavy Fraser guns, and its trial has been extremely satisfactory. 
With regard to the device for the 100-ton gun, there is, however, the further peculiarity that it is a closed 
vent, presenting no opening for the escape of gas outside the gun when the charge is fired. Thus the 
scoring and consequent destruction of the vent caused by the rush of gas through the narrow aperture 
after the ignition of the charge is altogether obviated. Although this may appear to some persons 
rather a small matter, artillerists are conscious that the vent has always hitherto been the weak point 
in the working and use of heavy muzzle-loading ordnance.

The 100-.ton Armstrong guns for the Duilio and the Danaolo, as well as the 80-ton Woolwich guns 
for the Inflexible, are to be mounted and worked according to a method devised by Mr. George Ben- 
del, a member of the Armstrong firm, and the requisite machinery is now being made at the Elswick 
Works. By the method thus adopted a great simplification of parts is effected. There is no carriage 
proper, and the whole of the working is effected by steam and hydraulic machinery in place of hand 
power. A complete change of system is thus brought about, and its importance is indicated when we 
say that without some such change the foregoing ships could not carry and %vork their guns with any 
degree of efficiency. In fact, without these new appliances, the guns would be practically useless for 
naval purposes. A space of only four feet is allowed for the recoil of the 100 ton guns inside the tur 
rets of the Italian frigates. Even if greater space could be allowed there would be a possible source of 
danger in any sadden and extensive transfer of such enormous weight across the ship's deck, and a 
catastrophe resembling that of the Mary Rose might thus be apprehended on board a modern ironclad.

It will accordingly be seen that the trials at Spezzia are of almost equal interest, whether as relating
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to the gun or the machinery by which it is mounted and worked. The firing commenced on Friday, 
the 20th inst., when a preliminary round was got off with a charge of 200 pounds of 1.5" cube pow 
der and a 2,000-pound chilled iron shell. All was found to work well. On the following day the gun 
was fired with two rounds of 300 pounds of powder each, the character of the powder and the weight 
of the projectile being as before. The velocity in respect to these rounds was not taken. The pressure 
was found to be 16 tons on the square inch, and the behavior of the hydraulic machinery was com 
pletely satisfactory. The recoil was from 34" to 36"—a marvellously short space in which to pull up 
so weighty a mass propelled with such force. The rammer, which also operates by a purely mechanical 
arrangement, acted with perfect efficiency. Altogether, no defect was observed, neither was any injury 
inflicted on the working parts.

On Monday last the gun fired four more rounds. Of these, two were with 300-pound charges of 
the same powder, and a 2-000 pound chilled shell as before, the velocity being 1,375' per second, and 
the mean pressure remaining at 16 tons on the square inch. The energy of the projectile was 26,250 
foot-tons. The next round was fired with 320 pounds of the usual powder and the 2,000-pound chilled 
shell, the velocity becoming 1,427 feet per second, and the energy 28,250 foot-tons, with a mean pres 
sure in the powder chamber of 18 tons on the square inch. The fourth round of the day was tired with 
330 pounds of the same powder, and with the same weight and nature of projectile, when the velocity- 
rose to 1,458' per second, producing an energy of 29,500 foot-tons, and a maximum pressure of 21 tons 
per square inch in the powder chamber. The recoil was 36". The hydraulic rammer and loading 
gear worked thoroughly well, and the vent answered perfectly.

In accordance with the principle already adverted to, it will be observed that considerably more 
work was got out of a pound of powder in tho 100-ton gun than has been accomplished in the gun of 
80 tons. It is certainly a remarkable circumstance, though fully explicable, that the maximum energy 
of the 100-ton gun considerably exceeds that of the 80-ton gun, although the latter has much the larger 
charge of powder. In the one case we have a projectile of 2,000 pounds propelled by 330 pounds of 
powder, the realized energy being more than 29,000 fool-tons, while in the other case, we have a pro 
jectile of 1,700 pounds propelled by 370 pounds of powder, the energy obtained being about 2,000 foot- 
tons less. The powder is of the same description in the two cases, the British Government having fur 
nished a supply from its own stores for the trial at Spezzia. Still we must allow that the energy evolved 
from the smaller gun compares very favorably with that obtained from the larger, considering the dis 
crepancy in size. Moreover, it is expected that something more will yet be obtained from the 80-ton 
gun, as it is to be chambered. The same expedient will possibly be adopted with the 100-ton gun, so 
that we can hardly say we have yet seen the end of the race, Both guns have done well, and very 
considerable light has been thrown on the question of heavy artillery by their performances.

By this time the 100-ton gun has probably commenced its practice against the targets provided for 
the purpose. Of these there are two placed in a cutting in the mountain side, near to which the pon 
toon carrying the gun is moored. One target is faced with a 22" solid rolled iron plate, made by 
Messrs. Cammell, of Sheffield. This massive plate is adequately backed, aided by exceptionally strong 
iron ribs and framing. The other target is formed with two plates having a combined thickness of 22", 
but separated by several inches of timber.

Colonel Younghusband. K. A., F. R. S., nnd Captain Howard, R. N., are attending the trials of the 
100-ton gun at Spezzia, on behalf of the War Office and the Admiralty, respectively.

[From " The London Times" of October 30, 1876.]

SPEZZIA, Ociolier 24.
Italy has reason to congratulate herself on having been well served by those who were and are 

responsible for her naval artillery. The fact is not astonishing if we only suppose that the national 
intellect has remained of the same character since Italy, first of European nations, produced the large 
guns which, in process of time, came to take exclusively to itself the word "artillery." Men who 
claim to be "practical" because they are unable to see much more than an inch before their noses are 
apt to despise the faculty of imagination. In so doing they are as unwise as a poet would be if he 
despised practical men. The Italian gift of imagination produced a Dante and a Tasso, but it also pro 
duced a Garibaldi and a Cavour—men who could see at the end of a troubled path the unity of the 
Italian kingdom. The same faculty has displayed itself in the construction of their navy and of the 
guns which are to arm it. Years ago, when the so-called practical men were timidly feeling their way, 
the Minister of Marine, Admiral St. Son, and the Director of Naval Artillery, Captain Albini, agreed 
that a poor nation cannot afford to build ships likely to be obsolete before launched, or guns which 
would find opposed to them armor-plating they could not pierce. They, therefore, resolved to a bold 
step, designed the Duilio and the Dandolo to carry solid plates 22" thick, and proposed to order from 
Sir William Armstrong guns of 100 tons weight, the heaviest ordnance then in existence being the 35- 
ton gun. Captain Andrew Noble, a partner m the Elswick firm, had already proved by investigation 
that immense charges could be fired in heavy guns without great intensification of the local pressures— 
in other words without exposing the piece to the danger of bursting. The artillerist has but to leave 
an air space in which the gas from the powder can expand during that dangerous moment when the 
shot has not begun to move, or has hardly moved, and forthwith the maximum pressure becomes greatly 
reduced. That moment of maximum pressure is, of course, th« most dangerous to the life of the gun. 
There was much opposition to the plans of Admiral St. Bon and Captain Albani, but their energy car-
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ried the day. The ships were laid down and the guns ordered. When, later, there was a change of 
Ministry, and Admiral St. Boa had to relinquish the reins of the'Amiralty, the new Ministry, much to 
their credit, appointed the Naval Constructor, Signer Brin, as Minister of Marine, in order to carry out 
the designs which he had already made. The Duilio is already launched; the Dandolo will be ready 
in July next. Therefore, by the wise provision of two men, seconded by the great manufacturing 
power and scientific skill of English manufacturers, the Italian nation will have secured for itself the 
most powerful ironclads, both for offence and-defence, then afloat. If our worst fears are realized, and 
Europe is convulsed by strife in 1877, the countrymen of Admiral St. Bon and Captain Albini will 
have good reason to be proud of their official servants. The present trials are intended both to prove 
the 100-ton gun, and to show the value of different methods of armor-plating on a section of the side 
of the Duilio. To-morrow the Minister of War and other distinguished personages are to arrive here, 
and be present at the experiments. Meanwhile, a few words on the meaning of it all may be accepta 
ble to English readers.

The 100-ton Armstrong gun is not a mere monster piece of ordnance. It represents, with its car 
riage, the latest development of artillery science. But it is more than this. In its construction, and 
that of its shells, in the simplicity of the parts of its carriage, in the hydraulic arrangements for load 
ing, aiming, and working, it is an answer to the challenge of the advocates of breech-loading guns. 
Not that Sir William Armstrong insists on muzzle-loading under all conditions. While the rival fac 
tions have been abusing each other to their heart's content, the Elswick firm have been building both 
muzzle and breech-loaders according to the wish of their customers, and have now in process of con 
struction—almost finisher!—a breech-loader of 40 tons weight. Headers of The Times will recognize 
that we have always refused to become partizans of either faction, and it is no small satisfaction to find 
that the greatest of English artillerists shares the moderate views we have expressed on this question. 
The fact is that there is no absolute and final decision possible. Each system has its advantages and 
disadvantages. For one purpose muzzle-loaders are preferable, for another breech-loaders; and it is 
even probable that, as in the never-ending strife between guns and plates, the balance of power in any 
given requisite of a gun will incline sometimes to one side and sometimes to the other. Let us try to 
put the question fairly in view of the present experiments.

The chief points of a good gun may be stated as follows—that is, reckoning a gun simply as a 
weapon to be used in war under varying conditions:

First, strength; second, simplicity whenever rough work is likely to be required ; third, accuracy of 
shooting and length of range; fourth, safety to the men who work it; fifth, rapidity of working; sixth, 
economy.

FIRST, then, with regard to strength.—Everything elsebeingequal.it would appear plain that a 
gun with an enormous hole bored through it just at the point where the pressure of the gas is greatest or 
nearly greatest—but, not so fast. The makers of breech-loaders have only to arrive at a point when 
the gun is as likely to fail at any other part as at the breech to obviate this objection ; and, apparently, 
they have done so, or, at least, arrived closely within reach of that object. And they have been able 
to say with truth that the rush of gas past the loosely fitting projectile of the muzzle-loading gun and 
through the grooves has been more hurtful to the bore than the ordinary pressure, eating it away rap 
idly. If, instead of dogged resistance, the other party had acknowledged this fact as soon as it was 
stated, they would long ago have remedied it, as they have now, by the use of a soft metal at the base 
of the shot to be pressed into the unoccupied space and close it as effectually as it is closed in breech 
loaders. Then, the English War Office held to the Woolwich rifling with large grooves furrowing 
deeply the steel inner tube of the gun and soft metal studa on the projectiles. Armstrong will make 
such guns for those who require them, but prefers the small and numerous grooves, as in the 100-ton 
gun, without studs on the shot, thus securing the advantage claimed for the breech-loaders without sac 
rificing the simple strength of the muzzle-loader. In strength, therefore, supposing the method of 
making the gun to be the same in both cases, the breech-loader made a successful step in advance, but 
has now been overtaken and passed by the muzzle-loader.

SECOND. Simplicity.—This has always been claimed as the peculiar advantage of the muzzle- 
loader, both because breech mechanism involves a large number of parts put together in a compli 
cated manner, and because the ammunition of the old muzzle-loader was far more simple, especially in 
the fuse which ignites the shell. The flame from the powder envelopes the projectile if there is room 
to pass and light the fuse ; whereas with the tightly fitting projectile of the breech-loader a self-light 
ing fuse is required. But it is manifest that if we save the gun by adopting the tightly fitting pro 
jectile we must return to the elaborate fuse, and experience has shown that the complication of wedges 
and screws at the breech brings with it no practical difficulty. Men soon learn the use of all the parts, 
and the'difiiculty is more apparent than real. Besides, the apparatus required for loading heavy muz 
zle loaders on board ship has in it many elements of complication, and when once we resort to hydraulic 
agency, there can be little doubt that mechanicians will find simple machinery for opening and closing 
the breech nf large guns. If England had happened to adopt breech-loading guns, they would have 
been simplified long ago. On the other hand, for field guns the simplicity is all in favor of the muz 
zle-loaders.

THIBD. Accuracy and length of ranye.—Up to lately the advantage was distinctly on the side of 
the breech-loader. We do not mean any particular breech-loader as compared with a particular muz 
zle-loader. In the old experiments which are so frequently quoted, there was never powder enough put 
in the breech-loaders, aud the fact is undoubted that the Prussians have lately obtained very high velocities 
from breech-loading guns. Their accuracy has never been challenged. By Armstrong's new arrange-
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menta, and those of the Gun Factories at Woolwich, muzzle-loading guns are being produced equal in 
all respects to the Prussian guns; and the researches of Captain A. Noble have shown that the limit of 
velocity will be imposed rather by the strength of the carriage to bear the recoil than by that of the 
gun to stand the charge of powder required to impart a high speed to the shot. Let us be nonest and 
confess that the Prussians, Eussians, and Austrians have lately passed us in the power of their field 
guns and some of the smaller heavy guns. We shall soon be ahead of them again, and it is easier to 
transform the field artillery of a small army like that of Great Britain than to supply new weapons to 
the gigantic services of Continental Powers. The English 35-ton and 80-ton guns are shooting per 
fectly since the introduction of the soft metal gas-checks at the base of the shot, and the same simple 
means will improve the range and accuracy of all our guns.

FOTJKTH. Safety to the men who work the gun.—For field guns the claim of safety on account of the 
men standing behind a breech-loader is quite without foundation. The gun and carriage form a mere 
skeleton, and a shot hitting the carriage is likely enough to kill more men with splinters than it would 
have done by striking them direct. But for siege guns and ship guns, there can be no doubt that the 
breech-loaders have hitherto afforded great protection. A muzzle-loading gun must either be run in and 
the port closed on board ship or the men will be exposed to such danger from a hail of musketry and 
shrapnel fire as would confuse the hardiest sailors. The method of hydraulic loading put forward by the 
Klswick firm and applied to the 100-ton gun has completely disposed of this difficulty, because the 
gun's crew are perfectly covered under all circumstances. Hence comes, also, the power of using a 
longer gun, "since it has never to be drawn within the port. Tims we arrive at increased accuracy and 
length of range with the same charge, for these advantages are secured by a longer barrel. But, for 
siege guns, breech-loaders seem to be distinctly advantageous, and, also, for such garrison guns as are 
not covered from the fire of the besiegers when being loaded. English siege trains ought to consist of 
breech-loading guns, and it is devoutly hoped that the War Office will take steps to provide them, for no 
one can now say how long we may be able to remain at peace.

FIFTH. Rapidity of working.—Much confusion prevails in the minds of the public on this point. 
Men think that the question is the same as that of small arms, and that breech-loaders must be much 
quicker in loading. But this is not the case. On the whole, the muzzle-loading field guns have rather 
the best of it. Perhaps the breech-loading siege and garrison guns can be loaded faster; but with the 
heavy nature of ordnance, the working of any new known system of breech-loading falls far short of 
the speed with which our machine-worked muzzle-loaders are charged. If the actual sponging and 
putting in shot and shell are in some cases quicker operations in the breech-loaders, the addition of the 
time requisite to work the breech apparatus more than makes up for the difference. Only, as we have 
said before, it would be either foolish or disingenuous to assert that breech-loaders cannot be charged 
by hydraulic or other power, and we have no doubt that Elswick would soon turn out designs for the 
purpose if called on to do so.

SIXTH. Economy.—Here there is no room for question. Supposing guns to be constructed by the 
same maker, there is no question that the muzzle-loader will be cheaper to produce the same effect, 
because it is so much simpler to make and contains actually less metal. The cost of the ammunition, 
taking into account the present charges which are to give better shooting and higher velocity, will 
probably be nearly the same. Of course the Woolwich and Armstrong guns and projectiles are much 
cheaper than Krupp's: but this depends on the material of which they are composed and the method of 
manufacture.

On reviewing the whole of the question, it becomes plain that'foreign, especially Prussian guns 
did make a step in advance of ours for a short time during the past four or five years, but that 
advance had nothing to do with the main question of breech and muzzle-loading. We can do all that 
they have done, and more; and we have not the least doubt that a little energy and careful watch 
ing of our neighbors will replace us and keep us in our old position as easily first on all artillery ques 
tions. It would be a shame to us all if there were any doubt on the subject.

As for the methods of manufacturing guns, there has been nothing of late years to alter our old 
opinion that the Armstrong system of making coils of wrought iron and shrinking them on a steel 
barrel, or that called the Fraser system, which is but a modification of the Armstrong, with a little 
more welding introduced, still bears the palm away from all competitors. Krupp, the only real conti 
nental competitor, began by making and advocating aolid steel guns, but the experience of many a 
burst brought him to a system very little different from that of England. His guns are now steel- 
barrels, with steel hoops round them. The English are and have been steel barrels with wrought iron 
coils round them. The English system is far cheaper, and such a mischance as the bursting of a gun is 
unknown to us. We burst plenty of experimental guns some years ago; or, rather, caused them to 
yield, because we put in heavier and heavier charges and fired them determinately till they went at 
last. But we have no experience of service guns bursting or even breaking, though we have fired some 
of them thousands of times. As an Italian naval officer said to me yesterday, " We used to have cast 
guns, but we had frequent and serious accidents. Since we have adopted the Armstrong guns we have 
not had a single accident, though we never cease practising with them. The worst that ever happens is 
the cracking of an inner tube after much firing, and then there is no difficulty in having a new tube 
put into the gun. It is then as good as a new one." Such are the inducements which have induced 
the Italian Minister of Marine to adopt and hold fast to muzzle-loading guns, which they have from 
the Elswick firm, and we must say that much courage and firm faith was required for a season during 
which breech-loaders advanced and muzzle-loaders did not. The tables are now turned, and the Italian 
Navy are now possesssd of the finest gun in the world.
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In estimating its character, we should not forget that it is the first specimen of its kind; that its 
designers leapt at one bound from 35 tons to 100 tons; that all the arrangements of its carriage and 
loading apparatus are perfectly new, and that not a single experimental round had been fired before 
the gun arrived at Spezzia. In a former letter, despatched in a hurry from the deck of the pontoon, 
in order to save the post, I gave you an account of the rounds fired up to that time. One more round 
was fired on Saturday with 300ft) of powder; but again there was something wrong with the instrument 
for taking the initial velocity (Boulengfi's.) Again the pressure on the bottom of the bore was about 16 
tons, and the recoil about 31". In spite of some uncertainty as to the instrument, the indications 
pointed to a velocity of about 1,375', and this must have been correct, as future rounds confirmed it.

Sunday was a day of rest from labor, but not from anxiety. A stormy Monday would mean 
impossibility of taking the velocity, and everything depended on it, for velocity means penetration, 
and the gun has to show itself capable of piercing the side of the Duilio, which presents a target of 
22" of solid iron, backed by more than that amount of wood, besides an inner skin. When Monday 
morning came the weather was showery with some wind, and the screens were not ready at first. By 
this time the gun had become a familiar friend, not only to the experimenter, but to the numerous and 
carious persons who find their way on board the pontoon. At first, people were evidently afraid of 
the monster, but by degrees his quiet docility prepossessed every one in his favor. He looks so tame 
and good-natured, so old and sensible, nea.r the 10" and 11" guns on shore waiting for the iron target 
firing on Wednesday. Some officers, even Captain Albini himself, began to wish to try speed of 
working; but this is impossible for the present, because all the arrangements for loading, A.C., are rough 
and temporary. The cartridge and shot have to be rolled on a truck along the deck, brought in front 
of the muzzle andcarefully arranged in the right position. Then the truck docs not quite reach the muz 
zle of the gnu, and part of it has to be held up by a handspike while the hydraulic rammer is pushing it 
gently in. When the gun is permanently placed on board ship, the cartridge will rise exactly to its 
proper place in a moment, and be thrust in without delay, followed instantly by the shot. When all is in 
order the gun will be loaded without difficulty in 35 seconds. Besides, this is only the beginning of 
hydraulic agency in loading, and everything must be carefully watched for the sake of the knowledge 
to be gained. When first hydraulic cranes were used to unload colliers, the operation was slow and 
careful. Now, a ship of 1,500 tons can be unloaded in one tide. Putting in and taking out the crusher 
gauges occupies a considerable time, all for the sake of scientific knowledge, and many experiments are 
made for the same purpose. By the bye, the bright, clever little man, Hutchinson, whom we were all 
so sorry to see come fainting out of the gun the first day, is quite well again, and is rammed in and 
brought out again continually, looking as if he had been formed for this very purpose. It must be 
understood that the perpetual changing of crusher gauges at the bottom of the bore is for purely experi 
mental purposes, and has nothing to do with the eventual use of the gun. It is really wonderful to find 
that so little remains to be discovered. After Saturday's experiments, Captain Noble calculated the pro 
bable initial velocity theoretically, and was within three or four metres of the truth. His calculations 
showed that the promised velocity—namely, 1,350', had been more than reached, so the first round on 
Monday was fired with the same charge.

5th. Bound, 1st on 2?, October.—Charge, 300ft.; elevation 1° 48'; recoil 35J"; pressure on bot 
tom of bore about 16 tons. Velocity not taken.

For the last two rounds on Saturday, 21st, a, little extra pressure had been put on the escape valves 
of the cylinder to see whether the recoil could be shortened by that means. Having ascertained that 
it could, without any interruption of smoothness in working, the springs were brought again to their 
normal condition. Hence the extra inch or two of recoil on Monday. The slide being 4' 3" long, 
hefore the trunnion slide would touch the buffers in recoiling, there is ample space for recoil with 
higher charges, as much as 15.5". After this round the screens were put up, and the Boulange set in 
working order ready to tell the time taken by the shot to pass through the space between two wire 
screens near the muzzle.

Sixth round, 2d, on 23d of October.—Charge, 3001b. ; elevation, about 1°; recoil, 37.5" nearly; 
initial velocity, 1,374' per second; pressure, always about 16 tons.

Conceive a shell weighing 2,00011)., and moving at the rate of 1,374' per second—much faster than 
sound travels through the air. Yet the determination was arrived at to go a step further, (the guaran 
teed velocity having already been considerably exceeded,) and try a charge of 330ft). All being 
arranged accordingly, the new cartridge was brought up, looking considerably thicker, and being the 
same length of the shot—4'. Once more the snarling sound of the rushing water was heard, the ram 
mer drove home cartridge and shot together, and the deck was cleared. For some reason everyhody 
seemed a little more anxious about this round, and many hands were held over ears when the trumpets 
sounded—Fire! The awful bellow of the big gun seemed to shake the ground, and was reverberated 
from mountain to mountain, waking the echoes of Zezzano, Porte Venera, and Lerici; a dense cloud 
of smoke obscured the air, and hung for a time over the flashing waters; the pontoon started back 
with a slow, clumsy motion, but the monster himself, the agent of all the turmoil, looked serenely 
unconscious of anything unusual. Yet he had spat from his rnouth a projectile of 2,000tb. with a 
velocity of 1,456' per second, giving a blow equal to the force required to lift 29,400 tons a foot high, 
and in his exertions lie had submitted to a maximum internal strain tending to tear him open of about 
23,000 tons. His recoil left nearly 7" to spare for a higher charge.

7th Bound,—Third on the 23d of October.—Charge 330K>.; elevation about 1°; recoil, 44J"; pressure 
on bottom of bore, 20.8 tons per square inch; initial velocity, 1,456'; work of shot, about 29,000 foot- 
tons ; maximum, hursting strain, about 23,000 tons.
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It would be impossible to describe the satisfaction of the Italian officers. The President of the 

Committee, Admiral Martin Franklin, was full of joy and kindly congratulations, while Captain Albini, 
who must have felt the burden of a terrible responsibility during the last few days, could not butshow 
on his usually calm and quiet face the pleasure with which he was moved. It is plain that considera 
bly more work can be got out of the gun; but it has already surpassed the greatest power developed 
by the 80-ton English gun in an exceptional round. The work of the English shot was 27,200 foot- 
tons; the work of the Italian shot was 29,400 foot-tons. The work per inch of circumference was, in 
the case cf the English shot, 540 foot-tons, that of the Italian, 550 foot-tons, Nothing was strained in 
the least degree. The same quiet movement of a handle that a child could push, sent the weight of 
100 tons quietly back to its place, another touch depressed the muzzle instantly for loading, and moved 
its muzzle up or down as required. All worked with the same smooth regularity as ever. But the 
gentlemen who are here to represent the Elswick firm considered that they had done enough for glory. 
Before their gun is accepted they have to fire 50 rounds wilh whatever charge they decide on as that 
for present service, and out of the 50 rounds, five are to be with projectiles weighing 2,500 pounds. 
They had considerably exceeded their guarantee even with a 300-pound charge, so they prudently 
required to reduce the next charge by 11 pounds, in order to bring the weight to a round number in 
Italian measure—namely, 145 kilos. The gun was therefore-loaded again with the proposed service 
charge, and gave the following results :—Charge 319fb., equal to 145 kilos.; elevation, about 1°; 
recoil, 42''.5; pressure on bottom of bore, about 18 tons; initial velocity, 1.425', being an excess oi'75' 
over that guaranteed.

When the Admiral's steam launch came, immediately afterwards, and carried the party of officers, 
as is his custom, back to Spezzia, a good many minds were easier than they were when he took us out 
to the pontoon in the morning. It is impossible to speak too highly of the courtesy and real kindness 
of the Admiral and his Committee to all their guests, who have received most pleasant impressions of 
the good taste and good feeling of Italian naval officers. • There are present here both English officers 
and English ladies, and all will return home equally pleased with their reception. Sir William Arm 
strong's two partners, Mr. K.endel and Captain Noble, are representing the firm. Colonel Younghus- 
band, E. A., Superintendent of the Royal Gun Factories at Woolwich, a highly scientific and expe 
rienced officer, watches the trials for the War Office; Captain Howard, Naval Attache, for the English 
Navy, and Lieutenant Colonel C. B. Brackenbury, R. A., who happens to be here on leave, is, by the 
kindly courtesy of the Committee, permitted to witness all the experiments.

The members of the Committee are all Naval officers. Rear Admiral Martin Franklin is Presi 
dent. The members are Post Captain Bandini, Post Captain Caimi, Chief Engineers Borghi and Big- 
liati, Lieutenants Guerara, Bettolo, Crespi, and Sorrentino. There are, besides, attached to the Com 
mittee, Lieutenants Isola and Di Oreste, Sub-lieutenants Cadini and Di Phillipis, and Dockyard Assist 
ant Albertini

To-morrow the Minister of Marine will be here, and it is hoped that a series of very interesting ex 
periments will be carried out with Armstrong 10" and II" guns against various iron targets which 
chiefly represent different parts of the Duilio's armor. They are also designed to test different methods 
of fastening on plates and different backings. It is hoped that the 100-ton gun will be fired against 
the 22" solid iron armor which guards the water-line of the new Italian turret ship.

[ From " The London Times" of November 1, 1876.]

SPEZZIA, October 25.
This morning there was a great stir in Spezzia. The Admiral's steam launch was ordered to be 

ready at half-past 8 o'clock, and many strangers were to be seen gathering on the wharf among the 
stalls of the fruit sellers. Officers in plain clothes and uniform, anxious representatives of the great 
firms of Schneider, Cammell, and Marrell assembled to see two of the greatest novelties in the art of 
war. Solid plates of iron, 22" thick, were ready to take their chance on the side of defence, and the 
best gun yet produced was to vindicate the power of the attack. The day has passed without seeing 
the struggle between the two giants, but to-morrow's sun will not set before we know whether any 
armor yet devised can withstand the shock of the Armstrong 100-ton gun. The weather was kinder 
than it has been of late, the waters of the Gulf were unmoved by the wind, and if they yet lacked the 
blue characteristic of the Mediterranean, they at least flashed back rays of such vivid green light as we 
do not see around our English shores. Since the day before yesterday much had been done to prepare 
the practice-ground. Then, all was confusion. Three heavy Armstrong guns were being moved with 
much labor from the shore to their places in the battery. The targets were incomplete, and the ground 
was all strewn with the paraphernalia of the artilleryman's craft. Huge skids, planks, iron rollers, 
handspikes, ropes and pulleys, lay about or were in use. Gangs of men were laboring in every direc 
tion with spade, pickaxe, or well trained strong arms, and an inexperienced eye would hardly have 
detected the regularity of organized labor amid the turmoil. This morning all was neat and clear, and 
the scene presented by the practice-ground was one for which any other nation might sigh in vain- 
The bare and craggy peaks of the Carrara mountains formed the background; their rocky sides were 
softened by a blue veil of Italian air, through which gleamed, almost snow white the marble debris 
that lay in the gullies brought down by streams. From the foot of the main range, spurs of limestone 
are pushed forward till they hang over the bright waters. The spurs or buttresses are richly clad with
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soft gray olive trees, vineyards where the vines grow as they will, climbing high and hanging from 
poles or branches of trees, ilex, chestnut, and arbutus in all the glory of ito rosy berries. Here and 
there are scarped rocks, red as blood among the foliage, for the fortunate natives of Spezzia have but 
to take from their hills, whence they will, building stone and marbles of all colors. Between two of 
these spurs, in a natural ravine, there has been built against the rising hill, a great butt of sandbags and 
gabions filled with rich red earth. On either side of the butt, and stretching out towards the bay, are 
two enormous mounds of earth with sloping red sides. Thus the butt and the mounds form three sides 
of a parallelogram. The fourth, towards the bay, is occupied by three Armstrong guns, an 11" flanked 
by two 10". Such a battery would have seemed grand even a few days ago, for the 10" guns weigh 18 
tons each and the 11" 23 tons, but to-day they were dwarfed in appearance by the monster 100-ton 
gun, which rested tranquilly on its pontoon only a few yards behind them with its muzzle still calmly 
gazing at the Mediterranean. In front of the guns and some 100 or so yards from them stand four 
separate targets, each one faced with heavy iron plates held fast to a wooden and iron backing by bolts 
of different kinds, and fixed to an iron skin with vertical frames, representing exactly the side of the 
Duilio and her future consort, the Dandolo—ships which contain the results of so many novel ideas 
that they may be usefully described hereafter.

Let us call the right-hand target, as looked at from the guns, No. 1 target, and ao on to the left, 
Nos. 2, 3, and 4.

No. 1 target has two plates of very soft hammered steel, made by M. Schneider, of Crcusot, who was 
present in person to see the trial. They are rather less than 12' long and 4' 8" wide. Perfectly solid, 
they are each 22" thick, so that they form a target nearly 12' long by 9' 4" high, with a front of 
22" of steel, behind which come two layers of wood backing, one vertical, the other horizontal, and 
together 28.8" thick. Behind the wood is a double iron skm of about 1.5" behind this again the ver 
tical frames of the ship, supported by the proper deck beams, those above being iron, and bent down 
to meet the ground at an acute angle, thus gaining the supporting force which would be given by the 
other side of the ship.

The bolts which pass through the backing to hold on the armor do not perforate the plates entirely. 
They are only screwed in about as far as the centre of the thickness of the iron; and the screw is cut 
out of the bolt, not raised upon it. The first or horizontal layer of wood backing is further strength 
ened by angle iron.

No. 2 target is exactly similar to No. 1 as to the backing and framework, &c.; and the plates are 
of similar dimensions to those of M. Schneider, but they are made of wrought iron, and are each held 
on to the backing by seven strong bolts, which pass through the whole structure, having countersunk 
heads in front and nuts screwed on behind. Each set of bolts is arranged in two rows—three bolts 
near the top of the plate and four near the bottom. The upper plate is CarnineH'e, the lower, Marrell's,

No. 3 target has two separate constructions very different in character. The front dimensions are 
nearly the same as those previously described ; the vertical wood backing, the frames, and deck beams 
are exactly alike, and the bolts are like those in No. 2 target. But the upper half of the structure has 
two (Cammell's) iron plates, instead of one solid plate, and the vertical backing with its iron angles 
conies between the two plates. The front plate is 12", the rear plate, 10" thick. The lower half of 
the target has an 8" plate in front, then 14" of chilled cast iron, then the same backing, &c., as in tar 
gets Nos. 1 and 2.

No. 4 target has an upper half exactly similar to the upper half of No. 3, except that the plates 
are Marrell's. The lower half has similar plates to those of the lower half of No. 3, but the first part 
of the backing is vertical, instead of horizontal, and is interposed between the front wrought-iron plate 
and the chilled cast-iron behind. The screws are similar in all the targets except No. 1.

There is, therefore, in all the targets a thickness of 22" iron, nearly 29" wood, with angle irons, 
a double skin of 1.5," besides the regular framework of the ship, which is very strong. A total thick 
ness of about 4' 4" of wood and iron.

The party from Rome were, not to arrive till about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, so the experiments 
began, without them after a considerable delay. The guns were on their ship carriages and slides, 
which were fixed and bolted down to heavy wooden platforms. Behind the platforms were wooden 
struts so placed as to prevent any recoil. Before firing each round a large white mark was painted on 
the target at the spot where the shot was intended to strike. The folding cards of admission given to 
each visitor bore on their faces drawings of the targets in elevation and section, with marks upon the 
drawings showing the point to be struck by each shot. A section of the 100-ton gun with its charge and 
projectile within it appeared also on the folding card and the intended programme, though that, like all 
programmes of artillery experiments, is liable to be deranged by circumstances. Shortly, it is this. 
The lower half of No. 1 target is to be reserved exclusively for the 100-ton gun. Each of the other 
systems represented is to receive one round from a 10" gun, to show penetration, &c., then a salvo 
from all three guns to test penetration and the effects of concussion together ; then, if the target still 
defies the guns, one round from the new monster. Your readers interested in the struggle between 
guns and plates will do well to cut out and retain the above description, as it cannot be repeated. I 
have endeavored to make it so plain that any one can draw the targets for himself.

It was a quarter to 12 o'clock before the first rouni was fired from a 10" gun against the upper 
half of No. 1 target. The chilled projectile had a striking velocity of about 1,484'—rather less than 
it should have with its charge of about 77H>, because the gun is old, and its bore, roughened by much 
firing, brings much friction to bear on the gas-check behind the projectile. The accuracy was excellent 
and the blow a fair one. The visitors had been brought to a place of safety, where they could place
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themselves under bomb-proof cover out of the way of flying fragments of abot or target. But they 
ware, for the most part, unaccustomed to the dangers of such experiments, and preferred to stay out 
side, about 150 to 200 yards to the left of the targets. And, indeed, the clear Italian air is too delight 
ful to be willingly sacrificed for the safety of a close bomb-proof place of concealment. The moment 
the report rang out, and long before any pieces that might be flying through the air would have fallen, 
there was a rush to the target impossible to be checked. At first sight, little appeared to have been 
done. There was a hole in the steel plate about ten inches deep from the level surface of the plate, or 
14".4 from the crest of the bulged and curled edges; but the shot had broken up into fragments, and 
the plate seemed little damaged. But those who knew the curious properties of steel, proved long ago 
by experiment in England, were content to wait. By and by a faint crack, hardly perceptible at first, 
began to open straight down from the shot-hole to the bottom of the plate, which had been struck 
about 2' 6" from the left and nearly half way down the plate. As the moments passed on, and while 
the Committee were taking the measurements, the plate began to sing in tinkling, tremulous tones. 
Another crack gradually appeared, leading diagonally downwards and to the right from the shot-hole. 
Readers of The. Times have been told several years ago of an experiment tried by Sir William Arm 
strong's firm when they were striving to do their best with steel. A steel plate was produced so per 
fect in its softness and tenacity that pieces cut from it could be bent and hammered at will without 
breaking. It seemed to have all the qualities of the best wrought iron. But when it came to be tried 
agajnst guns, the first round cracked it slightly and set it singing; the second developed numerous 
cracks which had not been seen at first, and caused new ones, so that the expensive structure was of 
no further value to keep out shells. Since then all the attention given to steel has failed to alter its 
nature, and it was evident to-day that the massive 22" plate turned out from the forges of Creusot 
would succumb to a few rounds from a 10" gun.

The nest round was fired from the other 10" gun at the solid plate of Cammell, forming the upper 
half of target No. 2. This time the velocity had been somewhat greater, about 1,433'; the place struck 
corresponded with that on the Schneider plate, and its separating force caused two cracks to run from 
each left-hand bolt-hole. But there the damage ceased. The plate did not ring, and tthe cracks, such 
as they were, did not increase.. The penetration had been about 10".8. The curiosity that led some 
of the party to compare the effect with that on the Schneider plate brought about the discovery that 
the second crack on the steel plate had extended and now reached the bottom of the plate. The inter 
est excited by this re-affirmation of an old truth was greater than can easily be believed, and nothing 
but the cheery voice of our kindest of hosts, Admiral Martin Franklin, calling the party to luncheon, 
could have dragged away the gazers from the plate.

Luncheon was spread in one of the buildings of the old dockyard close at hand; and the English 
guests had their hearts warmed by seeing on a flag hung on the end of the room near the head of the 
table the white cross of Savoy and the arms of the British crown side by side, supported by a lion and 
unicorn. My business is not with politics, but I may be permitted to remark that no opportunity is 
lost of showing hearty cordiality towards Englishmen, and to a military eye there are a thousand 
indications that Italy has no intention of breaking the peace. Least of all would she do so with her 
hearty sympathizer and friend—maritime England. On issuing from the banquet we found ourselves 
in the midst of a/esfa. The delightful fruit stalls, so lovely and refreshing to the eye, were abundant, 
almost under the shadow of the three guns. Men in uniform and out ot it were talking with the 
genial smile almost peculiar to Italy, or taking their siesta on warm banks or in sunny corners. The 
deck of the pontoon was covered with curious contadini, and the pump to supply Hutchinson with the 
air in his cave—the bore of the big gun—was going merrily, though he himself was walking about and 
enjoying the gentle breeze that prevailed through the day.

All was ready for a round at the Marrcll plate, when the Ministers of War and Marine appeared 
in carriages with a numerous retinue, examined the targets, and permitted the artillerists to continue 
the firing.

The third round was again from the 10" gun at the Marrell plats on No. 2 target. The point ot 
the projectile remained in the hole ; but the effect was as nearly as possible equal to that on the Cam 
mell plate. Striking lower down, it opened a larger crack from the lower left bolt-hole, but showed no 
other damage to the plate. The usual sturdy resistance of wrought iron was shown, the same toughness 
and disinclination to fly which causes English artillerists to prefer wrought iron to steel for the exterior 
of their guns, Again, the visitors were rash, and were within a little of paying dearly for their love of 
fresh air. At this moment there are but few who know that a piece of the target bulged out of the 
hole made by the shot, flew close to their heads, and fell, burning hot, at the feet of an Italian sailor, 
who picked it up and gave it instantly to myself. It was a ragged mass of iron, such as would have 
torn flesh from the bones, and was so hot that it could not be held in the hand more than a moment. 

The fourth round was to be a salvo from the three guns at the Schneider plate, but only two 
obeyed the command of the electric current. One was a 10", the other the 11", which strikes with a 
little more penetrative power. The effect appeared to be conclusive against the solid steel plate, unless 
in to-morrow's firing some equal or greater effect is produced on the wrought iron plates. The two 
shots struck within from two to three feet from the right end of the plate, dashed off and to pieces a 
large mass from the right top corner, opened the old cracks, and showed that the metal within the old 
shot-hole was also largely cracked. Small fissures appeared in other places, and such was the singing 
and tinkling of the plate, that its close examination really appeared to be a service of danger, only to 
be performed at the risk of being struck by falling metal. It was, however, only seeming, for after 
the first broken parts no other pieces of the plate fell.
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It was now the turn of the 100-ton gun to show its powers. During the rest of yesterday the 
whole apparatus had been examined, and some pieces of tow which had been left in the cylinder when 
the carriage was turned out of the workshops were extricated, BO that the gun was in better order than 
ever. Some time was lost in waiting for the cartridge, which has to be made up every round. The 
working of the apparatus gave fresh pleasure to the new comers. The charge was 319R>. Nobody 
feared to stand on the shore 50 j^ards from the gun, and soon a louder explosion than any yet heard 
to-day was followed by a recoil of not quite forty-four inches. The elevation had been 6°.5, and 
nothing conld be more smooth than the action of the great gun.

It was now determined to place in the bore of the gun a still larger charge than it has yet fired, 
and no less than 336ft> of powder were put into a cartridge-bag and tied round with the brilliant rosy 
tapes used by the Italians. While loading, the attention of everybody engaged was attracted to the 
spectacle of fountains of water rising from the sea, enough to break the back of any vessel exposed to 
the torpedoes which had been sunk in the waters of the bay. As there was no vessel near to test their 
power, the experiment was but an exhibition of beautiful waterworks.

The gun was now almost ready. An elevation of about 1°.5 was given to it, and this time Mr. Eendel 
with one or two other people who had a special interest in the experiment, remained on board the pon 
toon. When the sound of the trumpets was heard commanding the gun to he fired, those who stood 
close alongside were fain to clasp their hands upon their ears. The shock was sublime,* and seemed to 
fill one's whole body with a wave of sound and motion. The pontoon appeared to jump away from 
beneath our feet; every inanimate thing on board leapt and shook. A shot had been projected with an 
initial power of about 30,000 foot-tons; yet there was not a trace of anything in gun or carriage to 
show that an unusual event had occurred. The recoil was 46.3", and the mean pressure on the bot 
tom of the bore only 19.4 tons.

Thus was closed in a worthy manner a day of experiments quite unequalled as yet in the history 
of artillery. To-morrow it is hoped that the great gun and the great plates will stand face to face and 
try their respective powers for attack and defence before the Ministers of a country which has had the 
foresight to perceive coming progress, and the courage to make such a step as would leave it in the 
very first rank as to type of ships and guns.

[-From " The London Times" of November 2, 1876.]

SPEZZIA, October 26.
A lovely day. Blue sky flecked with soft clonds. Sea motionless but for a very soft and gentle 

swell. As the steam launch moved away from the jetty about 10 o'clock, the Carrara mountains 
appeared almost etherial, and the lower hills were golden and green and rosy in the lights, with misty 
purple shadows. It was hard to tell where sea and sky, rock and water, met, so calm was the gulf. 
But the repose of nature had not been left unbroken. Shortly after 8 o'clock the sound of gun follow 
ing gun in regular monotony was recognized as a salute from ships. A Russian corvette, the Ascold, 
had entered the bay, and the usual compliments were being exchanged. So when the steam launch 
reached the side of the pontoon nobody was surprised to see the deck occupied by officers in flat white 
caps examining with care the great piece of ordnance, the work of English hands. Admiral Schesta- 
kofl, who was here yesterday to watch the experiments, spoke slightingly of the valne of artillery on 
board ship; but as no nation has made greater efforts to produce heavy guns than Russia, his opinion 
must be taken as only that of an individual stimulated, no doubt unconsciously, by the sight of a mon 
ster cannon at least twice as large as anything yet produced in Russia, and perfectly successful in all 
its details. The chief members of the party from Rome are the Ministers of Marine and of War, Gene 
ral Cadorna, General Cosenz, General Rousset, General Bonelli, Vice Admiral Brochetti, and with them 
the clever and kindly Rear Admiral Martin Franklin, who is in charge of the dockyard here. In 
addition to the representatives of firms mentioned in my letter of yesterday, there is one from the firm 
of Petingaudet. The English officers are, of course, regular in their attendance. Puring the morn 
ing the Ministerial party visited the dockyard and arseual, and saw a boiler weighing about forty tons 
lifted and swung easily by the great hydraulic crane, of which I propose to say more hereafter, confin 
ing myself at present to the artillery experiments. The Ministers also went on board the gunnery 
ship, commanded by Captain Bandini, and saw some drill with heavy guns under the superintendence 
of that indefatigable officer, whose capacity for work is always before the eyes of those who attend tho 
experiments.

The first round of the day was to be firedfromone 10'' and one II" gun against the Cammell plate 
in the upper part of target No. 2, so that it might be fairly compared with the Schneider. Better cover 
was sought by the visitors, for it had been noised abroad that huge pieces of the Schneider plate had been 
thrown nearly to the top of a high hill close to the butt, while another had flown some 200 or 300 yards 
over the heads of the unwary party. The guns were not fired till nearly a quarter to 12 o'clock, and 
then was shown how much can be done even by a 10" gun under favorable conditions. The 10" and 
11" projectiles struck near each other and rather too near the edge of the plate to give an accurate 
comparison with the effect on the Schneider plate. The 11" had lodged and broken up, leaving its 
point in the hole. But the 10" 'projectile had struck on a bolt and driven it fairly in, though not caus 
ing it to fall inside the ship. There would, however, have been a dangerous shower of rivet heads.
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The horizontal stringer plate at the top was lifted, carrying away its rivets. A small portion of angle 
iron from inside the ship was carried away by the head of the bolt'driving it in. The shot had struck 
near the edge, and broken out a triangular piece from the end of the plate, the apex of the triangle 
being the shot and bolt hole. The whole plate was driven back and thrust right into the backing, 
where it imbedded itself about an inch. The II" had cracked the plate from a bolt hole quite clear 
of it to the edge of the plate. Penetration of the 11" was rather more than thirteen inches ; that of 
the 10" eighteen inches. The plate showed no signs of cracking in other parts.

Lunch intervened between the first and second rounds; but, meanwhile, the two gu'ns, 10" and 
11", were laid upon the Marrell plate, target No. 2, just below the Cammell plate. The effect was lit 
tle less than that on the Schneider. A huge mass was torn from the end of the plate extending from 
top to bottom, and a severe crack extended from the upper bolt hole leftwards to the top of the plate. 
The fracture was crystalline, and the general appearance led to the belief that the plate is hard and 
brittle. A bolt was driven in exactly as before in the case of the Cammell plate, and listening as 
attentively as was possible amid the buzz of conversation I distinctly heard the plate sing with the 
same tinkling sound as the steel plate, though not to so high a degree. Up to this point the opinion is 
universal that the Cammell plate has the best of the trial, and, always supposing that protection has 
been afforded to the men against rivet heads, &c., the Duilio had so far resisted the blows of the 
ordnance aimed against its life. In a rough sea there would have been some slight leakage through 
the bolt holes, which were now not fully closed by the bolts. During the last round a large piece of 
the plate went hurtling through the air and fell some 500 or 600 yards from the target.

It was now the turn of the 100-ton gun, which was first to be fired into the earth of the butt. 
The 10" and 11" guns were dragged away along a line of rails which supported the whole battery, 
and the 100-ton gun was ready to be loaded. Then came one of these inconveniences which must occur 
in improvised means when such enormous forces are dealt with. The temporary wooden truck for carry 
ing the shot and shell had bfien left too near the gun when it was last fired, and was found to be too 
much broken to carry the cartridges comfortably. Our readers will remember that the permanent arrange - 
ment will rise and fall through the deck, so that no accident can possibly happen in actual use. The 
truck was soon mended and the gun loaded, and worked with the same smoothness and facility as 
before. It was aimed at the sand between the targets, so that the shot would strike the butt at a place 
where it was faced with sand bags. When it is considered that the gun is fixed to a sort of raft instead 
of being in a moveable turret it will be evident that the aiming of the piece was no easy matter, 
because the pontoon itsalf had to be moved, and that slowly, by hauling on the ropes by which it is 
anchored. The Russian officers will have a curious impression of the difficulty of working the gun if 
they do not take note of the fact that all the arrangements are provisional. Not a gun had to be 
laid, but a raft about 80' long by 50' broad. When all the cries of command had ceased and the gun 
was pointed with sufficient correctness the electric wires were led to the breech and the tube inserted 
in the vent. Again some annoying delay occurred—somebody was in the way I believe—but at last 
the gun roared and the projectile rushed forth on its errand. It struck exactly the point aimed at, but 
as the butt was about 52' thick, and everybody knows that pointed rifled shot almost always turn to 
the right in earth, there was no surprise at finding that the projectile had not made its appearance in 
rear. The butt—a mass of sand, revetted in front and rear with several rows of gabions—was about 
27' high by 52' thick. At the place whore the shot struck, low down, there was a fall of many tons 
of earth, the gabions at the top for some distance in were emptied of their contents, and a depression 
appeared in the top of the butt, but the trace of the projectile has yet to be found. The charge this 
time was 320 pounds.

The next round, the second to-day, with the 100-ton gun, was fired with 340fl>. charge, the 
largest yet used. The gun was laid on the untouched Schneider plate. Again occurred some unlucky 
delays, due to the provisional arrangements and to the desire to fire no shot without gaining scientific 
information by it. First, the gin which is employed to lift the shot on the truck fell and hurt one of 
the men ; nor could it be used again for some time. Then a very long time was taken in adjusting the 
position of the pontoon so that the muzzle of the gun should bear on the spot required. When all was 
in order as to the gun and the pontoon was cleared there was something the matter with the Boulenge' 
apparatus ; and, lastly, one of the wires for firing the charge was found to be out of place. So the last 
rose tints of the setting sun had faded from the Carrara Mountains and darkness was closing in before 
at last the gun was fired. All who had the right ran to the target at once, and were astonished at the 
sight which presented itself in the dim gloaming. The great plate, nearly 12' long by 22" thick, was 
literally dashed to pieces; much of it had fallen as a heap of debris or been hurled through the air 
seawards and landwards. Near the place where some of the party stood at the foot of a cliff a shower 
of small pieces of iron fell into the sea. There was little time for critical examination, hut we could 
just detect in the dusk that the whole target, with deck beams and solid masses of wood against which 
the beams abutted, was driven bodily backwards. The skin of the ship was bruised and bulged. 
Angle irons were torn away, bolts started and sheered or driven inwards, and what remained of the plate 
hung in large masses only held up by a bolt left here and there, and continued to crack dangerously. 
The shot had broken up before it had done all the work of which it was eapable, so that it did not 
perforate the backing. Indeed, there were indications which led to the supposition that the shot was 
not hard enough to pass through so heavy a steel plate and retain its form long enough to be favorable 
for cleaving its way through the backing. According to calculation it should have gone through. The 
answer is, Yes; but calculations must be based on known facts, and one of the facts required—namely, 
the hardness and goodness of the shot—seemed to be absent. Be this as it may, an enormous effect was 
produced, one side of the ship would have been damaged and a large space left exposed, while the shock
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upon the deck beams and other side would have been dangerous to the stability of the structure. 
However, if the gun did not pierce the Duilio so much the better for the Duilio; for it is certain that if 
the 100-ton did not pierce it no other gun in the world could. The Ministers were more'than satisfied, 
for such an effect had never before been produced by one projectile. And no wonder, for the 2,000- 
pound projectile had been thrown with a velocity of 1,475 metres, and had a striking energy of about 
30,150 foot-tons.

This closed the day's proceedings, for darkness had come on. To-morrow is to be an off day to 
give leisure for measuring the targets, &c. On Saturday Prince Humbert is to be here, and on Sunday 
the Prime Minister.

[From " The London Times" of November 3, 1876,]

SPEZZIA, October 27.
The experiments to-day have been of extraordinary interest and importance. No scientific man 

will be in a hurry to rush to conclusions, but there can be no doubt that what has happened in the bay 
of Spezzia points to the possibility of a reversal of accepted ideas concerning plates for ships. In a 
former letter I mentioned the peculiarity of steel when subjected to a heavy blow. It cracks and stars 
over its surface and throughout its depth, and the cracks so made grow with each succeeding blow till 
the plate falls to pieces. But there is another light in which it may be regarded. We have now arrived 
at a point in shipbuilding when the gnns must be few, because of their enormous size, and everything 
may depend upon one blow. How will the case stand if it be found that the one or two blows from 
monstrous pieces of ordnance can be kept from taking the life of a ship if it be armored with steel 
plates, while the vessel will be sunk if furnished with English wrought-iron plates of the same thick 
ness? The question is one of weight, and if steel plates of a certain weight can resist the shock of pro 
jectiles which pierce iron of the same weight, may we not be on the eve of another revolution?

The last round fired yesterday was delayed for a long time because of various circumstances, and 
a short examination of the target was conducted almost in the dark. The members of the Elswick 
firm who are here to guide the performance of the big gun looked almost crestfallen. They had felt 
sure of piercing the target since they knew that, calculating from previous experience, power enough 
and to spare for the purpose had been exerted. Was it the fault of the gun, or had the shell broken 
up too easily, spending on self destruction the force that ought to have been exerted on its enemy, the 
target? Or had some novelty declared itself sufficiently powerful to vitiate all previous conclusions, 
turn facts upside down, ami render present formulas obsolete? At this moment it is impossible to give 
a decided answer to these questions. Suffice it to say that they are too important to be left undecided, 
and if any country can find a reply to them it is England. When we arrived at the practice ground of 
St. Bartolmeo this morning the first thought of everybody was to examine the target. The Minis 
ter of Marine, who is not only a good man of business, but a scientific ship designer also, had been sur 
prised and somewhat disappointed. He remained till to-day, and remains to-morrow to see the end of 
the business. To clear away extraneous matter, let me mention at once that neither Prince Humbert 
nor the Prime Minister is coming just yet, so we may possibly have a day of rest on Sunday.

On examining this morning the effect of last night's blow on the target it was found that, though 
complete penetration had not been achieved, an enormous force had been exerted. We have previously 
seen how the structure represents accurately the side of an exceptionally strong ship, except that the 
iron beams supporting the deck are bent down to the ground. Where they touch the earth, they rest 
against vast masses of oak about seventeen or eighteen inches across, arranged first vertically, then hori 
zontally, then vertically again, the vertical beams being driven deeply into the earth, and the last of 
them supported by massive struts, the other ends of which are buried in the soil. Above and below are 
iron stringers to represent the decks. The whole forms a structure of great weight and rigidity. Now, 
the shot which had failed to pierce the target had driven the whole of this eight inches backward. It 
was full of cracks, wrenched and torn wood, and bent iron. Evidently the blow had been severe 
enough. Had, then, the point of the shot broken so as no longer to form a wedge? No; there it was 
in perfect shape and sharpness. The only explanation appeared to be that the projectile had been 
turned downwards a little in throwing off masses of plate, and had then failed to move in the right 
direction. The plate itself was shattered into many pieces, come of which still hung by bolts screwed 
into them. The skin, too, was torn somewhat, and, unquestionably, a leak of more or less danger had 
been established. In spite of all explanations, however, there was an uneasy sense of something 
wrong. According to accepted calculations, first wrought to the condition of a science by Captain 
Andrew Noble, the target should have been pierced. It was not pierced, and no one could »ay why. 
The shot had gone point foremost through the plate and 22" into'the backing. But it had then and 
there broken up. It was as if the armorof a knight had been broken in fight,and aslight flesh wound 
made. He might become weak in time, but enough power was left for the present to slay his enemy.

The first round to-day was devoted to giving the Cammell wrought iron plate the same trial as 
that jnst experienced by Schneider's steel plate. The same charge of Slllb. was put in the gun, and 
it was laid at a point, the centre of the plate, away from the marks made by other projectiles. The 
Italian officers are eminently scientific. Indeed, there is little idea in England how far they are push 
ing the science which they first taught Europe—that of artillery. In pursuance of their habits of 
observation, they had arranged wire screens behind the target so as to take the velocity of the shot or
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the part of the shot which might succeed in getting through the target. The same arrangement had 
been made last night, but in vain, because of the obstinacy of the target. This time, when the elec 
tric tube was fired, the.instruments for finding velocities answered to the sound of the trumpet even 
before the sound of the gun reached the little bomb-proof room where so much knowledge is gained, 
telling that something, at least, had passed from the target proper to the rear. Something had, in 
good truth. The first sight on reaching the front of the target was a space of bare wood where half 
of the plate had been, a heap of broken iron at the foot of it. and daylight shining through the struc 
ture. Without doubt, the shot had passed through. The next thought was to run round to the back 
of the target and see what more had been done. The effect had been terrible. A piece of the backing 
almost circular and about four feet in diameter, had been driven bodily in and hurled several feet to the rear, 
showing a yawning fissure in the wood. The shot or its broken pieces had pursued its way to the back, 
torn away everything it touched, massive beams, iron stringers, &c,, torn up the deck, broken the nearest 
knees of the ship, and, passing on, had hurtled through back supports of wood into the butt. The 
philosophical gentlemen in the bomb-proof room were soon able to tell us that the velocity before strik 
ing the target had buen 1,478', imparting to the shot an energy of 30,250 foot-tona, and that the 
velocity remaing after passing through the target had been about 650'. This time the shot had acted 
according to law. Why not yesterday? Again the officers of the Committee looked at the part of the 
target armored with steel, and asked themselves the old questions. Again there was no reply from 
them. Perhaps another round will clear up the point. Let us have it at once. So the gun is loaded 
again with 341tb.—although SOOtb. meets the guarantee—and laid at the steel plate, damaged indeed 
by-the striking of inferior projectiles, yet leaving enough untouched to give a moderately fair experi 
ment. The piece is fired, and unusual clouds of dust arise from the direction of the target. Alas! the 
plate is untouched; the shot has broken up either inside the gun or between it and the target, and a 
tedious examination must be made. For the breaking up of a projectile in the ,bore of a gun is one of 
the common dangers to which it is exposed—a sort of accident which is only too common, and has come 
to be regarded as almost unavoidable. There ought to be no unavoidable accidents, and the truth is 
that this is one of the subjects on which further knowledge is much required. According to present 
methods of manufacture, it is extremely difficult to make shot which hit the happy mean between the 
softness which will fail to penetrate iron plates and the hardness which "will render the shot so brittle 
that it may probably break up, with a certainty of waste and a probability of destruction to the gun. 
The Italian Navy are fast answering questions which we have only asked, not because our artillery 
officers are slothful—far from it—but because an idea has been prevalent that war would not come in 
our time unless against savages. We had better wake up and be careful. A naval action may be set 
tled in these days by a very few rounds, and we ought to have the best of everything. The fact that 
the expenditure of projectiles is not likely to be great is practically acknowledged ; our guns in turret 
ships are only to be supplied at the utmost in war time with 170 rounds. It would be but poor economy 
to supply them with cheap shells if the one shot on which all may depend is liable to break up in the 
gun. At least let us have the best possible ammunition for the guns of these monstrous ships, which 
cost now-a-days not far short of £100,000 per gun, reckoning only the ordnance, destined for the strug 
gle with their equals. To ascertain if the 100-ton gun is damaged, Hutchinson lies down on his gigantic 
narrow spoon, with a candle in his hand, and is pushed slowly down the bore, examining it as he goes 
along. All is right, and the piece may be loaded again.

But this time, why, I know not, it is laid on the Marrell plate of No. 2 target, below that of Cam- 
mell lately pierced. Again everybody withdraws, nominally to shelter, though the Ministers of Marine 
and War themselves set the example of standing on the open shore, certainly sheltered by a cliff, yet 
not out of all danger, seeing that again and again pieces of broken plate are hurled into the air and 
fall splashing into the sea quite close to the members of the Cabinet. The gun misses fire, something 
being wrong with the electric wires. They are adjusted, and again the dull roar is heard, the ground 
shakes, and the echoes roll round the Gulf. We rush to the target, and what a sight presents itself. 
Only one word can express the appearance of the ship's side—ruin. Ruin of the plate, ruin of the 
backing, ruin of the skin all the way between the two decks, ruin of every wooden strut or iron 
stringer .behind, rum of the butt, and ruin of the lives of any men near the spot. The whole deck is 
strewn with ragged fragments of wood and iron from 200R>. weight to a couple of ounces. A very 
cave'S'inouth yawns in the ship's side of such dimensions that the ram of an iron-clad could hardly 
have caused it. From the butt are falling masses of earth, sand bags, and gabions, which form a breach 
big enough to storm a town through. Undoubtedly it has been struck with force sufficient to drive 
whole plates out if the target had been in truth a ship. Englishmen, Italians, Prussians, Russians, 
French, Spaniards, stand positively aghast at the awful chaos; and, besides, the whole structure of the 
target had been wrenched and shaken. No hope for a ship so stricken. No ram or torpedo could do 
more. The doomed vessel has nothing left her but to sink in a few minutes. What effect would be pro 
duced on the nerves of those of the crew who are untouched by the masses and splinters of wood and 
iron cannot be told. There is no difference of opinion. One such blow would be death to any ship 
afloat or designed. Death even to the Inflexible. The velocity of this shot was no less than 1,500', 
and its striking energy 31,250 foot-tons.

And now we all think there can be little question what will happen to the upper steel plate or tar 
get No. 1. It has already been struck three times and cracked in many places by the 10" and 11" pro 
jectiles. It will surely fall to pieces, and there will be a repetition of the scene of ruin. But nothing 
is eo dangerous as to prophesy in artillery experiments where any new conditions are introduced. A 
good rule, and well borne out by this round. The gun is again loaded with 341ft. of powder, the same"
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charge as was used all to-day, and once more we retire under the shelter of the cliffs, calmed in onr 
excitement by watching the mountains on the other side of the bay as they grow into a richer and 
softer purple every moment against an amber sky decked with rosy clouds. Boats are lazily floating 
home full of the spoils taken from the blue Mediterranean sea. The air is calm and warm, long reflec 
tions of 'boats and church towers steal towards our feet from the villages across the quiet bay. Sud 
denly the monster roars again and belches forth a sheet of flame, wrapped in which is the 2,000ft). of 
chilled iron intended to destroy the steel plate. And it does destroy the plate. Everything is shaken, 
the skin is bulged and fissured, huge bolts are driven in and twisted like wires, masses of steel are 
hurled to the ground, right, left, and in front. The shot has buried itself deeply in the backing, but 
not an inch of the point has got through. The velocity was 1,490 feet a second, the striking energy 
31,000 foot-tons, but the target, though suffering horribly, has stopped the shot, which, with even less 
velocity, went clean through the Cammell plate with its backing, and had 650' of velocity per second 
afterwards. We have said, erewhile, that there is considerably more power yet to be got out of this 
gun. No doubt it can be made to pierce steel plate and backing too by giving it a higher charge and 
a little more room to recoil. Its recoil to-day was about 46", leaving, therefore, some margin to spare 
before the 4' 3" is reached; but it is the comparative results which are BO novel and important. The 
steel had the usual faults which belong to its nature. It had split in a way that would have broken 
Messrs. Cammell's hearts if their plates had behaved so. This very plate had many fissures in it and a 
piece dashed away from its end. Yet it stopped the 2,0001b. shot. The water would have entered 
slowly, and we should be extremely sorry to be in a ship so defended and struck with such awful force. 
But this is not the point. Compared with the wrought-iron plates of the same thickness produced by 
the most famous makers, the steel plate achieved an undeniable success. Everybody is talking about 
it. It formed the subject of conversation at a dinner given afterwards by the Minister of Marine to 
the foreign officers and the gentlemen here on behalf of the great gun and plate makers. The Minister 
does not know what plates to choose, nor can the Committee yet give him a decided opinion. Steel 
plates are extremely dear, costing, indeed, nearly twice as much as wrought iron. Each of those made 
by Messrs. Schneider and placed on the target cost, I understand, £2,000, and the fact remains that they 
still split with a conchoidal fracture when wrought-iron plates resist under the attack of smaller guns. 
Is a plate to be preferred which has toughness to remain in its place when struck by several minor 
pieces of ordnance, yet is unable to prevent shot of 2,00011). from finding the life of the ship ? Or is 
armor to be chosen which breaks up gradually before the assault of 10" and 11" ordnance, yet to 
the last keeps out the 2,OOOR>. projectile? Have the screw bolts anything to do with it? They showed 
themselves to be marvellously strong and pliable. Certainly the steel is exceptionally good. A piece 
of the plate broken yesterday was taken to the arsenal in the evening and hammered, and drawn, and 
twisted. It behaved like wire. Yet it cracks and breaks under the blows of shot which cannot pre 
tend to pierce it with any charge. Where are we going to in the art of defending ships? He would 
be a bold man who should answer off-hand. All we dare to say is that if any nation can give a 
decided answer to these questions it is England, and the true answer can only be found by a series of 
experiments. Let us begin on a small scale with thin plates and small guns, and see how far we can 
carry the inquiry. But at least let us take up the question if we are to continue the first shipbuilders 
of the world.

[From " The London Times" of November 4, 1876.]

SPEZZIA, October 28.
Before describing the experiments at Spezzia to-day, permit me to correct two errors which have 

crept into previous letters. In describing the gun I see in The Times of the 24th that the twist of the 
rifling is given in feet. It should be in calibers. One turn in 150 to 50 calibers is the increasing twist 
of the 100-ton gun. Artillerists will probably have already understood this. In describing the targets, 
those carrying M. Schneider's plates were said to be fastened with screw bolts as large in the shank as 
the thread of the screw. So it appeared on the drawings, and so I was told ; but on examining the 
broken-up plate, the difficulty of reducing the shank while filling up the hole appears to have been 
ingeniously solved by putting on the bolt an exterior cylinder of the same metal, the outside of which 
is of the same diameter as the exterior circumference of the screw, while the bolt itself is of less diame 
ter than the screw. The bolts are wonderfully good.

It is impossible to exaggerate the importance of yesterday's experiments, or the difficulty of the 
problem placed before artillerists and ship-builders. If the difference between the resistance to pene 
tration of the steel and iron plates bad-been small, the superior toughness of the iron must have car 
ried the day. AS of old, the softer and tougher tb« metal the deeper will a shot go, but the less will 
be the disintegration of the whole structure. But here we have a difference of more than a fourth of 
the whole force, for the shot which passed through the wrougbt-iron plates had still some 650' velocity 
in reserve, while additional velocity would have been required to get as much as the nose of the shot 
through the steel-clad target. The impression left on the minds of the Minister of Marine and hie 
Committee appears to be in favor of adopting the steel plates at all risks and at all expense. But the 
whole question is most serious, and demands investigation by a competent committee. For final decision, 
thick iron and steel plates must be fired at; but, meanwhile, I cannot but believe that valuable data 
may be obtained by a careful and scientific series of experiments with thin plates at a moderate cost,
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and eliminating some of the aberrations of manufacture. These experiments at Spezzia have proved 
that a new point of departure must be taken. Wo must heartily hope that English industry, which 
supplies the wrought-iron plates, will come victorious out of the ordeal, but the truth must be faced 
whatever it is.

In to-day's work nothing unusual occurred so far as the working of the guns was concerned.
The first round was from the 10" gun against the Cammell plated sandwich target. The velocities 

vary so little that they may be taken to be always about the same. The shot struck fair, and broke up 
in the first plate, top of No 3 target, and remained with its point blocking the wound made. Iron of 
shot had been placed where iron of target was before. The penetration was estimated to be about 13". 
One bolt was forced a little out behind, but with this exception no harm was done to the back of the 
target. An iron plate at the top was forced up, but, on the whole, the damage was trifling.

The second round was to compare the Marrell with the Cainrnell plates—No. 4 with No. 3 target. 
The 10" projectile was fired again, always with nearly the same velocity—say about 1,420'. It struck 
on a similar part of the plate to that attacked by the projectile when fired against the Cammell plate. 
The penetration was not great—about 10" ; but the plate was split through the two top bolt-holes, and 
two pieces, broken off, were ready to be shaken down if another shot should strike near the same place. 
There was no appreciable injury to the skin of the ship, and not the slightest danger to its life. Marrell's 
agent protested that the plate was not so well supported by wood at the end as Cammell's; but the 
result does not depend on one round. Looking at the plates, the most superficial observer can see at 
once that those of Marrell do not stand the shock as well as CamnmU's; while, on the other hand, an 
experienced artillerist will say that Marrell's rnetal and work is excellent, only it is a little too hard for 
the plates of an ironclad, And, be it remembered, even this sandwich target has plates in front of it 
not less than 12" thick.

The third round was at the same target as received the second round, but both the 10" and II 7 ' 
guns were fired at it. By the use of electrical apparatus, two or more guns can be fired at the same 
time, and thus a great shock can bo brought to assist by adding vibration to penetration. The diffi 
culty in actual war, is, of course, the laying the guns correctly, for the distance between two ships is 
constantly changing; but even this is supposed to be overcome, and concentrated broadsides can be 
fired by all our new ships. No broadside, however, concentrated or not, from 10" and 11" guns would 
take the life of the Duilio at one discharge. Her plates must first be broken off piecemeal, and then 
shot, striking on the undefended side, will penetrate. Meanwhile the opportunity may be lost hy the 
separation of the combatants, oven putting aside the fact that the Duilio, armed with 100-ton guns, will 
sink any ship yet launched in a few minutes. In this round the two shots struck near the right end of 
the plate and opened wide fissures in it, breaking off five large pieces, besides small ones which fell. 
The large pieces remained attached to the side of the ship. A few rivet heads were broken off the skin 
behind, but the life of the Duilio remained untouched. Everybody has been talking of the singular 
accuracy of the practice. In each case a round mark about the size of the shot's diameter is painted 
on the target. When two shots are to be fired at once, two such marks are painted. On every occa 
sion but one every trace of the white mark has been obliterated by the projectile, and on the one occasion 
nothing was left but a thin crescent. This involves two certainties. First, that the calculations of the 
naval artillerists as to drop of shot, &c,, are perfectly accurate, and next, that the guns themselves are 
absolutely true in their shooting. One of the disadvantages of muzzle-loading guns used to be that the 
necessary windage caused a certain unsteadiness of the projectile at first, sa that the accuracy at short 
ranges was less than that at long ones. This fault has been completely cured by placing a soft metal gas- 
check behind the shot. It fills up the space between the projectile and the side of the bore, as well as 
the grooves of the rifling, and gives perfect steadiness from the first moment.

The fourth round was fired under exactly similar conditions as the preceding one, but at the Cam 
mell sandwich target. Both projectiles pierced the front plate, the first backing, and went about 2.4" 
into the rear plate. The right-hand top corner of the front plate was separated from the rest of it, and 
moved diagonally upwards and to the right. The massive beams of the backing were pushed outwards. 
The bolt in the lower right corner was partly sheered and broken in the smallest part of its shank. A 
greater effect than before was produced on the backing, one of the bolt-heads being moved inwards a 
little, indenting a stanchion. But still the life of the ship was secure. In both the last rounds the 
deck would have been severely shaken.

So far, the sandwich targets had shown a good resistance. They had stopped all the shot from 
causing serious danger^to the ship. The Marrell plates had checked the projectiles rather more than the 
Cammell plates, but at a great sacrifice, for they had broken up more. It remained to be seen whether 
there was any virtue in the sandwich form so as to give it a superiority against the 100-ton gun. So 
once more the great Armstrong piece of ordnance was loaded and fired with its now usual charge of 
34llb. of English powder. Every valve, every spring, remained in as good order as at first—better, 
indeed, for I have before mentioned that there had been some tow in one of the cylinders, which at 
first allowed a trifling escape of water, and now all is absolutely tight. The gun, when laid and ele 
vated, stands exactly as it was pointed for as long as it may be left, and this was proved on one occa 
sion when a series of delays left the piece waiting quite half an hour before it was fired, yet it wiped 
out the round white mark with its usual certainty. But to-day there, was no possibility of ascertain 
ing whether the white mark had been clearly obliterated. Not the bull's-eye painted on the centre, 
where the plate was strongest, but the target itself was abolished. We had no time to take measure 
ments; indeed there were no measurements to take. The side of the ship was dashed, leaving, as in 
the previous rounds against Cammell's and Marrell's 22" plates, a cave where there had been the side
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of the strongest ship afloat. Again, the interior was filled with a mass of debrie, BO that where there 
had been a clean deck, Ministers, the Committee, and their guests had to climb with difficulty over a 
heap of broken iron and horrible ragged splinters of wood. Pieces of the shot were imbedded in the 
butt, which continued to send down showers of sand. The velocity at the muzzle had been 1,493', the 
striking velocity 6' or 7' less, the energy of the blow about 31,000 foot-tons.

Now, it is quite evident that there is yet a reserve of power in this gun. Every increase m the 
powder charge has been responded to by a corresponding increase of velocity. There remain yet some 
five inches of space before the limit of recoil, under present circumstances, IB reached, and by increas 
ing the pressure on the escape valves of the cylinder the recoil of the piece can be further checked. 
The cylinder has been tested up to nearly double the pressure now exerted upon it by the water in its 
interior, although, as it is, the first recoil of the gun is at the rate of 10 miles an hour. We shall be 
justified, therefore, in estimating that, without making any change in tbe apparatus, a power may be 
produced capable of producing the same effect upon the steel-plated target or the side of the Inflexible 
which we have seen produced against the targets faced with solid 22" wrought-iron plates or the sand 
wich targets. Without any alteration, a ship fitted with these guns may challenge any target yet 
devised or constructed and be certain of success. There is, besides, a considerable development still 
possible in the direction of better projectiles. The Italian naval officers, whose experiments in artil 
lery have been hitherto almost ignored, have found a means, long sought in England, of using gun- 
cotton charges with perfect safety in a shell which can be ignited at any part of ite progress through a 
ship's aide. If the shell has only penetrated a short distance, the explosion blows backwards the pieces 
out of the hole. But if the projectile has buried itself its full depth in the target, the result of even a 
small charge of gun-cotton detonated without use of any dangerous detonating powder is stupendous. 
Therefore, in the strife between guns and plates, the guns are already victorious over everything, and 
in a fair way to still higher achievements. Must we go on building bigger and bigger ships to carry 
bigger and bigger guns ? This is a question for the naval architect. Any intelligent person may go so far as 
to say that each single gun of immense size is worth a great many smaller ones, and it would appear unwise 
to put too large a number of these expensive eggs into one basket, supposing that their distribution 
would not involve thin armor or slow speed in the smaller craft, which might be devised to carry one 
well-protected gun only. But the naval architects must decide this technical subject. The English 
artillerists can only point to the experiments at Spezzia and say, "Tell us beforehand what armor you 
mean to clothe your ships withal, and we engage to produce a gun to pierce it."

The Ministers of War and Marine return to Rome early to-morrow morning, and there will be a 
lull in the experiments till next Thursday.

[From " The London Times" of November 15,1876.]

SPEZZIA, November 7.
Though the experiments already made with the 100-ton gun had given results far surpassing those 

which were promised, the Committee found themselves divided on the question whether their powers 
gave them the right to accept it without carrying out the programme laid down by the Government. 
Thirty-two rounds out of 50 had been fired before this morning, some of them with much higher charges 
than were necessary to meet the engagements of the Elswiek firm. To fire the remaining 18 with the 
service charge would teach nothing, yet the Committee had no right to demand anything else from the 
makers of the gun. A proposal was therefore made that two charges heavier than any yet fired should 
be tried, but that if the representatives of Elswiek objected to put the gun to this crucial test, the 
18 service charges might be used.

It will be remembered that SOOlb. of powder gave results which quite fulfilled the guarantee. To 
increase the amount largely would be to fill up the air space, unless some arrangements were made to 
prevent it; yet so great is the confidence of Mr. Eendel and Captain Noble in the gun that they accepted 
the proposal of the Committee, with the sole proviso that the advance should be made by steps of 5 
kilogrammes (lllb.) at a time, in order that the effect of the first might serve as a guide to any changes 
necessary to be made in firing the next one. The Committee asked for an advance of 10 kilogrammes 
(22R>.) The gentlemen from Elswiek agreed, but stipulated that one charge should be used of 11 addi 
tional pounds before going on to an extra 22B). So to-day, instead of the 341ft. which sent the- shot 
through the iron target, 3521b. of English powder was first put in the gun. There was room for it in 
the powder chamber, so the shot was rammed home us usual and fired into the butt. As the charge 
nearly filled the chamber, there was little air space. The round exactly corresponded with what was 
expected of it, according to the principles laid down by Captain Noble and explained in my last letter. 
A higher velocity was obtained—namely, 1,512' per second—but at the expense of greater pressure on 
the bore of the gun. The round stood thus: Charge, 3521b.; shot 2,000ft. ; velocity, 1,512'; recoil, 
42.5"; maximum pressure, 21.4 tons on the square inch. The recoil 42£" left ample space for further 
increase of charge; but it will be seen that the diminution of air space sent up the maximum pressure 
very considerably—exactly a ton and a half on the square inch more than with the charge of 341tt>.— 
and with a gain of only 12' velocity. Only a short time ago artillerists would have stopped here and 
said that the game was not worth the candle. But the new knowledge came to the assistance of the 
gunners to-day. The answer to the difficulty was to increase the charge, but give the powder more room 
to expand its gases when lighted. Now, the proper way to achieve this end would be to increase the
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diameter of the powder chamher; and this will probably be done hereafter. There was no time to-day 
for any each piece of work, so the artillerists had to make shift with a space made by increasing the 
length of the charge. The gun is so made that with a fair charge, the shot, when rammed home, stops 
short of the powder chamber, and can go no further. ,To increase the length of the cartridge is to 
cause it to intrude on the domain of the shot, which cannot be rammed home completely. So when the 
charge, 4" longer than usual, was to be pushed in with the shot, a rammer had to be used so marked 
that it would tell when the shot had gone in 4" less than usual. Cartridge and shot were brought up 
and just introduced into the bore by the hydraulic rammer. A small wedge was jammed in under the 
shot to prevent its sliding out when the hydraulic rammer was removed, the gun was brought to a. 
horizontal position, and a wooden rammer placed in position for forcing home the more than ton weight 
of ammunition. The hydraulic apparatus has worked always so smoothly and easily that the lookers- 
on had almost forgotten what the ramming home a shot of 2,0001b. and a charge of 3601b. means. 
To-day's work opened their eyes again, for it took 30 strong men five minutes to do what the water- 
pressure does in obedience to one man's touch on a handle in a few seconds. Indeed, the task of the 
men was easier than that of the machine, for the hydraulic rammer pushes the shot uphill, while the 
men had only to send it to the bottom of a horizontal bore. However, in process of time, the gun was 
loaded, aimed at the butt, and fired. Somebody always goes to the top of the butt to see what has been 
the effect. Shot after shot has shaken the mass of sand, but never penetrated it. This time, there it 
was just out at the furthest edge of the top, surrounded by sand which was hot from the passage of the 
projectile. Pointed shot fired from a rifled gun are well known to pursue an erratic course when they 
strike a mass of earth. Sometimes they turn to the right, sometimes upwards; sometimes they are 
found with their points turned back in the direction whence they came. This time the projectile had 
turned upwards, and, after, making a curve which increased the distance travelled by it through the 
sand and gabions, had forced its way out of the top of the butt. It is impossible to say what its path 
may have been, but there can be no question that it had penetrated at least between 30' and 40'. As 
a crusher gauge is always put in the bottom of the bore to try what the maximum pressure hag been 
there, so is a similar piece of copper inserted in the base of the shot. When taken out and questioned 
by measurement, it gave for answer that the shot had borne at that particular spot a pressure of 19.8 
tons on the square inch. The air space had saved the bottom of the bore so much that the pressure 
had been actually reduced, though the charge was lllb. higher than before. The details of the round are 
as follows: Second round, charge, 3631b. = 165 kilos.; chamber V longer =• 56"; velocity, 1,514'; 
recoil, 42.8"; pressure on bottom of bore, 20.6 tons on square inch; pressure on base of shot, 19.8 
tons on the square inch. So far as the effect on the gun was concerned, this round was perfectly sat 
isfactory, but, seeing that the Committee had agreed to the progressive firing, and that the velocity 
of the last round was below what might be expected from 3631b. of powder, the members of the 
Elswick firm determined, for the sake of experiment, to try a higher charge made up to the same 
length, thereby decreasing the air space, Another addition of lllb. was made, and the process of 
loading with the hand rammer was repeated by the 30 men. The charge was now 3741b., or 41b. 
more than the highest fired with the 80-ton at Shoeburyness. The powder was the same in both cases 
The SO-ton gun gave the splendid result of a velocity of 1,520' to a shot of l,7001b., with an energy of 
27,200 foot-tons, or 5-10 foot-tons per inch of shot's circumference. The " King Gun," as the Italian 
Armstrong was christened the other day, gave a velocity of 1,543' to a 2,0001b. shot, with an energy 
of 33,000 foot-tons, or 623 foot-tons per inch of circumference. Artillerists will appreciate the value 
of this enormous additional power. If the Italian officials were wise in asking for a gun of extraor 
dinary and unhea.rd-of power, they may be congratulated on having received for their money a piece 
of ordnance which has already exceeded its guaranteed effect by about 33 per cent. If chambered, it 
will probably give even higher results, for, so far, it has answered every call made upon it. This shot 
again came out of the top of the butt. The recoil left 5.5" to spare. The details are: Third round.— 
Charge 3741b.; chamber, 56" long; velocity, 1,513'; recoil, 45.3"; pressure on bottom of bore, 21.4 
tons per square inch; pressure on projectile, 18.1 tons per square inch; energy, 33,000 foot-tons; energy 
per inch of circumference, 023 foot-tons. This gives 3,000 foot tons more energy than sufficed to dash 
easily through armor of 22", convert a strong ship's side into a yawning cave, cover the trim deck of 
a man-of-war with a heap of horrible ragged fragments, and force out whole plates from the opposite 
side. The energy of this round would probably have sent the projectile through the steel Schneider 
armor and backing, and would certainly have made light of the iron forts at Portsmouth and Plymouth. 
Now, I am well aware that the chances are against a shot striking a, ship's armour so fairly as the tar 
gets are struck, or at so short a range ; but, on the'other hand, the larger a projectile is the less velocity 
does it lose during any given range of flight, and moreover, only a small part of an ironclad carries 
the armor which we hear of as being designed to protect it. A narrow belt round the water-line alone 
is protected with the heaviest plates, and that only for the part of a ship's length. If a ship rolls only 
a very few degrees, she exposes her side below the narrow belt of armor, and if she has been struck 
above that belt, each return roll will cause the cave made by the shot to become an inlet for great waves of 
•water. The effect on the crew of such fearful shock, and heaped-up ruin, if the shot does not strike a 
part vital to the ship, can hardly be calculated; nor can we see how it can be ascertained during peace. 

There can be no question that for the time the attack has far outdone the defence, nor can I see 
much prospect of a reversal of the conditions. But, taking matters as they stand, the shipbuilders are 
called on for an answer to the growth of the guns. In this as in other matters the Italian naval 
authorities are at least doing their best. They have already laid down one ship and are about to begin 
another which are designed to meet this as well as other difficulties. At first these ships were intended
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to carry a belt of 32" armor, with well-protected turrets; now the question is whether they are not 
to have iron armor more than a yard thick round the water-line, with almost unprotected turrets, for 
the maxim has become accepted that the. battery comes but third in the list of parts to be protected. 
First comes the water-line, or life of the ship; then the engines, or nervous energy; then the guns, or 
offensive weapons; for, if an iron-clad is broken through at the water-line, she sinks with all her 
engines and guns; if her boilers or machines are destroyed, she is helpless, and can neither fight nor 
fly; whereas if her guns are silenced or dismounted, she has still her ram and her torpedoes.

But the Italia and her sister ship (as yet unnamed) are designed to meet other modern difficulties. 
They are to be very large, 13,000 or 14,000 tons, and their engines are to be novel in character. With 
twenty-eight boilers and great space for coal, they will be able to attain a high speed for fighting; but 
they are to be cruisers also, without sails, and to this end the engines are to be so built that they can 
work very easily at about 700-horse power, consuming little coal, and thus remain under steam at sea 
for months instead of days. Whether the designs of the authorities are equal to their intentions is 
beyond my knowledge to judge. One noticeable feature of their present character is that they are not 
ashamed to learn from others, and give full credit to all those who have either pointed out to them or 
helped them to pursue the path of progress.

NOVEMBER 8.
The gun has been carefully examined to-day, and found to be perfectly sound in every respect. 

The Committee are now firing charges of their own experimental powder, of which much is expected.

[ From. " The London Times' of November 25, 1876.]

SPBZZIA, November 18.
Before closing this series of letters you will, perhaps, permit me to state in compact form the results 

of a very few typical rounds fired from the 100-ton gun, with different charges and on different 
occasions. The powder used in the last two rounds was made in Italy for experimental purposes, and 
the rounds were intended to test the powder, not the gun.

TABLE showing the results obtained with the 100-ton gun; the rounds given beiny selected as typical.

1
1
3 
4 

P 
t<5

WEIOHT OF 
OHARSE.

Lbs. 
300 
.'119 
31!) 
.141.0 
265
.-ion

Length of pen 
Length of bor

WEIGHT OF 
SHOT.

Lbs. 
2,000 
2,0110 
2,000 
2,000 
2,000 
2,000

PRE8SVBE ON 
BOTTOM OF BORE.

Tons Per Square Inch. 
15.9 
18.5 
19.0 
19.9

+

.....?

INITIAL 
VELOCITY.

Feet Per Second. 
1,375 
1,437 
1,296 
1,500 
1,105) 

804 )

EKERGT.

Foot-tons. 
26,219 
28,025 
29,020 
31,200

Fired only to t

ENERGY PER INCH OF 
SHOT'S CIRCUMFERENCE.

Foot- tons.* 
•495 
540 
547 
589

ry the powder.

*Per inch of circumference.
f Rounds 5 and 6 were fired with experimental Italian powder of two kinds—round 5 with powder called 

progressive, round 6 with powder called parallellopede. 
JNot appreciable, but under 13 tons. 
gUnder 10 tons.

I have now told how the Italian projectors and English manufacturers of this gun persevered until 
results were achieved such as would have been counted as wild dreams even ten years ago. But your 
readers may wish to know something of the why and the how of this progress, and I will do my best 
to help them to an understanding.

Suppose that there lie before us two heaps of black shiny material, one gunpowder, the other coal, 
each weighing 1 pound. The first thought is—How powerful is the gunpowder! how tame in comparison 
the coal! Not so. Avoiding technical phrases, we may say that the coal has stored up in it more than 
ten times the capacity for work possessed by the gunpowder. That is to say that coal, when burnt 
can, by heating water to a boiling point so as to produce steam, or by other means, bring about more 
than ten times the effect of which an equal weight of gunpowder is capable. The difference is that 
coal parts with its powers slowly, and gunpowder with great rapidity. Another great difference is 
that coal takes from the air the oxygen it requires to burn—that is, to give back the heat it received 
ages ago from the sun—while gunpowder contains the oxygen in itself. Coal, then, is so manageable 
that its actual capacity for production of work has been measured long ago, and can be expressed in 
the same form as has been chosen to express the power or energy given by gunpowder to a shot— 
namely, in foot-tons. So much coal has in it the capacity of raising so many tons a foot high. But 
how measure the force of powder ? The problem has been faced by one philosopher after another, 
beginning with De la Hire in 1702, who fancied that the force of fired gunpowder was produced by the 
expansion of the air contained in and between the grains, the powder itself being only a heating agent. 
De la Hire's calculations gave a force curiously inadequate to the effects actually produced. Robins
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took up the subject about forty years later, and got so far as to ahow that the force of fired powder 
came from the production of a large quantity of elastic gas heated to a high temperature, and thought 
that the power at the moment of explosion was equal to 1,000 atmospheres—or, in other words, seeing 
that the atmosphere presses with a weight of about 15 pounds on a square inch, fired gunpowder would 
press with a force of 15,000 pounds on the square inch. In 1778, Dr. Huttoti's experiments and calcu 
lations gave results which induced him to double the figures of Robins, and call the pressure of fired 
gunpowder 2,000 atmospheres. In 1797, Count Rumford published his researches into this difficult 
subject, and considered the force of the powder as equal to more than 100,000 atmospheres, or 662 tons 
on the sqare inch. This computation was the highest ever reached, and it is interesting to compare 
Count Kumford's researches with those of Robins. One philosopher's calculations gave more than one 
hundred times the power which the other believed to reside in gunpowder. Clearly both could not be 
right. The fact is that neither of them was. Since Count Rumford's time many chymists and mathe 
maticians have taken up the subject, but not until lately had science advanced far enough to render a 
definite answer to the problem possible. The laws of heat had first to be discovered, and its exact 
connexion with motion ascertained. A new science, called "thermodynamics." has lately come into 
existence, and at last gunpowder has been called upon to give up the secret of its fierce action. In 
1874 the Philosophical Transactions of the Boyal Society contained a paper by Captain Andrew Noble, 
a partner of Sir W. Armstrong, and Mr. Abel, President of the Chymical Society, containing the last 
word on the power of gunpowder. They had measured the amount of gases and solids, or liquids, 
produced by the explosion of given quantities of powder. They had measured the heat produced 
sufficiently to find that it was capable of fusing platinum. They knew exactly what the gases and 
solids are and how they would behave under the influence of heat, for that was what the new science 
told them. From these facts Captain Noble was able to calculate mathematically what the power must 
be, and to estimate the behavior of gunpowder when fired in a gun. The next point was to ascertain 
by experiment whether actual shot in an actual gun would behave as by calculation it ought. For 
this purpose and others of similar nature, especially to try different kinds of powder, a committee called 
the "Committee on Explosives" was appointed by Government, with Colonel Younghusband, who is 
now here, as president. Captain Noble, who was a member, designed, for the measurement of the 
extremely small spaces of time occupied by a shot in passing through different sections of the bore of a 
gun, an instrument which, under the name of the chronoscope, was described at the time in the columns 
of The Times. Discs of metal were made to revolve with immense velocity, and, by means of electric 
currents, a spark was delivered on the edge of the disc at the moment when the shot passed certain 
known points within the bore of the gun. The instrument could measure the time up to the one- 
millionth pan of a second. At the same time the pressure of the gas within the gun at different points 
was measured by its action in crushing pieces of copper so arranged that the result could be accurately 
determined. Day by day, fair weather or foul, the experiments proceeded near the proof butts at 
Woolwich, and many a young subaltern of artillery used to wonder what those philosophers were about 
with their gun full of holes and their spinning machine. They were about to prove the possibility of 
firing the immense charges now used without breaking the gun. They were about to demonstrate that 
we have not yet nearly reached the limits of the power of heavy artillery. They were about to bring 
the scienee of artillery to such a.point that the builders of a gun more than twice as large as any yet 
made could calculate almost exactly what the great piece of ordnance could do under given conditions. 

It was found that a charge of powder ignited at one point runs up its pressure rapidly to a litttle 
below the maximum, then more slowly to the maximum, at which moment the shot has moved so far 
that the pressure of the gas which is still increasing is balanced by the increase of room left for the gas 
to expand in, because the shot has begun to move away from the burning powder. From that moment 
all danger to the life of the gun is over. But if the greatest pressure is relieved by more air space, why 
not have a certain amount of air space at the beginning, so that the maximum pressure will never be 
high, since the shot will move before the space left can be filled with gas at so high a tension ? Another 
help will be that the charge, if relieved of the early high pressure, will not burn so quickly. Acting 
on these ideas, Captain Noble induced the Committee to try leaving an air space above the charge, and 
subsequently arguing from the results attained to increase the intended charge for the 80-ton gun. 
Success attended both measures. The experimental gun was relieved from its highest pressure, and 
the 80-ton gun has fired charges quite uncontemplated at first. Indeed, it may be doubted whether 
the new power is not being somewhat unduly stretched. It is quite true that the 80-ton gun is now 
purely experimental, that it has been bored full of holes and tried in various ways. Still all men are 
not reasonable, and if the gun were to give way under the extreme charges now being fired from it, all 
the crew of croakers would be on their legs in a moment with the cry that the Woolwich gun is a 
failure. It is not a failure, but a great success; only success may be pursued too far. There must be 
a limit to the powers of any gun, and it would be a pity to discredit so magnificent a weapon by a rash 
overtasking of its strength.

The researches of Captain Noble and Mr. Abel resulted in certain definite conclusions which are of 
high interest to artillerists. In the first place, it appeared that the permanent products of fired gun 
powder were only 43 per cent, of gas and 57 per cent, of matter which ultimately assumes a solid form. 
The temperature of the explosion is about 4,000° Fahrenheit, far more than sufficient to melt iron, and 
though much of the heat is spent in performing the work of moving the shot, &c., or conducted away 
by the metal, so that the expanded gases would contract and lose a great deal of their power, the matter 
which will ultimately be solid, but is at the moment of explosion fluid by reason of the great heat, 
gives up much of its heat when coming to the solid form, and thus keeps up the temperature of the
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gases, causing them to retain their high expansion. These gases if allowed to cool down to a freezing 
temperature would occupy about 280 times the bulk of the powder they sprang from. The tension of 
the products of combustion when the powder entirely fills the space in which it is fired is about 6,400 
atmospheres, or about 42 tons per square inch. Therefore, if no air space be left and the shot be delayed 
until the powder is entirely consumed there will be a pressure everywhere within the powder chamber 
of 42 tons on each square inch of the interior. Of course the larger the bore of the gun, the greater 
will be the number of square inches within the chamber, so the whole rending force will be greater; 
and this is exactly what makes the difficulty of increasing the size of guns. No experiments made on 
a small scale can prove that a certain material is fit to make heavy guns withal.

We now come to the point of greatest practical interest. From the results of their experiments 
they formed a table which shows the greatest amount of work, in projecting a shot, that can be obtained 
per pound of powder from a charge in any gun. When the charge is fired it begins to push the shot 
forwards. If the gun be yery short, so that the shot can escape from the pressure at once, the velocity 
given to it will be small, because the gases, &c., have only pushed it for a short time. A weight that 
is hard to start in motion—say, for instance, a large snowball—can be made to go fast enough after 
wards if the pushing force never ceases. Thus, within practical limits, the longer a projectile is kept 
under the influence of the fired charge the greater will be the velocity. Hence the value of si long1 
gun. Now, in the table of which we are speaking this is taken into account, and we have the interior 
of the gun measured by the number of times it would contain a given charge; these multiples of the 
bulk of the charge are called volumes of expansion. Thus, if a charge be one foot long and the whole 
bore of the gun ten feet long, there will be ten volumes of expansion, and, looking at the table, we 
find that each pound of powder will give, if it exerts its whole force, about 107 foot-tons of work which 
is stored up in the shot and ready to be exerted on the target. But part of the force of the powder i» 
lost in different ways, chiefly by its giving away part of its heat to the gun ; therefore, a certain per 
centage, different for each gun, must be deducted. This percentage of loss is lees in large guns than in 
small. It has been ascertained exactly for all the guns in the service up to the 38-ton gun, and was 
estimated at about 10 per cent, for the 100-ton gun. The Italian officers have accepted these conclu 
sions and the table as given, and it is most remarkable that, before the gun had been fired once, calcu 
lations were made in Rome as to the effect which different charges would produce. These calculations 
were handed to some of us on the pontoon, and so great was their accuracy that, for the charge of 155 
kilogrammes, they predicted a velocity for the shot which may be said to have been exactly right. 
Their calculated velocity gave 1,503', the velocity found by Boulenge's apparatus was 1,500'. If your 
readers have taken the trouble to follow so far they will now understand how the Elswick firm were 
able to build a gun and deliver it without trial to the Italian Government, staking their reputation on 
the fact that, without undue strain, it would produce a certain effect. The largest charge fired in any 
gun up to the time when the 100-ton gun was designed amounted to llOfti. The power asked for by 
the Italian Government would need a charge of 300R>., or nearly so, to propel a 2,000tt>. shot with the 
required velocity of 1,350' per second. In order to leave room for further development of power the 
powder chamber was made large enough to take comfortably a charge of 340Hb., and with that charge 
the gun had been fired, giving the results we have already described; and the internal strain has not 
risen above a pressure of 20 tons on the square inch. The effect on the gun itself has been—nothing- 
When an Armstrong gun is first fired during its proof charges, its parts get their final settlement into 
place, and the result with the 100-ton gun has been, as ia generally the case, a rather firmer grip of 
the steel tube by the wrought-iron coils. It has given a very slight contraction of the bore—about 
three-thousandths of an inch. Such has been the answer of the big gun to the forces tending to rend 
it asunder. It has tightened instead of loosing itself.

The same answer has been given by the carriage, with its hydraulic apparatus. Nothing ever 
went wrong with it, but one day it showed a tendency to be a little obstinate in continuing the motion 
imparted to it after the handle had been brought to the point of stoppage. Tha movement was almost 
inappreciable, but it was sufficient to show that there must be a slight leak somewhere. On examination • 
some tow, which had been left by the workmen, was found in the cylinder. It was extracted, and the 
whole apparatus was then, as it is now, in perfect order. The experiment of tightening the springs 
over the escape valves has shown that with an equal charge, the recoil can be checked and brought 
to rest at a shorter distance than at first, without increase to the pressure on the cylinders. So the 
recoil apparatus has also more than fulfilled its promise.

Part of the system, and an important part too, is the compact little engine for forcing the water 
into the various cylinders. Like the other portions of this wonderful apparatus for destroying the life 
of any ship yet designed, the engine seems intended to work as nearly as possible without giving trouble 
to anybody. It has hardly had a fair chance, because the rough old boiler put on board the pontoon 
to drive the engine is out of order and gives much trouble. Yet even with this diffiulty, the engine 
itself has shown its capabilities and been only less interesting than the gun. When the gun is to be 
used on board ship steam will be turned on from the main boilers, and instantly all is in order. The 
engine begins at once to work at pumping the water. But the gun is not required to move nor the 
sponge to enter the bore until the work of war begins. So the engine, using a very small quantity of 
steam—not enough to make any appreciable difference to the great ship's boilers—pumps water against 
the resistance of a valve loaded to'the weight of about 50 atmospheres. All the work of moving the 
gun or the sponge is done at a less pressure; therefore, when the handles are untouched, the valve 
just named only allows water to pass slowly back into the tank from which it haa just come, and the 
engine creeps with a slow motion, doing little work. But now let the word be given to run the gun out
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or depress its muzzle for loading. The proper handle is moved in obedience to the word of command, a 
valve opens, and the little engine, having now comparatively easy work to perform, sets off at a gallop 
to do it. Meanwhile the valve that formerly let the water pass slowly back into the tank closes by the 
force of its spring, and the water rushes off to the cylinders. The required movement having been 
made, the handle is put again at stop. No water can now pass to move sponge or gun, so the engine 
betakes itself again to its monotonous creeping and Sisyphean labor of pumping the water slowly out 
of the tank and into it again. This delightful little engine was designed by Mr. Eendel.

But we have not yet arrived at the end of the marvels connected with the great gun. Unfortu 
nately it can neither walk nor fly, but has to be carried and lifted from one place to sojourn in another; 
and it cannot be cut up into parts. There it is—100 tons of metal—every pound of which must move 
together. In truth this was at first a formidable difficulty to the Italian naval authorities. They had 
no means of dealing with such an enormous weight, nor could they borrow any from their neighbors. 
In this difficulty they applied to Elswick. Again the irresistible power of water was called into requi 
sition. In process of time there arose on a wharf in the arsenal, first, alow, heavily-built, octagonal 
tower of masonry, then on the top of it certain gigantic iron beams, girders, and cylinders with cor 
responding ,pis,tons. When all were in place, they formed a strange and-monstrous structure. The 
tower was GO' wide at the base. On its top was a strange skeleton, composed of an iron frame work, 
(now painted a bright vermillion,) which reared its head 120' in the air and leaned outwards from the 
top of the tower, balanced by a counter weight of 315 tons. The whole was able to revolve round the 
top ot the tower on live rollers. From, the extreme top hung a cylinder, and out of the cylinder came 
a piston, with means at the bottom for attaching weights to it. Beneath the arched roof of the tower 
was a little engine, like the one now on board the pontoon, with its pumps and power of creeping or 
galloping. The whole arrangement formed a hydraulic crane capable of lifting a weight of 150 tons 
from one spot to a height of 40', swinging it round balanced by the counter weight, and setting it 
down again 130'from its original position, for the •'rake " of the crane or lean outwards from the 
centre of tbe tower was 65'. About half way up from the top of the tower to the extreme top of the 
crane, a frail stage swung in mid-air; on that stage one man can stand, and by touching a handle raise 
the 100-ton gun, or half a dozen 25-ton guns at once, swing them with slow, steady motion, and set 
them down again as gently as a mother would her baby. Such weights are beyond the capacity of chains 
to manage without danger. Hence the necessity for the new device of a crane, the piston of which should 
lift directly, acting both as elevator and moans of suspension. Admiral Martin Franklin was kind 
enough to have steam got up yesterday for his English visitors, and we saw a ship's boiler, weighing 
40 tons, lifted and moved at pleasure. The hydraulic crane was the first invention which made the 
name of Armstrong famous, and the peculiar features of this new and most gigantic one yet made 
were devised by the firm. All the requisite power is obtained by the one little, but strong, engine 
pumping up a small column of water.

The crane was built for the gun, and the gun to be carried on board a ship, so let us glance at the 
Dandolo, which is now building at Spezzia to be a companion ship to the Duilio, already launched and 
waiting for her plates. Here again we find novelties. Spezzia is just now a very paradise of engi 
neers, and the new Italian ship is not the least interesting of the works to be seen here. The Duilio 
and the Dandolo are sister turret ships, designed to move entirely by steam. The Dandolo, as she now 
lies half built on the slips, is curiously dwarfed in size by the mountains which surround the gulf, but 
she is 103 metres long between perpendiculars, 18 metres beam, and 11 metres in depth. When acting 
as a cruiser, her draught will be 8 metres, but when in action with an enemy she can so fill her fore 
and aft compartments with water that she will sink more than a third of a metre lower, so that her 
draught will then be 8.37 metres. Her deck is plated with 2" of iron, and round the vulnerable part 
of her she will have 22" of iron on a backing described lately as that fired at by the 100-ton gun. 
The two turrets are arranged diagonally, so as not to interfere with each other in giving fore and aft 
fire. They are enclosed in a box, which is covered by 22" armor at the water line, 18" above, and 14" 
below. The armor at the water line tapers off to the ends, but a shot through the ends would not add 
to the quantity of water in the ship, because what water it could contain has been admitted already, 
and the buoyant part of the vessel is all enclosed within the armour of the box. Of course the bottom 
of the ship has a double skin, with water-tight compartments. In the Duilio and Dandolo the distance 
between the sides of the cellular structure is about one metre, or a little more than a yard; but the 
present idea, to be carried out hereafter, is to meet the destructive force of torpedoes by leaving a 
greater space than has yet been tried between the point where the torpedo will strike and the inner 
skin, which is the life of the ship. Of course the whole ship is full of water-tight compartments. So 
far for the defensive arrangements of the sister ships ; now for their means of offence. First there are 
the four 100-ton guns, which can all be fi-red at the same time, and though we have seen what one can 
do, it remains to be known what the discharge of four, with shots striking near each other, would do 
to a ship. Moreover, the Duilio and the Dandolo have spurs weighing 17 tons each. To add to the 
means of attack, from the prow of the ship tubes are laid straight forwards for Whitehead torpedoes, 
which can be discharged in the line of the ship's progress. We do not say in a line with the keel 
because there is no keel below the axis of the ship, but two bilge keels on Mr. Froude's plan to check 
and diminish rolling. Harvey's torpedoes will also be towed, and since they are sometimes dangerous 
to friends as well as enemies, if self-acting, they will be ignited at will by electrical means. Yet one 
more means of offence, and that a novel one, remains to be mentioned. In the stern of the vessel is 
an iron door, partly below the water-line, partly above it. Within the door is a large iron tube con 
taining a steam launch. Generally speaking, the launch is laid up in its dry dock, for the door is
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water-tight. But suppose the Duilio is close to an adversary against whom she wishes to hring all her 
powers to bear. The iron door in the stern opens, enough water rushes into the tube to float the launch, 
and immediately a steam ram darts backward out of the ship and pushes the boat out of its iron cave 
with great velocity. This velocity is increased by the little engines in the launch, and she can, of 
course, steer and turn in a much smaller space than a ship. Before the enemy has had time enough to 
see that a blow is intended, long before any measures could be taken to meet it, the launch is under 
the counter of her big foe, the ironclad, and strikes her with a torpedo.

So, then, the Duilio and Dandolo have the heaviest armor except that of the Inflexible. Their 
engines of 7,500 indicative horse power (1,200 nominal) are supposed to drive them at the rate of 16 
knots an hour; they have spurs to strike with, guns to dash in armor sides, smaller guns for less strin 
gent difficulties; torpedoes which can be launched from beneath the bows and travel under water, 
other torpedoes which are to be towed and strike an enemy alongside, and, finally, a' torpedo boat, 
which, with its voluntary crew of one or two men, may be launched in the midst of an action to strike 
a particular foe or join in the milee. Such is the state of naval progress on which this fourth quarter 
of the nineteenth century opened. Supposing all ships to be equally well provided with means of 
offence, it is almost impossible to believe that any ironclad will escape being-sunk, or any wooden ship 
remain unburnt in future naval actions. The precision and power of field artillery and small arms 
are making battles terrible enough on shore, but what are their dangers compared with that combina 
tion of ships' sides dashed into thousands of splinters by guns, rams, and torpedoes of three different 
kinds? Why, the air will be full of shells, each carrying the life of a ship, and the sea will be covered 
with torpedoes both on and below the surface. How friends are to avoid striking each other in the 
mfUe is difficult to conceive, and we might almost imagine that the story of the next naval battle will 
never be told, because nobody will be left alive to tell it.

I ought to add that the first fact of any importance developed during the trials conducted since my 
last letter was written is the perfect accuracy of the gun at short ranges. In firing proof rounds at 
the butt, Captain Baudin placed small posts erect in the ground to lay the gun upon. In every case 
the shot not only cut away the post, but cut it so exactly that the lowest part of the curved hole, show 
ing where the centre of the shot had been, was also in the centre of the post. Secondly, the firing of 
such enormous charges, though causing every inanimate thing on the deck near the muzzle to leap and 
roll, once even dashing open a box in which one of the shot was packed, has in no way damaged either 
the deck, the cover for the sponge, or any part of the machinery. Thus is answered one of the old 
objections to turretships.

[From " The London Times," of January 5, 1877.]

The experiments at Spezzia, which, as described in our columns at the time by a correspondent at 
Spezzia, attracted much attention from artillerists of all countries, were temporarily suspended because 
some of the targets had not arrived. The series has since been continued and brought to an end by the 
complete destruction one after another of all targets opposed to the 100-ton gun. This was only to be 
expected after the proofs given during the early trials that gun and carriage were more than equal to 
the task set before them. But the later series of experiments has been so interesting on account of the 
variety of the targets and the use of reduced charges in some cases, that we are glad to have the oppor 
tunity of presenting the results to our readers.

It will be remembered that during the first series 42 rounds had been fired with various charges, 
but all exceeding the guarantee of the manufacturers, and that in some cases the guarantee was so 
overpassed that the Italian Government declared themselves satisfied, and accepted the gun, so that 
they might make the best use of the experiments by trying different charges of different kinds of 
powder. The powder used throughout the second series was that manufactured expressly by the 
Italians, and called " progressive powder of Fossano." The result has been highly satisfactory to the 
scientific designers of the powder, for, though more of it has to be used to give a certain velocity than 
in the case of English powder, high velocities can be obtained with a very moderate pressure on the 
interior of the gun. The manufacture of the Fossauo powder is peculiar' After passing through the 
first stages of manufacture and being brought to the condition of " meal powder," it is pressed into cakes 
which have a density of 1.79. The cake is then broken up into irregular grains of about an eighth to 
a quarter of an inch in thickness. The grains are then mixed with a certain quantity of fine grain 
powder and the whole mass is pressed into a cake which has a density of 1.776. This second cake is 
then broken up into tolerably regular pieces about 2j" square by If" thick. These grains, if they 
can so be called, are therefore composed of a number of small pieces with a higher density placed like 
the raisins in a plum-pudding in a sort of conglomerated powder material of a lower density. The 
intention of the inventors of this powder was to bring about a condition of affairs in which more gas 
would be produced in a given time when the powder has been partly burnt than at the commencement 
of its ignition.

On the 14th of December the first round of the new series or 48d round from the 100-ton gun was 
fired with a charge of 109 kilos. (2401b.) of Fossano progressive powder, and the usual 2,OOOIb. Palliser 
shell against the Cammell sandwich target, which presents a front 12" plate, then 12" of wood, with 
iron stringers, and behind that a 10" plate. This charge was a very small one, and gave a velocity of 
only 1,050' per second. The object of the Committee was to find the actual penetration in different
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forms of target* under conditions which would prevent the complete penetration of the structure, for 
the previous experiments had shown that to fire the full charges would in every case be to ruin the 
target and prevent anything like judgment of comparative results as far as penetration was concerned. 
The shell passed through the first plate and cracked it through from top to bottom, passed through the 
wooden interior, and entered 6.8" into the second plate. The base of the shell broke up and the 
remainder was starred. Judging from past experiments with gun-cotton shells, the Italian Committee 
consider that had this shell been loaded it would have completely blown off the front plate. As it was 
the skin of the ship was cracked, and a vertical iron beam behind was considerably doubled up.

The gun was then loaded for the 44th round, the charge and projectile being precisely similar to 
those used in the preceding round. This time the target was of the same dimensions as that used in 
the old experiments, but with a Brown's solid plate 22" thick. The sea was rough, and the pontoon 
moved visibly after the gun was laid, so that the shell, instead of striking the point aimed at, hit the 
plate on its lower edge and broke into several pieces, which were deflected downwards and made a hole 
in the ground about 6' or 8' deep in a slanting direction under the target. Though lost for the imme 
diate object of the experiment, this round was of great interest, for it showed that a shell striking the 
edge of the narrow belt of armor, which will soon be all that ships can afford to carry, will tear through 
the bottom of the vessel with force enough to pierce engine-rooms and boilers and pass out below the 
water line on the other side.

Eound 45 had been looked forward to with great interest. Previous experiments with guns of 
smaller caliber had given reason to believe that a plate of chilled cast-iron, by presenting an extremely 
hard surface to the point of the projectile, might break it and so prevent its penetration. The charge 
was 4001b. of Fossano powder, and gave a velocity of 1,491' to the 2,OOOBb. shell, just equal to the effect 
of a charge of Irlllb. English powder. The target had an 8" plate in front, then a strong layer of 
wood, and behind this a 14" plate of chilled iron from the Grego'rmi works, near Como.

This Gregorini cast-iron deserves a word of praise. It was really of splendid quality, being very 
hard, with a tensile strength of from 16 to 17 tons per inch. Ordinary cast-iron usually fails at about 
half that strain, and very rarely rises as high as 10 or 12 tons. Indeed, so good is it that the Italian 
Artillery of the Land Service have succeeded in producing heavy cast-iron rifled guns far superior in 
strength to anything that has ever been known in England. But it was not able to resist the shell 
from the 100-ton gun, which penetrated the target completely and caused a more terrible ruin behind 
than had occurred in any previous experiment. The shell was broken up into many pieces, which 
dashed through into the interior of the ship, carrying with them a great number of ragged fragments 
of broken plate and causing such a hail of iron that nothing could have lived between decks. The 
sand bags behind were deeply pitted with many hundreds of pieces, and the experiment clearly proved 
that the old fault of cast metal still exists—namely, that when it breaks under the influence of a heavy 
blow it is dashed to atoms.

In round 40 the shell broke up in the gun, but round 47 was fired under the same conditions as 
No. 45, and the iron plates were similar in kind and dimensions—only in this case the front wrought- 
iron plate was placed immediately npon the cast-iron in rear, the wood coming behind both; again the 
target was completely penetrated and ruined, a large portion of the front plate being at the same time 
torn off. In these two remarkable rounds (45 and 47) not only were the fragments of the cast-iron plate 
driven forwards, but also out of the sides of the targets. Again, nothing conld have lived behind the tar 
get, so terrible was the hail of iron fragments caused in round 47, the velocity of the shot being 1,502'.

After the failure of striking the right spot, which occurred in round 44, on account of the motion 
of the pontoon, and therefore of the gun, the apparatus for firing was transferred to the deck of the 
pontoon and an arrangement made by which the officer whose duty it was to touch the button which 
by the action of electricity carried flame to the powder could'himself run the piece and discharge it at 
the right moment. This was a near approach to what would actually happen on board ship, and the 
result was that in every succeeding round the white mark painted on the target was obliterated by 
the shot, which always struck on the right place.

The combinations of iron and wood, wherein the iron was in two layers, having thus been destroyed, 
the target carrying the 22" solid Brown's plate was again subjected to attack. Eound 48 was fired 
with a reduced charge of 2401b., similar to that used in round 43. The velocity was 1,062', and the 
point aimed at was near the left of the target. The shell broke up the front part, remaining m the 
hole, having penetrated about 15.G". If we compare this effect with round 43 against the sandwich 
target, we shall see that the solid Brown's plate had by far the best of it; for while the projectile fired 
at the sandwich target with a velocity of 1,050', penetrated nearly 31", of which nearly 19" was 
through iron, that fired at the Brown's plate penetrated only 15.6" of iron and no wood. Taken in 
conjunction with the possible use of gun-cotton shells, this round would appear to establish conclusively 
the fact that targets composed of moderately thick iron plates placed in layers alternating with wood 
such as that now under trial at Shoeburyness, do not at all approach in strength the same thickness of 
iron disposed in one solid plate on the front of the structure. Eound 49 was fired with 180 kilogrammes 
(400ft.) of progressive powder, representing what is for the present the full service charge of the 100- 
ton gun. The velocity of the projectile was 1,499', and it was aimed at a part of the target near the 
right of the plate. A large portion of the plate was torn off, the target was completely penetrated, 
and the rear of it so ruined as to be incapable of repair; but the hail of fragments behind was not so 
terrible as in the case of the target backed by cast iron.

Once more the gun was loaded for round number 50, but with a charge calculated just to penetrate 
the Brown's solid plates—namely, 2G41b. of English powder. The velocity given to the projectile was
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1,299', and it was aimed foil in the centre of the Brown plate. The effect was aa anticipated. The 
shell just passed through the plate, of which it tore off a large fragment, splitting the plate from top to 
bottom. The backing was not pierced. The verdict of every one was that Brown's wrought-iron 
plate had proved itself to be of magnificent quality, as it gave a high resistance to penetration with a 
•minimum of brittleness, but it could not be expected to keep out a 2.000R). shell fired with a velocity 
of 1,500'.

The idea seems to prevail in some quarters that smaller guns might do all that is requisite by put 
ting in sufficient powder to increase greatly the velocity of the shot. To this we have to reply that to 
raise the velocity of a shot beyond a certain point requires an expenditure of force out of proportion 
to the effect produced, just as in the case of the speed of steamships. Every one knows that to raise 
the speed of a steamer from 12 to 16 knots an hour requires an expenditure of something like double 
the amount of coal. Moreover, this effect could only be produced at the expense of an immense strain 
both upon gun and carriage. Again: the passage of a projectile through the air is delayed by the 
resistance of that elastic fluid. We think little of the pressure of the air when a calm prevails, or even 
an ordinary breeze, yet we know how terrible is its force in a storm. Wind moving at the rate of 60 
miles an hour constitutes a, heavy storm, and we soon feel how powerful it is to resist progression. But 
a shot fired with a velocity of 1,500' per second has, in passing through the air, to meet a resisting 
force equal to that of a wind blowing at the rate of more than 1,000 miles an hour. This resistance, 
or pressure, is exerted on the head of the shot, and therefore acts on a space which only increases in 
proportion to the square of the diameter of the projectile. The power of the shot to overcome this 
resistance depends in great measure on its weight, which increases in a much higher proportion. There 
fore, of two projectiles fired from different guns with the same velocity, and being themselves of the 
same shape, only differing in size, the heavier shot will overcome the resistance of the air more easily, 
be less delayed on its course, range further, and strike a proportionately harder blow. Exactly the 
same effect occurs in the resistance of a target. Everybody can understand that the heavier shot strikes 
a heavier blow; but everybody does not understand that it will penetrate further into the target if it 
has the same velocity, and is proportioned like the smaller projectile. Yet this is undoubtedly the case, 
and forms a strong argument in favor of big guns. Of course, the large projectile will make a large 
hole and destroy more of the target, leaving it incapable of repair, whereas a small shot fired with an 
extremely high velocity, if this were indeed possible, would make a small, clean hole, easily plugged 
up by the crew of the vessel. The destrnctive effect to the interior of the ship would be almost nil, 
while that upon the gun and its carriage would be great.

There are persons who object to very large guns on the score that they cannot be worked quickly or 
without great difficulty. Granted, if only the same means are used ; but science and practical ability 
can overcome this difficulty, and no one can deny that little remains to be desired when a gun of 100 
tons weight can be worked by three or four men, and sponged, loaded, and fired in less than a minute. 
We are glad to know that the series of experiments we have just described was witnessed by Mr. Bar- 
naby, the Chief Naval Architect at the Admiralty, who had the opportunity of meeting at Spezzia both 
the present Italian Minister of Marine and Siguor Solla, late Minister of Finance, and now leader of 
the Opposition, with other Deputies and Italian notabilities. He will, perhaps, remind the Government 
that there is no English military or naval agent attached to the Embassy at Florence.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHISOTON, February 10, 1877. 

Publication authorized by the Secretary of War.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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DENSIMETERS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF METALS ANT)

LARGE-GRAINED POWDERS
FOR CANNON.

OFFICE OF THE CONSTRUCTOR OF ORDNANCE,
NEW YORK CITY, March, 12, 1877. 

SIR:
Herewith I have the honor to submit a description, prepared \>y your direction, of the instruments 

employed, and of the processes pursued, tit this office, in the determination of the specific gravities of 
metals and of large-grained cannon powders.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CIIAS. S. SMITH,

1/t?.ut,ritant of Ordnance, 
Lieutenant-Colonel S. CHISPIN,

Constructor of Ordnance, U. S. A.

I. SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF METALS FOE CANNON.

The instrument employed in the Office of the Constructor of Ordnance, in the determination of the 
specific gravities of metals for cannon, is simply a form of the hydrostatic balance, and was adopted in 
place of the hydrometer, formerly in use, in order to substitute a more expeditious process for the alow 
and tedious operation by the latter.

DESCKH'TION OF THE INSTRUMENT.

PLATE I. The instrument consists of a delicate beam-scale A, having suspended from one extremity 
of the beam a brass bucket B, the bottom of which is perforated with holes. Underneath the bucket, and 
resting ou a tripod D—which stands over the scale-pan in such manner as not to interfere with either the 
movement of the balance or working with the pan—is a gla,ss jar C, to contain water for the immersion of 
the bucket and specimen. A mark is scratched npon the jar near the top, and this mark indicates the 
height at which the water should, after the immersion of the bucket, always stand previous to an 
experiment. The immersion of the specimen causes the water to rise above this mark, immersing an 
additional portion of the stem of the bucket, and the latter loses, in consequence, a slight portion of its 
weight in reference to the beam. A correction, therefore, becomes necessary to compensate for this 
apparent loss in weight. To determine this correction, the bucket-stem is graduated in the following 
manner: The beam having been thrown into action, and the immersed bucket balanced by weights in the 
pan attached to the opposite arm, a mark is made npon the stem of the bucket where it is intersected by 
the surface of the water. The height of the water in the jar is then raised till as much more of the stem 
is immersed as is likely ever to be the case in practice. Another mark is then made where the stem is 
now intersected by the water, and the loss of weight in the bucket ascertained.

The loss in weight, for the maximum immersion of the stem, amounts to only one tenth of a grain, 
while the corresponding length of stem is nearly one inch; the space between the marks, therefore, may 
be readily subdivided into tenths, and the necessary corrections can thus be read off the stem in actual 
weight to the nearest tenth of a grain.
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By using simply a thread in place of the bucket, the above correction might be neglected; but the 
greater convenience offered by the latter has led to its final adoption. A thermometer is suspended from 
tlie upper edge of the jar, an shown in the Plate.

The balance was manufactured by Decker & Sons, of New York, and is designed to bear weights as 
heavy as 35,000 grains. It was adapted to the purpose of taking specific gravities, as above described, 
by Mr. James Green, of Now York.

PROCESS OF TAKING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY WITH THE BALANCE.

The process, with this instrument, of taking the specific gravity of a specimen of metal naturally 
suggests itself.

The jar being filled with water to the fixed mark, and the bucket suspended therein, the beam is 
thrown into action, and the weight of the immersed bucket ascertained by means of weights placed in the 
opposite scale-pan. This weight being noted for different temperatures, can be tabulated arid thus become 
a known element for all calculations of the specific gravity with this instrument. The specimen of metal 
is then placed in the pan underneath the jar, and weights added to the other pan till the balance of the 
beam is restored. The sum of these weights is the weight of the specimen in air, plus the weight of the 
bucket in water. The specimen is now transferred from the pan to the bucket, and replaced by weights 
in the pan underneath the jar, till the equilibrium is again established. The sum of these latter weights 
is the weight of the volume of water displaced Dy the specimen, plus the weight lost in the bucket, due to 
thtf immersion of an additional portion of its stem. The loss in weight is read off the bucket stem in tenths 
of a grain, and is to be subtracted from the weights in the pan underneath.

Denote the weight of the bucket in water, us first determined, by a; the same weight of bucket and 
the weight of the specimen in air, by b; the weight requisite to restore the equipoise after immersion of 
the specimen by c; the loss of weight in the bucket by d, and the correction for temperature by t. Then 
designating by D the specific gravity (if the metal tested :

D = <-

FORM of Kecord of Computation,

WEIGHTS.

! Bucket 
Specimen ! in 

| Water.

! *
Steel . ... 877

Specimen 
in Air

-t a.

b

6428

Specin'tsn Loss 
in Water in 

+ a. j Bucket.

o d

817. 25 0. 25

LOGARITHMS ;' 
; CORKESFONUING TO —i

Temp. 
i of 

Water.
t> — a.

e

770 , 3. 8080750

! Weight of 
Water 

0 ~~ d' I at observed 
! Temperature

f ! D.

2. S»li2S25 i 1. 95)92771

e-f h — f

. 8851309

Density.

7.8548

The following table exhibits a comparison between results as determined, first with the balance, and 
then with the hydrometer, employing the same specimens of metal:

SPECIMENS.
SPKCIFIC

Balance.

8. 3700

7. 6776

7. 1102

GRAVITY.

Hydrometer.

8. 3753

7. 6785

7. 11-24

DIFFERENCE.

OiWirr

TWWJQ

nn.JO

The figures in the fourth column correspond to differences in the weights, as determined by the two 
instruments, amounting to fractions only of one grain.

2. SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF LARGE-GRAINED POWDERS.

The instrument employed in this connection was constructed by Mr. H. Troemner, of Philadelphia, 
Pa , after the plan of one designed by the Messrs. Du Pont de Nemours & Co., and employed by them, 
with very satisfactory results, in testing large-grained powders at their works near Wiltuiugton, Del.

It is a Mercury Densimeter, adapted, by its construction, to the reception of large grains, and having 
capacity for five pounds of powder, which, for convenience, is the weight of sample always employed. It 
differs, however, from the small densimeter in ordinary use by a combination of the different parts, such 
that the reservoir for containing the powder and mercury to be weighed, and the balance by means of 
which the weighings'are made, are assembled together in one instrument. The balance also is so adapted 
to its special purpose as to simplify considerably the subsequent process of calculation. A great saving of 
labor and time is gained by this form of the instrument, and the occurrence of breaks and leaks, so frequent 
in the smaller one, is in great measure avoided. Again, from the much larger sample of powder employed, 
a fair representative result of the specific gravity of the entire lot is more likely to he secured.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT.

PLATE II. To describe more particularly, the instrument consists of three principal parts, to wit: A beam- 
scale A, a reservoir B to contain the powder and mercury to be weighed, and of a bowl C to contain 
mercury alone In connection therewith, an air-pump D is employed, the cylinder of which has commu 
nication with the interior of the reservoir through a rubber tube leading from the nozzle z, of the pump, 
to tile glass tube a, at the top of the reservoir. The balance is suspended from a hook b, firmly secured 
to the roof of the housing, and its axis of suspension is a knife-edge lying in the same plane with the axes 
of suspension of the rods c and d and of the reservoir B. Platforms e and f are attached to the suspeusioii- 
rods c and d, on which to place the weights. The latter consists of pounds, tenths of a poujid, and five 
liuiidredths of a pound, marked in reference to the weights they will balance in the reservoir, and of a 
large unmarked weight W, termed the " counterpoise." This counterpoise has a cavity bored in it length 
wise, the use of which will appear hereafter; its weight is about eight pounds. The long arm of the beam 
is also graduated, and by means of " riders," or sliding weights, the weighings can be made to hundredths 
and thousandths of a pound ; the graduated edge of the beam is in the same plane with the knife edges.

h and i are counterpoises admitting of movement on screw spindles passing through them, in directions 
that are respectively parallel and perpendicular to the beam. The former is used to adjust the arms to 
the same weight, the latter to regulate the sensibility of the beam. In connection with the counterpoise h, 
a light wire k, is sometimes used along the beam to facilitate the adjustment of the arms. The beam 
and its appurtenances proper are of brass.

The reservoir B is of cast-iron and swings on trunnions in the yoke E. It also admits of a horizontal 
angular movement about the vertical pivot 1, connecting the yoke with the suspension stirrup m. A screw- 
cap n, fitted with a leather washer, covers the mouth of the reservoir, and when removed, for the purpose 
of introducing powder, is attached to the hook o, on the outside of the yoke, so as to be included in the 
weighing. The mercury is admitted, or withdrawn, through the stop-cock s.

The conical ends of the reservoir are cast in separate pieces and are afterward screwed on to the 
cylinder, the joints being well leaded. Careful workmanship is requisite to prevent the formation of a 
ledge, or recess, at these joints, which might serve to retain sufficient portions of the mercury to aft'ect the 
accuracy of the subsequent weighings. The diaphragms of wire and of leather usually employed to cover, 
respectively, the upper and lower apertures of the reservoir, are not required in this instrument. Xhe 
capacity of the reservoir is about seventy-eight pounds of mercury, or forty pounds of mercury and five 
pounds of powder. The mouth is 2^ inches in diameter, and the sample of powder fills the reservoir to 
about the top of the cylindrical portion. The weight of the reservoir is twenty and a half pounds.

The bowl C is of cast-iron, and, by means of the crank H, can be raised or lowered vertically. An 
outlet pipe p, at the bottom of the bowl, and furnished with a stop-cock, permits of the discharge of the 
mercury when desired.

The air-pump is one of Eitchie's, in which, the cylinder remaining stationary, the oscillation takes 
place in the connecting-rod, \vhich communicates the motion of the handle to the piston-rod.

PROCESS OP DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF A SAMPLE OP POWDER.
The beam is first accurately balanced by means of the counterpoise h, and the bowl filled with mercury 

and run up till the nozzle of the reservoir is well immersed below the surface. The large couuterpoisesW 
is then placed on the platform suspended from the shorter arm, the rubber hose slipped over the top of the 
glass tube of the reservoir, the air exhausted by means of .the pump, and the stop-cock a opened to admit 
the mercury. The pumping is continued during the ingress of the mercury, and when the latter has risen 
to a fixed mark, indicated on the glass tube, the stop-cock is closed and the rubber hose removed. Usually 
it is necessary to run off a little of the mercury and lower its upper surface to the fixed mark. The balance 
of the beam is now restored by dropping fine shot into the cavity of the counterpoise W, the weight of 
the latter being slightly less than the weight of the filled reservoir; this done, the stop-cock s is opened 
and the reservoir emptied. The counter poise W is then replaced by the five-pound weight, the screw-cap 
removed and hooked to the yoke, and a sufficient quantity of the powder to be tested introduced into the 
reservoir to balance the five-pound weight. The screw-cap is then replaced, the counterpoise W added 
to the five-pound weight, and the reservoir filled with mercury, by means of the air-pump, to tire same 
height as before. The equipoise is now restored (the rubber tube having been removed) by placing 
weights on the platform suspended from the longer arm of the beam, and, in addition, by the "riders" ou 
the beam, if necessary. The sum of these weights is the weight of the mercury displaced by the powder, 
or of a volume of mercury equal to the volume of the powder, and the specific gravity of the latter results 
from the well-established principle that the specific gravities of two substances are proportional to the 
weights of equal volumes of those substances.

Denote the sum of the weights on the longer arm by W, the weight of the powder by w, and the 
specific gravity of the mercury at the temperature of the time of observation by D, and we shall ha^e for 
th e specific gravity of the powder, denoted by d :

In the use of this form of the densimeter the weighings not only are rapidly and accurately made, but, 
it is to be observed, the actual weights required for the computation are obtained directly by a discrimi 
native process peculiar to the balance. To simplify further, the weights for the longer arm are marked 
double their actual value in reference to the reservoir, so that in the computation the specific gravity is 
obtained by setting the decimal point in the value of D one place further to the right, and dividing l>y the 
value of W, as indicated on the weights, the effect being the same as multiplying by 2 both terms of the
fraction
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FORM of Eecord of Compulation.

SAMPLE.

Du Font's "j 

Hexagonal /•

F. U. J

DOUBLE WEIGHTS, 
CORRESPONDING TO

EQUAL VOLUMES OF —

Powder 
w

10.

• Mercurv 
: W '

76. 94

Temperature 
• of 

Mercury.

fi9°.

Specific 
Gravity of 

Mercury cor 
responding 
to observed 
temperature.

13. 54688

Specific Gravity 
of Powder

10 X D
W

1. 7603

Below is a table showing a comparison between results as determined with the large and the small 
densimeters, the samples being selected in the following: manner, viz: Six pounds having been taken out of 
a barrel from each lot, five pounds were retained at this office and tested here ou the large densimeter, 
while the remaining pound of each sample was sent to Frankford Arsenal to be tested there on the small 
densimeter. The actual density of the mercury employed was ascertained, and the corrections for temper 
ature at the times of observations made.

The Frankford results were determined by taking a mean of two tests for each sample—about 3,000 
grains being employed at a time.

SAMPLES.

Dn Font's Hexagonal F. P. B. 1875 

Du Font's Hexagonal G. II. 1875.. 

Du Pout's Hexagonal F. U. 1874..

B. 1875...

1875.....

1874.....

SPECIFIC

Small Densimeter.

1. 7885

1. 7834

1. 7530

GRAVITIES.
i 
| Large Densimeter.

1. 7884

1. 7804

1. 7000

DIFFERENCE.

.001

.003

—.0064

The results given in the following tables were determined by Mr. J. J. O'Reilly, of Frankford 
Arsenal, with the large densimeter at the Messrs. Du Pout's Mills and with the small densimeter at 
Frankford. using portions of the same suiiiples of powder in the latter which lie had previously employed 
iu the large densimeter, taking the precaution, however, to wipe the grains free from adhering mercury 
before testing them the second time:

LARGE DENSIMETER.

SAMPLE. Number of ' Weights, 
Lot. Pounds.

Du Font's

Hexagonal 

E. V. D.

{
2 

4

5 
5
5

Number of 
Hexagons.

352J
35T4
350J
355i

1 
! Specific Gravity.

1. 7(if>l
| 1. 7678
' 1. 7654

1. 7621
i

Average. 1.7653

SMALL DENSIMETER.

First Scries.

SAMPLE.

Du Font's 

Hexagonal

E. v, D.

i 
Number of j 

Lot. ;

1
! 3 !
! 3 |

4

Weights, 
Grains.

2987
2957
2910
2963

Number 
Hexagoi

30
30
30
30

of
is. Specific Gravity.

Average..

1. 7819
1.7592
1. 7490
1.7501

1.7600
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SMALL DKNSMBTBB. 

Second Series,

SAMPLE.

Du Font's f 

Hoxagona] <

E. V. D. I.

Number of 
Lot.

1 
2 
3
4

Weights, 
Grains.

2902 
2990 
3023
2972

Number of 
Hexagons.

30 
30
SO
30

Specific Gravity.

1.7660 
1. 7671 
1.7755
1. 7638

Average. 1.7681

Mean Result with Large Densimeter .............................. 1.7653
Mean Result with Small Densimeter............................... 1.7641

Owing to the considerable bulk of the sample employed with the large densimeter, and the compara 
tively large weights of powder and mercury, that consequently enter the formula for the computation of 
the specific gravity, very close weighing with this instrument is not absolutely requisite. A variation, for 
instance, of 46 grains in the actual value of w, or of 350 grains in that of W', would affect the resulting 
specific gravity by only two points in the third place of decimals. This feature is one of great practical 
utility, as it enables us to dispense with very small weights, and to abridge considerably the operations 
of weighing.

CHAS. S. SMITH,
L'leutenant of Ordnance.

OFFICE OF THE CONSTEUCTOE OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,
NEW YORK CITY, March 13, 1877. 

Respectfully forwarded to the Chief of Ordnance, U. S. A., for hie information.

S. CRISPIN,
Brevet Colonel, U. S. A., 

Lieutenant-Colonel of Ord., Constructor of Ordnance.

Publication authorized bv the Secretary of War,

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, April 2, 1877.

S. V. BENfiT,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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LXV.

AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGE-WEIGHING
MACHINE.

FRANKFORD ARSENAL, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., October 2, 1876. 

SIR:
I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your information, a drawing and description of the new 

Cartridge-Weighing Machine in use at this arsenal. 
Eespectfully, your obedient servant,

JAS. M. WHITTEMORE,
Major of Ordnance, Commanding. 

To the CHIEF OF ORDNANCE, U. S. A.,
Washington, D. C.

FIRST INDORSEMENT.

ORDNANCE OFFICE, WAR DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, March 20, 1877.

Respectfully returned to the Commanding Officer of Frankford Arsenal, with directions to report 
upon the practical working of the machine, its advantages, &c., with a view to publication as an Ordnance 
Note.

S. V. BENfiT.
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.

SECOND INDORSEMENT.

FRANKFORD ARSENAL,
March 26, 1877.

Respectfully returned to the Chief of Ordnance. The weighing machine referred to has been in 
successful operation at this arsenal for a period of six months, aud answers its purpose satisfactorily. It 
was designed for determining whether the manufactured cartridge (supposed to be complete in all its 
component parts) is so; if not, it will be deficient in weight and be rejected by the machine. It is simple 
in its construction and not liable to derangement; has a larger margin of sensitiveness in rejecting 
imperfect cartridges than is practically necessary, and can lie manipulated by unskilled hands.

The original machine was roughly made for experiment, but did its work with sufficient accuracy.

SOB

JAS. M. WHITTEMORE,
Major of Ordnance, Commanding.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE AUTOMATIC CARTRIDGE-WEIGHING MACHINE.

The Automatic Cartridge-Weighing Machine was designed and manufactured at this arsenal to detect 
such defects in the cartridges as have been reported from time to time as having been found to exist in their 
use by troops in the field, such as absence of powder charge and cup anvil; the first defect bursting the 
gun barrels by lodging bullets in them, the second causing mi«-fires.

The loading machine, which charges the powder into the case, is provided with an automatic inspector 
which gives alarm to the operator by ringing a bell when the charge of powder is less than the standard 
weight. If the operator is attentive and the machine perfect no cartridge can pass without receiving its 
proper charge.

To remove all doubt as to the quantity of powder in the cartridge the automatic weighing machine was 
made, and is now in successful operation at this arsenal. The following is a description of the machine 
by the inventor, Mr. J. H. Gill:

If consists of a horizontal revolving disk B, having six radial slots, in each of which is a forked lever 
a, with a pivoted pan-holder at one end and a counterpoise weight at the opposite end. The levers are 
suspended on knife edges, (prisms;) continuous motion is given the disk by means of a cord un the pulley. 
When the pans arrive at the feeding point E, they assume, by means of a grade and the three supports F, 
G, and H, the inclined position at I; when they reach the point J, a grade changes the position to that 
at K. If the cartridge is of full weight the pan will descend and cause the tripping-hook L to press against 
the grade M, which inclines the pan and discharges the cartridge at N into a box. If the cartridge is light, 
the pan ascends and the tripping-.hook passes on the grade 0, when it discharges the cartridge into a box. 
No mixture of the cartridges can possibly occur. The scales, when loaded with cartridges and in motion, 
are sensitive to about 1-| grains, or .0025 of the weight of the cartridge. The cartridges vary in weight 
about 7 grains from heaviest to lightest, balancing the scales at 2 grains less than the minimum. AH 
cartridges are thrown out as light that are 3 or 4 grains less than the minimum weight.

From experiments made here it is found that if a cartridge contains 10 grains of powder the bullet 
will be driven out of the barrel.

At the proper speed of running, 48 a minute, the capacity of the machine is 20,000 cartridges in 
eight hours.

The fact that, notwithstanding the alarm device on the loading machine, the inattention of the opera 
tive or other causes occasionally allow a cartridge to pass without its full charge of powder, and the 
absolute certainty that this machine will detect such cartridges, shows that it is an important adjunct to 
cartridge-working machinery, and its use will prevent in future the accidents that have been reported 
from the field, due, as supposed, to deficient charges.

JAS. M. WHITTEMOEE,
Major of Ordnance, Commanding. 

ARSENAL, PA.,
October 2, 1876.

Publication authorized by the Secretary of War.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, April 4, 1877.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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THE BENTON DYNAMOMETER.

NATIONAL ARMORY.
SPRINX5FIEI.D, MASS., March 21. 1877. 

Sin:
For the information of the Department, I inclose herewith a report by Lieutenant Lyle on tlie 

Dynamometer made at this Armory for the use of the Military Academy.
In addition to determining the pressure in copper specimen? it \? used at this Armory for obtaining 

the tensile strength of the materials usod in small arms. 
Respectful! v. your obedient servant.

J. G. BENTON, 
Ltf-ulenant Colonel. Commanding. 

To the CHIEF OF ORDXAXCE, V. S. ARMY,
Washington. J). C.

THE BENTON DYNAMOMETER.

This instrument, invented by Lieutenant-Colonel James G. Benton. Ordnance Department. U. S. 
Army, is designed to be used in connection with the Rodman pressure-gauge, for the purpose of determinmtr 
the pressure per square inch exerted within the bores of cannon and small arms by the ignition of powder. 
It may also be used for testing the tensile strength of materials or for measuring their compression within 
certain limits. The size of the specimens would necessarily have to be small.

When used for either of the latter purposes, special forms of housings have to be made to fit between 
the guide-blocks. In testing for tensile strength, provision must be made to check tlte sudden reaction of 
the springs at the instant of rupture, by interposing a block of rubber, or some other yielding substance, in 
order to break the force of recoil.

DESCRIPTION.
This machine consists essentially of—

1. The frame.
2. The springs.
S. The cylindrical casing.
4. The guide-blocks,
5. The screw.
6. The graduated scale.

The frame is rectangular in form and made of cast-iron. It rests upon a wooden pedestal formed of 
two thick cheek pieces into which a transverse piece of timber is mortised and securely held by two long 
wrought-iron bolts.

The frame is fastened to this pedestal by four bolts, also of wrought-iron.
The steel springs are comprised in two systems, or nests, of concentric spiral springs, consisting of 

three springs each. The outer is a left-handed spiral and lias the greatest cross-section; the middle one 
is a right-handed, and the central a left-handed, spiral. The two systems are placed one above the other 
between the uprights of the cast-iron frame, with a thin steel plate between them. The cross-sections of 
all the springs are rectangular, that of the central ones being the least. They are inclosed by a hollow 
cast-iron cylindrical casing, concentric with, but not touching them. This casing does not rise to the level 
of the nests by nearly three inches, to allow space for their compression.
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The lower guide-block has on its under surface a flat disk of iron with a diameter equal to the exterior 
diameter of the springs, which rests upon the upper base, in order to give a good hearing surface. These 
nests of springs are those used for the ordinary car-buffers, with the exterior and interior cylindrical surfaces 
turned smooth, so that the springs of each system are concentric without being in contact. Each nest is 
7".68 in length, measured on the axis.

The lateral deflection of the axis of the entire system due to compression is obviated by using two 
systems, or nests, as described above, with a steel disk between them, and by grinding the limiting bases 
of the springs to plane surfaces perpendicular to their axes, and inserting small steel blocks under the 
tapering terminal ends of the spirals, thus insuring the rigidity and stability of position of the basal planes 
of each system of springs.

This blocking up and squaring the ends, while diminishing the amount of their compressibility, allow the 
power applied to the screw to be transmitted more uniformly to the springs, as they come to a bearing 
almost simultaneously.

The guide-blocks are two rectangular pieces of cast-iron, with planed surfaces, accurately fitted to 
move between the planed surfaces of the uprights of the frame. In front they are confined to their positions 
by steel side plates screwed to them, and projecting shoulders retain them on the rear side of the frame. 
The lower block rests on the upper set of springs, and carries a cylindrical cap of nickel-plated brass, 
which conceals that portion of the springs which projects above the cylindrical casing.

This cap is slotted at the sides to allow it to slide up and down the frame. Its diameter is a little 
greater than that of the casing to admit of its passing over the latter during compression. The upper 
guide-block is attached to the screw by a shoulder which turns easily in a recess in the surface of the 
block, and is covered by a sleel plate let into its upper side flush with the surface, and held by six screws.

The screw is of steel, l".fi in diameter with eight (8) threads to the inch; it engages a female 
s'rew in the upper cross-piece of the frame. The motion of the screw is limited in the direction of the 
axis by a metallic collar attached to the newel just below the wheel. The power is applied to a east- 
irmi wheel attached to the upper end of the screw. The length of the screw and the position of the 
collar are HO correlated that, when the machine is not in use, should the screw, by accident or design, be 
depressed to its fullest extent, no initial tension can be brought to bear upon the springs, provided the 
housing and block have been removed from between the guide-blocks, as they invariably should be 
except when in legitimate use.

A graduated scale 6' long, made of ii small square steel bur, is attached to the frame by two small 
blocks. These blocks are slotted to receive the ends of the scale. A screw inserted through each block 
and into the ends of the scale-bar furnishes the means of a longitudinal adjustment.

A r^mall sliding-bloek upon the scale, whose upper plane surface serves as a pointer, has a toe project 
ing from ono side to receive the pressure of the lower edge of the side pi ate of the lower guide-block during 
its descent. This index or pointer is held in any position on the scale by the action of a gib, whose 
pressure is regulated by adjusting screws. The scale upon its four sides is graduated into Ib'ths, 50ths, 
64tbs, and lOOths of an inch, respectively.

APPENDAGES.

When the dymuiometer is used for finding pressures, the appendages are—
1. The block.
2. The housing.
3. The copper block or disk.
4. The cutter.
5. The limit-gauge.

The block is of cast-iron, planed and fitted by narrow overhanging lips to the upper surface of the 
upper guide-block. A pin projecting from the latter into a small hole countersunk in the bottom of the 
block centers it, and a corresponding pin set in its upper suiface performs the same function for the hous 
ing, thus insuring the coincidence of the line of direction of the pressure with the axis of the screw. The 
housing is made of tempered steel, and its form and dimensions must conform to the object in view. The 
one used in the experiments made here was of the form shown in Figs. 3-4, Plate II.

The side screws (two on each side) project internally far enough to bring the edge of the cutter, 
when in position, upon a line one-third of the width of the copper block from its longer side.

By shifting the copper block, a second cut may be made in the same block. The widths of metal 
between the cuts and edges will be equal. The side screws serve to adjust the copper blocks in the hous 
ing and offer no'serious obstruction to the flow of the metal, the places of contact being mere points.

The position of the cutter is invariable, laterally. There is a stop on the back of the housing to 
facilitate the longitudinal adjustment of the copper block and cutter. The blocks were cut from bars of 
c >pper, from 4' to ft' long, ."/5 wide, and ."45 thick, which were prepared expressly for this purpose by James 
G. Moffet, No. 119 Prince street, N. Y. The metal has a specific gravity of 8.808, and is intended to be as 
(Hire and homogeneous as possible The blocks were all carefully planed, as nearly as practicable, to the 
same size. Their approximate dimensions were, length l."205, width ."708, and the thickness ."435. 
Their average weight was about 830 grains, with extremes of 821.5 grains and 837 grains. The cutter 
used was one devised and made by Mr. J. S. Adams, a workman in the National Armory, in June or 
July. 1675, to he used with the Eodmaii pressure-piston and housing. The cutter-block is of tempered 
steel and is rectangular in shape.

The cutting or indenting edge is an arc of a circle; the two surfaces whose intersections form the edge 
are two right coues with circular bases. The form and dimensions are shown in Figs. 5-6, PI. II.

The limit-gauge is shown in Figs. 7-8, PL U. It consists of two parts. The lower part has on its 
upper end a screw which fits into a corresponding female screw upon the interior cylindrical surface of the
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upper part. This arrangement gives a longitudinal motion by which the length of the gauge can be 
adjusted. The planes of the ends of the gauge are parallel to each other. A collar on the upper part, and 
the base on the lower, are either milled or checked, for ease of turning while adjusting.

ADJUSTMENTS.
The instrument should be mounted upon a solid foundation, and the iron frame securely bolted to the 

wooden pedestal. Put the cylindrical casing in the frame and place the large spiral spring of the bottom 
nest in position, concentric with the casing, so as not to be in contact with it. This may be determined by 
moving the thin strips of wood which are placed vertically around the outside of the spring. If they bind, 
move the spiral slightly.

Put in the other two springs, (the larger first,) taking care not to displace the first spring. See that 
they are concentric with it and that the ends of the spirals break joints. Next lower the steel disk upon 
the springs and adjust the upj>er nest in the same careful manner. The axes of the two nests of springs 
and the casing should now be coincident. Put the guide-blocks, nickel-plated cap, screw, wheel, and 
graduated scale in position. Adjust the scale by the longitudinal screws until it is engaged ."12 (in order 
to use appended tables) in the upper slot. Use the side of the scale having fifty (50) divisions to one inch; 
it is more easily read, and hundredths of an inch can be readily estimated when the index falls between 
the divisions.

METHOD OF USING.
To obtain the pressure per square inch exerted within the bore of a gun, use the cutter, housing, and 

copper block as prescribed for the Hodman pressure-gauge, and then remove them to the Beiiton dynam 
ometer. First place the block on which the housing rests in position upon the lower guide-block, put 
the housing on this block, and replace the copper block and cutter (with the piston removed) in the same 
relative position in the housing as when the piece was fired. The cutter must rest in the indentation, or 
cut, already made in the copper. Lower the screw until the upper guide-block rests upon the cutter-block 
and brings the cutter to a hearing; then adjust the limit-gauge until it will barely slide without binding 
between the plane surfaces of the upper guide-block and the block under the housing. Next elevate the 
screw a little, raise the cutter slightly from the cut, and slip the copper block to the other side of the 
housing, noting that its edge touches the side screws on that side. Now lower the cutter until it rests 
lightly upon the upper sm'face of the copper, and gradually bring the screw to a bearing; then turn it 
down as uniformly as possible until the upper guide-block approaches the top of the limit-gauge, and move 
slowly until the gauge will barely slide backwards and forwards, as in the first case. Read the scale on the 
instrument and look in the table for the pressure corresponding to this reading. In this case the two cuts 
are upon the same block of copper, which obviates any difference in density that might exist when separate 
blocks are used. For pressures varying from 5,000 pounds to about 34,000 pounds per square inch, there 
appears to be no difference in the lengths of the two cuts made in the same block for the same reading of 
the scale. For pressures between 84,000 and 54.000 pounds per square inch, there was a variation in the 
lengths of the cuts from ."005 to ."04, the indentation first made being in every case the longer. This is 
probably due to the compression caused by the first cut increasing the density of the contiguous particles 
and offering a greater resistance to the cutter in the second case.

The length of cut should be expected to be less in the latter case for the same pressure.

EXPERIMENTS.

These were undertaken to determine the weights necessary to compress the compound system of 
springs through given linear distances. It was assumed that within certain limits the resistance of the 
springs would vary directly with the degree of compression. The object of the experiment* was to deter 
mine the resistance of the springs when compressed through the distance unity. The linear unit of dis 
tance was assumed to be one-tenth (0".l) of an inch.

The graduated scale was engaged 0".12 in the upper slot when the readings were made, and remained 
so throughout the experiments. All readings given are estimated from the zero (i. e. upper face or end of 
graduated bar) of the scale.

The instrument was mounted on the second floor of a building; the wheel, screw, guide-blocks, and 
casing removed.

Holes were bored through the floor and transverse bar of the wooden pedestal, and on the prolongation 
of the common axis of the springs. An iron rod passed up through the floor, bar, springs, and an iron 
disk resting on them. This rod was secured above by a nut and washer, and from its lower extremity 
was suspended a large wooden platform by strong ropes. The weight of the rod, nut, washer, disk, ropes, 
and platform was 200 pounds.

This weight was kept constant during the experiments. Masses of lead, of such sizes and weights as 
could be handled by one man, were then carefully weighed upon Fairbank's scales, transferred gently to 
the suspended platform, and the reading of the scale taken. Then another lot of weights were added and 
a second reading taken. The weights added at each time were just sufficient to depress the springs one- 
tenth (0".l) of an inch.

The first series of experiments displayed a certain want of harmony between the results, which could 
only result from some irregular and abnormal cause. It was thought that some of the springs were in 
contact. They were examined, adjusted, and cylinders of fine white paper were placed between the 
springs of each nest to see if they rubbed. After several trials the paper cylinders were removed, but 
exhibited no indications of either rubbing or contact; still the abnormal variation continued. Upon further 
search for the perturbating cause, it was discovered that the iron suspending rod was bearing strongly 
against the cylindrical surfaces of the holes bored through the floor and transverse block, thereby develop-
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ing a variable force of friction due to the roughness of the surfaces of contact and the want of lubrication.

It was also found that the assistants, in putting on the weights, had, in the case of the heaviest weights, 
dropped them on the platform instead of laying them on gently. These extraneous defects were remedied, 
and no further trouble was experienced.

At the end of the second series of experiments, a weight of 6193.5 pounds was left upon the springs 
for 19 hours and 30 minutes to find what the effect would be upon them. The "set" of the springs was 
found to be ."07, which was but temporary, as they afterwards rose to their initial reading.

RESULTS.
I. It was found that the initial reading (when pressure = 0) of the scale was nearly constant. ( Vide 

columns 5 and 6, Table I.)
II. That there was no uniformity in the weights required to compress the system of springs until the 

reading on the scale was l".l, from which point the force required to compress the springs through equal 
spaces presented great uniformity between certain limits. This was probably due to the fact that before 
that rending was attained the springs had not all come to a proper bearing. It waa found that 500 pounds 
was a very close approximation to the force required to compress the springs to that limit (I 7 '.!). That 
force (500 pounds) has accordingly been assumed as the one necessary to produce the compression indi 
cated by l."l upon the scale, provided the initial tension upon the springs, when not in use, be zero.

III.—First case. That between the limits l".l and 2".0 upon the scale, the force required to compress 
the springs one-tenth (0".l) of an inch was — x = 270.17 pounds, with a probable error of ± 0.1124+ 
pounds.

Second case. That between the limits 2".0 and 3".2 upon the scale, the force required to produce the 
same amount of compression (<)".!) was — x= 275.075 pounds, with a probable error of ;-|- 0.5148+ pounds.

Third case. And between the limits 3".2 and 3".6 upon the scale, the force exerted to produce the 
same effect was — x ~ 263 pounds, with a probable error of i 3.109-t- pounds.

IV. That for pressures ranging from 500 to 0,000 pounds, corresponding to pressures of from 5,000 to 
60,000 pounds per square inch where the Rodman pressure-piston is used, this instrument gave very 
uniform results.

The following values of x being the force required to compress the spiral springs of the Benton dynam 
ometer through n vertical distance of 0".l between their respective limits, have been assumed to be the 
most probable values of that quantity, a.nd have been used in forming Tables II and III, appended to 
this report, via :

For readings on the scale between 1".10 and 2".00; x = 270 pounds.
For readings on the scale between 2".00 and 3".20; x = 275 pounds.
For readings on the scale between 3".20 and 3".00 ; x = 203 pounds, when the npper end of the scale 

is engaged ."12 in the upper slot on the frame.
The computations were made by the method of least squares.

September 30, 1870.
Respectfully .submitted,

DAVID A. LYLE,
Lieutenant of Ordnance. 

To the COMMANDING OFFICER,
National Armory.



APPENDIX.

COMPUTATIONS.

FORMULA FOR PROBABLE ERROR AND PRECISION.

PROBABLE ERROR.

Let—
m — the number of observations;
n, n', ic = results found by direct observation, (in pounds, avoirdupois;)
x = their arithmetical mean, being the weight in pounds required to compress springs O."l;
v, v', &,c = (x — n) (x'— n') «SC = the residual errors of observation ;
s = the mean error of n, n', &c ;
r = the probable error of a single observation, n, »', 4C ;
K = the probable error of the final result, x;
S = symbol representing the sum;

/JBTiV 111 - 1
= 0.6745. ?;

PRECISION. 

Pdrce's Criterion for the rejection of doubtful observations.

To apply this to sets of observations involving but one unknown quantity, let— 
m = the number of observations taken;
n = the number of doubtful observations to be rejected, (to be found by trial;) 
e = the mean error of one observation in the set of m observations; 
v, v', &c = the residual errors of the observations;
and K = the ratio of the required limit of error for the rejection of « observations to the mean error 

*> that xe is the limiting error.
All observations in which KB <^ v are rejected.
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Fixer CASE.

Application of Peirce's Criterion. 

ObservationB between the limits l."10 and 2."00.

in. ; 11.

1
2:
T*
li
7
M

a
10
111-2
in
14
15
i*;
IT
H
1!)
20
21
22
•23
•24
2T<
%
37

Lbs.
274.
270.
270.
270.
27*1.
270.
270.
270.
270.
370.
270.
270.
270.
370.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.
270.

»2?5.
"275.
*275.

Total - 7309.
.-. a: = '270. 7 Ibs.

V.

3.3
.7
.7
.7

V2 .

10.89
.49
.49
.49

.7 ! .40

.7

.7

.7

.7

.7

. 7

.7

.7

.7

.7

. 7

.7

.7

.7

. 7

.7

.7

. 7

.7
4.3
4.3
4.3

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49

.49
. 19
.49
.49

18.49
18.49
18.49

2 va = 77. 63
.-. E- = 2.9H(;

m = 27.
when u = ] K- = 5. 479

f 3 = 2. 986
K- c- = 16. 3603

Kt= 4.0448
'. Kt <^ v rejects observations 25, 26, and 37.

in = 27
wljcn n = 2 A-- = 4. 222

f- = 2. 986
*- 2 P" = 12. 60?

Kf = 3. 5506
. . Kf <^ v rejects nont- other.

* R«jected by Peirce's Criterion.
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FIBST CASK.

Probable error.

Observations between the limits I'MO and 2 '.00.

m.

1

2

3

4

5
(,

7

8
U

10

11
12

13

14
15

16
17
16

19

20

21
22

23

24

n.

Lbs.

274.

V. Vs .

3.83
270. . 17
270. . 17
270.
270.

14.6689
.0269
.0289

j .17 j .0289
.17

270. . 17
270. : . 17
270. j . 17

. 0289

.0289

.0239

.0269
270. ! . 17
270. . 17

.0289

. 0289
270. ! . 17 | . Oi89
270.
270.
270.
270.

. 17 . 0289

. 17 . 0289

. 17 ; . 0289
. 17 . 0289

270. |j .17 I .0289
270. . 17
270. ; . 17
270. . 17

. 0289

.(&•$>

. 0289
270. . 17 . 0289
270. . 17 . 0289
270. : .17
270. . 17
270. ! .17

. 0289

. 0289

.0289

Total = 6484. ; 2V-=15. 3336
.'. X-= 270. 17 Ibs.

t- /£ll = /»l^§-± ».8165 
Vm-1 V 23

Probable error of single observation = 
0. 6745 X 0. 8165 or r = ±0.55073 Ib.

Probable error of final result = —7--, or Vni

E =

Hence,
T/24

x=270.17 llw. ± 0.1124 Ib. 
Assumed value, or = 270 Ibs.
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SECOND CASE.

Application of Parctfe Criterion. 

Observations between the limits 2".0 and 3".2.

m. i n.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IP 
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Sura
X-

! Lbs.
275.
303.

; 275.

275.
275.
275.
275.

1 275.
! 275.
i .,_,.275. 

275.
*216.
-220.
*220.

1 275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
270.
270.
270.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.
275.

' 275.
275.
275.

' 275.
i 275.

275.
275.
275.
275.

; 270.
270.

V.

3.9
31.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
0 Qo. a

3.9
55.1
51.1
51.1
3.9
3.9

V2.

15.21
1017. 61

15.21
15.21

m 4^t

Whenn = l KS = 6.416
fs = 233.315

if e= = 1496. 945
15.21 KE= 38.69
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21 
15.21

3036. 01
2611. 21
2611. 21

15.21
15.21

3. 9 j 15. 21
3. 9 15. 21
3.9 15.21
1. 1 1. 21
1.1 1.21
1.1
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.9
1.1
1.1

1.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15. 21
15. 21
15.21
15. 21
15.21
15. 21
15. 21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
15.21
1.21
1.21

= 11659. 2 V = 9799. 23
271. 1 Ibs. p /. es = 233. 315

.-. KE < v rejects 12, 13, and 14.

m=43

When n = 2 & = 5. 114

e*= 233.315

K? E" = 1193. 1763

Ke= 34.5423

.'. Kt <^_ v rejects none other.

* Eejected by Peirce's Criterion.
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SECOND CASE.

Probable Error.

Observations between the limit* 2".0 and 3' .2.

m.

1
i! 
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

= 40.

n.

Lbs.
275.
303. 
275.
275.

V.

.075
27.925

.075

.075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275.
275.

"216.
*220.

275.

.075

.075

. 075
275. . 075
275.
275.
275.
270.
270.
270.

. 075

.075

.075
5. 075
5. 075
5. 075

275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. i . 075
275. : .075
275. - . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. . 075
275. ' . 075
270. ! 5. 075
270. 5. 075

Sum = 11003.
'

2 v 3 =

V3.

. 005625 m = 40.

779.805625 /sV~* /)0l7775 , . aw>.
.005625 £ ~\/m-l ~ V 39 ~ ^ +
. 005625 Probable error of single observation =
. 005625 0. 6745 X 4. 827+, or r = ± 3. 2558 Ibs.
. 005625

. 005f)25 : provable error of final result = ~T=-. or

.005625 i Vm
„„-,.„_ 3. 2558 

. 00oo2;> E = ± -7 -~- = ± 5. 014789 Ib.

. 005625 j

. 005625 Hence,
x = 275. 075 IbB. + 0. 514789 Ib.

--...-......- - . Assumed value, x = 275 Ibs.

. OOE625

. 005625

. 005525 * Eejected by Prirce's Criterion, not included in

.005625 tbis computation.

. 005625
25. 755625
25. 755625
25. 755625

. 005625

. 005625

. 005625 '
. 005825 ;
. 005625 i
.005625
. 005625 i
. 005625
. 005625
. O0.;625
. 00:625 ;
. 005625
.((05625
. 005625
. 005625 ;
. 005625
.005625 ;
. 005625
. 00;.62o

25. 755625
2C. 755625

908. 775000

= 275. 075 Ibs.
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THIRD CASE.
Probable Error.

Observations between the limits of 3" 2 and 3' .6.

III. 11.

Lb».
1 275.
2 275.
3 270.
4 270.
5 250.
6 250.
7 I 250.

V.

12.
i 12.

7.
7.

13.
13.
13.

V.

144.
144.
49.
49.

169.
169.
169.

m =7.
When n = 1

.'. Kf <[ v raj

Sum = 1840. 
s-= 263 Ibs.

i1 v 2 = 893. 
fs = 148. 83

«* = 2.866 
f5 = 148.83 

ift c2 = 426. 54706 
KC= 20.653+

J'robab/e Error.

/^ = ± 12.1992

Probable error of single observation = 
0. 6745 X 12.1992, or r = ± 8.228632 Ibs.

Probable error of final result = / — i V m

R =
8.2286

= ± 3. 109 Ibs.

Hence
x = 263 Ibe. -|- 3.109 Ibs.

Assumed value, as =263 Ibs.
NOTE.—The probable error in this case would have been less had the number of observations been 

greater, provided the observations had not varied much from those taken.

. BENTON'S DYNAMOMETER. 

TABLE I.
Showing the lengths of the two cuts made in the same copper blocks for the same reading of the dynamometer.

REMAKES.
Number 

on 
copper 
block.

21 
22
23

Weight 
of 

copper 
block.

Grains.
832. 5 
82;". 5
827.5

24 826. 5
25
26

832. 5
827.0

27 829. 0
28
29
30
31

836.0
828.0
837.0
830.5

32 835. 0
33 828. 0
34 821. 5
35 836.0

Reading 
of Bentoii 
machine 

for 
both cuts.

Inches.
1.50 
1.62

Pressure 
per 

square 
inch in 
pounds.

15800 
19040

1.70 31200
1.80
1.90
2.00

23900 j
26600
29300 |

2. 10 32050

Pressure on 
springs=0, initial 

reading before 
making

1st cut.

Inches.
0.98 
Lost.

.98
Lost.
Lost.

.99

.99
2. 20 34800 . 99
2. 30 ; 37550
2. 40 40300
2. 50 43050
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.91

45800
48550 i
51300
54325

.99

.99

.99

.99

.99

.99
Lost.
*.99

t.98

2d cut.

Inches.
0.98
.98
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.99

Lengt 

1st cut.

Inches.
0. 595 
.63

h of— 

2<1 cut.

Inches.
0. 595 
.63

. 675 . 675

.695

.745

.77

.8-2

.83

.89

.90

.92

.945

.975

.985
1.02

. 695

.745

.77

Th 
Rodir
used.

Th
were
Sharf

.82

.82 i

.87

.88

.915

.915

.955

.96

.98

FOT
and c

The Adams' cutter for 
Rodman pressure piston

sed.
The steel scales used 

were made by Brown & 
Sharp, of Providence, E. I.

For prints of these blocks 
and cuts, vide Plate III.

'Initial reading at end of experiments, 
t Initial reading 16 hours after.
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TABUB II.

BENTON'S DYNAMOMETER. 

A.
Weights required to compress the spiral springs of Benton's Dynamometer, as determined by actual experiment, 

together with the corresponding readings upon the scale.

Beading of
Scale.

Inches. 
1.10
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.70
1.80
1.90
2.00
2.10
2.20
2.30

Weight 
required to 
compress 

Springs 0".l.

Lbs.

270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
270
275
275
275

Total Weight,

Us.
500 1
770

1040 I
1310 !
1580
1850
2120
2390
26GO
2930
3205
3480
3755

Beading of
Scale.

Inches. 
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.70
2.80
2.90
3.00
3.10
3.20
3.30
3.40
3.50
3.60

Weight 
required to 
compress 

Springs 0".l.

Lbs. 
275
275
275
275
275
275
275
275
275
263
263
263
263

Total Weight.

Lbs. 
4030
4305
4580
4855
5130
5405
5680
5955
6230
6493
6756
7019
7282

B.

Weights in pounds required to compress spiral springs through fractional parts of an inch less than
one-tenth, (0".l.)

Reading of

Indies.
'.01

.02

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

.10

1". 10 and 2".

Lbs.
27
54
81

108
135
162
189
216
243
270

BETWEEN —

2". and 3".2.

Lbi.
27.5
55.0
82.5

110. 0
137. 5
165. 0
192.5
220. 0
247. 5
275. 0

3".2 and 3".6.

Lbs.
26. 3
52.6
78.9

105. 2
131.5
157. 6
184.1
210.4
236.7
263. 0

NOTE.—Scale, 50 divisions to one inch. Upper end of scale engaged 0".12 in slot on frame. The 
upper terminal plane is assumed as the zero of the scale.
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TABLE III. 

BEXTON'8 DYNAMOMETER.

C.
SCALE OF PRESSURES. Heading of the ScaJf, of Benton'a Dynamometer corresponding to pretmrc in 

pounds per square inch. Headings estimated from the zero of the scale.

Heading of 
Scale.

Inches.
1.10

1.20

1.30
1. 40

1.50
1.60
1.70

l.K)

1. 90
2. oo
a. 10
2. 20
a. nn

Pressure.

Us.
5000
7700 ,

10400
13100

158UO :
18500

21200
2:1900
2K600 :

29300
32050

34HOO
37550

Reading of
Scale.

Inches,

2. 4(1

2.50

a. eo
2. 70

2. eo
2. 90
3.00

3.10
3. 20

3. 30
3.40
3. 50

3.60

Pressure.

Us.
40300
43050
45800
48550
51300

54050
56800
59550

62300
64930

67560

70190
72820

D. 

Pressure in pounds per square inr.h fur Fractional readings of scale less than one-tenth (0".l) of an inch.

Reading of 
Scale.'

.01 

.02 

. 03 

.04 

.05 

.06 

.07 

.08 

.09 
. 10

1".10 and •>'

Us.
270
540
810 

1080 
1350 
1620 
1890 
•2160 
2130 
2700

PRESSURE BETWEEN LIMITS.

2" and 3 ".2. i

Ua. 
275
550
825

1100
1375
1650
1925
2200
2475
2750

3".2 and 3".6.

IM.
263
523
789

1052
1315
1578
1841
2104
2367
2630

CE.—Scale, 50 divisions to one inch. Upper end of scale.' engaged 0".12 in slot on frame. The 
upper terminal plane is assumed as the zero of the scale.

Tables "0" and "'D 1 ' are computed from Tables "A" and " B," upon the hypothesis that the area 
of the cross-section of the Rodman pressure-piston is one-tenth of one square inch.

THE BENTON DYNAMOMETER.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES. 

PLATE I.

Fig. 1. Front elevation without appendages.
Fig. 2. Side elevation—casing removed on one side, showing springs, &c.
Fig. 3. The two nests of springs—section of upper iiest.
Fig. 4. Plan of same and cylindrical casing, showing manner of breaking joints.
Fig. 5. Upper face of upper guide-block.
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Fig. 6. Upper face of lower guide-block.
Fig. 7. Plan of dynamometer—pedestal and wheel removed.
Fig. 8. Wheel.

PJJLTE II.

Fig. 1. Plan of block for houHing.
Fig. 2. Elevation of same.
Fig. 3. Plan of housing for copper block and cutter.
Fig. 4 .Elevation of same.
Fig. 5. Side elevation of Adams' cutter.
Fig. 6. End elevation of same.
Fig. 7. Base and longitudinal section of limit-gauge.
Fig. 8. Plan of same.
Fig. 9. End elevation of copper block.
Fig. 10. Plan of same.

PLATE III.

Figs. 21—35. Prints from copper blocks, showing size of cuts. 
a shows cuts iiiade for reading of 3".5. 
6 shows single cut for reading of o".5.



CUTTERS AND PISTONS FOR PRESSURE GAUGES.

[ Spiral cutters not included in this report.]

The descriptions of the forms and dimensions of cutters and pistons for pressure-gauges have been 
published in a rather fragmentary manner, and so intermingled with correlative subjects that, to arrive at 
the history of what lias been done, we are obliged to consult the several reports through which the various 
details are scattered. In view of these facts, it is thought desirable to collect into one report all the details 
concerning these instruments; ill other words, to give a description of them as written by those who first 
used them. The exact language of the writers has been retained in making extracts from their reports. 
Some of the subject-matter of these extracts is irrelevant, and bears but indirectly upon the object in view, 
hut it could not be avoided, as the intention is to present the writers' statements entire. In August, 1854, 
Major Wade submitted a report on the strength and properties of metals, and on the manufacture of 
bronze and iron cannon at foundries under his supervision during the years Ie50 and 1851, from which 
the following extracts are taken :

" The comparative softness or hardness of metals is determined by the bulk of the cavities, or indenta 
tions, made by equal pressures; the softness being as the bulk directly, and the hardness as the bulk 
inversely.

"The instrument used for making the indentations is represented in Figs. 1,2, 3, and 4, Plate I. The 
form of the indenting part of it is a pyramid; the sides and opposite angles of its base are equal.

"The longest diagonal of its base is one ineb, the shortest 0 '.'2, and the height of the pyramid is 0".l. 
The planes of the sides intersect at the penetrating edge, at an angle of 9(1°." (See "Experiments on 
Metals for Cannon," page 259.)

Again;
"Of the different forms of cavity made by the indenting-tools that of the pyramid is preferred. The 

cone, with an angle of 90° at its point, will make a cavity about equal in bulfc to that made by the pyramid, 
under equa.1 pressures; but the latter may be more accurately determined because it makes a longer mark, 
and minute differences are thus rendered more sensible. The form of the pyramid mav, however, be 
improved by making the longest diagonal of its base 1''.25 instead of 1", and by making its sides meet, 
in the penetrating edge, at an angle of tiO° instead of 00°; the height remaining the same as at present. 
This would make a longer line and mark minute differences more accurately.'' (See "Experiments on 
Metals for Cannon," page 266.)

General Hodman, in his report on experiments made in 1A57-1858 for determining the absolute 
pressure of gas in the bore of a gnu, gives the following :

"A 42-pounder gun was pierced through the cascabel, along the axis, and at intervals of two calibers 
along its side and perpendicular (except that nearest the muzzle) to its exterior surface, with holes .3^ 
inch in diameter and extending through to the bore. Concentric with these holes were bored others 1.5 
inch in diameter and 1.5 inch deep.

'•' These holes were tapped, and the housing which contained the indenting-tool and the copper specimen 
to be indented was screwed into one of them, when in use, the others being filled with plugs, tightly 
screwed in. The diameter of the indenting-piston, on the inner end of which the pressure of the gas was 
exerted, was 0.36^ inch. Fig. 5> Plate IV, shows a section through the axis, and Fig. 8 a side elevation 
of the indenting apparatus. The indenting-tool had a snug working Jit in the housing. The hole in the 
housing, shown at (c), and the rect ss around the stem of the indenting-tool which it enters, were made for 
the purpose of letting out any gas that might pass the piston, and thus prevent its acting against the 
shoulder of the indenting-tool, and for this purpose it answered very well.

"The mode of determining pressures by this apparatus is as follows :
''The shank or piston of the iudenting-tool, and the hole in the housing into which it is inserted for use. 

are well cleaned and oiled, and the indenting-tool inserted into the housing, which is then screwed into the 
gun. and a disc of soft copper placed on the point of the indenting-tool, the disc being held in position by the 
screw (K) acting either upon a second copper disc or upon a piece of iron having a plane surface next the 
disc to he-indented. The pressure exerted upon the inner end of the indenting-piston forces the point of 
the indenting-tool into tile copper disc when the gnu is fired. This disc is then removed to the testing- 
machine, and the pressure required to produce an equal indentation with the same tool, in the same disc, or 
one from the same bar of copper, is accurately weighed; then knowing the area of a cross-section of the 
indenting-piston, the pressure per square inch is calculated. For the purpose of getting greater accuracy 
of results, the indenting-point is very broad and thin, so as to make a very low; cut as compared with its 
breadth and depth. With the tool used in these experiments, a difference of pressure of 25 Ibs. was dis 
tinctly perceptible when added to a pressure of 3.000 Ibs. on the indenting-tool, and corresponding to a 
pressure of about 3.000 Ibs. per square inch in the gun, or to an error of less than 250 Ibs. in 3,000 Ibs. So

523
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that the indications of this instrument may he safely regarded as approximating to within 1,OCO Ibs. of the 
true pressure, even for the greatest pressures exerted, and much nearer for the smaller pressures. This 
method of determining the pressure of gas in the bore of a gun, and a modification of it, involving the use 
of a spring in lieu of the indenting-tool and specimen, was suggested by me to Major W. Wade as early 
as 18f>l, who thought well of it. He, however, left the employ of the Department about that time, and I 
never had an opportunity of applying it til! in these experiments, when it was first applied to the experi 
mental 43-pounder gun." (See "Experiments on Metals for Cannon," pp. 174, 175.)

"In the foregoing experiments with the 42-poundergun, the indentations from which the pressures at the 
bottom of the bore were determined were made by a piston having a much longer stem than that which 
made the indentations from which the pressures at other points were determined. All the foregoing results 
with that gun show the pressure at the bottom of the bot'e to be very considerably less than that at two 
calibers. In order fo reconcile this discrepancy, a piston extending into the surface of the bore was used at 
two calibers, and gave at the first fire a pressure of 23,505 Ibs., and 26,560 at the second fire, with 10 Ibs. 
of powder and one solid shot, the piston sticking so tightly in the gun and housing that it was with diffi 
culty that it was extracted."

"The cause of the piston sticking was that the powder entered tins space around the piston and clogged 
it so tightly that its indications of pressure were far Mow those obtained with the short piston at the same 
point, or those obtained at the breech. The use of both the long pistons was then abandoned, and one, 
whose inner end did not extend quite through the bousing when in position, with a gas-check of thin brass 
inserted, so as to prevent the gas from clogging the stem, was adopted. The gas-check was a hollow cup 
made of sheet-brass, and of the same or a little greater diameter than the stem of the indenting-pi?ton; it 
was inserted into the mouth of the housing with its mouth toward the bore of the gun. Its position is 
shown at (;/) in the section of the indenting apparatus, (Fig. 5, Plate I.) This arrangement was found 
to entirely prevent the clogging of the stem of the iudentiug-tool, it being generally as free from powder 
stain when removed as when inserted." (See "Experiments on Metals ibr Cannon," pp. 179, IfiO.)

The description of the Kodman pressure-piston given in the Ordnance Manual of 1861 is substantially 
the same as that given above, except that the hole drilled into the bore of the gun to receive the shank of 
the houiiwj is given as 0". 4 in diameter, instead of 0''. 38. and the yas-clteet is made of thin copper instead 
of brass. The Ordnance Manual also states that ''this xhank (of the housing) has a cylindrical holf through 
its axis 0. 37 inch in diameter, into which tin" piston fits closely."

HODMAN'S INTERNAL PKKSSURE-UAUGE.

"The pressure of the gas in the 15-inch gun was determined by the method of indentations, as hereto 
fore explained, except that the apparatus was placed wholly within the bore of the gun, being inserted in 
the bottom of the cartridge-bag, and having the charge filled in over it, so that no powder should get under 
it and come between it and the bottom of the bore when rammed home in the gun. The accompanying 
diagram (Plate V) shows the construction of this instrument: AA, outer cylinder; BJS. screw-plug, for 
closing mouth of outer cylinder; hh, copper gasket, to form gas-tight joint; C, specimen of copper to be 
indented; I, indenting-tool: p, indenting-piston; y, gas-check. In using this instrument, all its parts, 
except the exterior of the outer cylinder, are carefully cleaned before each fire, and the threads of the 
screw-plug and the indenting-piston carefully oiled ; the copper specimen is then placed in the bottom of the 
cylinder, the iudentiug-piston inserted into tlie screw-plug, and will) the outer cylinder horizontal the plug is 
screwed home, being afterwards tightly set in with a wrench while the cylinder is held in a vise. The 
cylinder is then carefully set down upon its closed end, and the indenting-piston gently pushed down till 
the point of the indenting-tool rests upon the copper specimen; a small gas-check is then inserted, mouth 
outwards, till it rests upon the end of the indenting-pistou. It gives additional security against the passage 
of gas to place a small wad of cotton or tow- over the gas-check, pressing it in firmly without tlriviuy, as a verv 
light blow, several times repeated, might give a greater indentation than that due to the pressure to which 
it was to be subjected and thus give erroneous results. The instrument is inserted into the gun with the 
screw-plug towards the muzzle, and is generally found in the bore of the gun after its discharge, when th« 
screw-plug is withdrawn and the specimen removed, having an indentation in its surface, due to the 
pressure that has been exerted upon the outer end of the indenting-piston. The indications of pressure 
are found to be, generally, something less, for equal charges, by this instrument than by the external hous 
ing; this may be, and probably is, due to the retardation of the rate of inflammation of the charge by tin- 
presence of the instrument, and to the heat absorbed by it. For these reasons this instrument should be 
as small as may be compatible with its practical use. To enable those who have not the menus of deter 
mining the pressure corresponding to a given length of indentation, to obtain approximate results from the 
pressure-gauge, the following table* was constructed by accurately measuring the length of cut due To 
each 100 pounds iron) 100 to 9.000. The indentations were made with an indenting tool of the dimensions 
given in the plate, (Plate V,) showing the construction of the pressure-gauge, and in the same bar of 
annealed copper. These results were plotted, and the accompanying mean curve constructed from them, 
and from this curvet the lengths of cuts given in the table were taken." (See •' Experiments on Metals for 
Cannon," pp. SJ99, 300.)

In reference to the Eodmaii internal pressure-gauge, Commander Marviu, U. S. Navy, (see "An. 1337, 
p. 492, Naval Ordnance and Gunnery,") gives the following : '' The indications of pressure by this instru 
ment are generally found to be something- less for equal charges of powder than those by the external 
gauge; one reason for this is probably (nviug to the fact that in the external gauge the gas has a consider 
able space to travel through between the powder chamber and the indicating parts, so that before reaching 
the piston the gases have attained a high vit-viva, especially with quick-burning powders."

* Table omitted. f Omi tied.
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CIRCULAR CUTTERS.

The AcUime Cutter.—In June or July, 1875, Major Farley, Ordnance Department, U. 8. A., directed 
Mr. J. S. Adams, a gauge maker at the National Armory, to make two cutters, having exactly the same 
dimensions, for the Kodman pressure-gauge, giving him as a model a pressure-gauge made at Frankford 
Arsenal, designed for use with muskets. The knife-edge of this model was of the usual pyramidal form of 
the Rodman cutter, and was 0".7ti in length. Mr. Adams found that it was a mechanical impossibility to 
go file the faces of this pyramid as to have the two cutting or indenting edges identical in form and dimensions. 
He accordingly conceived the idea of turning a beveled edge with a circular profile upon the perimeter of a 
steel disk, as this could he accurately done in a lathe or mill, thus securing the [perfect agreement of all 
cutters taken from that disk, and at the same time diminishing both the cost and time of fabrication Mr. 
Adams took the Kodman cutter above mentioned, and found by trial a circle which would pass through 
the three angular points of the edge, as shown here—

This circle, whose diameter he found to be 2".83, he assumed as the one which shouldform the cutting 
edge of the new series of cutters to be fabricated. The steel disk was 0".233 thick. It was pierced with 
a central hole 1" in diameter for convenience of adjustment to an arbor of a lathe or mill already on hand. 
Tl» j bevels upon the two sides were equal. Hence, the cutting edge itself is an arc of a circle with a 
diameter equal to 2".88, and is formed by the intersection of two right cones, turned base to base, (bases 
circular,-.) and having a common axis. This makes the bottom of the cut, or indentation in the copper block, 
an arc of a circle, and the limiting lines of the S'J-me indentation uptm the surface of the block, arcs of two 
equal hyperbolas. The form and dimensions of the disk and cutter' are given in Figs. 1, 2, arid 3, Plate VI.

The cutter-block is rectangular in shape, 1".18 long, ".74 wide, and ".74 thick. A groove is planed 
in one of the longer sides 0".2 deep and sufficiently wide to receive the indenting edge. On the opposite 
side is drilled a hole ",4 deep and ".5 in diameter, for the reception of the larger ezid of the piston. In the 
bottom of tliis hole a smaller one is countersunk, for a small screw which projects into the cutter-groove and 
serves to hold the indenting segment in position after insertion. This segment projects 0".3 from the cutter- 
block and is engaged 0".'2 in that block. There have been three Adams cutters of the same size taken from 
the disk and set in cutter-blocks, viz: Cutler No. 1, made for the National Armory and now on hand at 
this place ; cutter No. 2, made for Hazard Powder Company, of Hazardviile, Conn. [This cutter was 
broken in the hands of the company by the accidental omission of the copper block from the housing while 
firing.] Cutter No. ;i, made for Hazard Powder Company, (to replace No. 2.) There is material for 
another cutter still upon the disk.

NATIONAL ARMORY CIRCULAR CUTTER.

This is a modification of the Adams' cutter, from which it differs only in the details of its form and 
dimensions. The diameter of the circle which forms the cutting-edge is 3": the angle formed by the 
elements of the two right cones whose intersection forms that edge is60° instead of 61° 20'. The altitudes of 
these cones are the same, and are equal to ."86,>. The thickness of the disk is ."25. The angle of GOC 
was adopted for the edge as being an angle which could be accurately formed in a turning-lathe without 
difficulty ; as almost every machinist possesses an equilateral triangular gauge by which he can verify at 
any instant the angle included between the legs of the striding-gauge that he uses to guide him in turning 
the bevels. The diameter and thickness of the disk-plate were chosen with reference to retaining the 
angle of G0°, and with reference to ease of exact measurement by practical mechanics. Bv assuming 
these dimensions the strength of the cutter is not impaired; it is rendered a little more sensitive to small 
differences of pressure than the Adams' cutter; and its dimensions, both linear and angular, are easilv 
preserved in lubrication by any one of ordinary mechanical skill. The limits of these linear dimensions, 
whether expressed in hundredths or thousandths of an inch, can always be made to fall upon the larger 
and more common divisions of almost any English scale of inches. The special advantage of the circular 
cutting or indenting edge is, that it. can be readily pressed into the indentation, previously made in the 
copper block or disk while in the piece, upon its removal to the dynamometer or testing-machine. In the 
case of the pyramidal cutter, it is, and always will be, a matter of considerable difficulty to make the apex 
of the pyramid coincide with its former position, in adjusting it in a dynamometer for the purpose of 
getting the reading of the estimator or the setting of the limit-gauge, in order to govern the operator in 
making the similar secondary cut or cuts from or by means of which the pressures are determined. The 
more accurately the cutter is inserted into the indentation made by the force of discharge, and the greater 
the precision of the adjustment of the limit-gauge, the more nearly will be the approximation to the true 
pressure as determined by the dynamometer. With the circular cutter, no difficulty is experienced in 
adjusting its edge to the bottom of the indentation in the copper. The steel disks for the National Armory 
circular cutters were made iu September, 1876. Two of these disks were made upon the same date by Mr. 
Adams. (See Figs. 1 and 2, Plate VII.)

NATIONAL ARMORY CIRCULAR CUTTEK No. 1.

The indenting segment (" a," Fig. 1, Plate VII,) for this cutter was taken from one of the disks above 
mentioned, to be used in the Rodman internal pressure-gauge belonging to the Department of Ordnance and 
Gunnery at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y. It is set in a cylindrical cutter-block, ."54 in 
length and 1''.5 in diameter, made to fit the cylinder of the pressure-gauge. The segment is held iu
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position bv two screws sunk Hush with the upper surface of the block. The details of the block and cutter 
are shown in Fig. 3, Plate VII. The copper disks (Fig. 8, Plate VII) used in the above pressure-gauge are 
1".4 in diameter and ".5 thick. A special housing and limit-gauge were made for the Benton dynamom 
eter, to be used in conjunction with this cutter-block and the copper disks.

THE HOUSING.

The housing (Figs. 4, 5, and 6, Plate VII) is made of steel, 2."51ong, 3" wide, and 1".4 high, (exterior 
dimensions). The top has a circular hole 1".5 in diameter, into which the cutter-block is inserted. The 
cylindrical surface of this hole guides and retains the block in a vertical position. On the bottom of the 
housing is a sliding-block (Fig. 7, Plate VII) of steel, pierced with a hole 1".4 in diameter to hold the 
copper disks. The motion of this sliding-block is limited laterally by two side screws upon each side of 
the housing. Its longitudinal motion toward the rear is arrested by a stop screwed on to the rear of the 
housing. This stop has a groove parallel to its upper edge, in order to avoid interference with the sliding 
motion from the accidental lodgment of dust or dirt between the stop and sliding-block.

THE LIMIT-GAUGE.

The limit-gauge, (Fig. 1, Plate VIII,) designed for use with this housing, consists of two parts having 
a common longitudinal axis. The two parts are connected by a male and female screw as shown in the 
figure. The upper part has a friction-screw (a) attached, to assist in preserving the adjustment. The 
lower part has a rectangular base 1" long and ".5 wide; near the shoulder toward the upper end a light 
handle (h) is screwed in for convenience in use. The upper and lower bases of the instrument are in 
parallel planes, and the length of the gauge must be adjusted to the distance between the surfaces of the 
guide blocks of the Benton dynamometer.

MAKXEK OP USING.
On taking the piston, cutter, and copper disk from the pressure-gauge after firing, it will be found that 

an indentation has been made in the middle of the disk. Remove the disk and cutter to the Benton 
dynamometer. Place the copper in the sliding-block with the indentation running lengthwise of the block, 
and put them both into the housing; then carefully insert (so as to avoid injuring its edge) the cutter 
through the round aperture, bring the indentation in the copper directly under it by sliding the block and 
disk, and press down the cutter firmly into the cavity with the thumbs. Turn the cutter-block and copper 
disk (both being free to move) until the mark on the top and side of the block coincides with the mark 
across the top of the housing. By keeping the cutter and housing in this relative position the parallelism 
of the middle and secondary cuts are secured. Now place the housing upon the block of the dynamometer 
and lower the screw until the upper guide-block comes to a bearing upon the cutter-block; give the screw 
a few turns downwards to insure the proper insertion of the edge of the cutter into the indentation. [When 
the side of the scale is used which contains fifty divisions to the inch, turn down the screw until the reading on 
the scale is about 1".2; provided, the scale be engaged ".12 in the upper shit. There is no danger of 
enlarging the indentation so long as the pressure applied to "settle" the cutter is less than that which 
produced the indentation.] Without, raising the screw, adjust the limit-gauge to the distance between the 
two guide-blocks; when nearly to the proper height, tighten slightly the friction-screw, and then complete 
the adjustment so as to barely allow the gauge to slide back and forth between the guide-blocks without 
binding. Lay the limit-gauge to one side, taking the greatest care that its adjustment is not changed by 
the accidental turning of its screw until after the secondary cuts are made. Now, with the thumb and 
forefinger of the right hand, raise the cutter lightly until its edge is just clear of the copper, and, by the 
pressure of the left thumb, slide the block with the copper disk to the right or left until its side brings up 
against the side screws, keeping its rear end abutting against the stop; lower gently the cutter, keeping 
the mark on it coincident with that on the housing; bring down the screw slowly until it bears upon the 
cutter-block, then resume the limit-gauge and have the screw turned down until the thread of light between 
the top of the gauge and upper guide-block is just disappearing, but do not let it get " pinched." Remove 
the gauge and take the reading on the scale of the dynamometer. Ease up the screw and raise the cutter- 
block as before, with thumb and finger, and slide the block with the copper disk to the other side of the 
housing, and make similarly a second cut and take the reading. A mean of these two readings (which 
should differ but little from each other if proper care be taken) will be the reading corresponding to the 
pressure required; with this mean reading as an argument, enter Table III, "C" and "D," for Bentoirs 
dynamometer, and take out the pressure corresponding to it, provided the area of the piston he one-tenth 
of one square inch.

NATIONAL ARMORY CIRCULAR CUTTER No. 2.
This cutter was made and designed to be used at this place in the Rodman external pressure-gauge 

for determining the pressure of gas in the chambers of Springfield rifles and carbines. The cutter-block is 
made of hardened steel, rectangular in shape, 1".18 long, ".76 high, anil ".74 thick. The groove for the 
indenting segment and the hole for the larger end of the piston are identical with those described for the 
Adams' cutter. The number (2) of the cutter is stamped upon the side and end of the indenting edge. 
The diameter of the cutting-edge is indicated by the characters '"A" D." stamped upon the other side. 
This block, and the cutter, is shown in Fig. 2, Plate VIII.

NATIONAL ARMORY CIRCULAR CUTTER No. 3.
This cutter is identical with National Armory circular cutter No. 2 in its dimensions. It was made for 

Frankford Arsenal, to be used in connection with a musket housing. The piston belonging to it is ". 357 
in diameter. It is shown in its true dimensions in Plate IX.
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PISTONS.

The iiideriting-pistonB used in the Bervice are found to vary in their diameters. The pressure of the gas 
is exerted upon their inner ends, and varies directly with the area pressed. It is desirable to have a series 
of pistons adopted which shall have the same area of cross-section. In practice, the area of these pistons 
has generally been assumed to be one-tenth of one square inch. The following table gives the diameters, 
areas, and pressures upon those pistons of which the dimensions are known, neglecting friction, and sup 
posing the pressure per square inch to be 100,000 Ibs.

TABLE.

PISTONS.

Ordnance Manual. 18G1-

Frankford Arsenal (musket).- 
Rodman ...... .... ..........

Metealfe ....................
Theoretical:......... ........
National Armory circular cutter 
National Armory circularoutter

No. 3.
West Point internal pressure- 

gunge.

Diameter 
of 

Pistons.

Inches.
.37

.369

.366

.357

. 3568+

.356

. 357

Area ; Pressure 
of | upon 

Pistons. Pistons.

Sff. in, Llis.
. 107S21 107C2. 1

.106940 10G94.0

. 100362

. 100098

. 100000

. 09953"

. 10009d

10636. 2

10009. 8
10000. 0
9953. 8

10009. 8

REMARKS.

. 0981)798

107G2.1 ! 0". 37 given here because this number 
has sometimes been used in calcu 
lating pressures. 

10694.0 Made for National Armory.
fide "Experiments on Metals for 

Cannon," pp. 174, 175.
Made for use with "spiral cutters."
True diameter = ". 356824743746
Also for Adams' cutter.
Made at N. A. for Frankford Arsenal.

9897. 98'

Jjittle is known in regard to the effect of friction upon these short pistons. The friction of the gas- 
check against the walls of the hole would render the indicated, less than the actual pressures. An uniform 
system of pinions and cutters should be established, in order to render the results obtained comparable 
The more nearly the conditions are assimilated, the greater will be the approximation of the relative 
pressures to agreement At the present time each piston necessitates a separate table of pressures, and 
when the length of the cuts are required to determine the pressures a table must be constructed for each 
cutter.

Respectfully submitted,
D. A. LYLE, 

NATIONAL ARMORY, December 11, 1876. First Lieutenant of Ordnance.

To the COMMANDING OFFICER,
l Armory.

TAISLE I.
National Armory Circular Cutter j^o. 1, made for West Point. 

Internal Pressure-Gauge. (See Plate X.)

DATE. 
1876.

NOT. 15 .. 
Nov. 15 .. 
Nov. 20 .. 
Nov. 9 .. 
Nov. 1.3 .. 
Nov. 9 .. 
Nov. 15 .. 
Nov. 20 .. 
Nov. 9 .. 
Nov. 20 ..

6
1
7
9
3

10

No. 1, MIDDLE CUT.

^ . <r*
S S o beiE
.fa" £,.• li
| g i £5 |l
K " ^ i O

Jns. Ins.
1. 6 ; . 565
1.8 .62
1. ? . 63

Lbs.
18500
23900
23900

2.0 .67J 28300
2. 2 . 72
2. 5 .77
3.8 . .84
2.8 ,84

3IBOO
43050
51300
51300

3.01 .86 57075
3.0 | .86 56800

CUT So. 2.

1 ~ : :-

| | I =

jf£
Is

IltS.
i 1.6

1.8
1.83

»„•
c 3 
oO
tJ

Ins.

.55

.62

.63
2. 01 i .675
2.22 .71

.' ','.5 | .77
3.7 1 .81

• 2.72 I .815
3. 03 .86
3. 02 . 855

CUT No. 3.

tC - c ^is
|lu

a 1
*e
!i
K

c

S*
oStJ

Lbs. i Ins. | Ins.
18500
23900

1.6
*1.6?

24725 1.B1
29575 ! 2. 00
35350 i 2. 17
43050 1 2. 5
48550 2. 77
49100 ' 2.78
57625 2. 92
57350 2. 94

.55

.61

.62

.66

.695

.77

. 825

.815

.86

.85

bt
« j

S |
£ _!-

^o —

ids.
18500
18500
24175
29300
33975
43050
50475
50750
54600

"= S ;
i §-5
4, i —
K £•§

« '"oo
S ^ MJ

|s:l
6,

ibs. :
18300
S1200
24400

*Error in reading the
scale of Benton Dyn.;

29437. 5 but HS it was so read
34662.5
43050
49512. 5
49925
56112. 5

55150 56250

it is placed upon the
record.

NOTK.—Cuts No. 1 (middle cuts) were mode a few days before the others, in the dynamometer. The otber two cuts ~~ ~'~ *--•"--•*-•- " ,...,..-,, . " i adjusting the limit-gauge than that
" J turns down the screw, as he will
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TABLE II.
Pressure* in chamber of Springfield rifle. 

Instruments: National Armory Circular Cutter Ijo. 2; Bentou Dynamometer and Limit-gauge.

Powder from Amer. 
Powder Co.

Marks. Spec. 
N. 3.........1.

2.
3. 

S. 3..........1.
2.
3. 

A.3&2......1.
•2.

3. 

D 3 ..... ....1.
2.
3. 

A2..........1.
2.
3.

Beading of 
Benton ; Pressures per square inch. 

Dynamometer.

2d cut.

Inches. 
1.76 
1.76
1.8

1.72 
1.82
1.72

1.8
1.88
1.62 

1.52
1.47
1.46

1.76 
1.7
1.82

3d cut. 2d cut.

Inches. 
1.76
1.8
1.8

1.71 
1.82
1.75

1.8 
1.84
1.62

1.52 
1.45

Z&s. 
22820
22820
23900

21740 
24440
21740

23900 
26060
19040

16340 
14990

1. 46 14720

1.77 22820 
1. 72 21200
1. 82 24440

3d cut. ] Mean.

Lbs. 
22820 
23900
23900

21470 
24440
22550

23900
24980
19040

16340 
14450
14720

23090 
21740
24440

Lbi. 
22820 
23360
23900

21605 
24440
22145

23900
25520
19040

16340 
14720
14720 

21470
24440

Lengths of cuts.

Middle 
or 

1st cnt.

Inches. 
.735 

.73

.74

.72 

.74

2dout.

Inches. 
.72
.67
.71

.69 

.73
.715 : .69

.74 .72 

. 75 . 73

.665

.64

.59

.56

.74 

.69

.75

.64

.57

.56 

.09

.72

3d out

Inches. 
.72 
.71
.73

.69 

.73

.69

.72 

.73

.64

.61 

.56

.56

.70 

.665

Initial velocities. 
Means.

reau chronograph.

Feet. Feet.

1299. 1280. 6

1315.7 1293.2

1318.4 i 1296.4

1254. 0 1224. 2

.72 1328.3 1317.8

NOTE.—The middle cuts were made by the actual firing of service-charges of these powders in a Spring 
field rifle with Eodnian housing attached. The 2d and 3d cuts were made in the Benton dynamometer. 
The initial velocities were taken and computed by Lieutenant Greer.

Publication authorized by the SECRETARY OF WAR.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTOK, April 7, 1877.

S. V. BENET,
Brigadier General,

Chief of Ordnauct.
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TO ACCOMPANY OBDNAKCE NOTES No. LXVI.

PLATE. X.

No. 5.

No. 6.

No. 9.

No. 8.

No. 1.

No. 3.

"ct'tt'fc <fAow the
the vicinity of tTie cuts.

of the

Made by National Armory Circular Cutter No. 1.
FULL SIZE.
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INFANTRY EQUIPMENTS.

WATERVLIET ARSKNAL,
WEST TROY, N, V.

IjiKXKKAL:
Having had occasion lately to examine Home canteens* and haversacks, which were returned to this 

arsenal iiv the troops on the plains for the purpose of having them cleaned, my attention was called to 
certain defects in them, made evident by their use in tlie field, the correction of which seemed to me a 
matter of sufficient importance to warrant me in presenting the following as an attempt to overcome the 
difficulty.

Having also had occasion recently to weigh the different articles of the present infantry equipment, 
1 was struck with tVie great load which the soldier must necessarily carry when fully equipped for the 
march. As the efficiency of the infantry soldier is entirely dependent upon his physical condition, it is a 
mutter of great importance to give him as little to carry as possible, every ounce or fraction of an ounce 
which, in any article, is not required to insure the necessary strength and endurance, should be dispensed 
with. In tliis connection I have endeavored to ascertain to what minimum weight the equipment of the 
infuntry soldier could be reduced.

The defects referred to above were as follows: The canteen straps, which are at present made of 
cotton webbing 1^ inches wide, were found to have become, in many cases, so twisted that they were 
practically 110 better for supporting the weight of the canteen than a string ; this no doubt arose from their 
having become wet.

The same defect was observed in the haversack strap, which is made of the same material, though \\ 
inches wide.

These defects are spoken of by the Chief Ordnance Officer, Department <>f Dakota, in his report on 
the infantry equipments in General Terry's campaign of last year.

He says, in speaking of the canteen and haversack straps. "'Experience shows that both these bands 
' string' with use."

The canteen, full of water, weighs 3.H4 pounds or very nearly four pounds, a weight which, when 
carried for a day's march, will become very irksome unless its strap have a good hearing surface on the 
shoulder. The haversack as at present made, with the knife, fork, spoon, and meat-ration can, weighs 
'2 i!6 pounds, and this, with rations for ti ve days, will weigh 11.11 pounds, allowing 1.75 pounds for a 
day's ration, so that whatever has been said in favor of a strap that will not curl and "string" for the 
canteen applies even more strongly to the case of the haversack.

It was the intention of the board, which devised the present system of infantry equipments, that the 
haversack should generally be attached to the carrying-brace, to afford thereby the necessary distribution 
of the weight on the shoulders; but from Captain Miehaelis' report, before referred to, it appears that in 
Indian campaigning the carrying-bract's wei-e. regarded as a failure, and were, therefore, not used. He 
states the following in his report on the subject: " The men are always in light marching order, and never, 
under any circumstances, use the carrying-brace.'' He further says. "I saw two companies of the 14th 
infantry, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Chambers, a member of the board \yhich adopted the 
carrying-brace system, which had been supplied with the new model, under circumstances which required, 
them to make forced marches, and yet not a single soldier wore the brace. * * * « when General 
Terry's column inarched from Fort A. Lincoln, I had fifty sets of the new equipments on hand for issue; 
I could not induce the infantry officers to give them a trial during the campaign ; the mere sight of a man 
in harness, as they expressed it, was sufficient to condemn the system for field service. 1 ' It may therefore 
be inferred that, for campaigns on the plains, as the test of service has pronounced so strongly against the 
carrying-brace, it will not in the future be used. Now it is evident that if the carrying-brace, which is the 
principal feature of the present equipment, be omitted, the unity of the equipment is at once broken up, 
and modifications in those parts which are retained are rendered necessary that they may satisfactorily 
subserve their purpose. Taking this fact, in connection with the requirements of the haversack and 
canteen, the problem presented is to devise the best means of carrying these articles with also the ammuni 
tion, blanket, and spare clothing. All theorizing on the equipment of the soldier is useless, and uo method

' 5-29
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can bo based on a more solid foundation than that which he himself adopts, when obliged, in a rough 
country, to make long marches, for it may be certainly said that the weight of a heavy load will soon 
force him into the ingenuity of carrying it in such a manner as to he the least irksome; if, then, his ideas 
lie taken and facilities lie offered for carrying them out, it is hut natural to atfinn that an equipment will 
lie had most satisfactory, at least to him who has to wear it.

The soldier's method is then this, as stated by Captain Michaelis in his report from the field: "Men 
are either in verv light marching order, carrying (heir few necessities in blankets or pieces of shelter-tent, 
across the shoulder, or their impedimenta are transported in packs or wagon trains." In accordance with 
the first of these ideas, as being at the present considered most feasible, let means he afforded tor rolling 
up the blanket as compactly as possible with a view to its being earned across the shoulder, the clotliing- 
bag could then lie dispensed with, as extra clothing, should there be any, could conveniently be rolled 
up in the blanket.

The blanket at present issued by the Quartermaster's Department measures 7' x 5/5 : along one of 
the longer edges let five circular pieces of leather, 1! inches in diameter, be Hewed, one in the middle, one 
mi each side of it at a distance of 17 inches, and one 5 inches from each end : to these, on the opposite side, 
let live f-inch straps be sewed, each having one buckle close to the edge of the blanket, and two standing- 
loops, one near the buckle and the other 2} inches from it. The straps to lie 15 inches long.

The circular pieces sewed to the blanket will prevent it from being torn when the straps are tightly 
buckled. A leather thong is sewed to one of the straps at the end for the purpose- of fastening the two ends 
of the blanket together by tieing it to the strap at the other end. The blanket is first doubled in the 
direction of its length, and then rolled tightly, holding it with both hands opposite the middle strap, it can 
easily be made into a compact cylinder not more than three inches in diameter, which, when slung across 
the shoulder and the ends tied together, will stand out from the bod}' so as not to be oppressive in warm 
weather."

The board which devised the brace system thought this method of carrying the blanket not advisable, 
having previously thought, no doubt, that the carrying-brace would meet all the requirements of service.

They state the following on the subject:
"Many officers have recommended that the knapsack or valise* be abolished altogether, and in its 

place our soldiers, when in the field, should carry simply a change of underclothing rolled in their blankets 
and carried over the shoulder en bandolier.

"There are so many objectionable features to this method that it would seem almost supererogatory to 
enumerate them; but, in view of the prominence which has been given to this matter, the Board feel called 
upon to indicate the objections they have to it. In the first place, the custom originated in necessity. At 
the opening of the spring campaigns our soldiers, heavily weighted with the old-fashioned knapsack, with 
the accumulntions of the winter, after the first few miles, exhausted by their packs, availed themselves of 
a favorable opportunity to stop by the roadside and to take from their knapsacks a few things, which they 
rolled in their blankets, the ends of which they tied together and slung over their shoulders, abandoning 
all other articles of clothing Any one who will take the trouble to try this on a warm day will find 
himself enveloped in blankets, and, although he may scarcely feel the weight on his shoulder, his breast 
will be oppressed, his clothing will be bound to him. and he cannot handle his piece with any degree of 
facility."

From this, in the first, place, it is to he observed that many officers have recommended it.
Iti the next place the board state, as an argument against it. that it was a custom which originated in 

necessity. I!ut is not this, in reality, a strong reason in its favor? For was it not the necessity of not 
carrying an ounce man; weight than was absolutely necessary—a necessity which is more urgent in its 
demands now than ever, since it is considered important to carry a greater number of rounds of ammunition 
than formerly, and does not the fact that this is the plan which the soldiers prefer speak much for it .•*

The objection which is further urged to its oppressing and binding the clothing of the soldier, and its 
interfering with the handling of his piece, can, I think, be obviated by the means described above, of 
making it into a small compact roll. If it be worn from the left shoulder to the right side, the riirhl 
shoulder will be free and it will not interfere with the aiming of the piece.

Should it be desirable, also, to carry the rubber blanket or shelter tent, either of these could be rolled 
tightly outside the blanket and tied with pieces of tape sewed fast to them.

To carry the haversack and canteen two methods are suggested—either to have them both attached 
to the same strap across the shoulder, or to have a separate strap for each.

By the first method, the following drawing will represent the form and dimensions of the shoulder-strap:

Back. Front. 
24" r S4"

1U" 24"
NOTE.—The broken lines indicate the directions of the strains, the one connecting h h' for the haversack iinrt that connecting 

e c' for the canteen.

It is to be made of leather, having a broad bearing-piece in the middle for the shoulder 15 inches long 
and 2A inches wide, terminating in two straps at one end, each 24 inches long, and at the other in two 
straps, one '24 inches long and the other 19, all the straps to be f inch wide.

The straps h and h' buckle to the haversack and c and c' to the canteen.
It is to be worn over the right shoulder, c and h being in front, c' and h' behind. The strap c', the 

back strap of the canteen, is riveted fast to the shoulder-strap at r, to allow the straps on the hack to 
spread and adjust themselves. The straps h and V pass underneath the waist-belt, so that the haversack 
will he held to the body, and c and <•' outside of it, so that the canteen can be easily raised to the mouth.
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A strap J inch wide and 24 inches long IB passed around the canteen through the tin loops, having u buckle, 
1 standing and 1 gliding-loop at each end; to this strap the straps c and c' are buckled; two buckles, two 
chapes, and two standing-loops are sewed on the part of the haversack next the body to receive the straps 
h and h'.

Tlie straps have sufficient length to he adjusted to the largest-sized man over his overcoat, and can lie 
buckled up so as to fit a small man with a blouse.

n

Should it he desirable to cany the canteen and haversack by separate straps, one of the following 
form and dimensions could he used :

15"

Tbe strap for each to be of the same si/.e and form ; to he made of leather, 63 inches long, for 15 inches in 
the middle to he 2 inches wide, and '24 inches at each end to be | inch wide. The strap on the canteen anil 
the buckle pieces on the haversack to be the same as before described. These to be "worn over each shoulder 
would hnve a good bearing surface aud would not curl and twist as the present straps do.

The former of these methods is considered the best, as, but one strap being used, the body is less con 
fined in its movements. Before, however, deciding between them, no argument in favor of either would 
tie considered so strong as that which would come from actual service in a campaign. Both kinds might 
be given to the same captain that he might try them under similar circumstances in the field.

The canteen as at present made has two covers; one is sufficient if made of cloth and not felt; this will 
make it lighter and cheaper.

Most of the haversacks which were lately returned to this arsenal from the field were in a very filthv 
condition : they were very greasy aud dirty, and some of them were so saturated with grease that it was 
impossible to get, them clean. The reason for their condition is due to the meat-ration can, which being 
used to cook tin; meat in over the fire becomes greasy and smoked, and. the means not being at hand to 
scour it after every meal, it is put in this condition into the haversack pocket, which is sewed fast to the 
haversack and cannot be taken out and washed. The greasy meat is also carried in the meat-ration can, 
whose two parts are only pressed together, and being carried on its end in the pocket, the heat of the sun 
melts the grease which very easily runs out. If the meat-ration can is to be retained, it would be better to 
make the pocket detachable, so that it could be unbuttoned and washed before the whole haversack is 
ruined.

There is another objection, it seems to me, to carrying the meat-ration can in the present pocket: the 
hard bread which is carried is placed in the large pocket, between this can and the body, and by the con 
tinual motion in inarching it is liable to be broken up in pieces by the ran. While this does not injure it 
in any way as an article of food, still it prevents the soldier from calculating the exact amount of each 
day's allowance as easily as he otherwise could, when several days' rations are carried in his haversack.

With respect to the number of rounds of ammunition and the method of carrying it. the present infantry 
equipment provides for sixty rounds, forty to he carried in two cartridge-boxes on the waist-belt and 
twenty in a pocket in the clothing-bag.
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The report from the geld before referred to place: the strong testimony of service as against the box, 
and states that the men much prefer the loop belt: indeed it is bard to sec how this should be otherwise, fur 
with oartridg** which are impervious to moisture and do not become injured by exposure to the inclemencies 
of the weather, what advantage can be gained by closing them up in a box? It is only increasing the 
weight and expense of the equipment without gaining anything thereby.

If, then, a loop belt be better adapted for carrying the cartridges than a box, it wonld be well to ascer 
tain whether a single or double row of loops would be most advantageous. As the board which devised 
the present equipment provided for the carrying of sixty rounds, it is reasonable to infer that they considered 
;hat the necessary number to be carried. I have also seen it stated by several other officers that it is very 
desirable that the infantry soldier should be able to carry sixty rounds, and this I believe is the general 
opinion of infantry officers. Some, however, recommend even a greater number. The board of which 
General Schoh'eld was president, whose report is given in Ordnance Mem. No. 11, state, on page 17, that 
each man, in time of war, should he provided with four pouches, containing twenty-four cartridges each, to 
he properly distributed upon his belt; this would give each man ninety-six cartridges. Now a loop-belt 
with sixty cartridges in a single row cannot bp made to buckle shorter than 33.3 inches, a size which would 
IK- much too large for many men in a company. There arc sometimes found men who do not measure 
more than 30 inches around the waist, and for these forty-seven cartridges would be all that could be 
carried with the belt buckled to (it; the present prairie-belt, now l<eing made here, has fifty-four loops and 
cannot be buckled shorter than 34.5 inches.

The difficulty Deems to be better overcome by General Hazen's cartridge-loops, adopted for the cavalry 
service, than in any other way. These loops are each 7.75 inches long and contain twenty cartridges in 
two rows, twelve in the outside and eight in the inside; they slide on the present waist-belt, and three of 
them occupy a space of 23.25 inches, sufficient to distribute the weight well about the body. If, however, 
it should he desirable to spread the weight a little more, the loops might be made to have fourteen cartridges 
in the outside row and six in the inside; each loop would then be 9 inches long and sixtv cartridges would 
occupy 27 inches of the l<elt, the full number could then always l*e carried by every infnntry soldier. If it 
be stated that the leather loops adopted ibr the cavalry would'' veixligriH " the cartridges, they could he coiited 
with shellac, or they might be made of the same material aw the present prairie loop-belt. The present belt- 
plate weighs about 4 ounces; it could, I think, be reduced to almut 2^ ounces and still be aufo'cicutly strong 

To give an idea of the great necessity of reducing the weight at* much as p*M*eible, 1 will give the 
weights of all the articles in detwil of the present equipment whiuli \\ould be carried by a soldier who was 
fully equipped for the march We will suppose him to carry five days' rations and that the weather in cold 
enough t4* oblige him to wear his overcoat: Pound: 

W rounds of ammunition.................___.._._.. 5.411
1 overcoat............ .............. ..................................... 5.25
1 woolen blanket......................... ........... 5. 125
1 rubber blanket; none on hand, estimated at................... ............. 3.00
1 Springfield rifle, caliber .45................................................ 8.375
5 days' rations. (} pound meat and 1 pound hard bread per day)................ 8.75
1 canteen, (fidl of water, with strap)........................................ 3. 84
Extra clothiug...... ....................................................... 2.00
1 haversack............................ .................................. 1.00
1 knife and sheath, fork and spoon...................... .................... .40
1 waist-belt and plate...................... ................................ .00
1 wet of carrying-bracew...................................... .............. 1. H)
1 gun-eling...-....-...........--...--.-.---. ............................. .25
1 bayonet and scubbnrd..................................................... 1.25
1 clothing-bag................................ ............................. 1.125
1 meat-ration can.......................................................... .90
1 tin-cup............................................................... .5!!
2 cartridge-boxen.......................................................... 1.00

Total.... ................................ 50.015

That is, the infantry soldier would be currying fifty pounds, a load which, after he had inarched some 
distance, wonld werioiisly interfere with hi# efliciency. We will now wet? to what extant, for the actual 
necessities of service on the plains, the al»ove load can tw reduced by the method which 1 have described 
almve: Fuumln. 

0(1 rounds of ammunition .......... ............................. ............. 5.40
1 overcoat...._...._......-.....-....-...- .................. 5.25
1 woolen blanket with straps..................... ............ ............. S. 44
1 rubber blanket, estimated at ................................ .............. 21.00
1 Springfield rifle, caliber .45................................................ H. 375
5 days' rations (§ pound meat and 1 pound hard hn?td per day) ................ 8.75
1 canteen full of water ............................ ......................... 3.72
Kxtraclothing ...... ........................................... ......... 2.00
1 haversack .............................................................. .72
] knife and sheath, fork and spoon .............................. ............ .40
1 waist-belt and plate .................................... .................. .50
1 shoulder-strap, for canteen and haversack................................... .34
3 Flaxen cartridge-loops.......................... .47

Total.......... ................................ 44.305
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That is, there would be a saving in weight of 5.65 pounds, and what is also of perhaps as much importance, 
a reduction of five in the number of articles carried. The following are the articles omitted from the present 
equipment: the carrying-braces, the cartridge-boxes, the welt-strap and slide for the canteen, also the 
same for the haversack, the clothing-bag, the tin-cup, the meat-ration can, the gun-sling, the baronet and 
scabbard. The tin-cup would be left out for the following reasons: not required for drinking purposes, as 
the canteen answers, and, as the soldier does not carry coffee and sugar with him in his haversack on 
rapid scouts, he has no use for it; when coft'oe and sugar are taken, it would probably be under circum 
stances which would require a wagon-train, where they would he carried, and why not carry the cups also 
hi the wagon ? In regard to tlie meat-ration can, it was previously shown that the haversacks were much 
injured by its use. When several days' rations are taken the meat can be carried cooked, and when the 
troops are accompanied by a train, these cans, if required, could be taken in the wagons. The following 
are the articles which are added for the proposed equipment: 5 straps sewed to blanket. 1 strap on the 
canteen, 1 shoulder-strap, and ^! ITazen cartridge-loops.

The seven photographs inclosed herewith represent as follows:
Pig. 1. Front view of single shoulder-strap, with canteen and haversack attached, lit) rounds of 

cartridges in 3 Hazeu loops on the belt.
Fig. 2. Eeai- view of same.
Fig. 3. Front view when two shoulder-straps are used.
Fig. 4. Rear view of same.
Fig. 5. Front view of single shoulder-strap and blanket carried as proposed.
Fig. fi. Rear view of same.
Fig. 7. Side view of same.

Very respectfully, vour obedient servant,
W. B. WEIR, 

First Lieutenant of Ordnance.

Brigadier-General S. V. BENfiT,
Chief of Ordnance,

Through Commanding Officer,
Vfatervliet Arsenal, N. Y.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, May 13, 1877.

Publication authorised by the Secretary of War.

S. V. BENET,
Rrigadifr General,

Chief of Ordnance.
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